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EXPLANATORY NOTE.

The date given is that of baptism or marriage.

The first few pages are copied from the Register verbatim et literatim.

The ensuing entries are abridged, the form being in most cases a repetition of these specimens.

The baptisms and marriages are recorded in the Register in parallel columns—and in the transcription the marriages are placed month by month immediately after the baptisms. Where no marriages are recorded for the month, this fact is indicated.

The original spelling of surnames and place names is retained; but in the abridgement Christian names are modernised, except that some of a peculiar nature are given as they stand.

In the first few pages of the Register the record of marriages is impaired by the outer edge of the page having been cut away.

It should be kept in mind that prior to 1600 the year is reckoned from 25th March.
PARISH REGISTERS OF DUNFERMLINE
1561-1700.

1561. JULY.

B[aptisms]—The 16 day Alexr. Marschall had a man chyld born to him of his wyff, Effie Etown, baptizit and callit Patrik.
The 20 day Jhone Sanderis had a woman chyld born to him of his wyff, Besse Bwrn, baptizit and callit Jonat.
The 27 day Jhone Langlandis had a man chyld born to him of his wyff, Besse Bad, baptizit and callit James.

M[arriages]—The 6 of July H . . . . 1 wes mariet to Jea . . . ; George Philip to Bar . . . .
The 13 Hector Wilso[n] . . . . to Jonat . . . ; Wilzem Walker (?) . . .
The 27 M. James . . . . mariet to Jonat . . . ; Wilzem Henderson to . . .

AUGUST.

B. The 3 day Wilzem Thomson had a woman chyld born to him of his wyff, Katerin Steinson, baptizit and callit Katerin.
That day Cutbert Richardton had a woman chyld born to him of his wyff, Jonat Fyff, baptizit and callit Marjorie.
The 10 day James Cois had a man chyld born to him of his wyff, Katerin Clevie, baptizit and callit Richart.
The 14 day Thomas Monqwhur had a man chyld born to him of his wyff, Marjoni Andirson, baptizit and callit Jhone.
That day Jhone Boswell had a man chyld born to him of his wyff, Jonat Dagleisch, baptizit and callit Tomas.
That day Robert Legat had a woman chyld born to him of his wyff, Jonat Anderson, baptizit and callit Jonat.
That day Jhone Walvswd had a man chyld born to him of his wyff, Girsel Mastirtoun, baptizit and callit James.
The 17 day Adam Stoby had a man chyld born to him of his wyff, Katerin Mastirtoun, baptizit and callit James.
That day Jhone Doncan had a man chyld born to him of his wyff, Jonat Ranalt, baptizit and callit Jhone.
The 31 day Wilzem Wilson had a man chyld born to him of his wyff, Jonat Mudie, baptizit and callit James.
That day Wilzem Young had a woman chyld born to him of his wyff, Katerin Brand, baptizit and callit Jhone.

M. The 3 of August . . . . wes mariet to . . . .
The 10 Jhone . . . . in Kyngorn wes [mariet] to Elein Keir.
The 17 day Th[omas] . . . . wes mariet to . . . ; Wilzem Wilson to . . .

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 7 day Waltir Stronge had a woman chyld born to him of his wyff, Elein Lyall, baptizit and callit Katerin.
That day Robert Wyelson had a woman chyld, begottin in fornication of Maran Tomson, baptizit and callit David.
The 14 day Tonias Mudy had a woman chyld born to him of his wyff, Kirsten Harper, baptizit and callit Katerin.

1 The leaf has been cut short at the side.
That day Jhone Potter had a man chyld born to him of his wyf, Katerin Wilson, baptizit and callit Tomas.
That day Wilzem Schortes had a woman chyld born to him of his wyf, Jonat Crystie, baptizit and callit Katerin.
That day James Brwis had a woman chyld born to him of his wyf, Marjorie Gibbon, baptizit and callit Margaret.
The 17 day Wilzem Wilson had a man chyld born to him off his wyf, Katerin Crysteson, baptizit and callit Wilziam.
The 21 day Jhone Watwood had a man chyld born to him of his wyf, Helein Wardlaw, baptizit and callit Abraham.
That day Jhone Car had a woman chyld born to him of his wyf, Kirsten Car, baptizit and callit Margaret.
That day Jhone Blakater had a man chyld born to him of his wyf, Isbell Balfour, baptizit and callit Abraham.
That day Jhone Byrn had a woman chyld born to him of his wyf, Jonat Steinson, baptizit and callit Elspet.
The 28 Jhone Wardlaw had a man chyld born to him off his wyf, Jonat Murray, baptizit and callit Jhone.
That day David Workman had a man chyld born to him of his wyf, Marjori Schortes, baptizit and callit James.
That day Jhone Scherair had a woman chyld born to him of his wyf, Nans Cunningham, baptizit and callit Kirsten.

M. [None.]

OCTOBER.

B. The 1 day Peter Robertson had a man chyld born to him of his wyf, Jonat Wrycht, baptizit and callit James.
The 5 day Jhone Huton had a woman chyld born to him of his wyf, Jonat Paton, baptizit and callit Isbell.
That day Henry Reid had a man chyld born to him off his wyf, Margaret Stoby, baptizit and callit James.
That day Wilzem Anderson had a man chyld born to him of his wyf, Jonet Yonger, baptizit and callit David.
The 8 day Robert Dagliech had a man chyld born to him of his wyf, Jonet Elown, baptizit and callit Robert.
That day Jhone Potter had a woman chyld born to him of his wyf, Isbell Walker, baptizit and callit Isbell.
The 19 day Richart Potter had a man chyld born to him of his wyf, Katerin Walker, baptizit and callit Richart.
The 29 day Jhone Watwood had a woman chyld born to him of his wyf, Meg Sanderis, baptizit and callit Girsell.

M. The 5 day Andrew Brown wes mariet to Kirsten Andirson.
That day Jhone Strange wes mariet to Jonat Malcom.
The 12 day Jhone Watsone wes mariet to Nans Dewer.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 2 day Wilzem Durie had a man chyld born to him of his wyf, Jonet Gurlay, baptizit and callit Patrik.
That day Jhone Davidsone had a man chyld born to him of his wyf, Katerin Simson, baptizit and callit Tomas.

\ldots \text{day}^1 \text{James Keir had a man chyld born to [him:} \text{of his wyf, Nans Brown, baptizit and callit Jhone.}

[The] 9 day Jhone Huton had a man chyld born to him [of his] wyf, Besse Langlandis, baptizit and callit Robert.
The 12 day Jhone Steinson had a man chyld, begotten in fornication of Margaret Craik, baptizit and callit Jhone.
The 16 day Wilzem Schortes in Lethems had a man chyld born to him of his wyf, Margarat Jonson, baptizit and callit Androw.

\footnote{Torn.}
That day Wilzem Boswell had a woman chyld born to him of his wyff, Elein Kellok, baptizit and callit Effie.
The 15 day Jhone Brown had a woman chyld born to him off his wyff, Isobell Mudie, baptizit and callit Katerin.
That day Andrew Foster had a man chyld born to him of his wyff, Elein Wardlaw, baptizit and callit Andrew.
That day Wilzem Cragie had a woman chyld born to him of his wyff, Elein Steinson, baptizit and callit Jonat.
The 26 day Richard Huton had a man chyld born to him of his wyff, Isobell Bwn, baptizit and callit Alexander.
M.  The 2 day Laurence Tomson wes marriet to Elein Huton.
The 9 day Laurenc Smyth wes marriet to Margaret Edison

DECEMBER.
B.  The 7 day Andrew Facok had a woman child born to him of his wife, Janet Blak, baptized and called Janet.
That day John Man had, &c., of his wife, Mag Flokart, baptized and called Marjory.
The 10 day Arche Cuninghame and Isobel Sandis had Isobel baptized.¹
The 14 day James Harrowair and Janet Cois had Janet.
The 24 day John Andirson and Mag Flokhart had Isobel.
The 28 day William Walkar and Madie Strong had David.
That day Andrew Walkar and Margaret Burt had Rosina.
M.  The 7 day William . . . ² married to Bessie . . .
That day Andrew . . . married to Janet . . .
The 21 day Richard . . . [in] Aberdour was married [to] Madie Fleming.
John Mackdonald (?) and Janet Dixon married.
John Ford to Janet . . .
John Hodgs to Isobel . . .

JANUARY [1561-2].
B.  The 4 day Robert Watson and Margaret Millair had Margaret.
The 11 day James Dewer and Janet Law had David.
The 14 day David Inus and Janet Doncain had James (in fornication).
The 18 day Loury Peirson and Margaret Brand had Margaret.
That day Thomas Huton and Marjory Eli had Janet.
That day John Andirson and Janet Walker had Elspet.
That day Henry Glas and Maws Weald had Alexander.
The 25 day Cathbert Geddie and Mege Mwire had Patrick.
The 28 day John Flokcart and Janet Wilson had Effie.
That day Nicul Balfour and Bessie Duri had John.
M.  [None.]

FEBRUARY.
B.  The 1 day John Cuninghame and Katherine Walwood had Robert.
The 8 day Thomas Andiron and Christian Wilson had Andrew.
That day John Mudie and Janet Davidsone had Girsell (Grizel).
That day John Bull and Marjory Doncane had John.
That day John Peirson and Mege Watsone had David.
The 15 day John Elder and Effie Smeton had John.
That day David Qwariour and Christian Donald had Marion.
That day John Smart and Margaret Kirk had John.
That day William Mudie and Marjory Bwn had Elspet (Elizabeth).
The 25 day William Brown and Elspet Gilmor had Elspet.

¹ Hereafter the entries are abridged, the form in most cases being a repetition of the above specimens.
² Edge cut off.
The 8 day James Walker was married to Annie Henry.
The 15 day John Gardiner was married to Bessie Huchton.
The 22 day Charles Makman was married to Christian Broun.

MARCH.

B. The 8 day Hector Wilson and Janet Chalmer had Katherine.
   That day John Mudie and Helen Cowe had Patrick.
   That day James Burn and Janet Makkie had Bessie.
   That day John Crychtoun and Bessie Mutray had Harry.
   That day Alexander Scotland and Margaret Henderson had Margaret.
   That day James Clerk and Janet Banks had Margaret.
   The 11 day William Robertson and Janet Boswell had Archibald.
   The 15 day Tom Westwood and Effie Motes had Robert.
   That day Thomas Logtoun and Janet Philp had Christian.
   That day Thomas Huton and Ellen Kellock had Patrick.
   The 29 day [1562] James Cusin and Christian Paton had ... [name not filled in].

M. The 8 day Walter Clune was married to Katherine Nevin.

APRIL [1562].

B. The 8 day David Scortes (Schortes) and Janet Watson had John (in fornication).
   That day James Moris and Mag Paton had Effie.
   The 12 day Robert Logtoun and Katherine Edson had David.
   That day Thomas Davidson and Janet Keir had Isobel.
   That day Peter Andirson and Marain Fargus had George.
   The 19 day David Logton and Christian Mudie had George.
   The 26 day William Eson and Margaret Person had John.

M. The 12 day Alexander Kininmont was married to Margaret Dowe (?).
   That day John Robertston married to Marjory Steinson.
   John Brown to Margaret Mufdie?.
   The 19 day John Bruis was married to Marion Hutson.
   That day John Edson was married to Isobel Stewart.

MAY.

B. The 3 day of May Henry Peirson and Bessie Reid had John.
   That day John Gib and Katherine Angus had John.
   The 20 day Adam Stewart and Janet Blakater had Patrick.
   That day John Smyth and Isobel Kellok had Katherine.
   That day John Murray and Ellen Dangezill had John.
   The 24 day Henry Wilson and Janet Portar had Christian.
   That day John Brown and Christian Andirson had Robert.
   The 31 day David Fargusson and Isobel Durham had Margaret. (In the margin against this entry is written “minister of the Evangell.”)
   That day William Morgan and Janet Dewar had David.
   That day John Mutray and Janet Andirson had Alexander.

M. The 3 day John R ... married to Margaret Bl ... .
   The 10 day James Find (?) ... was married to Elein ... .
   That day Robert Tomson was married to Isobel ... .
   The 24 day Thomas ... was married to ... Meldrum.
   The 31 day Thomas ... was married to ... ; and Andrew ... to Margaret ... .
   That day [William] Mikilj[on] was married to Bessie [Baxter]. (Cf. 1563, Sept. 19th.)

JUNE.

B. The 7 day of June Laurence Wallwood and Janet Hendrison had William (in fornication).
That day Thomas Garvan and Janet Makinnon had Bessie.
The 10 day Andrew Harro-wair and Madi Horn had Isobel.
The 21 day John Wilson and Janet Banks had Janet.
The 24 day Robert Howburn and Marion Dempster-toun had Henry (in
fornication).
M. The 14 day John Dangzell was married to Nans Craik.
That day Robert Kilgour was married to Marjory West.
The 21 day Andrew Anderson to Bessie Kellok.

JULY.

B. The first of July James Mubray and Bessie Dennes-toun had Philip.
That day Abraham Walwood and Isobel Daygleich had Grizel.
The 5 of July William Moris and Margaret Anderson had Robert.
That day John Skirling and Effie Morphi had Margaret.
The 8 day Patrick Wilson and Bessie Breidheid had George.
That day David Andirson and Margaret Hayik had Richard.
The 12 day Tom Broun and Janet Elson (? Wilson) had William.
That day William Martin and Meg Austin had Adam (in fornication).
That day Robert Bennie and Isobel Andirson had Elspet.
That day Thomas Donald and Ellen Bruse had Robert.
The 19 day Wat Crystie and Janet Watson had Margaret.
That day John Andirson and Margaret Hendirson had Margaret.

M. The 5 day Robert Davidson was married to Isobel Banks.
The 12 day Andrew Law, "sumrym a popish priest," was married to Bessie
Burn.
That day James Hendirson was married to Margaret Logtoun.
The 19 day John Miller was married to Christian Andirson.

AUGUST.

B. The 8\(^1\) day William Couper and Janet Keir had Bessie.
The 5\(^1\) day Richard Walker and Janet Kennedy had Bessie.
The 9 day William Walwood and Ket Cin had Robert.
That day Tom Scharp and Janet Kenven had Margaret.
That day Andrew Jonson and Bessie Liddell had John.
The 16 day Andrew Smyth and Bessie Conston had Andrew.
The 19 day David Bull and Meg Curry had John.
The 23 day William \(^2\) Schortes and Bessie Cryste had Janet.
That day Lourie Tomson and Ellen Huton had Loure (\(i.e.,\) Laurence).
That day John Watson and Nans Dewar had John.
The 26 day Tom Hendin and Janet Barklay had John.
That day John Tomson and Begy Stokis had Hester.

M. The 23 day Thomas Mar[k?] was married to Janet Loud[ie?].

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 6 day David Cunnand and Ket Alison had Christian.
That day William Symson and Ket Bennet had Patrick.
The 9 John Knox and Marion Stalker had Bessie.
That day George Jonson and Effie Beveraig had John.
The 13 day Robert Phillen and Janet Couper had Effie.
The 16 day James Wemis and Janet Durie had Isobel.
That day David Michaell and Betereig (Beatrice) Kelлок had John.
The 23 day Walter Lyndsay and Janet Clark had Janet.
That day John Lathreis and Janet Duncan had Margaret (in fornication).

M. The 6 day John Ste . . . . was married to Janet P . . . .
The 13 day Andrew Hunter was married to Nans Scherper.
That day John Reid was married to Janet Tomson.

\(^1\) So in the register.
\(^2\) An asterisk is placed over this word William in the register, and in the margin is
written "Webster."
OCTOBER.

B. The 4 day James Blak and Christian Peirson had Bessie.
The 11 day Andrew Cim and Janet Heich had Elspet.
The 14 day Thomas Murdo and Christian Harper had Margaret.
That day George Mutray and Margaret Person had Bessie.
The 25 day George Fleming and Tissabe Duclas had Janet.

M. The 11 day John Aldiston was married to Bessie Warkman.
The 14 day James King was married to Janet Wellison.
Robert Paton to Janet Dagleich.
William Wricht to Christian Tomson.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 8 day Robert Andirson and Nans Miller had Elspet.
The 22 day John Car and Christian Car had Janet.
The 25 day Arche Cuminghame and Janet Davidson had Alexander.
That day John Fillen and Janet Matheson had Margaret (in fornication).

M. The 1 [day] Andrew Forfair was married to Ellen Schortes.
The 22 day Andrew Moris was married to Isobel Edisone.
James Whyt to Janet Mudie.

DECEMBER.

B. The 6 day Patrick Chalmers and Janet Curre (?) had George.
The 13 day William Boswell and Ellen Kellok had Henry.
That day Robert Dewar and Catherine Law had Nicol.
That day Malcolm Makinson and Janet Bell had William.
That day George Sanders and Margaret Duri had George.
That day Andrew Stodwart and Elson Gillis had Katherine.¹
The 20 day William Walkar and Bessie Trumbill had Thomas.
The 27 day Cuthbert Wardlaw and Katherine Dagleich had Ester.
That day Richard Uterly and Margaret Dempstertoun had Jacob.
That day Adam Burn and Elspet Huntair had John.
That day George Barnard and Mege Angus had Patrick.

M. The 6 day Laurence Bonalay was married to Ellen Andirson.
The 20 day Thomas Beveraig was married to Janet Cuminghame.

JANUARY [1562-3].

B. The 13 day David Murray and Christian Travell (or Cravell) had Patrick (in fornication).
The 17 day Hector Bredhed and Elspet Bowes had Katherine.
That day Robert Stenhus and Janet Tomson had John.
The 21 day John Liddell and Christian Miche had Adam.
The 31 day William Wilson at Pitliver and Elspet Donat had Abraham and Jacob.
That day Tom Huton and Marjory Eli had Andrew.

M. The 17 day Andrew Cim was married to Bege Bell.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 7 day of Februar David Wilson had 3 barnis born at one tyme of his wif, Katerin Stewart, baptizit, ane callit Joseph, ane uithir Margaret and the thrid . . .
That day Andrew Law and Bessie Burn had Janet.
The 14 day John Huntair and Christian Robertsone had Nicol.
That day Thomas Stevin and Janet Bull had William.
That day Charles Edison and Isobel Tomson had Andrew.
That day John Kellok and Bessie Person had James.

¹ Aberdour in margin.
APRIL.

The 24 day John Lemox and Mege Patirson had John (in fornication).  
The 28 day James Huton and Nans Steinson had George.  
That day John Brown and Margaret Muir had Nicol.

M. The 21 day David Færgus was married to Ellen Wricht.

MARCH.

B. The 7 day John Edison and Isobel Stewart had Marjory.  
That day William Sanders and Margaret Lamb had Katherine.  
That day John Dangzell and Nans Craik had Katherine.  
That day Robert Roxburgh and Janet Michell had Elspet (in fornication).  
The 10 day Robert Wilson and Janet Pët had Gelis.  
That day David Henry and Christian Lyall had Marjory.  
The 14 day Patrick Murray and Marjory Wallet had William.  
That day John Makalzeon and Marion Lyndsay had Marjory.  
That day David Andirson and Janet Wat had Christian.  
The 17 day Thomas Brechin and Christian Stenson had William.  
The 21 day David Bankis and Janet Weil had Thomas.  
That day William Horn and Margaret Stenhou had Adam.  
That day John Steinson and Janet Pacok had Ellen.  
The 28 day [1563] Nicol Dewer and Katherine Kellok had Thomas.  
That day Thomas Blak and Christian Meldrum had Elspet.

M. [None.]

APRIL [1563].

B. The 4 day William Durie and Janet Gurlay had Marjory.  
That day William Tomson 2 and Nans Schottus had Robert.  
That day John Paterson and Bessie Dangzell had [name and sex not filled in].  
The 11 day James Atkin and Bessie Malcolm had Alexander.  
That day Nicol Andirson and Maws Brand had Laurence.  
The 14 day Robert Angus and Christian Beverag had Nicol (in fornication).  
The 25 day Nicol Peirson and Katherine Henderson had Robert.  
That day Robert Crafurd and Christian Colzear had Effie.  
That day Walter Strong and Ellen Lyall had John.

M. The 18 day John Millar was married to Nans Craik.  
Adam Clevis (or Clevie) to Margaret P . . . .

MAY.

B. The 2 day John Angus and Mege Kellok had John.  
That day Lourie Tod and Christian Wilzemson had David.  
That day John Gibson and Bessie Stewart had Janet.  
The 16 day John Keir and Christian Henderson had Christian.  
That day John Dulie and Isobel Gray had Andrew.  
The 30 day Robert Davidson and Isobel Bankis had Janet.

M. The 2 day John Be . . . . was married to Margaret [all]ender (?).  
The 9 day Andrew Mutray was married to Ellen Wardlaw.  
Lowrie Steinson to Bessie Mutray.  
John Steinson to Marjory Trumbill.

JUNE.

B. The 6 day Lowrie Kirke and Mege Bennet had Thomas.  
The 30 day Allan Horne and Janet Davidsone had Margaret.  
That day Gilbert Colezar and Christian Malcolm had Christian.

M. The 6 day Thomas Doncane was married to Isobel Waich.  
The 27 day Patrick Keir was married to Gelis Peirsone.

1 Rossyth in margin.  
2 In margin against this entry Insis Wille, evidently a soubriquet.
James Watchman to Margaret Kevell.
John Wilzensone to Alison Atkin.

**JULY.**

B. The 4 day James Knox and Christian Brwis had James.
The day William Makkie and Katherine Steinson had Nicol.
The 7 day Michael Stewart and Gelis Anderson had a daughter called . . .
   (in fornication).
The 11 day James Findlaw and Janet Muir had William.
The 14 day Arche Angus and Bessie Dewer had Katherine.
The 18 day Thomas Anderson and Elin Peirson had Christian.
The 21 day John Aldston and Bessie Workman had James.
The 25 day John Martall and Nans Angus had Nans.
The 28 day David Lawta and Isobel Mutray had Nans.

M. The 18 day Thom Edison was married to Isobel Robertson.
The 25 day John Atkin was married to Isobel Burn.
Robert Crysteson to Margaret Dagleish.

**AUGUST.**

B. The 1 day Richard Potter and Kite Walker had James.
The day Andrew Anderson, "ane indweller of Perth, had a man chyld born
   in fornication to him of Besse Gray, receivit at hir handis heir aftir her
   repentance, baptisit and callit Jhone." The 8 day Tome Westwood (**sic**) and Effie Moyes had Robert.
The day Thomas Yowm and Marjory Hunnon had Margaret.
The 15 day Alexander Carson and Margaret Reid had Christian.
The day Nicol Cant and Kat Kelloc had Christian.
The 18 day John Bull and Isobel Watson had Janet (in fornication).^1
The 25 day John Brown and Christian Esen had Andrew.
The 26 day Alexander Anderson and Bessie Steinson had Maws.
The 27 day John Paterson and Begs Huchie had William.
The 29 day John Millair and Christian Anderson had Nans.

M. The 29 day John Bull was married to Isobel Watsone.

**SEPTEMBER.**

B. The 5 day John Robertstone and Marjory Steinson had Margaret.
The day Robert Peris and Janet Gray had Christian.
The 12 day Alexander Cuningham and Margaret Kemp had Kete.
The 19 day William Mikiljone and Bessie Baxter had Janet.
The 26 day John Smyth^2 and Maige Kelloc had Bessie.
The day Alexander Marshall and Effie Etoun had Margaret.

M. [None.]

**OCTOBER.**

B. The 3 day Tom Steinson and Kete Dagleish had David.
The day Henry Fynlason and Margaret Scharp had Henry.
The 6 day Henry Reid and Mage Stobie had Margaret.
The 10 day William Wyrcht and Christian Tomson had William.
The 13 day Gilbert Martyn and Katherine Gray had Katherine.
The day John Robertstone and Janet Craufurd had Katherine.^3
The 17 day John Kelloc and Janet Durie had Katherine.

^1 *Rossyth* in margin.
^2 *Caiger* (i.e., probably cadger) in margin.
^3 Of *Carneok* in margin.
That day William Huton and Effie Karkettill had John (in fornication).
The 31 day Thomas Wilson and Bessie Wilson had Elein.

M. [None.]

NOVEMBER.

B. The 7 day John Murray and Christian Spens had Edward.
That day John Reid and Janet Tomson had George.
The 21 day Arche Cunningham and Isobel Sandis had John.
That day Henry Jonson and Bessie Rankis had Abraham.
That day Tom Merlezen and Christian Whyt had a daughter (in fornication).  
The 28 day Rob Wilson and Bessie Reid had James.

M. The 14 day David Pacok was married to Janet Chalmer.
Charles Cunningham to Kate Walwod.
The 21 day William Keir was married to Janet Ranold.
Robert Andirson to Janet Walker.

DECEMBER.

B. The 1 day William Kent and Katherine Hodgs had Robert.
The 5 day John Hunter and Christian Matheson had Janet.
The 15 day John Miller and Nans Orack had Andrew.
The 19 day James Young and Marion Purraik had Patrick.
That day John Potter, younger, and Isobel Walker had Janet.
The 26 Gilbert Kennedy and Margaret Brady had Margaret.
That day James Symson and Isobel Henderson had James.
That day James Dewer and Janet Law had Bessie.
That day David Fergus and Ellen Wrycht had Ellen.

M. The 5 day Robert Roxbruch was married to Janet Mitchell.
That day Thom Wilson was married to Elison Chalmers.
The 26 day William Young was married to Bessie Burn.

JANUARY [1563-4].

B. The 2 day John Smeton and Katherine Stobie had William.
That day John Bull and Nans Symson had David.
The 9 day John Brown and Christian Andirson had David.
The 19 day John Alisone and Janet Cim had John.
That day John Mudie and Ellen Cowie had Robert.
The 26 day John Chrychtoun and Bessie Mutray had Janet.
The 30 day George Warkman and Maus Hendirson had Christian.

M. [None.]

FEBRUARY.

B. The 2 day John Walker and Margaret Walker had Ket.
That day David Eson and Annie Wardlaw had David.
The 9 day William Schortus and Janet Crystie had Adam.
The 13 day Nicol Dewer and Helen Horne had Robert.
That day Tom Smyth and Katherine Chalmer had John.
The 20 day John Davidsone and Katherine Cimson had Robert.
The 27 day John Murie and Ket Smeton had Katherine.
That day John Stenhous and Kate Dewer had John.

M. The 6 day William Wilson, younger, was married to Nans Donald.
That day Andrew Curre was married to Janet Piers.
The 13 day Walter Harper was married to Janet Dagleiche.

MARCH.

B. The 1 day David Warkman and Marjory Schortous had Janet.

1 Rossyth in margin.
The 5 day David Paycok and Isobel Cuningham had Margaret (in
fornication).
That day David Michell and Beatrix Kellok had James.
That day John Mudie and Janet Davidson had Margaret.
The 19 day John Cuninghame and Katherine Walwod had John.
That day John Walwod and Mege Sanders had Tissabe.
That day John Huton and Janet Paton had Christian.
That day John Man and Mege Flokert had David.
The 22 day Allan Tomson and Nans Aedison had John.

M. The 12 day Thomas Smyth was married to Made Walker.
The 19 day Tom Andirson was married to Bessie Pattison.

APRIL [1564].

B. The 2 day William Mudie and Marjory Burne had John.
The 16 day William Tomson and Katherine Steinson had John.
The 23 day Robert Esplein and Marjory Logtoun had Marjory.
The 30 day Robert Dagliech and Katherine Russell had Arche and Marjory.

M. The 2 day James Cuthbert was married to Iden Huton.
And James Logtoun to Margaret Brand.
The 9 day David Paycok was married to Isobel Cuninghame.
And Robert Straqwhin to Isobel Warkman.
John Chatir to Janet Martiial.
James Schew to Kate Atkin.
The 16 day William Keir was married to Anapill Lowrie.
David Strang to Grizel Spittell.
John Rae to Margaret Direnoch.
The 23 day John Andirson was married to Isobel Gib.
The 30 day Rob Peirson was married to Janet Brown.

MAY.

B. The 7 day Thomas Hending and Janet Barklay had Christian.
That day Robert Car and Ellen Huton had John.
That day Henry Huton and Margaret Murray had Marion.
The 10 day John Gib and Kate Ængus had Isobel.
The 21 day Robert Andirson and Janet Walker had . . . , "begottin in
fornication befoir they wer mariet."

M. The 21 day David Miche was married to Katherine Sanders.
The 28 day Adam Robertson was married to Kaete Bennat.

JUNE.

B. The 4 day John Muire and Bessie Grant had John.
The 18 day William Andisone and Janet Yonger had a daughter.
That day John Elder and Effie Sneton had Arche.
The 25 day John Robertson and Keit Stenhus had John.

M. The 4 day Adam Fairlie was married to Marjory Landyn.
James Harrowair to Margaret Blyth.
The 11 day John Bruis was married to Maus Scot.
The 25 day John Burn of the Roddis was married to Emmellie Cuming.

JULY.

B. The 5 day John Symerwall and Janet Gillies had Isobel.
That day William Mackie and Katherine Steinson had Robert.
The 9 day John Peirsone and Margaret Watson had John.
The 16 day Patrick Cryste and Janet Burn had Thomas.

1 Alias Scull in margin.
That day Tom Huton and Marjory Henderson had Isobel.
The 23 day John Murtay and Janet Anderson had Bessie.
The 30 day James Cois and Kate Clevie had Bessie.

M. The 2 day James Wilson was married to Isobel Kirk.
The 23 day John Sanderis was married to Margaret Louri.
George Warkman to Marjory Symson.
The 30 day John Cunixghami was married to Bessie Peirson.
Alexander Hadan to Janet Inglis.
Henry Cosser to Effie Huton.

AUGUST.

B. The 9 day John Bell and Margaret Calander had Andrew.
The 13 day Robert Stenhust and Janet Tomson had Janet.
That day Robert Logtoun and Kate Edson had Christian.
The 21 day John Potter and Katherine Wilson had William.
The 27 day David Strong and Grizel Spittell had Bessie.
That day William Eson and Margaret Peirson had Andrew.

M. The 13 day Robert Mastirtoun was married to Janet Dullie.
John Hodgs to Christian Dewer.
The 27 day William Donaldson was married to Annie Matheson.
John Car to Annie Sibbet.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 10 day David Fergusson¹ and Isobel Durhame had William.
That day John Wallet and Grizel Mastertoun had Robert.
That day Robert Davidson and Isobel Bankis had Margaret.
The 17 day William Walvod and Kct Cim had Bessie.
The 20 day James Keir and Bessie Burn had Thomas.
The 24 day Lowrie Tod and Christian Wilzemson had Catherine.
That day Patrick Keir and Gelis Peirson had Christian.

M. The 17 day Alexander Forester, "minister of the ewangell at Gedburch," was married to Bessie Bodwell.
Arche Jonson "indwellair at Abirdour," was married to Janet Burn.

OCTOBER.

B. The 1 day Abraham Walvod and Isobel Dagleiche had Isobel.
That day William Sanderis and Margaret Lamb had George.
The 8 day William Durie and Janet Gurlay had James.
That day John Burn and Janet Steinson had John.
That day James Burn and Janet Makkie had James.
The 15 day John Watsone and Nans Dewer had Harry.
That day William Edson and Janet Grant had Marjory.
The 22 day James Watchman and Margaret Keveell had Isobel.
The 29 day Robert Philleen and Janet Couper had William.
That day Robert Aedison and Janet Kellok had James.
That day John Bull and Marjory Doncan had Harri (Harry).

M. The 15 day Andrew Walvod was married to Isobel Chalmer.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 5 day Hector Breidheid and Elizabeth Bruis had Annie.
The 8 day James Cusyng and Christian Paton had Isobel.
That day William Anderson and Margaret Norie had Nans.
The 12 day James Wemis and Margaret Wemis had Margaret.
That day James Cutbert and Iden Huton had Patrick.
That day Tom Logtoun and Janet Philp had a son.

¹ Minister in margin.
² Occasionally, though the child's name is omitted, the sex is indicated by "woman child" or "man child."
The 19 day William Cragie and Ellen Steinson had Christian.
The 26 day William Wrycht and Christian Tomson had Janet.
That day James Schew and Kate Atkin had . . . 
The 29 day Patrick Chalmers and Janet Curie had Janet.

M. The 12 day Peter Trumbill was married to Janet Horn. 
John Brown to Christian Dewer.
The 26 day Andrew Wilson married to Marion Meldrum.

DECEMBER.

B. The 3 day John Steinson and Marjory Trumbill had . . . 
The 6 day Andrew Currou and Janet Piers had . . . 
The 10 day Henry Deis and Bessie Arnat had William. 
The 17 day Andrew Dagliech and Janet Cusin had James.
The 20 day Rob Peirsoun and Janet Brown had Bessie. 
The 31 day William Colzear and Margaret Brown had a son . . . 
That day William Robertson and Janet Boswell had James. 
That day Alexander Hammillton and Annie Logtoun had William. 
That day Peter Cuninghame and . . . had . . . [wife's and child's name omitted]. 
That day William Walker and Mage Stronge had Rosyna.

M. The 10 day James Biivist was married to Janet Huton. 
John Lawrie to Margaret Wrycht. 
The 24 day George Cowentrie was married to Maige Kellok. 
The 31 day William Smyth was married to Nans Brown. 
Henry Keir to Marjory Edison.

JANUARY [1564-5].

B. The 3 day John Millair and Janet Adamson had Robert. 
That day John Kellok and Janet Wilson had Emmie. 
The 10 day John Potter and Isobel Walker had Richard. 
The 14 day William Burn and Janet Mattray ("who deit in hir travall") had William. 
That day Tom Blak and Christian Meldrum had Robert. 
That day David Bull and Maeg Curry had Patrick. 
The 17 day Tom Smyth and Made Walker had a daughter . . . 
That day Maurice Paycok and Christian Blaik had David. 
The 21 day "Robert Fryssar had a woman chylde born to him of his wyf, 
Margaret Denistoun (presentit be fauf[v]full men, he remaining onpenitent 
for the presente and singing at the Quenis mes aftir he had communicat 
with the kirk), baptizit and callit Margarete." [Three names in the 
margin against this entry, viz. "John Bwrn, P. Blakater, F. Cowane."] 
That day William Maurice and Margaret Andirson had George. 
That day William Hendirson and Begs Oraik had William (in fornication). 
That day William Morgan and Janet Dewer had Elizabeth. 
The 28 day John Lawson and Christian Tempilman had Christian. 
That day Alexander Scotland and Marjory Hendirson had Alexander. 
That day Andrew Paycok and Janet Blak had Ellen. 

M. The 7 day Andrew Riche was married to Effie Cwik. 
The 21 day William Mubray was married to Elspet Whiston.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 4 day James Mubray and Bessie Denistoun had William. 
The 7 day Richard Walkar and Janet Kennedy had Richard. 
That day Robert Smyth and Isobel Wilson had Rosina. 
The 11 day Wille Burn and Mege Clark had James. 
That day George Sanders and Margaret Durie had George. 
That day John Aldstoun and Bessie Warkman had Effie. 
The 21 day David Swenton and Marjory Ewin had Janet.
M. The 4 William Burn was married to Marjory Logtoun.  
The 18 day Tom Marlzeon was married to Nans Whyt.  
George Andirson to Bessie Blak.  
The 25 day David Watson was married to Bessie Sanders.

MARCH.

B. The 4 day Laurence Bonalay and Ellen Andirson had Margaret.  
That day George Fleming and Janet Burn had Marjory.  
That day David Miche and Katherine Sanders had Robert.  
That day Richard Spens and Maus Couper had Henry.  
That day James Speir and Marjory Sibbet had Lowrence.  
That day Robert Patrik and Marion Andirson had William.  
That day Tom Huton and Marjory Elie had Gilbert.  
That day John Chatta (sic) and Janet Martiall had William.  
The 7 day Andrew Harrowar and Made Horn had Effie.  
That day Walter Young and Janet Man had Effie.  
The 11 day Adam Clevie and Margaret Purrok had Janet.  
That day Harry Murray and Christian Leivstoun had Nans.  
That day Thomas Donald and Ellen Brwis had John.  
That day William Pullour and Meg Westwattir had Bessie.  
The 14 day David Wilson and Kat Stewart had Peter.  
The 18 day John Schera and Annie Cuninghame had Andrew.  
That day James Dewer and Janet Law had John.  
That day John Millar and Christian Anderson had Margaret.  
That day Thomas Murdo and Janet Kirk had Robert.  
That day Nicol Cant and Katherine Kellok had Robert.  
The 25 day [1565] Patrick Murray and Marjory Wallwood had Robert.  
That day James Brwis and Marjory Gibbon had James.  
That day Tom Mudie and Christian Harper had Christian.  

M. The 18 day David Mortimer was married to Janet Walkar.

APRIL [1565].

B. The 1 day William Keir and Janet Kanald had Bessie.  
That day James Logtoun and Margaret Brand had Andrew.  
The 8 day William Brown and Elizabeth Gilmor had Grizel.  
That day William Roxburch and Isobel Andirson had Andrew.  
That day Lowrie Tomson and Ellen Huton had Katherine.  
That day Wille Burn in Gellat and Janet Brown had Robert.  
The 15 day Thomas Cuming and Meg Bard had James.  
The 18 day James Drysdale "had a woman chyld born in fornication of  
Margaret Donaldson alias Whyt Wyndo, baptizit and callit Kirsten."  
The 22 day John Brown and Micge Man had David.  
That day John Tomson and Elision Horn had Janet.  
The 29 day Tom Wilson and Elision Chalmer had Effie.  
That day Alexander Forfair and Katherine Tomson had Margaret.

M. The 1 day John Ramsay was married to Bessie Symson.  
The 29 day John Wricht was married to Bessie Brown.  
Thomas Murdo to Katherine Scherais.

MAY.

B. The 6 day Tom Proud and Margaret Ros had John (in fornication).  
The 16 day Andrew Smyth and Bessie Coustoun had Nans.  
That day Cuthbert Wardlaw and Katherine Dagleich had Harry.  
That day William Wilson and Nans Donald had Effie.  
The 20 day Andrew Jonsone and Bessie Liddell had Christian.  
That day Andrew Moris and Isobel Edison had James and William.  
The 27 day James Harrowar and Margaret Blyth had Bessie.

1 Burndy in margin.  
2 Lochleven in margin.
That day John Greig and Mæge Hutcheon had Christian.

M. The 6 day David Schortus was married to Janet Andirson.
The 27 John Gardiner was married to Kete Findlasone.

JUNE.

B. The 3 day Robert Bennie and Isobel Andirson had George.
That day Henry Glass and Maws Weild had Harry.
The 6 day John Robertson and Marion Mutray had Rosina (in adultery).¹
That day Peter Robertson and Janet Wrycht had Lowri.
That day Hector Greig and Janet Ranie had William.
The 10 day John Gib and Kete Angus had Robert.
That day Tom Doncane and Isobel Waiche had Janet.
That day Rob Straqwhin and Isobel Workman had Harry.
That day John Brown and Isobel Andirson had Allan.
That day Charles Wallang and Margaret Robertson had Kete (in fornication).
The 20 day Robert Man and Margaret Stark had Marjory.
That day Henry Peirsone and Bessie Reid had Andrew.
The 24 day David Drysdell and Janet Champlet had Henry.
That day Tom Marlzeon and Nans Whyt had John.

M. The 3 day John Watsone was married to Janet Davidsone.
The 10 day Michael Tomson was married to Margaret Cubert.
The 17 day John Andirson was married to Kiet Huton.
William Burn to Violet Tur[an]?
Tom Dugall to Janet Peirson.

JULY.

B. The 1 day William Tomson and Nans Shortes had James.
The 4 day John Sanders and Bessie Burn had Patrick.
The 8 day Andrew Cowbron and Mæge Moir had William.
The 11 day William Mackie and Kete Steinson had Kete.
That day Harry Knox and Ket Mutray had George (in fornication).
The 15 day Robert Piers and Janet Gray had James.
That day John Robertson and Marjory Steinson had Janet.
The 18 day Pete Logtoun and Kete Row had Thomas (in fornication).
The 22 Robert Dewer and Kete Law had Elspet.
That day Walter Strang and Ellen Lyall had David.
That day John Millair and Nans Oraik had Bessie.
The 25 day James Smyth and Kete Paycock had Isobel.
The 29 day Antony Rutherfurd and Maws Færgssone had William.
That day Patrick Durie and Elizabeth Lundyn had George.
That day Richard Potter and Kete Walkar had John.
That day John Murray and Ellen Daingzell had William.
That day John Huntair and Christian Robertson had James.
That day Michael Horn and Margaret Ramsay had Isobel.

M. The 8 day Adam Knox was married to Janet Doncane.
The 15 day Andrew Wemis was married to Kete Man.

AUGUST.

B. The 5 day John Wilsone and Janet Bankis had Patrick.
That day John Richertsone and Alison Bell had Janet.
The 12 day Robe Cuninghame and Ellen Sleich had Isobel.
That day Robert Mastirtoun and Janet Dulie had Janet.
That day John Murie and Ket Smeton had John.
The 19 day Robert Andirson and Nans Millair had a daughter.
The 26 day David Murray “the Capitan,” and Janet Wenis had John.

¹ Jok of Howadick in margin.
That day William Horn and Margaret Stenhus had David.
The 29 day Alexander Bening and Mege Broun had David.

M. The 5 day George Wilson was married to Keete Wilsoone.
The 12 day William Cragie was married to Isobel Andirson.
And William Blak to Margaret Robertson.
The 26 day Richard Steinson was married to Margaret Wallet.

SEPTEMBER.
B. The 2 day Lourie Smyth and Margaret Aedisone had John.
The 9 day Walter Flais and Bessie Peirson had Bessie.¹
That day William Walkar and Bessie Trumbill had Charles.
The 12 day William Mikiljon and Bessie Baxter had Patrick.
That day John Rae and Margaret Dyrenoch had Effie.
That day Patrick Wilson and Bessie Breidheid had Alexander.
That day Duncan Symson and Elspet Drenoch had Robert. [In the
margin against this entry is written, “This man fled to us from
Comberie in the Eland for Macgregoir.”]
The 16 day Tom Millair and Janet Keir had John.
That day Andrew Wilson and Marion Meldrum had Kete.
That day John Stirling and Effie Morphie had John.
That day John Tomsone and Bege Stokkis had Bessie.
That day John Cuninghame and Janet Talzeour had John (in fornication).
The 19 day George Warkman, younger, and Marjory Symson had George.
That day John Smyth² and Maige Kellok had Margaret.
The 23 day John Mackalzeon and Marion Lyndsay had Christian.
That day William Schortes in South Lethems and Margaret Jhonson had
Christian.
The 26 day William Schortes³ and Bessie Cryste had David.
The 30 day David Webster and Janet Brown had Ellen.

M. The 30 day Patrick Burn was married to Margaret Steinson.

OCTOBER.
B. The 7 day Gilbert Kennedy and Margaret Breidie had Barbara.
The 14 day Wille Burn, cutler, and Ellen Wardlaw had Janet (in fornication).
The 21 day Nicol Dewer and Kae Kellok had William.
The 28 day Lowrie Steinson and Bessie Mutray had Margaret.

M. The 7 day John Wat was married to Margaret Tomson.
The 21 day John Brown was married to Janet Walkar.

NOVEMBER.
B. The 4 day John Inglis and Janet Atkin had Alexander.
That day William Stenhus and Margaret Eider had Patrick.
The 11 day John Kellok and Meg Hutson had a son.
That day Henry Reid and Mage Stobie had Gelis.
That day John Liddell and Christian Mike had Robert.¹
That day David Paycok and Isobel Cuninghame had Andrew.
That day William Patirsone and Marjory Fleming had William (in fornication).
The 18 day Nicol Dagleieh and Janet Carnis had Robert.
The 21 day William Midie and Marjory Burn had Thomas.
The 25 day Andrew Trumbill and Margaret Andirson had Andrew.

M. The 11 day John Gamill was married to Bessie Donaldsone.
Robert Creich to Janet Elder.
The 18 day Tom Walwod was married to Bessie Spittell.
Thomas Davidson to Bessie Doncane.

¹ Inholder of Leith in margin.
² Webster in margin.
³ Cagger in margin.
⁴ Opresit in margin.
DECEMBER.

B. The 2 day David Mortimer and Janet Walkar had David.
That day Alexander Carsan and Margaret Reid had Rosina.
The 9 day John Burn in Roddis and Emilie Cuning had Christian.
The 23 day Tom Moire "had a woman chyld born to him in fornication,
baptizit and callit Jonat."

M. The 2 day William Steinsone was married to Marjory Sibbet.
The 16 day James Hutson was married to Janet Bonalley.
The 30 day Andrew Law was married to Janet Peirson.

JANUARY [1565-6].

B. The 6 day John Walwod and Christian Dagleich had Nicol.
That day Robin Wilson and Janet Fanch had Nans.
That day Gilbert Martin and Kate Grey had William.
That day John Steinson and Janet Paycock had Isobel.
That day John Wilzelson and Elisen Atkin had William.
The 9 day Arche Cuninghame and Mege Davidson had Maus.
The 20 day Tom Smyth and Katherine Chalmer had William.
That day John Meik and Christian Brun had Bege (in fornication).
The 27 day James Atkin and Bessie Malcom had Christian.

M. [None.]

FEBRUARY.

B. The 3 day John Sanderis and Margaret Lowrie had Clement.
That day Andrew Riche and Effie Cuik had Katherine.
That day James Huton and Nans Steinson had Nans.
The 10 day David Fargus and Ellen Wrycht had John.
The 17 day John Crychtoun and Bessie Mutray had Marjory.
That day John Hodgs and Christian Dewer had Robert.
That day Alexander Cuninghame and Margaret Kemp had William.
The 27 day Patrick Keir and Gelis Peirson had Begs.
That day Robert Dagleich and Kate Russall had Robert.
That day John Gardiner and Kete Finlason had Ellen.

M. The 17 day Tom Doncan was married to Margaret Kaeven.

MARCH.

B. The 6 day John Steinson and Marjory Trumbill had Ellen.
That day William Wilson and Christian Hunon had Janet.
That day Arche Cuninghame and Isobel Sands had Arche.
That day William Andirson and Janet Yonger had Patrick.
That day John Kellok and Margaret Peirson had Janet.
The 17 day John Smyth and Janet Dewer had Margaret (in fornication).
That day John Walkar and Mag Walkar had Andrew.
That day Lowrie Schortes and Katherine Mill had Annie.
The 24 day James Cois and Bessie Fotringham had David.
That day John Smart and Margaret Kirk had Kete.
The 27 day [1566] Robert Inglis and Christian Donaldson had Katherine and
Margaret.
The 31 day Henry Strange and Male Dun had Robert (in fornication).
That day James Ywng and Marion Purrok had James.
That day Robert Dewer and Bessie Nicoll had Nicol (in fornication).
That day John Elder and Effie Smeton had Christian.

M. [None.]

APRIL [1566].

B. The 10 day John Car and Annie Sibbet had David.
The 14 day Robert Andirson and Janet Walkar had Ellen.
That day Lawrence Kirk and Margaret Bennait had William.
That day Robert Donaldson and Annie Donaldson had Margaret (in
fornication).
That day John Inch and Margaret Andirsone had Kæt.
That day John Wrycht and Bessie Broun had.
The 17 day Patrick Blakater and Grizel Hamiltoun had Christian.¹
The 21 day Henry Jonsone and Bessie Banks had John.
That day John Andirsone and Kate Huton had Bessie.
That day William Tomson and Kate Steinsone had Christian.
That day John Peirsone and Margaret Watson had Harry.
The 28 day David Schortes and Janet Andirsone had Christian.

M. The 7 day John Gray was married to Janet Archibald.

MAY.

B. The 1 day Robert Logtoun and Kæt Alston had Isobel.
The 12 day James Bwist and Janet Huton had Christian.
That day Nicol Westwood and Ellen Keirdoch had Bessie.
The 19 day Henry Finlawson and Margaret Scharp had Katherine.
That day John Murdo and Kete Scherair had Christian.
That day John Reid and Marjory Symson had John.
The 25 day David Alson and Annie Wardlaw had John.
That day Cynne (sic) Dewer and Marjory Russell had Thomas (in
fornication).

M. [None.]

JUNE.

B. The 2 day James Wat and Bessie Broun had Ellen.²
That day Thomas Dun-gall and Janet Peirsone had Thomas.²
The 12 John Bull and Nans Symson had Marjory.
That day David Cumand and Kate Alson had Nans.
The 16 day John Paterson and Begg Huchie had Kate.
The 23 day David Færgusson, “minister of the ewangell,” and Isobel
Durham had Patrick.
The 30 day John Watsone and Janet Davison had David.

M. That day [prob. the 2nd] James Stark was married to Ellen Drummond
(parishioners of Abirdour).
The 9 day David Fyf married to Annie Hodgs.
That day Tom Sanderis was married to Janet Fothringham.
The 16 day Thomas Dangzeill was married to Marjory Dagleich.
And William Wels to Nans Currou.

JULY.

B. The 7 day Alexander Andison and Bessie Steinson had Bessie.
The 10 day John Grahame and Bessie Mill had Bessie.³
The 14 day Rob Peirs and Janet Gray had Janet.
That day John Potter and Kete Wilson had Bessie.
That day Andrew Jonsone and Bessie Liddell had Bessie.
That day Geordi Wilson and Kate Wilson had Margaret.
That day Henry Elder (Innerkethin) and Margaret Clark had Thomas.
The 21 day John Bwll (Rossyth) and Isobel Watson had Nans.
The 24 day James Wilson and Isobel Kirk had Christian.
The 31 day Patrick Durie and Elizabeth Lunday had John.
That day John Kellock and Ellen Wilson had John.

M. [None.]

AUGUST.

B. The 4 day William Durie and Janet Gurlay had Sara.

¹ Then off Diary in margin.
² Innerkethin against either or both of these entries, in margin.
³ Saltire in margin.
That day David Bouga and Meg Russell had Ellen (in fornication.)  
The 11 day John Stenhus and Nans Edison had Adam.¹  
The 14 day John Mutray and Janet Anderson had Ellen.  
That day Adam Stewart and Janet Blakater had David.  
That day John Reid and Janet Tomson had Isobel.  
The 25 day William Cragie and Isabel Anderson had Christian.  
That day Lawrence Smyth and Margaret Edison had Christian.  
That day John Huton and Janet Paton had Bessie.  

M. The 4 day William Kynimmont was married to Christian Angus.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 1 day John Brown and Janet Walkar had Robert.  
That day Wat Cryste and Janet Watsone had Janet.  
That day James Symson and Isobel Henderson had Katherine.  
That day David Scotland and Kete Atkin (Sew's wife) had John (in adultery).  
The 8 day James Wemis and Margaret Wemis had Patrick.  
That day David Warkman and Mage Schorthe had Alexander.  
The 11 day John Wallet and Grizey Mastertoun had John.  
The 15 day David Michell and Beto (sic) Kelko had Janet.  
That day William Wrycht and Christian Tomson had Christian.  
That day John Davidsone and Kete Symson had Bessie.  
That day David Jonson ("indwellar of Edinburgh, twiching whois repentance we recevit a testimoniiall from thence") and Isobel Horn had David (in fornication).  
The 22 day James Knox and Christian Brwis had Ellen.  
That day William Donaldson and Nans Matheson had Bessie.  
The 25 day John Brown and Christian Anderson had George.  

M. [None.]

OCTOBER.

B. The 3 day Abraham Walwod and Isobel Dagleich had Bessie.  
That day Adam Robertson and Kete Bennat had James.  
That day George Mutray and Janet Tomson had Janet (in fornication).  
The 13 day Anton Rutherfurd and Mase Fergusson had Janet.  
That day William Steinson and Marjory Sibbet had Christian.  
The 17 day Patrick Burn and Margaret Steinson had Bessie.  
The 20 day Robert Paton and Janet Dagleich had Janet.  

M. The 3 day George Mutray was married to Janet Tomson.  
John Phillen to Janet Patirson.

NOVEMBER.

B. The first day William Symson and Kete Bennait had Christian.  
The 4 day Andrew Currour and Janet Piers had Richard.

¹ Inerkethen pratus in margin.
Parish Register of Dunfermline.

The 8 day John Makkie and Margaret Jonson had James.
That day John Watsone and Nans Dever had Elizabeth.
The 11 day Tom Westwood and Effie Moys had Edward.
That day James Whyt and Janet Mudie had John.
The 15 Robert Dagleiche and Christian Boswell had David.
That day Tom Peirson and Bessie Wilson had Margaret.
That day "Jhone Liddels 1 woman's chyld was borne to him of his wyf Kirsten Miche, baptizit and callit Katerin."

M. [None.]  

JANUARY [1566-7].

B. The 5 day John Man and Mag Flockart had Katherine.
That day Adam Andersone and Isobel Spens had John.
The 8 day Tom Andirson and Ellen Peirson had Andrew.
That day Robert Davidsone and Isobel Bankis had John.
The 15 day Robert Peirson and Janet Brown had Isobel.
That day Hector Breidheid and Elizabeth Brwis had Bessie.
The 19 day Tom Blak and Christian Meldrum had Nicol.
That day John Muir and Bessie Grant had Andrew.
The 22 day David Eyff and Annie Hodgs had Janet.
The 26 day Richard Potter and Kete Walkar had William.

M. The 26 Alexander Stewin was married to Janet Sibbet.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 2 day John Burn and Emilie Cuming had John.
That day Robert Straqwhin and Isobel Warkman had Janet.
The 5 day Richard Walkar and Janet Kennedy had Thomas.
The 9 day James Mubray and Bessie Dennistoun had James.
That day Gilbert Cowston and Mete Montheikt (sic) had Isobel.
That day James Cois and  had David.
That day John Aksstoun and Bessie Warkman had Margaret.
That day John Allsone and Janet Gim had James.
That day Alen Tomson and  had Charles.
That day Robert Fryssar and Margaret Dennistoun had Janet.
The 16 day Will Blak and Margaret Robertson had Bessie.
The 23 day Henry Glas and Maws Weild had William.
That day David Lawte and Isobel Mutray had Grizel.

M. The 2 day Henry Davidson was married to Keit Mutray.
The 9 day Henry Sempill was married to Margaret Goddye.

MARCH.

B. The second day Pete Blakater and Bessie Davidsone had James. 2
That day John Kellok and Janet Durie had Beatrix.
The 9 day Robert Leggot and Janet Andersone had Nans.
That day Patrick Chalmers and Janet Currie had James.
That day John Gray and Janet Archibald had John.
The 16 day William Mudie and Marjory Burn had Marjory.
That day Gilbert Colzear and Christian Malcolm had Christian.
The 23 day Cuthbert Wardlaw and Kate Dagleiche had Robert.
That day Nicol Cant and Kate Kellok had Bessie.
That day George Sandcris and Margaret Durie had Janet.
That day Michael Tomson and Margaret Wynter had Nans.
That day John Blakater and Isobel Balfour had David.
The 26 day [1567] John Gibson and Bessie Stewart had Ellen.

M. [None.]

APRIL [1567].

B. The 9 day John Cuninghame and Kete Wallet had Nans.

1 (Margin) "slaine in the Hewch."
2 Rosyth in margin.
Parish Register of Dunfermline. [1561-1700.]

The 13 day William Roxburch and Isobel Andirson had Robert.
The 13 day William Tomson and Nans Schortes had Peter.
The 13 day Robert Mastirtoun and Janet Dullie had Patrick.
The 20 day Alexander Culrois and Isobel Levintoun had John.
The 20 day James Logtoun and Margaret Brand had Henry.
The 27 day James Logtoun and Margaret Kæven had twins, Margaret and Isobel.
The 27 day William Schortes and Janet Cryste had James.
The 27 day . . . Bull and Janet Curre had Charles.

M. The 6 day David Fergus was married to Margaret Trumbill.
    David Ben to Margaret Mudie.
The 27 day John Rae of Leith was married here to Catherine Cryste.

MAY.

B. The 4 day Tom Steill and Janet Bull had Thomas.
The 11 day James Dewer and Janet Law had Adam.
The 14 day William Morgan and Janet Dewer had William.
The 21 day Robert Phillen and Janet Couper had David.
The 25 day Robert Wilson and Rosina Ramsay had Patrick.
The 25 day David Wilzemson and Ellen Wilson, widow of Robert Cowan, had
    Elson (in fornication).
The 25 day John Phillen and Janet Paterson had David.
The 25 day Robert Peirson and Kate Colyn had Bessie (in fornication).
The 25 day Andrew Harrowair and Made Horn had John.

M. The 18 day Nicol Hart was married to Emmie Blaklok.
    James Kirkwood to Janet Stenlus.
    John Cutbert to Margaret Clark.
    David Wilzemson to Janet Harrowair.

JUNE.

B. The 1 day James Cois and Bessie Fothringhame had Andrew.
The 18 day Heri Knox and Kette Mutray had Margaret (in fornication).
The 22 day Gilbert Kennedie and Margaret Bredie had Nans.
The 29 day James Finkaw and Ellen Muir had Janet.
The 29 day Lowrie Wallet and Janet Henderson had William (in fornication).
The 29 day James Keir and Annie Broun had Christian.

M. The 1 day Alexander Reid (Rossyth) was married to Janet Pyrne.
    Gilbert Colzear to Ellen Sanders.
    David Cunningham to Margaret Steinson.
    John Fyff to Marjory Reid.
    James Hardy to Marion Clune.
    David Sword to Elspet Gibson.
The 8 day Tom Brown was married to Christian Michie.
    William Angus to Mege Dewer.

JULY.

B. The 2 day John Whitsone and Isobel Andersone had Ellen.
The 13 day Robert Lyndsay (of Cavell) and Janet Kinros had Margaret (in
    fornication).
The 16 day John Sanderis and Bessie Burn had William.
The 20 day Lourie Bonalay and Ellen Anderson had Robert.
The 30 day John Bull and Marjory Doncane had Marjory.

M. The 6 day Robert Kellok was married to Bessie Walwod.
The 13 day Andrew Eson was married to Elizabeth Bewie.
The 27 day Andrew Peirson was married to Christian Loudian. David Wat in Markinch to Christian Gib here.

AUGUST.

B. The 3 day John Millar and Nans Oraik had Andrew. The 10 day Tom Hendyn and Janet Barklay had . . . . The 24 day John Stirlin and Effie Morphie had John. The 27 day Andrew Fergusson (Innerkethin) and Janet Bar had William. “That day the bastard woman chyld gottin in fornication betwix Mage Murray and Jhone Blakater wes baptizit and callit Nicolas.” The 31 John Hodges and Marion Bard had Bessie. That day John Gillespie and Margaret Pringill had Bessie.

M. The 3 day Alexander Marshall was married to Gelis Kellok. Henry Glas to Marion Greig.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 3 day John Andirson and Kete Huton had Alison. That day Tom Kellok (Beath) and Christian Marschall had Gelis. The 7 day Michael Horne and Mage Ramsay had Gilbert. The 14 day Patrick Durie and Elspet Lundyn had Robert. That day John Smyth and Isobel Kellok had John. The 24 day John Huntair and Christian Robertson had Robert. The 28 day James Harowar and Mage Blyth had Marjory. That day Andrew Spittell and Kete Logen had Margaret.

M. The 7 day Thomas Gib was married to Marjory Bleck.

OCTOBER.

B. The 1 day James Burn and Janet Macki had Marion. The 5 day Wate Strong and Ellen Lyall had Ellen. That day John Wrycht and Bessie Brown had Margaret. The 8 day John Potter, younger, and Isobel Walkar had David. The 12 day John Greig and Marjory Hutcheon had Abraham. That day Tom Marlezen and Nans Whyt had Margaret. The 22 day George Flemin and Isobel Burn had John. That day William Moris and Mage Anderson had Kete.

M. The 26 day John Miller in Rossyth was married to Janet Dewer.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 9 day Tom Huton and Marjory Ely had Margaret. The 23 day Tom Mudie and Christian Harper had Margaret. The 26 day William Mikiljon and Bessie Baxter had William. That day John Mill and Marion Strageith had George. That day James Moris and Mage Paton had Lawrence. The 30 day Patrick Murray and Marjory Walwood had Effie.

M. The 9 day Charles Walker was married to Margaret Reid. Andrew Peirson was married to Bessie Curour. The 22 day John Brwis was married to Margaret Smyth. The 30 day William Wilson was married to Janet Donald.

DECEMBER.

B. The 7 day Robert Roxburgh and Janet Michuell had John. That day John Hodges and Christian Dewer had Ellen. That day Lowrie Tod and Christian Wilzemson had James. That day William Keir and Annapill Lourie had John. The 14 day John Smyth and Maige Kellok had Gelis. That day Arche Angus and Bessie Dewer had Bessie.
That day John Kellok and Margaret Hutson had John.
The 21 day James Hendirson (Laird of Fordell) and Gene Murray had Annas.
That day Henry Sempill and Margaret Goddy had Marjory.
That day Tom Cunand and Kate Mudie had George.
The 28 George Andirsone and Bessie Blak had Grizel.
That day David Miche and Kete Sanders had Christian.
M. The 7 day John Davidson was married to Kete Symson.
Robert Doncane to Nans Donaldsone.
James Cryste to Isobel Gib.

JANUARY [1567-8].

B. The 4 day Andrew Moris and Isobel Edison had William.
That day Henry Reid and Mage Stobe had David.
That day James Young and Bessie Burn had John.
That day William Colzear and Margaret Brown had John.
That day Tom Robertson and Margaret Crafur had Bessie.
That day Lowrie Kirk and Megi Bennat had Andrew.
That day John Car and Annie Sibbet had Michael.
The 11 day Alexander Forfair and Kete Tomson had David.
That day Andrew Smyth and Bessie Cowstoun had Abraham.
That day Andrew Trumbill and Margaret Andersone had Janet.
The 14 day Arche Cuninghame and Isobel Sandis had Isobel.
The 18 day Robert Esplein and Marjory Logtoun had John.
The 25 day William Mackie and Kete Steinson had Janet.
That day Henry Hart (Rossyth) and Madie Watson had Katherine.

M. The 4 day Tom Steill was married to Margaret Inglis.
That day John Dewer was married to Katherine Angus.
Patrick Gat to Bessie Edisone.

FEBRUARY.

B. The first day Captain David Murray and Janet Wenis had Margaret.
That day Anthony Rutherford and Mawe Fargussone had Patrick.
The 8 day James Brwis and Marjory Gibbon had Edward.
That day William Schortes and Barbara Duglas had James.
That day Tom Pullour and Marge Westwood had Thomas.
That day Tom Duglas and Maws Burn had . . .
The 15 day John Steinson and Marjory Trumbill had Patrick.
That day John Chattu and Janet Marschall had John.
That day William Burn and Janet Burn had William.
That day Lowrie Steinson and Bessie Muray had Adam.
That day David Paycok and Isobel Cuninghame had Robert.
The 22 day John Andirson and Janet Ranat had Ellen.
That day Lowrie Tomson and Ellen Huton had Bessie.
That day John Fyff and Maige Reid had Gels.
That day William Cragie and Isobel Andrisone had Bessie.
That day Robert Patrik and Marion Anderson had John.
That day Robert Andirsone and Nans Millair had Margaret.
That day John Fargusson (Innerkethin) and Janet Nevell had Margaret.
The 29 day William Steinson and Maige Sibbet had Marjory.
That day David Swenton and Annie Ewin had William.
That day Patrick Keir and Gelis Peirson had Janet.

M. The 8 day John Sandis was married to Janet Edisone.
The 29 day John Paton was married to Christian Nicoll.

MARCH.

B. The 7 day David Schortes and Janet Andirsone had John.
The 14 day William Wilson and Nans Donald had Bessie.
That day William Horn and Margaret Stenhus had William.
That day William Martin and Isobel Andirson had Ellen.
The 7th day William Angus and Mege Dewer had Robert.
The 17th day Robert Fraser and Margaret Denistoun had twins, William and Margaret.
The 21st day David Cunand and Kete Alison had Isobel.
The 28th day [1568] Henry Mill and Kete Harrowair had David.
That day John Crychteoun and Bessie Mutteray had George.

M. [None.]

APRIL [1568].

B. The 4th day Andrew Law and Janet Peirson had Bessie.
That day David Wilkenson and Janet Harrowar had David.
That day John Speir and Marjory Sibbet had Bessie.
That day Robert Young and Bessie Burt had Henry.
The 11th day Henry Davidson and Kete Mutteray had Andrew.
That day Andrew Wilson and Christian Meldrum had Bessie.
That day John Burn and Emilie Cuming had Christian.
The 18th day John Peirson and Margaret Watson had Bessie.
That day John Murray and Ellen Daingeil had Peter.
The 25th day Robert Dewer and Kete Law had Isobel.

M. [None.]

MAY.

B. The 2nd day Alexander Reid and Janet Pirnie had Effie.
That day William Horn and Kett Black had Katherine (in fornication).
That day Tom Huton and Christian Inglis had William (in fornication).
The 9th day Andrew Clark and Isobel Uterlie had Walter.
That day Andrew Peirson and Christian Loudian had Janet.
The 12th day John Meik and Ellen Watson had Andrew.
The 16th day William Tomison and Nans Schortes had William.
The 23rd day David Yff and Annie Hodgs had Ellen.
The 30th day Tom Davidson and Janet Keir had Bessie.
That day John Kellok and . . . . Wilson had Janet.

M. The 23rd day James Hendirson was married to Meg Meldrum.
The 30th day James Facok was married to Ellen Whyt.
Andrew Wallet to Janet Andirson.

JUNE.

B. The 9th day James Black and Christian Peirson had John.
That day John Muschat and Margaret Bogwennan had Lawrence.
The 13th day John Elder and Effie Smeton had Nans.
That day Robert Doncan and Ellen Mersar had Janet.
The 23rd day John Watsone and Janet Davidsone had William.
The 27th day William Morgenin and Janet Dewer had James.
That day James Cois and Bessie Forthinghame had Bessie.
The 30th day Patrick Wilson and Bessie Bredheid had Marion.

M. The 13th day Alexander Robeson was married to Elison Spens.
Gilbert Tomson to Margaret Murray.

JULY.

B. The 11th day Tom Brechin and Christian Steinson had Alexander.
The 14th day Alexander Scotland and Marjory Hendirson had Janet.
The 16th day John Mudie and Ellen Cowe had Nans.
That day William Symson and Kete Bennait had Robert.
That day James Smyth and Kete Paycok had Robert.
The 21st day John Steinson and Janet Paycok had Adam.
The 25th day John Inglis and Janet Atkin had Isobel.
That day George Mutteray and Janet Tomson had Bessie.
That day William Walkar and Bessie Trumbill had George.
The 28 day Gilbert Colzear and Ellen Sanderis had Bessie.
The day Robert Smyth and Isobel Wilson had Nans.
The day Alexander Benning and Megi Brown had William.

M. [None.]

AUGUST.

B. The 8 day Pete Cryste and Janet Burn had twins, James and John.
The day Henry Finlason and Margaret Scharp had William.
The day Thomas Gib and Marjory Blyck had Isobel.
The 22 day David Burn and Kate Durie had Patrick.
M. The 8 day John Neill was married to Ellen Kellok.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 1 day James Wilson and Isobel Kirk had Laurence.
The 12 day William Keir and Janet Ranald had John.
The 19 day William Roxburgh (Rossyth) and Isobel Andirsone had Isobel.
The 22 day Loury Schortes and Katherine Mill had William.
The day Richard Potter and Kate Walkar had Janet.
The 26 day Robert Bennie and Isobel Andirson had James.
M. The 19 day Charles Wallange was married to Margaret Durie.

OCTOBER.

B. The 3 day David Fergusson, minister, and Isobel Durhame had Robert.
The day John Brwis and Mage Smyth had Marjory.
The day James Atkin and Bessie Malcolm had Elisabeth.
The 10 day Alexander Cunninghame and Margaret Kemp had Janet.
The day Robert Doncan and Ellen Donaldsone had Katherine.
The 17 day John Robertson and Marjory Steinson had John.
The day David Wobster and Janet Brown had John.
The day John Wilson and Christian Bankis had John.
The 24 day David Fergus and Margaret Trumbill had David.
The 27 day Charles Warkar (sic) and Margaret Reid had John.
The 31 James Bwist and Janet Huton had Charles.
The day Rob Logtoun and Kate Edison had Tissabe.
The day Andrew Riche and Effie Cwik had Margaret.
M. The 24 day George Smyth was married to Janet Angus.
William Tomson to Janet Walkar.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 14 day John Dewer and Kate Angus had James.
The 17 day John Browne and Janet Walkar had Andrew.
The day Arche Cunningham and Megie Davidsone had Janet.
The 21 day John Kellok and Margaret Hutson had Janet.
The day John Burn and Janet Steinson had Bessie.
The 24 day Robert Dagleigh and Kate Russall had John.
The 28 day Andrew Peirson and Bessie Currou had Bessie.
The day Robert Wells and Grizel Michie had Bessie.
M. The 7 day John Walkar was married to Margaret Tomson.
David Mudie to Isobel Paycok.
Henry Broun to Isobel Dagleigh.
The 21 day John Sanderis was married to Grizel Hodgs.
The 28 day Robert Schortes was married to Janet Brown.

DECEMBER.

B. The 8 day James Millair and Elspet Yongair had Gilbert.
The 21 day John Broun and Christian Andirson had Bessie.
That day Pete Burn and Margaret Steinson had Janet.
That day Andrew Anderson and Isobel Wilson had Margaret.
That day Tom Smyth and Katherine Chalmers had Katherine.
The 15 day Michael Horn and Margaret Ramsay had John.
The 19 day Robert Mastirtoun and Janet Dulie had Nans.
The 22 day Rob Anderson and Janet Walkar had Alexander.
That day John Anderson and Kette Huton had Nans.
The 26 day Alexander Marshall and Gelis Kellok had Janet.
That day John Wilzemson and Elison Atkin had Janet.
That day Arche Angus and Bessie Dewer had Robert.

M. The 5 day Andrew Duglas was married to Bessie Mudie.
The 19 day Patrick Mudie was married to Marjory Bennie.

JANUARY [1568-9].

B. The 2 day John Man and Margaret Flockart had Nans.
That day William Dasone and Bessie Walkar had Marjory.
The 9 day Abraham Walwood and Isobel Dagleieh had Marjory.
That day William Wilson and Janet Donald had Adam.
The 16 day George Wilson and Kete Wilson had William.
The 30 day William Wrycht and Christian Tomson had John.
That day Wat Cryste and Janet Watson had Ellen.
That day John Tomson and Ellen Horn had Isobel.
That day Tom Steill and Margaret Inglis had John.
That day William Mubray and Elizabeth Whitson had David.

M. The 30 day William Gay was married to Janet Andirsone.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 6 day William Mudie and Marjory Burn had Patrick.
The 13 day John Paton and Christian Nicoll had Gilbert.
The 20 day Tom Anderson and Ellen Peirson had David.
That day William Wilson and Christian Hunnon had Margaret.
That day John Patirson and Meg Huchie had Arche.
That day Tom Bleck and Janet Daingzeill had Thomas.
That day Thomas Blak and Christian Meldrum had Thomas.

M. The 13 William Philp was married to Janet Trumbill.
The 27 day John Wallet was married to Isobel Walkar.

MARCH.

B. The 6 day John Smart and Margaret Kirk had Barbara.
That day Gilbert Martine and Katherine Gray had Janet.
That day James Logtoun and Margaret Brand had Isobel.
That day Tom Yowinge and Marjory Hunnon had Bessie.
That day Andrew Trumbill and Margaret Andirson had Peter.
That day Andrew Currou and Janet Piers had Andrew.
That day Andrew Wallet and Isobel Chalmé had Janet.
That day Henry Peirson and Bessie Reid had Margaret.
That day William Angus and Margaret Dewer had Nans.
The 9 day David Warkman and Maige Schortes had Charles.
That day Rob Tomson and Isobel Donaldson had Marjory.
The 13 day Patrick Chalmers and Janet Curre had David.
That day William Steinsone and Nans Bachok had Janet.
The 20 day James Hendirson and Margaret Meldrum had James.
That day Alexander Andirsone and Bessie Steinsone had John.
The 27 day [1569] Henry Jonsone and Bessie Bankis had Adam.

1 In margin, "fled out of Edinburch for the pest."
APRIL [1569].

B. The 3 day John Rae and Margaret Direnoch had Margaret. The day Allan Tomson and Margaret Edison had George. The 10 day Rob Peiris and Janet Gray had Peter. That day John Makkie and Janet Jonson had John. The 13 day Pete Galt and Bassie /Edison had Harry. The 17 day Gilbert Cowstoun and Metie Montheithe had Christian. That day John Bwll (Rossyth) and Isobel Watsone had Katherine. That day John Kellok and Janet Durie had Elizabeth. The 24 day John Gammill and Janet Donaldson had John. That day Adam Robertsone and Kete Bennait had James. The 27 day William Black and Margaret Robertson had David.

M. The 17 day James Whyt was married to Maule Inglis.

MAY.

B. The 1 day John Kellok and Bassie Peirson had Isobel. That day James Symson and Isobel Hendirson had Margaret. The 15 day David Aeson and Annie Wardlaw had Andrew. That day Lowrie Weitit and Janet Spens had John. That day Robert Kyd and Margaret Reddie had Margaret. The 18 day Robert Frisser and Margaret Denistoun had Bastian (a son). The 22 day Nicol Donaldson and Kite Wilson had Janet. The 25 day James Brown (Ferrie) and Bassie Lwn had Robert. That day John Walwood and Grizel Mastirton had Geils. The 29 day Tom Peirson and Bassie Wilson had Janet. That day Henry Dewer "had a woman chyld born to him of his harlot, Elein Dewer, in fornication, baptizit and callit Marjorie." That day William Keir and Mase Walkar had Mase (in fornication).

M. The 1 day John Clerk in the Ferrie was married to Janet Curre. David Clerk to Margaret Levinton. The 8 day William Huton in Brinteland was married here to Janet Walwood. The 29 day David Law was married to Bassie Dewer.

JUNE.

B. The 5 day John Huton and Janet Paton had John. That day John Beveraig and Bags Findlaw had Lowrie (in fornication). That day James Tod and Marion Clerk had Katherine (in fornication). The 8 day Lowrie Tod and Christian Wilzemoson had Adam. The 12 day Henry Wilson and Mage Fergus had John. The 15 day Robert Davidson and Isobel Banks had William. The 19 day Nicol Dagleigh and Bassie Carnis had John. That day Andrew Jonsone and Bassie Lidell had Geils.

M. The 19 day Alexander Carsan was married to Ellen Cusin.

JULY.

B. The 3 day Patrick Keir and Gelis Peirson had Thomas. That day Henry Harthsyid and Maly Watson had Christian. The 10 day William Horn and Janet Phlip had Thomas. That day Margaret Donaldson "presentit the woman chyld begottin in fornication betwix hir and David Busie, he remaining obstinat, whilk wes resavit at hir hand aftir hir repentance, baptizit and callit Isobell." The 17 day Hector Breidheid and Elizabeth Bruis had Robert. That day David Wilson (Barndie) and Katherine Stewart had Janet. The 31 day John Watsone and Nans Dewer had George.

M. The 3 day Adam Sanders was married to Isobel Cuminghame.
The 10 day Andrew Ged was married to Margaret Andirson.
The 17 day John Dagleigh was married to Janet Penman.

AUGUST.
B. The 14 day Robert Kellok and Bessie Wallet had Christian.
That day William Schortus and Bessie Cryste had Effie.
That day James Knox and Christian bruis had Margaret.
That day James Schortus and Annie Schortes had Janet (in fornication).
The 28 day Tom Doncane and Margaret Caven had twins, Rosina and
Margaret.
That day George Smyth and Janet Angus had Robert.
M. The 7 day Adam Wilson was married to Christian Lyall.
The 21 day Andrew Wallet was married to Marjory Peirson.

SEPTEMBER.
B. The 4 day David Logtoun and Christian Mudie had Bessie.
That day John Phillen and Janet Patirson had Janet.
The 11 day Henry Keir and Marjory Edison had Patrick.
The 14 day Patrick Durie and Elizabeth Lundyn had Ellen.
The 25 day Cuthbert Wardlaw and Kete Dagleigh had Thomas.
M. The 11 day John Tod was married to Janet Litilljone.

OCTOBER.
B. The 2 day John Cuninghame and Kete Wallet had Alexander.
That day John Sanderis and Grizel Hodgs had Margaret.
That day Henry Broun and Bessie Dagleigh had Janes.
The 9 day Peter Trumbill and Janet Horn had Peter.
The 12 day John Wallet and Christian Dagleigh had Maws.
The 16 day Rob Inglis and Christian Donaldson had William.
“The 19 day Wilzem Huton had twa soonis borne to him of his wyf Effie
Carkettill, the eldest 7 quarteris ald, for sa lang wes he onbaptizit the
father remaining obstinat at last wes now baptizit and callit Richert, the
uther callit David.”
That day Thomas Huton and Marion Broun had Andrew.
The 26 day John Walker and Margaret Tomson had William.
The 30 day Captain David Murray and Janet Wems had Patrick.
M. The 16 day Patrick Car was married to Isobel Millikin.

NOVEMBER.
B. The 2 day James Kinloch (Carnok) and Ellen Lyndsay had Margaret.
The 6 day George Sanderis and Margaret Durie had William.
The 13 day John Lyndsay and Janet Harlay had Janet (in fornication).
The 20 day William Robertson and Janet Boswell had Adam.
The 30 day David Sword and Elspet Gibson had Harry.
M. The 6 day William Steidman was married to Isobel Gib.
Andrew Rowan to Bessie Spittell.
The 20 day William Philp was married to Christian Angus.
The 27 day John Hwton was married to Bessie Steinson.

DECEMBER.
B. The 4 day William Wilson and Nans Donat had Ellen.
That day James Paycok and Ellen Whyt had William.
The 11 day Andrew Ged and Margaret Andirson had Janet.
That day Nicol Cant and Kae Kellok had Andrew.
The 18 day William Mikiljone and Bessie Baxter had Gilbert.
That day Tom Broun and Christian Miche had Thomas.
The 25 day Robert Lyndsay "had a woman chyld born to him in fornication of Jonat Kinrois, to whom he had promissit marriage befoir, baptizit and callit Bessie."

That day Jok Wallet and Isobel Walker had Lowrie.

M. The 11 day Lowrie Dempster was married to Janet Peirson.
The 18 day James Garvan was married to Bessie Cryste.

JANUARY [1569-70].

B. The 1 day Nicol Michell and Janet Norwall had John.
That day Tom Kellok and Christian Martiall had Kete.
The 8 day Robert Strawhyn and Isobel Warkman had John.
That day William Andirson and Janet Yonger had Andrew.
The 11 day John Fyff and Maig Red had Barbara.
The 15 day John Murie and Ket Smeton had David.
The 22 day Lowrie Kirk and Margaret Bennet had Janet.
The 29 day George Fleming and Isobel Byn had Christian.
That day Robe Peirson and Janet Broun had Christian.
That day Watte Strang and Ellen Lyall had Margaret.
That day John Steinson and Marjory Trumbill had William.
That day John Hodgs and Christian Dewer had Janet.
That day Robe Andirson and Janet Walkar had Thomas.

M. The 8 day Michael Stewart was married to Janet Kellok.
The 29 day Robert Angus was married to Margaret Rae.
John Warkman to Bessie Aitkin.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 5 day John Moris and Isobel Edisone had John.
That day James Dewer and Janet Law had Elspet.
The 8 day Richard Steinson and Margaret Wallet had John.
That day Robe Legait and Janet Andirson had Patrick.
The 12 day David Fyf and Annie Hodgs had Margaret.
That day Anton Rutherfurd and Masie Fergiussoun had James.
That day Gilbert Kennedy and Margaret Bredie had William.
The 19 day John Andirson and Janet Ranald had Isobel.
That day John Wrycht and Bessie Broun had Grizel.
The 22 day Robert Patrik and Marion Andirson had Harry.
The 26 day Tom Cumand and Ket Mudie had Edward.

M. [None.]

MARCH.

B. The 12 day John Crichtoun and Bessie Mutray had Patrick.
That day John Alison and Janet Cum had Bessie.
The 19 day John Bull and Marjory Doncane had Margaret.
That day John Kellok and Ellen Wilson had James.
That day Lowrie Bonalay and Ellen Andirson had Isobel.
The 22 day William Cragie and Isobel Andirson had Patrick.
That day John Keir and Isobel Dusone had Katherine.

M. [None.]

APRIL [1570].

B. The 16 day Michael Tomsone and Margaret Cutbert had David.
That day David Michell and Bete Kellok had Andrew.
The 24 day James Brwis and Marjory Gibbon had Janet.
The 26 day John Aldstoun and Bessie Warkman had Allan.
The 30 day Tom Mudie and Christian Harper had Thomas.

M. The 9 day Andrew Robertson was married to Marjory Wallet.
The 30 day Mr. John Crysteson was married to Bessie Keir.
Thomas Clwne to Janet Purrok.
MAY.
B. The 3 day Arche Cuninghame and Isobel Sands had Arche.
The 7 day John Andirson and Kate Huton had Bessie.
That day David Bull and Meg Curry had Margaret.
The 14 day John Mill and Marion Strageith had two children baptized, Henry and Christian.
That day John Burn and Emmie Cuming had Margaret.
The 17 day Robert Phillen and Janet Couper had Robert.
The 24 day Lowrie Smyth and Margaret Edison had Robert.
The 28 day “ Elison Andirson had a man chyld baptizit, whilk sche had born in fornication to Andro Cowan, baptizit and callit Robert.”
M. The 7 day Florie Tomson was married to Bessie Kent.
The 28 day Adam Whyt was married to Bessie Landels.

JUNE.
B. The 11 day Patrick Murray and Marjory Wallet had Janet.
That day William Tomson and Nans Schortes had David.
That day George Barnat and Megs Angus had Peter.
That day William Angus and Marjory Dewer had Peter.
The 18 day John Kar and Annie Sibbet had Robert.
The 25 day Charles Walker and Margaret Reid had Andrew.
M. The 11 day John Law was married to Barbara Stewart.

JULY.
B. The 2 day Robert Wilson and Rosina Ramsay had Isobel.
M. The 9 day John Hill was married to Marion Sword.
The 24 day George Nasmyth was married to Isobel Fergusson.
William Keir to Christian Bull.

AUGUST.
B. The 2 day John Montcreif and Bessie Dully had Janet.
The 6 day Robert Harrower and Christian Atkin had Katherine.
The 13 day John Sanderis and Bessie Burn had Thomas.
The 20 day Patrick Durie and Elspet Lundy had William.
That day Riche Potter and Kete Walker had Isobel.
That day Adam Sanderis and Isobel Cuningham had Janet.
M. [None.]

SEPTEMBER.
B. The 3 day John Smyth and Megs Kellok had Isobel.
The 13 day Henry Glas and Marion Greig had Ellen.
That day William Burn and Janet Broun had Marjory.
The 17 day John Scirlin and Effie Morphi had Lowrie.
That day William Schortus and Barbara Douglas had Bessie.
That day John Peirson and Mege Watson had David.
The 24 day David Fergusson and Isobel Durhame had Janet.
The 27 day Lowrie Steinson and Bessie Mutray had Elspet.
M. The 10 day James Hwi was married to Nans Hog.
The 17 day David Douglas was married to Bessie Cuming.

OCTOBER.
B. The 1 day James Immerrie and Alison Paycok had Duncan.
The 8 day Rob Angus and Margaret Rae had John.
That day Alexander Culros and Isobel Levistoun had Charles.
That day Wille Mudie and Marjory Burne had James.
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The 11 day Patrick Blakater and Bessie Davidson had William.
The 15 day Henry Reid and Margaret Stobie had Bessie.
That day Henry Sempill and Margaret Goddie had Peter.
That day William Symson and Kete Bennait had William.
That day William Horn and Margaret Stenhus had Peter.
That day William Philp and Christian Angus had George.
That day David Eson and Annie Wardlaw had Effie.
That day James Hardie and Marion Clunie had Janet.
That day Michael Kilgour and Janet Hendirson had David (in fornication).
The 22 day John Inglis and Janet Atkin had Janet.
That day David Fergus and Margaret Trumbill had Margaret
That day James Whyt and Mauis Inglis had Isobel.
That day Michael Stewart and Janet Kellok had Emmie.
The 25 day Pete Burn and Bessie Steinson had John.
The 29 day William Moris and Margaret Anderson had Janet.

M. [None.]

NOVEMBER.

B. The 5 day John Robertsone and Marjory Steinson had David.
That day James Keir and Nans Brown had Robert.
That day John Potter and Kectie Wilson had James.
The 17 day John Broun and Christian Andirson had James.
That day John Greig and Marjory Hutcheon had Effie.
That day Nicol Cryste and Christian Balward had Henry (in fornication).\(^1\)

M. The 12 day Andrew Dugall was married to Christian Clark.
The 19 day Andrew Brand was married to Isobel Cuming.
William Duglas to Janet Tennand.
The 28 day William Davidson was married to Catherine Anderson.

DECEMBER.

B. The 3 day John Elder and Effie Smeton had Lowrie.
The 6 day Alexander Marschall and Gels Kellok had Marion.
That day William Steinson and Marjory Sibbet had Janet.
The 10 day James Blak and Christian Peirson had George.
That day Andrew Drummond and Janet Patirson had Margaret.
The 13 day John Dagleigh and Janet Penman had Ellen.
The 17 day Robert Roxburch (Rossyth) and Janet Michell had Christian.
The 20 day Hector Greig and Janet Ranald had Thomas.
The 27 day James Garvan and Bessie Cryste had Christian.
The 31 day Robert Dewer and Kiete Law had Janet.
That day Loure Schortes and Kiete Mill had Janet.
That day Henry Finlason and Margaret Sharpe had George.\(^2\)

M. The 10 day John Mubray was married to Christian Paton
Alexander Wilson to Christian Tempilman.
Pete Lawson to Ellen Wilson.
The 24 day Symon Davidson was married to Ellen Nicoll.

JANUARY \[1570-71.\]

B. The 3 day William Mikiljon and Bessie Baxter had David.
The 14 day Henry Davidsone and Kite Mutray had Patrick.
The 17 day James Burn and Janet Mackie had Janet.
That day Andrew Smyth and Bessie Coustoon had Peter.
That day David Burne and Kete Durie had Effie.
The 21 day James Cusin and Christian Paton had James.
The 28 day James Kid and Mag Roddie (? Reddie) had Patrick.
That day James Smyth and Kete Paycok had Margaret.

M. The 7 day William Jonsone was married to Margaret Stirk.

\(^1\) In margin, "song euir.
\(^2\) Biribau in margin.
The 14 day John Couper was married to Gelis Wilson.
The 21 day Robert Marschall was married to Christian Huton.
John Huton to Nans Donald.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 4 day James Hwi and Annie Hoge had Adam (in fornication before the marriage).
That day James Whyt and Janet Mudie had Robert.
That day Alexander Cuninghame and Margaret Kemp had Patrick.
That day James Bwist and Janet Huton had John.
The 11 day John Dewer and Kete Angus had Bessie.
That day James Symson and Isobel Hendrison had David.
That day Andrew Wallet and Marjory Peirson had Gelis.
That day Robert Mastirton “had a man chyld born to him, after his departur, of his wyf Jonet Ewle, baptizit and callit Robert.”
The 14 day David Murray “the capitane” and Janet Wemis had David.
The 21 day John Boll and Nans Simson had John.

M. The 4 day Nicol Mackie was married to Katherine Horn.
The 18 day William Westwood was married to Janet Kellok.
William Horn to Katherine Dewer.
David Michelson to Nans Steinson.
The 25 day Mungo Gray was married to Marion Tomson.
Thomas Elder to Bessie Dewer.

MARCH.

B. The 4 day Tom Pullour and Meg Wostwater had John.
That day John Stenhus and . . Douglas had Margaret.
That day Rob Anderson and Nans Millar had Christian.
The 21 William Roxburgh and Isobel Anderson had William.
The 25 day [1571] Tom Blak and Christian Meldrum had Andrew.
That day John Kellok and Janet Durie had Janet.
The xviiij day [1570] George Nasmyth and Isobel Fergusson had Elizabeth.

M. [None.]

APRIL [1571].

B. The first, Alexander Scotland and Margaret Hendrison had Richard.
That day Alexander Carsan and Ellen Cuisin had John.
That day William Colzie and Margaret Brown had Patrick.
The 8 day William Horn and Janet Philp had William.
The 11 day Gilbert Colzie and Ellen Sanderis had Margaret.
The 15 day William Keir and Annabel Lowrie had Janet.
That day Wille Tomson and Janet Walkar had Marjory.
That day Pete Chalmers and Janet Curr had Alexander.
That day Thomas Marizon and Agnes Whyt had Janet.
That day Adam Whyt and Bessie Landels had William.
That day John Spide and Bessie Keir had William (in fornication).
The 18 day Pete Gat and Bessie Edison had Christian.

M. [None.]

MAY.

B. The 2 day Tom Duglas and Maus Burn had Emilie.
That day Andrew Peirson and Christian Loudian had John.
That day James Speir and Marjory Sibbald had Margaret.
That day William Duglas and Janet Tennand had Bessie.
That day John Murray and Ellen Daingzell had Katherine.
That day John Brown and Margaret Muir had twins, Andrew and Janet.
The 6 day John Brown and Janet Walker had John.
That day Geordi Gray and Margaret Galt had Andrew (in fornication).
The 13 day Thomas Hendirson and Kaeit Hutson had Robert.
The 16 day.  
The 20 day "John Makbe (after his death) had a man chyld born to him of his wyf Kaeit Mouye, baptizit and callit David.
The 23 day Hector Breidheith and Elizabeth Bruis had Bessie.
The 27 day Andrew Wilson and Marion Meldrum had Henry.
The 30 day Robert Paton and Janet Dalyleich had John.

M.    [None.]

JUNE.

B.  The 3 day John Patirsone and Bessie Dangzell had Thomas.
That day Andrew Currour and Janet Peirs had Christian.
The 6 day James Miller and Elspeth Yonger had James (after the father's death).
The 10 day David Paycok and Isobel Cuninghame had Isobel.
That day Tom Sanderis and Margaret Lowri, "his brother's wyff" had Willie (in incest).
The 13 day Andrew Ged and Margaret Andersone had James.
The 24 day John Paton and Christian Nicoll had Margaret.

M.  The 17 day Andrew Angus was married to Margaret Horne.

JULY.

B.  The 15 day Arche Angus and Bessie Dewer had Andrew.
The 22 day John Steinsone and Janet Paycok had George.
That day John Miller and Nans Craik had Alexander.
The 25 day James Logtown and Margaret Brand had John.
That day Henry Deis and Bessie Arnold had Thomas.

M.  The 1 day of July Andrew Smith was married to Christian Dewer.
Robert Wastwood to Margaret Henry.
The 8 day John Tod was married to Janet Bankis.
The 22 day William Kirk was married to Bessie Huntair.
David Anderson was married the 29 day to Margaret Mudie.
William Leich to Isobel Horn.

AUGUST.

B.  The 12 day William Gay and Janet Andirsone had Isobel.
That day Tom Hendin and Janet Barklay had Isobel.
The 15 day Lowrie Thomson and Ellen Huton had I.
That day Tom Millar and Janet Keir had Lorence.
The 26 day Arche Cuninghame and Mæge Davidson had John.

M.  [None.]

SEPTEMBER.

B.  The 2 day Andrew Spittal and Katherine Logan had Ellen.
That day Charles Wallange and Margaret Durie had Margaret.
That day Andrew Wallet and Isobel Chalmer had William.
That day Janet Alison presented a man chyld begotten in fornication betwix hir and Johnie Blakater, who was disobedient to the kirk, thatfor the chyld wes resavit at hir hand, baptizit and callit Johnie.  
The 9 day James Cois and Bessie Frothringham (sic) had Robert.
That day David Schortus and Janet Andersone had Laurence.
That day John Skirling and Effie Morphie had David.
The 16 day James Hendirson and Margaret Meldrum had John.
That day John Phillen and Janet Patirson had James.
That day John Hill and Marion Sworde had Marjory.
That day Andrew Dugall and Christian Clark had John.
That day Wille Benmat and Christian Inglis had Janet (in fornication).
The 19 day Patrick Durie and Elispet Lundy had Janet.

1 The rest of the entry left blank.
The 23 day John Hodges and Christian Dewar had George.
That day David Wilzenson and Janet Harrowar had John.
That day John Rae and Margaret Direnoch had Bessie.
The 26 day Andrew Brand and Isobel Cuming had James.
That day John Law and Barbara Stewart had Andrew.
The 30 day Adam Knox and Janet Doncan had Margaret.
That day John Fyff and Mage Red had Janet.
That day Robert Angus and Margaret Rae had George.
M. The 9 day Andrew Angus was married to Margaret Dewar.
The 23 day Adam Andirson was married to Ellen Sanderis.

OCTOBER.

B. The 3 day David Warkman and Maige Schortes had George.
That day Robe Peirson and Elspet Huton had Grizel (in fornication).
The 10 day William Young and Bessie Burne had Bessie.
That day Tom Steill and Margaret Inglis had Robert.
That day John Walkar and Margaret Tomson had John.
The 17 day Edward Andirson and Christian Moyes had Kete.
The 21 day Henry Mill and Kæti Harrowar had Kete.
That day Tom Cuming and Margaret Baird had Isobel.
The 24 day Robert Kellok and Bessie Wallet had James.
The 28 day Andrew Lyttle and Kete Sibbald had Robert (in fornication).
That day Simon Davidson and Ellen Nicoll had Henry.
That day David Henderson and Kete Andirson had Kete (in fornication).
M. The 28 day James Cuming was married to Margaret Brown.
David Tod to Muis Dagleich.
William Huton to Janet Smyth.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 4 day John Millair and Christian Andirson had William.
That day John Walkair and Isobel Blyth had John.
That day Tom Andirson and Ellen Person had Janet.
That day John Watson and Nans Dewar had Janet.
That day Henry Elder and Margaret Craik had Margaret.
The 7 day Alexander Robeson and Elison Spens had Janet.
The 14 day John Bull and Isobel Watson had Margaret.
The 18 day Andew Jonson and Bessie Liddell had Janet.
M. The 11 day Andrew Lyttle was married to Kete Sibbett.
The 18 Henry Reid was married to Margaret Tod.
Robert Peirson to Elizabeth Huton.
The 25 day William Andirson was married to Marjory Bellok (? for Kellok).

DECEMBER.

B. The 5 day Richard Potter and Kate Walkar had Henry.
That day Robert Man and Margaret Stark had David.
The 16 day John Potter and Isabel Walkar had Andrew.
That day John Steintown and Marjory Trumbull had Margaret.
That day David Tod and Kete Watson had James (in fornication).
The 19 day Rob Donaldson and Ketie Huntair had Janet.
The 23 day John Watsone and Janet Davidson had Agnes.
The 26 day David Andirson and Ellen Kelt had Alexander.
That day Willie Keir and Isabel Menteith had James.
The 30 day Andrew Moris and Isobel Edison had Thomas.
The 23 day William Jonson and Margaret Stirk had Elizabeth.

M. The second day David Andirson was married to Janet Martyn.
The 9 day James Meldrum was married to Katherine Cunninghame.
The 23 day Thomas Sanderis was married to Katherine Trumbill.
JANUARY [1571-52].

B. The 9 day William Wostwod and Janet Kellok had Margaret.
   That day John Burne and Emmie Cumming had John.
   The 16 day William Eson and Margaret Peirsoun had Margaret.
   The 20 day Walter Strong and Ellen Lyall had William.
   That day Laurence Tod and Christian Wilzemson had Gyles.
   The 23 day James Mubray and Bessie Denistoun had Margaret.
   That day Tom Young and Marjory Hunon had John.
   That day John Huton and Nans Donald had Isobel.
   That day John Lowrie and Margaret Wrycht had Robert.
   The 27 day Adam Robertson and Kete Bennet had Margaret.
   That day John Mubray and Christian Paton had Margaret.
   The 30 day Robert Bennie and Isobel Andirson had John.

M. The 13 day David Hendirson was married to Kete Andirson.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 3 day David Swenton and Annie Ewin had John.
   That day John Wright and Bessie Brown had John.
   The 13 day Patrick Mudie and Margaret Beny had John.
   That day Tom Westwood and Effie Moyes had Henry.
   The 17 day John Wilzemson and Alison Atkin had Bessie.
   That day Tom Elder and Bessie Dewar had Katherine.
   That day Tom Logtoun and Janet Philp had Janet.
   That day John Mackie and Margaret Jonsone had Janet.
   That day James Paicok and Ellen Whyte had Barbara.
   That day Charles Walkar and Margaret Reid had Thomas.
   That day James Wostwod and Isobel Pacok had Isobel.
   The 24 day John Galrig and Janet Weild had Janet.
   That day Robert Dik and Masie Michell had Margaret.
   That day John Kellok and Ellen Wilson had Isobel.
   That day Patrick Keir and Giles Peirson had Katherine.
   That day Laurence Kirk and Margaret Bennat had Ellen.
   That day Patrick Lauzone and Ellen Wilsone had John.
   The 27 day Robert Philan and Janet Couper had Janet.
   That day John Greige and Maig Hutcheon had John.

M. The 17 day Robert Huton was married to Megie Walkar.
   That day William Eson was married to Margaret Callender.

MARCH.

B. The 5 day Robert Wilson and Rosina Ramsay had Marjory.
   That day William Wilson and Janet Donald had Andrew.
   The 16 day John Andirson and Janet Ranald had Thomas.
   That day William Makkie and Katherine Steinson had Isobel.
   That day John Walwod and Isobel Walker had Thomas.
   That day John Thomson and Alison Horn had Isobel.
   The 19 day David Cunnand and Kete Alison had John.
   The 23 day William Tomson and Nans Schortus had John.
   That day John Wilson and Christian Bankis had Isobel.
   The 26 day [1572] William Blak and Margaret Robertson had Margaret.
   That day John Walwod and Christian Dugaliech had Adam.
   The 30 day David Burne and Kettie Durie had James.
   That day Patrick Burne and Margaret Steinson had Marjory.
   That day John Sanders and Grizel Hodge had George.

M. [None.]

APRIL [1572].

B. The 6 day Robert Legat and Janet Anderson had Janet.
   That day Robert Doncane and Annie Donaldsone had John.
That day Andrew Hending and Annie Snawdon had James (in fornication).
The 16 day William Cant and Beatrix Hodgs had Beatrix.
That day Richard Steinson and Margaret Wallet had Janet.
That day John Tod and Janet Bankis had Margaret.
That day James Sibbet and Bessie Brown had William (in fornication).
That day Rob Tomson and Isobel Donaldson had Bessie.
That day John Sanderis and Bessie Burne had Andrew.
That day Robe Smyth (cadger) and Isobel Wilson had Thomas.
The 23 day Peter Trumbull and Janet Horn had William.
That day Michael Stewart and Janet Kellok had Andrew.
The 27 day James Dewar and Janet Law had James.
That day Thomas Smyth and Katherine Chalmder had Gyles.
The 30 day George Fleming and Isobel Burne had Robert.
That day Andrew Angus and Margaret Horn had Peter.
That day Andrew Trumbill and Margaret Anderson had Bessie.
That day David Condie, an Edinburgh man, and Giles Murray had Harry.

M. The 6 day John Smith was married to Janet Strong.
The 13 day Robert Lyndsay and Janet Kinross, "after their repentance
maid for mariring with a papist priest 9 yere befoir, solemnized and
ratified their marriage of neewe before the kirk."
The 27 day David Peirson was married to Christian Stirke.
Edward Fothringhame to Christian Clune.

MAY.

B. The 4 day Alexander Reid and Janet Pirnie had Katherine.
The 7 day William Cragie and Isobel Andirson had John.
That day William Wilson and Christian Hunnone had Ellen.
The 11 day William Robertson and Janet Boswell had Thomas.
That day Thomas Mudie and Christian Harper had John.
That day William Horn and Catherine Dewer had John.
The 14 day James Simson and Isobel Hendirson had Thomas.
The 21 day John Keir and Isobel Dason had Grizel.
That day James Garvan and Bessie Chrystie had Janet.
The 28 day Cuthbert Wardlaw and Karte Dagleich had Katherine.
That day Nicol Mackie and Katherine Horn had William.
That day John Kellok and Bessie Peirson had Marjory.
That day John Grant and Janet Wat had Janet.

M. The 18 day Allan Couts was married to Isobel Bodwell.

JUNE.

B. The first day Henry Broun and Bessie Dagleich had John.
That day Thomas Dangzeill and Marjory Dagleich had Katherine.
The 4 day Henry Keir "had a man chylde born to him of his wyf Edison
(sic) baptizit and callit Andrew."
The 15 day Robe Dagleich and Kate Russell had Maus.
The 22 day William Miklijon and Bessie Baxter had James.
The 29 day William Wright and Christian Thomson had David.
That day James Knox and Christian Bruce had John.
That day Wille Mar and Bessie Littill had Christian (in fornication).

M. The 8 day William Trumbull was married to Janet Dewar.
Peter Ewin to Maie Dun.

JULY.

B. The 6 day John Chattu and Janet Martill had Katherine.
The 13 day Robert Schortes and Christian Duglas had Janet.
That day John Brown and Christian Andirson had James.
That day Alexander Huton and Christian Nicoll had James (in fornication).
The 20 day John Huton and Janet Paton had Robert.
The 23 day Thomas Cumand and Kietie Mudie had Bessie.  
That day William Morgan and Janet Dewer had William.  
The 27 day John Reid and Marjory Simson had Janet.  
That day Andrew Angus and Margaret Dewar had Robert.  
That day Will Stirk and Kete Mastirtoun had Janet (in fornication).  
The 30 day Laurence Smith and Margaret Edixon had Janet.  

M. The 27 day Archie Cokburne was married to Bessie Paycok.

AUGUST.

B. The 13 day Robert Davidsone and Isobel Bankis had Thomas.  
That day William Simson and Katherine Bennat had Robert.  
The 20 day William Kirk and Bessie Huntair had Janet.  
The 24 day David Andirson and Nans Mudie had Nans.  
That day John Lyndsay and Marion Chalmer (whom afterwards he married)  
    had Nans (in fornication).  
That day David Tod and Mause Dagleisch had Kete.  
The 31 day David Murray and Janet Wemis had James.  
That day Henry Hartsyd (Rossyth) and Marjory Watsone had Alexander.  
That day John Wemis and Janet Huton had David (in fornication).

M. The 10 day John Trumbull was married to Marjory Cuper.  
The 17 day Adam Murray was married to Margaret Law.  
Thomas Edison to Isobel Stenhus.  
The 24 day John Lyndsay was married to Marion Chalmer.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 3 day John Walwod and Grizel Mastirtoun had Thomas.  
The 24 day Richard Walker and Janet Kennedie had Janet.  
That day Henry Jhonsone and Bessie Bankis had Katherine.  
That day Rob Andirson and Janet Walkar had David.  

M. The 21 day John Stenhus was married to Ellen Horn.

OCTOBER.

B. The 5 day John Bull and Marjory Doncane had Bessie.  
The 8 day Patrick Durie and Elizabeth Lundy had David.  
That day Andrew Walwod and Marjory Peirson had William.  
The 12 day Adam Andirson and Ellen Sanders had Laurence.  
That day Andrew Macmuniche and Kete Clarke had Isobel.  
That day Alexander Carsan and Ellen Cousing had Andrew.  
The 19 day John Andirson and Ketic Huton had Margaret.  
The 26 day Andrew Smith and Christian Dewer had Janet.  
That day Alexander Culrois and Isobel Levistoun had Rosina.

M. [None.]

NOVEMBER.

B. The 2 day David Mirche and Kete Sanders had Janet.  
The 9 day John Mill and Marion Strageith had Janet.  
The 12 day Arche Cuninghaune and Isobel Sandis had William.  
The 16 day David Andirson and Janet Martine had Margaret.  
The 19 day John Man and Christian Meldrum had John.  
The 23 day Sande Wobstar and Janet Gervais had James (in fornication).  
That day Andrew Balfour and Margaret Burges had Richard.

M. The 23 day Adam Brown was married to Katherine Elder.  
John Andirson to Christian Oliphant.  
Donald Bein to Bessie Smeton.  
Michael Trumbill to Janet Person.  
John Crumbie to Effie Huton.  
John Davidsone to Kete Kirstell.
DECEMBER.

B. The 7 day John Dagbleich and Janet Penman had James.
The 10 day Wille Tomson and Janet Walkar had Bessie.
The 21 day George Sanders and Margaret Durie had Elspet.
That day Andrew Spittall and Kete Logan had William.
The 24 day Alexander Mastirtown and Kete Broun had John.
The 31 day Robert Angus and Margaret Rae had Robert.
That day John Trumbill and Maige Couper had William.

M. The 14 day John Andirson was married to Katherine Bonalay.
Andrew Alison to Ellen Cumming.
The 28 day George Edison was married to Janet Burne.

JANUARY [1572-73].

B. The 7 day David Sword and Elspet Gibson had Thomas.
That day James Henderson of Fordell and Jehan Murray had Barbara.
That day Henry Reid and Margaret Tod had William.
The 18 day John Car and Annie Sibbet had James.
The 21 day David Fergusson, minister, and Isobel Durhame had David.
That day William Christe and Isobel Tempilman had Christian.
That day William Andirson and Janet Yonger had Katherine.
That day David Peirson and Christian Stirk had Peter.
The 25 day Mr. John Crysteson and Bessie Keir had William.
The 28 day David Bredie and . . . . Crafurd had James.

M. The 25 day Mark Burgan was married to Janet Curroure.

FEBRUARY.

B. The one day Wille Mar and Janet Car had John (in fornication).
The 8 day James Wostwod and Mans Paycok had Thomas.
That day William Steinson and Marjory Sibbet had David.
The 15 day John Patirson and Begis Huchie had twins, Janet and Kete.
That day Robert Peirson and Janet Brown had Janet.
That day John Stenhus and Margaret Duglas had John.
That day Michael Singour and Nans Young had Janet (in fornication).
The 22 day Andrew Riche and Effie Cuike had David.
The 25 day Gilbert Kennedy and Margaret Bredie had James.

M. The 1 day Robert Dagbleich was married to Janet Harper.
Robert Mudie to Katherine Wilson.
The 8 day James Clerk was married to Margaret Foster.

MARCH.

B. The 1 day Nicol Michelson and Janet Norwall had Adam.
The 4 day William Keir and Christian Bull had John.
The 11 day William Burne and Janet Broun had . . .
The 15 day Allan Coutis, elder, and Isobel Bodwell had Bessie.
That day William Duglas and Janet Tennand had Janet.
That day Laurence Schortus and Kete Mill had Eline.
That day John Browne and Janet Walkar had Margaret.
The 18 day Allan Coutis, younger, and Helen Balfour had Grisel.
The 22 day Robert Lindsay and Janet Kinross had Normand.
The 29 day [1573] George Nasmith and Isobel Ferguson had Harie.
That day John Mudie and Marjory Burne had Andrew.

M. [None.]

APRIL [1573].

B. The 5 day David Pitcarne and Elizabeth (Elzbet) Ogilvy had John.
That day George Bodwell and Nans Sandilands had Katherine.
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The 12 day John Watson and Nans Dewer had Nans. That day John Robertson and Marjory Steinson had Gisell. That day John Montcreff and Bessie sic had Margaret. The 19 day William Gay and Janet Anderson had Marjory. That day William Horn and Janet Philip had Allan. The 22 day William Schortes and Barbara Duglas had Meg.

M. The 12 day Robert Trumbill was married to Janet Sanders.

MAY.

B. The 6 day James Keir and Nans Broun had Ellen. The 17 day Robert Straqwhin and Isobel Warkman had George. That day Adam Sanders and Isobel Cunninghame had George. The 20 day John Stirk and Margaret Henry had Elizeth. The 31 day John Huton and Mage Straqwhin had Robert (in adultery).

M. The 10 day John Steill was married to Christian Parke. The 17 day Andrew Christie was married to Margaret Steward. The 21 day David Fin was married to Besse Harrowair. James Wilson to Margaret Kedy. John Wilson to Elison Bull. William Bryson to Bessie Dunino. The 31 day Nicol Hart was married to Besse Hartsyd.

JUNE.

B. The 3 day Michell Horne and Christian Broun had David. The 7 day John Gannill and Bessie Donaldsone had Andrew. The 10 day John Dewar and Kate Angus had Margaret. The 14 day Edward Fothringhame and Christian Clune had Janet. The 17 day John Crichtoun and Bessie Mutray had James. The 21 day John Steinson and Marjory Trumbill had Janet.

M. The 28 day John Sanders was married to Isobel Hendirson. And James Car was married to Ellen Sanderis.

JULY.

B. The 1 day Andrew Angus and Margaret Dewar had Isobel. The 8 day John Smyth and Janet Moris had James. The 12 day John Law and Barbara Stewart had Janet. That day John Stenhus and Ellen Horne had Robert. That day Andrew Angus and Margaret Dewar had Margaret. The 15 day David Fergus and Margaret Trumbill had Margaret. The 19 day John Skirling and Effie Morphie had Marjory. The 22 day James Whyt and Mans Inglis had John. The 26 day Robert Duglas and Beatrix Edisone had David.

M. The 12 day Duncan Moris was married to Bessie Cuninghame. William Miller to Isobel Cunninghame. Mark Donat to Margaret Lourie. The 19 day George Gray ratified his marriage with Margaret Gat (unlawfully done before) after they had made their public repentance. The 26 day Andrew Swentton was married to Janet Normond.

AUGUST.

B. The 19 day John Crombie and Effie Huton had Ellen. That day Thomas Sanderis and Katherine Trumbill had Janet. The 23 day Willie Walkar and Bessie Trumbill had Janet. That day Andrew Dick and Margaret Scot had Christian. The 26 day James Bwist and Janet Huton had William. The 30 day John Gaurig and Janet Weild had John. That day Alexander Cuninghame and Margaret Kemp had James.
M. The 9 day Robert Andirson was married to Christian Hendirson.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 2 day John Steill and Christian Parke had Marjory (begotten before the marriage).
   The 6 day David Paicok and Isobel Cuninghame had John.
   The 9 day William Trumbill and Janet Dewair had Janet.
   The 20 day William Andirson and Janet Mudie had Margaret.
   That day William Horne and Katherine Dewer had Janet.
   That day John Davidsone and Katherine Kirstell had Laurence.
   The 30 day George Gray and Margaret Galt had Christian.
   That day Thomas Young and Marjory Hunnon had John.

M. The 20 day David Horne was married to Bessie Stewart.

OCTOBER.

B. The 4 day John Phillen and Janet Paterson had Marjory.
   That day Wille Elder and Christian Morgan had twins, Patrick and Janet (in fornication).
   The 7 day Pete Galt and Bessie Edison had Margaret.
   The 11 day Andrew Littill (deceased) and Kete Sibald had Alexander.
   That day John Warkman and Bessie Atkin had Bessie.
   That day John Inglis and Janet Atkin had Isobel.
   That day Donald Bein and Bessie Smeton had Bessie.
   That day Geordie Edison and Janet Burne had John.
   The 18 day Andrew Brand and Isobel Cumming had Andrew.
   The 25 day James Cumming and Margaret Broun had Emmie.

M. [None.]

NOVEMBER.

B. The 1 day Gilbert Colzear and Ellen Sanders had Bessie.
   That day Donald Sandis and Kete Bell had Adam (in fornication).
   The 4 day John Dryisdail and Margaret Douglas had James.
   That day Rob Patri克 and Marion Andirson had twins, George and Nans.
   That day Richard Potter and Kete Walkar had Isobel.
   The 8 day John Dagleich and Kete Loudiane had Thomas (begotten in incestuous adultery).
   The 18 day James Harde and Christian Clune had William.
   The 25 day Robert Dewar and Catherine Law had John.
   That day David Wilhemson and Janet Harrowar had James.
   The 29 day John Elder and Effie Smeton had twins, Henry and Bessie.

M. The 15 day Troyelus Lausone was married to Elspet Traill.
   The 23 day John Liljone was married to Bessie Chryste.
   The 29 day John Jameson was married to Isobel Winter.

DECEMBER.

B. The 2 day John Reid and Janet Tomson had Margaret.
   The 6 day David Hendirson and Kete Anderson had James.
   The 9 day William Mikiljone and Bessie Baxter had Andrew.
   The 13 day Peter Ewin and Malie Dun had Allan.
   That day John Couper and Gillis Wilson had Janet.
   That day Simon Davidsone and Ellen Nicoll had Janet.
   The 27 day John Tod and Janet Banks had Thomas.
   The 30 day Laurence Kirk and Margaret Bennat had Margaret.
   That day William Wright and Christian Tomson had Isobel.

M. The 6 day David Dewer was married to Bessie Peirson.
   David Smeton to Isobel Cunninghame.
   The 13 day Patrick Harper was married to Katherine Bennat.
   The 27 day John Broun was married to Bessie Wilson.
JANUARY [1573-4].

B. The 3 day Arche Angus and Bessie Dewer had Janet.
That day John Rae and Margaret Direncoch had Thomas.
That day Andrew Currou and Janet Piers had Marjory.
That day John Paton and Christian Nicoll had Andrew.
The 10 day John Wenis of Pittincreeff and Girsell Myrton had Janet.
That day Wille Andirsone and Bessie Hodge had Robert.
The 17 day Arche Cokburne and Janet Paycok had Charles.
That day David Bull and Meg Currie had Mauis.
The 31 day Rob Kid and Meg Reddie had Thomas.
That day Rob Andirson and Nans Millaar had Robert.
That day John Kelkoc and Janet Durie had James.

M. The 3 day James Sibbet was married to Elspet Stevin.
The 17 day Archibald Blakwod was married to Bessie Stalkar.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 7 day John Fyffie and Maige Reid had Christian.
That day Patrick Lawson and Ellen Wilson had Andrew.
That day Archie Cunningham and Margaret Davidsone had James (in fornication).
The 14 day Thomas Andirson and Ellen Peirsone had Margaret.
That day James Sibbet and Janet Davidsone had David (in fornication).
That day Henry Browne and Bessie Dagleig had Masie.
The 17 day Robert Kelkoc and Bessie Walwood had David.
That day William Andirson and Janet Yonger had Thomas.
That day Andrew Peirsoune and Christian Laudiane had Laurence.
The 21 day Andrew Smith and Christian Dewar had John.
That day William Burne and Marjory Logtoun had Marjory.
That day John Andirson and Kettie Banalay had Marjory.
That day William Esone and Margaret Callender had William.
That day William Rosburgh and Janet Andirsoun had Bessie.
The 24 day James Sibbet and Bessie Broune had Elizabeth (in fornication).

M. The 14 day Andrew Baxter was married to Elizabeth Durie.
Andrew Mudie to Isobel Logtoun.

MARCH.

B. The 3 day David Bredic and Elizabeth Crafurde had Grizel.
That day Robert Paton and Janet Dagleig had Robert.
That day Robert Wilson and Rosina Ramsay had Ellen.
That day Edward Anderson and Christian Moyes had Grizel.
The 21 day Petie Burne and Margaret Steinson had David.
That day James Murray and Marion Preston had Effie.
That day John Wright and Bessie Brown had Ellen.
That day John Murie and Kettie Smeton had William.
That day Nicoll Hart and Bessie Hartsyd had Robert.
The 24 day Robert Phillane and Janet Couper had John.
The 28 day [1574] William Keir and Annabell Lourie had Andrew.
That day William Utterlie and Kete Pugzeon had Margaret. [Beith (Beath) in margin.]

M. [None.]

APRIL [1574].

B. The 7 day Richard Walkar and Janet Kennedy had Richard.
That day John Wilson and Alison Bull had Margaret.
The 11 day David Andirson and Margaret Mudie had Margaret.
The 18 day Allan Coutis, elder, and Isobel Bodwell had Andrew.
That day John Hodgs and Christian Dewar had Christian.
That day Thomas Steill and Margaret Inglis had David.
That day David Fyff and Annie Hodgs had Marjory.
That day Annie Watson and Robert Wilson had Janet (in fornication).
The 28 day David Esone and Annie Wardlaw had William.

M. The 11 day Peter Chrysteson was married to Nans Andrisone.
The 25 day Patrick Blaketer of Mylnhills was married to Bessie Burne.
That day Andrew Dik was married to Janet Stirling.

MAY.

B. The 2 day George Bodwell and Nans Sandelands had Nicolas.
That day Charles Walkar and Margaret Reid had Katherine.
The 9 day James Reddie and Christian Angus had John (in fornication).
The 16 day John Burne and Emmie Cuming had Laurence.
The 19 day Robert Lyndsay and Janet Kinross had Christian.
That day John Huton and Nans Donald had Nans.
That day David Fergusson, minister, and Isobel Durham had John.
The 23 day Duncan Moris and Bessie Cunningham had Isobel.
That day David Bein and Christian Murdo had Katherine.
The 30 day James Dewar and Janet Law had Andrew.
That day Harry Millair and Christian Strageith had Laurence (in fornication).

M. The 30 day James Sibbet was married to Margaret Logtoun.

JUNE.

B. The 6 day John Potter, elder, and Ketie Wilson had David.
The 13 day Alexander Scotland and Margaret Hendirse had William.
That day William Jonsone and Mege Stirk had Andrews.
The 20 of June Thomas Smyth and Ketie Chalmer had Ketie.
The 30 day John Burn, minister at Inverkeithing, and Bessie Turis had Isobel.
That day Allan Coutis, younger, and Ellen Balfour had Ellen.

M. That day (prob. 6th) William Campbell was married to Marjory Watson.
Henry Primrois to Margaret Reidoch.
The 13 day John Dewer was married to Janet Chryste.
Henry Broun to Katherine Henrie.
John Haddan to Isobel Walkar.
The 20 day John Kellok was married to Christian Lychtman.
Arche Peirson to Effie Atkin.

JULY.

B. The 11 day Henry Sempill and Margaret Goddie had David.
The 14 day John Lourie and Margaret Wrycht had Nans.
The 23 day Andrew Chryste and Margaret Stewart had Gilbert.
The 25 day John Walkar and Margaret Thomson had David.
That day James Immerie and Alison Paicok had Thomas.
The 28 day Robert Lun and Janet Law had John.

M. The 11 day Thomas Huton was married to Janet Rae.
Charles Palmair to Bessie Galt.

AUGUST.

B. The 1 day Robert Andrisone and Christian Webster had John.
The 4 day Patrick Durie and Elizabeth Lundyn had Patrick.
That day John Chryste and Marjory Dagleigh had Alison.
That day George Fleming and Isobel Burne had Elspet.
The 15 day James Burne and Janet Mackie had Patrick.
That day James Atkin and Bessie Malcolm had James.
That day Mark Donald and Margaret Laurie had Ellen.
The 18 day Thomas Logtoun and Janet Philip had George.
The 22 day John Lyndsay and Marjory Chalmer had William.
M. The 8 day Andrew Potter was married to Kete Harrowar. 
William Andirson to Bessie Mill. 
William Dik to Janet Huton.

SEPTEMBER.

B. [None]

M. The 19 day John Huton was married to Annie Mathesoun.

OCTOBER.

B. The 3 day Henry Mill and Katie Harrowair had Henry. 
The 10 day Edward Turnour and Margaret Beverage had James. 
The 17 day David Smeton and Isobel Cunningham had John. 
That day Thomas Sanders and Katherine Trumbull had Katherine. 
The 24 day John Andirsoone and Janet Ranald had John. 
That day Patrick Chalmeris and Janet Curre had Margaret. 
That day William Robertson and Janet Boswell had Eupham. 
The 31 day Arche Blaickwood and Bessie Stalker had John. 
That day James Paycok and Ellen Whyt had John.

M. The 10 day Adam Currie was married to Margaret Edison. 
Andrew Hall to Janet Hendirsoun.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 14 day George Smith and Janet Angus had Marjory. 
The 17 day Andrew Spittell and Kete Logane had twins, George and Patrick. 
The 21 day Wille Wilson and Janet Donald had John. 
The 24 day Patrick Makarten and Christian Tailzeor had Christian. 
The 28 day John Sprewlie and Janet Kanill (? Kavill or Karrill) had John.

M. The 28 day Robert Cusing was married to Elison Peirson.

DECEMBER.

B. The 12 day Henry Keir and Marjory Edisone had Margaret. 
That day Wille Kirk and Bessie Huntair had Isobel. 
That day Wille Davidsone and Christian Clune had William (in fornication). 
The 15 day Charles Wallange and Margaret Durie had Bessie. 
The 19 day John Litiljone and Bessie Chryste had Laurence. 
The 26 day Andrew Brand and Isobel Cummyng had Adam. 
That day James Atkin and Bessie Malcolm had James.

M. The 12 day Robert Bruis was married to Christian Steinson.

JANUARY [1574-75]

B. The 2 day Richard Hynd and Christian Michie had Bessie. 
That day Patrick Mudie and Maige Bennie had Marjory. 
The 5 day Andrew Angus and Margaret Horn had Bessie. 
The 9 day John Wilson and Christian Banks had Marjory. 
That day Robert Mudie and Kette Wilson had John. 
That day Robert Gray and Annie Knox had John. [Deith in margin. 
The 12 day Archie Cuninghame and Isobel Sandis had James. 
That day Cuthbert Wardlaw and Kete Dagleich had Marjory. 
The 16 day Robert Angus and Mage Rae had William. 
The 23 day David Andirson and Janet Martyne had James.

M. The 2 day William Baxter was married to Christian Anderson. 
The 9 day Gilbert Colzear was married to Katherine Cristye. 
George Trumbill to Maus Andirson. 
Laurence Steinson to Bessie Meldrum. 
The 16 day James Gilqwham was married to Malie Rae.
**FEBRUARY.**

B. The 2 day Laurence Walwod and Bessie Andirson had Barbara. That day Wille Dewer and Maggie Cunningham had Ellen (in fornication). The 6 day William Young and Bessie Burne had Henry. That day Albert Brusie and Elspet Wright had Janet. The 9 day Peter Trumbill and Janet Horne had Ellen. The 16 day David Dewer and Bessie Peirson had James. The 20 day David Peirson, deceased, and Christian Stirk had Katherine.

M. The 6 day John Mutray was married to Janet Tomson. That day Andrew Inghis was married to Marjory Michell. The 13 day Patrick Fentone was married to Bessie Durie.

**MARCH.**

B. The 6 day Thomas Daingzell and Marjory Dagleich had Wille. That day William Mudie and Marjory Burne had William. That day Henry Talzeour and Margaret Craik had Janet. That day Edward Fothringhame and Christian Clun had Margaret. The 20 day John Hadden and Isobel Walker had Robert. That day John Brown and Isobel Wilson had Andrew. The 23 day Andrew Trumbill and Margaret Andirsone had Robert. That day John Brown and Isobel Wilson had Andrew.

M. The 6 day Robert Chalmner, parishioner of Halirudhus, was married to Janet Edixon.

**APRIL [1575].**

B. The 6 day Andrew Alisoun and Ellen Cuming had Janet. That day William Christy and Isobel Tempillman had William. The 10 day Walter Strange and Ellen Lyall had Andrew. The 13 day Thomas Davidsone and Janet Keir had William. That day Alexander Mastertoun and Katherine Broun had Christian. That day William Sinsone and Katherine Bennat had Janet. The 17 day John Robertson and Marjory Steinsone had Margaret. That day Allan Coutis, elder, and Isobel Bodwell had John. The 20 day Thomas Wostwod and Effie Moyes had William. That day James Meldrum and Katherine Cunningham had Thomas. The 24 day John Dagleich and Janet Penman had John. That day Adam Broun, younger, and Katherine Elder had Adam. That day Wille Durie and Christian Wright had Janet (in fornication).

M. The 10 day Henry Peirson was married to Marjory Dewer. The 17 day John Steinson, younger, was married to Margaret Andirson.

**MAY.**

B. The 1 day Tom Hendin and Janet Barcklay had David. That day William Miller and Isobel Cunningham had William. The 4 day Thomas Elder and Bessie Dewar had Barbara. The 6 day James Sibbet and Margaret Logtoun had Henry. The 8 day John Alisoun and Janet Cin had Margaret. The 18 day John Wenis of Pittincreiff and Grizel Myrtoun had James. The 22 day Henrie Durie and Christian Brand had Margaret (in fornication).

M. The 8 day Thomas Couper was married to Margaret Mutray. The 15 day Arche Cunningham was married to Janet Dagleich. The 29 day Matthew Witheit (Wicheit?) was married to Margaret Steinson.

**JUNE.**

B. The 8 day William Blak and Margaret Robertson had Christian. The 15 day John Watson and Nans Dewer had Margaret.
The 22 day Thomas Kellok and Christian Martiall had Alexander.¹
That day John Trumbill and Maige Couper had Margaret.

M. The 5 day Robert Huton was married to Isobel Tomson. 
That day William Spittell was married to Christian Nicoll. 
The 12 day John Colzea was married to Elizabeth Direnoch.

JULY.

B. The 3 day George Sanderis and Margaret Durie had Margaret. 
The 20 day William Mikeljone and Bessie Baxter had Helen. 
The 22 day Patrick Durie and Elizabeth Lyndie had Arche. 
The 24 day Andrew Clark and Isobel Uterlie had Grizell. 
That day Michael Stewart and Janet Kellok had Margaret. 
The 27 day John Andirson and Ketti Huton had Janet. 
That day Geoige Nasmyth and Isobel Ferguson had twins, Elspet and Nans. 
That day Patrick Keir and Gielis Peirson had twins, Girsell and Marjory.

M. The 3 day John Macklarain was married to Violet Peirson. 
The 24 day William Pratus was married to Margaret Carnie. 
The 31 day Andrew Hume was married to Janet Schortus.

AUGUST.

B. The 3 day Michael Horne and Christian Young had Thomas. 
That day Pete Blakater and Bessie Davidsone had Gilbert. 
The 14 day William Horne and Kete Dewer had Mase. 
The 21 day William Schortes and Janet Broun had Christian. 

M. The 14 day of August Thomas Kellok was married to Annabell Hendirsone. 
The 28 day John Craich was married to Christian Balfour.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 4 day James Garvan and Bessie Chrystie had Thomas. 
That day Robert Bennie and Isobel Andirson had Isobel. 
The 18 day Henry Primrose and Margaret Rydoch had Efie. 
That day Henry Dicke and Janet Stirling had John. 
That day John Huton and Annie Donaldson had James. 
The 28 day John Crichtoun and Bessie Mutray had Thomas. 
That day Adam Currie and Margaret Edison had Janet.

M. The 11 day John Tomson was married to Elizabeth Wilzemson. 
The 25 day Tom Sibbet was married to Nans Wilsone.

OCTOBER.

B. The 2 Alexander Martiall and Gelis Kellok had Kete. 
The 5 day John Bull and Marjory Doncan had Christian. 
The 16 day Robert Davidsone and Isobel Bankis had Janet. 
That day Lourie Bonalay and Helen Anderson had William. 
The 23 day James Harrowar and Mage Blyth had Patrick. 
The 30 day David Pacok and Isobel Cunningham had George. 

M. The 2 day William Eson was married to Alison Wright. 
The 16 day Gavin Cychtoun was married to Maus Couper. 
The 30 day Archibald Mallwill was married to Janet Prestoun. 
Thomas Alisone to Christian Dagleich.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 2 day Thomas Huton and Kete Bevaraige had Bessie. 
The 6 day John Cunningham and Keti Walwod had Elspet. 
The 9 day James Sibbet and Elspet Stevin had Janet.

1 "Baith."
That day John Blacater and Mage Murray had Janet (in fornication).
That day John Jousie and Maggie Stenhus had James.
The 13 day David Brown and Christian Young had James.
The 20 day John Thomsone and Alisone Horne had John.
The 23 day Thomas Sanders and Kete Gothray had William.
The 27 day William Macky and Margaret Steinson had Margaret.
That day John Andirsone and Ketie Bonalay had Margaret.
The 30 day William Graye and Janet Andirsone had John.
That day James Bwist and Janet Huton had James.

M. The 6 day Robert Ramsay was married to Christian Bonalay.
The 20 day John Tomson was married to Christian Walwod.
The 27 day John Wilzone was married to Kete Moris.

DECEMBER.

B. The 4 day James Logtoun and Magge Brand had James.
That day John Tod and Bessie Hardie had Thomas (in fornication).
The 7 day William Keir and Isobel Monthecht (Monteith) had Kete.
That day Thomas Huton and Marion Brown had Janet.

M. [None.]

JANUARY [1575-76].

B. The 1 day Allan Coutis, younger, and Helen Balfour had Archibald.
That day John Lourie and Margaret Wright had David.
That day Harry Peirsone and Marjory Dewer had Patrick.
That day Adam Sanderis and Elspet Cuminghame had William.
That day Robert Cusing and Alison Peirsone had Nans.
The 8 day Robert Peirsone and Janet Brown had Ellen.
The 15 day John Brown and Janet Bell had John.
The 22 day John Sanders and Bessie Burne had John.

M. The 1 day Mr. William Coke was married to Agnes Beton.
The 8 day Andrew Moris was married to Bessie Littill.
Robert Wilzone to Janet Henrisone.
The 15 day William Dewer was married to Janet Steinsone.
The 22 day Robert Ramsay was married to Christian Fryff.
The 29 day John Blakater of Mihills was married to Janet Law.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 5 day William Horne and Janet Philp had John.
That day Matthew Weithde and Margaret Steinson had John.
The 8 day Gilbert Kennedy and Margaret Bredie had David.
That day Tom Donald and Margaret Montheith had Philip (in fornication).
The 12 day John Tod and Janet Banks had Katherine.
That day David Fryff and Annie Hodgs had Thomas.
That day John Cassillaw and Janet Stewin had Maus.
The 15 day David Fergusson, minister, and Isobel Durham had Grizel.
That day Wille Wilzone and Janet Donald had Alexander.
The 22 day David Warkman and Marjory Schortes had Isobel.
The 26 day William Angus and Margaret Dewer had Archibald.
That day William Aesone and Margaret Callendar had John.
That day Wille Walkar and Bessie Trumbill had Laurence.

M. The 12 day William Wilson was married to Annie Schortes.
The 19 day John Andirsone was married to Margaret Edisone.

MARCH.

B. The 4 day George Trumbill and Maus Andirson had Andrew.
"The 7 day Alexander Murray (styled of Abirleidnoch) had a man chyld
borne to him of his wyff, being heir for the tyme, Isobell Ridoch, bap-
tized and callit Wilziame."
The 11 day Patrick Galt and Bessie Aedisone had Agnes.
That day Geordi Edisone and Bessie Burne had Ketie.
The 28 day [1576] John Car and Annie Sibbet had Nans.

APRIL [1576].

B. The 4 day James Cuming and Margaret Brown had Bessie.
The 8 day John Crummie and Effie Huton had Nans.
The 15 day John Kellok and Janet Durie had John.
That day Arche Peirsone and Effie Atkin had William.
The 22 Rob Andirson and Janet Walkar had Robert.
The 25 day Wille Pratus and Margaret Carnie had John.

M. The 29 day James Dewer was married to Margaret Gib.

MAY.

B. The 6 day James Peirsone and Nans Philip had Isobel.
That day William Schortes and Barbara Douglas had William.
The 9 day John Colzea'r, the piper, and Elspet Direnoch had Marion.
The 20 day David Wilzemson and Janet Harrowair had Andrew.
That day Robert Kellok and Marjory Walwod had Ellen.
The 23 day David Sibbet, deceased, and Mage Craik had Marjory (in
fornication).
The 27 day William Morgain and Janet Dewer had Ellen.
That day John Lawe and Barbara Stewart had Margaret.

M. The 6 day William Bonalay was married to Janet Peirsone.

JUNE.

B. The 3 day Robert Andirson and Christian Henderson had Bessie.
That day Andrew Chryste and Margaret Stewart had David.
That day Richard Walkar and Janet Kennedy had Thomas.
The 20 day John Stirk and Margaret Henry had Edward.
The 24 day David Pitcairne and Janet Hutcheon had Margaret (in
fornication).
The 27 day George Bodwell and Nans Sandilandis had Margaret.

M. The 10 day George Wardlaw was married to Nans Michell.
Henry Peirson to Ketie Edison.
The 24 day John Gardiner was married to Ketie Sibbet.

JULY.

B. The 4 day Patrick Durie and Elizabeth Lundy had Allan.
The 11 day John Paton and Ellen Nicoll had Janet.
That day John Urie and Janet Brown had Gels.
That day Thomas Kellok and Annabell Hendirson had Janet.
That day Thomas Mudie and Christian Harper had Bessie.
The 18 day John Steinson and Margaret Andirson had John.
The 25 day John Burn, minister in Inverkeithing, and Bessie Turis had
Rachel.
The 28 day William Burne and Janet Brown had twins, Harry and .
The 29 day John Burne and Emmie Cumming had Janet.
That day Andrew Templman and Janet Cuming had James.

M. The 1 day James Tod was married to Marion Meldrum.
The 8 day John Bellok was married to Christian Murie.
Jerome Bad to Kete Meldrum.
The 22 day William Cumberie was married to Christian Phillip.
William Wilson to Janet Henry.
The 29 day William Andirson was married to Janet Donaldson.
That day Robert Doncane was married to Janet Peirson.
AUGUST.

B. The 5 day Henry Durie and Margaret Macbeth had George.
   That day David Horne and Bessie Stewart had Bessie.
   That day John Wilson and Ketie Moris had James.
   The 8 day James Sibbet and Margaret Logtoun had Janet.
   The 12 day Robert Dewar and Ketie Law had James.
   That day Alexander Carsan and Ellen Cusyng had Christian.
   That day James Hutson and Janet Bonalay had Barbara.
   The 19 Andrew Mores and Bessie Litill had Margaret.
   That day James Hardy and Marion Clune had Nans.
   The 26 day Arche Cunninghame and Janet Dagleich had Ellen.
   The 29 day Tom Sibbet and Annie Wilson had Marjory.

M. [None.]

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 2 day George Hakheid of Pitfirren and Isobel Hepburne had Robert.
   That day Patrick Lawstone and Ellen Wilsone had Patrick.
   The 9 day John Warkman and Bessie Aitkin had Robert.
   The 16 day John Walkar and Margaret Tomson had Riche.
   That day William Flukair and Bessie Hendirsone had John. [Beith in margin.]
   That day Henry Brown and Bessie Dagleich had Janet.
   The 19 day Robert Paton and Janet Dagleich had Christian.
   The 23 day Henry Reid and Margaret Tod had William.
   That day David Miche and Ketie Sanders had Isobel.
   The 30 day Andrew Angus and Bessie Inglis had Bessie.

M. The 2 day David Stenhus was married to Janet Cunninghame.

OCTOBER.

B. The 7 day William Horne and Kate Dewer had Kate.
   The 10 day George Fleming and Isobel Burne had William.
   The 14 day Laurence Steinvesone (sic) and Bessie Meldrum had Ketie.
   The 21 day Thomas Jamesone and Elizabeth Mubray had Mage (in fornication).
   The 31 day Robert Huton and Isobel Tomson had Ellen.

M. The 21 day James Cutbert was married to Bessie Nicoll.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 4 day John Wemis of Pittincreiff and Grizel Myrtoun had Robert.
   That day Laurence Kirk and Margaret Bennait had Christian.
   The 7 day Peter Bakwood and Marjory Cuming had Arche.
   That day John Steill and Christian Parkie had John.
   The 11 day Andrew Brand and Isobel Cuming had David.
   That day Simon Davidsone and Ellen Nicoll had Thomas.
   That day George Bull and Christian Wallais had Mage.
   That day John Wilsone and Elison Bull had Marjory.
   That day Donald Bane and Bessie Smeton had Kete.
   The 18 day William Uterlie and Margaret Pudzeon had Thomas.
   That day David Andirson and Margaret Mudie had Maus.
   The 21 day John Smyth and Janet Spittall had Pete.
   The 25 day Andrew Wallet and Isobel Chalmer had Isobel.

M. [None.]

DECEMBER.

B. The 2 day Robert Lun and Janet Law had James.
   The 9 day John Ryoch and Bessie Keir had Donald (in fornication).
That day Alexander Wilsone alias Culrois and Isobel Levingtoun had David That day Wille Michell and Ellen Lawsone had James (in fornication).
The 12 day Mark Donald and Margaret Lowrie had Isobel.
The 16 day Charles Wallange, deceased, and Margaret Duric had Charles.
That day Andrew Jonsone and Bessie Liddhill had Ellen.
The 19 day Robert Wilsone, merchant, and Rosina Ramsay had Margaret
That day Robert Wilsone and Janet Hendirson had Nans.
The 26 day William Wright and Christian Thomson had Thomas.
The 30 day Tom Cunnand and Kæte Mudie had Peter.
M. The 2 day William Mutray was married to Marjory Fin.
The 16 day John Makewn was married to Bessie Andirson.
The 30 day James Mochrie was married to Margaret Rodger.
That day William Michell was married to Bessie Brown.

JANUARY [1576-77].

B. The 2 day Thomas Millair alias Davidsone and Janet Keir had Marion.
The 6 day Andrew Alison and Ellen Cuming had Thomas.
That day John Fyff and Keit Reid had Keit.
The 13 day John Thomson and Christian Wallet had Janet.
That day John Ranald and Janet Proves had John (in fornication).
The 16 day John Andirson, deceased, and Kætie Huton had John.
The 20 day John Gallrik and Janet Weild had John.
That day Thomas Dangzell and Marjory Dagleich had Nans.
The 27 day John Millair and Nans Oraik had John.
M. The 6 day Henry Dick was married to Ellen Douglas.
The 20 day Robert Car was married to Effie Abircombie.
The 27 day Patrick Rowan was married to Gethis Wilson.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 3 day John Stenhus and Margaret Douglas had Andrew.
That day John Andirson and Janet Ranald had Margaret.
The 10 day James Dewar and Janet Law had Margaret.
That day John Davidsone and Katie Kirstell had Thomas.
The 13 day Adam Robertson and Keit Bennet had Adam.
The 17 day John Murie and Kate Smeton had Christian.
M. The 3 day James Boyd was married to Christian Johnston.
The 10 day Robert Simson was married to Marion Smith.
The 17 day Robert Moris was married to Nans Cim.
The 24 day John Smeton was married to Margaret Durye.

MARCH.

B. The 3 day Adam Reid and Ellen Hwat had George (in fornication).
The 10 day John Reid and Janet Thomson had William.
That day Robert Phillen (parishioner in Beath) and Bessie Walwod had Robert.
That day Gilbert Colzear and Keit Cristie had Janet.
That day William Robertson and Janet Boswell had Grizel.
That day Wille Thomson and Janet Mudie had James.
The 13 day William Dewar and Janet Stinson had Isobel.
The 17 day Andrew Inglis and Maige Michell had Ellen.
That day David Paycok and Isobel Cunningham had Janet.
That day Henry Peirsone and Keite Edisons had Robert.
That day Edward Andrisone and Janet Dick had Janet.
That day David Hendirson and Keit Andirson had Janet.
That day John Dewer and Janet Christie had James.
The 20 day John Steinsone and Marjory Trumbill had Robert.
The 24 day Robert Straqwhin and Isobel Warkman had Adam.
That day James Wostwood and Maus Paycok had Bessie.
The 31 day [1577] Duncan Moris and Bessie Cunningham had Janet. That day Peter Chrysteson and Nans Andison had Thomas.

M. [None].

APRIL [1577].

B. The 3 day James Garvan and Bessie Chryste had Grizel. The 7 day Albért Brwis and Bessie Wright had Bessie. The 10 day Gilcham (sic) and Malic Rae had John. The 17 day David Smeton and Isobel Cunningham had Janet. That day Andrew Dewar and Marjory Smeton had twins, Margaret and Nans (in fornication).

M. The 28 day Henry Crawfur was married to Margaret Prestoun.

MAY.

B. The 5 day Allan Cout is, younger, and Ellen Balfour had George. That day Adam Whyt and Bessie Landellis had Robert. The 8 day George Lundyn and Kete Loch had James. That day William Kirk and Bessie Huntair had Margaret. That day Christian Angus "had a woman chyld begottin in fornication of David Leslie (obstinat) baptized and called Margaret,"

The 19 day William Wilson in Miltoungrein and Christian Hunnon had Isobel. The 26 day Robert Lyndsay and Janet Kinross had Robert. That day William Aeson and Alison Wight had Ellen.

M. The 19 day David Henryson was married to Janet Atkin. That day James Butt was married to Janet Blair. The 26 day David Trail was married to Alison Doncane.

JUNE.

B. The second day Thomas Couper and Margaret Mutray had Janet. That day John Hodgs and Christian Dewer had Mage. The 5 day William Cummerie and Christian Phillip had Janet. That day Andrew Andersone and Janet Dagleish had Janet (in fornication). The 21 day William Mikiljon and Bessie Baxter had Marjory. The 23 day William Keir and Christian Bull had Margaret. That day Adam Currie and Margaret Edison had David. That day William Kent, younger, and Effie Miller had Thomas (in fornication).

The 26 day David Dewer and Bessie Peirson had John. The 30 day Laurence Tod and Christian Williamson had Janet. That day James Smyth and Kete Paycok had Isobel. That day Robert Gray and Nans Knox had Bessie.

M. The 24 day George Colzear was married to Janet Bull. That day Thomas Sword was married to Katherine Burne. That day David Piers was married to Isobel Immerie.

JULY.

B. The 14 day James Riche and Margaret Andirson had Janet. The 24 day George Gray and Margaret Galt had Patrick. The 28 day George Halkheid and Isobel Hepburn had Patrick. [Pitfrien in margin.] That day John Phillen and Janet Lauzon, his harlot, had Marjory (in fornication).

M. [None].

AUGUST.

B. The 4 day William Martiall and Ellen Alexander had Margaret.
The 7 day Alexander Mastirtoun and Christian Brown had Thomas.
The 11 day Patrick Makartain and Christian Tailkour had Grizel.
That day David Andirson and Janet Martin had David.
The 14 day John Robertson and Marjory Steinsen had Marjory.
The 18 day George Bodwell and Nans Sandflands had James.
That day William Andirson and Janet Yonger had Robert.
That day James Cumbert and Bessie Nicoll had Bessie.
The 21 day Arche Blackwood and Bessie Stalker had Marjory.
The 25 day William Bonalay and Janet Peirson had Geilis.
M. The 18 day John Smeton was married to Effie Colzar.

SEPTEMBER.
B. The 1 day John Cowye and Elspet Andirson had Patrick.
The 15 day Henry Sampull and Magge Goodlie had Janet.
The 22 day Peter Trumbull and Janet Horne had Gilbert.
That day Edward Forthinghame and Christian Clune had Thomas.
The 25 day William Chrystie and Isobel Tempilman had Andrew.
M. [None].

OCTOBER.
B. The 6 day Allan Coutis, elder, and Isobel Bodwell had Isobel.
That day Robert Angus and Margaret Rae had Adam.
That day John Gray and Janet Murray had Magge.
The 9 day Lourie Wallet and Bessie Anderson had William.
That day Laurence Wellsis and Isobel Brown had John.
The 13 day John Mutray and Janet Tomson had Janet.
That day Thomas Sanders and Kete Trumbill had Janet.
The 20 day John Hadan and Isobel Walkar had John.
That day James Reddie and Margaret Brown had Katherine (in fornication).
M. The 6 day (after their repentance made for unlawful marriage previously)
John Gray and Janet Murray ratified their marriage again here.

NOVEMBER.
B. The 3 day John Wilyemsone and Alison Aitkin had Isobel.
That day William Symson and Keit Bennait had Bessie.
The 6 day Wille Keir and Annabell Lourie had Elspet.
The 10 day Harry Murray, divorced for adultery from his lawful wife, had a
child by Masie Fergusson, widow of Anthony Rutherford, baptized and
called Harry. He was ordained by the General Assembly to separate
himself from the foresaid Masie until he obtained a decreet of the law-
fullness of his marriage before the judges ordinary.
The 20 day John Reid and Marjory Simson had Ellen.
That day James Keir and Annie Brown had William.
That day Michael Stewart and Janet Kellok had Christian.
The 24 day Harie Peirson and Marjory Dewer had Christian.
The 27 day John Colzea and Isobel Deiranoch had Alexander.
That day Thomas Blauk and Janet Daingzell had William. [Beith in
margin.]
That day David Fin and Bessie Harrowair had John.
The 28 day John Litiljone and Bessie Chryste had John.
M. The 17 day Thomas Marlzeon was married to Grisel Hodgs.
The 24 day Simon Hair was married to Isobel Blak.
John Chryste to Janet Tod.

DECEMBER.
B. The 4 day James Hendirson of Fordell, "being heir for the tyme," and
Jehan Murray had Elizabeth.
The 8 day Andrew Angus and Margaret Horne had Janet.
The 11 day William Pratus and Margaret Caimie had William.
That day James Bwist and Janet Huton had Lawrence.
The 15 day Rob Cwising and Alison Peirsoun had William.
That day Nicol Hart and Bessie Hairtsyd had Janet.
That day James Speir and Marjory Sibbet had William.
That day Wille Byrne and Ellen Sanders had Adam (in fornication).
The 25 day John Dagleich and Janet Penman had George.
That day Walter Strange and Ellen Lyall had Bessie.
The 29 day William Stenhus and Margaret Elder had David.

M. The 8 day James Cois was married to Marion Rowan.
Thomas Aeson to Ellen Aedisone.
The 22 day James Gurbay was married to Marjory Colzear.
The 29 day John Huton was married to Kate Huton.

JANUARY [1577-78].

B. The 1 day Andrew Potter and Kete Harrowair had Richard.
The 5 day Andrew Turnbull and Margaret Andirsoun had Beatrix.
That day James Paycok and Ellen Whyt had Bessie.
That day Alexander Webster and Nans Young had Janet (in fornication).
That day Richard Potter and Kete Walker had James.
The 8 day John Watson and Nans Dewer had Ellen.
The 15 day Henry Glas and Marion Greig had Laurence.
That day David Bredie and Elspet Crawford had Robert.
That day William Broun and Janet Bell had Margaret.
That day Riche Hynd, deceased, and Christian Miche had Lourie.
John Henderson and Nans Putie had William.

M. The 19 day Wille Gay was married to Christian Paton.
That day John Wastwod was married to Nans Litiljone.
The 26 day Laurence Edison was married to Isobel Dagleich.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 2 day Tom Huton and Janet Rae had Andrew.
The 5 day John Smeton and Margaret Durie had Patrick.
That day George Trumbill and Maus Andirson had Janet.
That day Andrew Dik and Janet Stirling had Patrick.
That day John Urie and Janet Brown had John.
The 12 day John Steinson "had a woman chyld born to him of his wyf"
(rest blank).
That day Robert Andirson and Christian Hendirson had Grizel.
That day Wille Wallet and Mage Hutchecoon had Christian (in fornication).
The 19 day Andrew Wallet and Marjory Peirson had Adam.
That day Allan Smeton and Christian Gray had John.
That day James Sibbet and Elspet Stevin had Marjory.
The 23 day John Kellok and Ellen Wilson had Margaret.
That day David Traill and Elison Doncane had Janet.
That day Matthew Weithet and Margaret Steinson had Margaret.
The 26 day Patrick Keir and Gelis Peirson had Isobel.

M. The 9 day James Bwist was married to Elie Cim.
The 23 day Andrew Westwater was married to Nans Sword.

MARCH.

B. The 2 day Robert Duglas and Beatrix Aedison had Margaret.
That day Peter Mudic and Maige Bennie had Nans.
The 5 day John Galrig and Janet Weild had Ellen.
The 9 day Andrew Brand and Isobel Cuming had Margaret.
That day James Burt and Janet Blair had David.
The 16 day Henry Reid and Mage Tod had William.
That day David Hendirson and Janet Atkin had Robert.
That day Wille Trumbill and Janet Dewer had William.
That day Peter Chrysteson and Nans Andirson had Christian.
The 23 day William Angus and Meg Dewer had James.
The 30 day [1578] Alexander Normand and Janet Kollok had George.

M.  [None.]

APRIL.

B.  The second day William Blak and Margaret Robertson had John.
    That day Patrick Chalmers and Janet Currie had Nans.
The 6 day Robert Car and Effie Abirrumbie had John.
That day Riche Walkar and Janet Kennedy had Patrick.
The 9 day Michael Horne and Christian Young had Elspet.
The 13 day Andrew Ged and Margaret Andirsone had Janet.
The 16 day John Andirson "had a man chyld borne to him (after he was
gane away secretlie in the nyght na man culd tell wher) of his wyf Kete
Bonalay, baptized and called David."
That day William Eson and Margaret Callender had Margaret.
The 20 day Archie Peirson and Effie Atkin had Kettie.
That day Patrick Galt and Madie Edisone had Isobel.
That day Thomas Young and Marjory Humon had William.

M.  The 27 day William Wat was married to Bessie Nicoll.

MAY.

B.  The 11 day David Fyf and Annie Hodgs had George.
The 14 day John Lourie and Margaret Wright had Gells.
The 21 day Robert Donaldson, hornor, and Kete Huntair had William.
That day Peter Ewin and Malie Dun had Isobel.

M.  The 4 day David Greig was married to Christian Peirson.

JUNE.

B.  The 4 day Thomas Huton and Marion Brown had Grizel.
That day Lourie Kirk and Margaret Bennait had Isobel.
The 22 day Allan Simsone and Mage Wallet had Robert (in fornication).
That day Thomas Sanders and Kete Gothray had Isobel.
That day Robert Schortois and Janet Brown had Bessie.
The 29 day James Andirsone and Margaret Andirsone had Simon (in
fornication).

M.  The 25 day Robert Ranald was married to Janet Baudie.
The 22 day Andrew Wardlaw was married to Maus Dagleisch.
The 29 day George Dagleisch was married to Katherine Reddie.
Donald Hutson to Isobel Bennat.
John Makmartyne to Beatrix Wright.
William Colzea to Isobel Sandis.

JULY.

B.  The 9 day Patrick Rowane and Gells Wilson had Isobel.
The 20 day John Wemis of Pittincreif and Grizel Myrtoun had Patrick.
That day Wille Horne and Kete Dewair had John.
That day John Makmartyne and Beatrix Wright had Robert.
The 27 day William Æson and Alison Wight had Margaret.

M.  The 6 day Walter Andirsone was married to Margaret Kellok.
Alexander Hendirson to Janet Gib.

AUGUST.

B.  The 3 day William Yownge and Besse Burne had Charles.
That day Thomas Brown and Janet Bellok had Margaret (in fornication).
The 17 day John Andirson and Christian Oliphant had Janet.
The 24 day David Tod and Maus Dagleische had John.
The 31 day John Mubray and Christian Paton had William.
That day David Hugon and Janet Miller had Elspet.

M. The 10 day Andrew Andirson was married to Margaret Thomson.
The 17 day John Tyre, younger, was married to Bessie Andirson.
The 24 day John Mikiljone was married to Margaret Fargus.
That day David Huton was married to Ellen Peiris.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 7 day Andrew Watson and Elspet Andirson had Margaret.
That day John Brumdyd and Janet Rowan had Katherine. [Carnok in margin.]
The 21 day John Bull and Marjory Doncane had Stewin.
The 28 day Wille Wilson and Janet Donald had Ellen.
That day William Andirson and Bessie Mill had George.
M. The 14 day Robert Mubray was married to Christian Dullie.
The 28 day William Fin was married to Margaret Peiris.

OCTOBER.

B. The 1 day William Mikiljone and Bessie Baxter had Margaret.
That day Harry Millair and Christian Austian had Janet (in fornication).
That day Wille Colzear, younger, and Margaret Gray had Robert (in fornication).
That day James Sibbet and Margaret Logtoun had John.
The 5 day Wille Spittell and Christian Nicolson had Alexander.
That day Robert Kellok and Bessie Wallet had Marjory.
The 8 day Thomas Elder and Bessie Dewer had Edward.
M. The 12 day Willie Robeson was married to Ketie Michell.
The 26 day William Robeson was married to Bessie Cowan.
Harry Miller to Christian Austian.
John Huton to Janet Huton.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 2 day William Kirk and Bessie Huntair had Andrew.
The 5 day George Lundyn and Katherine Loch had Susanna.
That day George Fleming and Isobel Burne had Barbara.
The 9 day William Dewer and Janet Steinson had John.
The 12 day John Law and Barbara Stewart had Peter.
That day John Car and Nans Sibbet had Gilbert.
The 16 day William Gay and Christian Paton had Andrew.
That same day James Logtown and Margaret Brand had Alexander.
The 19 day William Wilson and Janet Henrie had Margaret.
That day Thomas Pillans and Margaret Westwater had Katherine.
That day John Huton and Kete Huton had Isobel.
The 26 day William Murray and Effie Cim had Margaret.
That day James Cuthbert and Bessie Nicoll had Marjory.
The 30 day Thomas Eson and Ellen Aedison had Besse.

M. [None.]

DECEMBER.

B. The 10 day George Andirson and Bessie Blak had Margaret.
The 14 day Walter Strang and Ellen Lyall had George.
The 17 day Robert Cowie and Margaret Jhonston had David.
The 21 day Andrew Swenton and Christian Murray had Margaret (in adultery).
The 24 day Robert Lun and Janet Law had Robert.
That day Thomas Kellok and Annabel Henryson had Patrick.
The 31 day Thomas Couper and Margaret Mowtray had William.

M. The 21 day James Sanders was married to Margaret Burn.
The 28 day James Davidsone was married to Besse Piers.

JANUARY [1578-79].
B. The 4 day Charles Walkar and Margaret Reid had Margaret.
The 11 day Allan Coutts, younger, and Ellen Balfour had James.
That day David Finlasoun and Ellen Keverall had John.
That day Adam Sanderson and Isobel Cuninghame had Margaret.
That day Wille Anderson and Janet Donaldson had Christian.
The 14 day Andrew Chrystie and Margaret Stewart had Peter.
The 18 day James Garvan and Besse Chrystie had Margaret.
That day Adam Reid and Bessie Currou had George (in fornication).
The 21 day George Bodwell and Nans Sandelands had George.
That day Simon Hair and Isobel Blak had William.
The 28 day William Schortes in Lethenis and Barbara Duglas had John.

M. [None.] 

FEBRUARY.
B. The 1 day Michael Stewart and Janet Kellok had Henry.
The 8 day John Steinsone and Margaret Anderson had Robert.
That day David Wilzemosne and Janet Harrowair had Margaret.
The 11 day Robert Anderson and Janet Walkar had James.
The 15 day Andrew Alison and Ellen Cuming had Janet.
The 22 day John Balcais in Beath and Christian Burt had John.

M. "That day" (?) 1st John Dik was married to Grizel Elder.
The 22 day Edward Burne was married to Margaret Mudie.
Willie Whyt to Isobel Craig.

MARCH.
B. The 1 day Thomas Mudie and Christian Harper had Edward.
The 8 day Robert Randal and Janet Baudie had Adam.
The 18 day of March Wille Cumbrie and Christian Phillip had Maus.
The 22 day Patrick Makarotein and Christian Talzeour had John.
The 25 day [1579] William Burne, deceased, and Janet Brown had Beatrix
That day John Thomsone and Elisone Horne had Margaret.
That day Lowie Steinson and Besse Meldrum had Besse.

M. The 1 day John Gotherstoun was married to Bessie Ougre.

APRIL [1579].
B. The 22 day Andrew Wallet in Tod and Marjory Peirson had Isobel.

M. [None.] 

MAY.
B. The 10 day John Wilson and Keite Moris had Alexander.
That day Adam Curre and Margaret Edison had Margaret.

M. The 3 day John Burn was married to Marjory Anderson.
The 10 day Henry Dewar was married to Marion Huton.
That day William Elder was married to Janet Wardlaw.
JUNE.
B. The 7 day James Brown and Janet Clark had John (in fornication).
The 10 day Tom Law\(^1\) and Isobel Stirk had James (in fornication).
M. The 7 of June John Pottar was married to Janet Craufurd,
The 21 day of June John Blakater was married to Janet Murray.
The 28 day Adam Brown, younger, was married to Margaret Mudie.
That day Alexander Wilson to Janet Cunninghame.

JULY.
B. The first day Michael Horne and Christian Young had James.
The 5 day John Burne and Emmie Cuming had Effe.
That day John Paton and Christian Nicoll had William.
The 12 day George Hakked of Pitfirren and Isobel Hapburne had George.
That day Wille Martall and Elspet Reddie had John (in incest, “twa sisteris”).
The 19 day Peter Trumbill and Janet Horne had John.
That day William Cunninghame and Keiti Jonston had David (in fornication)
The 26 day John Steinson and Marion Trumbill had Adam.
M. [None.]

AUGUST.
B. The 9 day Andrew Angus and Bessie Inglis had Marion.
The 16 day John Hodgs and Christian Dewer had Margaret.
The 19 day John Steinson and Janet Stenhus had William.
The 23 day George Bull and Christian Wallace had Thomas.
That day Lowre Bonalay and Christian Patrik had John.
That day Robert Symson and Marion Smith had Janet.
M. The 2 day of August Andrew Stirk was married to Ketie Huton.
The 9 day Nicoll Cant was married to Margaret Cuthbert.
The 30 day of August Adam Wallett was married to Keit Kellok.
And Stein Donald to Janet Kellok.

SEPTEMBER.
B. The 9 day James Brown and Janet Burgain had James.
That day James Harrowair and Margaret Blyth had Janet.
The 13 day Simon Davidson and Ellen Nicoll had Isobel.
That day Adam Anderson and Ellen Sanderis had Margaret.
The 16 day Robert Paton and Janet Dagleich had Laurence.
The 27 day John Anderson and Janet Kinald had William.
M. The 20 day Arche Cunninghame was married to Margaret Bankis.

OCTOBER.
B. The 4 day James Couper and Christian Bening had Grizel.
That day Andrew Moris and Bessie Littill had John.
The 11 day Andrew Inglis and Maige Michell had James.
That day John Wilson and Elson Bull had Robert.
That day William Roberson and Keit Michell had Marion.
The 14 day John Makmartin and Betie Wright had Marjory.
The 18 day Pete Lauzon and Ellen Wilson had Alexander.
The 25 day John Kellok and Margaret Donaldson had David.
That day Thomas Huton in Luscour and Ketie Beveraig had Margaret.
That day David Simton and Isobel Cunningham had Margaret.
The 28 day Mark Donald and Margaret Lourie had Janet.
M. The 25 day William Jonson was married to Bessie Sanderis.
\(^1\) “3 relap.”
NOVEMBER.
B. The 1 day John Tod and Margaret Blakwod had John.
The 8 day Robert Wilson and Rosina Ramsay had twins, Bessie and Janet.
The 18 day Robert Mubray and Christian Dillie had John.
The 22 day John Crummie and Effie Huton had Effie.
The 25 Robert Wat and Nans Rowan had Ellen.
M. The 8 day David Dewer was married to Marjory Wardlaw.
That day James Chrysteson was married to Rachel Preston.
John Thomson to Bessie Dangzell.
Walter Traill to Isabel Lyndsay.
The 29 day William Duglas was married to Elspet Low.
David Astiane to Marjory Logtoun.

DECEMBER.
B. The 6 day John Workman and Bessie Atkin had Margaret.
That day John Stenhus and Margaret Duglas had Janet.
The 9 day David Tod and Mawse Dagleisch had Thomas.
The 16 day James Immere and Elison Paycok had George.
That day Rob Kellok and Margaret Kilgour had Thomas (in fornication).
The 23 day Robert Nicoll and Bessie Straqwhyn had William (in fornication).
The 27 day Rob Dewer and Nans Mill had Janet.
That day John Murray and Effie Cim had John.
That day Andrew Sanders and Ellen Cant had Katherine.
That day Willie Whyt and Isobel Craig had Isobel.
That day John Blakater and Janet Murray had John.
The 30 day John Oraik in Craig Beath and Katherine Dik had John.
That day Arche Blakwod and Bessie Stalker had Isobel.
M. The 13 day John Thomson, mason, was married to Janet Smith.
That day John Steinson was married to Bessie Smith in Fod.

JANUARY [1579-80].
B. The 3 day Adam Andirson and Janet Martyn had John.
The 6 day William Burne and Janet Scotland had John.
The 10 day Robert Andirson and Christian Webster had James.
The 24 day John Wilson and Christian Bankis had Robert.
That day Thom Kellok and Christian Martiall had Robert.
That day Alexander Wilson and Isobel Levistoun had George.
That day Willie Walkair and Gelis Portair had Gelis.
The 27 Thomas Bell and Janet Huton 1 had John (in fornication).
That day William Wright and Christian Thomson had William.
The 31 day John Gothenstoun and Bessie Ougre had Isobel.
M. The 24 of January Alexander Donaldson was married to Christian Donaldson.
The 31 day John Drysdeill was married to Marjory Sibbet.

FEBRUARY.
B. The ... day Lourence Kirk and Margaret Bennet had Bessie.
That day Robert Davidson and Isobel Bankis had Janet.
James Cuming and Margaret Brown had Margaret.
John Wallet and Isobel Erskine had William.
That day William Wilson and Janet Henry had Walter.
The 14 day Willie Andirson and Bessie Mill had Christian.
Willie Keir and Christian Bull had Janet.
That day Adam Whyt and Bessie Landells had Andrew.
The 24 day David Ferguson, minister, and Isobel Durham had Isobel.

1 Relapse.
That day David Dewer and Bessie Peirson had David.
That day George Horne and Kate Schang had Margaret.
The 28 day James Burt and Janet Blair had Janet.
That day Thomas Wallet and Christian Wright had Elspet (in fornication).

M. The 14 day of February Normand Blakater was married to Janet Law.
    Patrick Walkar to Christian Wat.
The 21 day Robert Yong married to Margaret Jonson.

MARCH.

B. The 2 day John Robertson and Marjory Steinson had Nans.
That day John Baird and Christian Kinninmonth had Laurence.
The 6 day Wille Brown and Janet Bell had David.
That day Rob Fillen in Beath and Bessie Wallet had Thomas.
That day James Hutson in Dagatie and Janet Bonalay had Kate.
That day Rob Angus and Mage Rae had Marion.
That day Robert Keith and .... Kynnaird had Grizel (in fornication).
The 13 day James Sanders and Margaret Burn had Margaret.
That day William Porteus and Isobel Hendirson had Janet.
That day Geordi Colzear and Janet Bull had Robert.
The 16 day Wille Jonson and Meg Stirk had Margaret.
The 23 day William Pratus and Margaret Cairnie had Margaret.
The 27 day [1580] John Wilzeman and Alison Aitkin had Ellen.
That day James Whyt and Maus Inglis had Isobel.
That day James Cutbert and Bessie Nicoll had Janet.
The 30 day Henry Reid and Margaret Tod had Janet.
That day Geordi Edson and Janet Burne had George.

M. The 6 day John Beveraige was married to Margaret Knox.
The 13 day James Dewer was married to Katherine Eson.

APRIL [1580].

B. The 3 day George Durie and Nans Gat had David.
William Chryste and Isobel Tempilman had Margaret.
Robert Kellock and Bessie Wallwod had John.
Edward Anderson and Janet Dik had William.
That day John Stirk and Margaret Henry had Margaret.
The 6 day Andrew Brand and Isobel Cumine had Walter.
That day George Gray and Margaret Gat had William.
The 10 day John Potter and Janet Crawfurd had James.
The 17 day John Mutray and Janet Tomson had John.
That day Wille Walkair and Kei Wilson had George.
The 24 day John Swan and Effie Smeton had Marjory.
That day Thom Cumand and Katherine Mudie had Katherine.

M. [None.]

MAY.

B. The 1 day Albert Bruis and Elspet Wright had Katherine.
That day Henry Paicok and Christian Martyn had Adam (in fornication).
The 4 day Robert Dagleich and Janet Harper had Katherine.
That day James Davidson and Bessie Peirs had James.
The xv. day John Colzear and Elspet Dyencnoch had John.
That day John Wostwod and Amy Littilone had John.
That day Thomas Huton and Janet Rae had Janet.
That day William Young and Bessie Burne had Christian.
The 22 day Wille Hodgs and Christian Stirk had Nans (in fornication).
The 25 day John Lowrie and Mage Wrycht had Christian.
The 29 day Thomas Eson and Ellen Edison had John.

M. The 22 day Andrew Andirson was married to Christian Kellock.
JUNE.
B. The 1 day James Dewer and Janet Law had Robert.
That day Henry Dewer and Marion Huton had Margaret.
That day David Fin and Bessie Harrowar had Alexander.
That day George Lundie, minister, and Katherine Loch had Margaret.
The 8 day James Bruce and Marjory Gibbon had Ellen.
The 12 day John Burne and Marjory Anderson had Margaret.
That day Thom Sanderis and Christian Trumbill had Bessie.
That day John Steill and Christian Parkie had John.
The 26 day Harry Millar and Christian Aslan had Margaret.
The 29 day Robert Cusing and Elison Peirson had John.
M. The 12 day George Sanderis was married to Margaret Burgoyne.
James Mutray to Margaret Logtoun.
James Anderson to Margaret Lyndsay.

JULY.
B. The 3 day Arche Peirson and Effie Atkin had William.
That day David Traill and Elison Doncan had Margaret.
Wille Aeson and Elison Wight had Margaret.
The 17 day John Steinson and Bessie Smyth had Janet.
That day John Watson and Nans Dewer had Abraham.
The 24 day Andrew Gray and Janet Straqwhin had Margaret.
Andrew Wardlaw and Maus Dagleisch had Katherine.
That day Richard Walkar and Janet Kennedy had William.
The 31 day Rob Car and Effie Abircrumbie had Peter.
M. The 3 day John Huggon was married to Bessie Wilson.
The 10 day John Chrystie was married to Ellen Waddell.
The 24 day Andrew Andirson was married to Margaret Muir.

AUGUST.
B. The 14 day Rob Dewer and Isobel Gray had Andrew.
The 17 day Allan Coutis, elder, and Isobel Bodwell had Margaret.
The 21 day Laurence Schortes and Katherine Mill had Henry.
The 28 day William Elder and Janet Wardlaw had Kete.
That day David Andirson and Margaret Melyn had Janet.
The 31 day David Hendirson, cordiner, and Janet Atkin had David.
That day William Dewer and Janet Steinson had Marjory.
M. The 14 day Michael Meldrum was married to Margaret Dagleisch.

SEPTEMBER.
B. The 7 day Laurence AEdison and Isobel Dagleisch had Margaret.
The 11 day Walter Andirson and Mage Kellok had Gelas.
The 18 day Robert Douglas and Kete Edison had John.
That day William Trumbill and Janet Dewer had Bessie.
That day James Hardie and Marion Clune had David.
The 25 day Edward Fothringhame and Christian Clun had Bessie.
The 28 day Jok Davidson, collier, and Keit Kirstell had John.
M. [Note.]

OCTOBER.
B. The 2 day Andrew Stirk and Katherine Huton had Janet.
That day William Millair and Isobel Cunningham had John.
That day Adam Wallet and Keit Kellok had Keit.
The 5 day Stevin Donald and Janet Kellok had James.
The 9 day John Haddane and Isobel Walkar had Marjory.
That day Pete Walkar and Christian Wat had Robert.
The 12 day Harry Thomson and Mage Wright had Robert (in fornication).
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That day John Boswell and Mags Atkin had Isobel (in fornication).
The 16 day Patrick Gat and Bessie Edison had Charles.
That day Alexander Wilstone and Janet Cunningham had Ellen.
That day John Litijone and Bessie Chryste had Adam.
The 30 day John Reid and Janet Thomson had Bessie.
That day Allan Smeton and Christian Gray had Katherine.

M. The 22 of October George Edison was married to Margaret Qwarior.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 6 day David Pitcairn and Grizel Hay had Janet (in fornication).
The 13 day George Hacheid (sic) of Pitifren and Isobel Hepburn had John.
That day Arche Cunningham and Margaret Banks had Isobel.
That day David Huton and Ellen Peirson had Isobel.
That day Michael Horne and Christian Young had Janet.
The 23 day James Sibbet and Elspet Stevin had David.
The 27 day George Trumbill and Maus Andirson had William.
That day James Paycock and Ellen Qwlyht had Abraham.
That day Donald Murie and Nans Smyth had Margaret.
The 30 day Harry Peirson and Marjory Dewer had Nan.
That day John Drysdale and Marjory Sibbet had Effie.
That day Andrew Angus and Margaret Horne had Katherine.

M. The 6 day John Craik was married to Janet Reid.
The 20 day David Brown was married to Gelis Reid.
The 27 John Wilzemson was married to Maus Jonson.

DECEMBER.

B. The 4 day John Dewer and Janet Chrystie had Janet.
That day Alexander Haly and Christian Cunningham had Adam.
The 7 day James Richie and Margaret Anderson had William.
That day James Andersone and Margaret Lyndsay had John (born before
the time).
The 11 day William Stenhus and Margaret Elder had Robert.
That day Bessie Sanders “had a man chylld baptized whilk sche fathered
upon Harie Murray, and he refusing to purge himself thereof, it being
given to his aith, it was counted for his, and called Hewe.”
The 14 day William Angus and Meg Dewer had Kete.
The 21 day George Bodwell and Nans Sandelands had Patrick.
The 28 day James Sibbet and Maige Logtoun had Katherine.
That day Simon Hair and Isobel Blak had Margaret.
That day John Sanders and Bessie Burne had Isobel.

M. The 11 day Henry Hunnon was married to Ellen Angus.

JANUARY [1580-81].

B. The 4 day John Galrig and Bessie Bull had Janet.
The 8 day William Martiall and Christian Alexander had John.
The 11 day James Meldrum and Janet Wilson had Nicol.
That day David Austie and Marjory Logtoun had Thomas.
That day George Trumbull and Marjory Couper had George.
The 15 day Adam Broun and Margaret Mudiie had Peter.
That day David Hugon and Janet Miller had Isobel.
The 22 day Archie Cunningham and Janet Dagleiech had Katherine.
That day Adam Robertson and Keit Bennet had Janet.
The 25 day John Kannald and Emmie Michell had Janet.
The 29 day John Anderson and Margaret Atkin had Marion.

M. The 1 day Robert Nicoll was married to Ellen Durie.
The 22 day Lourie Walker was married to Marjory Philen.
The 29 day James Craik was married to Bessie Dagleiech.
FEBRUARY.

B. The first day William Robertson and Janet Boswell had David.
The 5 day James Couper and Christian Benning had James.
The 12 day William Āeson and Margaret Calendair had Patrick.
The 19 day William Young and Margaret Jonson had John.
That day Robert Cowye and Margaret Jonson had William.
That day John Thomson and Janet Smyth had Margaret.
The 22 Laurence Schortes and Christian Watson had Katherine (in fornication).
The 26 day John Blakater and Janet Murray had James.

M. The 5 day Thomas Bell was married to Janet Hutcheon.

MARCH.

B. The 1 day Andrew Ged and Margaret Anderson had Edward.
That day James Huton and Margaret Taskar had Margaret.
The 15 day John Prestoun and Janet Spens had Janet (in fornication).
That day Robert Wilson and Janet Henderson had Bessie.
The 22 day Robert Dewer and Nans Mill had Andrew.
The 26 day [1581] Charles Walker and Margaret Reid had Margaret.
The 29 day William Walkar and Gelis Poirtar had William.
That day Adam Reid and Bessie Currou had Walter (in fornication, under promise of marriage).

M. [None.]

APRIL [1581].

B. The 9 day John Car and Annie Sibbet had John.
The 12 day Patrick Keir and Gelis Peirson had David.
The 19 day George Fleming and Isobel Burne had James.
The 23 day Robert Lun and Janet Law had John.
That day Robert Man and Margaret Stark had James.
The 26 day Thomas Couper and Margaret Mutray had Bessie.
That day Walter Strange and Ellen Loyall (sic) had Janet.
That day Robert Schortes and Janet Brown had Robert.
That day John Galrig and Janet Weild had William.

M. The 2 day Adam Fargie was married to Janet Thomson.
The 23 day James Hiltoun was married to Janet Martill.

MAY.

B. The 7 day Andrew Alison and Ellen Cuming had James.
That day William Blak and Margaret Robertson had Katherine.
That day William Boswell and Keit Schortes had Robert (in fornication, under promise of marriage, which afterwards was performed in anno (sic)).
That day David Cuminghame and Janet Mudie had Patrick.
The 17 day John Henderson, monk, and Nans Poutie had Robert.
That day James Westwood and Maus Paycock had Nans.
That day Henry Martill and Katherine Wilson had James (in fornication under promise of marriage).
The 21 day William Horn and Katherine Dewer had Bessie.
The 24 day Andrew Durie and Maige Hutcheon had Grizel (in fornication).
The 28 day Wille Cumberie and Christian Philip had Effie.

M. The 7 day George Peirson was married to Effie Philen.
That day John Clochie was married to Janet Hendirsone.
The 21 day Thomas Westwood was married to Isobel Harrowar.
The 28 day William Crawfurd was married to Ellen Brown.
JUNE.

B. The 4 day Crispinie Swyne and Margaret Hutcheon had Janet. The 11 day Thomas Toscheach and Sibbie Daglieich had John (in fornication). That day James Garvain and Bessie Chrystie had Isobel. The 14 day William Mikiljon and Bessie Baxter had Janet. The 21 day John Steinson and Margaret Andirson had William. The 25 day Peter Chrysteson and Nans Anderson had George. The 28 day Allan Coutis, younger, and Helen Balfour had Patrick. 

M. The 4 day John Andirson was married to Janet Barklay. Donald Blak to Janet Landels. The 11 day Mark Swenton was married to Isobel Spens. The 18 day Master David Spens, minister at Kirkcaldy, was married to Margaret Fergusson, daughter to the minister here.

JULY.

B. The 9 day James Dewer and Keit Æson had Katherine. The 16 day William Currou, Torry, and Bessie Ilare had Marjory. The 19 day Norman Blakater and Janet Law had Patrick. The 23 day Adam Currie and Margaret Edison had James. That day Robert Benie and Isobel Anderson had David. That day David Peirs and Isobel Immerie had Patrick. The 26 day John Dagleisch and Janet Penman had Henry. That day John Lourie and Margaret Wright had William. The 30 day John Hugon and Bessie Wilson had John. 

M. The 2 day Andrew Millair was married to Ellen Brwis. The 16 day George Lyon was married to Katherine Burn.

AUGUST.

B. The 2 day Cuthbert Broun and Margaret Hereis had Robert. The 6 day Andrew Chryste and Margaret Stewart had William. The 13 day William Simson and Katherine Bennet had George. The 16 day Patrick Rowan and Gelis Wilson had Nans. The 20 day Henry Simson and Margaret Purroik had Charles. That day John Chattw and Janet Martiiall had Barbara. The 23 day James Cuthbert and Bessie Nicoll had Ellen. That day William Burn and Janet Scotland had John. The 27 day John Beverage, Beath, and Margaret Knox had Robert. 

M. The 6 day John Clarke, Torry, was married to Janet Fleming. The 20 day David Keling was married to Janet Ædisone. The 27 day Robert Whyt was married to Marion Lyndsay.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 3 day John Davidsone and Keit Kirstell had Isobel. The 6 day Andrew Brand and Isobel Cuming had William. The 20 day Michael Stewart and Janet Kellok had John. The 24 day John Bull, . . . gren, and Marjory Doncane had William. That day Robert Maistirtoun and Ellen Davidson had Alexander. 

M. The 3 day John Watsone was married to Bessie Jonsone. The 10 day George Brown was married to Margaret Sanders.

OCTOBER.

B. The 4 day Andrew Currie and Keit Davidsone had John (in fornication, under promise of marriage). The 15 day John Chryste and Ellen Woddel had Ellen.
That day Gavin Lillie and Elspeth Huton had Gielis (in fornication).

M. The 22 day Adam Durie was married to Christian Barrie.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 1 day Robert Andirson and Christian Henderson had Christian.
The 3 day Lourie Walkar and Maige Phollen had Janet.
That day John Bein and Margaret Makgregoir had Patrick.
That day John Thomson and Elison Burgain had John (in fornication).
The 12 day James Reddie and Elison Stirk had John.
The 15 day William Schortes and Barbara Duglass had David.
That day Lourie Kirk and Margaret Bennet had Robert.
The 19 day John Craik and Janet Reid had Gielis.
That day Matthew Weitit and Margaret Steinson had Patrick.
That day Andrew Angus and Bessie Inghs had Katherine.
The 26 day Henry Peirsone and Keit Edisone had Beatrix.
That day Donald Bein and Bessie Smeton had David.

M. The 5 day David Cunningham in Primrois was married to Bessie Cuming.
That day Robert Browne was married to Katherine Cant.
The 26 day Henry Bennet was married to Grizel Elder.
That day Alexander Lamb was married to Janet Cunningham.

DECEMBER.

B. The 3 day John Andirson and Christian Kneland had Margaret.
The 10 day Patrick Lawson and Margaret Wilson had Isobel.
That day Andrew Potter and Katherine Harrower had Janet.
The 24 day Abraham Wallwod and Isobel Rowan had Robert.
That day John Hodgs and Christian Dewer had Marjory.
That day James Cuming and Janet Brown had Isobel.
That day John Law and Katherine Davidson had Margaret (in fornication, under promise of marriage).
That day Thomas Haistie and Maus Andirson had John.
The 27 day Peter Turnbull and Janet Horn had Bessie.
That day Alexander Wobster and Janet Gib had Katherine.
That day William Thomson and Janet Mudie had Christian.
That day Thomas Walwod and Christian Wright had Andrew (in fornication).

M. The 10 day John Huton was married to Nans Craik.
That day John Steill was married to Janet Chrysteson.
The 17 day John Tomson was married to Bessie Steward.
That day Thomas Trumbill was married to Marjory Duglas.

JANUARY [1581-82].

B. The 7 day John Steinson and Marjory Trumbill had Beatrix.
The 10 day Adam Saunders and Janet Cunningham had Katherine.
That day Nicoll Hart and Bessie Hartsyd had Christian.
That day David Pitcarne and Grizzell Hay had Robert (in fornication, under promise of marriage).
The 17 day William Murray and Effie Cim had David.
That day James Colzear and Ellen Montheith had Elspet (in fornication).
The 21 day George Halkheid of Pitfrren and Isobel Hepburn had James.
The 24 day Alexander Oswald and Geilis Bull had James (in fornication).
The 28 day George Bull and Christian Wallace had Janet.
That day John Balcais, Beath, and Christian Burt had Robert.

M. The 7 day Thomas Walwod was married to Isobel Logtoun.
The 14 day John Dagleich was married to Katherine Bankis.
The 21 day David Pitcairn was married to Grizel Hay.
The 28 day William Stewart was married to Effie Weimis.
That day John Law was married to Keit Davidsone.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 4 day Robert Nicoll and Ellen Durie had Bessie.
That day Thomas Martiill and Margaret Steill had John.
That day William Alexander and Margaret Proves had Margaret (in fornication).
The 11 day James Meldrum and Janet Wilson had Robert.
The 17 day William Uterlie, Beath, and Catherine Pudzoon had Archie.
The 21 day James Davidsone and Bessie Piers had George.
The 25 day Robert Kellok and Bessie Walwood had William.
That day John Potter, younger, and Janet Crawfurdf had Alexander.
The 28 day Robert Ranald and Janet Bandye had Isobel.

M. The 4 day John Huton was married to Margaret Huton.
That day George Campbell was married to Isobel Huton.
The 11 day James Fergusson was married to Ellen Cant.
The 17 day Robert Piers was married to Ellen Landels.
That day Andrew Currie was married to Keit Davidsone.

MARCH.

B. The 11 day Laurence Steinsone and Bessie Meldrum had William.
That day David Hume and Janet Dalrimpill had Ellen (in fornication).
The 18 day Arche Blaukwod and Bessie Stalker had Margaret.
That day George Colzeir and Janet Bul had Margaret.
That day Adam Elder and Janet Eson had David (in fornication).
That day James Kingorn and Catherine Landels had William (in fornication).
That day John Dugall and Janet Paycok had Janet (in fornication).
The 21 day Mark Swenton and Isabel Spens had Margaret.
The 28 day [1582] John Proud and Christian Brand had Janet (under promise of marriage.

M. The 4 day John Proud was married to Christian Brand.

APRIL [1582].

B. The 1 day John Andersone and Janet Ranald had Robert.
That day Peter Ewein and Mafie Dun had Thomas.
The 4 day John Blakater and Janet Murray had Margaret.
That day Robert Hoge and Janet Andersone had Margaret.
The 8 day Thomas Elder and Bessie Dewar had John.
That day William Stenhus and Margaret Elder had Edward.
That day John Wilsone and Katherine Moris had Barbara.
That day David Garden of that Ilk and Emelie Jonstone had Janet (in fornication).

"The 11 Alexander Mastirtoune in Baeth had twa children baptized born to him of his wyff Katerin Broun, the eldest about thre yeir olde called Isobell, the yongest twenty oukis olde called Jonat; the occasion of the lang delay of their baptme proceding of his disobedience and contempt of the kirk." [in the margin, James Beveraig, without any apparent connection with any entry.]
That day Robert Paton and Janet Dagleigh had Alexander.
The 18 day William Pratus and Margaret Cairne had Elspet.
The 22 day Robert Walwood and Janet Davidsone had Kate (in fornication).

M. The 29 day Adam Wilsone was married to Janet Proves.
MAY.

B. The 2 day James Logtoun and Margaret Brand had George.
The 6 day Mark Donald and Margaret Lourie had Margaret.
The 9 day Michael Trumbill and Janet Peirson had Janet.
The 13 day Robert Mudie and Bessie Pontoun had Thomas.
That day Andrew Watson and Elspet Andersone had John.
The 20 day John Andirson and Margaret Edisons had Walter.
That day Richard Walker and Janet Kennedy had Robert.
The 22 day William Edsone and Alison Wicht had Bessie.
The 27 day Robert Dadvisons and Isobel Bankis had George.
The 30 day John Wricht and Barbara Peirson had Janet.

M. The 27 day Robert Andirson was married to Christian Trumbill.

JUNE.

B. The 13 day Andrew Dick and Janet Stirlin had James.
That day John Gbson and Ellen Maine had James (in fornication).
The 17 John Tod and Margaret Blakwod had Janet.
The 20 day William Keir and Christian Bull had James.
That day Henry Hunnon and Helen Angus had Janet.
That day David Wilzenson and Janet Harrowar had Margaret.
The 23 day Thomas Huton and Katherine Beveraige had Isobel.
That day Andrew Archebald and Janet Schaw had Isobel.

M. The 17 day John Cusin was married to Margaret Huton.
That day Thomas Andirson was married to Marion Schortes.
And Nicol Kellok to Nans Meldrum.

JULY.

B. The 1 day John Smeton and Margaret Durie had Janet.
The 4 day Robert Mbray and Christian Dillie had twins, William and Allan.
The 8 day John Huton and Janet Huton had Robert.
The 15 day John Drysdail and Marjory Sibbet had James.
That day David Smeton and Isobel Cunningham had Katherine.
The 22 day Henry Reid and Margaret Tod had Robert.
That day Henry Dewar and Marion Huton had Janet.
The 25 day George Lyon and Katherine Burne had Marjory.
The 29 day William Wricht and Christian Thomson had Bessie.

M. The 1 day John Forfair was married to Janet Wardlaw.
And David Scharpe to Elspet Hugone.
The 8 day James Blaw was married to Christian Schortes.
The 13 day John Robertson was married to Nans Lourie.
That day John Mulllin was married to John Henryson.
The 29 day Thomas Whyt was married to Janet Dagleich.

AUGUST.

B. The 5 day George Edison and Margaret Quariour had John.
The 8 day John Wallet, Suther (? for “suter”), and Isobel Erskin had John.
The 12 day Patrick Makarten and Christian Talzour had Nans.
That day Thomas Huton, miller, and Janet Rae had John.
The 15 day James Mutray in Gallrik and Marjory Brwis had John.
The 19 day Mr. John Fairfoull, schoolmaster, and Margaret Prestoun had James.
The 22 day Andrew Alisone and Helen Cuming had Laurence.
The 26 John Stewart and Janet Andirson had John (in fornication).
The 29 day John Crummeie and Effie Huton had James.
SEPTEMBER.

B. That day Andrew Inglis and Maige Michell had Christian.
That day John Watsone, "suter," and Bessie Jonsone had Bessie.
M. [None.]

OCTOBER.

B. The 2 day Andrew Sanders and Ellen Cant had Clement.
That day Patrick Makmonich and Nans Paton had John.
That day Robert Angus and Margaret Rae had Margaret.
That day Arche Peirson and Effie Aitkin had Nans.
The 5 day Robert Schortes and Janet Broun had James.
The 9 day John Stenhus and Margaret Douglass had John.
That day William Huton and Marion Law had Margaret (in fornication).
That day Simon Davidsone and Ellen Nicoll had Thomas.
The 12 day James Twist and Elye Cim had David.
That day John Baird and Christian Kinnimonth had Elspet.
That day John Westwood and Annie Littijone had Janet.
The 16 day William Chryste and Isobel Tempilman had William.
That day John Craik and Katherine Dik had David.
The 23 day Adam Durie and Christian Barrie had William.
That day James Robertson and Elspet Rob had Janet.
The 30 day James Cuthbert and Bessie Nicoll had James.
That day Alexander Stewin and Janet Sibbald had William.
That day John Kellok and Christian Donaldson had Robert.
M. The 2 day Thomas Martiall was married to Kete Blaike.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 11 day John Burne and Marjory Andirson had Marjory.
That day Patrick Walkar and Christian Wat had Patrick.
That day John Mackalzeon and Ellen Ramsay had Thomas.
The 14 day George Bodwell and Nans Sandlains had Nans.
That day Simon Hair and Isobel Blak had William.
The 25 day William Broon and Janet Bell had Janet.
That day John Steill and Janet Chrysteson had Grizel.
M. The 25 day William Doncane was married to Katherine Davidsone.
William Keir to Elspet Kilgour.
And William Nicolson to Janet Walker.
DECEMBER.

B. The 2 day Henry Broun, Carnok, and Catherine Henrie had David.
The 5 day William Wallwod and Elspet Alexander had Ellen.
The 12 day John Kellok and Margaret Donaldson had John.
That day John Colzeair, piper, and Elspet Dyrenoch had Margaret.
The 19 day George Durie and Nans Galt had Ellen.
The 30 day William Aëson and Margaret Callendair had James.
That day Robert Andirson and Margaret Gibson had William (in
fornication).

M. The 2 day Andrew Wardlaw was married to Janet Peirson.
The 16 day Patrick Walwod was married to Marjory Spreull.
The 30 day John Loudone was married to Christian Abircrombie.

JANUARY [1582-83].

B. The 6 day Adam Wilson and Janet Purves had Laurence.
The 9 day William Durie and Janet Hutcheon had Margaret.
The 13 day John Wricht and Maus Paton had Patrick.
That day Robert Cusine and Elson Peirson had Margaret.
The 16 day David Astie and Marjory Logtoun had James.
That day Andrew Brand and Isobel Cuming had Bessie.
That day John Inglis and Margaret Edward had Katherine.
The 20 day John Andirson and Margaret Aitkin had Maus.
That day John Thomson and Ellen Horne had William.
The 27 day James Murray and Agnes Lyndsay had John.
That day James Andirson and Margaret Lyndsay had Katherine.
The 30 day David Huton and Ellen Peirson had Janet.

M. The 6 day Gilbert Andersone was married to Nans Symmervaill.
That day William Durie ratified his marriage here "whilk befoir wes
onordingly celebrat with Jonat Hutcheon in ane uthir kirk, they being
parochiners heir."
The 27 day William Archibald was married to Janet Davidsone.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 3 day Andrew Nicolsone and Bessie Reddie had Janet.
That day Crispinie Swayne and Margaret Hutcheson had Elspet.
The 6 day James Sibbald and Elspet Stevin had Marion.
That day John Craik and Janet Reid had Janet.
The 10 day William Elder and Janet Wardlaw had Barbara.
That day John Huton and Nans Oraik had Margaret.
The 17 day Stevin Donald and Janet Kellok had John.
That day John Davidsone and Keit Kirstell had John.
That day William Wilson and Janet Donalsone had Henry (in fornication).
The 24 day John Foirfair and Janet Wardlaw had William.
That day George Edisone and Janet Burne had David.
That day James Couper and Christian Bening had Sibilla.
That day Robert Dagleich and Janet Harper had Janet.

M. The 5 day David Brand was married to Nans Jonsone.
The 10 day John Andirson was married to Janet Aëson.
Adam Burne to Isobel Stenhus.
Robert Murie to Janet Wemis.
Thomas Loudian to Margaret Angus.

MARCH.

B. The 3 day James Mudie and Isobel Nicoll had William (in fornication).
The 10 day James Whyt and Maus Inglis had Marjory.
The 13 day Robert Murie and Janet Kellok had Janet (in fornication).
The 17 day John Wright and Alison Hutson had Ellen.
That day Alexander Lamb and Janet Cunningham had John.
The 24 day George Wardlaw and Annie Michell had Nicoll.
That day John Gotherstoun and Bessie Ougre had Christian.
The 27 day [1583] James Peirson and Grisel Tomson had Isobel.
The 31 day Robert Yong and Margaret Jonson had Andrew.
That day William Jonson and Margaret Stirk had Thomas.

M. [None.]

APRIL [1583].

B. The 3 day Robert Moris and Nans Cime had Alexander.
The 7 day Laurence Schortes and Katherine Mill had twins, Robert and
Isobel.
That day William Walkar and Katherine Wilson had Emmie.
That day Adam Walkod and Katherine Kellok had William.
The 14 day David Anderson and Margaret Mudd had Robert.
The 17 day John Huton and Margaret Huton had Bessie.

M. The 7 day John Huton was married to Janet Peirson.
The 21 day Robert Lyndsay was married to Isobel Scotland.

MAY.

B. The first day Adam Sanders and Isobel Cunningham had John.
That day John Robertson and Nans Lourie had James.
The 5 day Peter Caye and Nans Walker had Robert.
That day Robert Peiris and Ellen Landels had Margaret.
The 8 day William Trumbill and Margaret Sands had Janet.
That day Andrew Currie and Kate Davidsone had Grisel.
The 12 day Edward Burne and Margaret Mudie had John.
The 15 day George Hacheid of Pitfirren and Isobel Hepburn had Margaret.
The 17 day David Pitcarn and Grisel Hay had William.
The 23 day Nicol Kellok and Nans Meldrum had David.
That day Edward Andirson and Janet Dik had Janet.
That day John Blakater and Janet Murray had John.

M. The 5 day John Astie was married to Katherine Thomson.
The 19 day Master William Walwod was married to Bessie Alexander.
And John Strang to Ellen Rae.
The 26 day Henry Gibson was married to Nans Robertson.
Antone Spens to Marion Reddie.

JUNE.

B. The 2 day John Law and Barbara Stewart had David.
That day William Crawfurd and Ellen Broun had Thomas.
The 5 day Thomas Walwod and Isobel Logtoun had Christian.
The 9 day Andrew Moris and Bessie Littill had Alison.
The 16 day Thomas Couper and Margaret Mutray had John.
That day John Andirson and Christian Kneland had Christian.
That day Robert Duglas and Beatrix Edison had Elizabeth.
That day James Paycok and Ellen Whyt had Robert.
The 23 day Thomas Mudie and Christian Harper had William.
That day William Wilson and Janet Donald had Katherine.

M. The 2 day James Beveraige was married to Janet Gib.
The 9 day John Allane was married to Margaret Andirson.
John Hutcheson to Margaret Kent.

JULY.

B. The 10 day George Fleming and Isobel Burne had Patrick.
That day David Scharpe and Elspet Hugone had Janet.
The 14 day William Walkar and Geilis Portair had Andrew.
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The 17 day John Hugone and Bessie Wilsoune had Christian.
The 24 Robert Lunne and Janet Law had Margaret.
That day David Hendirson, alias Webster, cordiner, and Janet Aitkin had John.
That day James Burt and Janet Blair had James.

M. The 7 day Adam Reid was married to Bessie Currou.
The 14 day William Smith was married to Janet Smith.
The 21 day John Bankis was married to Margaret Donaldson.

AUGUST.
B. The 4 day George Campbell and Isobel Huton had Elizabeth.
The 11 day Robert Dewar and Nans Myln had James.
That day Arche Cuninghame and Janet Dagliech had Marion.
The 25 day Andrew Sanders and Ellen Cant had Margaret.
That day William Riche and Ellen Broun had Steven.
That day Nicol Mackie and Katherine Horne had David.
The 28 day Andrew Chryste and Margaret Stewart had Laurence.

M. The 18 day John Lyndsay was married to Bessie Chalmer.
Andrew Simson to Christian Clune.

SEPTEMBER.
B. The 1 day Nicol Dagliech and Ellen Blakwod had Janet (in fornication,
under promise of marriage, which afterwards took place).
The 4 day Laurence Edisone and Isobel Dagliech had Bessie.
The 22 day John Andirson and Janet Barklay had Adam.
That day William Horne, smith, and Katherine Dewar had Marjory.
The 25 day James Cuming and Margaret Broun had Ellen.
The 29 day John Wright and Barbara Peirson had David.

M. The 1 day Andrew Walker was married to Nans Wilson.

OCTOBER.
B. The 6 day Robert Durie, far of that Ik, and Margaret Stewart had Eupham.
That day Thomas Trumbull and Marjory Duglas had Laurence.
That day George Trumbull and Mauis Andirson had George.
That day William Galt and Christian Paton had James.
That day John Steinson and Margaret Andirson had Adam.
The 9 day Robert Mure and Janet Weimis had Grizel.
The 13 day John Litilljone and Bessie Chrystie had James.
That day James Harrowair and Margaret Blythe had Thomas.
The 20 day Thomas Martiall and Katherine Blaik had Thomas.
That day John Paton and Ellen Nicoll had Katherine.
That day John Craige and Nans Martiall had Isobel (in fornication).
The 23 day Patrick Rowan and Gellis Wilson had John.
That day Gilbert Andirson and Nans Simmirvail had Margaret.
The 27 day John Gaulrig and Janet Weild had Margaret.
That day Arche Swan, Beath, and Annabell Lowe had Sara.
The 30 day John Steinsone and Margaret Trumbill had John.

M. The 13 day John Wilsone was married to Isobel Fergus.

NOVEMBER.
B. The 3 day James Sanderis and Margaret Burne had Abraham.
The 10 day William Trumbill and Janet Dewar had Laurence.
That day William Dewar and Janet Steinson had Andrew.
The 17 day John Tod and Margaret Blakwod had Isobel.
That day David Hugon and Janet Millair had Marion.
That day John Hadand and Isobel Walkar had James.
The 20 day Alexander Mastirtoun and Katherine Brown had Alexander.
That day Thomas Whyt and Janet Dagleich had James.
The 24 day Robert Mude and Bessie Pontoun had Robert.
That day Robert Stenhus and Katherine Horne had John (in fornication).
The 27 day James Cuthbert and Bessie Nicoll had William.

M. The 10 day David Mude was married to Elspeth Astie.
The 24 day Laurence Alison was married to Margaret Chrystie.

DECEMBER.

B. The 8 day William Nicolsone and Janet Walker had Margaret.
That day Andrew Murray, Blackbarony, and Christian Cunninghame had
Christian (in fornication).
The 11 day Laurence Kirk and Margaret Bennait had Margaret.
The 22 day John Chrystie and Ellen Woddell had William.
That day Henry Simson and Margaret Purrok had Isobel.
That day John Andirson and Janet Edison had Bessie.
That day James Fotheringham and Isobel Thomson had Barbara.

M. The 22 day David Elder was married to Nans Dewer.
John Tod to Bessie Hardie.
Richard Martine to Ellen Smith.
Murdo Stewart to Margaret Bruis.
The 29 day Thomas Law was married to Katherine Inglis.

JANUARY [1583-84].

B. The 1 day James Davidsone and Bessie Peiris had Robert.
That day Thomas Westwood and Isobel Harrowair had Thomas.
That day Laurence Walker and Marjory Phileen had John.
The 5 day Laurence Brand, Beath, and Nans Donaldsone had James.
The 15 day John Dewar and Janet Chrystie had John.
The 19 day John Potter, younger, and Janet Crawfurd had John.
The 22 day John Proud and Margaret Brand had George.
The 30 day Adam Currie and Margaret Edison had twins, John and
Marjory.

M. The 5 day Thomas Kellok was married to Bessie Hunnon.
The 19 day Gilbert Erskin was married to Christian Stewart.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 2 day John Hodgs and Christian Dewer had Grizel.
That day Patrick Walwood and Marjory Spreull had Bessie.
That day Adam Burne and Isobel Stenbous had Margaret.
That day David Elder and Bessie Webster had Adam (in fornication).
The 9 day James Reddie and Alison Stirk had David.
That day John Astie and Catherine Thomson had Janet.
The 12 day James Meldrum and Janet Wilson had Andrew.
That day James Huton and Margaret Tasker had Margaret.
The 16 day Andrew Young and Margaret Fenton had William.
That day John Strang and Ellen Rae had Marjory.
The 23 day David Huton and Ellen Peirson had James.
That day John Rae and Elison Sanderis had Alexander.
That day John Trumbill and Marjory Couper had John.
The 26 day Harry Peirson and Marjory Dewer had Margaret.

M. The 9 day Thomas Guild had his marriage with Keti Gryme (sic)
[? ratified; there is nothing stated].
Thomas Doncan married to Keti Thomson.
The 16 day William Rae was married to Isobel Spens.
Henry Wilson to Christian Broun.
William Andirsone to Janet Broun.
Thomas Cuninghame to Katherine Jonson.
And Robert Wood to Isobel Potter.

MARCH.

B. The 1 day James Nasmyth and Effie Broun had James.
   That day Wille Murray and Kettie Donyn had Adam (in fornication).
   The 4 day James Dewer and Kettie Ason had Christian.
   The 8 day Adam Durie and Christian Barrie had Effie.
   That day George Lyon and Katherine Burne had Ellen.
   The 11 day John Watson, cordiner, and Bessie Jonson had James.
   That day Matthew Weitid and Margaret Steinson had William.
   That day Andrew Archibald and Janet Schaw had Margaret.
   The 15 day John Mutray and Janet Tomson had Bessie.
   That day Arche Peirson and Effie Aitkin had Janet.
   That day Adam Andirson and Ellen Sanders had Bessie.
   The 18 day Alexander Wilson and Janet Cuminghame had Margaret.
   The 22 day William Walwood and Elspet Alexander had John.
   That day Robert Nicoll and Ellen Durie had Ellen.
   The 29 day [1584] George Bodwell and Nans Sandelands had Marjory.

M. The 1 day George Cuminghame was married to Janet Henrie.

APRIL [1584].

B. The 5 day Robert Kellok and Bessie Walwood had Effie.
   That day George Bull and Christian Wallace had Christian.
   The 6 day John Steill and Janet Chrystison had Thomas.
   That day John Dagleich and Janet Penman had Margaret.
   The 12 day Arche Cuminghame and Margaret Bankis had Margaret.
   That day John Huton and Janet Peirson had Margaret.
   The 15 day David Cuminghame and Bessie Cuming had Andrew.
   The 22 day John Huton and Janet Huton had John.
   That day David Williamson and Janet Harrowair had Ellen.
   The 26 day Henry Peirson and Isobel Bryce had Janet.

M. The 26 day William Flukair was married to Gelis Thomson.

MAY.

B. The 3 day Michael Stewart and Janet Kellok had James.
   That day William Gay and Janet Andirsone had William.
   The 6 day William Durie and Janet Hutcheon had Janet.
   That day William Aitkin and Margaret Gibson had Isobel.
   The 17 day Robert Ranald and Janet Bandie had John.
   That day Thomas Martial and Margaret Steill had Robert.
   That day John Colzear and Christian Stark had Nans.
   The 20 day Robert Andirson and Christian Henderson had James.
   That day David Pitcairn and Helen Wallet had Effie (in fornication).
   The 22 David Peiris and Isobel Immerie had Edward.
   The 31 day Robert Andirson and Marion Portair had Patrick.
   That day John Galrig and Bessie Bull had Allan.
   That day David Brand and Nans Jonson had Margaret.
   That day Robert Reddie and Ellen Reddie had Laurence (in fornication).

M. The 17 day Robert Loudian was married to Katherine Walvood.

JUNE.

B. The 3 day Adam Broun, younger, and Margaret Mudie had Adam.
   That day Walter Lyndsay and Janet Porteous had Nans.
   The 7 day John Lyndsay and Janet Chalmer had Patrick.
The 14 day James Beveraig and Janet Gib had James.
The 17 day John Banks and Margaret Donaldson had David.
The 21 day Tom Cuninghame and Kete Jonson had Margaret.
The 24 day John Levistoun and Christian Beveraig had Nans.
The 28 day James Blaw and Christian Schortes had Marjory.
M. The 7 day David Pitcarne was married to Janet Wright.
The 14 day Martin Barklay was married to Kete Peirson.
That day James Inch was married to Janet Hutson.
The 21 day James Cunand was married to Barbara Walwod.
The 28 day William Broun was married to Margaret Burgan.
And Robert Moris to Marjory Edison.

JULY.

B. The 1 day Master John Fairfull and Margaret Prestoun had Isobel.
The 8 day Normand Blakater and Janet Law had James.
That day John Gibson and Nans Blakwod had Effie.
That day Alexander Cuningame and Isobel Challander had John (in fornication).
The 12 day William Kirk and Bessie Huntair had Robert.
That day Charles Walkar and Margaret Reid had Elspet.
The 13 day William Millair and Isobel Cuninghame had Allan.
The 16 day James Mutray and Marjory Bruis had Margaret.
The 22 day John Wilson and Isobel Fargus had David.
The 26 day George Halkheid of Pitfirren and Isobel Hepburne had Andrew.
That day James Michell (Crumbie) and Janet Paycok had James.
The 29 day Nicol Kellok and Nans Meldrum had John.
That day Allan Smetoun and Christian Gray had James.
That day Alexander Hendirsoun, alias Webster, and Janet Gib had William.

M. The 5 day Henry Peirson was married to Margaret Kemp.
The 26 day John Waik was married to Janet Broun.

AUGUST.

B. The 2 day David Mudie and Elspit Astie had Marjory.
That day Edward Rowan, Saline, and Janet Bennet had James.
The 9 day Mark Swenton and Isobel Spens had David.
The 12 day Robert Kellok and Margaret Kilgour had Christian (in fornication).
The 16 day Harry Mudie and . . . . . had John (in fornication).
The 19 day Michael Horne and Christian Young had Elspet.
The 23 day William Stewart and Effie Wemis had Grizel.
That day William Turnbull and Margaret Sandis had Margaret.
That day William Andersone and Janet Broun had Christian.
The 26 day Abraham Walvod and Isobel Rowan had William.
That day Thomas Couper and Margaret Mutray had Margaret.
The 30 day Andrew Walvod and Marjory Peirson had John.

M. The 2 day John Dik was married to Katherine Gib.
The 9 day John Cim was married to Katherine Mackie.
The 16 day David Oraik was married to Elspet Bwie.
The 23 day David Peirson was married to Margaret Cuninghame.
Edward Duglas to Janet Sanders.
The 30 day John Brand was married to Christian Brand.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 2 day James Sibbet, maltman, and Margaret Logtoun had David.
The 6 day Henry Gibson and Nans Robertson had Janet.
The 9 day John Greiwe and Elvison Hutson had Stewin.
The 13 day John Smeton and Margaret Durie had James.
That day Andrew Watson and Elspet Andirson had Andrew.  
The 20 day John Huton and Nans Oraik had Christian.  
The 23 day George Colzean and Janet Bull had Janet.  
The 27 day James Hardie and Marion Clune had Christian.  
M. The 6 day Allan Walwood was married to Rosina Walker.  
The 13 day Gilbert Cunninghame was married to Margaret Sanders.  
John Trottair to Janet Walkair.  
The 27 day William Bardener was married to Kete Walwod.  

OCTOBER.  
B. The 4 day William Pratus and Margaret Cairnie had Robert.  
That day George Peirson and Effie Phillen had Janet.  
The 11 day Alaster Gowison and Isobel Murie had William (in fornication,  
"quho afterwards marriet hir").  
The 14 day Henry Hunnon and Ellen Angus had Katherine.  
The 21 day Alexander Halie, slater, and Christian Cuninghame had Andrew.  
That day William Martiall and Margaret Donaldsone had William.  
The 25 day Thomas Guild and Kete Grym had Margaret.  
That day Geordie Lyndsay and Bessie Dewair had James (in fornication),  
That day Nicol Dagleich and Margaret Donaldsone had John (in fornication).  
The 28 day John Drysdale and Marjory Sibbet had Thomas.  
That day Robert Murie and Janet Wemis had John.  
M. The 18 day Alexander Gourdoun was married to Kete Watson.  
Edward Forthingham to Janet Walker.  

NOVEMBER.  
B. The 8 day Crispinie Swyn and Margaret Hutcheson had James.  
That day George Edison and Janet Burn had Margaret.  
The 11 day Andrew Stirk and Katherine Huton had John.  
The 14 day Mark Donald and Margaret Lourie had Bessie.  
The 15 day John Andirson and Margaret Edison had Margaret.  
That day John Forfair and Janet Wardlaw had Janet.  
The 18 day John Lourie and Margaret Wricht had George.  
The 22 day Thomas Cant and Margaret Thomson had Janet.  
The 25 day William Andirson and Bessie Milln had George.  
That day John Huton and Margaret Huton had Janet.  
The 29 day Laurence Steinson and Bessie Meldrum had Robert.  
That day Henry Dewar and Marion Huton had George.  
That day Thomas Lillie and Margaret Cuninghame had Katherine (in fornication).  
M. The 8 day William Smyth, reader, was married to Christian Wright.  
David Stewart to Isobel Tempilman.  
Thomas Crambe to Marion Fargus.  
The 15 day John Thomson in Dachie was married here to Janet Robertson.  
And John Huton to Margaret Wilson.  
The 22 day John Broun, maltman, was married to Christian Mudie.  
Peter Welie to Janet Aitson.  

DECEMBER.  
B. The 6 day James Lyndsay, Carnock, and Marjory Bryce had William.  
The 9 day Thomas Kellok and Bessie Hunnon had Isobel.  
The 13 day John Andirson and Christian Knelland had John.  
That day William Wricht and Christian Thomson had Andrew.  
That day John Wilzemson and Alison Aitkin had James.  
The 16 day Lourie Alison and Margaret Chrystie had Laurence.
Parish Register of Dunfermline.

The 18 day Laurence Strang and Janet Darnie had twins, David and Laurence.
The 20 day Robert Angus and Margaret Rae had Bessie.
The 22 day David Henryson, cordiner, and Janet Atkin had Marjory.
The 27 day Antone Spens and Marion Reddie had Margaret.
M. The 13 day Patrick Mikljone was married to Margaret Burne.
John Murray to Nans Wilson.
And Andrew Westwater to Susanna Meik.
The 20 day George Hill was married to Nans Thomson.
The 27 day Henry Turnbull was married to Ellen Mutray.
Robert Cuninghain to Nans Andirson.

JANUARY [1584-85].

B. The 3 day Andrew Ged and Margaret Andirson had Andrew.
The 6 day James Cuthbert and Bessie Nicoll had Nans.
The 10 day David Pitcairne and Janet Wright had Isobel.
That day John Oraik (ileath) and Katherine Dik had Alison.
That day George Adisone and Margaret Qvarior had Henry.
That day John Watsone and Christian Whyt had James (in fornication).
The 17 day William Elder and Janet Wardlaw had Grizel.
The 27 day Robert Paton and Janet Dagleich had Margaret.
M. The 3 day Robert Walwod was married to Bessie Strang.
Abraham Spens to Christian Watsone.
Nicol Dagleich to Ellen Biakwod.
The 10 day William Mutray was married to Bessie Couper.
Robert Thomson to Bessie Stalker.
The 17 day Robert Kellok was married to Margaret Cunningham.
The 24 day Robert Brand was married to Bessie Fyff.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 3 day Donald Bein and Bessie Smeton had Isobel.
That day Richard Martin and Ellen Smith had Bessie.
The 7 day David Finne and Christian Melvill had David.
That day David Elder and Nans Dewer had James.
That day John Walwod and Isobel Erskin had Elspet. (Suther in margin; for souter.)
That day John Law and Katherine Davidson had Janet.
That day Robert Bardiner, Carnok, and Ellen Hall had Margaret.
The 14 day John Murray, Laird of Tullibardine 1 (resident here for the time),
and Margaret Drummond had Robert.
That day John Warkman and Bessie Aitkin had John.
That day James Couper and Christian Bening had Christian.
The 17 day William Keir and Elspet Gilgour had Bessie.
The 21 day John Burne and Marjory Andirson had Andrew.
That day Simon Davidson, collier, and Ellen Nicoll had Katherine.
That day John Adisone, Carnok, and Katherine Stewart had Elspet.
The 28 day John Andirson and Janet Barklay had James.
M. The 7 day John Moyle was married to Bessie Sanders.
Robert Gray to Marjory Henryson.
The 21 day Robert Frisser was married to Marjory Durie.
Henry Martiell to Katherine Wilson.
The 28 day John Warkman was married to Annie Schortes.
Andrew Creich to Katherine Brand.

MARCH.

B. The 3 day John Astie and Katherine Thomson had Bessie.

1 In margin the words Duke Atholl, and a hand and asterisk.
The 7 day John Colzea, piper, and Elspet Direnoch had Andrew.
The 14 day James Sibbald and Elspet Stevin had John.
The 21 day William Walwod and Elspet Alexander had Henry.
That day John Tod, Clune, and Margaret Blairkwood had David.
That day Henry Peirson and Katherine Edisone had Thomas.
The 24 day George Bodwell and Nans Sandilands had John.
The 28 day (1585) Gilbert Anderson and Nans Sumbritveill had Margaret.
That day John Law and Barbara Stewart had Katherine.
That day Robert Peirs, mason, and Ellen Landels had Nans.
That day George Wardlaw and Annie Michell had Cuthbert.
That day Peter Dewer, Carnok, and Katherine Bruce had Nicol.
The 31 day Andrew Chryste, deceased, and Margaret Stewart had Andrew.
That day Thomas Huton and Katherine Aitkin had Ellen.
That day John Balcais, Beath, and Christian Burt had Henry.

M. [None.]

APRIL [1585].

B. The 4 day Henry Wilson and Christian Broun had Janet.
That day Martin Barklay and Katherine Peirson had Bessie.
That day John Mackalzeon and Helen Ramsay had Margaret.
The 7 day Robert Davidson, weaver, and Isobel Bankis had Andrew.
That day Robert Cuminghame of the Gask and Janet Paton had Katherine.
That day John Steinson and Marjory Trumbull had John.
That day Robert Lauasmine and Bessie Blak had John.
That day Andrew Baxter, Dalgety, and Elspet Durie had William.
The 11 day John Anderson and Margaret Aitkin had Katherine.
The 18 day Thomas Elder and Bessie Dewer had Thomas.
That day William Gay and Christian Paton had John.
The 25 day William Broun and Janet Bell had Christian.
That day William Cuminghame and Ellen Lauosome had Isobel (in fornication,
under promise of marriage, shortly afterwards performed).
That day "in lyk maner" George Meson and Margaret Davidsone had
Janet (in fornication).
The 28 day John Westwood and Annie Litiljone had Effie.

M. The 18 day David Henrison was married to Grizel Mudi.
Andrew Broun to Christian Oliphant.
The 25 day Robert Young was married to Christian Brechin.
David Henrison to Margaret Knox.

MAY.

B. The 2 day Matthew Weitit and Margaret Steinson had twins, John and
Christian.
That day Thomas Huton and Janet Rae had Thomas.
That day Patrick Makurtyn and Christian Taylor had Janet.
That day Andrew Tempilman and Janet Cuming had Christian.
That day Robert Moris and Marjory Edisone had Janet.
The 5 day Robert Cousin and Alison Person had Janet.
The 12 day David Smyton and Isobel Cunyngham had George.
That day Andrew Inglis and Marjory Michell had Janet.
The 16 day Walter Anderson and Margaret Kellok had Alexander.
That day John Stirk and Margaret Hendrie had John.
That day Adam Wilson and Janet Priwes had Bessie.
The 19 day Thomas Walwod and Isobel Logtoun had Marjory.
The 23 day James Clun and Isobel Walker had Janet.
That day Andrew Young and Margaret Fenton had Andrew.
The 26 day George Burn and Janet Finlason had Margaret in fornication.
The 30 day John Gibbon, Carnock, and Maus Bryce had William.

M. The 25 day William Cunyngham was married to Helen Lawson.
JUNE.

B. The 9 day William Akin and Meg Gibson had John.
   That day John Robertson and Marjory Steinson had Bessie.
   The 16 day David Astie and Marjory Logtoun had Janet.
   The 20 day Alexander Lamb and Janet Cunyngham had Robert.
   The 23 John Luta and Margaret Glas had Janet (in fornication).
   The 27 day Alexander Broun and Bessie Foster had Barbara.

M. The 6 day Eustacius Rouge was married to Francisca Van Dune, a
   Fleming, servant to the Countess of Batinburg, spouse to William Stewart,
   Colonel, resident here for the time.
   The 13 day John Stirling was married to Christian Craik.

JULY.

B. The 4 day William Hodge and Janet Flokart had Archibald.
   The 11 day George Cunyngham and Janet Hendry had George.
   That day Andrew Matheson and Katherine Angus had Christian (in fornication,
   under promise of marriage, shortly afterwards performed).
   The 14 day Henry Reid and Margaret Tod had Henry.
   The 18 day Thomas Marchell and Margaret Steill had Patrick.
   That day James Anderson and Margaret Lyndsay had twins, Margaret and
   Christian.
   The 21 day Robert Marchell and Margaret Lawson had David.
   The 25 day Duncan Cumrie and Margaret Tomson had Laurence (in fornication).

M. The 4 day Adam Inglis was married to Janet Peiris.
   The 11 day James Crystie was married to Janet Phin.

AUGUST.

B. The 4 day James Kinross, lawyer of Edinburgh, resident here “the tym
   of the pest,” and Janet Orak had William.
   That day Robert Dalgleishe and Janet Harpar had James.
   That day William Dowglas, collier, and Janet Tenan had John.
   That day John Crummy and Effie Hutton had Elspet.
   The 11 day Robert Fillan, Beath, and Bessie Walwod had Margaret.
   That day John Stoby and Marion Akin had Janet.
   The 18 day David Steward and Isobel Tempilman had Bessie.
   The 25 day William Smyth, reader, and Christian Wryght had William.
   That day John Rocio and Bessie Keir had John (in fornication).
   The 29 day Robert Anderson and Marion Portar had Margaret.

M. The 22 day Andrew Johnson was married to Janet Valleng.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 13 day John Thomson, mason, and Bessie Stewart had Margaret.
   The 19 day William Schortus and Barbara Douglas had Robert.
   That day Stevin Donat and Janet Kellok had Philip.
   The 22 day Mr. John Farfull, schoolmaster, and Margaret Preston had
   Norman.
   That day Patrick Makmony and Nans Paton had William.
   The 26 day . . . Magilhois (M’Lehose) and Janet Lyndsay had
   Walter.
   The 28 day John Murray and Amy Wilson had Bessie.
   The 29 day Edward Burn and Margaret Mudy had John.
   That day Adam Walwod and Katherine Kellok had Allan.
   That day John Strange, cordiner, and Helen Rae had Bessie.

M. The 5 day Andrew Matheson was married to Katherine Angus.
   The 26 day William Craik was married to Alison Burgane.
OCTOBER.

B. The 3 day John Tomson and Janet Smyth had Laurence. That day Robert Kellok and Christian Donatson had Nans. The 6 day Patrick Mililjhone and Margaret Burne had Janet. That day James Cumin and Margaret Brown had Elspet. The 10 day Robert Douglas and Beatrix Edison had Helen. The 13 day James Robertson and Elspet Rob had Thomas. The 17 day Abraham Spens and Christian Watson had Janet. That day Robert Cunyngham and Nans Andison had Robert. The 20 day James Meldrum and Janet Wilson had Helen. That day Robert Young and Margaret Jonson had Bessie. The 24 day David Person and Margaret Cunyngham had John. That day William Walkar and Catherine Donatson had Margaret. That day Mark Suynton, slater, and Isobel Spens had Isobel. The 26 day John Gotterstoun and Bessie Ogrie had Janet. The 31 day Adam Fargus and Christian Drysdaill had John. That day Adam Dury and Christian Barry had Nans. That day John Wrycht and Barbara Person had Beatrix.

M. [None].

NOVEMBER.

B. The 7 day John Lyndsay, Carnock, and Bessie Chalmer had Margaret. That day John Hutton and Magie Wilson had Bessie. That day Adam Sanders and Isobel Cunyngham had Adam. (Posthumous in margin.) The 14 day Robert Moreis and Nans Cin had Grizel. The 21 day William Ogrie “had a lad off Cristen Horn baptized and callit Patrick.” (Edinburgh in margin.) That day William Trumble and Margaret Sandis had William. That day Archie Person and Effie Akin had Archie. The 24 day James Cunnan and Barbara Valwod had Helen. The 28 day John Greive and Bellison Hudson had Elspet.

M. The 7 day Peter Trumble was married to Isobel Car.

DECEMBER.

B. The first day Robert Kellok and Margaret Cunyngham had William. The 5 day John Wilson and Isobel Fargus had Bessie. That day William Millar and Isobel Cunyngham had Robert. The 8 day George Fleming and Isobel Burm had Henry. The 12 day Henry Trumble and Helen Moutray had Robert. That day James Blaw and Christian Schortus had Nans. The 15 day John Watson and Bessie Jonson had Katherine. That day Andrew Currie and Keat Davidson had Janet. The 19 day John Stenbous and Margaret Douglas had Harry. That day Murdo Stewart and Margaret Bruce had Beatrix. That day Andrew Alison and Helen Cuming had Emmie. That day John Craik and Jany Reid had Adam. The 29 day Andrew Trinche and Janet Schawe had John.

M. The 12 day John Young was married to Nans Andison. John Person to Katherine Makky. The 26 day Andrew Murray was married to Effie Weimes.

JANUARY [1585-86].

B. The 2 day Andrew Brand and Isobel Cuming had Robert. That day Thomas Trumble and Marjory Douglas had Thomas. That day George Campell and Isobel Hutton had George. That day Robert Brand and Bessie Fyff had Margaret. The 5 day Wille Rae and Isabel Spens had William.
That day William Durie and Janet Hutcheon had Grizel.
That day William Robertson, younger, in Cragdukie, and Nans Tomson had John.
The 9 day John Gray and Janet Maye had Bessie.
The 12 day Thomas Quhyt and Janet Dalgleisch had Helen.
The 16 day John Moreis in Condon and Bessie Steinson had William.
That day William Colzear, younger, and Elizabeth Lyndsay had James.
The 19 day William Dewar and Janet Steinson had Helen.
The 23 day John Hutton and Christian Wilson had Janet.
The 30 day Mark Donat and Margaret Lourie had George.
That day Laurie Patrik and Isobel Steinson had Marion (in fornication).
That day Thomas Mudy and Christian Harpar had Beatrrix.
That day Andrew Archibald and Janet Schaw had Isobel.
That day Robert Mowbray and Christian Dilly had Janet.
That day Nicol Dalgleisch and Ellen Blakwod had Isobel.

M. The 2 day James Anderson was married to Christian Michie.
The 23 day Allan Mudy was married to Janet Forfair.
The 30 day Henry Stoby was married to Keat Anderson.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 9 day Rob Tomson and Bessie Stakar had James.
The 13 day George Hakat of Pitirren and Isobel Hepburn had William.
That day William Mekilhjon and Bessie Baxter had Robert.
That day James Davidson and Bessie Peiris had Adam.
That day John Dewar and Christian Dewer had Keat.
The 20 day William Hutton and Mage Knox had Harry (in fornication).
That day Rob Walwod and Bessie Strang had David.
That day John Anderson and Jeny Ranet had James.
That day James Sanderis and Margaret Anderson had Elspet.
That day James Elison and Katherine Huck had Laury.
The 27 day Rob Quhyt and Marion Lyndsay had Margaret.
That day John Chatton and Janet Marchel had Robert.
That day David Henderson, alias Webster, and Janet Akin had James.

M. The 6 day Harry Millar was married to Janet Anderson.
William Legat to Margaret Coupur.

MARCH.

B. The 13 day Robert Nicol and Henry Durie had Alexander.
That day George Colzear and Janet Bull had Christian.
That day John Huggon and Bessie Wilson had Marjory.
That day James Quhyt and Maus Inglis had Thomas.
That day William Douglas, Rossyth, and Elspet Low had William.
The 20 day Robert Mudy and Bessie Pontoun had Peter.
That day John Bankis and Margaret Donaldson had Catrin.
That day William Tomson, Beath, and Janet Mudy had Janet.
The 27 day [1586] John Chrystie and Helen Weddel had Margaret.
That day William Main and Christian Wrycht had James (in fornication, 3rd or 4th relapse).

M. [None].

APRIL [1586].

B. The 3 day John Gib and Isobel Lyndsay had Margaret.
That day Andrew Dik and Janet Stirling had Margaret.
The 10 day David Henderson and Grizel Mudy had Margaret.
That day Robert Ramsay and Christian Fyf had Marion.
That day Robert Stodman and Margaret Schairp had Nans.
The 13 day David Eldar and Nans Dewar had Edward.
That day James Cuthbert and Bessie Nicol had Grizel.
The 17 day John Robertson and Nans Laurie had Helen.
That day Archie Cunyngham and Janet Dagleisch had Emmie.
That day James Inche and Janet Hudson had Grizel.
The 24 day George Trumble and Maus Anderson had Helen.
That day Rob Davidson and Isobel Bankis had Robert.

M. The 17 day John Cuthbert was married to Alison Sanders.

MAY.

B. The first day Robert Dewar and Nans Mil had John.
The 8 day David Phin and Christian Melvil had James.
That day John Anderson and Christian Knellan had Wattir (Walter).
That day John Hutton and Janet Hutton had Marjory.
The 11 day George Bodwell and Nans Sandilands had William.
That day Norman Blakater and Janet Law had Margaret.
That day John Pottar and Janet Crawfurd had Henry.
The 15 day John Catricle and Janet Wyld had Helen.
That day John Acheson and Isobel Crawfurd had Christian (in fornication).
The 22 day James Moutray and Marjory Bruce had Janet.
That day John Davidson and Keat Cristel had Ellen.
The 29 day David Pitcarn and Janet Wrycht had Janet.
That day William Moutray and Bessie Coupar had John.
That day Rob Young and Christian Brechen had Andrew.
That day John Hadden and Isobel Walkar had James.

M. The 1 day James Vallenge was married to Katherine Wilson.
John Coupar to Christian Angus.
The 15 day James Curror was married to Margaret Gibson.
John Lata to Margaret Glass.
The 22 day John Westwod was married to Janet Cunyngham.

JUNE.

B. The 5 day Thomas Coupar and Margaret Moutray had James.
That day Donat Dun and Bessie Bain had Janet.
That day John Wryght and Maus Paton had Janet.
The 8 day Robert Wallis and Grizel Michy had Robert.
The 15 day John Hutton and Margaret Hutton had David.
The 19 day John Walwod and Margaret Bull had John (in fornication).
That day John Kellok and Margaret Donaldson had Margaret.
The 26 day John Steil and Janet Crystie had Effy.
That day Andrew Walwod and Marjory Peirson had Janet.

M. The 5 day William Burn was married to Ellen Wilson.
The 19 day Adam Wat was married to Nans Brown.
And John Clark to Bessie Brand.
The 26 day David Wallis was married to Janet Alison.
And Robert Anderson to Effy Harrower.

JULY.

B. The 3 day Michael Stewart and Janet Kellok had Margaret.
The 10 day Henry Straquhain and Janet More had Thomas.
The 17 day James Baierage and Janet Gib had Janet.
That day Robert Cusing and Alison Person had Katherine.
The 20 day William Horn and Katherine Dewar had Margaret.
The 23 day Edward Forthingham and Janet Walkar had a daughter . . .
The 24 day James Peacok and Ellen Quhyt had William.
The 27 day Adam Inglis and Janet Peiris had Andrew.
The 31 day William Walwod and Elspet Alschunder had William.
That day John Forfar and Janet Wardlaw had James.
That day Philip Mowbray and Jenet Mil had Christian (in fornication).
That day Thomas Brand and Margaret Wilson had Isobel (in fornication).
That day John Smart and Marjory Hutton had Ellen (in fornication).

M. The 9 day John Walwod was married to Marjory Watson.
George Meason to Margaret Davidson.
The 17 day Robert Kellok was married to Janet Chalmers.
Andrew Lauder to Grizel Hutcheon.
The 31 day Andrew Walwod was married to Marion Preston.

AUGUST.

B. The 14 day Thomas Westwood and Isobel Harrower had Isobel.
That day Adam Burn and Isobel Stenhou had John.
That day Andrew Sanders and Helen Cant had Clement.
The 24 day John Broun and Christian Mudy had Robert.

M. The 7 day John Ker was married to Jean Gib.
John Bennet to Katherine Russel.
The 14 day Andrew Smyth was married to Margaret Walwood.
Alexander Gardinar to Catherine Gothray.
John Oak to Christian Brown.
Robert Gardinar to Janet Gardinar.
The 28 day John Bryce was married to Katharine Angus.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 11 day David Cunyngham and Bessie Cuming had Ellen.
That day John Jonston and Christian Brown had Robert.
The 18 day William Walkar and Gellis Porter had Marjory.
The 25 day Allan Walwood and Rosina Walkar had David.
That day John Anderson and Janet Edison had John.

M. The 11 day Robert Ranat was married to Katherine Aikman.

OCTOBER.

B. The 2 day James Sybbald and Margaret Logton had William.
That day Andrew Moreis and Bessie Litill had Bessie.
That day Geordie Edison and Janet Miller had Thomas.
The 9 day James Murray and Agnes Lyndsay had Patrick.
That day Robert Cunyngham and Nans Anderson had Charles.
The 16 day Edward Douglas and Janet Sanders had Margaret.
That day Edward Anderson and Janet Dik had Robert.
The 19 day Thomas Alison and Christian Dalgleisch had Katherine.
That day John Steinson and Marjory Trumble had Margaret.
The 23 day James Coupar and Christian Binning had Margaret.
The 26 day William Prathus and Margaret Cairny had Jean.
That day Adam Currie and Margaret Edisone had Grizel.
That day John Dalgleisch and Janet Penman had Janet.

M. The 23 day Patrick Walker was married to Isobel Muir.
The 30 day Philip Moubray was married to Elspet Spittel.
Alexander Galrik to Grizel Steinson.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 2 day Adam Dury and Christian Barrie had Barbara.
The 6 day David Hutton and Helen Peirson had Margaret.
The 8 day Andrew Murray and Effy Weims had Patrick.
The 12 day Alexander Henderson and Janet Gib had Robert.
That day Patrick Fyllour and Nans Kennedy had Margaret (in fornication).
That day John Clatchie and Janet Hendirson had Margaret.
The 20 day David Huggon and Janet Millar had Margaret.
M. The 12 day John Wittet was married to Alison Wallas.
   George Cant to Beatrix Broun.
The 20 day James Cairnis was married to Margaret Davidson.
The 27 day John Menteth was married to Janet Peacok.

DECEMBER.

B. The 4 day John Lewinston and Christian Bewarage had John.
   That day George Mil and Christian Wallas had Ellen.
   That day Peter Trumbil and Isobel Ker had Janet.
   That day Henry Hunnon and Ellen Angus had Adam.
   The 12 day George Dury and Nans Gatt had William.
   That day David Smeton and Isobel Cunyngham had Marjory.
   The 16 day Robert Cunyngham and Marion Patton had Bessie.
   That day Laurence Walkar and Marjory Fillan had Andrew.
   The 21 day John Stoby and Marion Aiken had Bessie.
   That day William Eldar and Janet Wardlaw had Marjory.
   The 23 day Allan Mudy and Janet Forfair had John.
   That day William Kent and Margaret Paterson had Janet (in fornication).
   The 28 day Robert Schortous and Janet Broun had Thomas.

M. The 4 day Francis Nepar was married to Margaret Mowbray.
   John Dewart to Bessie Walvod.
The 11 day Robert Aiken was married to Elspet Murray.
   John Anderson to Bessie Crystie.
   Patrick Marschell to Katherine Crystie.
The 18 day John Crawfurd was married to Katherine Robertson.

JANUARY [1586-87].

B. The first day Henry Broun, Carnock, and Katherine Hendry had Nans.
   The 4 day John Gotterston and Bessie Ogry had William.
   The 8 day John Hutton and Bessie Wrycht had Bessie.
   The 15 day John Boyd and Janet Blair had John (in fornication).
   That day Robert Moreis and Maige Edison had Ellen.
   That day George Dury and Janet Lyndsay had Christian (in fornication).
   That day Robert Moutray and Margaret Cunyngham had Bessie (in fornication).
The 19 day Allan Wat and Agnes Broun had John.
   That day David Peirson and Marion Lambert had Margaret.
   That day William Legat and Margaret Cupar had Christian.

M. The 8 day John Paterson was married to Janet Peirson.
The 15 day John Blakater was married to Janet Dury.
The 22 day Robert Mey was married to Katherine Smart.
   Patrick Lermont to Katherine Roger.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 5 day William Cairny and Katherine Finlason had Andrew (in fornication).
   That day David Read and Bessie Duncan had David (in adultery).
   The 12 day Henry Trumbil and Helen Moutray had Margaret.
   The 19 day Robert Wilson and Janet Henderson had David.
   The 22 day William Dury and Janet Hutcheon had George.
   The 26 day William Gray and Isobel Gray had David.
   That day Martin Barclay and Katherine Peirson had Thomas.
   That day Walter Lyndsay and Janet Porteous had Robert.

M. The 26 day James Kay was married to Janet Dewar.
   Andrew Blakie to Elspet Robertson.
MARCH.

B. The 5 day Andrew Matheson and Keat Angus had Janet.
   That day John Dryeisdail and Marjory Sibbald had John.
   The 12 day Nicol Jhonso and Katherine Davidson had Thomas (in fornication).
   The 15 day Patrick Mekiljon and Margaret Burn had William.
   The 19 day William Wilson and Janet Gray had Janet (in fornication).
   The 22 day Patrick Stewart and Katherine Baran had Bessie.
   The 26 day [1587] John Murray and Agnes Wilson (who died in childbirth of other two) had Patrick.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. The 2 day Robert Angus and Mage Rae had Christian.
   John Law that day and Barbara Stewart had Bessie.
   That day William Cuninghame and Ellen Lawsons had John.
   That day Charles Walkar and Margaret Reid had Sara.
   The 5 day Mr. John Fairfull and Margaret Prestoun had David.
   The 9 day Henry Peirson and Katherine Edisone had Janet.
   The 12 day William Smyth and Christian Wright had John.
   That day Robert Murie and Janet Weymis had Elspet.
   That day Henry Dewer and Marion Huton had John.
   The 19 day John Astie and Katherine Tomson had Patrick.
   That day John Burn and Marjory Anderson had John.
   The 23 day Andrew Stirke and Margaret Huton had Margaret.
   That day Alexander Oswald and Bessie Stoby had Rosina (in fornication).
   That day John Steamson and Margaret Anderson had Margaret.

M. The 2 day Abraham Walwood was married to Barbara Walwood.
   The 30 day Walter Swenton was married to Christian Cant.

MAY.

B. The 7 day Thomas Cant and Margaret Tomson had John.
   That day David Wallis and Janet Alison had Margaret.
   The 14 day John Proud and Christian Brand had twins, Henry and Andrew.
   That day John Smeton and Margaret Dury had Thomas.
   That day John Horn and Margaret Broun had Margaret.
   That day John Forthingham and Isobel Tomson had Bessie.
   The 21 day Robert Kid and Margaret Redy had Christian.
   That day David Henderson and Grizel Mudy had Isobel.
   That day Patrick Stenhou and Christian Bowman had Margaret.
   That day Andrew Angus and Isobel Inglis had John.
   The 28 day James Cuming and Margaret Brown had Eupham.
   That day George Lyall and Kete Burn had Marjory.
   That day Andrew Wat and Elspet Anderson had James.
   The 31 day Alexander Mastirtoun and Katherine Broun had Margaret.

M. The 14 day John Watson was married to Christian Kingorn.
   The 28 day John Steinsone was married to Elizabeth Huton.

JUNE.

B. The 6 day John Murtry and Janet Tomson had Margaret.
   The 11 day John Clark and Bessie Brand had Margaret.
   The 12 Lourie Dagleich and Margaret Carrick had Katherine (in fornication).
   The 14 day George Peiron and Effie Phillen had David.
   That day Harry Peirson and Marjory Dewer had Nans.
   The 20 day William Anderson and Margaret Atkin had John.
   The 25 day John Gib and Isobel Lyndsay had James.
   That day Matthew Hutsone, collier, and Marion Hendrie had Effie.
M. The 18 day Isobel Gardiner was married to James Hobrown (Hepburn). Peter Robertson to Margaret Aitkin. The 25 day Adam Andirson was married to Christian Thomson.

JULY.

B. The 2 day John Watsone and Bessie Jonsone had Robert. That day Mark Swenton and Isobel Spens had John. That day David Tod, merchant, and Maus Dagleich had Janet. The 5 day Crispinie Swyne and Margaret Hutcheson had Isobel. The 29 day William Aumbrie and Christian Phillip had Margaret. That day Laurence AEdison and Isobel Dagleich had Janet. The 30 day Patrick Walkar and Isobel Muir had Marjory.

M. The 2 day William Sandelandis was married to Keit Wilson alias Culrois. The 9 day Robert Wilson was married to Margaret Scotland. That day Edward Thomson was married to Elspet Bennie.

AUGUST.

B. The 6 day Laurence Schortes and Katherine Mill had Thomas. That day Henry Meldrum and Effie Marliall had Laurence (in fornication). That day Thomas Wilson (alias Culrois) and Janet Donaldson had Laurence (in fornication). The 9 day Laurence Alison and Margaret Chrystie had James. That day Robert Kellok and Nans Meldrum had Margarei. The 15 day Andrew Inglis and Maige Michell had John. That day Robert Kellok in Mastirton and Janet Chalmer had James. The 20 day Henry Gibson and Nans Robertson had Beatrix. The 27 day William Brown and Janet Bell had William. The 30 day James Meldrum and Janet Wilson had a daughter. . .

M. The 6 day Adam Bartoun (or Bowtoun) was married to Nans Marliall. John Peirson to Grizel Mastirton. The 20 day Robert Broun was married to Janet Dumlas.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 3 day David Elder and Nans Dewer had Katherine. That day George Cuninghame and Janet Henrie had Christian. The 11 day John Andirson and Bessie Chryste had Janet. “She bair twynnis, and this that was baptized was first born, the second was dead born.”

The 17 day Robert Aitkin and Elspet Murray had James. The 24 day Rob Young and Christian Brechin had James.

M. [None.]

OCTOBER.

B. The 1 day John Furd and Elison Nicoll had Robert. The 8 day Peter Lemonth and Katherine Roger had Bessie. The 15 day John Gibsone and Annie Halkwood had Ellen. That day David Scharp and Elspet AEdisone had Ellen. The 18 day Thomas Walwood and Isobel Logtoun had Thomas. That day John Wallet at Touchmill and Isobel Erskin had Christian. The 22 day Robert Lawson and Bessie Ilak had Isobel. That day John Mackalzeon and Ellen Ramsay had James. That day Laurence Strang and Janet Darin had Nans. The 25 day John Trumbill and Marjory Couper had Bessie.

M. The 1 day William Walkar was married to Isobel Kellok. The 8 day David Barkclay was married to Emily Dagleich.
NOVEMBER.

B. The 1 day Henry Stobie and Keit Andison had David.
   The 5 day David Hastie and Marjory Logtown had Margaret.
   That day John Strang and Ellen Rae had John.
   The 8 day Philip Mubray and Elspet Spittell had James.
   The 12 day Andrew Young and Margaret Fentoun had Patrick.
   That day John Andison and Margaret Edison had John.
   That day George Edison and Margaret Qvarious had Margaret.
   That day Lourie Andison and Keit Sutar had James (in fornication).
   The 15 day William Rae and Isobel Spens had Walter.
   The 19 day William Mubray and Bessie Couper had Margaret.
   The 22 day Robert Kellok and Margaret Cunningham had Robert.
   The 25 day John Davidon and Keit Kirstill had Henry.
   That day James Dewer and Keit Aismon had John.

M. The 19 day James Chalmor was married to Margaret Sandis.

DECEMBER.

B. The 6 day Clement Sanders and Marion Bell had Janet.
   That day James Kinross and Janet Oralk had Lillias.
   That day Robert Ranald and Keit Aikman had William.
   The 10 day James Murray and Nans Lyndsay had George.
   That day Peter Trumbull and Isobel Car had Margaret.
   That day Nicol Hart and Bessie Hartsyle had James.
   That day Simon Davidsone and Ellen Nicol had Janet.
   The 13 day David Stewart and Isobel Tempilman had David.
   That day Alexander Murray, salter, and Mauis Wilson had Janet.
   The 17 day Adam Durie and Christian Barrie had John.
   That day John Brand and Christian Brand had Mawse.
   The 31 day John Huton, weaver, and Margaret Wilson had Janet.
   That day Robert Andison and Marion Portair had Marjory.

M. The 3 day Lourie Patrik was married to Janet Moris.
   John Ewin to Janet Nicoll.
   The 10 day Robert Peirs was married to Bessie Burn.
   The 17 day Adam Schortes was married to Margaret Miller.
   The 31 day Alexander Creich was married to Grizel Walker.
   That day Thomas Yong was married to Mauis Andison.

JANUARY [1587-88].

B. The 3 day John Andison and Christian Kneland had William.
   That day John Thomson and Bessie Stewart had Barbara.
   That day John Mories and Bessie Steinson had David.
   The 14 day Matthew Withed and Margaret Steinson had William.
   That day Alexander Lambe and Janet Cunningham had James.
   That day Stevin Donald and Janet Kellok had Robert.
   That day John Huton and Christian Wilson had Isobel.
   That day William Sandelandis and Kete Culross alias Wilson had George.
   The 21 day Arche Peirson and Effie Aitkin had James.
   That day John Hodgs and Christian Dewar had Bessie.
   That day John Thomson and Janet Smyth had Andrew.
   The 25 day John Montheith and Janet Faycok had Annie.
   That day James Blaw and Christian Schortes had Janet.
   That day David Peirson and Margaret Cunningham had Robert.
   That day James Sibbet and Elspet Stevin had Margaret.
   That day Robert Young and Margaret Jonson had James.
   That day Adam Fargus and Christian Drysaidill had Margaret.
   The 31 day Adam Bowtoun and Nans Martiell had Robert.

M. The 14 day John Tomson was married to Maus Bull.
   Thom Dewer to Janet Bonair.
Thome Kellok to Margaret Huton.
The 28 day David Lillie was married to Janet Jhonston.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 4 day John Wilson and Ketti Moris had John.
That day John Bankis and Margaret Donaldson had Barbara.
That day Harry Miller and Janet Andirson had Isobel.
That day Rob Tomson and Bessie Stalker had John.
That day John Greif and Bellisant Hutson had Kete.
The 18 day John Oraik and Christian Brown had Janet.
That day John Dischintoun, deceased, and Marion Andirson (“that cam
heir to be nurische in Pitirren”) had Robert.
That day William Robertson, younger, and Nans Tomson had Janet.
That day Robert Wallange and Katherine Wilson had Katherine.

M. The 4 day John Wilson was married to Katherine Makarton.
That day Charles Andirson was married to Margaret Imrie.
The 11 day John Walkar was married to Margaret Stewart.
Henry Mudie to Margaret Reid.
John Burn to Marion Montheith.
The 18 day William Elder was married to Katherine Cuninghame.
John Dempstertoun to Christian Dewer.
George Burn to Marjory Bull.
James Bairdi to Margaret Fleming.
Robert Bred to Nans Andirson.
The 25 day James Cois was married to Margaret Donaldson.

MARCH.

B. The 10 day Adam Broun of Fod and Margaret Mudie had Elspet.
That day William Dewer and Janet Steinson had Grizel.
That day Andrew Johnson and Janet Wallenge had Janet.
The 17 Walter Anderson and Margaret Kellok had Isobel.
That day William Riche and Ellen Brown had Margaret.
That day John Walker and Margaret Tomson had twins, Janet and
Christian.
That day Robert Andirson and Effie Harrowar had William.
That day James Young and Nans Andirson had Marjory.
That day James Nasmyth and Effie Brown had Marjory.
The 31 day [1588] John Tod and Margaret Blakwod had Janet.
That day Robert Welles and Grizel Mische had Alexander.
That day George Burn and Marjory Bull had Janet.

M. [None.]

APRIL [1588]

B. The 7 day John Robertson and Marjory Steinson had John.
That day Robert Walwood and Besie Strang had Grizel.
That day John Wilson and Isobel Fargus had Sarah.
The 14 day Geoirdi Abircrumby and Kati Smyth had Effie (in fornication).
The 17 day Lourence Kirk and Margaret Bennet had Marion.
That day Thomas Trumbill and Marjory Douglass had Andrew.
That day Andrew Archibald and Janet Schawe had Janet.

M. [None.]

MAY.

B. The 5 day George Fleming in Blaklaw and Isobel Barne had George.
That day Thomas Stenhus and Barbara Douglas had John.
That day Robert Moris and Marjory Edson had Margaret.
That day Donald Dun and Margaret Bain had twins, Thomas and Robert.
That day Thom Burrie and Maige Furd had Bessie (in fornication).
That day Sande Stirk and Bessie Sanders (whom shortly after he married) had Grizel (in fornication).

The 19 day Henry Durie and Margaret Makbeith had a son.

That day Alexander Scotland and Elspet Bryce had Robert.

The 26 day John Crawford and Kate Robertson had Janet.

M. The 12 day Bessie Coutis was married to David Brown.

The 19 day Jeremy Esplein was married to Christian Dagleicht.

Tom Burn to Keit Stewart.

JUNE.

B. The 2 day Thomas Huton and Marion Broun had Margaret.

That day James Coleear and Margaret Westwood had Christian (in fornication).

The 9 Arche Cunninghame and Margaret Banks had Janet.

The 12 day Andrew Brand and Isobel Cumine had Adam.

The 23 day Wille Walkar and Kete Wilson had Barbara.

M. The 9 day Alexander Stirk was married to Bessie Sanders.

That day William Leviston was married to Kett Finleston.

Robert Hugon to Isobel Eson.

The 30 day John Anderson was married to Keit Proves.

JULY.

B. The 10 day James Cairns, weaver, and Margaret Davidsone had John.

"The 11 day Wille Huton had a woman chyld born to him of Isobell Broun, whom (being the disciplin of his kirk) unlawfully he married in Saling, yt the barn presented be faithfull men we baptized and called Marain."

The 14 day Allan Walwood and Rosina Walkar had Bessie.

That day William Flockart and Nans Cois had Beatrix (in fornication under promise of marriage, afterward promised to be performed—seuerti,R : D :).

The 28 day Norman Blakader and Janet Law had Christian.

M. The 21 day James MacK złe was married to Isobel Clark.

Henry Paycock to Christian Martein.

John Patirson to Margaret Watson.

AUGUST.

B. The 18 day Rba Brand and Bessie Fyff had Patrick.

That day Abraham Spens and Christian Watson had Beatrix.

That day William Gay and Christian Paton had Marjory.

That day Adam Wallwood and Keit Kellok had Marjory.

That day Edward Tomson and Elspet Bennie had Margaret.

That day Pete Galt and Bessie Edisone had John.

That day Lawrence Steinsone and Bessie Meldrum had Laurence.

That day John Carslaw and Mauς Blakat had Bessie (in fornication, but under promise of marriage performed the 18 of May anno 1589;)

That day Peter Dewer and Katherine Bruce had Robert.

The 21 day Robert Paycock and Margaret Broun had John.

The 25 day Alexander Galrig and Grizel Steinson had Margaret.

The 28 day William Wilson and Janet Donald had Robert.

That day Patrick Stenhus and Janet Bowman had Edward.

M. The 4 day Andrew Spreull was married to Margaret Broun.

That day James Tomson was married to Christian Broun.

The 11 day Arche Westwood was married to Elspet Horn.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The first day Lawrence Walkar and Marjory Phillen had Margaret.

1 This entry is repeated in the register.

2 "Innerkethin, died in the birth."
That day David Horn, miller in ... st mill, and Nans Gillespik had James.
The 8 day Andrew Alison and Helen Cuming had John.
That day George Campbell and Isobel Huton had Janet.
That day Adam Wat and Nans Brown had Patrick.
The 11 day Robert Nicoll and Helen Durie had Marjory.
The 15 day Andrew Smyth in Fod and Margaret Walwod had William.
That day Robert Stenhus and Katherine Douglas had Helen.
The 22 day Peter Robertson and Margaret Aitkin had Geillis.
The 25 day George Peirson and Effie Phileen had Nans.
The 29 day John Brown and Christian Mudie had Janet.

M. The 8 day John Wellis was married to Bessie Blak.

OCTOBER.

B. The 6 day Robert Peiris and Bessie Burne had Janet.
That day James Talzeour and Emmie Ranie had James.
The 20 day John Peirsoun and Grizel Mastirtoun had Margaret.
The 27 day David Pitcairne and Janet Wright had David.

M. The 13 day James Alisoun was married to Nans Poutie.
The 27 day Robert Wellis was married to Grizel Anderson.
And Andrew Muray to Margaret Cuninghame.

NOVEMBER.

B. The 3 day Edward Burne and Margaret Mudie had Thomas.
That day Richard Potter and had Richard (in fornication, under 
promise of marriage).
The 6 day Thomas Makillois and Janet Lyndsay had twins, John and 
Patrick.
The 10 day Henry Trumbill and Helen Murray had Alexander.
The 20 day Alexander Mastirtoun and Kate Broun had John.
That day Robe Bread and Nans Andirson had John.
The 24 day John Walkar and Margaret Stewart had John.
That day Adam Andirson and Christian Thomson had Margaret.
That day Alexander Creich and Grizel Walkar had John.

M. The 3 day Henry Gilquhain was married to Isobel Wilson.
The 10 day Laurence Huton was married to Bessie Blak.
That day Edward Cowie was married to Bessie Jonson.
The 24 day John Makie was married to Janet Walwod.
John Gotherstoun to Margaret Clerk.

DECEMBER.

B. The 1 day John Craik, deceased, and Janet Reid had Bessie.
That day Lourie Patrick and Janet Moris had Robert.
The 4 day John Warkman and Bessie Aitkin had James.
That day James Sibbet and Margaret Logtoun had a daughter . . . .
The 8 day Rob Cusing and Allison Peirson had Robert.
That day John Chrystie and Ellen Wodell had Kae.
The 15 day James Chalmeris and Margaret Sandis had James.
That day Thomas Dewer and Janet Bonair had Andrew.
That day James Murray and Marjory Bruce had Elspet.
That day John Westwood and Annie Littljone had Grizel.
The 32 day Mark Donald and Margaret Lourie had Robert.
That day James Cunnand and Barbara Walwod had David.
That day Robert Cunningham and Nans Andirson had George.
That day Harry Mudie and Margaret Reid had Bessie.
That day George Colzear and Janet Bull had Bessie.
That day John Ewne and Janet Nicol had Nans.
The 29 day James Anderson, Inverkeithing, and Janet Mudie had David.
M. The 1 day Andrew Dick was married to Katherine Hendin.
The 15 day John Dewer was married to Janet Couper.
The 22 day James Reid was married to Bessie Lyndsay.
The 29 day Alexander Huton was married to Margaret Walvood.
Matthew Main to Christian Wallace.
James Lyndsay to Janet Schortes.

JANUARY [1588-89].

B. The 1 day Robert Mensair and Margaret Balrain had Bessie.
The 5 day William Murdo, Ferrie, and Janet Burgain had James.
That day Richard Martin and Ellen Smyth had Marjory.
That day Simon Peirson and Margaret Oraik had Janet.
That day Peter Trumbill and Isobel Car had James.
The 12 day William Pratus and Margaret Cairnie had Effie.
That day Rob Car and Effie Abircumbie had Bessie.
The 19 day James Murray and Nans Lyndsay had Katherine.
That day James Peirson and Grizel Thomson had John.
That day Robert Ranald and Katherine Aikman had James.
That day Arch Cuninghame and Janet Dagleish had Janet.

M. The 19 day George Warkman was married to Beatrix Smyth.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 2 day George Warkman and Beatrix Smyth had George.
That day David Wellis and Janet Alison had Bessie.
That day Adam Wilson and Janet Proves had Margaret.
The 9 day James Robertson and Elspet Rob had James.
That day David Cuninghame and Beissie Cuming had a (posthumous) child
baptized Margaret.
That day David Callendair and Janet Anderson had David (in fornication).
That day David Huton in Pittindine and Janet Peirson had John.
That day John Hugon and Janet Wilson had Bessie.
The 16 day John Anderson at the Cors and Christian Kneland had George.
That day Robert Ramsay and Christian Fyff had Robert.
That day Andrew Blakwood and Elspet Robertson had Margaret.

M. The 2 day William Gray was married to Margaret Fargusson.
Thomas Couper to Margaret Law.
The 9 day David Barklay was married to Christian Schortous.
And Riche Potter to Christian Couper.

MARCH.

B. The 2 day William Elder and Kete Cuninghame had Margaret.
That day James Widdirsipine and Janet Gillespie had Beatrix.
The 8 day John Wemis and Grizel Persone had Elizabeth (in fornication).
That day Robert Aitkin and Elspet Murray had Agnes.
The 9 day Robert Mudie and Bessie Ponton had James.
That day John Dagleich and Janet Penman had Janet.
The 16 day Thom Young and Maus Andirson had John.
That day Martyn Barklay and Kate Peirson had Margaret.
That day Andrew Murray and Effie Wemis had James.
That day David Elder and Nans Dewer had John.
The 19 day George Bodwell, deceased, and Nans Sandilands had Ellen.
That day John Stobie and Marion Aitkin had Laurence.
The 23 day William Elder and Janet Wardlaw had Edward.
That day John Lochtoun and Mage Gray had Janet (in fornication).
That day John Wright and Maus Huton had William.
The 26 day [1589] Robert Dagleich and Janet Harper had Nicol.
That day George Trumbull and Maus Anderson had Margaret.
The 30 day Adam Schortes and Margaret Miller had William.
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That day James Clune and Isobel Walkar had Margaret.
That day James Inche and Janet Hutson had Margaret.
That day John Wilson and Kate Makartoun had Bessie.

M [None.]

APRIL [1589].

B. The 6 day James Cuming and Margaret Broun had James.
That day William Smyth and Christian Wricht had Isobel.
That day John Tomson and Maus Bull had Isobel.
That day Thomas Main "had a woman chyld born to him of his harlot in fornication baptized and called Margaret."
The 13 day Andrew Sanders and Margaret Cant had John.
That day Michael Anderson and Margaret Immerie had Alison.
The 16 day David Callender and Christian Wilson had Margaret (in fornication).
The 20 day John Westwood and Janet Cunninghame had William.
That day Henry Murray and Nans Cuninghame had Bessie.
That day James Whyt and Nans Inglis had Marion.
The 23 day John Watsone and Christian Kingorne had James.
The 27 day James Nasmyth and Maus Broun had Ellen.

M. The 6 day James Hall was married to Christian Bell.
The 27 of April Henry Broun was married to Janet Kellok.

MAY.

B. The 4 day Walter Lyndsay and Janet Portous had Gilbert.
The 11 day James Sanders and Margaret Burn had Janet.
The 18 day James Blaw and Christian Schortes had Allan.
The 21 day Wille Wilson and Bessie Peirson had Alexander (in fornication).
The 25 day Andrew Walker, Rosyth, and Marion Peiron had John.
That day Wille Walkar and Gelis Portair had a daughter . . .
That day James Scotland and Isobel Portair had Margaret.
The 27 day James Kingorn and Effie Murray had David.
The 28 day John Gib and Isobel Lyndsay had John.

M. The 4 day William Tomson was married to Annie Wilson.
The 18 day John Carslaw was married to Mause Blakait.
The 25 day David Greiff was married to Janet Dagleish.
William Boswell to Kete Schortes.

JUNE.

B. The 8 day William Andirson and Bessie Mill had John.
The 13 day John Stirling and Christian Craik had John.
The 15 day Thomas Elder and Bessie Dewer had Ellen.
That day Robert Kellok and Janet Chalmor had Janet.
That day David Stewart and Isabel Temmilmor had Patrick.
That day Andrew Archibald and Janet Schew had Marjory.
The 22 day William Andirson and Janet Brown had John.
The 29 day Robert Edison, Rossyth, and Christian Whyt had Christian.
That day Sande Huton and Margaret Walwod had Philip.

M. The 15 day Thomas Steinson was married to Marjory Thomor.
John Cowyn tre to Elspet Yonger.
John Andirson to Bessie Burne.
The 22 day John Blakwod was married to Isobel Wittit.
David Bull to Christian Burn.
Watte Law to Janet Haddan.
The 29 day James Robertson was married to Mause Daling.
Robert Westwod to Janet Cunningham.
Harry Bull with Margaret Car.
Laurence Dagleish to Keit Reid.
Adam Schortes to Margaret Brown.
James Wilson to Marion Finlason.

**JULY.**

B. The 6 day Lourie Andirson and Maige Couburn had David (in fornication).
That day John Galrig and Janet Weild had David.
The 10 day Robert Cunninghane and Janet Paton had James.
The 13 day William Bute and Janet Eson had James.
That day Nicol Diewer and Isobel Culrois had Margaret (in fornication).
The 15 day Alexander Webster and Janet Gib had Margaret.
The 20 day Alexander Huton and Margaret Wallet had Philip.
That day John Andirson and Janet Adisone had James.
The 27 day John Smeton and Margaret Dure had John.

M. The 20 day Robert Whyt was married to Keit Keddar.

**AUGUST.**

B. The 3 day John Forfair and Janet Wardlaw had Isabel.
That day John Jonson and Christian Brown had Bessie.
That day James Davidsone and Bessie Piers had Simon.
The 10 day Patrick Stewart and Katherine Balrain had Margaret.
That day William Leggait and Margaret Couper had Allison.
The 17 day Philip Moubray and Elspet Spittal had Francis.
That day Laurence Huton and Bessie Blak had Christian.
That day Andrew Dik and Kete Hending had John.
The 24 day William Cairin ("relaps") and Keit Finlason had Elspet (in fornication).
The 31 day James Couper and Christian Binning had Janet.
That day James Litilljon and Elspet Wright had William.
That day Andrew Matheson and Keit Angus had Isobel.
That day Mark Swenton and Isobel Spens had Isobel.

M. The 3 day John Davidson was married to Margaret Mastirtoun.
The 17 day James Stewart was married to Janet Miln.

**SEPTEMBER.**

B. The 7 day Henry Broun and Bessie Dagleiche had Henry.
That day William Durie and Janet Hutcheon had Henry.
That day Cuthbert Walkar and Janet Walkar had Isobel.
That day David Knox and Margaret Walkar had Marjory (in fornication).
That day James Wilson and Marion Finlason had Marjory.
The 14 day Harry Miller and Janet Andirson had James.
That day James Alison and Nans Putie had Thomas.
The 21 day William Wilson and Keit Srewll had Robert.
The 28 day William Murray and Bessie Couper had Janet.

M. The 7 day John Wardlaw was married to Beatrix Keir.
The 28 day William Martill was married to Ellen Andirson.

**OCTOBER.**

B. The 5 day John Neilson and Keit Hewche had Robert.
That day David Henrison and Grizel Mudie had Janet.
The 8 day William Walwed and Elspet Alexander had David.
That day Edward Duglas and Janet Sanders had Thomas.
The 12 day Robert Murray and Isobel Talveour had Effie.
The 15 day Clement Sanderis and Marion Bell had James.
The 22 day Gawan Duglas and Janet Lochoir had Patrick,
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The 26 day John Andirson and Marion Andirson had James. That day Edward Wright and Bessie Peirson had Margaret (in fornication).

M. [None.]

NOVEMBER.

B. The 2 day John Andirson and Keit Proves had James. The 5 day James Wallange and Kete Wilson had Laurence. The 9 day John Drysdaleil and Marjory Sibbet had Alexander. The 19 day John Andirson and Margaret Aitkin had James. The 23 day Robert Huton and Bessie Huton had Effie. That day John Madir (after his slaughter by Rob Tomson) had a woman child born to him (posthumous) of his wife Bessie Steinson, baptized and called Margaret. That day John Strang and Ellen Rae had David. That day Isaac Watson and Janet Cutbertson had Bessie.

M. The 2 day Henry Logtoun was married to Janet Clerk. The 9 day David Andirson was married to Margaret Edison. The 23 day James Mudie and Nans Yong were married. William Simson and Margaret Logtoun. James Paycok and Janet Barklay.

DECEMBER.

B. The 7 day John Clark and Bessie Brand had John. That day Henry Peirson and Katherine Edison had Margaret. That day Geordi Abircrumbie ("relaps") and Bessie Alison had William (in fornication). The 17 day Laurence Strang and Janet Darny had John. That day John Burne and Marjory Andirson had Bessie. The 21 day Arche Peirson and Effie Aitkin had Alison. That day James Mersair, Dagati (Dalgety) and Keit Symson had James (in fornication). The 28 day Adam Currie and Margaret Edison had Helen. That day John Paton, collier, and Christian Nicoll had James. That day John Andirson and Kate Burne had John.

M. The 14 day Rob Andirson was married to Isobel Tomson. The 23 day George Moris was married to Nans Esplein.

JANUARY [1589-90].

B. The 4 day Thomas Couper and Margaret Law had Patrick. That day Thom Chrysteson and Bessie Dewer (relapse) had John (in fornication.) That day Allan Mudie and Janet Forfair had James. The 11 day John Steinsone and Margaret Anderson had John. That day David Hugon and Janet Millair had Robert. That day Andrew Andirson and Christian Kellok had John. The 25 day Adam Durie and Christian Barrie had Margaret. That day Peter Robertson and Margaret Atkin had Peter. That day John Law and Barbara Stewart had David. That day John Levistoun and Janet Beveraig had Janet. That day George Edison and Janet Weitit had Margaret. That day John Huton and Christian Wilson had Marion. That day Alexander Oswald (relapse 3) and Bessie Stobie (relapse 2) had John (in fornication). That day William Bonalay and Janet Hendirson had Robert. That day John Blakwood and Isobel Weitit had Christian. The 28 day Thomas Walwood and Isobel Logtoun had David.

M. The 11 day Tom Philp was married to Ellen Stenhus. The 18 day William Stenhus was married to Margaret Philp.
FEBRUARY.

B. The 1 day Henry Hunnon and Ellen Angus had Thomas.
That day George Cuninghame and Janet Henrie had Bessie.
That day James Speir and Margaret Peirson had David (in fornication).
The 4 day David Hendirson and Janet Aitkin had Adam.
That day Andrew Stirk and Kate Huton had William.
The 8 day John Gotherstoun and Margaret Clark had John.
That day John Astie and Kate Thomson had Abraham.
That day Andrew Foster and Margaret Bathcat had Isobel (in fornication).
The 15 day Alexander Lambe and Janet Cuninghame had William.
The 22 day Peter Trumbull and Isobell Car had John.
That day Tom Fieldie and Ellen Ranaldsone had Laurence.
That day James Abircrumbie and Keit Logton had Elspet (in fornication).

M. The 15 day Stevin Jameson was married to Margaret Kilgour.
The 22 day George Moris was married to Margaret Kinninmond.
John Huton to Bessie Burt.

MARCH.

B. The 1 day James Murray and Nans Lyndsay had William.
That day Walter Andison and Margaret Kellok had Janet.
That day Robert Wells and Grizel Andison had John.
That day Robert Mories and Marjory /Edisone had William.
That day Alexander Scotland and Elspet Bryce had John.
That day James Meldrum and Janet Wilson had Christian.
That day John Mories and Bessie Steinson had Andrew.
The 8 day Patrick Mikiljone and Margaret Burne had Patrick.
That day Robert Kellok and Margaret Cuninghame had Isobel.
The 15 day Stevin Donald and Janet Kellok had William.
The 18 day John Blakater and Janet Durie had Elspet.
That day William Robertson of Cragduckie, younger, and Nans Thomson had David.
That day Robert Murie and Janet Weynis had Robert.
The 22 day Laurence Alyson and Margaret Christie had John.
That day Robert Angus and Margaret Rae had Robert.
That day James Huton and Margaret Lyndsay had Gawan.
That day James Gibson and Nans Robertson had Nans.

M. The 1 day William Kent was married to Marjory Mudie.
William Pottair to Marjory Leslie.

APRIL [1590].

B. The 1 day David Pitcarne and Janet Wright had James.
That day William Rae and Isobel Spens had Alexander.
That day John Wilson, Pitdunnie, and Isobel Fargus had John.
That day John Bankis and Margaret Donaldson had Janet.
The 5 day Robert Young and Christian Brechin had Janet.
The 8 day Robert Lawson and Bessie Blak had Effie.
The 9 day John Andirson and Christian Kneland had James.
The 12 day William Broun and Margaret Bell had Bessie.
The 19 day Andrew Brand and Isobel Cuming had Janet.
That day John Dewar and Janet Stenhuns had Robert.
That day William Dewar and Janet Steinson had William.
The 22 day William Horn and Kate Dewer had Helen.
That day James Hall and Christian Bell had Christian.
The 29 day Henry Dewar and Marion Huton had James.

M. The 26 day John Walwood was married to Bessie Dewer.
MAY.

B. The 3 day John Greiff and Bellissant Hutson had John.
   That day John Andirsone and Margaret AEdison had Isobel.
   That day Laurence Anderson and Keit Morgain had Lourie (in fornication).
   That day Thomas Cant and Margaret Tomson had Andrew.
   That day David Astie and Marjory Logtoun had Christian.
   The 6 day David Bull and Christian Burn had John.
   The 13 day Henry Dewer and Marion Huton had John.
   The 17 day John Trumbill and Marjory Couper had Ellen.
   The 24 day Harry Bull and Margaret Car had Marjory.
   The 31 day John Davidsone, Inverkeithing, and Margaret Mastirtoun had John.
   That day John Mackalzeon and Ellen Ramsay had John.

M. The 3 day James Haistie was married to Christian Walwod.
   The 10 day Nicol Brown was married to Isobel Tomson.
   The 24 day William Watson was married to Janet Paycok.

JUNE.

B. The 7 day James Sibbet and Elspet Stevin had Elspet.
   That day John Galrig and Bessie Bull had Maus.
   That day Lourie Thomson and Janet Gray had William.
   The 17 day Thomas Trumbull and Marjory Dougias had Keterin.
   The 21 day John Weithed and Elison Wallace had Robert.
   That day Andrew Alison and Ellen Cuming had James.
   The 28 day Robert Brand and Bessie Pyff had Christian.
   That day William Cuninghame and Ellen Lausone had John.

M. The 7 day William Stewart, crowner, was married to Isobel Hepburn, Lady of Pitfirren, in Halryudhous kirk by John Duncansone, one of the King's ministers.
   The 21 day William Morgain was married to Christian Burn.
   The 28 day Andrew Bennet was married to Marjory Esplein.
   Alexander Inglis to Isobel Reid.

JULY.

B. The 12 day Adam Bouton and Nans Martiall had Margaret.
   That day William Tomson and Nans Wilson had Robert.
   That day David Horn and Janet Gillespik had Janet.
   The 19 day John Crawfurdf and Catherine Robertson had David.
   The 26 day George Colzear and Janet Bull had Geilis.
   That day Thomas Steinson and Marjory Thomson had Janet.
   The 29 day Harry Peirson and Marjory Dewer had Marjory.

M. The 12 day William Spens was married to Janet Swentoun.
   The 26 day Thomas Robertson was married to Marjory Donaldson.

AUGUST.

B. The 9 day John Walwod of Touch and Isobel Erskein had Janet.
   That day Robert Nicoll and Ellen Durie had Marjory.
   The 16 day James Kingorn and Effie Murray had William.
   That day John Young and Nans Andison had Helen.
   That day William Sandelands and Keit Wilson had Alexander.
   The 30 day James Mubray and Geillis Andison had Isobel.
   That day Patrick Rutherfund and Ellen Balrain had Annas.
   That day Richard Potter and Christian Couper had Janet.

M. The 16 day John Strang was married to Janet Makkie.
   David Esplein to Bessie Law.

1 (Culrois in margin.)
James Andirson to Margaret Steinsen.
George Dun to Margaret Peirson.
Henry Broun to Kete Elder.

SEPTEMBER.

B. The 2 day John Tomson and Janet Smith had Janet.
The 6 day John Brown and Christian Mudie had John.
That day William Wright and Janet Corsair had James.
That day Henry Logtoun and Janet Clark had Simon.
The 13 day Andrew Inglis and Maige Michell had Janet.
That day William Simsone and Margaret Logtoun had Andrew.
The 27 day James Cunand and Barbara Walvod had Robert.
That day Thomas Philp and Ellen Stenhus had Janet.
That day Thom Whyt and Janet Dagleich had Janet.
The 30 day Charles Kennedy and Margaret Bairdy had Elspet.

M. The 20 day Andrew Wells was married to Bessie Steinsone.

OCTOBER.

B. The 4 day Thomas Stenhus and Barbara Duglas had Christian.
That day Crispinie Swayne and Margaret Hutcheon had John.
That day Robert Whyt and Katerine Keddie had Christian.
That day John Walker and Margaret Stewart had Margaret.
That day John Mutray and Janet Thomson had Christian.
That day John Thomson ("fat fidler") and Marjory Finlason had Marjory (in fornication).
The 18 day Abrowham Walvod and Isobel Rowan had Alison.
That day George Burn and Margaret Bull had Christian.
The 21 day George Moris and Nans Espfein had William.
The 28 day James Cairnis and Margaret Davidsone had Isobel.

M. The 18 day Robert Huton was married to Helen Dagleich.

NOVEMBER.

B. The first day Andrew Murray and Effie Weimis had William.
That same day Simon Peirson and Margaret Craik had Margaret.
The 8 day Robert Lun and Janet Law had Janet.
That day John Strang and Ellen Rae had Ellen.
That day John Ewin and Janet Nicol had John.
The 15 day John Huton and Margaret Wilson had William.
That day James Howburne and Isobel Gardiner had John.
That day Edward Andirsone and Janet Dik had twins, Massie and Bessie.
The 22 day Robert Bread and Nans Andirson had Andrew.
That day James Robertson and Maus Dauling had Isobel.
That day Adam Man and Christian Michell had Bessie (in fornication, under promise of marriage).
The 29 day Philip Mubray and Elspet Spittell had Philip.
That day Robert Walvod and Bessie Strang had Isobel.
That day George Moris and Margaret Kinminmouth had Isobel.

M. The first day William Smith was married to Isobel Macki.
John Laing to Margaret Kar.
The 22 day David Kar was married to Kate Eldr.
And William Smart to Margaret Tod.

DECEMBER.

B. The 20 day Edward Tomson and Elspet Beinie had Bessie.
That day Abraham Spens and Christian Watson had John.
That day Gibbe Huton and Maige Deis had Walter (in fornication).

M. The 13 day John Mudie was married to Christian Kellok.
JANUARY [1590-91].

B. The third day David Elder and Nans Dewer had David.
   That day John Huton, younger, and Bessie Burt had David.
   That day James Chalmer and Margaret Sandis had Patrick.
   That day William Martiall, deceased, and Ellen Anderson had Laurence.
   That day John Bull, younger, in the Green, and . . . . had David (in fornication).
   That day John Wilson and Bessie Cunninghame had John (in fornication).
   That day George Warkman and Beatrice Smith had Janet.
   The 17 day Robert Schortes and Janet Brown had John.
   That day James Paycock and Helen Whyte had Abraham.
   That day Adam Fergus and Christian Drysdaill had Janet.
   That day Henry Peirson and Margaret Cuninghame had Henry.
   That day Henry Broun and Janet Kellok had Margaret.
   That day John Thomson and Margaret Walker had David.
   That day Robert Anderson and Effie Harrowair had John.
   The 24 day John Mackie and Janet Walwod had William.
   That day John Walwod and Effie Boswell had Ellen (in fornication).
   That day James M murderous and Nans Young had Thomas.
   The 31 day William Ekle and Katherine Cuninghame had Robert.
   That day James Mairtin and Janet Hay had Andrew.
   That day Laurence Strang and Janet Darnie had twins, Madie and Katherine
   That day John Smart and Kate Forthinghame, "his harlot," had Robert (in fornication).

M. The 24 day Thomas Chrystie was married to Janet Huton.

FEBRUARY.

B. The 7 day Robert Wilson and Margaret Scotland had Janet.
   That day John Chattu and Kate Kellok had William.
   That day John Tomson and Bessie Stewart had Christian.
   The 14 day Robert Andirson and Kate Thomson had Janet.
   That day John Hadand and Elspet Wright had William.
   That day John Robertson and Nans Lourie had John.
   That day John Chrystie and Ellen Waddell had Margaret.
   That day John Nwall and Nans Carslaw had Nans.
   The 21 day John Fleming and Isobel Sandis had William.
   That day Robert Anderson and Marion Portair had Grizel.
   That day Adam Walwod and Katherine Kellok had Barbara.
   The 28 day John Andirson and Bessie Chrystie had Margaret.
   That day John Steill and Janet Chrystesone had Laurence.
   That day Wille Watson and Janet Paycock had Nans.
   That day John Webster, alias Hendirson, and Mause Dagleisch had Janet
   (in fornication, under promise of marriage).

M. The 14 day Thomas Allain was married to Christian Mailer.
   Thomas Gibson to Ellen Blak.
   George Abircumbie to Elizabeth Coutis, Inverkeithing.

MARCH.

B. The 3 day James Inche and Janet Hutson had James.
   The 7 day William Kent and Marjory Mudie had Helen.
   That day Laurence Dagleiche and Katherine Reid had Janet.
   That day Robert Ramsay and Christian Fyffe had Robert.
   The 10 day Thomas Huton and Janet Beveraig had Mause.
   The 14 day John Peirson and Grizel Mairtoum had John.
   The 17 day Robert Stenhus and Katherine Douglas had Henry.
   The 21 day James Huton and Isobel Kid had Janet.
   The 28 day [1591] William Stenhuse and Margaret Philip had Robert.
   That day James Scotland and Isobel Portair had William.

M. [None.]
APRIL [1591].

B. The 4 day Thomas Mikilhois and Janet Lyndsay had Bessie. The 11 day Allan Walwool and Rosina Walkar had William. That day William Pottair and Maige Lesslie had John. The 18 day George Peirson and Effie Phillen had David. That day Wille Hamilton and Bessie Pillons had Elspet (in fornication). That day William Walkair and Katherine Wilson had Ellen. The 21 day John Stobie and Marion Aitkin had Ellen. The 25 day Andrew Bennait and Marjory Esplein had John. That day John Coweintrie and Elspet Youngair had Janet. That day John Huton and Janet Beveraige had Henry. 

M. The 11 day . . . Wilson was married to Margaret Burn. The 25 day Andrew Potter was married to Bessie Davidson.

MAY.

B. 2, Henry Turnbull and Ellen Mutray had George. 2, Robert Rannald and Keit Aikman had Christian. 2, Arche Cuningham and Janet Dagleieh had James. 16, David Huton and Ellen Peirsone had Janet. 16, Andrew Smithe and Margaret Walwool had Christian. 16, Robert Paton and Isobel Keir had David (in fornication). 19, Robert Mersair and Margaret Barrant had Laurence. 19, John Anderson and Marion Anderson had Janet. 19, James Sibbet, Nethirtoun, and Margaret Logtoun had . . . . 23, James Murray and Nans Lyndsay had Jean. 23, David Broun and Bessie Cutis had John. 23, William Legat and Margaret Couper had William. 23, Peter Robertson and Margaret Aitkin had James. 26, William Smyth and Christian Wright had Christian. 30, Alexander Webster, alias Henderson, and Janet Gib had Ellen.

M. [None.]

JUNE.

B. 2, Laurence Patrik and Janet Mories had twins, Alison and Ellen. 2, James Cuming and Margaret Broun had George. 13, Laurence Walker and Maige Phillain had Barbara. 16, William Durie and Janet Hutcheon had John. 16, Andrew Wells and Bessie Steinson had Janet. 20, John Law and Barbara Stewart had Janet. 20, Edward Burn and Margaret Mulie had Christian. 20, John Anderson and Janet Anderson had Margaret. 27, James Reid and Bessie Lindsay had Henry. 27, John Craik and Christian Broun had Janet. 27, James Beveraige and Janet Gib had John. 27, John Watson and Bessie Johnson had Margaret.

M. [None. N.B.—No marriages appear to be recorded from April to December of this year.]

JULY.

B. 4, John Gib and Isobel Lyndsay had Jean. 4, James Mutray and Margaret Bruce had James. 4, Arche Peirson and Isobel Dik had Adam. 4, Isaac Watson and Janet Cuddie had Gilbert. 11, Wille Spens and Janet Swenton had William. 25, William Pratus and Mage Cairnie had Jenn. 25, John Strang and Janet Mackie had Ellen. 25, Alexander Cricht and Grizel Walkar had Janet. 25, James Fotheringham and Isobel Walkar had James.

M. [None.]
AUGUST.

B. 1, Richard Martein and Ellen Smith had James.
1, Thomas Wostwoord and Grizel Michell had Robert.
1, Henry Gibson and Naus Robertson had Elspet.
8, John Wright and Nans Wilson had Emillie (in fornication).
8, John Bennait and Margaret Cuthbert had Janet (in fornication).
11, Edward Wylie and Nans Hodgs had Janet.
15, William Wilson and Margaret Burn had John.
15, Nicol Dagleich and Ellen Blaiikwod had Catherine.
22, Robert Young and Christian Brechin had Margaret.
22, William Moutray and Bessie Couper had Helen.
22, David Esplein and Bessie Law had Janet.
22, Edward Laving and Margaret Car had Barbara.
22, Adam Andirson and Christian Tomson had Janet.
29, Rob Tomson and Bessie Stalker had Isobel.
29, Tom Kellok and Margaret Huton had Elspet.

M. [None.]

SEPTEMBER.

B. 2, Robert Peirs and Bessie Burn had Margaret.
2, Robert Huton and Ellen Dagleische had Janet.
2, Peter Dewar and Katherine Bruce had John.
8, John Mudie and Christian Kellok had John.
8, David Pitcairne and Janet Wright had Margaret.
22, William Stewart, "crounell," and Isobel Hepburn, his lady, had Frederick.
     [Regina in margin.]
22, John Tomson and Marjory Bull had Janet.
22, John Huton and Margaret Steinson had Elspet.
29, Robert Cusing and Alison Peirson had Janet.
29, Robert Kellok and Bessie Chalmer had Margaret.
29, William Wilson and Margaret Blakater had Janet (in fornication).

M. [None.]

OCTOBER.

B. 3, Laurence Huton and Bessie Blak had Ellen.
6, John Sumervail and . . . . had Christian (in fornication).
6, Patrick Freeland and Bessie Keir had Thomas (in fornication).
6, Will Rae and Christian Arthur had William (in fornication).
6, Thomas Culrois and Marion Donaldson had John.
20, William Rae and Isobel Spens had Nans.
27, Robert Car and Effie Abircrumbie had Isobel.
27, Adam Broun and Marion Mudie had Margaret.
27, James Couper and Christian Binninge had Marion.

M. [None.]

NOVEMBER.

B. 7, Alexander Inglis and Isobel Reid had John.
7, Richard Pottair and Christian Couper had John.
7, John Andirson and Margaret Bruce had Janet.

M. [None.]

DECEMBER.

B. 5, Thomas Waiwod and Isobel Logtoun had Margaret.
5, John Strange and Ellen Rae had Rosina.
5, Richard Huton and Bessie Murriell had Effie.
12, Alexander Galry and Grizel Steinson had Andrew.
12, James Haistie and Christian Waiwod had Robert.
19, David Hendirson, cordiner, and Janet Atkin had Robert.
19, William Waiwod and Elspet Alexander had George.
19, Peter Trumbill and Isobel Car had Henry.
19. David Wells and Janet Alison had Christian.
22. William Elder and Janet Wardlaw had William.

M. [None.]

JANUARY [1591-92].

B. 2. William Walkar and Gelis Portair had Marjory.
5. Rob Car and Kete Andirson had Kete (in fornication).
16. Wille Robertson and Kete Richertson had John (in fornication). [On one margin, Tillibairn; on the other, Athol's predecessor.]
16. John Gothirstoun and Margaret Clark had Isobel.
19. Edward Andirson and Janet Dik had Ellen.
19. Robert Murray and Bessie Talzeour had Janet.
23. George Abercrumbie and Elspet Couts had Andrew.

M. 30. James Tomson was married to Keit Logtoun.

FEBRUARY.

B. 6. John Kellok and Margaret Donaldson had Marjory.
9. Robert Cuninghame and Janet Paton had Isobel.

M. 6. John Culrois was married to Bessie Tomson.

[The Record is awanting, February 1591—July 1598.]

"The names of the personis baptisit and thair parentis, of personis joynit in mariege and the day of the solemnizasioun, fra the Witsunday in the yeir of God j"mve fourescore auchtient yeiris in the tou and parochin of Dunfermling during the ministerie of Mr. Jone Fairfull and Mr. Andro Forrester, ministeris thaire."

JULY.

M. 15. James Kirkland was married to Katherine Milne.

AUGUST.

M. [None.]

SEPTEMBER.

M. [None.]

M. 30. James Thomson was married to Helen Strang.

OCTOBER.

21. Laurence Morgane and Janet Daglishe had James.
21. Thomas Philip and Helen Stennos has Thomas.
21. Henry Turnebull and Helen Mowbray had Janet.
29. John Burne and Marion Andersone had Robert.
29. James Huttoun, tailor, and Marion Tod had James.
29. William Wilsoin in Cowsieknavis and Isobel Pacok had Isobel.
29. David Andersone in Pitbachlay and Helen Andersone had William.
29. Robert Scharpe at Lessodie mill and Janet Phinlasone had John.

M. 11. Patrick Steinsone was married to Bessie Reid.
21. Adam Curriour was married to Margaret Swintoun.
NOVEMBER.

B.  4, Laurence Huttoun, merchant, and Bessie Blak had Thomas.
    4, Peter Dewar and Janet Murray had Patrick.
    11, Robert Mersar and Margaret Barrone had Laurence.
    11, William Patrik and Janet Strachan had Bessie.
    11, William Makie and Catherine Horne had Alison.
    15, George Huttoun and Helen Gibson had Janet.
    15, John Andersone and Janet Andersone had Henry.
    19, William Schorteus and Janet Gib had Jean.
M.  8, Nicol Lermunthe to Janet Inglis.
    26, John Harrower to . . . . Mikill.

DECEMBER.

B.  3, John Young in the Lymekills and Christian Gray had Grizel.
    3, Robert Kellok of Lessodie mill and Margaret Cuninghame had Thomas.
    3, David Blak in Coldlaw and . . . . had Thomas.
    19, Henry Dewar and Marion Huttoun had Marion.
    19, Robert Wallis and Grizel Andersone had Andrew.
    19, Thomas Broun, weaver, and Janet Chowie had David.
    19, James Gibson, miller, and Margaret Paterson had Nicol.
    19, George Abercrombie and Elspet Cuttis had Robert.
    24, Edward Thomson, merchant, and Marjory Pergus had Helen.
    24, Patrick Turnbull and Katherine Smithe had Isobel.
    26, John Wolsoun in Pitconachie and Janet Cuninghame had John.
    26, William Smith (deceased), "rider" at Dunfermline, and Christian Wright had Henry.
    31, Adam Wallat, baker, and Katherine Kellok had Margaret.
M.  10, David Stewart to Janet Sibbethe.
    27, William Cuninghame to Janet Miller.

JANUARY [1598-99].

B.  7, Andrew Cant, weaver in Wester Gellet, and Janet Pacok had James.
    7, Robert Aikin and Elspet Murray had Effie.
    7, Robert Haa and Catherine Wilsone had Catherine (in fornication).
    23, John Andersoun in the Nethertoun and Janet Andersoun had Janet.
    25, John Meldrum and Bessie Wolsoun had Robert.
M.  14, Richard Walker to Isobel Smithe.
    21, David Hoge to Bessie Bredheid.
    25, William Andersone, tailor, to Margaret Bonalay.

FEBRUARY.

B.  4, John Robertson and Nams Huttoun had Janet.
    4, James Smeye and Christian Elder had James.
    4, John Dow, collier, and Christian Schortous had Thomas.
    4, Richard Law, servitor to William Robertson of Craigmuky, and Janet Knox had Janet (in fornication).
    11, Thomas Mudie in Easter Gellett and Bessie Turnebull had Christian.
    11, Alexander Burne, baker, and Helen Henderson had Peter.
    11, William Spens, tailor, and Janet Swintoun had David.
    11, John Andersone, alias Watterlaid, and Katherine Brown had William.
    11, John Mudie and Janet Huttoun had William.
    11, John Gibson in Lennoxis and Elspet Melk had Andrew.
    11, Andrew Mthesone and Katherine Angous had Bessie.
    18, . . . . Warkman and Katherine Finlasone had Margaret.
    18, Allan Mudie, weaver, and Janet Forfar had John.
    25, Steven Donald, miller at Pitlever mill, and Marjory Sibbatt had Robert.
    25, Thomas Feldie, cordiner, and Helen Ranneldsone had Isobel.
25, Robert Murray in the Lymekills and Bessie Berdner had Andrew.
26, George Lindsay of Kevill and Elizabeth Lindsay had Isobel.
28, John Fleming of Blaklaw and Bessie Sandis had Patrick.
M. 14, Andrew Kinninmont to Helen Angus.
18, Mr. James Dagleische to Janet Mikilljone.
18, Thomas Mudie, maltman, to Margaret Wolsone.
25, Henry Gib, collier, to Catherine Gray.

MARCH.

B. 4, Robert Rudderfur and Elspet Gray had Isobel (in fornication).
  4, John Strang, cordiner, and Janet Makie had Katherine.
  4, John Thomsone, weaver, and Masie Bull had Margaret.
11, William Crawfert in Wester Luske and Katherine Tod had William.
11, Laurence Andersone, fornicator, parishioner of Crumie, and Bessie Currou had Margaret.
25 (1599), George Andersone in Lymekills and Margaret Quarriour had Marion.

M. [None.]

APRIL [1599].

B. 8, William Douglas, son of William Douglas, collier, and Mary Living-
  stone had John (in fornication).
  8, John Kelloche in the Nethertoun and Janet Reid had James.
15, John Mudie in the Gellat and Christian Kellok had Bessie.
15, Harry Gat in the Lymekills and Margaret Kyd had George.
15, Andrew Currou in Baithe and Helen Law had Harry.
15, James Reid, merchant, and Bessie Lindsay had Margaret.
22, Andrew Dewar of Wodend of Keltie and Isobel Dik had Marion.
22, Thomas Smithe, collier, and Margaret Patoun had Andrew.
28, John Greif, tenant in Tunigask, and Christian Bennat had Robert.
28, John Dewar in Garwolkwod and Isobel Moreis had James.

M. 11, Robert Duthie of Foddis mill was married to Janet Durie, daughter of
  Henry Durie in the Nethetoun.

MAY.

B. 5, John Balfour in Maistertoun and Christian Lawstone had Christian.
  5, John Schorteus in the Colzera and Janet Broun had John.
  5, James Sandis in Wester Gellat and Margaret Aitkin had Harry.
  5, Robert Moreis and Marion Adisoun had James.
  5, John Adisoun, miller, and Betrice (Beatrix) Turnebull had John.
12, Laurence Andersone in Craiglusker and Marjory Cokburne had Betrice
  (Beatrix).
12, Nicoll Inglis in Pittdinnie and Bessie Cuninghame had Margaret.
12, Andrew Wischart, servant to Gavin Douglas, and Margaret Messoun had Betrice
  (in fornication).
12, Thomas Forfar, parishioner of Abernethy, and Elspet Robertson had
  Dorothy (after a testimonial of his marriage by the minister of that parish).
12, Alexander Cochren and Katherine Bryse had Laurence (in fornication).
19, John Lawsons "besyd the Milburne" and Janet Donald had John.
19, David Persone in Pittdinnie and Margaret Cuninghame had David.
19, Adam Wolsone at the Milburne and Katherine Wolsone had Elspet.
27, David Pacok in Pitcorthie and Janet Chrystie had Margaret.
19, (See), (the three entries of that date repeated).

M. 2, John Huttoun to Agnes Smithe.
  9, Andrew Potter to Janet Burne.
13, Patrick Stennes to Katherine Ealder.
30, Laurence Horne to Janet Wolsone.
30, Florence Broun to Eupham Fillen.
JUNE.

B. 9, James Daglisle in Craiglusker and Christian Cragie had James.
24, Archibald Douglas, merchant, and Janet Phillen had David.
24, Patrick Steinsone, merchant, and Bessie Reid had Bessie.
24, William Cusing and Margaret Roberson had Janet (in fornication).
29, James Mutray in the Galrik hill and Janet Wardlaw had Thomas.

M. 3, Alexander Culross to Christian Forrester.
17, Patrick Davidsone to Margaret Makildowie.
24, Alexander Baxter, parishioner of Dalgety, to Agnes Persone.

JULY.

B. 1, John Mathesoun in the Newra and Marjory Andro had John.
1, James Hamilton and Agnes Mirie had Adam (in fornication).
7, George Walker, merchant, and Marjory Cuthbert had James.
11, James Lindsay and Janet Broun had Janet (in adultery; satisfied the kirk for three months).
13, James Corse in the Galrik hill and Bessie Sandis had William.
14, Robert Wallett and Bessie Strang had David.
14, John Galrik in Sanct Margrattis stone and Agnes Andersons had Janet.
14, James Kellok in Pittrevie and Margaret Chalmor had . . .
20, James Chalmor in Knokhous and Margaret Sandis had Elspet.
28, James Clark and Bessie Tarvett had Isobel.
28, Peter Dewar and Katherine Bruse had Barbara.
28, Andrew Turnebull, younger, in the Brumhall and Bessie Fudie had George.

M. 7, William Douglas to Mary Livingstone.
15, John Abercrumie to Agnes Andersons.

AUGUST.

B. 3, Thomas Steinsone and Marjory Thomson had Patrick.
3, William Thomsone and Janet Potter had Margaret.
17, James Meldrum and Janet Wilsone had John.
17, William Elder and Katherine Cuningham had John and William.
17, James Thomsone and . . . had Helen.
26, William Potter and Margery Leslie had Margaret.

M. 15, James Hamilton to Agnes Mirie.
19, David Germont to Barbara Douglas.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 9, Harry Mudie and Margaret Reid had George.
9, John Harrower and Bessie Makie had Bessie.
15, James Kinesman and Christian Wallat had David (in fornication).
22, David Broune of the Coklaw and Christian Blake had David.
25, Mr. William Melvino, Commendator of Tungland, and Agnes Lindsay had Sophia (Melvill).
25, Alexander Ingilles and Isobel Rid had Margery.

M. 30, George Thomson to Margaret Gatta.

OCTOBER.

B. 3, John Mill and . . . had twins, John and Margaret.
7, William Cuningham and Christian Millar had Margaret.
14, John Thomson in the Lymekills and Christian Keir had John.
14, Edward Douglas in Wester Gellat and Marion Kirk had Bessie.
21, William Deas and Janet Garven had Christain.
21, George Bruse in Blairrothe and Margaret Orrok had Janet.
21, George Hutton, merchant, and Bessie Cudbert had Janet.
21, Mr. Andrew Forrester, minister at Dunfermline, and Helen Ramsay had Margaret.

28, Andrew Reid and Margaret Otsoun had Helen.

M. [None.]

NOVEMBER.

B. 17, John Calendar, gardener of Pittincreif, and Jean Nicoll had Patrick.

24, William Steinsoin, collier in the Nethertoun, and Marjory Garvie had Christian.

24, Robert Young and Bessie Lugton had Alexander.

24, James Ker and Catherine Robertson had Janet.

24, David Douglas and . . . . had John (in fornication).

27, Henry Miller and Catherine Rawane had Helen.

27, Patrick Miller and Isobel Broun had William.

M. 21, John Walker to Bessie Aitken.

21, David Thomsone to Margaret Wricht.

DECEMBER.

B. 2, William Essoun and Christain Anderson had Bessie.

2, James Scotland and Janet Angus had William (in fornication).

12, William Smart and Bessie Mudie had Christian.

12, Thomas Mudie and Margaret Wilson had James.

16, Patrick Davidson and Margaret Makildowie had William.

19, Mr. James Daglische and Janet Meikiljone had Margaret.

M. 8, Robert Wardlaw to Christian Daglische.

JANUARY [1600].

B. 2, William Broun in the Lymekillis and Margaret Dewar had Grizel.

9, Robert Halkett of Pitfirren and Margaret Murray had Annas.

9, Peter Dewar and Janet Murray had Eupham.

9, William Sandilans and Jellis Smithe had Richard.

12, Robert Andersoun in Craigdukie and Eupham Harrover had James.

12, John Thomson in the Nethertoun and Emie Kiming had Christian.

12, Gilbert Blair and Elspeth Joustoun had Janet (in fornication).

19, Richard Potter and Christain Cuper had Marjory.

27, John Young in the Lymekillis and Agnes Andersoun had Christian.

29, Alexander Chalmer in Logie and Marjory Douglas had Agnes.

M. 3, Thomas Cuthie to Christain Blekwod.

26, John Bene to Agnes Blekwod.

29, William Stennes to Margaret Hugoun.

FEBRUARY.

B. 3, Andrew Wallis, cordiner, and Bessie Stensoun had Alexander.

9, Andrew Hutton, cordiner, and Elspeth Cuningham had Thomas.

24, Thomas Chrystia and Janet Hutton had Janet.

24, Thomas Inglis, cordiner, and . . . . had Helen.

24, Thomas Kellok and Maus Angus had Alison (in fornication).

M. 3, William Murie to Katherine Cuninghame.

3, George Cramie to Janet Broun.

6, Mr. Robert Thomson to Christian Clerk.

MARCH.

B. 2, John Walker and Bessie Aithen had Margaret.

9, Walter Nakie and Katherine Horne had Margaret.

1 There are many instances about this period of the omission of the wife's name, through sheer inadvertence.
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9. Gilbert Murray and Janet Sibbet had Janet.
9. Henry Miller and Margaret Stirk had Jelis.
9. Edward Burne and Margaret Mudie had Margaret.
10. James Murray, younger, wright, and Isobel Laing had Isobel (in fornication).
16. George Burne and Marjory Bull had Marjory.
26. William Robertson and Agnes Thomsoun had Katherine.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

6. Patrick Halked and Margaret Duncisoun had Elspeth (in fornication).
12. George Warkman, tailor, and Beatrice Smithe had Annas.
12. Andrew Petter and Janet Burne had Margaret.
12. John Makie in the Coldlaw and Janet Wallett had John.
15. Henry Douglas in the Gellat and Janet Murray had Janet.
20. John Huttoun, weaver, and Agnes Smithe had John.
22. David Smiton in Over Lessodie and . . . had John.
26. Robert Andersous, gardener to "my lord of Tungland," and Nanis Bredheid had Phredrik.
26. Charles Andersone in Prumrose and Margaret Mirie had Masie.

M. 6. William Cuninghame to Janet Lugtoun.

MAY.

4. John Nivin and Helen Currie had Janet.
4. James Sandilens, son-in-law to Agnes Sandilens, and Katherine Bothwell had Marion (baptised upon a testimonial from the minister of Kinnicher).
11. Stevin Donald in Pitliver Mill and Marjory Sibbethe had Andrew.
11. Adam Wolsoun and Katherine Wolsoun had John.
11. Thomas Key and Marjory Steill had John.
18. Adam Walker in the Windmilhill and Margaret Bryse had Janet.
18. George Knox and Margaret Forrester had John (in fornication).
21. David Douglas in the Nethertoun and Margaret Meikiljohne had Jean.
31. Mr. John Melvill of Kirkcaldie and Elspeth Kilgoure had William (in fornication).

M. 4. Robert Cuninghame to Janet Wolsoun.

JUNE.

B. 15. Andrew Stirk in the Clune and Janet Huttoun had Margaret.
18. Andrew Caunt in the Pittiemure and Margaret . . . had Andrew.

M. [None.]

JULY.

B. 18. Richard Lermont and Marjory Furd had Eupham.
23. Elspeth Nesmither had her daughter Lillias, begotten in fornication with James Stewart, baptized.
M. 11, John Arnat to Janet Schankis.  
20, Matthew Egger to Margaret Jenisoun.  
28, Andrew Tuichie(?) to Catherine Fyl.

AUGUST.

B. 3, Adam Walwod, baker, and Katherine Kellok had Bessie.  
10, Andrew Allesoun, mason, and Helen Kving(?) had Margaret.  
13, David Willemsone, weaver, and Bessie Pacok had Bessie.  
20, William Esplein and Margaret Esplein had Margaret.  
24, John Dow and Christian Schortews had Beatrix.

M. [None.]

SEPTEMBER.

B. 6, Andrew Kinninmont in the Kolzer and Helen . . . had John.  
12, Andrew Allesoun,merchant, and Janet Cuthbert had Bessie.  
21, David Hendrisoun and Grizel Mudie had David.  
28, John Young and Christian Gray had Bessie.  
30, John Davidson in the Nethertoun and Katherine Wardlaw had Andrew.

M. [None.]

OCTOBER.

B. 7, Allan Walwod, cordiner, and Rosina Walker had Janet.  
21, Patrick Steinsoun, merchant, and Bessie Reid had David.  
21, Robert Douglas in Pittever and Helen Donald had Robert.  
21, Thomas Paterson in the Lynekillis and . . . had Henry and John, twins.  
26, David Ker, sword slipper, and Katherine Ealder had John.  
26, William Watsoun, cordiner, and Janet Pacok had Helen.  
26, Thomas Gray, miller, and Beatrix Boswell had Alison.  
26, David Astien and Marjory Lugtoun had John.

M. [None.]

NOVEMBER.

B. 2, Adam Curroun in Wester Gellat and Margaret Swintoun had Bessie.  
6, George Lyndsay of Kevill and . . . Lindsay had James.  
8, Henry Lawpsone and Janet Tod had George.  
8, William Simson, collier, and Isobel Lugtoun had Janet.  
11, Andrew Melvill of Garvok, his Majesty’s Master of Household, and . . . Hamilton had Janet.  
18, Thomas Young and . . . had Francis.  
18, Mr. John Fairfull, minister, and . . . had Fredrik.  
20, James Hutton and Marjory Tod had Bessie.  
20, William Andersoun, tailor, and Margaret Bonalay had William.  
25, William Walwod in Baithe and Elspet Alexander had Janet.  
30, John Burne in the Nethertoun and Janet Michell had Janet.

M. 4, Mr. Hew Myldis to Margaret Durie.  
4, David Burne to Margaret Broun.  
18, Andrew Hutton to Isobel Stalker.  
25, George Lugtoun to Janet Kiming.  
25, George Jonstoun to Isobel Rae.

DECEMBER.

B. 7, Robert Ker, servant to John Mudie in the Gellat, and Bessie Pacok had Bessie (in fornication).  
15, William Walwod in Tuche and . . . Spittell had Andrew.  
18, John Orhance, violer to the Queen’s Majesty, and Dorothy Lokie had Fredrik.  
28, George Hutton, merchant, and Bessie Cuthbert had Barbara.  
28, James Chalmer in Knokhous and Margaret Sandis had Alexander.
M. 2, John Mathesoune, servant to John Gib, married to Bessie Alisoun.
2, Thomas Bankis to Isobel Tod.
9, John Peg, parishioner of Cleish, to Janet Inglis.
16, Thomas Philip to Janet Lindsay.
23, Robert Currie to Katherine Michelsoun.
30, Alexander Crystie to Agnes Lawrie.
30, James Michell to Isobel Rawen.

JANUARY [1601]

B. 5, John Cunninghame in the Syllitoun and Isobel Cuninghame had Robert.
5, Patrick Turnebull and Katherine Smithe had Andrew.
11, John Broun in the Nethertoun and Christian Madie had David.
13, David Germont and Barbara Douglas had Bessie.
20, John Wright and Nannis Wolsoun had John.
24, Patrick Davidsoun and Margaret Makilroy had Patrick.

M. 13, Robert Peiris to Effie Shortews.

FEBRUARY.

B. 10, Mr. Robert Thomsone and Christian Clerk had Lawrence.
10, James Cairnis, weaver, and Margaret Davidson had Robert.
13, The Master of Orknay and Mistress Margaret Stewart had Anna.
15, William Esoun, weaver, and Christian Andersoun had William.
15, John Andersoun in Lusker and Marion Andersoun had Andrew.
15, Robert Murray in the Lymekillis and Margaret Berner had Grizel.
17, Patrick Rudderfurd and Helen Baran had Janet.
20, Thomas Greif in Biernebathie and . . . . had Margaret.
24, David Dewart and Jean Logan had James.

M. 17, John Anderson to Christian Shortews.
24, Andrew Turnebull to Bessie Futhie.
24, William Lugtoun to Janet Smitoun.
24, Adam Diksoun to Elspet Stirk.

MARCH.

B. 1, William Murie in Urchart and Katherine Cuninghame had Alexander.
1, John Machreche and Janet Fisher had John (in fornication).
8, William Currou in Keiris Baithe and Helen Law had Bessie.
8, Thomas Covintrie in Stewertis Baithe and Janet Row had Bessie.
15, John Thomson and Margaret Primrose had Elspet (in fornication).
17, John Wolsoun in Pidtonochie and Janet Cuninghame had Elspet.
20, John Hutton, corder, and Helen Steinsoun had Barbara.
22, Patrick Metland and Bessie Row had Alexander.
22, Andrew Wallis, corder, and Bessie Steinsoun had Andrew.
24, Robert Lawsoun, smith in the Crosfurd, and Bessie Blak had Andrew.
26, John Mathesoun, servant to John Gib, and Bessie Alisoun had Isobel.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 2, Adam Schorteous, flesher, and Margaret Miller had David.
2, John Burne in the Newraw and Margaret Steinsoun had William.
2, David Cunninghame in Pitdinnie and . . . . had Robert (in adultery).
7, John Aidsoun in Pittincreif mill and Beatrix Turnboll had Dorothy.
7, John Nicoll and Elspet Magill had Elspet (in fornication).
19, Walter Hutton, weaver, and Margaret Rae had Margaret.
19, William Cuninghame in the Crosfurd and Janet Lugtoun had Janet.
28, Patrick Legat, skinner, and Bessie Blak had Bessie.

M. [None.]
MAY.

B. 5, Andrew Mure, merchant, and Janet Mertein had Bessie.
10, Nicol Jonstoun and Isobel Maxwell had Margaret.
17, William Rudderfur and . . . . had David (in fornication).
17, William Walvod in Tod and Isobel Walvod had Margaret.
24, John Hepburne and Margaret Lindsay had Margaret (in fornication).
26, William Cairnie and Margaret Robertoun had Thomas (in fornication).
31, David Bruce, baker, and Katherine Walvod had Margaret.
31, Archibald Douglas, merchant, and Janet Phillen had Robert.

M. 12, Charles Wallense to Margaret Dewar.
12, John Drysdell to Margaret Pecok.
26, David Douglas to Janet Smiteun.

JUNE.

B. 2, James Reid, merchant, and Bessie Lindsay had Thomas.
14, George Walker, merchant, and Marjory Cuthbert had George.
14, Thomas Stennos in Mestertoun and Janet Douglas had Thomas.
14, George Jonstoun and . . . . had Andrew.
16, John Andersoun, servant to James Kingorge (sic), and Janet Michie had James (in fornication).
22, Andrew Tuichie, fisher, and Katherine Fyf had David.
24, Stevin Donald in Pitliver Mill and Margaret Sibett had David.

M. 2, Alexander Lugtoun to Janet Patoun.
16, John Stewart to Marjory Wolsoun.
16, Robert Stirk to Agnes Ker.
29, William Williamsoun, weaver, to Effie Schortews.

JULY.

B. 12, Robert Andersoun, weaver, and Isobel Thomsoune had Robert.
17, Robert Halkett of Pitfiren and Margaret Murray had Isobel.
19, David Andersoun in Pitbachlie and Helen Andersoun had Janet.
21, David Blak in the Coklaw and Helen Dawie had John.
26, Andrew Inglis, cordiner, and Marjory Michell had John.
28, John Andersoun, litster, and Bessie Chrystie had Isobel.
30, James Makie and . . . . had John.

M. 7, William Cusing to Margaret Burn.
7, William Cuninghame to Helen Brume.
7, Andrew Adivisoun to Janet Walker.
14, Edward Stirk to Bessie Bull.
14, Andrew Horne to Katherine Gray.
21, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw to Katherine Alisoun.

AUGUST.

B. 4, William Wilsoun in the Coifknawis (?) and Isobel Pecok had Agnes.
9, William Pecok in Mestertoun and Helen Mure had James.
9, Robert Schairp and Janet Phinlasoun had James.
31, Thomas Mudie in the Nethertoun and Isobel Wolsoun had John.

M. 11, Laurence Andersoun to Janet Moreis.
— John Logan to Margaret Gat (?)..

SEPTEMBER.

B. 1, Patrick Stewart of Baith and Katherine Baram had Margaret
1, Andrew Bennat, baker, and Marjory Esplein had Margaret.
6, John Wolsoun and Katherine Makkerten had John.
6, Thomas Mudie and Bessie Turnbull had William.
6, Richard Walker, merchant, and Isobel Smithie had twins, Laurence and Adam.
12, William Flokert in Pitcorthe and Marjory Bull had David.
15, Thomas Gib, servant to the Queen's Majesty; and . . . . had Isobel.
20, John Stirk and Marjory Fleming had Robert.
20, Nicol Hunter in Pittincrew and Helen Huttoun had Marion.
20, Patrick Stennop in North Tod and Katherine Ealder had James.
20, Thomas Richie in Baithe and Margaret Andersons had Elspeth.
20, Laurence Russell in Tuche mill and Bessie Gib had Isobel.
20, George Lughtoun and Janet Kiming (? Kuning) had James.
20, James Dalglische in the Blaklaw and Christian Cragie had James.
20, Harry Bull, cutler, and Margaret Ker had Robert.
21, Andrew Dewer in Keltiewod and Isobel Dik had John.
27, Clement Sanders in the Cregis and Marion Bell had Eupham.
27, Adam Watt in the Lymekillis and Nannis Brum had Katherine.

M. 2, David Barrie to Janet Wolsoun.
7, Edward Thomstone, merchant, to Janet Burne.

OCTOBER.

B. 4, Robert Turnebull and Janet Herper had Helen.
4, William Crawfert and Katherine Told had Bessie.
11, George Huttoun, cordiner, and Helen Gibsoun had Bessie.
11, Henry Turnebull, merchant, and Helen Mutray had James.
20, John Burne in the Gellat and Margaret Anderson had Thomas.
25, Robert Wolsoun, tailor, and Margaret Scotland had Christian.
25, Robert Michie, collier, and Janet Davidson had Bessie.
25, John Schortews and Janet Tod had Janet (in fornication).
25, Mr. John Murray, servant to her Majesty, and Margaret Murray had Barbara (in fornication).

M. 3, Harry Young to Christian Keir.

NOVEMBER.

B. 1, James Sandis in the Wester Gellat and Margaret Etkin had Bessie.
1, John Mude and Marion Baxter had Thomas.
3, Robert Ross, servant to the Queen's Majesty, and Margaret Hutton had Thomas.
10, John Fliming in the Blaklaw and Christian Sandis had James.
15, Thomas Tod and Barbara Ealder had Thomas.
15, James Fischer and Margaret Storie had Margaret (in fornication, producing a testimonial from Mr. Henry Blyth, minister at Holyrood-house, of their satisfaction there).
17, James Bust and Margaret Muirie had Helen (in fornication).
22, Robert Moreis and Marjory Adisoun had James.
24, Thomas . . . and Margaret Moreis had David (in fornication).
26, Henry Dewar of Letheamond and Marion Huttoun had Nannis.
26, John Niven and Helen Currie had Elspet.
26, David Burne, younger, of the East Mill and Margaret Burne had Janet.
26, Patrick Huchisoun and Katherine Makie had Nannis.
26, William Currour and Margaret Weitheid had Henry.

M. 17, Andrew Currie to Masie Anderson.
24, Gilbert Wright to Margaret Esoun.

DECEMBER.

B. 6, Robert Peiris, mason, and Helen Schortews had Robert.
6, Adam Anderson in the Nethertown and Christian Thomson had Marjory.
6, Thomas Andersoun in the Letheamond and Janet Gemlis had Henry.
13, John Andersoun, younger, and Christian Schortews had Margaret.
13, James Allen and Helen Reid had Charles.
13, Andrew Hutton, cordiner, and Elspet Cuninghame had Elspet.
13, John Lawsoon in the Mitriehill and Janet Donald had Margaret.
13, George Mories in Cavdown Baith and Margaret Kinnimmont had Margaret.
13, Robert Brow and Bessie Anderson had Elspet (fornicator in the North Ferrie).
13, William Smart, flesher, and Bessie Mudie had William.
27, John Warkman, tailor, and Katherine Phinlasoun had Elspet.
27, Andrew Meine in Pitconochie and Grizel Anderson had Katherine.

M. 30, Patrick Lermont to Christian Davidson.
30, Alexander Robertsone to Janet Turnbull.

JANUARY [1602].

B. 3, John Thomsone in the Nethertown and Emie Kiming had James.
3, John Orlie, violer to her Majesty, and . . . had Anna.
3, James Brow and Margaret Thomsone had George.
7, William Thomsone and Janet Potter had James.
17, Thomas Walvod, mealmaker, and Effie Kirk had Isobel.
17, Thomas Smite, collier, and Margaret Patouin had Marjory.
24, Thomas Brow, weaver, and Janet Clevie had Janet.
24, William Lughtoun in the Nethertown and Janet Smi'toun had James.
31, Thomas Bankis in Wester Lusker and Elspet Murie had Margaret.

M. 12, James Kinsman to Christian Walvod.
19, David Strang, cordiner, to Margaret Andersone.

FEBRUARY.

B. 1, Robert Etkin in the Nethertoun and Elspet Murray had Janet.
1, Robert Anderson, tailor, and Marion Porter had Margaret.
1, John Robertson, mealmaker, and Nans Hutton had Laurence.
7, Robert Furd in Pittincrew and Marjory Mestertown had Bessie.
7, John Mill in the Gask and Janet Mill had Isobel.
9, Mr. James Dalgleische, schoolmaster, and Janet Meikiljohn had William.
9, John Strang, cordiner, and Janet Makie had David.
9, Edward Patoun and Agnes Littiljone had Bessie (in adultery).
11, William Steinsoun in the Nethertoun and Janet Gray had William.
11, William Archbald, one of Her Majesty's cooks, and Katherine Mureheid had Christian.
13, Thomas Walker in the Rodis and Bessie Murgoun had William.
13, James Kellok in Pittrevie and Margaret Chalmr had Christian.
15, Andrew Reid (?), miller, and . . . had Bessie.
15, John Harrner in the Gask and Bessie Makie had Janet.
28, John Fairlie in Pitfirren and Janet Sanderis had John.
28, David Brow in the Coklaw and Christian Blak had Bessie.

M. 9, Robert Phillen to Helen Cuthbert.

MARCH.

B. 9, David Pitcairne and Janet Wricht had Henry.
17, Robert Merser, flesher, and Margaret Baran had James.
19, Watti Wylie in Tuche and . . . Blekwod had Barbara.
28, Robert Kellock in Mestertown and Janet Chalmer had William.
28, David Douglas, "sumtyme spous" to Janet Smi'toun, had a manchild born to him, baptised and called David.
28, Henry Meldrum in the Cungeis and Bessie Wolsoun had Henry.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 4, Alexander Creich in the Wester Gellat and Margaret Walker had Bessie.
4, George Bruse in Blerochie and Margaret Orrok had Michael.
6, William Bust and Helen Turnebull had Peter.
12, Daniel Phinalsoun in Pitliver and . . . had Robert.
11, Robert Mercer in the Craigis and . . . Car michell had Robert.
11, John Thomson in the Lymekillis and Christian Keir had David.
11, Robert Douglas in the Nethertoun and Margaret Andersoun had David.
11, John Dewer in Pitbac hlie and Isobel Moreis had Bessie.
11, William Kining and Bessie Kiming had Katherine.
19, David Persone in Pitdimaes and Margaret Cuninghame had Robert.
19, David Smitoun in Dinduff and Janet Makie had Henry.
19, William Mudie and Margaret Edisoun had Katherine.
19, John Walker in Pitliver and Bessie Etkin had John.
19, Robert Young and Bessie Nugtom had William.
19, Harry Mudie in the Nethertoun and Margaret Reid had Helen.
19, Adam Phargus and Christian Drysdell had Adam.
27, Thomas Wast, weaver, and Grizel Mitchell had William.
27, Nicol Dalglische in Tinnigask and Helen Bleekwood had Robert.
27, William Murie in U rchart and Katherine Cuninghame had Margaret.
27, Henry Gurlay and Christian Murgonum (?) had William (in fornication).
27, Robert Walwood and Bessie Strang had William.

M. 6, Patrick Gurlay to Marjory Currou.
13, James Patter to Bessie Reid.
13, James Wolsoun to Janet Wolsone.
27, John Mudie to Marion Huttoun.
27, The Clerk of Dalgety to Janet Michell.

MAY.

B. 4, George Strachen, servant to his Majesty, and . . . had George.
4, Charles Vallenge in Midowend and Margaret Dewer had Bessie.
4, Henry Miller in Craighnisker and Margaret Rawen had Agnes.
9, William Spens and Janet Smitoun had George.
9, Patrick Meffen and Barbara Nicoll had James.
14, John Mure and . . . had Anna.
17, Adam Wolsune in the Millburne and Katherine Wolsoun had Bessie.
17, Nicol Ingles in the Windmuhill and Bessie Cuninghame had Bessie.
17, Robert Kellok and Margaret Cuninghame had James.
20, William Walwood in Tuche and . . . Spittell had Katherine.
20, James Cous in the Galri khill and Margaret Bryse had James.
24, Adam Walker in the Windmuhill and Margaret Bryse had Andrew.
24, Andrew Dik in Mesterton and Isobel Miller had James.
24, John Logan in the Lymekills and Margaret Gatt had Isobel.
31, George Mill and Bessie Burne had Henry (in fornication).
31, John Young in the Lymekills and Elspet Andersoun had William.

M. 4, Patrick Walker to Janet Cuninghame.
25, James Cunnand to Janet Ste nnos.

JUNE.

B. 1, Thomas Steinsoune in the Newraw and Marjory Thomson had Janet.
1, George Cuninghame, weaver, and Christian Henrie had Bessie.
3, John Kellok in the Nethertoun and . . . had Helen.
6, Lawerence Andersoun in the Hiltoun and Bessie Currou had Bessie.
6, Thomas Gray in the Hewchemills and Beatris Boswell had Andrew.
6, Donald Yawan and Katherine Smithe had Margaret.
6, Andrew Murray in Pitliver and Eupham Wenis had Margaret.
13, James Thom son in the Nuke and Helen Strang had William.

1 Deleted.
16. Alexander Edie in Kevill and ... had ...
16. David Douglas in the Netherton and Margaret Meikiljone had Elizabeth.
24. Laurence Huttoun, merchant, and Bessie Blak had Janet.
27. Adam Schortewes, flesher, and Margaret Miller had Marjory.
27. George Warkman, tailor, and Beatrice Smithe had John.
27. John Bankis in Baldrik and ... had Clement.

M. 15. David Culros was married to Christian Bull.

JULY.

B. 4. Robert Stirk and Agnes Ker had Christian.
20. Robert Beverge and ... had Janet.
27. Adam Steinsoun, smith, and ... had Robert.

M. 13. ... Pecock was married to Margaret Lawthoun (sic).
20. John Anderson to Margaret Prettews (?) Porttewes.
20. Walter Makie to Marion Anderson.
27. George Sanderis to Helen Wolsoun.

AUGUST.

B. 1. Robert Murray in the Lymekills and Janet Sibbett had twins, Robert and Janet.
1. Adam Walwod in Suth Fod and Isobel Walwod had Christian.
1. Harry Young in the Lymekills and Janet Keir had twins, Grizel and Christian.
1. William Wolsoun in Pitliver and Janet Sprewill had Marjory.
4. Richard Baxter, one of Her Majesty's "allakeis" (lackeys), and Nanis Wod had Bessie.
15. Patrick Galloway, servant to Patrick Stewart of Beath, and Bessie Currou had Patrick.
15. James Busbie and Margaret Douglas had Marion (in fornication).
22. Edward Douglas in Wester Gellett and Marion Kirk had Helen.
22. William Livingstoune in the Lymekills and Margaret Cavie had James.
23. Edward Thomson, merchant in Dunfermline, and Janet Burne had Janet.
23. James Huttoun in the Cocklaw and Marjory Tod had Robert.
22. John Schortews in the Colyeraw and Janet Broun had Helen.
24. Henry Douglas in the Easter Gellett and Jane Murray had Margaret.
29. Andrew Currie in Prumrose and Masie Andersonse had Adam.


31. Thomas Kirk to Margaret Blair.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 5. David Watsone, merchant, and Janet Cuthbert had James.
7. Archibald Cambell, litster, and ... had William (in fornication).
11. Alexander Lughtoun, collier, and Isobel Patoun had Andrew.
14. William Wolsoun, weaver, and Eupham Schortews had Bessie.
23. Mr. Thomas Wardlaw and Katherine Allesoun had Thomas.

M. [None.]
OCTOBER.

B. 4, Thomas Chrystie in the Holl and Janet Huttoun had James.
  9, John Fegg, tailor, and Janet Inglis had William.
  9, Alexander Chalmer in Logie and . . . . had Robert.
 17, John Young in the Lynekills and Christian Gray had William.
 17, Patrick Davidsone, collier, and Margaret Makildowie had Henry.
 19, Sir Robert Halkheid of Pitfirren and Margaret Murray had Grizel.
 24, William Wolsoun in the Nethertoun and Katherine Blaketure had
       William.
 24, Henry Drummond in Wester Gellat and Margaret Hertsyd had
       Margaret.
 28, Henry Donald, miller in Gayvok Mill, and . . . . had Robert.
M. 6, James Kennetie to Margaret Crystie.
 19, John Merteine, parishioner of Inverkeithing, to Katherine Cunnen
       (2 Tunne) of Westertoun.
 26, Patrick Walwo to Catherine Walwo.

NOVEMBER.

B. 2, James Moreis, one of Her Majesty's servants, and Margaret Murray had
       Katherine.
 4, Mr. James Durie in Wester Gellat and Margaret Mestertoun had
       John.
 8, John Smytoun in the Nethertoun and . . . . had John.
 8, Andrew Smithe in Fod and Margaret Musie had Christian.
 8, Gilbert Currie in the Hilltoun and Margaret Esoun had Nanis.
 20, John Bull, smith in Nethertoun, and . . . . had Margaret.
M. 18, John Gipsone to Janet Wylie.
 22, John Sanderis to Christian Miller.

DECEMBER.

B. 7, John Young in Hollbaldrik (?) and Margaret Persone had Eupham.
 12, Adam Man in Turnebullis Baithe and Marion Drysdell had Janet.
 12, James Hunter, flesher, and Katherine Law had Janet.
 21, John Gib in the Abay and Isobel Lindsay had Elspet.
 21, David Ker, swordslipper in Dunfermline, "had ane women chyld borne
       to him in adulterie by his wyf of Katheren Lyddell, quho efter satisfac-
       tion was baptisit and callit Katheren."
 27, Robert Stewert, master of Orkney, "had ane man child borne to him of
       Mestres Margarat Stewert his wyfe quho depretit of that benre, bap-
       tisit and callit Charles."
 28, John Bennat, merchant, and Helen Meikiljone had John.
 28, David Murray, cellarman to Her Majesty, and Christian Garvand had
       William (in fornication).
M. 14, John Ker to Margaret Bull.
 14, Thomas Kirk to Margaret Kuning.
 14, Laurence Brand to Margaret Trell.
 21, John Wolsone to Isobel Kirk.

JANUARY [1603].

B. 2, Walter Huttoun, weaver, and Margaret Rae had Christian.
 2, William Broun in Stevenson's Beath and Isobel Dewer had Margaret.
 2, David Cuninghame in Prumbrose and Helen Stennos had James.
 9, John Dow, collier, and Christian Schortews had William.
 11, Robert Anderson in the Nuke and Annie Bredie had Bessie.
 11, James Gipsone in Kevill Mill and Margaret Patoun had James.
 13, . . . . Ker, swordslipper in Dunfermline, and Katherine Ealder had
       Bessie.
 16, David Blak in the Coklaw and Helen Daw had . . . .
16. Henry Greif in Blarocchie and Janet Trel had Henry (in fornication).
29. Robert Smythe in Pitncrif and Margaret Angus had Helen.
29. John Davidsone in Keltihowche and Christian Warkman had James.
29. James Bust, baker, and Janet Danzell had Janet.

M. 11, John Glen to Margaret Strange.
25. Alexander Hynninan to Bessie Turnebull.

FEBRUARY.

B. 6, George Jonstoun and Isobel Rae had Margaret.
13. David Strang, cordiner, and Margaret Andersonse had Nanis.
20. Robert Kiningame in Wester Syllitoun and Helen Wolsoun had Isobel.
20. Andrew Turnebull, younger, and Isobel Sanderis had . . . . (in fornication).
20. Robert Phillen, merchant, and Helen Cuthbert had Bessie.
20. Thomas Inglis, cordiner, and Margaret Steinsone had Katherine.

M. 11, Thomas Davidsone to Christian Anderson (marked January but probably February).

MARCH.

B. 3, George Sanderis in the Wakmill and Helen Wolsoun had Bessie.
3. John Dewer in the Fulfurd and Katherine Here (?) had James (in fornication) baptised on a testimonial from the minister of Auchtertull.
3. John Gotterstoun, weaver, and Margaret Clerk had Katherine.
7. John Wricht and Agnes Wolsoun had Isobel.
7. Archibald Douglas, merchant, and Janet Phillen had Thomas.
7. Thomas Coventrie and . . . . had Patrick.
13. David Burne, younger, and Margaret Broun had William.
20. John Galrict in the Stene and Nanis Andersoune had David.
20. William Walwod in Nether Baithe and Margaret Alexandre had Christian.
24. James Wolsoun and Janet Wolsoun had Bessie (in fornication).
27. Thomas Kirk, baker, and Margaret Kining had James.
27. Andrew Wallis, cordiner, and Bessie Steinsoun had Isobel.
27. Donald Reoche and Isobel Wolsoun had Janet (in fornication).

M. 7, James Gray to Janet Jonstoun.

APRIL.

B. 3, William Cuninghamse in the Crossfurđ and Janet Lugtoun had William.
3. Thomas Mudie in the Nethertoun and Isobel Wolsoun had William.
3. Allan Mudie and Janet Forfar had James.
20. James Hamilton, cottar in Westertoun, and Janet Imrie had Helen.
20. John Waker in Cragluskar and Margaret Fortringame had Margaret.
20 (or 29), Sir Andrew Melvii of Garvok, Master of Household to His Majesty, and . . . . Hamilton had Andrew.
24. David Wolsoun in Keltihowche and . . . . had . . . . (in fornication).

M. [None.]

MAY.

B. 1, John Makie, beside Lessodie Mill, and Christian Pringill had Janet.
3. John Andersonse, younger, litster, and Margaret Prettews had William.
7. Andrew Currour in Keiris Baithe and Helen Law had Robert.
7. James Kingorne, clerk, and Eupham Murray had Alexander.
21. Peter Dewer in Rescobie and Janet Murray had David.
21. Alexander Wolsoun, weaver, and Janet Phialasoun had Helen.
27, William Walwod in Tuche and Marjory Spittell had Patrick.
31, George Abercrombie and Elspet Cuttis had Alexander.

M. 3, John Pirie to Bessie Esoun.
3, John Pemble to Masie Cumbric.
31, John Dougall to Margaret Stewart.

JUNE.

B. 3, Patrick Stewart of Baithie and Katherine Baram had Janet.
5, William Spere, weaver, and Margaret Bleketure had Andrew.
5, George Lugton in Wichart and Janet Kiming had Helen.
5, Robert Douglas in Pitliver Mill and Helen Donald had Isobel.
9, James Dalglische and Christian Cragie had Bessie.
29, William Watsone, cordiner, and Janet Pecok had Margaret.
29, Thomas Waker in the Roddis and Bessie Morgone had Helen.

M. 21, Edward Wastwod to Margaret Forfar.
29, William Cusing to Margaret Burne.
29, Henry Drummond to Margaret Quhyt.
29, John Tailzeour to Margaret Donald.

JULY.

B. 5, James Kennetie and Margaret Crystie had Janet.
10, William Flokert in Easter Pitcorthie and Marjory Bull had Margaret.
17, James Cunniman in Mestertoun and Margaret Stennos had Thomas.
17, Patrick Turnbull and Katherine Smythe had Janet.
17, Robert Murray in the Lymkills and Katherine Berner had William.
17, John Wolsoun in Easter Pitdinneis and Janet Cuninghame had James.
18, John Pirie and Bessie Esoun had James.
18, Gilbert Blair, slater, and . . . had Isobel.
18, John Andersoun, alias Watter Laird, and Katherine Broun had Katherine.

M. 5, Robert Crumbie (?) to Janet Cuper.
5, David Richisone to Helen Mintethe.
19, William Alexander to Bessie Kirk.

AUGUST.

B. 7, Peter Reid and Bessie Angus had John (in fornication).
14, Henry Lawthian and Isobel Thomson had Margaret.
14, Alexander Creiche and Grizel Walker had Marion.
21, Michael Lessilis (?) and Helen Jonstoun had Anna.
21, Robert Wardlaw and Marjory Law had Henry.
21, William Cusing and Margaret Burne had Robert.
28, Mr. Robert Thomson in the Nethertoun and Christian Clerk had Bessie.
30, Andrew Huchesoun, cordiner, and . . . had Allan.

M. 23, John Miller to Margaret Hoge.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 11, Alexander Hay and Marjory Steill had George.
18, John Ker, mason, and Margaret Bull had James.
20, Adam Watt in the Lymekills and Janet Broun had William.

M. [None.]

OCTOBER.

B. 16, Edward Stirk, weaver, and Bessie Bull had Helen.
23, William Angus and Janet Kellok had Janet.
25, Robert Kellok in Mestertoun and Janet Chalmer, “quho deid of that berne,” had Barbara.

M. 4, William Steidman to Katherine Wolsone.
25, William Andersone to Jellis Persono.
NOVEMBER.

B. 6, Patrick Halkhead and Marjory Dun cane had Marjory (in fornication).
13, John Sanderis, mealmaker, and Christian Miller had Katherine.
15, John Anderson in Kistok and Margaret Anderson had Janet.
20, David Barker in Blerothie and Janet Wolsoun had John.
27, Andrew Meine in Wester Pitcorthie and Katherine Cuninghame had Helen.

M. 8, William Kennetie to Margaret Spere.
25, John Chalmer to Elspet Jonstoun.

DECEMBER.

B. 4, James Wolsoun in Galrik hill and Janet Gipsone had Barbara.
4, John Keir in the Grange and Jellis Burne had Thomas.
4, Alexander Lugtoun in the Colzeraw and Janet Patoun had Margaret.
4, Gilbert Cuninghame and Margaret Smythe had Helen.
6, Mr. Andrew Forrester, one of the ministers of Dunfermline, and Helen Ramsay had Alexander.
13, James Kerins, weaver, and Margaret Davidsone had David.
18, David Kellok in Nether Lessodie and Katherine Pringill had Christian.
20, Harry Stewart, son of Patrick Stewart of Bethe, and Katherine Wardlaw had Patrick (in fornication).

M. 1, Patrick Steine to Margaret Drummond.
6, Laurence Patrik to Margaret Reid.
6, Peter Cutross to Katherine Inglis.
11, Robert Clerk to Katherine Crystie.
11, John Miller to Margaret Hogie.
20, David Anderson to Bessie Annan.
27, Thomas Bell to Janet Chrystie.

JANUARY [1604].

B. 1, George Walker, merchant, and Marjory Cuthbert had Bessie.
3, William Sandilians and Jellis Smythe had Marjory.
10, William Thomson, cooper, and Janet Potter had Janet.
17, William Esoun, weaver, and Christian Anderson had Alexander.
22, William Kiming and Bessie Kiming had James.
25, John Pobilis and Masi Cumbric had Christian.

M. 3, Robert Doughis to Margaret Edisoune.
3, Thomas Paplay to Margaret Mores.
31, Henry Turnbull to Katherine Cusing.

FEBRUARY.

B. 5, Patrick Stenison, merchant, and Bessie Reid had Janet.
7, James Reid, merchant, and Bessie Lindsay had Isobell.
12, William Steidman in Keltihewche and Katherine Wolsoun had Marion.
14, James Burne in the Coklaw and . . . . had John.
16, Gilbert Alexander and Katherine Hendersoun had Jean (in fornication).
19, James Kellok in Pittrevie and . . . . Chalmer had Robert.
19, John Thomsone in the Nethertoun and Emie Kinming had Helen.
19, Alexander Colvin and Bessie Harrower had Margaret.
19, George Huttoun, merchant, and Bessie Cuthbert had Margaret.
19, Thomas Greif and Margaret Farsythe had Bessie.

M. 14, Florie Anderson to Helen Cuninghame.
14, Charles Richesoun to Janet Bust.
21, Adam Dewer to Christian Wright.
21, William Turnbull to Bessie Cupere.

MARCH

B. 8, Alexander Hinniman and Bessie Turnbull had Janet.
8, Alexander Edie in Easter Pitdinnie and Nans Philp had Thomas.
13, Robert Lawrone, smith in the Crossfur, and Bessie Blak had James.
13, James Corse in the Gairkhill and Janet Sandis had Janet.
18, John Makdougall in the Nethertoun and Margaret Stewart had Thomas.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 17, David Shortews, tailor, and Christian Russell had Robert.
22, Andrew Currie in Prumrose and Masi Anderson had Margaret.
24, Andrew Tuthie (? Tuchie), fisher, and Katherine Fyf had Agnes.
26, Robert Durie and Christian Messoun had George (in fornication).
29, Robert Merser in the Craigis and Rachel Carmichell had John.
29, Andrew Huttoun, cordiner, and Elspet Cuninghame had Andrew.
29, John Bull, smith in the Nethertoun, and Janet Gipson had Marjory.

M. 10, John Stewart to Bessie Stewart, daughter to Patrick Stewart of Beath.
24, James Clune to Margaret Done (? Dune).

MAY.

B. 1, Mr. James Dalglische, schoolmaster, and Janet Meikiljone had Robert.
6, George Mene in Wester Pitcorthie and . . . . had Robert.
8, Andrew Wallis, cordiner, and Bessie Steinsoun had Andrew.
10, William Mudie in the Easter Gellat, and Janet Turrucull had James.
13, David Cuninghame in Wester Pitdinneis and Helen Stennes had David.
21, Alexander, Lord Fyvie, President, and Mrs. Margaret Leslie had Charles.
21, John Stewart and Marjory Wolsoun had John.

M. 10, Christopher Porterfield to Janet Turnebull.
19, James Bathcat to Bessie Douglah.
16, James Huttoun to Katherine Walwod.
16, Alexander Greg to Margaret Broun.
22, David Pecok to Janet Makie.

JUNE.

B. 3, John Wolsoun and Isobel Kirk had John.
3, Patrick Legat, skinner, and Bessie Balak had James.
9, James Broun and Margaret Thomson had Peter.
19, Andrew Bennett, baker, and Marjory Esplein had Margaret.
24, John Warkman, tailor, and Katherine Phinlasoun had Margaret.
30, Adam Kirk in the Wester Gellat and Helen Fargie had Edward.

M. 12, John (?) Smetoun to Margaret Anderson.
12, Nicol Wardlaw to Margaret Huttoun.
12, David Walker to Grizel Meldrum.

JULY.

B. 8, Archibald Robertsson, weaver, and Helen Huttoun had John.
12, Thomas Walwod, at the Eastend of the town, and Bessie Kirk had William.
12, Patrick Stenos and Margaret Cuninghame had Peter (in fornication).
17, Thomas Gray in the East Mill and Betie Boswell had James.
17, Adam Currou in the Wester Gellat and Margaret Swyntoun had Janet.
19, Sir Andrew Melvill of Garvok and . . . . Hamilton had John.
24, Patrick Steine in the Wester Gellat and . . . . had John.
24, William Andersoun and Margaret Turnbull had James (in fornication).
29, Edward Thomstone, merchant, and Janet Bure had Edward.
31, Mr. John Fairfull, minister, and Margaret Prestoun had Nanis.

M. 3, George Knox to Janet Angus.
26, Nicoll Thomstone to Janet Pecok.
26, William Spere to Grizel Nesmithe.
AUGUST.

B. 5. John Miller in Mestertoun and Margaret Hoge had David.
3. John Huttoun in Lessodie and ... had James.
12. William Andersoun in the Lymekills and Jellis Persoun had Grizel.
12. Thomas Banks in Wester Luscour and Isobel Tod had Thomas.
12. William Cuninghame in the Crossfurnd and Janet Lugtown had Helen.
14. David Bust and Janet Danzell had David.
14. Robert Turnebull, merchant, and Janet Cuper had Margaret.
19. James Kennetie in Craigdoukie and Katherine Spere had Marion.
19. John Young in the Lymekills and Agnes Andersoun had Jellis.
26. William Smart, flesher, and ... had twins, James and David.
26. Robert Stirk, maltman, and Agnes Ker had Helen.
26. Thomas Richie and Mary Anderson had James.
30. Mr. Thomas Wardlaw and Katherine Alisoun had Henry.

7. James Hendersoun to Margaret Wolsoun.
7. James Caddell to Betie Persoun.
14. John Wardlaw to Margaret Bad (? Kad).
28. James Scotland to Isobel Dik.
28. Alexander Wolsoun to Elspet Michie.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 2. Thomas Tod and Barbara Ealder had Helen.
11. John Andersoun, younger, litster, and Margaret Prettens had James.
17. John Wolsoun and Katherine Makie had John.
23. Andrew Dewer in Pitbachie and ... had Andrew.
23. Robert Michie, collier, and Janet Davidsone had Robert.

M. [None.]

OCTOBER.

B. 2. Thomas Papla and Margaret Moreis had John.
2. William Murgoun in Pittincreif and Janet Scotland had Frederick.
8. William Robertson in Craigdoukie and Agnes Thomsone had William.
8. Alan Walwod, cordiner, and Rosina Walker had Isobel.
8. George Huttoun, cordiner, and Helen Gipsoun had Marion.
8. John Schortew in the Colzeraw and Janet Broun had David.
8. Laurence Patrick, tailor, and Margaret Reid had Robert.
10. William Walwod in Tuche and ... had David.
10. Alexander Ratra and ... had Alexander (in fornication).
12. John Cuninghame, goldsmith in Edinburgh, and Margaret Thornetoun had David.
15. John Harower in the Gask and Bessie Makie had Andrew.
15. Andrew Horne and Katherine Gray had Alison.
16. John Lawsoun and Janet Donald had John.
21. James Potter, wright, and Bessie Reid had Bessie.
23. James Huttoun, tailor in the Colzeraw, and Marjory Tod had twins, David and Katherine.
23. John Mathesoun and Margaret Andro had John.
23. John Broun in the Holl and Margaret Smytoun had Helen.
25. Laurence Huttoun, weaver in the Blaklaw, and Eupham Barklaw had Andrew.
25. John Bennie, merchant in Edinburgh, and Elspet Blickwod had George.
25. Laurence Andersoun, collier, and Bessie Curroir had James.
25. Stevin Broun and Margaret Fleming had Katherine (in fornication).
30. George Moreis and ... had George.

M. 30. George Douglas to Janet Dalglische.
NOVEMBER.

B. 4. William Mudie, mason, and Margaret Edisoun had Marjory.
4. Walter Huttoun, weaver, and Margaret Rae had Thomas.
4. James Caddell in the Easter Gellat and Betie Persoun had Margaret.
4. William Porter in Wester Gellett and Agnes Edie had Marion.
6. James Thomstone and Helen Strong had John.
8. George Walker, merchant, and Marjory Cuthbert had Grizel.
11. Alexander Wolsoun and Elspet Michie had Magnus.
13. Robert Peiris, mason, and Christian Schortews had Patrick.
17. John Edisoun at Pittencreif Mill and Betie Turnebull had Robert.
17. Thomas Mudie and Isobel Wolsoun had Marjory.
15. (sic), Edward Wastwod and Margaret Forfar had Allan.
27. Robert Young, officer, and Bessie Lugtoun had Marjory.
27. James Walker and Marjory Phillen had Marjory (in fornication).

17. John Watt to Elizabeth Douglas.
27. Robert Russell to Barbara Ealder.
27. James Cuninghame to Margaret Cuninghame.

DECEMBER.

B. 2. James Gipsoun at Kevill Mill and Margaret Patoun had John.
5. Alexander Robertsson and Janet Turnebull had Janet.
9. Gilbert Murray in Lymekills and Janet Sibbauld had David.
9. John Davidson in the Nethertoun and Catherine Wardlaw had Elspet.
9. Daniel Fleming, dwelling in Pitlevar, and Helen Durumpill had Anna.
9. John Huttoun, cordiner, alias Satine John, and Helen Stevinsone had Margaret.
11. Robert Phillane, merchant, and Helen Cuthbert had James.
16. Nicol Hunter in Pittincreiff and Marion Huttoun had Catharine.
18. Adam Walwod, bailie for the time, and Catherine Kellok had David.
23. Andrew Curroure in Baith and Helen Law had twins, David and John.
23. John Dow, collier, and Christian Shortous had Margaret.
23. Gilbert Wricht, collier in Pitferane, and Margaret Aissoun had Janet.
23. William Buis, baker, and Helen Turnebull had Charles.
25. John Atttoun, cordiner, and Janet Aliesone had Agnes.
30. John Broun, maltman in the Nethertoun (deceased), and Christian Muddie had John.

18. Robert Murray at Aberdour Mill to Catherine Huttoun.

"The Register of the chyldrene bapteisit and personis maryed in the Kirk of Dunsfermyne by the ministrie of Messrs. John Fairfull and Andro Forrester sen the enterie of Mr. Johne Walker to be lector at the said kirk quhilk wes and beganne the fyift day of December in the yeir of God j" vij' and four yeirs."

JANUARY [1605].

B. 1. Sir Robert Halkheid of Pitirrane and Mrs. Margaret Murray had James.
1. David Douglas, merchant (deceased), and Margaret Mekiljohne had David.
6. William Turnebull, maltman in the Nethertoun, and Bessie Couper had George.
8. Umphra Henresone and Christian Fentone had Margaret (in fornication). Thereafter he was married to her.
20. David Strang, cordiner, and Margaret Andersone had Helen.
22. Maisie Clark and Robert Tomesone had Robert (in fornication), “and in her satisfaction the bairne wes baptisit being four yeirs of aige.”
22. Nicol Johnstone, quarrier (deceased), and Isobel Maxwell had James.
27. Patrick Davidsone, collier, and Margaret Mackaldow had Margaret.
27. Umphra Henresone (relapse) and Margaret Brand had Andrew (in fornication).

22. John Mackie in the Cocklay to Elspet Robertsone.

FEBRUARY.

B. 3. Robert Kellol in Lassodie, weaver, and Christian Donald had David.
  5. John Galrick in the Stane and Margaret Andersone had John.
  10. John Finlayson and Janet Kay had Henry.
  10. Walter Murray, tailor, burgess of Edinburgh, “resident heir for the tyme becaus of the plague in the contrye,” and Bessie Christie had Bessie.
  12. Adam Dewar, surgeon, and Christian Wright had James.
  24. Adam Shortus, flesher, and Margaret Miller had Bessie.

M. 5. David Gib in Solisgirthe to Margaret Turnebull.
  12. . . . rie to Marjory Burn . . . .
  13. Umphra He . . . . to Christian Fe . . . .
  12. John Wright in [Lymejkills to Janet Sibbald.

MARCH.

B. 3. Robert Anderson, weaver, and Isobel Tomesone had James.
  5. William Crawfuird in Wester Luscour and Catherine Tod had Janet.
  10. Edward Burne, mason, and Margaret Muddie had Janet.
  10. Thomas Davidstone, collier, and Catherine Andersone had Isobel.
  10. Harry Muddie, maltman in the Nethertoun and Margaret Reid had James.
  14. Thomas Steivinson, servant to the Earl of Mar, and Bessie Wallange had Margaret (in fornication), on a testimonial of her satisfaction from the minister of the Weymis where the deed was committed, though she was delivered in this parish.
  14(?), John Galrick in Kistock and Nanse Annett had Janet.
  14(?), David Sibbald in Lymkills and Janet Key had Helen (in fornication).
  19. Andrew Dewar in Keltiewod and Isobel] Dick had George.
  24. Henry Crawfuird and Janet Hamilton had Isobel.
  24. Nicole Anghous and Margaret Bennet had Bessie.
  31. William Murrie and Catherine Cunninghame had Marjery.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 2. Charles Ritchardson and Janet Buisst had Charles.
  2. Thomas Broun and Janet Klaevie had Christian.
  7. William Walwod and Margaret Alexander had Nans.
  7. John Keir in the Grange and Geils Burne had Margaret.
  7. Robert Macknabbe, cordiner, and Bessie Spink had William.

1 Page torn.
9, Robert Merser, flesher, and Margaret . . . . had Christian.
28, William Gray in Lymkilks and Margaret . . . . dersone had Margaret.
28, Thomas Key and Marjory Steill had Catherine.
31, George Knox and Janet Anghous had Margaret.

M. 23, Thomas Ad . . . . in Pitadroe Mill to Janet Kell[ok?].

MAY.

B. 5, Thomas Kirk, baker, and Margaret Cumming had William.
  5, David Burne, miller, and Margaret Broun had Janet.
  5, John Logane in Lymkilks and Margaret Gawt had Catherine.
  7, Henry Douglas, maltman, and Jean Murray had Henry.
 12, Thomas Christie in the Hole and Janet Huttoun had Andrew.
 12, Adam Walwod in Fod and Isobel Walwod had Margaret.
 12, William Robertson and Bessie Arnot had John.
 14, John Henrisoun, alias Seg, and Janet Inglis had Janet.
 14, William Phyllane and Mage Knox had John (in fornication).
 14, "The 14 day James Ogilvie, beggar, had ane woman bairne, born to
   him of his wyf Marioun Reid, baptised and callit Bessie; of quhais
   mariage he presentit ane testimoniall subscrivyt be George Auld,
   minister at Fentrie, quha wes minister of the said mariage, quhoref
   we tak the copie as fallows, word be word.—To all and sindrie qhobn
   it efieris to quhais knowledge this present salto cum, witt that the
   bearar heirof James Ogilbie and Marioun Reid, beggaris, hes lauch-
   fulle completit the band of matrimonie in face of the holy kirk and
   in presens of thir witnesses, Andro Calbreith, James of Barkgenie,
   James Grahame of Craigtoun, and we the saidis personis testifies and
   affirmis the samyn to be of verifie be this our present testimoniall
   wrettin and subscrivyt with our handis at the kirk of Fentrie the 2 day
   of August the yeir of God jn v e fourscoir nyne yeiris. Sic subscribitor,
   Mr George Auld, minister of the evangell at Fentrie."
 16, George Durie of Craighluscour and Bessie Echlyne had Margaret.
 19, John Trotter and Elspet Gray had James (in adultery), baptised after
   entering to satisfy the kirk (Robert Young, cautioner for them).
 19, Adam Walker, maltman, and Margaret Bryse had Henry.
 19, Richard Potter, wright, and Christian Cowper had John.
 21, Adam Mane and Marion Drysdell had John.
 21, William Brand, collier, and Catherine Proud had twins, John and George
   (in fornication).
 21, Janet Tyrie, "had ane manchylde borne of hir in fornication, the father
   being unknawin for the present; sho alledgit Adame Brown, quhilk
   he ever denyet and efter lang tryall of the kirk wer bathy stead in
   oppine face of Christis kirk at Dunfermylnye wpun ane Sunday at
   preiching, he swoire that he was nocht father and sho swoir he wes
   father; his aythe absolvins him for the present the bairne wes
   baptisit wpoun hir satisfactioun and callit Johne."
 26, John Young in the Lymkilks and Christian Gray had Elspet.
 28, James Hutton and Cate Walwod had Adam.

M. 9, P . . . . to . . . .
  9, Archibald Nicole to . . . . Hadstoun.
 21, Patrick Blair, tailor, to Helen Meldrome.
 28, . . . . to He[ten] . . . .
 28, Henry Cubie to . . . . (married at Aberdour " . . . . suspition of
   pest").
 28, John Key to Mar . . . .

JUNE.

B. 2, John Bennat, merchant, "had a manchylde, borne to him (effer his
  departure quha perishit wpoun the sea at Tinmoute) of his wyf
  Helene Mekiljohn, baptizid and callit Johne."
25. Andrew Potter and Janet Burne had John.
26. Thomas Keir in Beath and Helen Baxter had Margaret.
29. John Anderson in Hilend and Marion Anderson had Margaret.
29. David Chystie and Anabel Bairdner had Andrew (in fornication).

18. Andrew . . . to Janet . . .

JULY.

B. 7. Robert Kinglassie in Koibuddo and Margaret Clerk had John.
9. John Glen and Margaret Stronge had John.
14. Nicol Inglis and Bessie Cumming had . . . .
— 1 David Kerr and Catherine Elder had . . . .
— James Beverage in Keltieheuche "[had ane] womanchylld gottin in adulterie be him of . . . . [Gib?], now deparrit, borne four yeirs befoir . . . [brought?] to licht and satisfactioun maid be him, baptiz and callit Rosina."
— John Makdougall and Margaret Stewart had Margaret.
— James Kingorne, clerk of the regality of Dunfermline, and Eupham Murray had Patrick.
— Andrew Turnebull, portioner of Grange, and Janet Dougall had Robert (in fornication).
28. Edward Douglas and Marion Kirk had Catherine.

M. 2. John Peirson to Isobell Davidsone.
2. John Wricht to Catherine Patoun.
2. James Merser to Helen Wilsone.
9. Thomas Stevenson, servant to the Earl of . . . , to . . . .

AUGUST.

B. 4. David Blak in Coklaw and Helen Dowie had Isobel.
4. John Stewart, creelman, and Mage Wilsone had David.
11. Robert Murray in Lymkills and Catherine Bairdner had Helen.
11. John Smetoun, baker, and Margaret Anderson had Robert,
13. William Wilsone and Helen Chalmeris had William.
18. John Matheson and Bessie Alisone had Anna.
22. Thomas Keir and Isobel Hendine had Margaret.
25. William Walwood, baker, and Bessie Nicole had Adam.
25. John Makie in Windieage and Christian . . . had . . . .
— . . . d Thomasone, merchant, and Janet Burne had Helen.
— Henry Greif and Janet . . . aill had Marion (in fornication).
27. Malcolm Davidsone and Isobell Peirsone had Janet.
27. John Stirk and Marjory Fleming had Janet.

M. 20. William Patoun to Amy Wilsone.
27. Andrew . . . . to Janet . . . .

SEPTEMBER.

B. 1. Robert Pratus and Barbara Fyiff (whose goodman, John Rowan, was in Poland) had Janet (in adultery).
3. Adam Stevinsone, smith, and Magie Reid had Bessie.
3. Florie Broun and Effie Phillane had Effie.
5. David Dewar of Lassodie and Jean Logane had Isobel.
8. Thomas Coventrie and Janet Row had Catherine.
10. James Hunter, flesher, and Catherine Law had Margaret.

¹ Edge of leaf torn.
17, Andrew Dewar in Pitbachlie and Janet Seagie had Alison.
24, John Bull, smith, and Janet Gibsone had Margaret.
24, John Strang, cordiner, and Janet Mackie had Janet.
28, John Kellok, tailor, and Janet Reid had Bessie.
— James Cunnine in Mastertoun and Janet Sten . . . . had Catherine.
— John Watt in Lynkills and Margaret Gray had Janet (in fornication).

M. [None.]

OCTOBER.

B. 1, James Primros, writer in Edinburgh, and Sarah Colvill had Robert
  (the plague of pestilence being in the said city, and he and his family
  here for the present).
  6, James Cuninghame in Easter Sillitoun and Isobel Cuninghame had
  Margaret.
  6, Allan Mudie, "alias fill and go," weaver, and Janet Forsan had Janet.
  8, Patrick Stevinsoun and Bessie Reid had Thomas.
  13, William Steidman and Catherine Wilsoun had Margaret.
  13, John Melvill, collier, and Catherine Tod had Barbara (in fornication).
  15, Peter Turnbull, baker, and Catie Smythe had William.
  14, John Wardlaw, fuller, and Margaret Baird had John.
  20, William Tomesone, cooper, and Jean Potter had Janet.
  27, James Cowstoun and Janet Dalgleische had Bessie (in fornication).
  27, George Douglas in Luscour and Janet Dalgleische had James.

M. 8, William Gray to Margaret Andersoun.
15, Robert Bennat to Isobel Kirk.

NOVEMBER.

B. 3, James Kellok of Pitravie and Margaret Chalmers had Effie.
  — John Christie and Bessie Mershell had Elspet.
  12, William Cusing and Margaret Burne had Margaret.
  19, Patrick Blair and Helen Meldrome had Isobel.
  21, Andrew Sanders and Isobel Westwod had Janet.
  24, Andrew Huttoun and Elspet Cunninghame had Agnes.
  24, William Dick and Margaret Hillock had Catherine.
  26, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw and Katherine Alison had Elspet.

M. 5, Robert Stonehouse to Nanse Chalmers.
  5, Andrew Hutsone to Margaret K . . . .
  12, John Stevinsone to Janet Morie (?).
  19, Mr. John Drummond to Isobel Gib.
  19, David Stevinsone to Margaret Cowper.
  21, James Broun to Margaret Douglas.
  26, David Sibaudi to Margaret Cuninghame.

DECEMBER.

B. 26, "The 26 day one pure woman twentie yeiris of aige surnameit Dewar,
throue obstinacie wore out of remembrance be hir parents deceas,
remaneit unbaptizit, and now humblie beggig it for God's cysts, was
baptizit and calit Bessie.''
  29, Umphra Henresoun and Christian Fentoun had Patrick.
  29, James Wilson and Janet Gibson had John.
  29, John Sventoun and Bessie Horne had Elspet.

M. 10, William Pratus to Bessie Cuthbert.
  17, James Kairns to Mage Sibauld.
  17, John Haistie to Katherine Chalmers.
  17, James Reid to Christian Lyndsay.
  31, David Henresoun to Bessie Turnebull.
JANUARY [1666].

B. 5, John Burne and Margaret Stevinsone had Andrew.
7, William Andersoun and Geils Peirsone had John.
7, David Orrok and Katherine Burne had Margaret (in fornication).
11, William Lugtoun and Janet Dewar had William.
11, John Hutsoun and Janet Murie had David (in fornication).
14, Patrick Blackwoder and Marion Bruce had Normand.
19, John Anderson, younger, and Margaret Pratu had Margaret.
21, William Brown, notary, and Grizel Cuthbert had Bessie (in fornication).
26, Robert Cuninghame and Helen Wilson had Margaret.
28, Gilbert Blair and Elspet Johnstoun had William.
28, Mr. Andrew Forrester, minister, and Helen Ramsay had James.
28, William Walwod and Elspet Spittell had Thomas.

M. — . . . , baxter, was married to Katherine Wilson.

FEBRUARY.

B. 2, George Johnstoun and Isobel Rae had Janet.
2, David Peacock and Janet Mackie had Bessie.
3, Andrew Gaw and Janet Smythe had Laurence.
4, Henry Wilson and Kate Keir had Robert.
4, Mr. Robert Tomesoun and Christian Clerk had Margaret.
4, Edward Stirk and Bessie Bull had Bessie.
9, Robert Turnebull and Janet Cowper had Janet.
9, Archibald Tomesoun and Janet Peacock had John.
9, Gilbert Car and Marion Bardner had Nanse (in fornication).
18, David Pitcarne and Janet Wright had James.
23, John Tomesoun and Emelie Cuming had Alexander.
25, Rob. Russell and Barbara Elder had Elspet.
25, James Kinsman and Kirstie Wallwod had John.
25, James Reid and Bessie Lyndsay had Janet.

M. 11, John Huttone to Kate Huttoun.
18, David Christie to Annabell . . . . ner.
25, Cuthbert Wardlaw to Margaret Galrige.
25, George L . . . . to Bessie Stevinsoun.

MARCH.

B. 1, James Busbie and Margaret Douglas had Margaret.
1, Henry Gibsoun and Isobel Cuminghame had Janet.
4, William Cuming and Bessie Cuming had Helen.
4, John Galrige and Nanse Andersoun had Bessie.
4, John Mackie in Cocklaw and Elspet Robertson had John.
9, Andrew Wals and Bessie Stevinsoun had Robert.
9, John Wilson and Janet Cuminghame had John.
23, Henry Lauthiane and Elspet Tomesone had Christian.
23, James Gibsoun and Margaret Patoun had Elspet.
23, John Wilsoun and Isobel Kirk had William.
23, Andrew Bannet and Mage Espline had Andrew.
23, John Wat and Margaret Douglas had John.
23, Alexander Humnoun and Bessie Turnebull had Elspet.
25, Mr. Hew Mylls, burgess of St. Andros, "being heir for the present, the
plague of pestilence being in St. Andros," and Margaret Durie had
Christian.
30, George Knox and Janet Knox had Marjory.
30, Thomas Gray and Betie Bosswell had John.

M. 4, John Makcalzeoun to Janet Knox.
4, Patrick Peirsoun to Janet Maistertoun.
4, Andrew Andersoun to Janet Arnott.
25, Simon Davidson to Janet Nicole.
April.

B. 6, William Burne and Nanse Alexander had Christian.
   6, Alexander Wilsoun and Elspet Michie had Andrew.
13, David Laurie and Marion Blair had John.
13, Thomas Mudie and Margaret Wilsoun had Janet.
20, Andrew Hutsoun and Margaret Knox had Anna.
20, Robert Douglas and Helen Donald had Edward.
20, John Key and Janet Fergus had Thomas.
20, Laurie Clerk and Meg Gib had Margaret.
24, Adam Dewar and Christian Wright had Marion.
27, Andrew Turnbull and Helen Currie had Bessie.
27, Thomas Inglis and Magie Stevinsone had Thomas.
27, John Robertson and Nanse Huttoun had John.
27, Andrew Mure and Janet Martene had Janet.
27, Sandie Inglis and Isobel Reid had twins, Janet and Bessie.

M. 8, Thomas Watsoun to Nanse Palmer.

May.

B. 4, George Walkar, merchant, and Mage Cuthbert had Helen.
   4, "That day my lord Alexander Setoun, Chancelor of Scotland, had a 
   woman chyld borne to his lady, Dame Grisole Leslie, baptized 
   and callit Jeane."
6, Thomas Marley and Janet Stevinsoun had John (in fornication).
11, Robert Merser of the Craigs and Rachel Cärnicaell had Jean.
11, William Cowsteoun and Helen Lyndsay had Andrew.
11, John Cuninghame and Helen Broun had Helen.
18, John Peirie and Bessie Aissoun had John.
18, John Walkar and Elspet Cuninghame had Richard (in fornication).
18, Adam Schortus and Margaret Millar had William.
20, John Stewart and Bessie Stewart had James.
27, Thomas Walker and Bessie Murgane had William.

M. 6, Peter Brown to Cirstie Tomesoun.
   13, Gilbert Car (?) to Helen ... .
   13, Gavin Ramsay to Janet Davidson.
   27, John Anderson, notary, to Christian Christiesoun.

June.

B. 1, Andrew Currie and Mawse Anderson had Helen.
   7, John Sanders and Christian Millar had Margaret.
10, John Pelils and Mawse Combie had Janet.
10, James Chrichtoun and Margaret Mowbrey had James.
15, John Kellok and Katherine Huggoun had Barbara (in fornication).
15, Rob Moreis and Mage Aideson had Helen.
29, Archie Douglas and Janet Phillane had James.

M. 3, George Brown to Margaret Bothwell.
   3, David Brown to Margaret Gibbsoun.
   3, Donald Makgrois (?) Makgrow) to Helen Grieff.
   10, John Meffane to Katherine Smetoun.
   17, John Henresoun to Margaret Symesoun.
   17, David Sempill to Janet Mudie.

July.

B. 8, Henry Turnebull and Kate Cusing had Katherine.
13, James Kingorne and Effie Murray had Thomas.
13, John Harrower and Bessie Mackie had Katherine.
20, Patie Galloway and Marjory Currou had James.
20, Willie Flockard and Mage Bull had William.
20, James Buist and Janet Danzell had James.
23, David Sempill and Janet Mudie had Helen.
27, Patrick Stevin and Margaret Drummond had David.
27, Adam Huttoun and Alison Douglas had Janet.
27, James Tomesoun, bellman, and Helen Strong had Andrew.

M. 1, Robert Tomesoun to Elspet Mitchell.

AUGUST.

B. 3, Rob. Phillane and Helen Cuthbert had Janet.
9, Daniel Fleming and Janet Darumpill had William.
17, John Stevinsoun and Janet Moreis had Bessie.
17, Michael Meldrome and Janet Renny had Thomas.
17, William Montesithe and Isobel Buchanan had James.
19, James Quhyt and Christian Gray had Helen (in fornication).
31, Willie Sandlands and Geillis Snyth had John.
31, John Huttoun and Kate Huttoun had James.

M. 26, Henry Grieff to Janet Traill.
28, John Burne to Jean Murray.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 7, Peter Broun and Kirstie Tomesoun had James.
7, John Wricht and Janet Sibbault had Marion.
7, William Spens and Janet Sventoun had John.
14, Florie Andersone and Helen Cunningham had Andrew.
14, John Keir and Geillis Burne had Helen.
14, David Henresoun and Bessie Turnebull had David.
14, David Corsbie, "being heir for the tyne, the pest being in Edinburgh
his toun of residence," and Bessie Jackson had Bessie.
14, John Sibault and Margaret Robertsoun, "alias Quhytskinns," had
Helen (in fornication).
21, Ninian Hutsoun and Helen Glenn had Margaret.
23, James Kairnis and Mage Sibauld had Janet.
23, John Wardlaw and Magie Baid had Margaret.
25, James Smetoun and Jean Tod had John.

M. 2, Richard Law to Janet Tomesoun.
9, Thomas Young to Christian Hunnour.
23, Robert Quhyt to Christian Hunnour.

OCTOBER.

B. 1, Sir Andrew Melvill of Garvock and Dame Elspet Hamiltoun had
William.
5, Patrick Stewart of Bayth and Katherine Barhame had Robert.
5, John Dewar and Isobel Cuninghame had Andrew.
7, John Wricht and Nansie Wilson had Patrick.
16, Thomas Elphinston and Helen Craig had Alexander.
16, Wattie Huttoun and Magie Rae had Nanse.
19, Andrew Dewar and Janet Sajie had Robert.
21, George Burne and Mage Bull had Robert.
23, Andrew Melkilojone and Janet Andersoun had Robert.
28, James Merser and Janet Wilson had Robert.

M. 7, John Kellock to Christian Pringle.
7, Donald Reoch to Kate Wilson.
14, Alexander Armorer to Bessie Aidiesone.
28, Thomas . . . . to Magie Kingorne.

NOVEMBER.

B. 2, David Cuminghame and Helen Stanehous had William.
6, James Reid and Christian Lindsay had William.
9, Patrick Blair and Helen Meldrom had Elspet.
13, Rob Stirk and Nanse Car had Nanse.
Parish Register of Dunfermline.

23, Alexander Aidie and Janet Philpe had Janet.
23, William Chattow and Kate Kellok had Margaret.
23, Thomas Tod and Barbara Elder had . . .
23, Patie Turnbull and Kate Smyth had John.
23, Sandie Lugtoun and Janet Patoun had Janet.
23, Robert Douglas and Margaret Andersoun had Mary.
25, Henry Wardlaw of Balmule, Her Majesty's Chamberlain, and Katherine Wilsoon had Anna.
25, Thomas Walvod and Bessie Kirk had Janet.

M. 4, David Bauld to Catherine Aidiesone.
20, Willie Ro . . . to Grizel Cuthbert.
27, Andrew Horne to Bessie Anghous.

DECEMBER.

B. 2, Gilbert Car and Helen Inglis had Janet.
  7, Pate Davidson and Magie Doj had Catherine.
  7, Hary Bul and Margaret Car had Margaret.
 13, Edward Tomsoun and Janet Burne had John.
 13, David Christie and Annabell Bairdner had Janet.
 13, Rob. Keir and Isobel Hendin had Helen.
 14, Mr. John Fairfull, minister, and Margaret Prestoun had Andrew.
 21, Archie Nicole and Margaret Hadsoune had William.
 23, Mr. James Dalgleishe, schoolmaster, and Janet Meikiejohnhe had Elspet.
 23, William Turnbull and Margaret Forester had Andrew (in fornication).
 23, John Walvod, officer, and Helen Aikin had James (in fornication.)
 23, David Broun and Christian Blak had William.
 28, Willie Kennedie and Kate Speir had William.
 28, Andrew Andersoun and Janet Arnott had John.

M. 18, John Douglas to Rosina Osswald.
 27, Edward Stirk to Nanse (?) Lyndesay.
 27, William Cunninghame to Janet Alisoun.
 30, George Elder (?) to Bessie Lawsoun.

JANUARY [1607].

B. 1, Robert Stanehouse and Nanse Chalmers had Thomas.
  1, John Wright and Kate Patoun had John.
  4, Thomas Mudie and Bessie Turnbull had Andrew.
  6, Mr. Andrew Forrester and Helen Ramsay had John.
  8, James Huttoun and Mage Tod had Andrew.
 11, Geordie Mill and Bessie Burne had George.
 11, Laurie Patrick and Magie Reid had Thomas.
 11, Robie Lawsoun and Bessie Blak had Anna.
 18, Henry Hall and Geils Neifine had Margaret.
 18, Robert Turnbull and Janet . . . had George.
 20, Peter Dewar and Janet Murray had Robert.
 20, Patrick Murray and Marion Sibauld had James (in fornication).

M. 6, Robert Peirsoun to Margaret Peirsoun.
 20, William Cunninghame to Bessie Wilsoon.
 27, John Walker to Helen Meikiljohnhe.

FEBRUARY.

B. 1, John Pullour and Effie Wilsoon had George.
  1, David Wilsoon and Isobel Burt had James (in fornication).
  3, James Dewar and Grizel Hay (?) Hoy had James (in fornication).
  3, George Lugtoun and Bessie Stevinsoun had John.
  3, John Bull and Janet . . . had Janet.
  8, Tom Poplay, deceased, and Magie Moreis had Elspet.
  8, John Workman and Kate Finlaysoun had Nanse.
8, Jamie Potter and Bessie Reid had John.
8, John Smetoun and Magie Anderson had David.
8, Thomas Greiff and Magie Forsythe had Mary.
10, Janet Levingston "adulteress, buir a woman bairne to George Diksoun, ane man besynd Monros, carier of victuall, hir husband Robert Kinloche being past to Flanders 4 or 5 yeirs before, baptized and callit Cirstane."
15, Nicol Dewar and Bessie Huttoun had Andrew.
15, David Watsoun and Janet Cuthbert had Janet.
15, Gilbert Aissoun and Magie Aissoun had Bessie.
22, William Robertsoun and Nanne Tomesoun had Grisole.

M. 17, John Andersoun to Janet Reid.
19, Gilbert Stalker to Christian Weitst.

MARCH.

B. 13, James Kois and Bessie Sands had Bessie.
   — David Andersone and Helen Anderson had John.
   — Rob Smythe and Magie Angus had Janet.
24, William Pratus and Bessie Cuthbert had Catherine.
29, Ritchie Walker and Isobel Smyth had James.
29, David Law and Cicill Duncan had James (in fornication).
31, Rob Wilsoun in Pitdinnie and Magic Huttoun had . . . (in fornication).

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 6, David Walker and Grizel Meldrome had John.
7, Patrick Golzeir and Isobel Cunninghame had William.
7, David Schortus and Cristie Russell had James.
12, John Schortus and Janet Broun had David.
12, William Mudie and Margaret Aidiesone had William.¹
14, Geordie Walker and Kate Cambell had George (in fornication).
19, William Hamilton and Bessie Pillour had Thomas.
21, John Lawsoun and Janet Donaldson had Robert.
21, James Sanders (alias Cloutit Clocks) and Elspet Paterson had Helen (in fornication).
26, William Currou and Margaret Wittat had Catherine.
26, William Turnebull and Bessie Cowper had Margaret.
26, William Cunninghame and Janet Lughtoun had . . .

M. 16, George Durie to Barbara Barhame.
23, David Clerk to Nanse Mowtrey.
28, Andrew Gaw to Christian Walker.

MAY.

B. 3, Hary Balfour and Christian Lawson had Harry.
10, Andrew Touchie and Kate Hill (?) had Alison.
12, William Smart and Bessie Mudie had Robert.
17, John Wastwod and Janet Stell had Catherine.
17, Umpha Henresoun and Christian Fenton had William.
17, David Sibauld and Annabel Lyndsay had Helen (in fornication).
17, George Fergusoun and Janet Peirsoun had Elspet (in fornication).
21, George Durie of Craigluscour and Bessie Echline had Sophia.
24, Charlie Ritchiesone and Janet Buist had Isobel.
24, John Miller and Margaret Phun had Margaret.
26, Willie Williamsoun and Magie Schortus had Margaret.

M. 26, James Cowsteoun to Janet Dalglesche.

¹This entry is among the marriages.
JUNE.

B.  7, Patrick Peirsoun and Janet Mastertoun had Janet.
    7, Ritchie Law and Janet Tomesone had Marjory.
    7, David Car and Kate Elder had Janet.
    7, Rob Michie and Janet Davidsone had Andrew.
    7, Tom Bankis and Isobel Tod had Isobel.
    7, George Chrystie and Effie Jamiesone had Elspet (in fornication).
    14, Andrew Hutoun and Elspet Cunninghamie had Bessie.
    14, William Brown and Grizel Cuthbert had Geils.
    23, John Aidiesoun and Bessie Blak had Robert.
    28, Patrick Legat and Bessie Blak had Robert.

M.  2, William Neilson to Catherine Baid.
     4, Rob Adame to Magie Douglas.
     9, Thomas Tod to Margaret Huttoun.
     9, Edmond Alisoun to Effie Crumbie.
    16, John Chopman to Geils Walker.
    16, George Donald to Margaret Wilson.
    21, Clement Sanders and Marion Bell had Isobel.
    23, Thomas Stevinsoun and Bessie Vallange had Jean.
    28, David Quhyt and Magie Durie had William (in fornication).

JULY.

B.  5, Andrew Horsie and Bessie (?) Angus had James.
    5, John Haistie and Kate Chalmers had Robert.
    5, David Burne and Margaret Brown had David.
    12, John Brown and Geils Peirsoun had ....
    21, Clement Sanders and Marion Bell had Isobel.
    23, Thomas Stevinsoun and Bessie Vallange had Jean.
    28, David Quhyt and Magie Durie had William (in fornication).

M.  14, Edward Wastwod to Janet Walker.
    21, William Turnebull to Margaret Law.
    23, Andrew Currie to Emelie Broun.
    25, Patrick Lawsoun to Janet Cunninghamie.

AUGUST.

B.  9, William Cusing and Elspet Hutchesoun had Elspet.
    18, William Drysdell and Effie Orrock had Janet.
    18, Andrew Hutsoun and Magie Knox had John.
    18, Alexander Aidie to Kirstie Bartrome.
    25, William Broun to Catherine Smythe.
    25, John Mackmirrie to Bessie Williamoun.

M.  4, John Trottar to Janet Craik (?).
    11, John Simsoun to Janet Mudie.
    18, Tom Tomesoun to Magie Moreis.
    25, William Broun to Catherine Smythe.
    25, John Mackmirrie to Bessie Williamoun.
SEPTEMBER.

B. 6, Laurie Andersoun and Bessie Currou had Isobel.
  8, Patrick Murray of Pardews and Margaret Colvill had Nanse.
13, George Walker and Mage Cuthbert had George.
13, Tom Marley and Janet Burne had Janet (in fornication).
13, John Walker and Margaret Fothorninghame had Isobel.
20, William Aissoun and Christian Anderson had a daughter . . .
20, John Anderson, younger, and Margaret Pratus had . . .
20, Tom Deis and Mage Kingorne had James.

M. 8, George Walker to Janet Makilhois.
  15, George Tomesone to Janet Cuninghame.

OCTOBER.

B. 11, James Lugtoun and Magie Nasmyth to Janet.
13, Hary Robertsone and Magic Galrige had Catherine (in fornication).
13, Thome Broun and Magie Bairdie had Nanse (in fornication).
22, Willie Tomesone and Janet Potter had Michael.
23, Adam Currou and Margaret Swenton had Andrew.
25, Robert Moreis and Janet Turneuhl had Christian (in fornication).
25, Finlay Buchannan and Janet Reidie ("tua idiot Hieland bodyis") had James (in fornication).
29, Andrew Current and Helen Law had James.
29, James Ros, "vagabund, upoun ane testimoniall that he wes laufullie
maryit," and Grizel Murray had Bessie.

M. 2, Finlaw Buchanan to Janet Reidie.
  13, Willie Anghous to Nanse Orrock.
  20, Patie Harrower to Christian Peacock.

NOVEMBER.

B. 1, Thom Key and Mage Steill had Thomas.
  1, Rob Peirsoun and Magie Peirsoun had Catherine.
  1, David Ritchiesoun and Helen Monteith had Isobel.
  3, John Young and Christian Gray had Margaret.
  3, Patie Cowper and Effie Baird had Marjory.
  5, John Chopman and Gells Walker had Marjory.
  8, James Bryse and Helen Hutoun had Margaret (in fornication).
  8, Thomas Ritchie and Margaret Andersone had Katherine.
17, William Pratus, younger, and Helen Anderson had Dorothea (in
  fornication).
19, James Primros and Sarah Colvill had Margaret.
19, John Bachab and Christian Porteous had Thomas (in fornication).
22, Adam Stobie and Helen Gibboun had Helen.
  — James Hutoun and Kate Walwod had Isobel.
  — James Garvie and Magic Cunitume had Margaret.
29, John Douglas and Rosina Osswald had Jean.
29, Michael Leslie and Helen Johnestoun had Bessie.

M. 3, James Litljohne to Helen Schortous.
10, George Davidson to Christian Bull.
10, Pate Stanehous to Kate Leitch.
17, Duncan Talzeour to Margaret Huttoun.
24, Thomas Blakwod to Christian Dalgleische.

DECEMBER.

B. 1, Rob Adame and Magie Douglas had Elspet.
  5, Geordie Johnestoun and Isobel Rae had Effie.
13, William Walwod and Margaret Alexander had John.
13, Thomas Coventrie and Janet Row had Helen.
20, Rob Qubyt and Kate Hummon had Helen.
20, Henry Greiff and Janet Traill had Janet.
22, David Dewar and Jean Logane had Barbara.

M. 1, John Hodge to Helen Quhyt.
15, James Lachland to Bessie Cunninghame.
22, James Henresone to Christian Knox.
24, John Small to Magie Huggoun.

JANUARY [1608.]

B. 3, James Kaimis and Mage Sibbald had Margaret.  
 3, Adam Stirk and Marion Henresoun had Robert.  
10, John Wastwod and Janet Elder had Bessie.  
12, Adam Dewar and Christian Wricht had Nanse.  
12, John Watson and Margaret Mekiljohne (afterwards married) had John (in fornication).  
17, Robert Turnbull and Janet Cowper had Robert.  
17, William Porteous and Nanse Aidie had Alexander.  
10, (sic), Mr. James Aitoun and Barbara Hamiltoun had . . . .  
24, Geordie Clerk and Isobel Lawsoon had James.

M. 19, John Car to Margaret Baird.  
29, John Watsoun to Margaret Mekiljohne.

FEBRUARY.

B. 1, Henry Gibsoun and Isobel Cunninghame had Marion.  
 1, John Mudie and Christian Kellok had Andrew.  
 1, William Cunninghame and Janet Alisoun had Andrew.  
 1, William Walwod and Bessie Nicole had Helen.  
 7, William Robertsone and Bessie Arnot had Janet.  
 7, Nicol Dalgleisiche and Helen Blackwod had George.  
 7, John Stevinsoun and Janet Moreis had Margaret.  
14, Pate Stanehous and Kate Leitche had Thomas.  
21, Alexander Inglis and Isobel Reid had Alexander.  
21, John Kellok and Christian Pringle had Margaret.  
21, John Watson and Janet Burt had Bessie (in fornication).  
28, John Andersone and Kirstie Christiesoun had Nanse.  
28, Edmond Alisoun and Effie Crumbie had Helen.  
28, John Walker and Helen Mekiljohne had David.

M. 2, John Rowan to Christian Dewar.  
 2, Thomas Betsoun to Margaret Beverage.  
 2, Willie Bryse to Janet . . . .  
 9, . . . . 10 . . . .  
 9, Peter Law to . . . .  
 5, William Mekiljohne to . . . . Mowtrey.  
 9, Walter Phinn to Margaret Wastwode.

MARCH.

B. 6, Robert Andersone and Isobel Tomesoun had Isobel.  
 6, James Buist and Janet Danzell had Adam.  
20, John Sanders and Kirstie Miller had Christian.  
20, Rob Cuninghame and Helen Wilson had Andrew.  
27, John Moreis and Margaret Watsoun had Elspet (in fornication).

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 10, John Tomesoun and Emie Cuming had Robert.  
10, William Aidie and Elspet Bryse had John.  
10, John Peirsoun and Marion Merser had Janet (in fornication).  
14, Andrew Mekiljohne and Janet Andersoun had Bessie.
17, James Mill and Janet Rowan had Isobel.
19, Davie Semple and Janet Mudie had John.
24, James Kellok and Helen Chalmers had Nanse.
23, Andrew Maine and Kate Stevinson had John.
30, Robert Brown and Janet Bell had James.

M. 12, John Stirk to Janet Meldrome.

MAY.

B. 3, Willie Turnbull, smith, and Magie Law had Andrew.
8, John Galrige and Mause Anderson had Helen.
8, Adam Schortus and Magie Miller had Grisole.
12, James Reid and Bessie Lindsay had Robert.
12, Rob Merser, flesher, and Margaret Barhame had Catherine.
15, Willie Buist and Helen Turnbull had Andrew.
15, Thomas Keir and Helen Baxter had Isobel.
15, Hary Mudie and Margaret Reid had Janet.
22, Alexander Hunnieman and Bessie Turnbull had Patrick.
24, Thomas Broun and Janet Kavic had Thomas.
29, Rob Andersoun and Effie Harrower had Nicole.
29, John Trottar and Janet Craik had Margaret.
29, George Donald and Janet (Margaret*) Wilsoun had Janet.

M. 17, David Burne to Margaret Fothringhame.
26, David Wilson to Isobel Burt.
31, David Gray to Elspet Murray.
31, David Betoun to Christian Hog.
31, Robert Colzieir to Bessie Young.

JUNE.

B. 7, James Turnbull, piper, now in Kavill, and Helen Johnestoun had Isobel.
12, George Tomesoun and Janet Cunningham had Walter.
14, Andrew Gaw and Kirstie Walkar had William.
14, Robie Currie and Kate Makcalzoun had Margaret.
19, Daniel Fleming and Helen Darumpill had George.
19, Nicol Meldrum and Janet Renny had Margaret.
25, Henry Wilsoun and Kate Keir had Andrew.

M. 14, James Ready to Margaret Sharpe.
14, James Hutton to Marjory Walwod.
14, John Melvill to Isobel Tod.
28, John Wilson to Nanse Hutton.

JULY.

B 12, Rob Phillane and . . . . had a son . . .
12, Rob Stirk and Nanse Car had Margaret.
16, Archie Mowtrey and Kate Bardner had John.
16, James Cansleoun and Janet Dalgleische had William.
16, Rob Russell and Barbara Elder had Robert.
23, Andrew Currie and Mawse Andersoun had Andrew.

M. 5, Thomas Webster to Elspet Greiff.
12, Adam . . . . to . . .

AUGUST.

B. 5, Andrew Andersone and . . . . had a son . . .
28, David Walker and Grizel Meldrum had Nanse.
30, James Gib and Bessie Stevin had Isobel (in fornication).

M. 30, William Tomesone in Leith to Catherine Tomesoun.

* Written above.
SEPTEMBER.
B. 11, William Drysdel and Effie Orrock had Bessie.
    11, John Keir and Geils Burne had Elspet.
    11, Thomas Tod and Barbara Elder had Effie.
    13, Gibbie Car and Helen Inglis had James.
    13, John Makmirrie and Bessie Williamson had Elspet.
    15, George Walsod and Elspet Spittell had Margaret.
    18, John Peat and Kate Stewart had Margaret.
    18, Edward Douglas and Marion Kirk had Andrew.
    18, Edward Tomesoun and Janet Burne had Isobel.
    18, James Litljohne and Effie Schorteous had John.
    —, (An entry here entirely torn away.)
    22, David Christie and Anabell Bardner had Bessie.
    27, Geordie Walker and Janet Mekilhois had Janet.
M.  8, William Mastertoun to Marion Mudie.
    13, John Moreis to Margaret Watsoun.

OCTOBER.
B.  9, Hary Stevisons in Rossyth "the plague of pestilence being in Inner-
    kething his awin paroche kirk," had a man child baptised called
    William (wife's name omitted).
    23, Watti Hutoun and Magie Rae had Isobel.
    25, William Andersoun in Lynkills and Geils Peirsoun had Geils.
    27, Sir Andrew Melvill of Garvock and Dame Elspet Hamiltoun had
    Marjory.
    30, Andrew Sanders and Isobel Wastwod had John.
    30, George Douglas and Janet Dagleshe had George.
    30, John Hutoun and Kate Hutoun had Thomas.
    30, William Cowsteoun and Helen Lyndsay had Margaret.
    30, George Davidsoun and Kirstie Bull had Isobel.
M.  25, James Roxburgh to Christian B . . . ., parishioners of Innerkething
    "qua in respect of the plague of pestilence in that toun wer maryit
    heir."

NOVEMBER.
B.  1, William Sibauld and Janet Christie had John (in fornication).
    8, James Kingorne and Effie Murray had Andrew.
    8, Andrew Mure and Janet Straquhenn had Andrew.
    8, Umphra Henresone and Christian Fentoun had John.
    13, William Flockard and Marjory Bull had Andrew.
    13, Adam Walsod in Fod and Christian Walsod had William.
    20, Andrew Turnebull in the Grange and Helen Currie had Helen.
    27, Henry Medlrome and Bessie Wilsone had William.
    29, Mr. James Aitoun and Elspet Hamiltoun had Grisole.
    29, Alexander Lockard and Helen Bruse had Helen (in fornication).
    29, Robert Stanheous and Nanse Chalmers had Robert.
M.  8, Thomas Burne to Janet Austiane.
    8, Abraham Grege to Effie Chrichtoun.
    22, James Bryse to Christian Young.
    22, James Burne to Janet Young.

DECEMBER.
B.  4, John Kellok and Janet Reid had Margaret.
    4, Alexander Lugtoun and Janet Patoun had Margaret.
    4, Nicol Wardlaw and Bessie Hutoun had Janet.
    11, James Chrichtoun and Margaret Mowbrey had Elspet.
    15, David Peirsoun in Wester Pitdinnnie and Margaret Andersone had John
    (in adultery).
18. Patrick Galloway and Mage Currou had a daughter . . . .
18. William Kennedy and Kate Speir had Margaret.
18. Thomas Wastwod and Grizel Michell had Katherine.
18. Peter Dewar and Janet Murray had a son . . . .
18. Gavin Ramsay and Janet Davidson had Janet.
18. James Hamilton and Nanse Imrie had Margaret.
—. Laurence[?] Patrik and Margaret Reid had Helen.
27. Fete Davidsone, collier, and Megie Doy (who died in childbirth) had
   Harry.

  27. John S . . . . to Margaret Tomesone.
  27. Alexander Lockard to Janet Hunnoun.

JANUARY [1609].

B. 11. John Andersonse, merchant, and Janet Reid had Bessie.
  11. Tom Walwod and . . . . Kirk had Marion.
  15. David Broun and Margaret Gibson had Janet.
  15. Edward Stirk and Nanse Lindsay had a daughter . . . .
  15. John Avestie[?] and Kate Chalmers had Catherine.
  17. John Lidell and Nanse Galt had Andrew (in fornication).
  24. John Small and Margaret Huggoun had Margaret.
  24. Wattie Andressoun and Bessie Cuming had Bessie (in fornication).
  29. George Miller and Bessie Lawsson had John (in fornication).
  29. William Cusing and Elspet Hutchiesoun had Catherine.
  31. Thomas Stevinsoun and Bessie Wallange had James.

M. 3. Andrew Cunninghame to Margaret Turnebull.
  3. Thomas Elder to Nanse Gregge.
  22. William Moreis to Bessie Stevin.
  22. Thomas Robertse to Janet Harrower.

FEBRUARY.

B. 2. Andrew Cunninghame in Primros and Janet Ruche had Thomas (in
   fornication).
  4. John Wright, collier, and Kate Patoun had Robert.
  7. William Heunesone, cordiner, and Margaret Gray had Catherine (in
   fornication).
  7. David Blak and Helen Dowie had James.
  7. John Car and Margaret Bairdie had Margaret.
  12. Simon Davidsone and Jean Nicole had Marjory.
  12. Adam Wilsone and Katherine Wilsoun had David.
  12. George Knox and Janet Angus had Margaret.
  19. John Marre, cook, and Janet Gray had William (witnesses, William
   Murray, William Cuninghame, William Drysdell).
  19. Patrick Peirsoun and Janet Mastertoun had Marjory.
  19. Thomas Robert and Janet Harrower had John (antenuptial).
  21. Mr Andrew Forrester, minister, and Helen Ramsay had Jean.
  26. John Miller and Margaret Phun had Andrew.
  28. David Sibauld, parishioner of Inverkeithing, and Catherine Anderson
   had Janet (bap. here because of the pestilence).

M. 7. Robert . . . . to Margaret Huttoun.
  14. William Stanehoues to Elspet Pirni . . . .
  14. George Fergusson to Janet Peirsone.

MARCH.

B. 5. Nicol Cowie and Margaret Fentoun had Christian (in fornication).
5. John Key and Margaret Fergie had William.
14. John Melvill, collier in Bayth, and Isobel Tod, had twins, Patrick and Janet.
19. Patrick Turnbull and Catherine Smyth had Peter.
19. James Gray and Janet Wastwood had Robert.
19. Henry Stevin and Marjory Drummond had Marjory.
26. John Robertson and Nanse Hutoun had James.
28. "That day Robert Murray had a womanchild borne to him of his wyff Kate Hutoun unbaptized and callit (deleted) died in cuming to the kirk before the sacrament was ministred."
28. Florence Andersoun and Helen Cunninghame had Bessie.

M. [Nunc.]

APRIL.

9. Andrew Andersoun and Janet Arnott had Christian.
9. James Wilsoun and Janet Gibsone had Janet.
14. Patrick Andersone and Bessie Roxburgh had John.
16. Thomas Mudie and Bessie Turnbull had John.
16. Andrew Dewar and Effie Waterstoun had Marion (in fornication).
18. Henry Turnbull and Kate Cusing had Alison.
18. Patrick Colzieir and Isobel Cunninghame had George baptised ("upoun our testimonial").
22. John Moreis ("departit in aene castin away schipe at Dundie wyfif") and . . . had a daughter . . . .
22. John Harrower and Bessie Mathie (Mackie) had twins, John and Janet.
22. John Stirk and Janet Meldrom had John.
22. William Currour and Margaret Weitit had Elspet.
22. Thomas Tomesoun and Margaret Moreis had James.
22. Gilbert Wright and Margaret Eassoun had Margaret.
25. Mungo Murray and Mrs Margaret Halkheid (befoir thei wer marvit efter thei had satisfied the discipline of the kirk at Balingrie wpoun a testimoniall from the minister thair to the ministeris of Dunfermling) had James.
30. Andrew Horne, miller, and Bessie Anghous had John.

M. 18. James Henresoun to Janet Dewar.

MAY.

B. 2. Andrew Touchie and Catherine Fyiff had Geils.
3. William Steidman and Kate Wilsoun had Janet.
7. Rob Michie, collier, and Janet Davidson had Margaret.
7. James Hutoun and Catherine Walwod had Isobel.
14. William Broun, notary, and Grisoe Cuthbert had David.
16. David Burne, miller, and Margaret Broun had Andrew.
16. Charlie Ritchiesoun and Janet Buist had a daughter . . . .
21. William Turnbull and Bessie Cowper had Janet.
21. George Mill and Bessie Burne had John.
23. Pate Mefiwane, collier in Lassodie Heuch, "had twa women children borne to him in adulterie, the ane of Issobell Kellok, the other of Kate Proud, baptized and callit, the ane Catharine and the uther Nans.

* Noted in the marriage column.
The said Pate Mefiwan after the first adulterie committit with Issobell Kellok in the verray tyme that he wes making his repentance for the same he falls the second tyme in adulterie with Kate Proud." 

28, John Dewar in Pitbachlie and Isobel Moreis had Helen. 
28, John Christie and Bessie Merschell had John. 

M. 23, John Burgane to Alison Orrock. 
23, Andrew Neilson to Marion Steidman. 

JUNE. 

B. 6, James Cois in Galrighill and Bessie Sandis had Alexander. 
6, Willie Murray in Lassodymill, miller, and Mage Kellok had William (in adultery). 
6, Andrew Kinminmond and Isobel Makkennoche had Robert (in adultery). 
11, Peter Law and Margaret Walker had Barbara. 
11, John Andersone, notary, and Christian Christie son had William. 
11, David Watsone and Janet Cutibert had David. 
18, James Oswald and Bessie Cowsteoun had Andrew (in fornication). 
25, William Mudie and Margaret Aidieson had John. 
25, William Aidie and Elspet Bruse had Margaret. 
27, George Lughtoun in Knokes and Bessie Stevinsoun had Annas. 

M. 4(?), Alexander Bart . . . . to Isobel . . . . 

JULY. 

B. 1, William Wilson and Helen Chalmers had Anna. 
9, George Fergusson and Janet Peirsoun had Alexander. 
9, David Broun in Cocklaw and Christian Black had David. 
16, John Aidiesone and Beatie Turnebull had Margaret. 
16, David Symson and Barbara Broun had Thomas. 
16, John Peirsoun and Janet Tomesoun had Bessie (in fornication). 
23, John Stevinsoun and Janet Moreis had John. 
23, Wattie Phinne and Magie Wastwod had John. 
30, Adam Andersone and Christian Tomesoun had Bessie. 

M. 11, James Trottar to Bessie Lowsonn. 
11, Peter Sanders to Marion Kirk. 
11, Andrew Patoun to Isobel Johnestoun. 
18, William Kellok to Margaret Kellok. 
25, John Smithe to Effie Burne. 

AUGUST. 

B. 8, John Andersone, younger, litster, and Margaret Pratus had Janet. 
13, Mr Thomas Wardlaw and Catherine Alisoun had Catherine. 
20, Andrew Huttoun and Elspet Cunningham had Marjory. 
22, Thomas Drysdell and Isobel Bruse had John (in fornication). 
26, Andrew Buchaman and Bessie Row had Janet. 
29, Archie Vylie and Grisole Walwod had Janet (in fornication). 

M. 8, William Andersone to Isobel Gilmore. 
15, William Henri son, cordiner, to . . . . Forsythe, parishioner of Cleish. 
17, Andrew Law, merchant, to Elspet Nasmithe. 
29, James Abercrumbie to Mause Burgane. 

SEPTEMBER. 

B. 3, James Bryse and Christian Young had John. 
7, David Burne in Wester Gellat and Margaret Fothinghame had Margaret. 
14, John Fleming of Blaklaw and Bessie Sands had John. 
17, Edmond Alisone and Effie Crumbie had James.
19, George Halkheid and Helen Brumlie had George (in fornication).
24, Patrick Laweson and Margaret Cunninghame had Patrick.

M. 19, John Potter to Christian Leggatt.
26, John Williamson in Pittenweem to Janet Mongomrie.

OCTOBER.

B. 5, Mr. James Dalgleische, schoolmaster, and Janet Mekiljohn had Walter.
  8, George Hendine and Bessie Bennat had Adam.
  10, John Wardlaw, walker, and Margaret Baid had Andrew.
  15 (?), John Hislope and Janet Latchlands had Janet.
  15 (?) Nicole Inglesche and Bessie Cunninghame had Nanse.
  22, John Stevin and Margaret Tomesoun had Bessie.
  26, David Maingizies and Margaret Fylour had Jean (in fornication).
  29, Thomas Bankis and Isobel Tod had Janet.
  29, Archibald Douglas and Janet Philliane had Janet.

M. [None.]

NOVEMBER.

B. 5, Thomas Hutoun in Luscour and Margaret Lyndsay had Nanse.
  5, William Stanehoues and Elspet Pirnie had William.
  5, Robert Wilson and Margaret Hutoun had Bessie.
  7, Gavin Stanehous, maltman, and Marjory Nicole had Helen.
  12, James Tomesone, belman, and Helen Strange had Alexander.
  12, Robert Quby, maltman, and Helen Hunning had Helen.
  12, James Kairnis and Marjory Sibbuck had a daughter . . . .
  22, John Davidsone, collier in Keltochuech, and Nanse Broun had Nanse.
  22, William Neilsoun and Catherine Baid had Catherine.
  22, Charles Wallange and Janet Dewar had a daughter . . . .
  22, John Mudie and Christian Kellok had John.
  22, James Sanders and Barbara Wilson had a son, . . . (in fornication).
  22, George Turnebull, younger, and Margaret Tomesone had William (in fornication).
  26, William Andersoun and Margaret Bonalay (?) had Robert.
  26, Andrew Peacok and Margaret Lauthiane had James.
  26, William Turnebull and Margaret Law had John.
  28, William Cunninghame in Crocefuird and Janet Lugtoun had Anna.
  28, Patrick Murray and Margaret Colvill had Margaret.

M. 7, Niclo Dewar to Janet Robertisone.
  21, John Donaldsone to Christian Broun.
  28, Andrew Renny to Bessie Brand.

DECEMBER.

B. 3, Andrew Cunninghame in Primrois and Margaret Turnebull had David.
  3, Andrew Sanders and Isobel Westwode had Marjory.
  10, Adam Stobe, portioner of Wester Luscour, and Helen Gibbone had John; witnesses, John Akin of Burrowane, Robert Broun of Barhill, Mr. John Walkar.
  10, John Makbayth and Catherine Wat had Margaret (in fornication).
  10, Archibald Nicole and Margaret Hadstoun had Bessie.
  10, James Masterton and Grisole Stewart had Alexander.
  17, William Andersone in Lymkils and Geils Peirsone had William.
  17, Alexander Lockard, walker, and Janet Hunmon had John.
  17, William Cunninghame, weaver, and Janet Alison had John.
  17, John Burne, younger, in Easter Gellat, and Jean Murray had James.
  24, Alexander Wilson in Grange and Elspet . . . bie had John.
  26, James Garvie and Margaret Cunninghame had William.
  26, “The 26 day ane noble and potent lord, Alexander, Earle of Dunfermyne, and heichie Chancelor of Scotland, had ane womanchyld borne to him of his lady, Dame Margarit Hay, baptized and callit Grisole.”
31, George Dewar and Catherine Wardlaw had twins, Robert and Janet (in
fornication).
31, Andrew Neilsoun and . . . . had Elspet.

M. 5, Allan Galrig to Janet Currie.
5, John Andersone to Janet Meldrome.
5, George Christie to Effie Jamiesone.
19, Robert . . . . to Geils Bonalay.

JANUARY [1610].

B. 14, Henry Hall and Janet Neifeine had Patrick.
14, John Huttoon, weaver, and Nanse Smithe had James.
16, Patrick Leggat and Bessie Blak had Christian.
21, James Fargie and Marion Fyiff had Adam.
21, Robert Smythe and Margaret Anghous had Marjory.
21, John Andersone and Janet Henresoun had Marjory.
23, Andrew Turnebull, younger, in Bromehall, and Bessie Futhie had Janet.
28, Robert Douglas and Margaret Douglas had Anna.

M. 2, David Barklay to Christian Murie.
9, James Kelkto to Margaret Mudie.
9, John Weitatt to Christian Moreis.
11, Mr. Alexander Lindesay of Canterland was married in one of the kirks
of Edinburgh to Jean Murray, sister of Patrick Murray of Pardewis
(on a testimonial from our ministers of Dunfermline).
16, Helias Scharpe to Nanse Tosomesoun.
23, David Monteithe to Janet Brogge.
30, James Osswald to Bessie Cowstecoun.

FEBRUARY.

B. 4, William Smart and Bessie Mudie had Margaret.
11, John H . . . . and Nanse Smithe had Margaret.
11, James Henresoun and Janet Dewar had James.
11, Thomas Coventrie and Janet Row had Margaret.
11, Thomas Broun and Margaret Bairdie had Thomas.
18, Robert Young and Christian Lugtoun had George.
18, Gilbert Stalker and Christian Weitat had Catherine.
25, James Potter and Bessie Reid had Margaret.
25, John Lawson and Janet Donald had Patrick.
25, Adam Stirk and Marion Henresoun had Henry.

M. 13, . . . Maingzies to Margaret Fyler.
13, David Tod to Janet Aidiesoune.
20, Alexander B (?) . . . . to Helen Huttoun.

MARCH.

B. 4, John Makmirrie and Bessie Williamsonse had Nanse.
4, James Burne and Janet Young had Catharine.
4, John Sanders and Christian Miller had Christian.
4, James Turnebull, piper, and Helen Johnestoun had Bessie.
4, David Dewar of Lassodie and Jean Logane had Janet.
11, Harry Younge and Helen Keir had Florence (son).
11, Umphra Henresoun and Christian Fentoun had a son, . . . .
— Patie Harrower and Christian Peacok (?) had Margaret.
13, Andrew Law and Elspet Nasmithe had Janet.
18, John Pullenis and Effie Wilsono had Andrew.
20, John Makkie and Elspet Robertseone had Margaret.
22, David Henresone and Bessie Turnebull had Margaret.
25, John Douglas and Rosina Osswald had Anna.
25, James Mill and Janet Rowane had Henry.
25, Robert Peirsoun and Isobel Galt had Elspet.
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M. 13, Thomas . . . . to Margaret Fentoun.
19, James Dewar to Grisole Hoy.

APRIL.

B. 3, Andrew Wilson and Marjory Fotheringham had Patrick (in
  fornication).
  3, George Tomesoun and Janet Cunninghame had a daughter . . . .
  15, Andrew Andersone and Janet Touchie had Margaret.
  15, Thomas Deis, cutler, and Magie Kingorne had Henry.
  17, Mungo Murray and Mrs. Margaret Halkheid had Robert.
  22, William Walwod and Bessie Nicole had Bessie.
  22, Thomas Key and Mage Steill had Margaret.
M. 24, Alexander Areskine, master of Fenton, was married to Lady Anna
  Setoun, eldest daughter of Alexander, Earl of Dunfermline, Chancellor.

MAY.

B. 1, George Walker, merchant, and Marjory Cuthbert had William.
  3, John Wilson and Isobel Kirk had Bessie.
  6, James Cadell and Beatrix Peirsone had John.
  6, Robert Tomesoun and Elspet Mitchell had Catherine.
  13, John Trotter and Janet Craik had Janet.
  13, James Fargie, weaver, "had twinnis men chyldren borne to him in
  fornication of Beatle Watt, the one died after birth without baptism,
  and the other was baptized and callit George."
  15, Thomas Elder, flesher, and Nanse Gregge had Thomas.
  26, Adam Huttoun and Alison Douglas had Andrew.
  29, Andrew Dewar in Pitbachlie and Janet Segie had Peter.
  5, Sir Andrew Melvill of Garvock and Dame Elspet Hamiltoun had
  Isobel.
  5, John Watsone, merchant, and Margaret Mekil[johne] had a son.
  17, Johne Logane and Margaret Galt had Margaret.
  17, William Chattow and Catherine Kellok had Mary.
  17, Thomas Christie of the Hoile and Janet Huttoun had Bessie.
  24, John Tomesoun and Emelie Cuming had Margaret.
  24, Archie Tomesoun and Janet Peacok had Marion.
  24, George Christie and Effie Jamesoun had Janet.
  24, James Nasmyth and Christian Hardie had Janet.
  25, James Kingorne, clerk of the regality of Dunfermline, and Eupham
  Murray had Adam.
M. 5, William Kae to Janet Orrock.
  5, William Robertsone to Janet Litljohne.
  5, Laurence Huttoun to Isobel Davidsone.
  26, Thomas Mudie to Margaret Turnebull.
  26, James Wilson to Janet Walker.
**JULY.**

B. 1. William Kellok and Margaret Kellok had Margaret.
   2. William Hensoun, cordiner, and Bessie Forsyithe had Catherine.
   3. James Robertstone and Janet Bryse had Marjory (in fornication).
   4. John Schortus and Janet Brown had Janet.
   5. Harry Stevinsoun in Rossyth parish and Helen Wotterlie had John.
   6. Thomas Stevinsoun, servitor to the Earl of Murray, and Bessie Vallange had David.
   7. Alexander Lughtoun and Janet Patoun had Helen.
   8. Mr. James Aittoun, portioner of Grene, and Barbara Hamltoun had James.

M. 10. John Watsone to Janet Kennedie.
   11. David Stronge to Margaret Sibbauld.
   12. James Sanders to Barbara Wilsoun.

**AUGUST.**

B. 7. Davie Christie and Annabell Bardner had . . . .
   9. Robert Wels and Grisole Andersoun had Bessie.
   10. Andrew Renny and Bessie Brand had Andrew.
   11. Archibald Mowtrey and Catherine Bardner had David.
   12. John Wricht, collier, and Catherine Patoun had Helen.
   13. David Sempill and Janet Mudie had Catherine.
   15. Adam Wilsoun and Catherine Wilsoun had Catherine.
   16. John Potter and Christian Legat had Margaret.
   17. John Tomesoun and Effie Wastwool had Christian (in fornication).
   18. Andrew Gaw and Christian Walker had a son . . . .

M. 7. Florence Burgan to Janet Palmer.
   22. John Colzeir to Janet Sempill.

**SEPTEMBER.**

B. 2. Andrew Currie and Mawse Andersone had David.
   3. Nicol Huntar and Marion Hutoun had Christian.
   4. Mr. Andrew Forrester, minister, and Helen Ramsay had Isobel.
   5. William Gray and Margaret Andersone had John.
   6. James Gray and Janet Westwool had Janet.
   7. Robert Merser and Margaret Barhame had Christian.
   8. David Watsone, merchant, and Janet Cuthbert had John.
   9. Henry Greiff and Janet Traill had Catherine.
   10. Jerome Broun and Katherine Dowie had Catherine (in fornication).
   11. Wattie Murray and Alison Tomesone had John (in fornication).
   12. Nicol Dewar and Jennie Robertstone had Marjory.
   13. Andrew Mekiljohnie and Janet Anderson had Janet.
   14. Thomas Tod and Barbara Elder had William.

M. 11. Patrick Cowper to Janet Murray.

**OCTOBER.**

B. 2. John Gibe to Marjory Shortous (married).^1
   7. William Murie and Christian Cunninghame had Alexander.
   14. Thomas Burne, miller, and Janet Austiane had Marjory.

^1 Inserted in the baptism column.
14, Michael Meldrum and Janet Renny had Robert.
14, William Porteous and Nanse Aidie had Sarah.
14, James Litiejohn and Helen Schortous had James.
21, Andrew Hutoun, cordiner, and Elspet Cunningham had Elspet.
21, James Dewar and Grisole Hay had Catherine.
28, James Haart and Janet Mure had Margaret (in fornication).

M. 16, John Ros to Helen Hutoun.

NOVEMBER.

B. 4, William Lugtoun and Catherine Dewar had Janet.
6, Janet Lessells "had ane man chyld, borne of hir in fornicatioun to
    William Stewinsone then aff the countrey as scho gave hir aeth, bap-
    tized and callit William." 
8, William Pratus, elder, and Bessie Cuthbert had Marjory.
11, Laurence Andersone and Bessie Currou had Helen.
    — Andrew Currie and Emelie Cuming had Andrew.
    — John Watsone and Janet Kennedie had Janet.
    — William Drysdell, deceased, and Effie Orrock had Catherine.
25, John Austiane, miller, and Catherine Chalmers had Jone (daughter).
25, Henry Gibsone and Isobel Cunningham had Bessie.
25, Allan Galvige and Janet Currie had Janet.

M. 6, Andrew Colzeir to Nicolas Abercrumbie.
6, Robert Orrock to Janet Dewar.
20, Thomas . . . to Grisole Westwode.
20, John Makbayth to Christian Tomesone.
27, Richard Potte to Bessie Tomesone.

DECEMBER.

B. 2, Alexander Bartrome and Isobel Broun had Janet.
4, John Burne in the Nethertoun and Janet Law had a daughter . . .
9, Robert Cunninghame and Helen Wilsone had William.
9, Robert Bennat tailor, and Geils Banalay had David.
16, Alexander Wilsone and Margaret Donaldsone had Nanse.
23, David Barklay and Christian Murie had Alexander.
23, George Davidsone and Christian Bull had Margaret.
23, Thomas Sands had . . . had Marjory.
23, (Entry torn away.)
23, James Cowsteoun and Janet Dalgleishe had James.
23, William Cusing and Elspet Hutchiesone had Alison.
25, John Andersone, notary, and Christian Christiesone had Robert.
30, Alexander Beane and Margaret Hutoun had John.
30, James Hunter and Catherine Law had a son . . .

M. 4, George Wallace to Janet Dalgleishe.
11, James Sanderis to Marion Hutoun.
11, Richard Hendine to Margaret Chrichtoun.
11, George Imrie to Margaret Stewinsone.
11, David Hardie to Bessie Potter.
18, Andrew Walwood to Marjory Mudie.
18, John Broun to Christian Neilson.
27, . . . Smythe to Margaret Maistertone.

JANUARY [1611].

B. 1, George Donald and Margaret Wilsone (who died in child birth) had
    Mark. "This samyn day the barne was baptized and the mother
    buryt."
13, Laurence Patrik and Margaret Reid had Margaret.
15, John Coventrie and Janet Walwood had Adam.
13, John Rowane and Marion Cunningham had Janet (in fornication).
20. John Brown and Margaret Smetoun had Janet.
20. John Andersone and Janet Meldrome had George.
20. Thomas Keir and Helen Baxter had Harry.
20. Thomas Westwood and Nansie Clerk had Adam (in adultery).
   — Richard Cuthbert and Bessie Moreis had a son . . . .
   — Andrew Horne and Bessie Anghous had David.
   — Abraham Grege and Christian Cunningham had Margaret.

M. 1. James Hairt to Janet Murrie.
   8. Patrick Robertson to Jean Edmonston.
29. George Ivatt to Janet Geddes(s).

**FEBRUARY.**

B. 3. Patrick Galloway and Marjory Currou had Margaret.
10. David Burne, miller, and Margaret Broun had David.
10. John Schortus and Marjory Stevisone had Robert (in promise of marriage).
17. John Reanny and Margaret Hutton had Henry.
17. Robert Dewar and Janet Moreis had Patrick.
17. Patrick Dewar and Janet Mathesone had Andrew (in fornication).
19. George Fergusson and Janet Peirsone had David.
24. William Cowsteene and Helen Lindesay had James.
24. Adam Currou and Margaret Swentoun had Margaret.
24. John Kinross and Helen Ross had Bessie.
24. John Dow and Elspet Beverage had John (in fornication).

M. [None.]

**MARCH.**

B. 3. Patrick Stevin and Margaret Drummond had Bessie.
   —, . . . 1 and Jean Huton had Bessie.
   —, Willie Rae and Janet Orrock had John.
24. Gilbert Car and Helen Inglis had Michael.
26. John Anderson, merchant, and Janet Reid had William.
31. Andrew Turnebull, portioner of [Granjge?  and Helen Currie had
   Andrew.
31. John Stirk and Janet Meldrome had James.
31. Andrew Andersone and Janet Arnott had Marion.

M. [None.]

**APRIL.**

B. 6. Thomas Greif and Margaret Forsythe had Andrew.
7. Patrick Stanehoues and Catherine Leithe had Elspet.
7. John Stevisone and Janet Moreis had Thomas.
9. Simon Davidsone, collier, and Jean Nicole had John.
14. Thomas Robertson and Janet Harrower had David.
   —, Thomas Peirsone and Christian Kaut had Margaret.
   —, . . . . and Grisole Meldrome had Elspet.
   —, Edward Tomesone and Janet Burne had Nansie. Witnesses, Thomas
   Stevinson, John Car, Richard Porter, younger.
   —, Laurence Horne and Jean Wilsone had John.
   —, William Thomesone in Bayth and Helen Watson had Catherine.
5. Andrew Touche and Catherine Fyiff had Effie.
7. Willie Buist and Helen Turnebull had a daughter . . . .
10. Willie Kennedie and Katherine Spear had Jean.
10. Robert Scotland and Jean Tomesone had James.

1 The edges of the leaves towards the end of this volume are much mutilated, in
   consequence of which there are many defective entries in this year's record.
2 Here the dating of the month begins over again, but it seems still to be April.
10. Thomas Tod and Margaret Hutoun had Thomas.
11. John Small and Margaret Huggan had Patrick.
12. Robert Trumbill and Janet Cowper had . . . .
13. Elspet Paterson "had ane manchylqd qualilk scho buire in the thrid fall in fornicatioun with ane vagabund fellow nicknameit Clout on the Schulder, baptized and callit . . . ."
14. and Kate Cusine had William.
15. Robe Currie, alias Lotche, and Kate Makcalzeoun had Bessie.
16. David Care, armourer, and Catherine Elder had George.
17. William Monteithe of Randiefuirid and his lady Jean Bruse had Margaret.
18. David Wilsone, collier, and Isobel Burt had Margaret.

M. 2. William Davidsone to Margaret Mowbrey.

MAY.

B. 5. Robert Peirsone (deceased) and Margaret Peirsone had Robert. "The bairne was borne about twenty tua days within three quarters of ane yeir after the departure of the father."
14. Robert Quhyt and Nanse Hairt had Janet.
15. John Dowie and Margaret Plak had John.
16. Alexander Wilsone in Grange and Elspet Michie had Elspet.
17. William Robertstone, weaver, and Janet Liteljohnhe had William.
18. James Wilsone in Galrigehill and . . . . had Henry.
19. Peter Brown, portioner of Fode, and Christian Tomesone had Adam.
20. . . . . and . . . . sone had a son . . . .

1. William Keir to Janet Turnebull.
2. John Lawsone to Janet Nasmithe.
28. Patrick Davidsone, collier, to Janet Tomesone.

JUNE.

B. 2. Duncan Cherrie and Janet Fischar had Bessie.

2. Robert Phillane, maltman, and Helen Cuthbert had Isobel.
4. Charles Ritchardsone and Janet Buist had John.
13. Wattie Phune, saltbearer, and Magie Westwod had twins, Margaret and Janet.
16. George Mill in the Knok and Bessie Burne had James.
23. James Cunninghame and Isobel Cunninghame had Archibald.
23. Archibald Douglas and Janet Phillane had Margaret.
23. Wattie Hutoun and Margaret Rae had Bessie.
30. John Hutoun in Pitdinne and Helen Stanehoues had Christian.
30. Gilbert Blair, slater, and Elspet Johnestoun had Anna.
30. John Melvill, collier, and Isobel Tod had George.

M. 4. Thomas Mitchell, younger, to Margaret Dick (upon a testimonial from the minister of Dalgatie).
4. Alaster Balfour to Catherine Proude.
11. James Makbreck to Catherine Peirsoun.
25. John Simsone to Bessie Hutoun.
25. Archibald Hoge to Bessie Wilsone.
25. James Stevinstone to Janet Garnock.

JULY

B. 7. Robert Wilsone in Pitdinnie and Margaret Hutoun had John.
9. John Strange, officer of the burgh, and Janet Mathie had . . . .
14. John Wilsone and Isobel Kirk had Margaret.
14. John Watsone, merchant, and Margaret Mekil . . . had Janet.
— . . . and Jean Edmonstoune had a son . . .
23. Archibald Gray and Catherine Tomesone had David.
30. Clement Sanders and Marion Bell had Marion. Witnesses, Umphra Fegge, John Banks (?), David Sibauuld.

M. — . . . to Margaret L . . .
— Patrick Young (?) to Helen Nicole.

AUGUST.

B. 4. John Kay and Margaret Fergie had John.
11. David Andersone in Knokes and Helen Andersone had David.
12. Sir Robert Halkheid of Pitfirrane and Dame Margaret Murray had James.
18. David Tod and Janet Dalgleische had Margaret.
20. William Cunningham in Crocefuird and Janet Lugtoun had Elspet.
25. William Neilsone and Catherine Baid had William.
25. David Dewar of Lassodie and Jean Logane had Christian.
25. Thomas Ritchardsone, tailor, and Helen Reid had Margaret (in fornication).

13. . . . Walwode to Margaret Peirsone.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 8. Richard Hendine and Margaret Chrichtoun had Margaret.
10. Peter Law and Margaret Walkar had Margaret.
— . . . and Janet . . . . had . . .
— George Walker and Janet Mekilhois had Elspet.
22. Thomas Mudie in Mastertoun and Margaret Turnbull had Bessie.
— Harry Stewart of Bayth and Catharine Kirkcaldie had Bessie.
29. Edward Douglas in Wester Gellat and Marion . . . k had Effie.
29. Patrick Peirsone and Janet Maistertoun had Harry.
29. James Hutoun and Catherine Walwod had Margaret.

M. 10. . . . Sanders to Catherine . . .

OCTOBER.

B. 1. Richard Potter, younger, and Bessie Tomesone had Bessie.
1. Thomas Stevinsone and Bessie Vallange had Thomas.
1. David Broun and Margaret Gibsone had Bessie.
6. James Austiane and Mawse Alexander had Margaret.
8. Sir Andrew Melvill of Garvock and Dame Elspet Hamilton had Harry.
8. Patrick Turnbull, baker, treasurer of Dunfermline, and Katherine Smythe had David.
— . . . Maistertoun and Grisole Stewart had a son . . .
— . . . and Margaret Turnbull had Andrew.
— David Laurie and Marion Blair had Janet.

M. 8. William Dawson to Marion Robertsone.

NOVEMBER.

B. 3. Adam Man and Marion Drysdell had Bessie.
3. William Henresone and Bessie Forsyithe had Andrew.
— William Walwode and Bessie Nicole had Janet.
7. John Huslope and Janet Laichlands had Robert.

M. 12. Thomas Walwode to Effie Scott.
19, Andrew Beany to Janet Reanny.
26, Peter Sempill to Isobel Gilmure.

**DECEMBER.**

B. 1, Umphra Henresone and Christian Fentoun had Bessie.
— William Stanehoues and Elspet Pirnie had John.
— Gilbert Wright and Margaret Eassone had John.
— James Turnebull and Helen Johnestoun had Anna.
— . . . Kellok and Margaret Kellok had a son . . .
— . . . and Margaret Stevinson had a daughter . . .
— . . . and Bettie Murdoche had a daughter . . .
— . . . and Jean Huttoun had Isobel.
— John Walker, tailor, and Barbara Fyff had William (in fornication).
   "This womanis husband callit Johne Rowan; it is uncertaine quhither
   he leift or nocht (being ane long tyme and yit still all (sic) aff the
   contrey) at this tyme, and therefor it was thocht and suspectit to be
   adulterie, and their satisfac'ioun continewit till testimonie and tryall
   wes had therin till."
20, Andrew Colzier, droneur of the burgh of Dunfermline, and Nicholas
   Abercrumbie had Margaret.
20, James Crichtoun and Margaret Mowbrey had Margaret.
20, William Smithie in Fode and Margaret Maiestertoun had Andrew.
20, John Young and Christian Peirsone had Catharine.
20, James Lughtoun and Margaret Na'smyth had Helen.
22, Robert Peirsone in Lynkils and Isobel Galt had Margaret.
22, Rob Orrock and Jenie Dewar had Janet.
27, Nicol Broun in Lassodie Mill and Mawse Spittall had a daughter . .
M. 3, Alexander Spittell to Isobel Hiltoun.
22, Bar[role] Gilmure to Janet B[ull].

[End of First Volume of the Register, pp.1-286, average size
10½ ins. long by 8 ins. wide.]

**DECEMBER [1611].**

B. 22, Adam Stevinson, smith, and Margaret Reid had Laurence.
22, James Grey and Catherine Craigie had Margaret (in fornication).
24, John Wilson, seaman, and Janet Sanders had George (in fornication).
24, William Brown, notary, and Grisole Cuthbert had Marjory.
31, William Cuninghame, weaver, and Janet Alisone had Bessie.

M. 24, . . . Quhyt to Christian Gray.

**JANUARY [1612].**

B. 1, John Trottar and Janet Craik had John.
1, John Hutoun, smith in Lassodie, and Isobel Gregson(? had David.
1, Nicol Dewar and Janet Andersonsone had Catharine.
1, Gavin Stanehoues and Marjory Nicoll had Janet.
1, Mr. Andrew Forrester, minister, and Helen Ramsay had Janet.
4, Johne Lawson, miller, and Janet Na'smyth had James.
19, John Davidsone and Kate Warclaw had John.
26, Edward Stirk and Nanse Lindsay had Marion.
28, John Scott and Margaret Kirk had Janet (in fornication).
31, John Fleming of Blaklaw and Bessie Sandis had Marion.

M. 7, James Purdie to Isobel Beany.
21, Henry (?) Douglas to Helen Welles (?)
28, J . . . Robertson to Margaret Brand.

**FEBRUARY.**

B. 2, James Henresone and Janet Dewar had Janet.
2, George Knox and Janet Anghous had Marion.
2, Patrick Harrower and Cristie Peacock had Nanse.
2, William Currou and Margaret Weitait had David.
5, Nicul Wardlaw and Bessie Hutoun had a son . . .
9, John Potter and Kirstie Leggat had Janet.
9, John Smetoun and Magie Anderson had Grisole.
9, Alaster Balfour and Kate Proud had Robert.
9, Thomas Mitchell and Margaret Dick had Thomas.
9, Adam Stobie and Helen Gibbie had Adam, baptized in the kirk of Carnock.
11, Thomas Hutoun and Margaret Lindsay had Thomas, baptized in Carnock kirk.
13, Geordie Davidsone and Christie Bull had John.
13, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw and Katie Alisone had Isobel.
16, John Walker and Margaret Fotherghame had John.
16, Thom Rodger and Grziel Westwood had . . .
18, John Stevin and Magie Tomesone had John.
18, John Burne, a young lad, and Bessie Broun had Margaret (in fornication).
23, James Trottar and Bessie Lawsone had William.
23, Geordie Hendine and Bessie Bennat had Helen.
23, . . . Abercrumbie and . . . had Susanna.
27, Mungo Murray and Margaret Halkhead had Nicolas.

M. 4, William Cu . . . to Bessie Hutoun.
11, Robert Wilson to Christian Sumraell.
16, David Lyndsay of Balcarries to Sophia Setoun, daughter of Alexander, Earl of Dunfermline.
18, Ar . . . . Hodge to Margaret Walker.
18, Henry Peirsone to Helen Williamsone.
23, Patrick Douglas to Margaret Schortus.
23, Robert Broun to Christian Kidde:

MARCH.

B. 1, Thomas Peirsone and Christian Kant had Bessie.
1, James Sanders and Barbara Wilson had Andrew.
3, John Galrige and Nanse Andersone had George.
9, William Flockart and Janet Burne had James.
10, John Burgane and Alison Orrock had Janet.
10, Grisole Smithe "had ane womanchyd borne of hir in fornication to James Gib, quha wes at Loundon for the tyme and thairfor not tryit in this scandler, and the bairne wes takine out the hands of Andro Mekiljojhe and baptizid and callit Nanse."
15, Rob Pringle, collier, and Madge Brand had Janet (in fornication).
15, "That day Davie Simsone, ane wncouthie sowter faflow, had ane womanchylde borne to him of his wyff Barbara Broun, maryt with him in the kirk of Dunfermylyne, baptizid and callit Margaret."
22, Adam Walvood in Fod and Isobel Walvood had Catharina.
22, Allan Galrige and Janet Currie had Alexander.
31, James Stevisone and Janet Garnok had James.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 5, William Sanders and Marion Mastertoun had a daughter . . .
12, Archibald Hodge, collier, and Bessie Wilson had Allison.
14, John Gib and Marjory Schortus had Margaret.
14, Patie Lawsson and Margaret Cunningham had Isobel.
19, David Broun and Christian Blak had Isobel.
19, William Turnebull and Magie Law had Peter.
19, George Moreis and Margaret Kinimond had Henry.
19, John Raither, "ane litster servand," and Nanse Haddock, "ane woman in Edinburgh," had a manchild (in fornication) called David.
19, Rob Henresone, skinner, and Elspet Baird had Robert (in fornication).
19, Robert Merser, flesher, and Margaret Barhame had Robert.
26, John Lawsone and Janet Donaldsone had Margaret.
28, Patrick Young and Helen Nicole had Andrew.
M. 28, David Peirsone to Bessie Peirsone.

MAY.

B. 3, James Gibsone and Margaret Patoun had Margaret.
  8, John Keir and Geils Burne had Janet.
  8, John Walker, tailor, and Jean Maxwell had Marjory.
 17, Willie Mudie and Magie Daglesche had Margaret.
 26, Jamie Quhyt and Bessie Wilsone had William (in fornication).
 31, Abraham Grege and Isobel Cunningham had Helen.
 31, John Davidson and Nanse Broun had Marie.
M. 19, Adam Patoun to Mage Phillane.
 26, Adam Hendine to Margaret Grieve.

JUNE.

B. 7, Nicol Inglis and Bessie Cunningham had Alexander.
  7, William Walwod, cordiner, and Magie Lynesay had Elspet.
  7, Edmond Alison and Effie Crumbie had Andrew.
  7, John Watsone and Margaret Mekiljohne had Nanse.
  9, James Kellok and Margaret Cumming had Robert (in fornication).
 15, Robie Kellok, weaver, and Margaret Rowan had twins, John and Marion.
 22, Adam Wilsone and Catharine Wilsone had Marjory.
 23, Andrew Buchanane and Bessie Row had Christian.
 30, Pate Merschell and Isobel Hiltoun had William (in fornication).
M.  2, Andrew Colzeir, "ane pore pyper," to Helen Bonaly.
 23, William Ratrey to Janet Speir.
 30, John Baid to Bessie Spens.

JULY.

B.  5, William Wilsone and Isobel Peacok had a son . . . .
  5, Andrew Andersone and Janet Touchie had Helen.
 16, William Andersone in Lymkills and Geils Peirsone had David.
 19, Patrick Douglas and Magie Schortus had Janet.
 19, John Wricht and Kate Patoun had Bessie.
 19, Thomas Alexander and Janet Kineland had Margaret.
 23, John Tomesone and Emelie Cuming had Isobel.
 26, George Douglas and Janet Dalgleische had Robert.
 26, Andrew Sanders and Isobel Westwod had Andrew.
 26, John Burne in the Nethertoun and Janet Law had . . . .
M.  7, James Fergusson to Janet Cunningham.
  7, William Kirk to Bessie Dalgleishe.
 28, Richard Potter to Bessie Leirmonthe.

AUGUST.

B.  1, Rob Quhyt and Kate Hunnon had Isobel.
  2, Willie Keir and Janet Turnebull had twins, Isobel and Bessie.
  4, William Robertsone and Janet Littlejohnne had Janet.
  4, James Kinsman and Christian Walwod had Bessie.
 18, Patrick Bothwell and Alison Tomesone had Susanna (in fornication).
 29, Henry Wilsone and Kate Keir had Marjory.
 29, Malcolm Makqueyne and Janet Donkie had Janet.
 29, John Coventrie and Janet Walwod had James.
M. 11, Rob Gray to Elspet Stevinsone.
 25, Matthew Kirkland to Mause Brand.
SEPTMBER.

B. 6, James Lethome and Isobel Makbaith had Margaret.
6, John Douglas and Rosina Osswald had Isobel.
13, Nicol Dewar and Janet Robertsone had Nans.
13, David Christie and Annabel Bairdner had Janet.
15, Andrew Home and Bessie Anghous had Robert.
20, Archibald Gray and Margaret Tomesone had John.
20, Cuthbert Wardlaw and Margaret Galrige had Bessie.
20, Bartole Gilmure and Janet Bull had John.
20, Adam Dewar (deceased) and Christian Wricht had Jean.
22, John Burne and Jean Murray had Janet.
27, David Myne in Pitliver and Mage Mekiljohn had Margaret.
27, Laurence Patrik and Magie Reid had Henry.
27, William Gray and Margaret Anderson had Bessie.
27, Thomas Walwod and Effie Scott had Thomas.

M. 8, John Burne to Margaret Hutoun.

OCTOBER.

B. 4, William Low and Nanse Gibe had Margaret.
4, Andrew Hutoun and Elspet Cunningham had Andrew.
4, John Anderson and Janet Meldrum had Robert.
6, John Mackie and Elspet Robertstone had Andrew.
6, George Gray in Turnbull's Beath and Catherine Dowie had Margaret
(in adultery, the child being over a year old).
11, James Dewar and Grisole Hoy had Robert.
16, Willie Williamsone and Effie Schortus had Janet.
23, John Donaldson and Helen Stevinsone had Andrew.
23, David Andereone in Kistok and Margaret Bardner had Janet.
28, Andrew Ged and Marion Finlay had John (in fornication).

M. 6, David Peacock to Margaret Hodge.

NOVEMBER.

B. 15, Robie Murray and Catharine Bairdner had Patrick.
17, George Davidsone and Magie Pitcarne had William (in fornication).
17, Thomas Walwode and Bessie Kirk had Bessie.
23, Henry Dick and Margaret Douglas had Robert.
23, John Dewar and Isobel Moreis had Isobel.
24, Robert Brown and Margaret Kid had Robert.
24, James Masterton and Grisole Stewart had Harry.
29, George Durie and Barbara Barhame had Marjory.
29, Archidal Hodge and Margaret Walker had Janet.

M. 3, Robert Aidesone to Margaret Peirsoune.
10, James Quhyt to Helen Aikine.
16, Andrew Young to Elspet Fiurd.
16, Thomas Moire to Grizel Walwod.
17, William Lawesone to Margaret Lethome.

DECEMBER.

B. 1, George Walkar, merchant, and Marjory Cuthbert had Bessie.
4, Robert Halkheid of Pitfirane and his lady (omitted) had Jean.
6, John Saunders and Christian Millar had Janet.
6, Gavin Douglas in the Ferrie "had ake barne baptized and callit Gavin."
8, William Smart and Bessie Mudie had John.
11, Edward Tomesone and Janet Burne had David.
13, Ritchie Scotland and Margaret Blakwood had Margaret.
13, James Robertsone and Magie Brand had Elspet.
13, John Andersone and Christie Christie'sone had George.
13, James Buist and Jenie Dainzell had Robert.
15, James Quhyt and Christian Gray had Janet.
20, Gilbert Stalker and Christian Weitiat had Margaret.
20, William Neilson and Catherine Baid had Laurence.
20, Thomie Ritche and Margaret Andersone had John.
20, John Tomesone and Margaret Douglas had Margaret.
20, Robert Kirk and Barbara Moreson had Janet (in fornication).

M. 1, Robert Balcais to Lucrece Noreis.
1, Laurence Lughtoun to Janet Bennat.
29, Thomas Fermour to Isobel Patoun.

JANUARY [1613].

B. 3, James Hamilton and Nanse Imrie had Alexander.
  6, John Raithie and Janet Michie had Margaret (in fornication).
  10, David Sempill and Janet Mudie had Marjory.
 10, William Steidman, collier, and Margaret Wilson had Alison.
 10, Janet Cambell "had ane womanchyl borne and gottin in harlotrie with
    ane man in Edinburgh callit Haddane baptized and callit Issobell."
 12, William Culane and Bessie Hutoun had Isobel.
 12, Patrick Murray of Pardewis and Margaret Colvill had James.
 17, John Schortus and Janet Broun had Robert.
 19, James Cunnun (?Cummon) and Janet Stanehou had Jean.
 21, Andrew Cokburne and Margaret Monypenny had Jean.
 24, James Oswald and Bessie Cowsteoun had Alexander.
 24, William Cusine and Elspet Hutchinson had William.
 26, Patrick Cowper and Janet Murray had Thomas.
 26, James Nasmythe and Christian Hardie had Elspet.
 26, George Christie and Effie Jamiesone had twins, John and Margaret.
 31, Thomas Burne and Janet Austiane had Janet.
 31, Robie Bennat and Geils Bonalay had James.
 31, George Ewat and Janet Ged had Janet.

M. 12, John Alisone to Marjory Elder.
 19, James Sim to Marjory Allane.

FEBRUARY.

B. 7, James Kellok and Margaret Mudie had Robert. Witnesses, Robert
    Kellok, Robert Mudie.
  9, Elspet Douglas "had ane womanchyl borne in incest to Johne Watt hir
    womquhill husbands brother sone baptized and callit Jonet."
 14, James Burne and Janet Young had John.
 21, Robert Scotland and Jean Tomesone had Robert.
 21, John Trottar and Janet Craik had John.
 21, George Dewar in Lathamond and Jean Hutoun had Marion.
 28, John Coilezie and Janet Sempill had Catherine.
 28, Rob Smithe and Margaret Anghous had George.

M. 2, Robert Lambe to Janet Wilsone.
  2, Henry Wilsone to Elspet Stevin.
 18, Robert Halyday to Marion Steidman.

MARCH.

B. 4, John Andersone and Janet Reid had John.
  7, Robert Wilsone and Nanse Simrauell had Marjory.
  7, John Miller in Lassodiemill and Alisone Wilsone had Bessie.
  9, Michael Chalmers and Effie Gray had Peter.
 11, Thomas Key and Marjory Steill had Bessie.
 14, James Mill in South Lethame and Janet Rowan had John.
 23, Andrew Currie and Mawse Andersone had George.
 23, Lawrie Lugtoun and Janet Bennat had Christian.
 23, Alexander Bean and Helen Hutoun had Janet.
 23, John Anderson, younger, and Margaret Pratus had Margaret
28, John Henresone, tailor (*alias* Fegge) and Janet Inglis had Marjory.
28, David Burne and Margaret Broun had William.
30, Patrick Dewar and Janet Mathesoun had William (in fornication).

**M.** 6, Robert Walwod to Marion Mitchell.

**APRIL.**

**B.** 11, Rob Russell and Barbara Elder had Janet.
11, Thomas Coventrie and Janet Murray had Thomas.
18, John Wattsone, "chopeman," and Janet Kennedie had James.
18, Andrew Hutson and Margaret Knox had Margaret.
18, Robe Tomesone and Elspet Mitchell had Margaret.
20, Andrew Mekiljohn and Janet Anderson had Helen.
25, Thome Bankis and Isobel Tod had David.
25, Duncan Tailyeour and Margaret Hutoun had Margaret.
25, Thome Deis and Magie Kingorne had John.
25, William Ratrey and Janet Speir had Grisole.
25, Gilbert Car and Helen Inglis had Margaret.

**M.** [**None.**]

**MAY.**

**B.** 2, Robert Wilsone and Margaret Hutoun had Robert.
9, Andrew Renny and Bessie Brand had Bessie.
9, Henry Turnebull and Kat Cusine had John.
11, Richard Potter and Bessie Leirmonthe had Margaret.
16, Adam Moyas and Nance Greif had John.
16, Henry Brock and Margaret Scotland had Bessie (in fornication).
18, John Wardlaw and Margaret Baid had John.
20, "The rycht honorabill William Monteith of Randiefuird had ane womanyld borne to him of his lady, Jeane Bruse, baptized and callit Jeane."
30, Robert Young and Bessie Lugtoun had John.
30, Thome Sands and Margaret Fenton had Robert.
30, John Watsone and Margaret Mekiljohne had David.

**M.** 25, James Westwod to Isobel Cunninghame.
25, James Colzeir to Janet Lugtoun.

**JUNE.**

**B.** 6, John Stirk and Margaret Wilsone had Bessie.
6, Patrick Young and Helen Nicole had Robert.
8, Andrew Turnebull and Helen Currie had Adam.
10, Mungo Murray and Margaret Halkheid had Catherine.
12, James Littlejohn and Helen Schortous had . . .
20, John Bairdner and Elspet Read had Patrick.
20, Pate Harrower and Christie Peacok had John.
22, Robert Cunninghame and Helen Wilsone had Janet.
27, William Cowstoun and Helen Lyndsay had Edward.
27, Umphra Henresone and Christian Fentoun had Nanse.

**M.** 8, James Broun to Janet Crawfuird.
15, Mr. William Smyth to Marion Dewar.
29, Henry Mershell to Bessie Turnebull.

**JULY.**

**B.** 4, James Haint and Janet Murie had John.
4, James Cois and Bessie Sands had John.
6, George Fergusoun and Janet Peirsone had twins, George and Helen.
11, Robert Douglas and Helen Donald had Alexander.
11, James Cunninghame and Isobel Cunninghame had John.
11, David Walker and Grisole Meldrum had John.
18, John Stewinsone and Janet Moreis had Effie.
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18, Andrew Colzeir and Helen Bonalay had David.
25, Robe Adame and Magie Douglas had Isobel.
27, David Peacock and Magie Peacock had William.

M. 6, Archibald Hunniman to Margaret Wels.
   6, John Merschell to Janet Fuird.
   6, Robert Peacock to Catherine Stevinsone.
13, James Aissone to Catherine Watsone.

AUGUST.

B. 1, John Ros and Helen Huttoun had James.
   8, Robe Stirk and Nansie Car had Catherine.
10, Peter Law and Marge Walker had Janet.
15, Adam Hendine and Margaret Greif had Robert.
15, Andrew Currie (deceased) and Emelie Brown had Margaret.
15, Alexander Straquhen and Catherine Moreis had George.
19, John Simson and Bessie Hutoun had Robert.
22, Edward Douglas and Janet Phillane had Edward.
24, Mr. Andrew Forrester, minister, and Helen Ramsay had Frederick.
   — . . . and Helen Wels, his wife, had Robert.
29, John Logane and Margaret Galt had Helen.

M. 3, Henry Orock to Margaret Scotland.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 21, James Kingorne and Effie Murray had Harry.
   26, David Watsone and Janet Cuthbert had James.
   26, David Barklay and Christian Murie had . . . . “The bairne was
   baptized in Carnock, the minister of Dunfermline being sick.”
28, Archibald Bowie and Bessie Tomesone had James (in fornication).

M. [None.]

OCTOBER.

B. 3, Thomas Tod and Margaret Huttoun had Margaret.
   3, John Walker and Jean Maxwell had Bessie.
17, Michael Meldrum and Janet Renny had Henry.
24, William Gray and Margaret Andersone had Andrew.
24, Henry Baxter and Catherine Wilsone had a son . . . . (baptized in
   Balangrie, the minister of Dunfermline being sick).
26, John Brown and . . . . Smetoun had John.
31, John Andersone and Janet Meassoun had James (in fornication).
31, John Smetoun, younger, and Janet Fuird had Thomas (in fornication).
31, James Potter (?) and Bessie Reid had Isobel.
31, James Phinne and Helen Andersone had Christian (in fornication).

M. 12, John Walker to Margaret Turnbull.
   12, David Peirsone to Jean Stanehos.
19, Thomas Huton to Bessie Cuninghame.
26, Thomas Blak to Margaret Law.
26, John Dick to Christian Cusine.

NOVEMBER.

B. 2, Johnie Potter and Christie Legat had Catharine.
   7, John Burne and Margaret Hutoun had Thomas.
   7, John Walker and Helen Wrycht had Bessie (in fornication).
14, David Scotland and Janet Keir had Catherine (in fornication).
21, Thomas Keir in Beath and Helen Baxter had Robert.
23, David Car and Catherine Elder had Margaret.
28, Robert Balcais and Lucrece Noreis had John.
28, Alexander Bartrome and Isobel Brown had Effie.

M. 2, Robert Kirk to Grisole Andersone.
2, George Smeton to Margaret Turnebull.
9, Ritchie Bairdner to Margaret Fothringhame.
16, Henry Lughton to Nanse Ramsay.
23, George Williamsone to Effie Thomeson.
30, James Roxburghie to Beatie Gibbsone.

DECEMBER.
B. 5, James Hutoun and Marjory Walwood had Catherine.
13, Andrew Young and Elspet Fuid had William.
19, Willie Kennedie and Christian Speir had Harry.
19, Thomas Mudie and Margaret Turnebull had Robert.
21, Robert Phillane and Helen Cuthbert had Helen.
28, Thomas Thomsone and Margaret Moreis had William.
M. 7, Clement Sanders to Elspet Sanders.
14, David Watche to Cicile Duncan.
28, Robie Miller to Margaret Mowtrey.

JANUARY [1614].
B. 2, Ritchie Scotland and Margaret Blakwood had Alexander.
9, Andrew Cunninghame and Margaret Turnebull had Elizabeth.
16, John Hutoun and Catherine Quhyt had James.
16, Alexander Honynman and Bessie Turnbull had John.
18, George Walker, merchant, and Marjory Cuthbert had David.
23, John Hutoun and Helen Stanehous had James.
23, John Peirsone and Marjory Hutoun had David (in fornication "under promise of marriage as he and scho bayth confessit").
25, Henry Gibsone and Isobel Cuninghame had a son . . .
30, Willie Walwood and Bessie Nicole had Effie.
M. 11, John Alisone to Grisole Walwood.
25, Jerome Broun to Margaret Dagleische.

FEBRUARY.
B. 1, Adam Stobie and Helen Giboune had Bessie.
13, Simon Davidson and Jean Nicole had William.
13, Patrick Andersone and Bessie Roxburghie had Patrick.
15, Cuthbert Wardlaw and Margaret Galrige had Isobel.
15, Archie Hodge and Margaret Walker had Margaret.
17, John Reid and Catherine Leslie had William (in fornication).
20, Alexander Nicole and Elspet Smeton had Helen (in fornication).
22, David Bruse and . . . . . Tomesone had Patrick.
24, John Alisone and Marjory Elder had . . . . .
26, James Masterton and Grizel Stewart had twins, Catherine and Grizel.
27, James Wilsone and Janet Walkar had Janet.
27, James Henresone and Janet Dewar had Margaret.
M. 8, John Andersone to Janet Nicole.
22, Willie Rae to Janet Henresone.
22, Thomas Andersone to Alison Drysdell.
22, Gilbert Turnour to Helen Turnebull.
24, Robert Scotland to Helen Stobie.

MARCH.
B. 3, George Maine and Catherine Stevinson had Andrew.
5, Patrick Galloway and Marjory Currour had David (who died immediately).
8, Alexander Wilsone and Margaret Donaldsone had John.
8, Robert Lambe and Janet Wilsone had Alexander.
9, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw and Catherine Alison had Nanse.
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10, James Haistie, "milner," and Mawse Alexander had David.
13, Geordie Mill and Bessie Burne had twins, William and Nanse.
20, John Small and Margaret Huggoun had Janet.
24, James Aissoun and Catherine Watsone had Janet.
29, Robert Currie and Catherine Makcalzeoun had James.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 3, William Broun, notary, and Grizel Cuthbert had Helen.
  5, Robert Aidiesone and Margaret Peirsone had Andrew.
  7, Robie Turnbull and Janet Cowper had twins, David and George.
10, Robert Halyday, collier, and Marion Steidman had a daughter . . .
12, William Murie and Catherine Cunningham had Helen.
12, Andrew Gaw and Christian Walker had John.
23, Will Henresone, cordiner, and Bessie Forsyithe had a daughter . . .
26, William Kellok in Lassodie and Margaret Kellok had Nanse.
26, James Trottar and Bessie Lawsoune had a son . . . .
26, James Hutoun and Catherine Walwod had Robert.

M. 28, Henry Christie to Bessie Bennat.

MAY.

B. 5, William Turnbull, lorimer, and Margaret Law had David.
  8, James Westwood and Isobel Cunningham had Thomas.
  8, Gilbert Turnour and Helen Turnbull had Helen.
10, John Gray and Alison Hutoun had Magdalene (in fornication).
10, Andrew Colzer and Nicolas Abercrumbie had a daughter . . . .
12, Charles Ritchardsone and Janet Buist had a daughter . . . .

M. [None.]

JUNE.

B. 12, David Watche and Cicile Duncane had Isobel.
19, John Wilsone and Janet Drysdell had Christian.
21, Thomas Mitchell, younger, and Margaret Dick had Henry.
26, Mr. William Smythe, schoolmaster, and Marion Dewar had Elspet.
26, Henry Wilsone and Elspet Stevin had Janet.
28, William Walwode in Crocegaits and Margaret Peirson had Thomas.

M. 14, Thomas Mudie to Margaret Mill.
16, Philip Dobie to Bessie Patoun.
21, William Bruse of Earlshall to Agnes Lindesay.
28, William Klyide to Nanse Mill.
30, Thomas Young to Isobel Sanders.

JULY.

B. 3, Patrick Cowper in the Newraw and Janet Murray had Margaret.
  5, William Sanders and Marion Maistertoun had John.
10, John Anderson, younger, litister, and Margaret Pratus had Alexander.
17, George Williamsone and Effie Tomesone had a daughter . . . .
31, Florence Andersone and Helen Cunningham had a son . . . .

M. 5, William Levingstoun, portioner of Falkirk, to Margaret Blaccater.
  5, John Corsbie to Margaret Young.
  5, John Rowane to Marion Cunningham.
19, John Forrester to Annabel Lyndsay.
19, Robert Forsyithe to Marion Norie.

AUGUST.

B. 2, Henry Peirsone and Helen Williamsone had Janet.
  7, John Walkar, dean of guild, and Margaret Turnbull had Janet.
9, Thomas Hutoun in Luscour and Margaret Linctay had twins, Marion and Helen.
16, Gawin Stanehou and Marjory Nicole had Thomas.
18, Henry Merschell and Bessie Turnebull had Bessie.
18, Wattie Phimie and Magie Westwood had Isobel.
28, Adam Patoun and Marjory Phillane had Thomas.
30, William Gray in Lethornis and Catherine Donaldsone had Isobel.
30, John Scot, trumpeter, and Magie Oliphant had Janet (in fornication).

M. 9, Andrew Colzier to Maige Quhyt.
30, John Watsone to Marjory Smetoun.

SEPTEMBER.
B. 1, James Lambe and Janet Bairdner had Janet.
 4, James Lethome in Hiltoun of Pitfrrane and Isabel Makbayth had William.
 6, John Meffwane and Catherine Smetoun had Andrew.
11, Alexander Davidsone and Janet Douglas had Janet.
18, James Bathkatt and Christian Cunningham had James.
18, Patrick Davidson and Janet Tosomeone had John.
18, Geordie Walkar and Janet Makilhois had Thomas.
18, David Strang and Magie Sibbald had Bessie.
23, David Tod and Janet Aidiesone had Christian.
23, Thomas Mudie, weaver, and Effie Baverage had Thomas.
23, Richard Potter and Bessie Thomson had Edward.
23, Thomas Blackie and Magie Law had William.
27, Sir Robert Halket of Pitfrran and Margaret Murray had John.
27, James Dewar and Grizel Hoy had William.

M. 6, James Wyld to Mawse Hutoun.
 6, John Finlaesone to Marjory Gay.
20, John Peirseone to Marion Hutoun.

OCTOBER.
B. 2, John Andersone and Janet Meldrum had Marie.
 2, Robert Kirk and Grizel Andersone had Marion.
 8, George Smetoun and Margaret Turnebull had John (born before the time).
 9, William Smithe and Margaret Maistertoun had Isobel.
11, Andrew Reanny and Bessie Brand had Thomas.
11, John Wricht and Janet Sibauld had Janet.
18, Adam Douglas and Helen Hutoun had Bessie.
25, Clement Sanders and Elspet Sanders had John.
25, Andrew Andersone and Janet Touchie had Thomas.
25, John Merschell and Margaret Fuird had Catherine.
26, Mr. Andrew Forrester and Helen Ramsay had George.
27, David Christie and Annabell Bairdner had a son . . .
30, John Bald and Bessie Spens had Margaret.

M. 4, James Warkman to Helen Williamsson.
25, John Aidiesone to Bessie Wilsone.

NOVEMBER.
B. 1, George Imrie and Margaret Stevinsone had James.
 6, William Rae and Janet Orock had Christian.
 6, Robert Peacock and Catherine Stevinsone had John.
10, John Allesone and Grizel Walwod had Margaret.
13, William Dawsone and Marion Robertson had Isobel.
13, Henry Schortus and Margaret Donaldsone had Janet.
13, Alexander Balfour and Catherine Proud had Janet.
13, James Gibsone and Margaret Patoun had a son . . .
13, James Robertson and Margaret Brand had David.
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15, Richard Bairdner and Margaret Forthinghame had Janet.
15, Jerome Broun and Margaret Dagleische had Bessie.
15, John Hutoun and Cate Hutoun had Margaret.
17, Patrick Turnebull and Catharine Smyth had Alexander.
17, John Simsons and Bessie Hutoun had William.
22, John Andersone and Janet Nicole had Andrew.
22, Allan Galrigie and Janet Currie had John.
22, David Murray and Grizel Moreis had Janet.
22, David Henressone and Bessie Turnbul had Effie.

M. 22, George Meldrum to Marjory Walker.
29, Andrew Walkar to Janet Hutoun.
29, James Feg to Elspet Smetoun.

DECEMBER.

B. 4, Robert Dewar and Janet Moreis had Bessie.
4, Andrew Horne and Bessie Anghous had Margaret.
4, William Culane and Bessie Hutoun had John.
11, Gavin Fyiff and Janet Davidsone had Nanse.
11, George Dewar in Lathamond and Jean Hutoun had Janet.
11, John Bull and Janet Gibsone had Christian.
13, John Tomesone and Emelie Cuming had Marion.
13, James Buist and Jonie Dainzell had John.
18, William Low and Nanse Gib had William.
18, John Wels and Effie Gourlay had Robert (in fornication).
18, George Fergusson, servitor to the Lord Chancellor, and Janet Peirson had John.
20, John Kellok and Christian Pringle had John.
27, Robert Stanehouse in Mastertoun and Isobel Cunningham had a son . . .
27, Pate Douglas and Magie Schortus had Elspet.
29, George Durie and Bessie Echline had James.

M. 6, John Clerk to Catherine Bail.
6, John Tod to Janet Mackie.
13, James Logie to Marjory Burgane.

JANUARY [1615].

B. 3, Robert Scotland and Helen Scobie had John.
10, James Lugtoun and Margaret Nasmithe had Christian.
15, Thomas Rodger and Grizel Westwod had George.
15, Adam Stevinsone, smith, and Magie Reid had John.
22, David Burne, miller, and Margaret Broun had Robert.

M. 3, William Horne to Helen Andersone.
3, Adam Wilson to Margaret Cunningham.
3, John Moyas to Margaret Christie.
31, Andrew Mudie to Catherine Greif.

FEBRUARY.

B. 5, Alexander Lockard, walker, and Janet Hunnane had Janet.
5, Henry Dick in Foulfuird and Margaret Douglas had Margaret.
5, James Kellok and Helen Cumming had Andrew (in fornication).
16, Thomas Christie in Beath (deceased) and Catherine Philpe had Thomas (in fornication).
19, Gilbert Wricht and Margaret Aissoun had Isobel.
19, John Kay and Margaret Fargie had David.
28, David Blak in Cocklaw and Helen Dowie had John.
28, William Mudie and Margaret Aidlesone had Thomas.
28, William Cunningham in Crocefuird and Janet Lugtoun had Marjory.

M. 7, William Moreis to Janet Young.
14, William Spens to Christian Wallange.
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1561-1700

23. Andrew Wricht to Elspet Forrester.

MARCH.

B. 5. Robert Scotland in Wester Craigdakie and Jean Thomason had Isobel.
5. John Douglas and Rosina Oswald had Robert.
12. John Stirk and Janet Meldrum had George.
19. Andrew Greinehorne and Marjory Wilson had James.
19. Thomas Robertson and Janet Harrower had Bessie.
19. John Walker, tailor, and Jean Maxwell had Laurence.
23. David Andersone and Margaret Bairdner had Robert.
28. John Makie and Elspeth Robertson had Marjory.


APRIL.

B. 2. Thomas Broun, servant in Foulefuird, and Janet Sim had Catherine (in fornication).
4. John Coventrie and Janet Walwod had Janet.
6. David Beatoun, litster, and Isobel Andersone had John.
10. Robert Dewar in Lassodie and Margaret Gib had James.
11. John Small, collier, and Margaret Huggane had Janet.
16. Thomas Moire and Grizel Walwod had Grizel.
16. George Iwatt and Janet Gedde had Patrick.
23. Nicol Hunter and Marion Hutoun had Robert.
25. George Douglas in Craigluscour and Janet Dagleische had Isobel.
25. Andrew Currie and Mause Andersone had James.
27. Thomas Hall and Christian Lambe had Margaret.

M. 11. Andrew Gaw to Margaret Colzeir.
18. John Ramsay to Isobel Walwode.
25. James Crichtoun, brother of Lord Sancier, to Agnes Gib.
25. Harry Walwod to Helen Kennedie.
25. Robert Drysdell to Grizel Currie.
25. James Ronald to Margaret Matheson.

MAY.

B. 2. George Hendine and Bessie Bennat had John.
2. Rob Adame and Magie Douglas had Bessie.
5. William Curror and Margaret Weitat had John.
7. John Stevinsone and Janet Moreis had David.
7. John Forrester and Annabell Lyndsay had Margaret.
9. Laurie Lugtoun and Janet Bennat had Janet.
11. David Dewar of Lassodie and Jean Logane had John.
14. John Rowane and Marion Cunningham had .... (daughter).
14. John Schortus and Janet Bankis had Margaret (in fornication).
16. Patrick Lawsons and Margaret Cunningham had Helen.
18. William Keir and Janet Turnebull had William.
28. George Durie and Barbara Barhame had Margaret.

30. Thomas Nasmithe to Bessie Donald.
JUNE.

B. 4, John Lawsone and Janet Nasmyth had Thomas.
    4, William Chattoe and Catherine Kellok had William.
    4, Robert Peirsone and Isobel Calt had Catherine.
    13, Nicol Dewar and Janet Robertson had Janet.
    25, David Bennie in Urquhart and Bessie Moreis had Alexander.
    27, Robert Murray in Lymkils and Catherine Baird had Alexander.

M. 6, William Lawsone to Effie Waterstoun.
    6, Henry Phinne to Nans Sworde.
    13, Andrew Hutoun, cordiner, to Isobel Wilsone.
    20, Patrick Dewar to Isobell Mastertoun.
    20, John Broun to Elspet Tailyeour.
    27, John Miller to Isobel Miller.

JULY.

B. 2, Malcolm Makqueine and Janet Jonkeine, "bayth Hieland personis," had Patrick.
    2, William Stanehous and Elspet Pirnie had Janet.
    2, Sandy Lugtoun, collier, and Nanse Ramsay had Janet.
    4, Robert Russell and Barbara Elder had John.
    6, Harry Stewart of Baithe and Catherine Kirkcaldie had Margaret.
    7, William Duncane in the Ferrie and Marion Gib had James.
    11, Adam Walwod in Pod and Isobel Walwod had John.
    11, Jamie Hunter, flesher, and Catherine Law had Robert.
    16, William Andersone in Lymkils and Geilie Peirsone had Effie.
    20, David Watsone and Janet Cuthbert had Robert.
    23, Thomas Burne, miller, and Janet Christiane had Nanse.
    25, John Peirsone in Pitdinnie and Marion Hutoun had Andrew.
    25, Alexander Hunneman, baker, and Bessie Turnebull had Robert.
    25, Bernard Gib and Helen Hutoun had Nanse (in fornication).
    25, Michael Strange, gardener in Carvock, and Helen Aikine had George.
    26, George Smetoun and Magic Turnebull had George.
    30, John Alison, mason in the Newra, and Marjory Elder had Andrew.

M. 4, John Crambie to Margaret Crichtoun.
    11, John Makrobie to Margaret Sanders.
    18, Thomas Broun, servant in Foulurd, to Janet Sim.
    25, Robert Douglas to Margaret Peirsone.
    25, Andrew Andersone to Isobel Kennoquhy.

AUGUST.

B. 6, Robert Quyht and Catherine Hunnon had John.
    13, George Miller, servant in Pittiranne, and Helen Makcraiche had John
    (in fornication).
    27, Nicol Wardlaw in Blairaithe and Bessie Hutoun had Margaret.
    31, John Trotter, mealmaker, and Janet Craiche had Bessie.
    31, David Stevinson and Margaret Cowper had David.

M. 6, Laurence Merser of Melginsh to Sarah Bruse in Baldrige (in the kirk
    of Sauling).
    8, George Donald to Margaret Stevinson.
    15, Henry Scotland to Catherine Wardlaw.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 3, Robert Michie and Janet Davidsone had James.
    5, Robert Maistertoun of Baithe and Margaret Maistertoun had James.
    10, Thomas Mudie in the Netherton and Magc Mill had Harry.
    10, Henry Turnebull and Catherine Cusine had George.
    14, Patrick Murray of Pardowis and Margaret Colvill had Nicolas.
17, William Turnbull and Bessie Cowper had Marjory.
19, James Wardlaw, walker, and Magie Anderson had John (in fornication).
24, George Meldrum and Marjory Walker had Andrew.
24, Archibald Hoge and Margaret Walker had . . . . (son).

M. [None.]

OCTOBER.

B. 1, Thomas Nasmithe and Bessie Donald had Margaret.
15, William Gray and Margaret Andersons had Florie.
15, David Drysdell and Isobel Touchie had Andrew.
21, Patrick Bothwell and Barbara Tomesone had twins, Elspet and Margaret (in fornication).
22, Gilbert Turnour and Helen Turnbull had Robert.
22, John Wilsone and Janet Drysdell had Nanse.
24, Peter Law and Margaret Walker had John.
24, Gibbie Car and Helen Ing lies had John.
29, James Ronald and Margaret Mathesone had Harry.
29, Alexander Staqueten in Kavillmyline and Catherine Moreis had Robert.
31, Robert Wilsone in Pitdinnie and Margaret Hutoun had . . . . (son).
31, James Wilsone and . . . . had . . . . (son).

M. 15, Harry Balfour of Bolfornocht to Christian Blacater (in the kirk of Carnock).
17, John Broun to Isobel Tomesone.
17, James Beany to Elspet Robertsone.

NOVEMBER.

B. 5, John Moyas and Margaret Christie had . . . . (daughter).
7, Patrick Harrower and Christian Peacock had Janet.
7, Thomas Stevinsone and Bessie Vallange had John.
12, Henry Orock and Margaret Scotland had Margaret.
19, Archibald Humman and Margaret Weis had Robert.
19, George Cunninghame and Isobel Drysdell had Robert.
21, Thomas Andersone and Alison Drysdell had Janet.
26, Thomas Mudie, weaver, and Effie Beverage had Allan.
28, John Finlasone and Magie Gay had . . . . (son).

M. 7, Andrew Meik to Helen Gibsone.
7, Thomas Cowper to Margaret Robertsone.
21, David Callendar to Margaret Smetoun.
21, Patrick Qhyt to Margaret Phillane.
28, James Dagleishe to Catherine Wardlaw.
28, John Mudie to Catherine Wilsone.
28, John Tomesone to Catherine Wilsone.

DECEMBER.

B. 3, Thomas Tod and Margaret Hutoun had John.
3, John Haste and Catherine Chalmers had Christian.
3, James Tyrie and Effie Pratus had Bessie (in fornication).
10, Rob Kirk and Grizel Andersone had Margaret.
17, William Walvode, baker, and Bessie Nicole had Catharine.
19, John Walker, merchant, and Margaret Turnbull had . . . . (son).
19, John Andersone and Janet Reid had Robert.
19, John Smetoun and Margaret Andersone had Janet.

M. 5, Thomas Bennat to Grizel Nasmith.
12, Andrew Robertsone to Margaret Young.
12, Laurie Andersone to Margaret Lugtoun.
14, Robert Donaldsone to Helen Hutson.
28, Andrew Dewar to Margaret Hutoun.
JANUARY [1616].

B.  2, Mr. John Sandilands, advocate in Edinburgh, and Helen Hois had George (in fornication).
   7, Thomas Mudie and Margaret Turnebull had Janet.
   9, Patrick Cowper and Janet Murray had Andrew.
   9, Andrew Mekiljohne and Janet Andersone had William.
  12, George Moreis, flesher, and Bessie Hutoun had Janet (died two days after baptism, being prematurely born).
  21, Thomas Sands and Margaret Fentoun had Isobel.
  21, Robert Phillane, maltman, and Helen Cuthbert, had Effie.
  21, Henry Peirsone and Helen Williamsone had Nance.
  24, Mr. Andrew Forrester, minister, and Helen Ramsay had William.
  30, James Bryse and Christian Young had Helen.
  30, William Spens and Christian Wallange had Thomas.
  30, James Hairy and Janet Murie had Robert.
  30, John Andersone, notary, and Christian Christiesone had twins, David and Marion.
  30, Andrew Gaw and Magie Coilyeir had Robert.
  30, David Watche and Cicile Duncane had twins, James and Patrick.
  30, John Burne and Jean Murray had Murie.
  30, Sandie Beane and . . . had . . . (born before the time).
  30, Robert Murray and Catherine Hutoun had Isobel.

M.  2, John Schortus to Janet Bankis.
   11, John Davidsone to Marjory Broun.
   16, Malcolm Cowall to Margaret Boswell.
   25, John Mayne (? Magno) to Mawsie Wilson.

FEBRUARY.

B.  6, William Smart, flesher, and Bessie Mudie had Catherine.
   6, Henry Donald and Bessie Andersone had Margaret.
   8, Mr. John Phinne of Quythill and Margaret Hamilton had Margaret.
  11, John Burne, mason, and Margaret Hutoun had Andrew.
  11, James Henresone, glazier, and Janet Dewar had James.
  11, John Lawsome and Margaret Wilson had Isobel.
  13, David Murray and Grizel Moreis had Elspet.
  13, John Clerk and Catherine Baird had John.
  13, Willie Lawsome and Effie Waterstoun had John.
  15, John Alisone and Grizel Walwood had Catherine.
  20, Richard Potter, elder, and Bessie Leirmonthe had James.
  20, John Wright in Lynkills and Janet Sibauld had Bessie.
  25, Charles Ritchiesone and Janet Buist had Janet.
  28, John Pirhie and Bessie Aissoun had Andrew.

M.  6, James Potter to Marion Walker.
   20, George Miller to Bessie Lawsome.

MARCH.

B.  3, Robert Peacock and Catherine Stevinsone had Andrew.
   3, William Rattrey and Janet Speir had Margaret.
   3, Richard Potter, younger, and Bessie Tomesone had Thomas.
  11, Ninian Duncane and Margaret Merser had Catharine.
  11, Thomas Alexander and Janet Kneilands had John.
  11, Henry Douglas and Helen Wels had Grizel.
  15, James Chrichtoun, brother german of Lord Sanquhar, and Agnes Gib had Isobel.
  17, Andrew Gray and Janet Schortus had Robert (in fornication).
  17, Mr. William Smyth, schoolmaster, and Marion Dewar had Jean.
  25, George Andersone and Beatrice Stewart had James.

M.  [None.]
APRIL.

B. 2, James Mastertoun and Grizel Stewart had Nanse.
   4, William Walwood, cordiner, and Magie Lindesay had Bessie.
   4, John Andersone, younger, litster, and Margaret Pratus had Margaret.
   5, Sir John Henristone of Fordell and Annas Halkat had Jean.
   7, John Watsone and Janet Kennedie had John.
   8, Robert Merser, flesher, and Margaret Barhame had Marjory.
   9, John Broun, smith, and Margaret Smetoun had Patrick.
   14, William Robertsone, weaver in Urquhart, and Janet Litiljohne had
       Marjory (by testimonial).
   16, John Crambie “my Lord Chancelers porter in the Abay of Dunfermling,”
       and Margaret Chrichtoun had Alexander.
   18, David Tod and Janet Aidiesone had Janet.
   24, John Broun and Elspet Tailyeour had Nanse.
   28, James Aissoun and Katherine Watson had Catherine.
   30, Henry Phinne and Nanse Sword had Thomas.

M. 29, Alexander Gowie to Bessie Stevisone.

   Note.—“Mr. Robert Roche, minister of Innerkething, wes then
   minister also of Rossytithe, by annexation of Rossythe to
   Innerkething untill ane competent stipend suld be provydit
   to minister therat.”

MAY.

B. 5, John Donaldson, horner, and Helen Stevinson had Beatrix.
   7, James Cunningham in Sillitoun and Isobel Cunningham had William.
   14, James Dewar and Grizel Hoy had Marie.
   19, Andrew Hutoun, cordiner, and Isobel Wilson had David.
   21, George Mill and Bessie Burne had Isobel.
   23, Robert Wilsone and Christian Simrawell had Janet.
   28, Harry Walwo, land officer, and Helen Kennedie had Lillias.

M. 7, Andrew Dewar to Helen Stanehous.
   7, Laurence Warkman to Isobel Neifing.
   12, David Goodell to Janet Walker.
   14, Henry Greine to Christian Peirsone.
   14, Andrew Colzeir to Isobel Andersone.
   28, James Hamiltoun to Margaret Quhyt.

JUNE.

B. 2, Henry Scotland and Catherine Wardlaw had James.
   2, James Cowsteoun and Janet Dagleisiche had William.
   4, Mr. Robert Tomesone and Christian Clerk had Robert.
   9, James Wilsone and Janet Walkar had . . . . (daughter).
   23, Robert Cunninghame in Urquhart and Helen Wilson had Robert
       (testimonial from Mr. Robert Roche).
   30, William Curror and Margaret Weitat had Elizabeth.
   30, Robert Dempster and Jean Givenn (of Edinburgh) had James (in
       fornication).
   30, Cuthbert Wardlaw and Margaret Galrig had Catherine.

M. 25, Thomas Phinne to Barbara Baid.
   25, David Ratra to Margaret Gib.

JULY.

B. 2, Robert Stirk, messenger, and Nansie Car had James.
   9, John Lawsons, smith, and Janet Donald had Thomas.
   19, Robert Lambe and Helen Bairdner had Grizel.
   19, David Sempill and Janet Mudie had David.
   22, David Laurie and Marion Blair had Margaret.
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22, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, provost, and Catherine Alisone had Margaret.
28, William Orrock and Catherine Maxwell had Catherine.
28, Richard Scotland and Margaret Blakwod had Helen.
28, Thomas Hutoun and Margaret Lindsay had Isobel.
30, Thomas Ritchie in Pitravie and Margaret Andersone had Robert.
30, George Donald, miller, and Margaret Stevinsone had Thomas.

M. 2, William Cadzane to Bessie Hutoun.
23, John Stevinson to Janet Andersone.
30, John Andersone to Helen Kingorne.

AUGUST.

B. 6, John Alisone and Marjory Elder had James; witnesses, Andrew Alisone and James Alisone, brothers of John and James Alisone, burgh officer.
13, James Makcalzeone, miller, and Margaret Awestiane had James (in fornication); witnesses, Alexander Hunieman, baker, Robert Ramsay in Inverkeithing, and John Awestiane, miller.
18, Adam Stobie, portioner of Luscour, and Helen Gibbone had Margaret.

M. 13, Robert Peirson to Marjory Peirson.
13, Robert Pringle to Marjory Brand.
27, William Touche to Christian Cuninghame.

Note.—"The 6 day of August 1616 Mr. Johne Murray wes planted minister of Dunfermling."

SEPTEMBER.

B. 1, Thomas Bennatien and Grizel Nasmithe had Isobel.
1, William Mudie and Margaret Airdsone had Andrew (born 27th August).
1, David Barklay and Christian Murie had John.
8, Andrew Young and Elspet Fuird had Grizel.
8, James Oiswald and Bessie Cowsteoun had John.
8, James Lambe and Janet Bairdner had William.
8, John Hyslope and Janet Laichlands had William.
15, David Stevinsone and Elspet Christie had William.
15, Edmond Alisone and Effie Crambie had John.
15, David Callendar and Margaret Smetoun had Janet.
22, John Merschell, miller in Touch Mill, and Margaret Fuird had William.
22, Thomas Mitchell, younger, and Margaret Dick had Janet.
29, Andrew Turnebull in Grange and Helen Currie had George.
29, Patrick Quhyt and Margaret Phillane had Robert.
29, Alexander Donald and Margaret Dagleische had John.
29, Willie Culane and Bessie Hutoun had Barbara.

M. [None.]

OCTOBER.

B. 6, John Dewar in Pitbachlie and Isobel Moreis had Barbara.
6, John Kellok in Lassowymill and Christian Pringle had Elspet.
6, Charles Baid and Helen Young had Andrew.
13, Robert Keir and Isobel Hendine had Margaret.
13, John Peirsone in Wester Pitdinne and Marion Hutoun had John.
13, Thomas Thomeson and Margaret Moreis had Janet.
13, James Trotar and Bessie Lawsson had William.
16, John Simson, cordiner, and Bessie Hutoun had Helen.
20, Robert Douglas and Margaret Peirson had Robert.
27, William Brown in Knokes and Bessie Smetoun had Bessie.
27, George Dewar in Lathamond and Jean Hutoun had Elspet.
27, William Sibauld and Isobel Lindesay had Janet.

M. 24, James Drysdell to Isobel Westwod.
29, John Wilseone to Isobel Wilsone (at Culross kirk).
[Deleted, John Wilson having taken fever during the night which hindered his marriage on the morn.]
29, James Wallace to Alison Legat (at Carnock kirk).

**NOVEMBER.**

**B.**
3, John Hutoun in Pitdinnie and Helen Stanehou had Margaret.
3, James Littlejohn and Helen Schortus had Catherine.
10, Andrew Horne and Bessie Anghous had Janet.
12, John Birlie and Margaret Colyeir had Jean.
12, John Makmirrie and Bessie Williamsone had Helen.
14, John Andersone and Janet Meldrum had Andrew.
27, Charles Tailyeour and Marion Tod had John.

**M.**
5 (sic), Thomas Davidsone to Rachel Douglas.
3, John Wilson to Isobel Wilsone (in Culross kirk).
7, William Thomesone to Janet Mekiljon.
19, George Kinkad to Margaret Thomesone.
19, John Davidsone to Margaret Henresone.

**DECEMBER.**

**B.**
1, John Watsone and Marjory Smetoun had Robert.
1, Jerome Broun in Luscour and Margaret Dalgleishe had Robert (baptized at Carnock).
4, James Kinsman and Christian Walwod had Helen.
8, George Miller and Bessie Lawson had Robert.
8, Adam Hendine and Margaret Greive had Janet.
17, John Thomesone and Emily Cumming had David.
22, Archibald Hoge and Margaret Walker had John.
24, James Qhyth and Helen Huetsone had Thomas.
31, John Schortus and Janet Bankis had William.
31, George Walker, merchant, and Marjory Cuthbert had Catherine.

**M.**
10, John Bennat to Janet Gregge.
10, William Kennedie to Catherine Huggoun.
17, John Cumming to Janet Workman.
24, James Murray to Margaret Reid.
24, John Wels to Christian Awtiane.
31, John Kynneer (Kynneel) to Janet Philpe.

**JANUARY [161].**

**B.**
12, William Rae and Janet Henresone had Janet.
12, John Thomesone and Catherine Wilson had Margaret.
12, Robert Wilsone and Catherine Meldrum had Geils (in fornication).
19, Andrew Gav and Margaret Colzieir had Edward.
19, William Walwod of Touche and Agnes Alexander had . . . .
21, Patrick Cowper and Janet Murray had James.
26, James Moyas and Janet Stewart had Andrew.

**M.**
7, Andrew Gray to Janet Peacock (both of Dalmeny parish, “and having ther brydell on this syd of the water becaus of ther friends on this syd also”).
28, Laurie Andersonsone to Jean Hutoun.

**FEBRUARY.**

**B.**
2, John Rowane and Marion Cunningham had . . . . (son).
2, Andrew Andersone and Janet Touchie had Isobel.
2, John Andersone in Kistock and Janet Nicole had William.
9, William Cuisine and Elspet Hutchiesone had Helen.
9, James Hutoun and Catherine Walwod had Janet.
9, Henry Chaipe and Janet Young had William (in fornication).
16, Robert Wilsone and Margaret Hutoun had Helen.
16, Alexander Beane, weaver, and Helen Hutoun had William.
23, James Kellok and Margaret Mudie had John.
23, Robert Scotland in Clune and Helen Stobie had Thomas.
27, James Potter and Marion Walker had James.

M.  [None.]

MARCH.

B.  9, John Andersone and Janet Reid had Margaret.
  9, William Low and Nanse Gib had James.
  9, James Hamiltoun and Margaret Quhyt had Thomas.
  23, Andrew Colyeir, drummer, and Isobel Andersone had John.
  23, Alexander Gowie and Bessie Stevinsone had Jean.
  23, James Caddell and Beatie Peirsone had David.
  23, David Beatoun, lister, and Isobel Andersone had William.
  23, Nicol Dewar and Janet Andersone had Robert.
  30, John Walker, merchant, and Margaret Turnebull had Peter.
  30, Thomas Walwod and Bessie Kirk had Thomas.

M.  [None.]

APRIL.

B.  1, George Douglas and Janet Dagleische had . . . (son baptised in
  Carnock kirk, too weak to carry to Dunfermline).
  6, Thomas Sands and Margaret Fentoun had James.
  6, William Thomesone, lister, and Janet Mekiljohne had Bessie.
  6, David Car and Catherine Elder had Barbara.
  8, David Ratraw and Margaret Gib had . . . (son).
  8, Andrew Currie in Primrois and Mawse Andersone had John.
  13, Gilbert Turnour in Pitlivar and Helen Turnbull had Janet.
  15, Andrew Cunninghame in Primrois and Margaret Turnebull had
    Marjory.
  20, Robert Pringle, collier in Beath heugh, "ane mere ignorant," and Mar-
    jory Brand had Christian.
  20, William Henresone, cordiner, and Bessie Forsythe had Catharine.
  27, Robert Bakcais and Lucrece Norie had Janet.
  29, Alexander Bartrome and Isobel Broun had John.
  29, Andrew Walker in the Hule and Janet Hutoun had Margaret.

M.  29, David Broun to Isobel Mayne.

MAY.

B.  6, John Miller and Isobel Miller had Janet.
  11, James Wallace and Alison Legat had William.
  20, Robert Stanehous and Isobel Cunninghame had Robert.
  25, John Andersone, younger, lister, and Helen Kingorne had Walter.

M.  20, John Cunninghame to Margaret Sventoun.

JUNE.

B.  1, Robert Huggone, mealmaker, and Janet Smetoun had Marjory.
  8, James Drysdell and Isobel Westwod had John.
  22, James Lethome and Isobel Makbayth had Marjory.
  22, John Wricht, collier, and Catherine Patoun had Margaret.
  22, James Hutoun, baker, and Marjory Walwod had Margaret.
  24, John Stevenson of Beath and Janet Moreis had Henry (baptised at Ball-
    ingry kirk).
  24, William Stanehous in Fod and Elspet Pirnie had Christian.
  29, Henry Hardie and Margaret Home had Christian.
  29, William Broun, clerk, and Grizel Cuthbert had Margaret.

M.  3, James Moorgan to Isobel Bowman (test. from Aberdour).
  10, John Peirsone to Janet Thomesone.
  24, John Young to Janet Brown.
24, Walter Rae to Janet Quhyt.
24, John Inglis to Nanse Hutoun.

JULY.

B. 6, William Kellok and Margaret Kellok had Christian.
  6, William Horne and Helen Andersone had Thomas.
  6, Clement Sanders and Elspet Sanders had Margaret.
  6, John Aidiesone, miller, and Beatrix Turnebull had James.
  20, Robert Russell, miller, and Barbara Elder had Jean.
  20, John Baid, weaver, and Bessie Spens had Thomas.
  20, William Sanders and Christian Hutoun had John (in fornication).
  20, George Ivatt and Janet Gedde had Margaret.
  20, Gavin Stanehous and Marjory Nicole had Isobel.

M. 1, Andrew Turnbull to Catherine Anderson.
  1, William Westwood to Margaret Forrester.
  1, Thomas Harrower to Margaret Gairdner.
  8, William Crawford to Janet Moreis.
  8, James Hall to Margaret Andersone.
  15, John Law to Nicolas Andersone.
  15, John Raff to Janet Greive.

AUGUST.

B. 3, John Hutoun and Janet Christie had Bessie (in fornication).
  3, Archibald Mowtrey and Catherine Bardner had James.
  5, John Harlay and Elspet Maknariche had Isobel.
  10, Alexander Davidson and Janet Douglas had Thomas.
  10, John Moyas and Margaret Christie had Isobel.
  12, David Dewar of Lassodie and Jean Logane had Margaret.
  12, William Buist and Helen Turnebull had Margaret.
  12, George Walker, cadger, and Janet Hois had Janet.
  12, James Buist and Janet Danzell had James.
  17, John Walker and Jean Maxwell had Grizel.
  19, Robert Peirsone in Nether Beath and Marjory Peirson had Margaret.
  26, Robert Currie and Catherine Makcalzeoun had Christian.
  31, Patrick Dewar and Isobel Maistertoun had . . . (daughter).

M. 5, Patrick Bruse to Catherine Dowie.
  12, David Cunnon (?) to Elspet Dewar.
  12, John Hutoun to Catherine Buchanan.
  12, James Kellok to Jean Gibson.
  19, James Tosheauch to Janet Burne.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 2, Adam Patoun and Marjory Phillane had John.
  2, George Pergussoun, servitour to the Chancellor, and Janet Peirsone had twins, Eupham and Barbara.
  2, Patrick Murray and Margaret Colvill had Jean.
  7, David Scotland in Gask and Janet Aikine had Bessie.
  7, David Peirsone, merchant, and Jean Stanehous had George.
  9, James Ronald and Margaret Mathesone had Robert.
  9, Henry Scotland and Catherine Wardlaw had Robert.
  21, Thomas Rodger and Grizel Westwod had John.
  28, Thomas Blakie and Margaret Law had . . . (daughter) (baptised at Crumbie).

M. 28, Nicol Cornuell to Elspet Duncane (in Crumbie kirk).

OCTOBER.

B. 5, William Murie and Catherine Cunninghame had John.
  5, David Peirsone, younger, in Pitdinnie, and Bessie Peirsone had Margaret
5, John Kinloche, miller, and Bessie Sim had Robert.
5, Thomas Phinne, weaver, and Barbara Baid had Christian.
5, James Dagleishe and Catherine Wardlaw had Janet.
5, John Alisone, mason, and Marioy Elder had John.
7, Laurence Neilson and Helen Reid had Janet (in fornication).
12, Florence Andersone and Helen Cunningham had David.
12, Laurence Workman and Isobel Neising had Isobel.
12, James Assoun and Catherine Watson had Helen.
19, William Walwod in Nether Beath and Margaret Peirsone had Harry.
19, George Donald and Margaret Stevinsone had Andrew.
26, Thomas Young and Isobel Sanders had John.
26, George Williamsone and Eupham Thomesone had David.
26, Pate Davidsone, collier, and Janet Thomesone had Henry.
26, Robert Phillane (deceased) and Helen Cuthbert had Margaret (posthumous).
28, Mr John Phinne of Quythill and Margaret Hamilton had John.
M. 7, Mark Kinglassie to Catherine Mudie.

NOVEMBER.
B. 2, Alexander Grege and Catherine Philpe had . . . . (son) in fornication.
2, Robert Murray, miller, and Agnes Taillyeour had Bessie.
4, Willie Moreis and Janet Henresone had William.
4, David Christie and Annabel Bardner had Andrew.
9, John Wels, cordiner, and Christian Astianhe had Robert.
12, William Cagreoun and Bessie Hutoun had Elizabeth (mother died). 
16, George Imrie and Margaret Stevinsone had William.
18, John Logane and Margaret Galt had William.
18, James Westwood and Isobel Cunninghame had Robert.
23, William Duncan and Marion Gib had William.
23, Edward Douglas, younger, in Wester Gellat, and Janet Miller had Thomas (in fornication).
25, Patrick Bruse and Catherine Dowie had Janet.
30, Laurence Andersone and Margaret Lugtoun had Margaret (baptised at Crumbie).
30, Thomas Hall, weaver, and Christian Lambe had Patrick.
M. 25, William Hutoun to Catherine Mill.

DECEMBER.
B. 7, John Davidsone, collier, and Agnes Brown had Christian (baptised at Cleish, "becaus of the farre distance from our kirk, and the evill wether and way").
9, Sir Robert Hallat of Pitfrrane and Dame Margaret Murray had Robert.
14, Peter Law, merchant, and Margaret Walker had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Law, his brother, Andrew Wricht, and George Walker, merchant.
14, William Culane and Bessie Hutoun had Elizabeth.
21, William Wright and Jean Cambell had Janet.
28, John Douglas and Rosina Oiswald had James.
30, Adam Douglas and Helen Hutoun had David.
30, James Lugtoun and Margaret Nasmith had Henry.
M. 2, Alexander Greig to Catherine Philpe.
2, Thomas Clun to Christian Sanders (on test. from Inverkeithing).
23, John Mayne to Janet Walker.
30, Henry Christie to Elspet Balfour.
30, Laurence Stevinsone to Catherine Chattoe.

JANUARY [1618].
B. 4, Henry Orock and Margaret Scotland had Mary.
4, John Wilson and Janet Drysdell had Robert.
4. John Burne, mason, and Margaret Hutoun had John.
4. Henry Turnbull and Catherine Cusine had Patrick.
6. Richard Scotland and Margaret Blakwod had John.
11. John Cunningham and Margaret Swentoun had John.
11. James Rutherford and Rosina Walwod had Bessie (in fornication).
13. Harry Stewart of Beath and Catherine Kirkcaldie had Elspet.
18. Alexander Balfour and Bessie Dewar had Agnes (in fornication).
20. Duncan Tailourney and Margaret Hutoun had William.
20. James Murray, writer, and Margaret Reid had Bessie.
23. James Potter and Bessie Reid had James.
27. James Wilson and Janet Walker had Ninian.
27. Andrew Dewar and Helen Staneous had William.
27. Henry Peirsone and Helen Williamsone had John.
27. Andrew Inglis, younger, and Margaret Duncane had Marjory (in fornication).
27. William Rae and Janet Orock had Isobel.
27. Robert Dewar of Beath and Margaret Gib had John.

23. John Murray to Margaret Blair.
27. Henry Phinne to Catherine Garvie.

FEBRUARY.

B. 1. Robert Douglas and Margaret Peirsone had Henry.
1. Henry Merschell and Bessie Turnbull had William.
1. George Moreis and Bessie Hutoun had Christian.
1. James Hutoun and Marion Mill had Laurence (in fornication).
3. Charles Ritchardsone and Janet Buist had James.
3. Sir John Henresone (deceased) and Annas Halket had James (posthumous).
3. Andrew Touche, fishmonger, and Catherine Fyiiff had Janet.
5. Alexander Straquhen and Catherine Duchall had Isobel.
8. William Sanders and Marion Mastertoun had George.
8. James Chrichtoun and Nanse Gib had William.
10. Thomas Huggoun and Margaret Kirk had James (in fornication).
15. John Davidsone and Margaret Henresone had David.
15. Andrew Hutoun and Isobel Wilson had William.
15. George Cunningham and Isobel Drysdell had William.
17. Andrew Mekiljohne and Janet Anderson had Alison.
22. Thomas Mudie and Margaret Turnebull had James.
22. Adam Stobie, portioner of Wester Luscour, and Helen Gibbone had Patrick.

M. 3. Alexander Grahame to Effie Levingston.
3. Laurence Mill to Margaret Hoy (?)
10. Thomas Dow to Janet Davidson.
10. Thomas Sword to Margaret Brand.
17. Thomas Dewar to Margaret Maistertoun.

MARCH.

B. 3. John Kinnell and Janet Philpe had Harry.
8. James Robertson and Margaret Brand had John.
8. Archibald Hodge and Margaret Walker had Robert.
15. John Peirsone in Pitdinnie and Marion Hutoun had Robert.
15. John Wels and Catherine Drummond had Grizel.
15. Allan Galrig and Janet Currie had Grizel.
15. James Orock in Foulfuird and Christian Rowan had... (son).
15. Laurence Lughtoun and Janet Bennat had... (daughter) (baptized at Inverkeithing).
15. Laurence Andersoun and Jean Hutoun had David.
15. John Clerk and Catherine Baid had David.
19. William Thometson, litster, and Janet Mekijohne had Janet.
22. Richard Bardner and Margaret Fotheringham had Bessie.
22. John Donaldson (deceased) and Helen Stevinson had John (post-humous).
22. John Inglis and Nanse Hutoun had Isobel.
22. Thomas Nasmith and Bessie Donald had Nanse.
22. James Tyrie and Isobel Inglis had Janet (in fornication).
24. Nicol Kellock and Janet Robertson had Marion.
24. Thomas Harrower and Margaret Gairdner had [James baptised]. The child died after being “inbukit” before the baptism, “and was unbaptized.”
29. George Meldrum and Marjory Walker had Isobel.
29. John Anderson, notary, and Christian Christiesone had Andrew.

M. 10. Alaster Balfour, collier, to Bessie Dewar.

APRIL.

B. 5. George Hendine and Bessie Bennat had Margaret.
  7. Thomas Donaldson and Margaret Wilson had Janet.
  7. John Small, collier, and Margaret Huggone had Isobel; witnesses, Charles Ritchadson, Andrew Walker, Duncan Taillyour.
  7. John Dow, Highlandman, and Margaret Merser had . . . (daughter) in fornication; witnesses, James Hunter, John Crambie, Nicol Cornwell.
  7. David Strang (deceased) and Margaret Septauld had Helen (posthumous); witnesses, David Strang, cordiner, James Car, William Low.
  21. George Walker, merchant, and Marjory Cuthbert had James; witnesses, Mr. James Septauld, schoolmaster, Andrew Gibbon, James Reid, younger, and James Murray.
  26. David Beany and Bessie Moreis had Andrew (on testimonial from minister of Rosyth and Inverkeithing).
  28. David Broun in Blaklaw and Isobel Mayne had Margaret; witnesses, William Broun in the Stane, David Burne, Andrew Mayne.
  28. Henry Donald and Bessie Anderson had Mark; witnesses, Mark Donald, Adam Wilson, Patrick Greif.
  28. James Stewart, son of Patrick S. of Beath, and Marion Clunie had Harry (in fornication; baptised at desire of kirk session of Edinburgh upon testimonial of satisfaction).

  28. John Kay to Grizel Inglis.

MAY.

B. 3. David Robertson of Easter Craigduckie and Grizel Hutoun had . . . (daughter); witnesses, George Dewar, Nicol Dewar, Alexander Burne, “the tua last his brethren in law.”
  5. James Turnbull and Barbara Thomson had Andrew (in fornication); witnesses, Thomas Walker, William Turnbull, George Turnbull, younger.
5, Robert Maistertoun of Beath and Margaret Maistertoun had Bessie; witnesses, John Anderson, elder, John Anderson, younger, his son, and Mr. James Durie.

5, James Hall and Margaret Anderson had Thomas; witnesses, William Chatto, Harry Mudie, Thomas Stevenson.

12, Patrick Cowper and Janet Murray had Eupham.

27, David Walker and Grizel Meldrum had Richard.

27, Willie Philp and Elspet Lindsay had Margaret.

31, Thomas Moir and Grizel Walvood had David; witnesses, David Strang, cordiner, David Walvood, his brother in law, William Wilson, miller.

31, Thomas Tod and Margaret Hutoun had James; witnesses, James Reid, younger, Thomas Scotland, Adam Stirk.

31, Patrick Lawsons and Margaret Cunningham had John.

M. 5, James Lambe to Janet Lindsay.

12, John Raithe to Janet Tyrie.

19, Alexander Burne to Isobel Robertson.

JUNE.

B. 2, John Burne, younger, and Jean Murray had ... (daughter); witnesses, Andrew Currie, Andrew Turnbull, William Mastertoun.

2, William Gray and Margaret Anderson had ... (son).

5, William Anderson in Lymkills and Geils Peirsone had Elspet; witnesses, David Peirsone, George Ferguson, Florence Brown.

7, David Cunnoun in Mastertoun and Elspet Dewar had James.

14, Alexander Grahame and Effie Levingstoun had Catherine; witnesses, Andrew Turnbull in Bromehall, James Phun and George Aidiesone.

14, John Law and Nicolas Anderson had John; witnesses, John Davidson, John Anderson, John Culros.

14, Robert Balcas and Lucrece Norie had Marion; witnesses, Henry Greine, Thomas Dewar, John Dick.

14, James Potter and Marion Walker had Christian; witnesses, Richard Potter, Andrew Potter, James Hutoun.

21, John Hutoun, smith, and Catherine Buchanan had Isobel.

21, Andrew Greinehorne and Marjory Wilson had John.

21, John Brown, smith, and Margaret Smetoun had James.

21, Robert Adame and Margaret Douglas had Robert; witnesses, Robert Stirk, John Mayne, William Thomeson.

30, James Murgane and Elspet Bowman had William; witnesses, Jerome Broun, Andrew Walker, Thomas Walker.

M. 2, James Lindsay to Nanse Menteithe.

2, Robert Westwood to Janet Garvock.

9, James Miller to Christian Movtrey.

16, Finlay Moyle to Bessie Stevin.

30, John Spens to Janet Cunningham.

30, John Anderson to Grizel Hoge.

JULY.

B. 2, John Alison and Grizel Walvood had James; witnesses, James Alison, his brother, David Laurie and John Wels.

3, Laurie Stevenson and Catherine Chatto had Laurence; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Adam Stevinson, William Turnbull.

5, Thomas Dewar and Margaret Maistertoun had James; witnesses, Nicol Wardlaw, James Scotland, Robert Russell.

5, John Cumming and Janet Workman had ... (son); witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, elder and younger, and David Phillane.

5, John Trottar and Janet Craik had Isobel; witnesses, James Reid, John Dougall, Adam Lugtoun.

14, John Wright and Janet Sibauld had Helen; witnesses, Andrew Turnbull, Andrew Currie, John Levingstoun.
19, Wattie Rae and Janet Ouhyt had Christian; witnesses, William Rae, William Spens, James Potter.
19, James Wilsone and Janet Gibsone had Adam; witnesses, Adam Mastertoun, James Kellock, James Roxburgh.
28, William Cunninghame and Janet Alisone had Helen; witnesses, William Turnbull, John Alison, Thomas Mudie.

M. 7, William Dewar to Isobel Clerk.
7, Patrick Mowtrey to Helen Cunninghame.
7, John Tyrie to Helen Schaw.
21, David Burne to Marjory Walker.

AUGUST.
B. 5, David Callendar and Margaret Smetoun had Marjory; witnesses, David Cunninghame, Andrew Currie, Alexander Lambe.
9, David Watche and Cicile Duncane had Marjory; witnesses, William Sim, Thomas Horne, James Smetoun.
11, Jean Pratus, daughter to William P., had Jean baptised (presented by James Kingsorne), begotten in fornication and father not compearing.
11, Thomas Stevenson and Janet Keir had Janet baptised (presented by Richard Law, being begotten in fornication and father fugitive from discipline).
16, John Wilson and Janet Tod had Thomas (baptised at Crombie).
18, David Tod and Janet Dagleisle had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Scotland, Richard Templeman.

M. 11, John Anderson to Martha Mastertoun.
11, Patrick Allane to Janet Moreis.
18, Andrew Ferlie to Alison Anderson.
18, Peter Douglas to Christian Smythe.

SEPTEMBER.
B. 6, Adam Walwd and Isobel Walwd had Janet (baptised at Inverkeithing).
6, John Stirke, weaver, and Janet Meldrum had Isobel (baptised at Carnock).
13, Henry Scotland and Catherine Wardlaw had Janet; witnesses, David Scotland, Robert Angheous, Robert Russell.
13, Robert Kirk and Grizel Andersone had John; witnesses, Robert Andersone, John Andersone, John Rowane.
13, Robert Stirke, messenger, and Nanse Car had William; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, Robert Crawford, Henry (?) Douglas in Aberdour.
17, John Waladge, master cook to the Lord Chancellor, and Janet Mowbrey had Grizel; witnesses, James Gib, George Fergusson, Thomas Drysdell.
20, William Darleine, miller, and Isobel Keltie had Bessie; witnesses, James Allane and David Burne.
20, William Smithe in Fod and Margaret Mastertoun had William; witnesses, William Staneous and William Walwd.
27, James Kellock and Jean Gibsone had Nanse; witnesses, Nicol Dewar, William Kellock, Henry Gibsone.

M. 8, John Donaldson to Christian Westwood (in Cleish kirk).
29, Archibald Mowtray to Bessie Young.

OCTOBER.
B. 4, Robert Drysdell, weaver, and Grizel Currie had Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Chalmers, Allan Galrige, George Drysdell.
4, George Mill and Bessie Burne had John; witnesses, John Gib and James Gib, his son.
4, John Watsone, cordiner, and Marjory Smetoun had Janet; witnesses, John Simson, David Callendar, Alexander Honyman.
4. William Brown, notary public, and Grizel Cuthbert had Agnes; witnesses, John Gib, James Chrichton, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw.
11. David Drydell and Isobel Toulouse had James; witnesses, Patrick Anderson, James Sanders, James Anderson.
11. Archibald Mowtrey and Bessie Young had Andrew; witnesses, William Anderson, Andrew Young in Lymkils, John Stevenson, younger, in Pittlvar.
13. James Cuninghame and Isobel Cuninghame had David; witnesses, David Cunningham, Robert Cunningham, Adam Wilson.
18. Malcolm Makqueine and Janet Jonkeine had ... (daughter); witnesses, Abraham Grege, Adam Anderson, Harry Mudie.
25. William Dewar and Isobel Clerk had Isobel; witnesses, David Cunnun, Thomas Mudie.
25. Robe Cuhyt and Catherine Hunnon had Martha; witnesses, John Anderson, younger, John and Thomas Dow, colliers.
25. John Dowie, resher, and Margaret Henresone had David (baptised at Cleish.)

M. 6, Andrew Inglis to Margaret Duncane.
13, John Gotterstanes to Isobel Mackie.

NOVEMBER.

B. 1, William Turnbull and Bessie Cowper had . . . . (son).
1, William Hutoun and Catherine M ill had John; witnesses, John Dick, William Kirk, John Curise.
1, William Turnbull and Margaret Law had Margaret; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Peter Law, George Ferguson.
1, Harry Walwood and Helen Kennedy had John; witnesses, John Walwood, his brother, John Car, John Anderson.
10, Nicol Huntar and Marion Hutoun had Isobel; witnesses, Andrew Walker, John Banks, Robert Cunninghame.
15, William Spens and Christian Wallange had Henry; witnesses, Henry Wilson, Henry Turnbull, Henry Meldrum.
15, William Lawson and Effie Waterstoun had Elspet; witnesses, William Horne, John Smith, John Clerk.
15, James Lindsay and Nanse Mentethe had John; witnesses, John Anderson, elder, and Andrew Meiklejohn.
22, Laurie Patrik and Margaret Reid had James; witnesses, James Reid, John Simsone, Robert Anderson.
29, Gilbert Turnour and Helen Turnbull had Nanse; witnesses, Andrew Stevenson, George Lugtoun, Laurie Anderson.
29, John Baid and Bessie Spens had John; witnesses, William Stanchous, William Chatto, Mr. John Walker, reader of God's word.
29, Thomas Mudie and Margaret Mill had Margaret.

M. 3, Archibald Boyd to Janet Watsone.
10, John Elder to Bessie Blakwood.
16, Henry Gibsone to Margaret Rentoun.
17, Henry Chaipe to Janet Young.

DECEMBER.

B. 1, James Cunnun in Mastertoun and Janet Stanchous had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Ritchie, James Mudie, Robert Kellok, younger.
1. John Hislope and Janet Lachlands had Nanse.
2. Malcolm Kowall, smith, and Margaret Boswell had Christian; witnesses, James Hutoun, James Thomesone, Adam Schortus.
3. Jerome Brown in Luscour and Margaret Dagleishe had John (baptised in Carnok).
4. Thomas Mitchell, younger, and Margaret Dick had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Mitchell, John Burne, elder.
5. John Lawson in Crocefuird and Margaret Wilson had Margaret; witnesses, George Walker, bailie, David Peirsone in Pidtinnie.
6. David Lambe and Marjory Wilson had William (in fornication); witnesses, James Wilson, William Wilson, her father and her brother, John Car.
7. Henry Simson and Bessie Thomesone had Janet; witnesses, John Thomesone, Duncan Taityon, John Small.
8. Robert Russell and Barbara Elder had Edward; witnesses, Edward Elder, David Scotland.
9. John Wardlaw and Margaret Baid had Martha; witnesses, John Anderson, younger, John Anderson, youngest, Andrew Mekiljohne.

M. 1. John Dougall to Bessie Craik.
2. David Smithe to Alisone Simesone.

JANUARY [1619].

B. 5. John Birrell and Margaret Coyleir had Catherine; witnesses, Patrick Bothwell, James Cunnon, James Marteine in Inverkeithing.
6. John Crambie and Magie Crichtoun had William.
7. James Haft and Janet Murie had James; witnesses, James Kellok, James Cunnon, Thomas Mudie.
8. George Dewar in Lathamond and Jean Hutoun had Margaret; witnesses, David Dewar of Lassodie, and David Robertson of Craigduchick.
9. John Anderson and Janet Meldrum had Janet.
10. William Rattrae and Janet Speir had Elspet; witnesses, David Moreis, William Currou, John Kerr.
11. John Walker and Margaret Turnbull had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Law, Peter Law, his brother, and George Walker.
12. Charles Baid and Helen Young had Margaret; witnesses, Patrick Anderson, Laurence Anderson.
13. John Stevinsone and Janet Fuird had James (in fornication); witnesses, James Primrose, Mr. James Primrose, his son, and James Cois in Galrighill.
14. Andrew Gaw and Margaret Coilyeir had William; witnesses, David Laurie, John Aidie, James Hutoun.
15. John Anderson, younger, and Helen Kingorne had Jean.
17. William Rae and Janet Henresone had James; witnesses, James Cunnon, James Henresone, John Davidsone.
18. John Levingstoun and Janet Smetoun had Margaret; witnesses, Harry Young, James Boyle, John Tod.
19. John Greif and Janet Robertson (a vagabond) had a son Nicol (in fornication).
20. Patrick Mowtrey and Christian Inglis had Christian (in fornication); witnesses, John Thomeson, James Miller.
21. John Bull and Janet Gibsone had Adam; witnesses, Adam Stevenson, Patrick Mowtrey, David Bull.
22. Thomas Phinne and Barbara Baid had Isobel; witnesses, David Williamson, John Cotterstoun, John Clerk.

M. 12. Andrew Lindsay to Marjory Walker.
19. David Aidieson to Isobel Simson (testimonial from Inverkeithing).
FEBRUARY.

B. 7, William Smart and Bessie Mudie had John; witnesses, Robert May, John Thomson, Thomas Elder.
7, John Makbethe and Marjory Thomson had John (in adultery); witnesses, William and George Turnbull, John Banks.
11, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw and Catherine Alisone had Catherine; witnesses, John Gib, Mr. James Sibauld.
11, Mr. Robert Thomson, minister, and Christian Clerk had Patrick.
11, John Murray and Margaret Blair had David; witnesses, John Wricht, Robert Stirk, William Trumbill.
14, William Mackie in Cocklaw and Margaret lietsone had John (baptised in Ballingry); witnesses, David Blak, Andrew Baverage, William Sim, "all his nighbours."
16, Andrew Dewar and Margaret Hutoun had Grizel; witnesses, David Robertson, Thomas Walwood, Robert Lambe.
23, Archibald Honyman and Margaret Wells had Grizel; witnesses, George Smetoun, Charles Ritchieson, David Car.
23, James Feg and Elspet Smetoun had Janet; witnesses, John Culross, John Brown, smith.
23, William Robertson and Janet Littlejohn had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Walker and Robert Miller.
28, James Reanald and Margaret Matheson had Helen; witnesses, Adam Stevenson and John Car.
28, William Henesone and... had... (left unfinished).

M. 2, John Currie to Grizel Murray
2, Robert Wilson to Bessie Mudie.

MARCH.

B. 2, Robert Peacock and Catherine Stevenson had Barbara; witnesses, Laurence Stevenson, Gilbert Turner, Abraham Peacock.
2, David Scotland and Janet Aikine had Janet; witnesses, Nicol Wardlaw, Robert Russell.
2, Laurence Workman and Isobel Neifing had Margaret; witnesses, David Laurie, Adam Schortus.
7, Robert Wilson and Margaret Hutoun, had John; witnesses, John Wilson, John Peirson.
7, James Garvie and Beattie Watt had William; witnesses, George Walker, George Turnbull, John Rowan.
7, James Andersone and Janet Clerk had Isobel; witnesses, Patrick Andersone, David Drysdell, Henry Clerk.
7, William Walwood and Margaret Lindsay had Isobel.
7, Henry Malcome and Nanse Knox had John (in fornication); witnesses, John Anderson, son of Robert A., "muillmaker," and Peter Law.
9, William Horne and Helen Anderson had Janet; witnesses, Robert Wels, Andrew Meklejohn.
14, James Wallace and Alison Legat had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Patrick Legat, John Walker, tailor.
16, John Wels and Christian Austiane had William; witnesses, William Watsone, Robert Wels, David Car.
16, John Rait and Janet Tyrie had John; witnesses, John Anderson, elder, and his son, and David Car.
21, James Bryse and Christian Young had Robert; witnesses, David Sands, Thomas Douglas.
21, James Hutoun and Marjory Walwood had James; witnesses, John Alisone, Adam Walwood.
30, Ninian Duncan and Margaret Merser had James; witnesses, James and William Duncan, James Peirson.
39. Edmond Alison and Effie Crumblie had Elspet; witnesses, Andrew Wright, William Currie, Thomas Elder.

M. 2. Mark Swentoun to Janet Burgane (married at Inverkeithing).

APRIL.

B. 4. Andrew Awstiane and Margaret Cumming had David (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Bennat, John Bennat, David Phillipse.
7. Thomas Mudie and Effie Baverage had Janet; witnesses, John Sanders, John Hutoun, John Hyslope.
11. George Drysedell and Bessie Gibbsone had Thomas; witnesses, George Gray and David Murray.
11. David Stevinson and Isobel Christie had Henry; witnesses, Henry Turnbull, John Alison.
13. Robert Wyld and Alison Gibson had Harry; witnesses, Harry Stewart, Nicol Dewar.
18. John Kay and Grizel Inglis had Margaret; witnesses, John Fergie, Stevin Fergie, Andrew Wilson.
18. James Lugtoun and Margaret Nasmithe had Elizabeth; witnesses, John Hutoun, John Murray.
18. Thomas Alexander and Janet Kneilands had Isobel; witnesses, John Burne and James Garvie.
18. John Schortus and Janet Bankis had Janet; witnesses, John Bankis, Robert Schortus, John Stirk.
25. Robert Dewar and Janet Moreis had James; witnesses, James and William Maynis.
25. James Henresone, glazier, and Janet Dewar had Peter; witnesses, Charles Ritchardsone, Andrew Porter, Thomas Cowper.

M. 27. James Boyle to Margaret Saverall (in Inverkeithing kirk).
27. David Strang to Bessie Ritchardsone.

MAY.

B. 2. Andrew Turnbull and Helen Currie had William; witnesses, John Turnbull in Bromehall, Laurence Turnbull in Logie, and Andrew Walker in the Hoill.
2. George Smetoun and Margaret Turnbull had Henry; witnesses, Henry Turnbull, David Peirsone, Robert Turnbull in Tunigask.
9. James Lethome and Isobel Makbethe had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Fraser, George Donald, Patrick Greive.
16. Finlay Moyle and Bessie Stevin had James; witnesses, James Reid, Andrew Wricht, Charles Ritchardson.
16. Andrew Robertson and Isobel Edward had Jean (in fornication); witnesses, James Beany, Thomas Cowper, James Allane.
16. Robert Lambe and Elspet Taylor had . . . (son); witnesses, William Curise, Thomas Mudie, William Mastertoun.
23. Robert Scotland and Helen Robie had Robert; witnesses, Robert Turnbull, James Gibbone, David Laurie.
23. John Mayne and Janet Walker had John; witnesses, Mr. John Walker, Patrick Cowper, David Walker.
30. William Philpe and Elspet Lindsay had George; witnesses, George Lindsay of Kavill, Andrew Murray, Harry Mudie.
M. 11, Thomas Philpe to Bessie Mackie.
11, Alexander Lambe to Janet Dagleishe.
25, William Cadzen to Margaret Burne.
25, Andrew Drummond to Beatie Wright (testimonial from Inverkeithing).
31, Robert Levingston to Jean Bruse (in Carnock kirk).

JUNE.
B. 13, James Baverage, collier, and Margaret Greive had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Horne, John Baverage, Robert Dickson.
13, Alexander Wilson and Margaret Donaldson had Thomas; witnesses, John Lawson, Thomas Wilson, Thomas Naesmyth.
22, Richard Potter and Bessie Leirmonth had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Potter, James Kennedie, Thomas Rodger.
27, Patrick Mowtrey and Helen Cunninghame had John; witnesses, Adam Stevinson, Andrew Walker, John Davidson.
27, Thomas Ritchie and Margaret Anderson had Annas; witnesses, Robert Kellok, John Simsone, David Cunnun.
29, John Peirson and Helen Hutoun had John (in fornication); witnesses, Archibald Douglas, Gavin Stanehous, Laurence Walker.

M. 8, James Mackrobie to Helen Portour.
 8, William Robertson to Marjory Martene.
15, James Hutoun to Janet Reid.
15, Wattie Richardsone to Janet Traill.
29, Thomas Wilson to Isobel Cunningham.
29, John Kellok to Grizel Inche.
29, Henry Malcome to Catherine Inglis.

JULY.
B. 6, Andrew Meldrum and Bessie Alexander had Robert; witnesses, William Robertson, Robert Russell, Robert Anghous.
13, Thomas Harrower and Margaret Gairdner had William; witnesses, William Chatto, William Stanehous, Patrick Peirsone.
13, James Miller and Christian Mowtrey had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Philpe, John Thompson, Patrick Mowtrey.
25, William Broun and Bessie Smetoun had James; witnesses, James Smetoun, John Car, Thomas Scotland.

M. 6, Robert Logane to Janet Mekiljohne.
20, Robert Henresone to Janet Car.

AUGUST.
B. 1, Alexander Lambe and Janet Dagleishe had John; witnesses, John Lambe, Jerome Broun, John Alison.
1, Thomas Burne and Janet Awtiane had David; witnesses, David Burne, Thomas Walker, Andrew Walker, his son.
6, Sir Robert Halkat of Piifirrane and Dame Margaret Murray had Margaret; witnesses, James Hamilton of Kilbrakmonthe and Patrick Murray.
8, Andrew Currie and Mawse Andersone had Bessie; witnesses, David Cunningham, John Burne, younger, and Thomas Wilson.
8, Robert Walwod of Touche and Marion Mitchell had Isobel; witnesses, Henry Turnbull, William Walwod, William Mastertoun.
10, John Donaldson and Christian Westwod had Christian; witnesses, James Livingstone, Thomas Horne, William Sim.
10, William Mudie, mason, and Margaret Aidiesone had Harry; witnesses, Harry Mudie, William Mudie, his son, Robert Wilson.
22, Alexander Beane and Helen Hutoun had Alexander; witnesses, Thomas Mudie, John Wardlaw, John Gotterstanes.
29, John Dougall and Bessie Craik had James; witnesses, James Reid, elder and younger, James Hutoun, Patrick Stevinson, merchant.
M. 10, James Kennedie to Janet Hutoun.
17, William Sanders to Christian Hutoun.

SEPTEMBER.
B. 5, David Henresone, cordiner, and Bessie Turnbull had Janet; witnesses, John Feg, John Rait, John Inglis.
7, John Anderson and Martha Maistertoun had Bessie; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, James Reid, John Anderson, younger.
7, John Watson, cordiner, and Marjory Smetoun had Marjory; witnesses, Robert Huggon, John Sanders, William Watsone.
12, John Wilson and Janet Drysdell had Alexander (baptized at Carnock); witnesses, Alexander Drysdell, David Chrystie, Henry Wilsone.
21, Archibald Boyd and Janet Watson had Janet; witnesses, John Drysdell, William Watson, Laurence Watsone, his son.
28, James Chrichtoun and Agnes Gib had Jean; witnesses, Sir Robert Halket of Pitfirran, Mr. John Murray, minister in Dunfermline.
M. 21, Thomas Baveridge to Christian Smart.
21, Andrew Robertson to Isobel Edward.
30, John Peirsone to Bessie Stevenson.

OCTOBER.
B. 3, John Dick and Janet Paterson had Effie (in fornication); witnesses, Henry Orock, Henry Dick.
3, Robert Moreis and Bessie Wels had Robert; witnesses, Robert Wels, John Wels.
5, William Walwod, baker, and Bessie Nicole had Allan; witnesses, Charles Ritchardson, George Davidson, William Chatto.
5, James Hutoun and Catherine Walwod had Andrew; witnesses, Thomas Christie and John Alisone.
10, John Watson and Janet Kennedy had Bessie; witnesses, George Donald, Patrick Greif, John Brown.
10, Andrew Young and Elspet Furd had James; witnesses, James Chrichton, James Gib, John Merschell.
13, Archibald Hoge and Margaret Walker had Eupham; witnesses, Laurence Walker, Florence Brown, Thomas Thomson.
17, Andrew Lindsay and Marjory Walker had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Walker, Andrew Walker, Thomas Christie.
17, John Smetoun and Margaret Anderson had Bessie; witnesses, William Horne, John Alisone, Archibald Honyman.
17, Cuthbert Wardlaw and Margaret Galrige had John; witnesses, John Wardlaw, William Chatto, William Galrig.
17, Charles Wilson, smith, and Margaret Johnstone had William; witnesses, William Walwod, William and Robert Stanehous.
M. 19, James Makconneill to Margaret Blacater.
26, James Robertson to Isobel Car.

NOVEMBER.
B. 2, Patrick Cowper and Janet Murray had Elspeth; witnesses, John Anderson, younger, Mr. James Sibauld, schoolmaster, and William Maistertoun.
2, David Sempill and Janet Mudie had Sarah; witnesses, Adam Walwod, William Smart, John Alisone.
9, Thomas Thomesone and Margaret Moreis had Margaret; witnesses, Alexander Honyman, David Laurie, Archibald Hoge.
21, John Cowstoun, Highlandman, and Margaret Jonkine had Marjory.
21, Florie Broun, burgess in Dunfermline, presented a child begotten in fornication by Andrew Ferguson, trumpeter, upon Margaret Horne, called George; witnesses, George Walker, merchant, Gilbert Sanders, notary.
21, Patrick Davidsone, collier, and Janet Thomesone had Henry.
23, Peter Law and Margaret Walker had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick Stewart, Harry Stewart his son, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw.
28, Henry Chaip and Janet Young had John; witnesses, Mr. John Phune of Whythhill, John Bruse, John Trumle in Bromleigh.
28, Andrew Andersone and Isobel Kenoquhy had Effie; witnesses, Florie Brown, John Hysole, John James.
28, Thomas Sword and Margaret Brand had Catherine; witnesses, Patrick Trumle, John Anderson, elder, John Burne, younger.
30, Robert Wilsone and Bessie Mudie had Bessie; witnesses, James Reid, Harry Mudie, William Mastertoun.
30, John Aikine and Janet Inglis had John (in fornication); witnesses, Robert Anghous, James Anghous, John Greive.
30, Andrew Inglis and Margaret Duncane had Bessie; witnesses, John Simsone, William Walwod, Gilbert Car.
30, Mr. John Phune of Quyhtill and Margaret Hamiltoun had James; witnesses, Sir Robert Halket of Pittfrran, James Stewart of Rosyth.

M. 2, James Wardane to Bessie Stirk.

DECEMBER.

B. 5, Andrew Ferlie and Alisone Anderson had John; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Andrew Currie, William Sanders.
5, Bartholomew Gilmure, weaver, and Janet Bull had Edward; witnesses, Mr. James Durie, James Moyas, John Davidson. Presented by Edward Thomson, merchant, in the father's absence.
5, Mr. James Sibauld, schoolmaster, and Isobel Bowstoun had John; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randiefuird, Patrick Wardlaw of Torrie, James Reid, merchant in Dunfermline.
7, John Anderson, younger, litster, and Helen Kingorne had Eupham; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randiefuird, Archibald Douglas.
7, Willie Sim and Marjory Broun had John; witnesses, Robert Master- toun, George Gray.
21, Andrew Walker in the Hoill and Janet Hutoun had George; witnesses, George Walker, merchant, George Bothwell, George Turnbull in the Grange.
21, Robert Peirsone of Nether Beath and... Peirsone had Harry; witnesses, David P. and Patrick P., and Adam Walwod of Fod.
26, James Oswald and Bessie Cowsteoun had Janet; witnesses, John Turnebull, George his brother, and John Levingstoun.
26, George Issatt and Janet Ged had Eupham; witnesses, Richard Bruse, Alexander Lugtoun, Henry Simsone.
28, William Keltie and Isobel Fergie had Margaret (in fornication); witnesses, John Peirson, Robert Wilson, Patrick Andersone.

M. 14, John Potter to Isobel Inglis.
21, John Oswald to Christian Hamilton
21, James Mitchell to Christian Legatt.
28, Alexander Drysdell to Bessie Walwod.
28, John Anderson to Helen Lawssone.

JANUARY [1620].

B. 2, William Cunninghame and Janet Alisone had William; witnesses, John Simsone, William Mudie, John Car.
4, Andrew Andersone and Janet Touche had Bessie; witnesses, Henry Wricht, Adam Lugtoun, James Anderson.
4, John Murie and Elspet Anderson had Bessie (in fornication); witnesses, David Cunninghame, Andrew Currie in Primrose, David Callendar.
4, John Anderson and Grizel Hoge had William; witnesses, William Walwod, William Betoun, John Rowan.
9. James Trottar and Bessie Lawsons had Margaret; witnesses, Patrick Anderson, John Hutoun, elder and younger, in Pitdinnie.
9. Gilbert Turnbull and Helen Turnbull had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, David Mitchell, Andrew Stevinson.
11. Robert Levingston of Baldrig and Jean Brus had Helen; witnesses, William Menteith of Randiefiuird, George Durie of Craigluscour, James Chrichtoun.
19. David Walker and Grizel Meldrum had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Currie, Peter Law, Michael Meldrum.
19. Mr. Bernard Gib and Margaret Workman had William (in fornication); witnesses, William Culane, William Carrie, Charles Ritchardson, William Brown.
23. William Peirsone and Margaret Young had James (baptised at Cleish); witnesses, James Crichton, John Hutoun.
23. David Strang and Bessie Richardson had Bessie; witnesses, Andrew Hutoun, William Watson, John Simsone.
23. William Dewar in Mastertoun (deceased), and Isobel Clerk had Elspet (presented by Robert Stanehous); witnesses, David Cunnon, James Mudie, Thomas Ritchie.
23. Thomas Brown and Janet Sim (deceased) had James; witnesses, James Kellock, Adam Man.
27. Patrick Murray of Pardewis and Margaret Colvill had John; witnesses, Mr. John Murray, minister, William Menteithe of Randiefiuird, James Crichton.
30. Robert Douglas and Margaret Peirsone had Janet; witnesses, John Cunningham, Adam Wilson, David Mitchell.
30. Robert Adame and Margaret Douglas had Andrew; witnesses, David Laurie, George Davidson, Mr. Andrew Forrester.

M. [None.]

FEBRUARY.

B. 1. William Culane and Bessie Hutoun had Geils; witnesses, James Chrichtoun, James Gil, John Anderson, elder.
8. William Broun, notary, and Grizel Cuthbert had Catherine; witnesses, Robert Levingston, Mr. John Phume, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw.
20. John Peirson in Pitdinnie and Marion Hutoun had Margaret; witnesses, David Peirson, John Hutoun, Robert Wilson.
20. Robert Stanehous, portioner of Mastertoun, and Isobel Cunningham had Gavin; witnesses, Gavin Stanehous, Andrew Mitchell, Mr. James Ready, reader of Inverkeithing.
20. William Cadzem and Margaret Burne had David; witnesses, David Sands, Thomas Mitchell, Andrew Walker.
20. George Davidson, weaver, presented Thomas Abercrombie's child to baptism, begotten in adultery upon Margaret Kingorne, wife of Thomas Deis, cutler, called George (over half a year old).
27. John Lawson and Janet Donald had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Stevenson, Alexander Wilson, Henry Donald.
27, William Turnbull and Margaret Law had Barbara; witnesses, George Ferguson, David Peirsone, David Douglas.
27, John Peat and Catherine Stewart had Robert; witnesses, David Dewar, Thomas Horne, James Smetoun.

M. 15, Andrew Anderson to Margaret Greg.
22, Alexander Benning to Janet Michie.
22, Andrew Hutson to Janet Gentlewoman.
29, John Dow to Margaret Merser.

MARCH.

12, John Murray and Margaret Blair had Thomas (baptised at Garnock); witnesses, Thomas Blakwod, Thomas Stevinson, Thomas Elder.
14, Allan Galrig and Janet Currie had James; witnesses, James Hutoun, William Wilson, John Mayne.
19, John Inglis and Nanse Hutoun had David; witnesses, David Robert- son, Robert Russell, James Anghous.
19, John Oiswald and Christian Hamilton had twins, Margaret and Jean (both died within two hours after baptism).
21, Adam Wylie and Catherine Makclarane had Isobel baptised; witnesses, John Anderson, elder and younger, and youngest.
26, William Kellok and Margaret Kellok had James; witnesses, William Mackie, John Horne, James Kellok.
26, Thomas Anderson and Alison Drysdell had Janet; witnesses, Robert Russell, David Scotland, John Remarous.
26, John Mershell, miller, and Margaret Fuird had Janet; witnesses, Charles Richardson, John and Robert Chattoe.
26, Henry Peirson and Helen Williamsone had David; witnesses, William Peirson, David Peirsone, James Rutherfuird.
26, John Law and Nicolas Andersone had Margaret; witnesses, Peter Law, Patrick Cowper, Andrew Law.
26, Thomas Blake and Margaret Law had Elspet; witnesses, David Laurie, Harry Mudie, James Wardlaw.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 9, William Orock and Catherine Maxwell had Margaret; witnesses, Nicol Wardlaw, David Scotland, Henry Orock.
9, Patrick Harrower and Christian Peacok had Bessie; witnesses, John Burns, Henry Gibsons, Thomas Peirsone.
9, Thomas Sands and Margaret Fentoun had Janet; witnesses, James Cunion, Robert Kellok, James Mitchell.
9, William Law and Nanse Gib had Isobel; witnesses, Robert Cunningham, John Feg, James Scotland.
9, Andrew Colyeir, drummer, and Isobel Andersone had Robert; witnesses, Robert Anderson, Williani Rae, James Cowstoun.
9, James Buist and Janet Danzell had Thomas; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, Robert Moreis, James Garvie.
11, George Walker and Marjory Cutlber had Margaret; witnesses, John Walker, John Anderson, James Kennedie, all burgesses of Dunfermline.
16, James Patoun and Bessie Wilson had Andrew (in fornication); witnesses, James Rutherford, Andrew Mitchell, Robert Gillespie.
16, Andrew Cunningham and Margaret Turnbull had Janet; witnesses, William Brown, Thomas Mitchell, George Turnbull.
18, James Kinsmane and Christian Walwod had Nanse; witnesses, John Walwod, William Walwod, Adam Stevenson.
18, Florie Anderson and Helen Cunninghamhane had John; witnesses, John
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Currie, Andrew Murray, John Turnbull in Bromehall. Presented by William Andersone, the father's brother, in the father's absence "at the sail."


23. Peter Andersone (deceased, being "smored under a brae") and Catherine Dewar had Janet (presented by Michael Meldrum); witnesses, George Meldrum, John Stirk, John Dewar.

23. John Wels and Catherine Drummond had George; witnesses, George Drummond, Samuel Drummond, William Bell.

30. James Hall and Margaret Anderson had John; witnesses, Andrew Murray, John Davidson, John Burne.

30. Wattie Phinne and Margaret Westwod had Margaret; witnesses James Reid, James Murray, David Watsone.

M. 25. Laurence Anderson to Grizel Thomson.

MAY.

B. 16. Robert Henresone and Janet Car had Catherine; witnesses, James and David Car, and Robert Stirk.

21. Henry Orock and Margaret Scotland had Janet; witnesses, John Orock, David Scotland, James Scotland.

21. Adam Hendine and Margaret Greive had Christian; witnesses, John Greive, William Chatto, Patrick Peirsone.

21. Henry Peirsone and Jean Gentlewoman had John (in fornication); witnesses, John Peirson, David Peirsone, Robert Wilson, indwellers in Pitdinnie.


23. David Broun in Blaklaw and Isobel Mayne had Janet; witnesses, Henry Broun, William Mayne, Thomas Walker of the Rodds.

23. John Raithe and Janet Tyrie had James; witnesses, Gilbert Car, Patrick Stevenson, Archibald Douglas.


M. [None.]

JUNE.


10. James Robertson and Isobel Car had twins, Margaret and Grizel; witnesses, Adam Stevenson, John Car, Robert Alison.

10. Robert Pringle, collier in Beath heugh, and Marjory Brand had Margaret; witnesses, John Henresone, William Wannan, William Immo (?).

18. Richard Scotland and Margaret Blakwod had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Scotland and Andrew Blakwod.

18. George Meldrum and Marjory Walker had George; witnesses, George Walker, John Banks, Andrew Mekiljohn.

21. George Walker, cadger, and Janet Hois had John; witnesses, George Davidson, Robert Lindsay, David Lawrie.

21. John Dow and Margaret Merser had Catherine; witnesses, William Smart, David Laurie, David Strang.

23. Mr. Thomas Wardlaw and Catherine Alisone had William; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randifurd, Robert Levingstoun, James Gib.

27. Robert Dewar and Margaret Gib had David; witnesses, James Gib, David Cunnon, Thomas Philpe.

27. George Fergusson, servitor to the Chancellor, and Janet Peirson had Jean; witnesses, Peter Law, Archibald Douglas, Patrick Cowper, Andrew Law, all burgesses of Dunfermline.
M. 15, John Makfarlane to Janet Wilson.
27, George Turnbull to Margaret Thomesone.
27, John Keir to Marjory Douglas.
27, James Mill to Isobel Dewar.

JULY.

B. 9, James Potter, wright, and Bessie Reid had Janet; witnesses, Henry Turnbull, William Maistertoun, Robert Stevenson.
16, John Anderson and Janet Nicole had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick Anderson, David Drysdell, David Anderson.
16, Thomas Rodger and Grizel Westwod had William; witnesses, Patrick Stevenson, William Smart, John Dow.
23, Robert Peirsone and Isobel Galt had Christian; witnesses, Thomas and David Peirsone, Harry Young.
23, Andrew Hutoun and Isobel Wilson had Elspet; witnesses, Edward Thomson, William Beverage, Laurie Watsone, James Cunningham.
30, John Thomesone and Catherine Wilson had Beatrix; witnesses, David Douglas, Andrew Burne, John Tod.
32, William Gray and Margaret Anderson had John; witnesses, John Turnbull, Thomas Donaldson, Harry Young.
32, John Finlasone and Marjory Gaw had Robert; witnesses, John Davidson, Robert Alison, Charles Richardson.

M. 11, Robert Duncan to Elspet Robertson (in Ballingry kirk).

AUGUST.

B. 6, James Potter and Marion Walker had John; witnesses, John Anderson, notary, Andrew Potter, wright, James Wallace, merchant.
6, George Williamson and Effie Thomsone had Janet; witnesses, Richard Law, Charles Richardson, Robert Stevenson.
20, Robert Currie and Catherine Makkalyeoun had William; witnesses, William Philpe, Thomas Stevenson.
27, John Small, collier, and Margaret Hugone had John; witnesses, Robert Hugoun, Matthew Beverage, Henry Simson, John Hugoun.
27, William Walwod and Nanse Alexander had John; witnesses, John Anderson, younger, Harry Stewart, James Kingorne.

M. 8, Andrew Rowane to Bessie Cunningham.
8, Martin Baquhoir to Janet Bennat (in Aberdour, by testimonial).
15, George Cunningham to Margaret James.
15, George Cunningham to Margaret Maistertoun.
22, William Peirson to Grizel Westwod.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 5, George Donald, miller, and Margaret Stevenson had John; witnesses, John Bennat, John Lawson, John Stevinson.
5, David Guddell and Janet Walker had Elspet; witnesses, Robert Aikine, Peter Law, James Hutoun.
10, Robert Westwod and Janet Garrock had Marion; witnesses, Adam Stevenson, Robert Gray, Abraham Greg.
10, Robert Stanehous in Fod and Catherine Stirk had William (in fornication); witnesses, William Stanehous, his father, William Walwod in Nether Beathe, Thomas Philpe.
10, John Alison and Grizel Walwod had Margaret; witnesses, James Alison, Robert Alison, John Coventrie.
17, Andrew Drummond and Beatie Wryght had Beatrix; witnesses, James Sands, John Bruse, John Wryght.
17, John Burne and Margaret Hutoun had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Christie, William Mudie, Patrick Cowper.
17, John Walker and Margaret Turnbull had George.
19, David Lambe and Marjory Wilson had Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Lambe and James Wilson.
24, Adam Wilson and Margaret Cunningham had Catherine; witnesses, Robert and James Cunningham, Patrick Lawson.
24, Henry Turnbull and Catherine Cusine had . . . (daughter); witnesses, Thomas Elder, John Anderson, notary, Andrew Turnbull.
26, Thomas Walwood and Bessie Kirk had Edward; witnesses, Edward Douglas, John Hislope, David Lambe.

M. 19, Henry Lugtoun to Jean Tulloch.

OCTOBER.

B. 1, William Anderson and Geils Peirsone had Walter; witnesses, Andrew Currie, Andrew Turnbull, Patrick Anderson.
3, John Peison and Bessie Stevenson had Janet; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Thomas Stevenson, David Peirsone.
8, John Alisone and Marjory Elder had Margaret; witnesses, William Mudie, Thomas Elder, Henry Wardlaw.
8, James Garvie and Beatie Wat had Catherine; witnesses, James Buist, Nicol Inglis, Henry Phine.
8, James Lindsay and Naune Mentethie had Janet; witnesses, John Wardlaw, James Miller, John Huntar in Pitiacreif.
8, Adam Stobie, portioner of Wester Luscour, and Helen Gibbone had Adam (baptised at Carnock); witnesses, Laurence Stobie, Thomas Scotland, William Gibbone.
15, Henry Scotland and Catherine Wardlaw had Margaret; witnesses, James Scotland, James Anghous, William Dagleishe.
15, John Anderson and Helen Lawson had Isobel; witnesses, John Gotterstoun, William Lawson, William Brown.
15, William Philpse and Elspet Lindsay had Robert; witnesses, John Davidson, Andrew Murray, Patrick Cowper, burgesses of Dunfermline.
17, John Bruse and Agnes Balfour had . . . (son) baptised at Carnock.
24, David Watche and Cicile Duncane had Catherine; witnesses, David Blak, William Sim, James Rutherfuird.
24, John Keir and Marjory Douglas had George; witnesses, George Gray, William Sim, William Curror.
24, John Walwood and Margaret Schortus had Nans (in fornication).
31, Robert Anghous and Christian Drysdell had Isobel (in fornication); witnesses, Nicol Wardlaw, John Dewar, John Inglis.

M. 17, George Bothwell to Elizabeth Wardlaw.
17, James Lambe to Helen Yovane (both in Carnock kirk).
24, William Stevenson to Janet Sibauld.
24, Adam Stevenson to Margaret Alexander.
31, William Wilson to Helen Hutson.
31, David Hutoun to Elspet Walker.

NOVEMBER.

B. 7, Sir Robert Halkat of Pitfirran and Dame Margaret Murray had Elspet.
12, Charles Richardson and Janet Buist had Geils; witnesses, James Gib, James Alisone, James (? Wels.
21, Robert Mastertoun of Beath and Margaret Mastertoun had Margaret; witnesses, James Harper, Adam Mastertoun.
21, Henry Malcome and Catherine Inglis had William; witnesses, William Smart, John Thomson, Laurence Watson.
21, Alexander Drysdell and Bessie Walwod had Barbara; witnesses, Peter Law, Patrick Cowper, John Wels.
21, "Inglishie Richard, the fyner of Sir George Bruse irone," and . . . his wife had George baptized; witnesses, Sir George Bruse and Thomas Blakwod.

M. 7, John Aikine to Christian Dagleisch.
14, James Stevinson to Effie Moreis.
21, David Mitchell to Margaret Currie.
28, James Patoun to Margaret Anderson.
28, David Reid to Margaret Lawson.
28, Oliver Cuhane to Margaret Smithe.

DECEMBER.

B. 3, Thomas Curror and Helen Brown had Janet; witnesses, John Stevenson, David Moreis, David Brown.
3, Patrick Dewar and Isobel Mastertoun had Adam; witnesses, David Dewar of Lassodie, Mr. James Dewar, his eldest son, and Robert Dewar.
3, Henry Simsone and Bessie Thomson had Margaret; witnesses, Charles Richardson, Duncan Tyalyour, Robert Hugoun.
5, James Reid, younger, and Magie Schortus had Isobel; witnesses, Patrick Stevenson, Harry Muchie, William Mudie, his son.
12, Robert Wilson and Bessie Mudie had Janet; witnesses, James Reid, younger, James Hutoun, Patrick Stevenson.
12, David Callendar and Margaret Smetoun had John; witnesses, John Simsone, John Smetoun, Robert Hugoun.
12, James Hutoun and Helen Mudie had William (in fornication); witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, George Davidson, William Burne.
17, Thomas Nasmith and Bessie Donald had Bessie; witnesses, George Donald, Henry Donald, David Mitchell.
17, Robert Lambe and Elspet Talyeour had James; witnesses, James Lambe, Gavin Stanehouses, William Mitchell.
31, John Cunningham and Margaret Swentoun had David; witnesses, James Sands, David Sands, Thomas Douglas.
31, John Stirk and Janet Meldrum had Robert; witnesses, Robert Wels, Richard Banks, John Hunter.
31, James Aissone and Catherine Watson had David; witnesses, David Laurie, David Miller, William Watson.

M. 12, Gilbert Wyght to Margaret Lessells.
12, James Wilson to Janet Miller.
12, William Wainman to Margaret Davidson.
26, William Mudie to Janet Christie.

JANUARY [1621].

B. 7, James Workman and Helen Williamson had John; witnesses, William and David Williamson, John Car.
7, John Kinloche and Bessie Sim had Violet; witnesses, Charles Richardson, John Thomson, Robert Moreis.
9, Andrew Barhame and Margaret Stewart (daughter of Patrick S. of Beath) had James (in fornication), baptized presented by Peter Law; witness, Harry Stewart, her brother.
21, James Lethome and Isobel Makbethe had Janet; witnesses, John and William Lawson, Adam Mastertoun.
23, James Murgiane and Elspet Bowman had James; witnesses, Adam Stobie, James Bowman, James Lindsay.
23, George Dewar in Lathamound and Jean Hutone had Grizel; witnesses, James Mill, William Hutone, George Turnbull, son of Robert T. in Tunigask.
23, George Smetoun and Margaret Turnebull had James; witnesses, James Reid, Henry Turnbull.
28, Thomas Mudie in Mastertoun and Margaret Turnebull had Thomas; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, George Walker, James Cunnon.
28, James Wallace and Alison Legat had Janet; witnesses, James Hutoun, merchant, Gavin Stanehous, David Douglas.
28, David Robertson of Craigduckie and Grizel Hutoun had William; witnesses, Mr. James Dewar, Thomas Stevenson, George Dewar in Lathamond.
28, Laurence Stevenson and Catherine Chatto had Janet; witnesses, William and Thomas Chatto, Alexander Gowie.
30, George Imrie and Margaret Stevenson had Bessie; witnesses, John Davidson and his son Robert, and William Wilson.
30, Robert Lindsay of Kavill and Lilias Drummond had David; witnesses, James Stewart of Rossyth, Robert Levingstoun of Baldrige, James Reid in Dunfermline.

M. 16, Gavin Anderson to Margaret Chrystie.
30, William Fuird to Margaret Allane.

FEBRUARY.

B. 4, George Miller and Bessie Lawsone had John; witnesses, John Lawson, John Concord, Peter Sempill.
4, James Westwood and Isobel Cunningham had James (?); witnesses, Andrew Gaw, John Finlason, John Burns, mason.
4, Patrick Allane and Janet Moreis had Patrick; witnesses, Thomas Stevenson, John Makbeth, Harry Bull.
6, Robert Levingstone of Baldrig and Jean Bruse had twins, John and Jean; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randifurd, William Levingstone in Falkirk, James Gib.
11, Patrick Lawsone and Margaret Cunningham had Robert; witnesses, Robert Cunninghamhae, George Donald, Adam Wilson.
11, James Caddell and Beatrix Peirsone had James; witnesses, John Ferlie, James Drysdell, Laurence Anderson.
11, William Spens and Christian Wallange had Bessie; witnesses, David Strang, Patrick Legat, James Potter.
18, James Wilson in Galrighill and Janet Gibson had James; witnesses, Thomas Christie, John Makbeth, William Cois.
18, Robert Balcate and Lucrece Norie had James; witnesses, James Scotland, James Smetoun, Henry Orock.
18, Patrick Mowtrey and Helen Cunningham had Janet; witnesses, John Thomstone, Harry Mudie, Adam Stevenson.
18, John Davidson, collier, and Nane Broun had James; witnesses, Henry Grein, James Levingstoun, David Broun.
25, John Simsone and Bessie Hutone had James; witnesses, James Kingorne, Gilbert Sanders, David Lawrie.
25, David Sempill and Janet Mudie had Peter; witnesses, John Walker, Peter Sempill, John Mudie.

M. 6, David Peirson to Isobel Henresone.
6, John Moreis to Isobel Grotterstone.
13, William Andersone to Catherine Cunningham.
13, John Stirk to Janet Meldrum.
13, Robert Murgane to Janet Wryght.
13, Robert Anghous to Catherine Mowsse.
19, Andrew Corsane to Marjory Steill.

MARCH.

B. 4, James Robertson and Margaret Brand had Mary; witnesses, Patrick Turnbull, John Fleming, John Walker, tailor.
4. David Mitchell and Janet Creiche had Laurence; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Laurence Turnbull, Gilbert Turnour.
4. Laurence Anderson and Grizel Thomsone had Christian; witnesses, Thomas Peirson, Andrew Roxburgh, James Patoun.
6. Mark Sventone in the Ferry and Janet Burgane had . . . son, baptised in the kirk of Inverkeithing "because of the lang and fould way."
6. John Boyd and Janet Kellok (adulteress with John Aidie, husband to Janet Neish) had Catherine (in fornication); witnesses, Henry Turnbull, Patrick Turnbull, Gavin Stanehous.
10. John Dougall and Bessie Craik had Thomas; witnesses, John Anderson, younger, Thomas Reid, John Trottar.
11. Patrick Peirsone and Janet Mastertoun had Henry; witnesses, Henry Wardlaw, John Davidson, Adam Walwod.
11. John Anderson and Janet Meldrum had Marjory; witnesses, John James, Robert Davidson, James Hepburne.
11. John Burne, younger, in Easter Gellat, and Jean Murray had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Currie, Thomas Mitchell, James Rutherdale.
13. John Rowane and Marion Cuninghame had Jean; witness, George Dewar.
18. David Beany and Bessie Moreis had Isobel; witnesses, Robert Lawson, John Lawson, Adam Wilson.
18. John Levingstoun and Janet Smetoun had Janet; witnesses, John Levingstoun, Laurence Levingstoun, Robert Levingstoun.
18. John Bail and Bessie Spens had David; witnesses, Patrick Stevenson, David Williamson, Adam Walwod, portioner of Fod.
22. Harry Steward of Bayth and Catherine Kirkcaldie had Sarah; witnesses, James Primrose of Todsmilne, Peter Law, Mr. David Kingorne.
25. Clement Sanders and Elspet Sanders had Clement; witnesses, Andrew Wilson, John Sanders, Alexander Bell.
27. John Stevin and Isobel Mann had Robert; witnesses, Robert Master- toun, George Drysdell, Andrew Gibson.

M. [Vowe.]  

APRIL.

B. 1. Thomas Drysdell and Grizel Currie had John; witnesses, Adam Walwod, William Stanehous, John Stevin.
1. David Cowper and Elspet Dewar had Nanse; witnesses, John Logane, Mr. James Dewar, James Kellok.
1. David Scotland and Janet Aikine had Margaret, witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Patrick Thomson, James Dewar.
1. Nicol Blakwod and Margaret Walker had Grizel; witnesses, James Anderson, Duncan Car (baptised at Saline, by testimonial).
8. William Murie and Catherine Cunningham had Bessie; witnesses, Alexander Chalmers, William Brown, clerk, Andrew Turnbull.
15. John Douglas and Rosina Oswald had David; witnesses, David Williamson, David Douglas, Michael Meldrum.
17. Robert Wilson and Margaret Hutoun had Nanse; witnesses, John, David, and Henry Peirsone.
22. Robert Clerk and Bessie Hodge had Adam; witnesses, Adam Walwod, William Stanehous, William Walwod of Ieath.

M. 12. Thomas Drummond of Drumquhense to Isobel Lindsay (in Carnock kirk).
17. John Turnbull to Janet Tod.
17. William Pillonis to Isobel Douglas.
24. John Marlzone to Effie Wright.
MAY.

B. 1, James Mill and Isobel Dewar had Isobel; witnesses, George Dewar, Robert Russell, William Hutone.
   1, Richard Bardner and Margaret Forthingame had John; witnesses, Edward Douglas, John Bruse, David Sands.
   1, David Tod and Janet Aidisone had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Blak-wod, Thomas Reid, Thomas Scotland.
   1, Nicol Rowane and Janet Hughone had Catherine; witnesses, John Hugoun, William Robertson of Craigduckie, David Robertson, his eldest son.
   1, John Lawison and Janet Nasmithe had Robert; witnesses, Adam Stevenson, Robert Gray, James Kinsman.
   1, Archibald Hoge and Margaret Walker had John.
   6, William Sanders and Marion Mastertoun had Janet; witnesses, Mr. James Durie, John Bankis (?) and James Rutherford.
   6, William Cunningham and Janet Aliisone had Elspet; witnesses, John Gotherstane, Laurence Neilson, Alexander Beane.
   6, John Trottar and Janet Craik had Thomas; witnesses, James Hutoun, John Wels, Patrick Stevenson, Thomas Reid.
   6, Robert Anderson and Mawse Galringe had John (in fornication); witnesses, John Anderson, elder, John Anderson, his son, and John Anderson, younger.
   13, John Oswald and Christian Hamilton had Margaret; witnesses, John Douglas, James Moyas, William Pulwart.
   13, Thomas Sands and Margaret Fentoun had William; witnesses, George Donald, Laure Stevenson, William Wilson.
   15, William Thonesone, litster, presented John Land's child (begotten in fornication with Alison Thonesone, sister of the said William), named William; witnesses, John Anderson, youngest, John Anderson, servant to the said Johnes father, and Adam Wylie.
   20, George Moreis and Bessie Hutone had Bessie; witnesses, William Smart, Robert Merser, Adam Schortus.
   20, James Ronald and Margaret Thomesone had Margaret; witnesses, Adam Stevenson, John Car, John Walker, tailor.
   27, Robert Murray and Nause Tailyeour had William; witnesses, William Walwod, Duncan Tailyeour, Henry Simsone.
   27, William Rae and Janet Orock had James; witnesses, James Thomson, James Kellok, Wattie Rae.
   27, George Turnbull and Margaret Thomson had Bessie; witnesses, George T. his father, Andrew T. his brother, Harry Mudie.
   29, William Drysdell and Bessie Gibson had . . . . (son); witnesses, Henry Dick, William Sim, John Kellok.
   29, John Peirsone and Marion Hutone had Helen; witnesses, Patrick Anderson, John Hutone, David Peirson.

M. 1, James Clerk to Janet Car.
   8, William Legat to Christian Burne.
   15, William Legat to Elspet Quhyte.
   20, Thomas Brown to Margaret Walwod.
   29, Abraham Peacock to Margaret Young.

JUNE.

B. 5, Harry Walwod and Helen Kennedy had George; witnesses, George Bothwell, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, Andrew Wryght.
10, Henry Donald and Bessie Anderson had George; witnesses, George Donald, David Mitchell, David Peirson.
10, James Kennedy and Janet Hutone had James; witnesses, Andrew Wrycht, James Hutoun, Robert Aikine.
24, Harry Robertson and Agnes Murra had Margaret; witnesses, John Orock in Craigbeath, David Brown, Robert Duncan. Baptised in Ballingry.
24, Robert Murgane and Janet Wricht had John; witnesses, William Bruse, John Dow, Robert Anderson, "mailmaker."
24, William Mackie and Margaret Betsone had Janet; witnesses, Robert Duncane, John Stevinson, William Sim.
24, Andrew Gaw and Magie Colyeir had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Wricht, Edward Thonesone.
29, Andrew Currie and Mawsie Anderson had twins, Elspet and Janet; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, John Burne, younger, David Cunningham, Florence Broun.

M. 5, David Burne to Janet Elder.
5, John Ready to Isobel Lawson.
26, Thomas Whyt to Isobel Kellok.

JULY.

B. 3, Thomas Hall and Christian Lambe had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Stevenson, Andrew Wricht, Alexander Lambe.
3, Andrew Mekiljohne and Janet Anderson had Walter; witnesses, John Anderson, younger, litister, Gilbert Sanders, John Anderson, youngest, brother-in-law to the said Andrew.
10, James Cunningham in the Sillitoun and Isobel Cunningham had Robert; witnesses, Robert Cunningham, George Donald, Robert Cunningham in the Sillitoun.
10, Charles Baild and Helen Young had David; witnesses, Richard Bankis, David Burne, David Williamson.
17, John Davidson and Margaret Hennesone had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Hennesone, David Miller, Robert Kellok.
18, James Chrichtoun and Nanse Gib had Margaret; witnesses, Mr. John Murra, minister, Robert Levingstone'of Baldrig, Mr. John Drummond.
24, Thomas Robertson and Janet Harrower had James; witnesses, James Currie, James Mackrobie, William Pillons.
24, Alexander Wilson and Elspet Michie had Robert; witnesses, Robert Quyht, Thomas Walker, Nicol Inglis.
24, Henry Peirsone and Helen Williamson had William; witnesses, William and Thomas Peirson, Robert Wels.
24, John Schortus and Janet Bankis had Christian; witnesses, Richard Bankis, John Dow, William Inche.
29, David Peirsone, younger, and Bessie Peirsone had Bessie; witnesses, David Peirson, Robert Wilson, Andrew Peirson.
29, James Lambe and Helen Yowane had James; witnesses, Andrew Currie, James Kellok, David Williamson.
29, George Walker and Marjory Cuthbert had Elspet; witnesses, Robert Aikine, John Turnbull.
29, George Fergusson and Janet Peirson had William; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, John Anderson, younger.
29, Henry Douglas and Helen Wels had Janet; witnesses, Robert Wels (who presented the child in father's absence), Archibald Douglas, Charles Richardson.
31, Thomas Peirsone and Christian Cant had David; witnesses, John Burne, younger, David Douglas, Ninnian Mather.

M. 3, John Gray to Alison Martene.
3, James Mudie to Grizel Lambe.
5, William Chatto to Bessie Brown.
3, George Edisone to Bessie Levingstoun.
10, Thomas Stevinson to Janet Chalmers.
10, Andrew Berriehill to Isobel Peirson.
10, Thomas Blakwod to Isobel Inglis.
17, William Mudie to Nanse Mackie.
17, Andrew Hutone to Elspet Gilgour.
24, William Currou to Janet Mitchell.
24, James Scotland to Effie Hartower.
31, William Cunningham to Helen Stevenson.

AUGUST.

B. 5, James Drysdell and Isobel Westwod had Marjory; witnesses, James Caddell, John Ferly (? Sorly), John Westwod.
5, David Peison and Jean Stanehous had Effie; witnesses, Robert Stanehous, James Cunnon, Patrick Cowper. Presented by Florence Brown in the father's absence abroad.
7, Patrick Murray and Margaret Colvill had Colin; witnesses, Colin, Lord of Kintail, George Bothwell, William Menteth of Randiefuird.
7, Robert Anghous and Elspet Robertson had Isobel (in fornication); witnesses, William Robertson of Easter Craigduckie (who presented the child) and . . . Fairwether, miller.
9, James Patoun and Margaret Anderson had twins, Elspet and Marjory; witnesses, Andrew Wricht, George Walker, Thomas Hunnon.
10, James Kellok in Mastertoun and Margaret Mudie had Nanse (died immediately after baptism).
12, Finla Moyll and Bessie Stevin had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Elder, John Dougall, Malcolm Cowall.
13, James Miller and Isobel Tosche had Christian; witnesses, David Fairwether, John Gray, Andrew Weynis.
14, William Brown, notary, and Grizel Cuthbert had David; witnesses, John Gib, John Walker, bailie, and Alexander Nicole.
19, Malcolm Makqueine and Janet Jonkeine had Christian; witnesses, Adam Anderson, John Burne, Robert Keir.
19, Andrew Drummond and Beatie Wricht had John; witnesses, Mr. John Drummond, John Bruse, Thomas Blakwod.
26, Robert Adane and Margaret Douglas had Janet; witnesses, John Simsone, George Davidson, David Laurie.

M. 21, Edward Peacock to Alison Drysdell.
28, John Stevinson to Janet Furd.
28, John Kellok to Janet Matheson.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 1, Malcolm Cowell and Margaret Boswell had twins, William and Harry; witnesses, Harry Bull, Thomas Blakwod, Andrew Potter, John Dow, collier.
2, Colin, Lord of Kintail, and Dame Margaret Setoun, daughter of Alexander, Earl of Dunfermline, Chancellor, had Alexander; witnesses, the Chancellor, William, Earl of Angus, and John, Earl of Perth.
4, Thomas Mitchell and Margaret Dick had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Currie in Primrose, Andrew Mitchell, Andrew Dick.
9, James Anghous and Elspet Hereme had James (in fornication); witnesses, Mr. James Dewar, John Rowane, Robert Russell. Baptised in Ballangry.
11, Robert Russell and Barbara Elder had William; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmule, James Smeaton, James Anghous.
16, James Bryse and Christian Young had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Wricht, Andrew Gibbone, John Currie.
16, Robert Quhyt and Catherine Hunnone had Janet; witnesses, Adam Stobie, Robert Scotland, John Anderson.
16, Thomas Hunnone and Janet Edward had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Mekiljohne, John Edward, Andrew Kinnimond.
16, William Lawstone and Effie Waterstone had George; witnesses, Thomas Philpe, George Davidson, Alexander Honyman.
16, William Philpe of Brieriehill and Elspet Lindsay had Lilias; witnesses, Robert Lindsay, Mr. Normand Lindsay, David Russell.
18, William Thomasone, litster, and Janet Mekeljohne had William; witnesses, Andrew Mekiljohn, John Anderson, youngest, Patrick Stevenson.

23, John Dowie, flesher, and Margaret Henresone (in Cleish kirk) had James; witnesses, James Levingstoun, Andrew Baverage, James Smetoun.

25, David Hutone and Elspet Walker had John; witnesses, John Simsone, Archibald Boyd, James Aissoun.

25, John Dow and Margaret Merser had Jean; witnesses, David Stewart, Adam Stevenson, Nicol Cornwell.

30, John Merser and Elspet Paterson had . . . . (son); witnesses, Robert Mastertoun, John Scot, John Tod.

30, Robert Wilson and Christian Simravell had Marion; witnesses, James Potter, John Mure, John Creiche.

M. 11, Robert Bruse to Barbara Dewar.

25, John Philpe to Christian Walwod.

25, John Culros to Helen Stevinson.

25, James Cowstone to Helen Christie.

**OCTOBER.**

B. 7, David Watson and Janet Cuthibert had Margaret; witnesses, James Hutone, James Alisone, Allan Walwod.

14, James Anderson and Janet Clerk had William; witnesses, William Cunningham, William Lawson, John Anderson.

14, William Robertson and Marjory Martene had John; witnesses, Henry Robertson, John Gray, William Betone.

14, Andrew Inglis and Margaret Duncane had Nicol; witnesses, Nicol Cornwell, John Simsone, David Laurie.

16, John Anderson, younger, litster, and Helen Kingorne had David; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randifurd, Mr. David Kingorne, George Ferguson, servant to the Chancellor.

21, William Walwod, cordiner, and Margaret Lindsay had William; witnesses, William Philpe, William Watson, George Davidson.

21, Alexander Honyman and Bessie Turnbull had Isobel; witnesses, Patrick Turnbull, John Walker, John Bennat.

23, John Wels and Christian Awstiane had Janet; witnesses, Robert Wels, William Watson, Thomas Stevenson.

23, Peter Law, merchant, and Margaret Walker had David; witnesses, David Stewart, David Dewar of Lassodie, Robert Aikine.

23, William Low and Nanse Gib had Robert; witnesses, Andrew Walker, Duncan Tailyeour.

28, John Aikine and Christian Dagleishe had George; witnesses, John Aikine, George Turnbull, James Dagleishe.

28, David Guddaill and Janet Walker had James; witnesses, James Alisone, James Kennedic, John Bennat.

30, David Stevenson and Isobel Christie had James; witnesses, James Stevenson, Henry Turnbull, John Wilson.

30, John Andirson, youngest, and Martha Mastertoun had James; witnesses, James Reid, elder, Mr. James Durie, John Anderson, younger.

30, Thomas Burne and Janet Awstiane had John; witnesses, David Burne, William Elder, John Wilson.

M. 16, Andrew Galrig to Isobel Johnstone.

**NOVEMBER.**

B. 4, William Wilson and Helen Hutsone had Marjory; witnesses, Alexander Chalmers, Laurence Turnbull, Robert Cunningham.

6, Laurence Workman and Isobel Neifing had Janet; witnesses, David Laurie, Robert Merser, Charles Richardson.
6, William Ratra and Janet Speir had Bessie.
8, John Thomson, collier in Keltie, and Effie Finla had Isobel (baptized at Cleish by testimonial).
8, Andrew Mackraith and Margaret Edward had Amas; witnesses, William Cunningham, David Drysdell, George Miller. (The woman being delivered at the Crocefuird on her way home from Dunfermline to Aungziefair.)
8, Robert Kirk and Grizel Anderson had James; witnesses, James Alison, Thomas Blakwod.
13, Gavin Andersone and Margaret Christie had John; witnesses, Andrew Mekiljohn, John Anderson, elder, John Bennatt.
18, John Lawvson and Margaret Wilson had Effie; witnesses, Patrick Lawvson, David Peirsone, Henry Peirsone.
20, Robert Scotland and Helen Stobie had Helen; witnesses, Patrick and Laurence Stobie, Robert Cunningham.
20, Patrick Cowper and Janet Murray had William; witnesses, William Brown and James Alison.
20, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, provost, and Catherine Alison had Geils; witnesses, John Gib and James Gib.
22, Mr. James Sibaudi, schoolmaster, and Isobel Bowstoun, had Janet; witnesses, William Menteth of Randiefurd, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, David Stewart.
23, George Cunningham and Margaret James (sic) had George; witnesses, George Cunningham, the child's grandfather, William Cusine and Alexander Lambe.

M. [None.]

DECEMBER.

B. 2, John Wilson and Janet Drysdell had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Burne, David Stevenson, William Legat.
2, William Sim and Marjory Broun had James; witnesses, James Weymis of Carskiburyane, Robert Broin, John Weyms.
2, John Hall and Nanse Musshatt had James (in fornication); witnesses, Thomas Walker, John Davidson, James Hall.
4, William Turnbull and Bessic Cowper had William; witnesses, Robert Davidson, James Mayne, Patrick Allane.
9, Thomas Dow and Janet Davidson had Margaret; witnesses, Duncan Tailyeour, Henry Simsone, John Mayne.
9, Thomas Dewar and Margaret Mastertoun had Margaret; witnesses, William Robertson of Craigduckie, David R. his son, and William Mastertoun.
9, James Mitchell and Christian Legat had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Patrick Legat, John Crambie.
16, James Feg and Elspet Smetoun had William; witnesses, John Feg, John Brown, John Fleming.
16, Henry Stirk and Margaret Mather had Jean; witnesses, David Smythe, John Dow, John Wryght.
23, Gilbert Turnour and Helen Turnbull had David; witnesses, David Mitchell, George Donald, William Turnour.
30, Walter (?William) Fuird and Margaret Allane had James; witnesses, James Reid, Andrew Hutoun, James Allane.

M. 11, Patrick Greive to Marjory Burgane.
11, William Patoun to Janet Aldisone.

JANUARY [1622].

B. 1, John Warkman and Nanse Knox had Beatrich (in fornication); witnesses, John Cuming and John Feg.
1, Adam Stevinson and Margaret Alexander had John; witnesses, John Stevenson of Baithe and David Moreis there.
6, Andrew Anderson and Janet Touchie had Elspet; witnesses, Patrick Anderson in Pitconnachie, Adam Lugtoun and James Anderson.
6, John Valdegae, master cook to the Chancellor, and Janet Mowbre had Margaret; witnesses, William Walvod, cordiner (who presented the child), David Laurie, George Davidson.
8, George Bothwell and Elspet Wardlaw had Catherine; witnesses, James Gib, William Mentethe of Randlefurd, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw.
20, Robert Duncane and Elspet Robertson had Elspet (baptised in Ballingry).
20, Robert Puttolok and Marjory Miller had Elspet; witnesses, William Philpe, William Walvod, William Curisse.
22, James Baverage and Margaret Greif had Janet; witnesses, Charles Richardson, David Blak, William Steidman.
22, Alexander Beane and Helen Hutoun had Isobel; witnesses, William Mudie, John Wardlaw, John Gotterstoun.
22, John Buchannane and Janet Peacock had John; witnesses, Gilbert Primrois, John Currie, John Chatto.
27, William Curisse, baker, and Elspet Hutchiesone had Elspet; witnesses, William Mastertoun, William Philpe, James Rutherfurd.
29, Robert Stanehouse in Mastertoun and Isobel Cunningham had Robert; witnesses, Robert Kellok, David Cunnon, Robert Cunningham.
29, John Moreis and Isobel Gotterstone had Isobel; witnesses, John Gotterstone, Henry Turnbull, George Davidson.
29, John Kellok and Janet Matheson had James; witnesses, William Kellok, Thomas Quhys, Patrick Kellok.

M. 1, Andrew Anderson to Effie Henesone.
15, James Stewart to Margaret Greif.
15, John Ritchie to Grizel Stevenson.
29, William Anderson to Janet Cunningham.

FEBRUARY.

B. 3, Oliver Culane and Margaret Smithe had John; witnesses, George Meldrum, John Alison, David Williamson.
3, James Buist and Janet Danzell had George; witnesses, George Davidson, Robert Alison, John Turnbull.
5, William Legat and Christian Burns had Christian; witnesses, David Brown, David Black, William Robertson of Craigduckie, Patrick Legat.
5, James Cunnon and Janet Stanehouse had William; witnesses, William Kellok, James Mitchell, William Kent, younger.
10, David Brown in Blaklaw and Isobel MacRae had Isobel; witnesses, George Mayne, John Brown, Henry Brown.
10, Richard Banks and Janet Lessells had Thomas (in fornication); witnesses, John Schortus, Thomas Chrystie, Thomas Banks.
17, Robert Peirson and Isobel Galt had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Peirson, Andrew Young.
17, Archibald Boyd and Janet Watson had Marion; witnesses, James Reid, younger, John Simsone, William Walvod.
17, Alexander Drysdell and Bessie Walvod had Grizel; witnesses, Peter Law, Thomas Blakewod, John Walker, Patrick Cowper.
19, Robert Wilson and Bessie Mudie had Margaret; witnesses, Patrick Stevinson, James Hutone, Harry Mudie.
19, John Clerk and Catherine Baid had Margaret; witnesses, Adam Stevenson, William Turnbull.
24, Andrew Meldrum and Bessie Alexander had Bessie; witnesses, Henry Meldrum, John Alexander, Henry Wilson.
26, John Turnbull and Christian Ewen had George (in fornication); witnesses, Thomas Stevenson, Mr. James Primrose, George Turnbull.
26, Archibald Honyman and Margaret Wels had John; witnesses, Patrick Dewar, John Wels, John Smeton.
M. 5, John Inglis to Marjory Hutone.
   12, Andrew Wilson to Helen Portor.
   19, Thomas Schortus to Margaret Mowtrey.
   19, Alexander Dron to Nanse Kellok.
   26, Thomas Mortoun of Cambo to Dame Annas Halfcat, Lady Fordell.
   26, John Young to Margaret Wilson.

MARCH.

B. 4, John Kinnell and Janet Philpe had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Philpe
   Robert Peirson, Robert Walwed.
   4, John Stevisone and Janet Fuird had . . . (son); witnesses, Andrew
   Stevenson, Laurence Stevenson, Gilbert Turnour.
   4, Malcolm Whyt and Helen Balfour had Isobel; witnesses, James Mayne,
   William Mayne, John Dewar.
   4, William Cunningham and Helen Stevenson had Catherine; witnesses,
   William Anderson, James Sands, Robert Cunningham.
   4, Thomas Mudie and Effie Bavereage had Christian; witnesses, George
   Daviderson, Thomas Bavereage, William Mudie.
   4, James Potter and Marion Walker had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas
   Schortus, Duncan Tailieour, James Potter.
   17, James Hart and Janet Murie had William; witnesses, David Cunnon,
   William Kellol, James Cunnon. (Baptised at Inverkeithing.)
   18, John Mayne and Janet Walker had Janet; witnesses, John Dow,
   Thomas Dow, David Walker.
   18, William Bruse and Rose Snellack had Robert; witnesses, Robert
   Levingstone of Baldrige, James Gib and Archibald Douglas.
   28, Robert Levingstone and Jean Bruse had Geils; witnesses, James Gib,
   William Mentethe of Randifurd, James Shaw of Knokhill.
   28, John Spens and Janet Cunningham had John (baptised at Crumbie);
   witnesses, John Peirsone, David Peirson, Robert Wilson.
   28, Henry Chaipe and Janet Young had James (baptised at Crumbie);
   witnesses, Adam Mastertoun, James Lethome, Henry Young.
   28, Laurence Anderson and Jean Hutoun had Robert (baptised at Crumbie);
   witnesses, Robert Hwisone, John and David Anderson.
   28, James Matheson and Christian Anderson had Christian (in fornication),
   baptised at Carnock; witnesses, Laurence Workman, Robert Anderson,
   litster, Thomas Bennat.

M. 27, Robert Cant to Helen Robertson.

APRIL.

B. 5, John Watson and Marjory Smetone had James; witnesses, Robert
   Hugoun, James Reid, younger.
   7, William Anderson and Catherine Cunningham had Margaret; witnesses,
   James Sandis, John Cunningham, Adam Wilson.
   7, Nicol Dwar and Janet Robertson had Grizel; witnesses, Robert
   Mastertoun, Thomas Kellok, Thomas Johnestoun.
   7, John Smetone and Margaret Anderson had Catherine; witnesses,
   Robert Wels, John Turnbull, Alexander Drysdeil.
   9, Robert Walwed of Touche and Marion Mitchell had Robert; witnesses,
   Robert Kellok, John Anderson, litster, John Anderson, notary.
   10, David Strang and Bessie Richardson had David; witnesses, David
   Car, David Stevensone, William Walwed.
   14, William Orock and Catherine Maxwell had Isobel; witnesses, John
   Orock of Craigbayth, Robert Turnbull, John Walker, tailor.
   14, James Logie in the Ferry and Marjory Dungane had Nanse; witnesses,
   14, Thomas Blakwod and Isobel Inglis had James; witnesses, David
   Dewar of Lassodie, John Inglis, Mr. James Dewar.
23. David Blak, younger in Coklaw, and Marjory Blakwood had David; witnesses, David Blak, elder, David Brown, John Christie.

23. Edmond Ahison (deceased) and Effie Crumbie had Robert; witnesses, William Mudie, Andrew Alisone, John Burne.

23. James Mill and Isobel Dewar had John; witnesses, John Mill, George and John Dewar.


28. David Reid and Margaret Lawsonsone had James; witnesses, Adam Stobie, Robert Scotland, James Mangane.

28. William Currou and Janet Mitchell had Margaret; witnesses, Harry Stewart of Bayth, John Stevinson, David Moreis there.

28. Andrew Turnbull, portioner of Grainge, and Helen Curie had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Turnbull, George Turnbull, younger, David Mitchell.


M. [None.]

MAY.


7. Robert Peirson and Marjory Peirson had Harry; witnesses, David Peirson, elder, Patrick Anderson, William Cunningham.

7. Henry Malcome and Catherine Inglis had James; witnesses, Mr. James Sibauld, Peter Law, William Smart.

7. John Berill and Margaret Colzere had William; witnesses, William Bruce, George Ferguson, William Robertson.


12. William Mudie and Nans Mackie had John; witnesses, Thomas Mudie, John Kellok, John Low.


15. John Potter and Janet Inglis had William; witnesses, James Kennedy, Andrew Potter, Robert Stevinson, William Potter.

21. William Chatto and Bessie Broun had Janet; witnesses, David Burne, James Moyas, William Sanders.

27. David Strang (fugitive) and Helen Meldrum (wife of Gilbert Blair, tailor and fugitive) had Marjory (in adultery); presented by Henry Wilsone, burgess; witnesses, David Strang, Allan Neilson, David Wallace.

28. David Mitchell and Margaret Currie had Janet; witnesses, Henry Mekill, Andrew Turnbull, portioner of Grange, and Andrew Currie in Peirimose.

28. William Horne and Helen Anderson had Margaret; witnesses, John Walker, merchant, John Anderson, elder, David Chrystie.


28. Charles Wilson and Margaret Johnstone had John; witnesses, Robert Clerk, Alexander Lughtoun, William Kinie (?).

M. 7. William Dow to Janet Galrice.

28. Andrew Barhame to Margaret Stewart.

28. James Balfour to Elspet Mackie.

JUNE.

B. 2. Robert Douglas and Margaret Peirsone had Margaret; witnesses, George Donald, Robert Cunningham, Thomas Peirson.
9, David Burne and Janet Elder had Christian; witnesses, George Davidson, Charles Richardson, John Sanders.
9, Lawrence Anderson and Margaret Lugtoun had Bessie; witnesses, George Donald, Henry Donald, James Anderson.
9, John Cumming and Janet Workman had William; witnesses, Thomas Turnbull, William Thomson, William Wilson.
9, John Anderson and Helen Lawson had Henry; witnesses, William Brown, Henry Brown, John Gutterstoun.
11, Robert Henresone, skinner, and Janet Car had Agnes; witnesses, James Alison, John Bennat and James Cairnis.
11, John Dick and Janet Paterson had Bessie (in fornication); witnesses, William Sim, Henry Dick, John Dewar.
23, William Rae and Janet Henresone had Barbara; witnesses, Robert Kellok, James Mitchell, David Peirsone.
28, John Peirsone and Bessie Stevenson had Margaret; witnesses, George Ferguson, Patrick Stevenson, David Peirson.
28, William Henresone and Bessie Forsythe had Janet; witnesses, Patrick Turnbull, Archibald Douglas, John Simson.
30, Gavin Stanehouse and Marjory Nicole had Robert; witnesses, William Brown, David Watson, Henry Hakarstone.
30, John Hunter and Janet Wilson had Nicol; witnesses, Michael Meldrum, Nicol Hunter, James Hunter.

M. 11, Thomas Culros to Helen Anderson.
11, James Kellok to Helen Spens.
18, Andrew Drummond to Bessie Young.

JULY.

B. 2, Robert Lambe and Elspet Tailyeour had Robert; witnesses, James Mudie, Robert Stevenson, David Lambe.
16, John Currie and Grizel Murray had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Turnbull, elder, William Cunningham and Thomas Wilson of the Walkmill of Culros.
21, Patrick Davidson and Janet Thomson had Effie; witnesses, John Henresone, William Wannan and William Wmna (? Winna),
21, John Mure and Isobel Thomson had John (in fornication); witnesses, David Williamson, John Thomson, John Feg.
23, John Wricht and Catherine Patone had James; witnesses, James Mudie, John Wardlaw, John Dougall.
25, William Robertson and Janet Litljohne had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Christie, John and Andrew Wricht, Archibald Robertson.
30, Andrew Galrigie and Isobel Johnstoun had Janet; witnesses, William Brown, Henry Brown, Patrick Person.

M. 2, John Scot to Catherine Mackie.
9, James Bruse to Janet Hutone.

AUGUST.

B. 2, George Fergusson, servant to the deceased Alexander, Earl of Dunfermline, and Janet Peirsone had James; witnesses, Peter Law, Andrew Mekiljohne.
3, John Watson and Janet Kennedie had John; witnesses, John Cunningham, George Donald, John Stevenson.
8, Richard Scotland and Margaret Clerk had . . . . (daughter).
9, James Lambe and Helen Yonne had Janet; witnesses, Robert Lambe, William Mastertoun.
11, Henry Scotland and Catherine Wardlaw had David; witnesses, David Scotland, Henry Orock, Henry Neifing.
11, Robert Lindsay and Isobel Simsone had Janet; witnesses, Archibald Hog, William Buist, David Goodall.
25. Patrick Greive (deceased) and Marjory Burgane in Inverkeithing had . . . . (son).

30. Andrew Murray to Margaret Cunningham.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 8. Thomas Peirson and Christian Cant had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Cant, Niam Matther, Robert Douglas.
8. John Cowslane, “ane pore Heilandman,” and Margaret Jonkeline had John; witnesses, John Davidson, John Finlason.
15. Andrew Lindsay and Marjory Walker had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Burne, David Douglas, George Mekilionhe.
19. William Peirson of Morlatbank and Margaret Young had Grizel; witnesses, James Chrichtoun, Robert Levingstoun. (Baptized at Fossoquhey, because of distance and foul weather.)
22. John Peirson and Marion Hutone had Bessie; witnesses, John Hutone, David Peirson, Henry Peirson.
22. James Hal and Margaret Anderson had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick Stevisonne, John Thonesone, Andrew Murray.
29. Robert Balcate and Elspet Rowane had David; witnesses, James Smetone, David Smetone, David Rowane.
29. William Mudie and Janet Christie had Harry; witnesses, James Reid, elder, Harry Mudie, Andrew Walker, Thomas Reid, John Anderson, younger.

M. 2. John Lambert to Isobel Cunningham (in Dollar, on testimonial).
10. John Makbethe to Helen Cumming.
23. John Remannous to Catherine Cunningham (in Saline kirk, by testimonial).

OCTOBER.

B. 2. Stephen Fergie and Christian Wilson had Helen; witnesses, Adam Stobie, Nicol Wardlaw, David Reid.
6. David Peirson and Isobel Henresone had Christian; witnesses, Thomas Peirson, Robert Douglas, David Miller.
6. William Walwod and Margaret Peirson had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Peirson, Robert Dewar, Robert Walwod.
8. Duncan Tailyeour and Margaret Hutone had Janet; witnesses, John Taylor, Thomas Blakwod, Charles Ritchardson.
8. Andrew Drummond and Bessie Young had Elspet; witnesses, Andrew Wricht, bailie, Thomas Blakwod, Laurence Stevenson.
13. William Mudie, mason, and Margaret Aediesone had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Blakwod, Thomas Mudie, Thomas Walker in the Rhoes. (Born 11th.)
13. George Imrie and Margaret Stevenson had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Blakwod, Charles Richardson, John Ritchie.
27. William Culane and Bessie Hutone had James; witnesses, James Chrichtoun, James Gib, James Kennedie. (Born 22nd.)

M. 15. Thomas Allane to Elspet Thomesone.
17. Claudius Johnston to Jean Sands.
29. Hew Barklay to Bessie Broun.

NOVEMBER.

B. 3. John Tailyeour, collier, and Isobel Grahame had John; witnesses, John Dow, John Wright, Duncan Tailyeour.
10. James Kellok and Margaret Mudie had James; witnesses, David Cummon, John Watson, Thomas Mudie.
10. James Stewart and Margaret Greive had Janet; witnesses, Alexander Lugtoun, James Baverage, Andrew Stevinson.
12. William Pillons and Isobel Douglas had Margaret; witnesses, Gilbert Primros, George Donald, John Lawson.
15. Alexander Drone and Agnes Kellok had William; witnesses, William Cairnie, Robert Kellok, James Kellok, Thomas Edisone.
17. Robert Bruce and Barbara Dewar had Archibald; witnesses, John Davidson, Robert Miller, John Dewar.
22. Alexander Honyman and Bessie Turnbull had Grizel; witnesses, Andrew Gibone, Adam Stevenson, David Burne.
22. Florence Anderson and Helen Cunningham had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Turnbull, elder and younger, Andrew Currie.
24. William Brown, clerk, and Grizel Cuthbert had William; witnesses, James Gib, Hew Barklay, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie.
28. James Dagleische and Catherine Wardlaw had Helen; witnesses, John Akin, Nicol Dagleische, John Stanehouse in Clinkhill.

26. Patrick Currour to Margaret Moreis.

DECEMBER.

B. 1. Andrew Hutone and Isobel Wilzone had James; witnesses, James Reid, younger, James Hutone, William Watson.
1. William Philippe and Elspet Lindsay had William; witnesses, Thomas Stevenson, William Walwood, William Mudie.
8. James Garvie and Beatie Wat had Marien; witnesses, Andrew Turnbull, William Bust, Thomas Walker of the Rhods.
8. James Paton and Janet Edisone had James; witnesses, James Reid, James Bust, George Davidson.
15. Adam Stirk and Helen Whyte had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Stirk, Thomas Toth, Thomas Scotland.
15. William Anderson and Janet Cunningham had Helen; witnesses, James Trottar, William Sanders, William Anderson.
15. Claudius Johnstone and Jean Sandis had Margaret (begotten before the marriage); witnesses, William Menethe of Randifurd and John Anderson, younger, kisser.
17. Wili Gray and Margaret Anderson had Rachael; witnesses, Pat Anderson, Andrew Turnbull in Bromtehall.
22. Adam Hendelie and Margaret Greive had James; witnesses, William Walwood, Andrew Berriehill, James Walwood.
22. Abraham Peacok and Margaret: Young had Bessie; witnesses, John Keir, David Williamson, James Walwood.
24. Henry Simsone and Bessie Thomson had Duncan; witnesses, Duncan Tailyoeur, John Clerk, Matthew Baverage.
29. Lawrence Levingstone and Janet Macneisme had John (in fornication); witnesses, John and Robert Levingston and John Levingston in the Lynkhill.
29. Thomas Sword and Margaret Brand had Thomas; witnesses, John Thomson, John Wright, James Miller.
31. Henry Peirsone and Marjory Dick had Bessie (in fornication); witnesses, John Peirsone and David Peirsone, father and brother of the said Henry.

M. 10 Thomas Cumming to Marion Douglas.
10. John Forret to Elspet Smart.
JANUARY [1623].

B. 5, William Dalgleishe and Isobel Makcraiche had Nanse (in fornication); witnesses, David Scotland, John Greif, Laurence Turnbull.
5, William Gourley and Bessie Gib had Nanse (in fornication); witnesses, David Robertson, John Inglis.
12, David Tod and Janet Edison had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Tod, John Bankis, Thomas Blakwod.
12, Henry Broun and Elspet Bankis had Bernard; witnesses, Mr. Bernard Gib; John Thomasone, John Stirk.
19, James Thonesone and Elspet Davidson had John; witnesses, Richard Bruse, John Baid, John Merser.
28, James Reid, younger, and Marion Broun had Catherine; witnesses, John Gib, James Reid, elder, provost, and John Anderson, elder, bailie.

21, Michael Gray to Margaret Lessells.
26, Hew Clerk to Janet Makcraiche.
28, David Douglas to Alison Mitchell.

FEBRUARY.

B. 2, John Inglis and Agnes Hutone had George; witnesses, George Meldrum, Nicol Inglis, John Hutone.
2, Alexander Wilson and Margaret Donaldson had David; witnesses, David Mitchell, Robert Peacock, Laurence Anderson.
2, John Moyas and Christian Philpe had John; witnesses, John Broun, William Elder, John Makbethe.
2, William Low and Nanse Gib had John; witnesses, John Feg, Duncan Tailleour, and John Tailleour, his son.
9, William Mowbrey and Christian Salmont had Isobel; witnesses, Mr. James Dewar, apparent of Lassodie, James Henreson, John Remainous.
9, Robert Murgane and Janet Wricht had Thomas; witnesses, John Dow, John Trottar, James Lugtoun.
9, James Patone and Margaret Anderson had Andrew; witnesses, John Wryght, Archibald Douglas, James Miller.
14, Mr. James Phinne and Agnes Aitton had Isobel; witnesses, Mr. John Phinne of Quhrythill, Andrew Turnbull in Bromehall, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister of Dunfermline.
16, John Wels and Catherine Drummond had Robert; witnesses, Robert Wels, Thomas Blakwod, Thomas Eldar.
16, Harry Stewart of Baithie and Catherine Kirkcaldie had Janet; witnesses, George Bothwell, David Stewart, Patrick Bothwell, Laurence Merser.
20, Richard Blakley and Emelie Par had . . . . (son); witnesses, Thomas Stevinson, Andrew Turnbull, William Bruce.
23, David Henresone and Bessie Turnbull had Helen; witnesses, John Sinsone, Archibald Boyd, James Henresone.
23, Andrew Barhame of Skelpie and Margaret Stewart had Michael; witnesses, Michael Balfour of Randone, Harry Stewart of Baithe, David Stewart, his brother.
25, Alexander Lambe and Janet Dagleishe had Janet; witnesses, Alexander Lambe, James Mudie, James Kellok.

M. 4, Peter Sempill to Janet Mathesone.
18, John Anderson to Janet Stevinson.
18, John Levingstone to Margaret Young.
23, John Watson to Margaret Kellok.
23, George Legat to Margaret Anderson.
27, Edward Douglas to Beatie Douglas.
27, Alexander Nicole to Helen Alexander.
B. 2, Robert Lochtie and Catherine Banks had Janet (in fornication); witnesses, John Thomson, John and James Lochtie.

4, William Cambell and Margaret Broun had William (in fornication); witnesses, William Mudie, Harry Bull, and John Bull, his son.

9, John Walker and Margaret Turnbull had Grizel; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, William Brown, Mr. James Sibauld.

11, Thomas Currou and Helen Brown had Henry; witnesses, John Stevinsone, Henry Hakerstoun, David Moreis.

23, James Lethome and Isobel Makbethe had John; witnesses, John and Robert Cunningham, John Lawson.

23, Andrew Coizeir and Isobel Anderson had Anna; witnesses, George Durie, George Davidson, David Bull.

23, John Murray and Margaret Blair had John; witnesses, Thomas Eldr, John Johnesstoun, James Miller.

23, Henry Peirson and Helen Williamson had Sarah; witnesses, William Turnebull, William Mudie, John Alison.

23, John James and Margaret Whyt had Janet; witnesses, John Davidson, George Cunningham.

26, George Cunningham and Margaret Maistertoun had James; witnesses, James Mastertoun, John Gotterstone, Alexander Lambe.

30, John Aikine and Christian Dagleische had Janet; witnesses, Robert Turnebull, James Dagleische, John Greive.

31, Robert Lindsay of Kavill and Lilias Drummond had Margaret; witnesses, Sir Robert Halkat of Pitfirrane, Robert Levingstone of Baldrig, James Gib, William Philip of Bririelands.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 3, George Aedisone and Bessie Levingstoun (who died in childbirth) had John; witnesses, Thomas Blakwod, Alexander Aedisone, John Levingstoun.

6, William Anderson and Geils Peirson had Janet; witnesses, Archibald Douglas, David Douglas, John Anderson.

6, John Anderson and Helen Hutoun had Isobel (in fornication); witnesses, John Thomson, George Davidson, William Anderson.

6, David Huttoun and Elspet Walker had James.

10, Thom Blakie and Margaret Law had John.

17, Robert Levingstone of Baldrige and Jean Bruse had Robert; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randifurd, James Schaw of Knokhill, John Henresone of Fordeill.

20, Thomas Mudie, porter of Mastertoun, and Margaret Turnebull had Margaret; witnesses, George Turnebull, James Mudie, William Lambe.

20, Robert Bruse and Bessie Phin had James; witnesses, Mr. James Phin, Thomas Thomson, Robert Bruse.

27, John Alison, mason, and Marjory Elder had Christian; witnesses, William Mudie, David Williamson, Robert Russell, William Turnebull.

M. 15, David Bull to Margaret Potter.

15, Thomas Philpe to Catherine Harrower.

29, Robert Lochtie to Catherine Bankis (testimonial from Aberdour).

MAY.

B. 4, Robert Moreis and Bessie Wels had Nanse; witnesses, Mr. James Primrois, James Aikine in Culross, Charles Ritchardsone.

8, Archibald Hodge and Margaret Walker had James; witnesses, Mr. James Primrois, John Anderson, younger, John Walwod, officer.
witnesses, witnesses, witnesses, witnesses, witnesses, witnesses, witnesses, witnesses, witnesses, witnesses, witnesses, witnesses, JUNE.

B. 8, William Currou and Janet Mitchell had . . . (daughter); witnesses, John Stevinson, Henry Hakstoun, Thomas Currou.
8, James Kennedie and Janet Hutone had Margaret; witnesses, William Mente the of Randiefuird, Peter Law, William Brown, notary, John Anderson, younger.
15, George Donald, miller in Nethermill, and Margaret Stevinson had James; witnesses, James Primrose, James Currie, William Cunningham, David Mitchell.
15, David Goodall, town officer, and Janet Walker had David; witnesses, Andrew Wricht, Peter Law, John Anderson, youngest.
20, Adam Stobie, portioner of Wester Luscour, and Helen Gibone had Margaret; witnesses, Nicol Wardlaw, Robert Scotland, Thomas Hutone.
29, James Hart and Janet Muriel had Isobel; witnesses, James Mitchell, Alexander Davidson, Thomas Cunnun.
29, James Stevin and Nanse Agae had Robert; witnesses, William Law, Robert Paterson, John Paterson.

M. 3, Archibald Glennie to Nanse Aissoun.
17, James Hutone to Margaret Walker.
19, William Lundie of that Ilk to Anna Wardlaw, daughter of Sir Henry W. of Pittreavie.
26, Thomas Christie to Elspet Durie.

JULY.

B. 13, William Kellok and Margaret Kellok had William; witnesses, Thomas Horne, Henry Dick, Nicol Dewar.
13, David Bull and Margaret Potter had Janet; witnesses, Harry Bull, cutler, David Stewart, Andrew Potter.
13, John Clerk and Catherine Baid had Duncan; witnesses, Duncan Tailleyour, John Moreis, John Gotterstone.
20, Laurence Lugtoune and Janet Bennat had twins, Robert and John; witnesses, John Brown, Florie Burgane, Edward Brown, Robert Drysdeli. (Baptised at Inverkeithing, because of the children's weakness and the far distance from their own parish.)
20, William Chatto and Bessie Brown (died after the birth) had Robert; witnesses, John Brown, Laurence Stevenson, John Moyas.
27, John Coventrie and Janet Walwood had Elizabeth; witnesses, William Walwoof of Touch, John Sanders, Adam Walwood.

M. 8, John Brown to Beatrix Thomson (in Inverkeithing kirk).
8, William Gray to Janet Car (in Carnock kirk).
10, Adam Car to Janet Crawfuird (in Saline kirk).
15, James Anderson to Janet Donaldson.
15, Henry Meldrum to Bessie Makie.

AUGUST.

B. 3, James Murgane and Elspet Bowman had James; witnesses, Robert Scotland, James Mudie, Robert Russell.
3, James Lambe and Helen Zowine had William; witnesses, William Lambe, William Cusine, David Williamson, Thomas Hall.
10, John Small and Margaret Hugzone had twins, Thomas and Geils; witnesses, Duncan Tailleour, Thomas Reid, Robert Huggone, Henry Simson.
10, David Robertson of Craigduckie and Grizel Hutone had Janet; witnesses, Robert Russell, James Scotland, Nicol Dewar.
10, James Kellok and Helen Spens had Janet; witnesses, Charles Richardson, John Bennat, James Moyas.
10, John Anderson and Helen Kinorne had Isobel.
11, John Scot and Catherine Mackie had Janet; witnesses, John Gotterstone, Robert Gray, George Cunningham, younger.
20, John Moreis and Isobel Gotterstone had John; witnesses, David Moreis, John Clerk, John Gotterstanes.
24, William Hutone and Catherine Mill had James; witnesses, James Hutone in Lethonis, James Mill, James Cuisine.
24, David Strang and Bessie Ritchie had Walter; witnesses, David Stewart, John Simson, William Walwod.
27, Edward Primrois and Elizabeth Merschell had James; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randulfurd, James Gib, George Bothwell.
M. 10, John Stevin to Margaret Bennat.

SEPTEMBER.
B. 1, John Huntar and Janet Wilson had John; witnesses, John Stirko, Alexander Dron, Robert Anderson.
1, Archibald Honyman and Margaret Wels had Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Honyman, Robert Wels, Patrick Dewer.
4, Robert Peacock and Catherine Stevinsone had George; witnesses, George Donald, Laurence Anderson, Alexander Wilson.
8, George Fergusson and Janet Peirse had Mary; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Peter Law.
10, Thomas Tod and Margaret Hutone had Janet; witnesses, James Hutoun, George Davidson, David Tod.
10, Wattie Phune and Margaret Westwood had Isobel; witnesses, John Henressou, George Ivat, William Imma.
18, Wattie Phune and Margaret Westwood had James; witnesses, James Hutone, Mr. James Sibald, James Reid, younger, James Kennedie.
21, Laurence Watsone and Grizel Wilsone had Isobel; witnesses, David Stevinson, Robert Alisone, and James Wilson.
26, Patrick Allane and Janet Moreis had David; witnesses, David Car, Harry Bull, John Bull.
M. 2, John Johnstone to Margaret Cuming.
16, Andrew Kellok to Margaret Stocks.

OCTOBER.
B. 5, Alexander Drysdell and Bessie Walwod had John; witnesses, Peter Law, Patrick Cowper, John Wright.
5, Alexander Greg and Catherine Philpe had [Margaret (deleted)]; child booked and in the kirk, but died before baptism; witnesses, Thomas Philpe, Abraham Greg, James Greg.
12, John Remainous and Catherine Cunningham had Annas; witnesses, Robert Russell, David Smetoun, Edward Remainous.
12, Henry Donald and Bessie Anderson had Thomas; witnesses, George Donald, Thomas Nasmithe, Thomas Donald.
19, John Levingstone and Christian Young had Helen; witnesses, William Anderson, John Levingstone, Andrew Young.
22, Thomas Mudie, weaver, and Effie Baverage had James; witnesses, James Mudie, John Mudie, John Moreis.
26, John Baverage, collier in Keltieheuche, and Helen Kellok had Helen (baptised at Cleish); witnesses, Henry Baverage, Adam Meldrum, John Adamson.

M. 26, Mark Suentoun to Marjory Stevinson (in Inverkeithing kirk).

**NOVEMBER.**

B. 4, William Hereme and Isobel Sim had John; witnesses, John Gotterstoun, John Kellok, James Levingstoun.

4, Peter Law and Margaret Walker had Harry; witnesses, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, Harry Stewart of Baithe, Mr. James Sibaud.

9, John Wilson alias Culros and Helen Stevinson had Janet; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Adam Stevinson, John Anderson, litster, John Walker, tailor.

12, Mr. Normand Lindsay (out of the country) and Jean Ednumstone had George (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Mekiljohne, George Durie, Archibald Hodge. Presented by William Walwod, cordiner.

30, David Cunnun and Elspet Dewar had David; witnesses, David Dewar of Lassodie, Patrick Dewar, Robert Mudie, Thomas Ritchie.

M. 18, David Anderson to Marjory Burgane.

18, John Orock to Christian Walwod.

24, Robert Davidson to Janet Smetoun.

30, John Murra to Bessie Thomesone.

**DECEMBER.**

B. 10, William Walwod of Touche and Agnes Alexander had James; witnesses, Alexander Nicole, James Walwod, Robert Walwod.

14, Andrew Rowane in Gask and Bessie Cunningham had Margaret; witnesses, David Blak, William Robertson, David Blak, younger.

21, Robert Wilson and Margaret Hutone had David; witnesses, John and David Peirson.

21, William Wilson and Christian Wricht had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Wricht, John Wricht, William Wilson, Patrick Cowper, Walter Ready.

28, Henry Orock and Margaret Scotland had John; witnesses, John Orock of Craigbayth, Robert Masterton of Bayth, and John Dewie, flesher.

M. 2, William Mayne to Margaret Henriesone.

16, James Stevinson to Christian Bathcatt.

23, David Burne to Marjory Mudie.

30, John Murie to Elspet Anderson.

**JANUARY [1624].**

B. 1, David Lambe and Marjory Wilson had James; witnesses James Wilson, John Gotterstoun, William Lambe.

13, William Wricht and Jean Cambell had a child baptised called . . . . .

20, Catherine Mitchell had Janet (in fornication by an unknown man, near Cramonthe); presented by her brother James Mitchell; witnesses, Mr. William Cuningham, weaver, John Alison, Henry Peirson.

25, Robert More (died in Kirkcaldy) and Marjory Gib, his wife (now at Keltie heugh), had Helen baptised; witnesses, William Mudie, mason, William Trumble, smith, James Henriesone, glazier.

M. 6, Alexander Young to Bessie Williamson.

13, James Westwood to Elspet Quyht.

15, Sir James Murra of Tipper Mure, knight, to Anna Melvill, daughter of late Sir Andrew M. of Garvok, knight.

**FEBRUARY.**

B. 1, Alexander Donaldson, miller, and Margaret Dagleische had Helen (baptised at Crumbie); witnesses, Richard Blacklay, George Donald, John Sanders.
1, John Bruse and Nanse Balfour had . . . . (son); witnesses, William Bruse, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, James Sands in Wester Gellat.

1, John Levingstone and Janet Smetoun had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, John and George Trumble, his sons.

1, Andrew Ferlie and Alison Anderson had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Thomas Young, Thomas Imrie.

1, Peter Sempill and Janet Cunninghame had John; witnesses, John Walker, merchant, William Legat.

1, James Chrichtoun and Nanse Gib had Annas; witnesses, John Gib, Mr. John Drummond.

7, John Keir and Marjory Douglas had Helen; witnesses, Henry Hakerstoun, Robert Mastertoun, John Stevinson.

22, John Lawsone and Janet Donald had Sarah; witnesses, Gilbert Primrois, David Mitchell, William Bruse.

22, George Cunningham (deceased) and Margaret James had Nanse; witnesses, Thomas Walker, John Davidson, John Alison.

22, George Burtane in Queensferry and Janet Swentoun had . . . . (daughter) baptised in Inverkeithing.

26, Laurence Anderson and Grizel Thomesone had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Walcar, David Douglas, Thomas Thomesone.

M. 3, William Potter to Catherine Mowse.

8, John Young to Bessie Richardson.

15, James Allan to Catherine Stewart.

MARCH.


7, Alexander Davidson and Janet Douglas had Margaret; witnesses, Henry Douglas, William Rae, Thomas Running (?).

14, John Hutone and Margaret Seatone (? Patone) had . . . . (daughter); witnesses, David Peirson, elder, and John Peirson, his son.

14, David Douglas in Gellat and Alison Mitchell had Henry; witnesses, Henry Mekill, Thomas Mitchell, Andrew Mitchell.

21, James Garvie and Beatie Watt had Helen; witnesses, Thomas Walker, Andrew Trumbill, Andrew Walker.

23, John Stevinson and Janet Moreis had Catherine; witnesses, David Moreis, William Walwood, Henry Halkirstoun.

26, Thomas Scotland and Christian Wilson had Janet (in fornication); witnesses, Mr. John Walker, reader, John Anderson, younger, litster, son of John A., elder, and David Laurie, gardener.

M. 30, George Walker to Geils Brown.

APRIL.

B. 3, Andrew Mekiljohne and Janet Anderson had twins, Alexander and Marjory; witnesses, John Anderson, elder, and John A., his son, Peter Law, Claudius Johnestoun, Alexander Tullidaff.

4, David Scotland and Janet Aitkine had . . . . (son); witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmule, James Scotland, William Robertson of Craigtuckie, Robert Anghous.

15, Robert Scotland and Helen Stobie had Bessie; witnesses, Adam Stobie, Nicol Wardlaw, Thomas Tod.

M. (None.)

MAY.

B. 9, Robert Balcate and Elspet Rowane had Janet; witnesses, David Blak, John Hutone, John Balcate.

9, Robert Stanehoues (deceased) and Isobel Cunningham had Janet; witness, Andrew Mitchell.

23, Thomas Hunone and Janet Edward had . . . . (son); witnesses, Robert Schortus, James Mudy, William Wilson.
Parish Register of Dunfermline.


M. 4. John Daglieische to Janet Orock.
25. Robert Cunningham to Janet Donald.

JUNE.

B. 13. Andrew Anderson and Janet Touche had . . . (son); witnesses, James Lethome, James Hutone, William Anderson.

M. 1. Andrew Wilson to Janet Douglas.
3. James Cusine to Barbara Dewar.
8. George Edisone to Bessie Sands.

JULY.

25. Adam Wilson and Margaret Cunningham had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Wilson, Andrew Cunningham, William Anderson.

M. 1. John Alexander to Isobel Dewar.

AUGUST.

B. 8. Laurie Anderson and Margaret Lugtoun had Helen; witnesses, Alexander Buchanan, David Mitchell, John Johnstoun.
15. John Vicar, wright in Barrowstoun, and Isabel Dawsone had James; witnesses, James Reid, provost, George Davidson, David Laurie.
15. William Philpe and Elspet Lindsay had Christian; witnesses, John Davidson, William Mudie.
26. George Trumble and Margaret Thomsone had . . . . (son); witnesses, Andrew Trumble, Andrew Murray, James Garvie.

3. Thomas Westwood to Bessie Robertson.
11. John Rowane to Effie Dick.
17. Robert Peacock to Bessie Wricht.
24. Henry Brown to Elspet Bankis.
24. Thomas Currou to Helen Hutson.

SEPTEMBER.

5. John Burne and Margaret Hutone had William; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randifurid, William Smart.
5. Laurence Stevinson and Catherine Chatto had Janet; witnesses, John Anderson, James Cowstoun, John Cufrs.
12. William Andersone and Catherine Cunninghanne had John; witnesses, John Trumble, Thomas and Edward Douglas.
12. Andrew Kellock and Margaret Stocks had Margaret; witnesses, Henry Myll, John Kellock, James Kellock, John Beveridge.
16. Alexander Brown, servant to Mr. John Phun of Quhythill, and Geils Peirson had Henry (in fornication); witnesses, Mr. James Brown, Charles Ritchardson.
19. Robert Levingstoun of Baldrige and Jean Bruse had James; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmule, George Bothwell of the Hauchs.
22. John Anderson, bailie, and Helen Kingorne had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Wright, Andrew Mekiljohn.
23. John Alisone, wright, and Grisel Walwod had Janet; witnesses, Robert Alisone, Adam Walwod, John Coventrie.
26. William Thomson and Janet Sanders had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Murray, Andrew Young, William Anderson.
26. John Lawson and Margaret Wilson had Annas; witnesses, William Cunningham, Patrick and Andrew Anderson.
28. Henry Douglas and Helen Wels had Thomas; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, Peter Law, Robert Aikine.
M. 7. James Westwod to Nanse Colzeir.

OCTOBER.

B. 3. John Murie and Elspet Anderson had Helen; witnesses, Andrew Currie, Andrew Cunningham, Andrew Ferlie.
6. Robert Lindsay of Kavill and Lilias Drummond had Grizel; witnesses, James Reid, elder, Thomas Drummond, Mr. John Drummond, his son.
10. Andrew Cunningham in Primrois and Margaret Trumble had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Wilson, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, Andrew Wilson in Mylburn.
10. Andrew Young and Elspet Fuird had Isobel; witnesses, John Young, Harry Young, William Thomson.
10. Mr. James Sibaud and Isobel Bowstoun had Elizabeth; witnesses, Mr. Andrew Leirmouth, John Ecline.
11. Alexander Brown (a stranger craftsman) and Bessie Matheson had James (in fornication); witnesses, James Hutoun, John Birrell.
12. Andrew Barhame of Skelpie and Margaret Stewart had Laurence; witnesses, Peter Law, George Bothwell.
12. Patrick Curror and Margaret Moreis had John; witnesses, William Curror, John Stevenson, David Moreis.
17. James Stewart and Margaret Greive had Helen; witnesses, William Mill, William Stanehous, Robert Levingstone.
27. Robert Quhyt and Catherine Hunon had Thomas; witnesses, William Anderson, Thomas Davidson, Robert Anderson, all litsters.
31. Thomas Whyt and Isobel Kellock had James; witnesses, Robert Lindsay, Thomas Ritchie, Andrew Hutone, James Ritchie.
31. Robert Andersonse and Janet Smith had Margaret; witnesses, John Anderson, younger, John Anderson, youngest, Patrick Cowper, bailie.
NOVEMBER.

B. 16, Mr. James Phune of Lynkills and Agnes Aitoun had Christian; witnesses, John Scot of the Selvege, Harry Phune and Andrew Trumble in Bromhall.
21, Alexander Drysdeill, merchant, and Bessie Walwod had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Wricht, bailie, Allan Walwod, Robert Alisone, mason, John Walcar, merchant.
25, John Simsone and Bessie Hutoun had John; witnesses, John Anderson, younger, Gilbert Sanders, William Watson.
28, James Andersone and Janet Donald had William; witnesses, William Cunningham, William Anderson in Pitconnochie, William Anderson, litster.
30, David Mitchell in Pitilivar and Margaret Currie had James; witnesses, James Leslie of Pitilivar, James Mitchell, James Currie in Crumble.

M. 9, William Cunningham to Isobel Walwod.
23, James Anderson to Janet Rutherford.
30, Archibald Nicole to Christian Wilsone.

DECEMBER.

B. 9, Adam Car and Janet Crawfurd had Duncan; witnesses, Duncan Car, father of the said Adam, Thomas Tod in the Clun, James Murgane in Drumtuthill.
12, Thomas Sivess (in Musselburgh parish) and Isobel Brand had Bessie (in fornication); witnesses, John Stevinson of Bayth, David Moreis, younger, John Makqueine.
12, John Walker and Margaret Trumble had Barbara; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Peter Law, David Moreis.
21, Henry Hakerstone and Helen Cunningham had Isobel; witnesses, Andrew Mitchell, John Stevinson of Beath.
26, John Kinloch and Bessie Sim had Bessie; witnesses, Alexander Honyman, David Car, Charles Bald.
26, William Legat and Christian Burne had William; witnesses, William Smart, David Blak.
28, William Bruse and Rose Snellok had George; witnesses, Robert Levingstoun of Baldrig, George Bruse of Carnock, Andrew Trumble in Bromhall.
28, Mr. James Dewar of Lassodie and Elspet Moncreiff had Jean; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmile, David Robertson of Easter Craigduckie, David Cunnipe, portioner of Mastertoun.
28, William Cadzone and Margaret Burne had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Cunningham, Andrew Currie, Andrew Lathangie.

M. 14, Thomas Johnstone to Nanse Aitoun.
14, James Matheson to Christie Anderson.
30, David Rutherfurd to Marjory Wilson.

JANUARY [1625].

B. 4, David Blak and Marjory Blakwod had William; witnesses, William Mackie, William Blak, Henry Dick.
4, Thomas Mitchell in Gellat and Margaret Dick had David; witnesses, David Mitchell, David Douglas, Henry Douglas, burgess of Dunfermline.
4, William Walwod, cordiner, and Margaret Lindsay had William; witnesses, William Watson, John Simson, John Bull.
4, Harry Stewart of Beath and Catherine Kirkcaldie had John; witnesses, John Walker, merchant, James Gib, John Anderson, younger, litster.
6. David Seathe and Christian Hog had Isobel; witnesses, John Anderson, elder, Andrew Wryght, bailie, and Charles Richardson. "This man was ane stranger cummit from Edinburgh to exercise his calling being ane writt after the visitatioun of Dunfermlyne with lyre."

"The—day," John Greif and Margaret Thomesone had Robert; witnesses, Robert Trumble in Tunigask, Robert Greif, John Thomson.

Same day, John Thomson and Effie Finlay had Anna (baptised at Cleish); witnesses, George Moutrey, mariner, Henry Baverage, John Adamson.

Same day, William Potter and Catherine Mowse had Christian; witnesses, Thomas Blakwod, Andrew and James Potter.

Same day, David Beany and Bessie Moreis had Jean; witnesses, James Hutone, merchant, Robert Cunningham in Pittincreiff, John Huntar in Pittincreiff.

Same day, Henry Peirson and Helen Williamson had Robert; witnesses, Robert Stirk, Robert Wels.

Same day, Patrick Cowper and Janet Murray had Catherine; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, George Bothwell.

16. John Baid and Bessie Spens had Effie; witnesses, David Stevinson, Patrick Stevenson, Henry Mill.

18. John Anderson and Martha Mastertoun had Marjory; witnesses, James Reid, provost, Robert Mastertoun of Beath, Gilbert Sanders, clerk.


23. Robert Russell and Barbara Elder had Henry; witnesses, Nicol Wardlaw, George Dewar, James Murgane.


23. Thomas Sands and Margaret Pentone had Harry; witnesses, Henry Wardlaw, Thomas Stanehous, Thomas Cunn.

23. William Mudie and Janet Christie had George; witnesses, George Bothwell, James Reid, provost, Robert Stirk, Andrew Walker, Thomas Christie, Thomas Stevinson.

23. James Hart (deceased) and Janet Murie had twins, Thomas and Catherine; witnesses, James Kellok, James Cunn.

23. Harry Robertson and Nanse Murray had Janet (baptised at Ballingry); witnesses, Henry Baverage, James Baverage, John Brown.

30. George Drysdell and Bessie Gibson had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Mastertoun, John Stevenson, James Mann.

30. Andrew Lindsay and Marjory Walker had Margaret; witnesses, William Walcar, John Brown.

30. William Mudie, weaver, and Nanse Mackie had Christian; witnesses, Henry Peirson, John Alison, John Scott.

M. 4. James Garvie to Janet Lochtie.

FEBRUARY.

3. James Kellok of Mastertoun and Margaret Mudie had Elspet; witnesses, David Cunn, James Mitchell, Thomas Stanehous.

15. Robert Anghous and Christian Smetone had Catherine; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw, Mr. James Dewar, James Anghous, John Rowane, Robert Russell.

15. Patrick Kingorne and Janet Schortus had Francis (in fornication); witnesses, Mr. James Durie, Charles Richardson, and George Moreis.

20. John Anderson and Janet Meldrum had Janet; witnesses, Patrick Murray, John Coventrie, John Meldrum.

20. John Gray and Alison Martene had William; witnesses, William Robertson, David Robertson, Robert Anghous.

20. John Forret, collier, and Elspet Smart had John; witnesses, John Henesone, John Allane, Wattrie Hutone.

21. Richard Potter and Bessie Thomesone had Peter; witnesses, Peter Law, Andrew Wricht, Patrick Cowper.
27. Robert Douglas and Margaret Peirsone had John; witnesses, John Trumble and George Trumble, brothers in Bromehall, and John Lawson, smith.
27. James Reid, younger, and Marion Broun had Henry; witnesses, James Reid, provost, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, Patrick Cowper.

M. 1, Robert Tod to Bessie Peirson.
22. Patrick Legat to Effie Lawsons.
22. Andrew Dryseld to Janet Bonalay.
22. James Patone to Isobel Watson.

MARCH.

B. 6. Thomas Paterson and Marion Goodfellow had James (baptised at Cleish); witnesses, John Henresone, John Thomson, James Robertson.
6. Henry Trumble and Catherine Cusine had Thomas; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, Mr. James Sibald, Andrew Wrict.
6. Thomas Hali and Christian Lambe had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Murray, William Wilson, Alexander Young.
6. James Matheson and Christian Anderson had William; witnesses, John Davidson, William Philpe, Nicole Cornvell.
13. John Spens and Jean Brand had John; witnesses, Duncan Tailyeour, John Tailyeour, Charles Richardson.
13. John Davidson and Marjory Brown had Margaret; witnesses, Peter Brown, Patrick Trumble, William Stanehous.
13. James Cusine and Barbara Dewar had . . . . (son); witnesses, William Hutoun, John Cusine, Gavin Stanehous.
15. Thomas Christie in Urquhart and Elspet Durie had Jean; witnesses, Mr. James Durie, Andrew Walker, William Mudie.
15. Charles Baid and Helen Young had Christian; witnesses, John Sanders, Robert Hugone, David Laurie.
27. John Allane, collier in Beath, and Janet Bowar had James; witnesses, George Ivat, James Stewart, Andrew Murrie.
27. George Moreis, collier, and Bessie Beany had Mary; witnesses, George Moreis, John Brumat (?), Duncan Taylor.

M. 1, Robert Anderson to Mawse Galrige.
6, Robert Murgane to Helen Smithe.

APRIL.

B. 3. Thomas Dewar and Margaret Mastertoun had Christian; witnesses, William and David Robertson, David Scotland.
3. William Forrester and Janet Mackgreetie had John; witnesses, John Forrester, John Edison, Thomas Cuming.
5. Claudius Johnstone and Jean Sands had William; witnesses, William
   Mentetie of Randifurd, John Anderson, younger, and Peter Law.
7. Gavin Staneous and Marjory Nicole had Gavin; witnesses, Mr.
   Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, Peter Law, John Anderson, younger.
10. George Meldrum and Marjory Walker had Janet; witnesses, Andrew
10. William Wilson and Christian Wricht had Bessie; witnesses, Patrick
   Cowper, Andrew Wricht, John Wricht and William Wilson, father of
   the said William.
17. Malcolm Makquine and Janet Jonkein had Catherine; witnesses, John
   Davidson in the Nethertown, Robert Davidson, his son, and Robert
   Miller.
19. Andrew Mentetie and Catherine Gardner had Janet; witnesses, John
   Trumble, James Cunningham, Robert Cunningham.
19. Richard Potter and Bessie Leirmouth had Bessie; witnesses, Thomas
   Johnstone, Thomas Rodger, Richard and James Potter, sons of the
   said Richard.
26. John Hogane and Cicle Glen had Robert; witnesses, Robert Hugane,
   David Miller, Henry Miller.
26. John Walker and Jean Maxwell had Harry; witnesses, Mr. Harry
   Makgill, Andrew Wrycht.
27. James Kennedie and Janet Hutone had Charles; witnesses, James
   Hutone, John Anderson, younger, Mr. James Durie, George Fergusson,
   Robert Alisone.

M. [None.]

MAY.

B. 1. James Allane and Catherine Stewart had Margaret; witnesses, Laurence
   Patrick, John Oswald, Patrick Allane.
15. John Brown and Margaret Smetone had Margaret; witnesses, John
   Brown, William Brown and Henry Brown, his son.
15. Andrew Hall and Margaret Hardie had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas
   Mitchell, Thomas Staneous, Thomas Cunnone.
15. Andrew Trumble, portioner of the Grange, and Helen Currie had Janet;
   witnesses, James Currie in Crumble, Andrew Trumble in Bronehall,
   James Trumble.
22. John Kellok and Janet Matheson had Margaret; witnesses, William
   Kellok, Patrick Kellok, Patrick Whyt.
22. John Dow and Margaret Merser had Laurence; witnesses, Laurence
   Merser, David Robertson, David Stewart.
24. William Walwod, baker, and Bessie Nicole had Isobel; witnesses,
   Patrick Cowpar, Andrew Wricht, Allan Walwod.

M. 3. James Peirsone to Janet Galrice.
31. Robert Kellok to Catherine Douglas.
31. David Keir to Isobel Smith.
31. John Currie to Margaret Watsone.

JUNE.

B. 5. David Bull and Christian Balfour had John; witnesses, John Brown,
   Henry Wardlaw, James Staneous.
14. George Donald and Margaret Stevinson had Margaret; witnesses,
   David Mitchell, William Bruse, Robert Cunningham in Sillitoun.
14. James Anderson and Janet Clerk had David; witnesses, David
   Anderson, William Cunningham, Andrew Lessells.
14. Finlay Moyle and Bessie Stevin had Isobel; witnesses, Peter Law,
   Thomas Reid, James Hutone.
17. William Mackie and Margaret Betsone had Isobel; witnesses, John
   Betsone, David Blak, George Dewar.
19. James Hamilton, piper, and Helen Maknab had James; witnesses, John
   Smart, Andrew Lessells, Andrew Dunmure.
23. John Currie, tailor, and Margaret Watson had Helen; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Grange, Andrew Currie, James Mudie.
26. James Lethome and Isobel Makbeth had Isobel; witnesses, James Cunningham, Patrick Lawson, Thomas Nasmith.
26. George Penman and Marion Dregorn had Margaret; witnesses, Alexander Penman, Duncan Talveour, George Moreis.
30. Margaret Anderson (vagabond) had a child baptised called . . . , alleged begotten in adultery with George Lindsay of Kavill; witnesses, George Davidson (presenter of the child) and Andrew Gaw.

M. 7. George Dewar to Isobel Blak.
28. James Mitchell to Isobel Cunningham.

**JULY**

B. 3. Robert Zowne and Christian Inglis had Catherine; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, George Bothwell, Robert Kellok.
10. John Hunter and Janet Wilson had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Maker, George Meldrum, Michael Meldrum.
17. John Henresone, flesher in Keltieheugh, and Bessie Anghous had . . . (son); witnesses, Robert Anghous, James Baverage, Robert Trumble in Tunygask. (Baptised at Cleish.)
19. Andrew Garrice and Isobel Johnstone had Andrew; witnesses, James Garvie, Nicol Inglis, Robert Johnstone.
24. James Westwod and Nans Colzeir had John; witnesses, John Henresone of Fordall, Robert Alison and John Furne, masons.
24. William Curror and Janet Mitchell had Christian; witnesses, David Moreis, John Stevinson, Patrick Curror, Robert Mudie.


**AUGUST**

B. 2. William Smithe, portioner of Fod, and Margaret Mastertoun had Catherine; witnesses, Patrick Trumble, John Davidson, William Mastertoun.
4. Robert Davidson and Janet Smetone had John; witnesses, John Davidson, his father, John Anderson, younger, litster, and Harry Smetone, his father-in-law.
9. William Dougall and Jean Scot had Janet; witnesses, George Trumble, James Cunningham, Robert Peacok.
9. John Daglishe and Janet Orock had Catharine; witnesses, John Wels, Thomas Blackwood, Alexander Lambe.
12. John Bell and Helen Makcairiche had Nance; witnesses, Andrew Walker, Alexander Chalmer, Robert Makcairiche. (Begotten in fornication in Rosyth parish, and discipline satisfied at Inverkeithing, and baptised here by request of minister of Inverkeithing.)
13. John Wilson and Janet Drysdell had James; witnesses, James Reid, younger, James Gib, James Moyas.
16. James Trottar and Bessie Lawsone had Lawrence; witnesses, Lawrence Anderson in Pitlivar, David Anderson in Kistock, William Sanders in the Hiltoun.
23. Andrew Rowane in Gask and Bessie Cunningham had William; witnesses, Robert Trumble in Tunygask, and George Trumble his son, and Robert Russell, miller.
23, James Layng and Effie Anderson had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Walwood.
23, Peter Sempill and Janet Cunningham had Isobel; witnesses, Patrick Legat, Andrew Potter.
28, Lawrence Anderson and Jean Sutone had William; witnesses, Patrick Anderson, William Anderson, his son, John Lawson.
28, Robert Bruce, servant to William Menith of Randifurd, and Bessie Fine had Margaret; witnesses, William Menith of Randifurd, John Bruse, cook, Stevin Mekirt (?).
28, John Ritchie and Christian Lindsay had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Ritchie, William Walwood of Beath, William Stanehous.
28, James Mowtrey and Janet Aittone had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, Andrew Cunningham, Thomas Douglas.

M. 9, David Inglis to Helen Cumming.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 4, William Sanders, tailor, and Christiane Hutone had Nanse; witnesses, Robert Blakatter, James Sanders, and Robert Scotland.
4, Jerome Brown and Catherine May had George (baptised at Carnock); witnesses, George Durie of Craigluscour, Robert May in Culross, James Anderson in Luscour.
11, George Edison and Bessie Sands had Margaret; witnesses, James Sands, David Sands in Gellat, his son, and William Anderson there.
11, James Hutone in Crocefuld and Margaret Walker had James; witnesses, William Cunningham in Crocefuld, William Saunders in Hiltoun, James Perrson in Pitdinnie.
11, David Broun in Mynehibills and Isobel Mayne had Helen; witnesses, William Wilson in the Mill, Andrew Wilson, his son, William Mayne, Henry Brown.
11, John Birrell and Margaret Colzeir had Janet; witnesses, Adam Masterton, John Walker, merchant, Abraham Greg.
13, John Wels, cordiner, and Christiani Austiane had John; witnesses, John Simsone, William Walwood, Gilbert Car.
18, James Andersonse and Janet Rutherford had William; witnesses, James Trottar, James Peirson, William Anderson.
18, John Clerk and Catherine Baird had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Phinne, Thomas Hunon, James Lugtoun.
18, John Alison, mason, and Marjory Elder had Barbara; witnesses, Robert Russell, Thomas Davidson, George Mudie.
18, William Philpse and Elspet Lindsay had Janet; witnesses, Nicol Cornwall, William Wilson, Patrick Stevenson.
20, Andrew Mekiljohnne and Janet Anderson had James; witnesses, James Gib, John Walker, Peter Law.

M. 26, Robert Makraiche to Isabel Donaldson.

OCTOBER.

B. 9, Thomas Alexander and Janet Knelands had Christian; witnesses, William Mudie, John Brown, John Burne.
10, Thomas Cumming in Gellat and Marion Douglas had twins, one dying unbaptised and the other baptised Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Alexander Davidson, Thomas Johnstoun.
11, Archie Hodge and Magie Walker had Helen; witnesses, John Anderson, younger, Robert Stirk, William Kairne (?).
16, William Walwood in Touch and Agnes Alexander had Bessie; witnesses, Mr. James Durie, bailie, John Anderson, elder and younger.
17, James Aissone (in Edinburgh) and Bessie Watson had Geils (in fornication); witnesses, James Hutone, James Kennedy, William Watson, cordiner, presented by Gavin Stanehous.
20. William Lambe and Janet Cunningham had Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Lambe, James Mudie, David Lambe.
25. William Peirsone in Mortlathank and Margaret Young had William (baptised at Fossway); witnesses, Robert Levingstone in Crulkynlyne, Harry Dempster at Dunfermline.
25. Thomas Curror and Helen Hutson had David; witnesses, David Moreis, John Stevenson, Henry Hukstoun.
25. Robert Peirsone in Beath and Marjory Peirson had Robert; witnesses, Robert Masterton, James Reid, younger, Harry Stewart of Beath.
30. Thomas Cowane and Jean Burnsyd had James; witnesses, William Masterton, James Kennedy, David Lawrie.

M. 12. David Weymis of Romegay to Christian Wardlaw, daughter of Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie.

NOVEMBER.

6. Henry Simsone and Bessie Thomson had James; witnesses, John Brown, George Penman, John Thomson, Duncan Tailleour.
13. John Burne and Margaret Hutone had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Alison, Andrew Walker, George Mudie.
13. James Mudie and Grizel Lambe had James; witnesses, Robert Mudie, John Davidson, Alexander Lambe.
13. Thomas Moire and Grizel Walvod had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Stevinson, William Philpe, James Hill.
13. Alexander Young and Bessie Williamson had Margaret; witnesses, Harry Walvod, Harry Bull, Robert Alison.
15. Thomas Stevinson and Janet Chalmers had Thomas; witnesses, David Stevenson, elder and younger, Thomas Douglas, Thomas Trumble, Thomas Elder.
22. Nicol Rowane and Janet Hugone had John; witnesses, David Blak, younger, Henry Dick, younger, William Mackie.
27. Robert Murgane and Helen Smithe had James; witnesses, James Lugtlove, James Patoun, George Moreis.
29. Robert Henresone and Janet Car had Jean; witnesses, David Stewart, John Anderson, James Hutone, tailor.
29. John Thomson and Janet Hutone had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick Trumble, Patrick Stevenson, James Hutone.

M. 7. James Hamilton to Jean Sanders.
8. James Stanehous to Margaret Trumble.
15. John Brown to Eupham Simson.
22. William Wastwater to Margaret Clerk.
22. John Chatto to Catherine Mudie.
22. William Inche to Margaret James.

DECEMBER.

B. 2. Andrew Colzeir and Isobel Anderson had George; witnesses, George Davidson, John Dagleische, Andrew Gaw.
4. John Kinimond and Elspet Chalmers had Jean (in fornication); witnesses, Alexander Chalmers, James Gib, George Bothwell.
6. David Bull and Margaret Potter had David; witnesses, David Car, William Trumble, Robert Anderson.
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11, David Peirsone and Isobel Henryson had Elspet; witnesses, James Kellok, David Cunnon, Robert Stanehous.
11, John Dougall and Bessie Craik had David; witnesses, David Stevinson, Thomas Hunnon, James Ronald.
11, Peter Buist and "his woman" had Helen (in fornication); witnesses, Charles Richardsone, John Simsone, Archibald Hodge.
13, William Hereme and Isobel Sim had Andrew; witnesses, William Mackie, David Blak, John Kellok.
13, Robert Levingstone of Baldrige and Jean Bruce had William; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randifurd, John Hennesone of Fordall, Sir John Gib.
18, Ninian Duncane and Bessie Hutone had Bessie; witnesses, James and William Duncane, Patrick Anderson, John Hutone.
18, William Anderson in Hiltown of Pitfrran and Jane Cunningham had Isobel; witnesses, Patrick Anderson, William Lawson, William Sanders.
18, James Dagleishe and Catherine Wardlaw had Christian; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw, George Trumble, James Smetone.
18, Edward Douglas in Gellat and Beatrice Douglas had David; witnesses, David Douglas, David Mitchell, Thomas Mitchell.
18, David Strang and Bessie Ritchie had Christian; witnesses, John Simsone, William Walwod, George Davidson.
27, Robert Peacock and Bessie Wright had James; witnesses, James Lethome, Adam Wilson, George Donald.
27, Oliver Culane and Margaret Smithe had William; witnesses, William Gray, George Meldrum, John Huntare.
27, Harry Walwod and Helen Kennedy had Harry; witnesses, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, provost, David Weyms of Rumgay, George Bothwell of Haughs.

M. 13, Laurie Gibone to Margaret Sanders.
20, David Christie to Janet Peacock.

JANUARY [1626].

B. 1, Alexander Spittell and Isobel Hiltone had Marjory; witnesses, David Blak, William Robertson.
1, Alexander Greg and Catherine Philpe had James; witnesses, James Stanehous, James Grege, James Hutoun.
1, Henry Malcome and Catherine Inglis had Annas; witnesses, James Essoun, John Smith, Henry Smetone.
8, George Cunningham and Margaret Mastertoun had Janet; witnesses, Alexander Lambe, William Keir, Robert Hutone.
15, John Baid and Bessie Spens had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Stevenson, David Stevenson, elder and younger, William Peirsone.
15, Robert Anderson and Janet Smith had Catherine; witnesses, John Bennat, George Davidson, David Lawrie.
17, Thomas Rodger and Grizel Westwod had Margaret; witnesses, Richard Potter, Thomas Johnestoun, David Stevinson.
22, James Cunningham and Isobel Cunningham had twins, Andrew and Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Wilson, William Anderson, Andrew Cunningham, James Lethome.
29, William Hennesone and Bessie Forsyth had Jean; witnesses, James Hamilton, Robert Stirk, John Simsone.
31, Robert Lochtie and Catherine Bankis had John; witnesses, John Bankis, John Stirk, John Schortus.

M. 2, James Dewar to Christian Philpe.
3, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, to Isobel Lindsay.
3, David Hoge to Marjory Bull.
17, Thomas Davidson to Isobel Anderson.
31, William Potter to Janet Porter.
FEBRUARY.

B. 5, Alexander Lambe and Janet Dagleische had Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Honyman, Adam Wylie, James Moyas.

7, James Garvie and Janet Garvie had Thomas; witnesses, James Kellock, David Cunnion, Thomas Cunnion.

12, William Hutone and Catherine Mill had Robert; witnesses, Robert Wels, James Mill, John Mill.

12, John Potter and Janet Inglis had Janet; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, William Trumble, John Anderson, litster.

12, James Patoun and Isobel Watson had Margaret; witnesses, John Watson, James Mudie, Robert Quhryt.

12, John Jamesone and Marion Dick had Liliias; witnesses, Robert Lindsay, John Makcraiche, James Dick.

16, Henry Douglas, merchant, and Helen Wels had William; witnesses, William Brown, clerk, David Peirsone, Robert Stirk.

21, John Greif and Margaret Thomson had Helen; witnesses, Robert Greive, Robert Russell, John Dewar.

21, Waggie Hutone and Elspet Miller had John; witnesses, John Henresone, George Ivat, William Imma.

21, William Spens and Christian Wallange had William; witnesses, William Smart, David Strang, John Allisone.

21, Robert Kirk and Grizel Anderson had Thomas; witnesses, James Moyas, Harry Bull, Thomas Schortus.

21, John Peirsone and Marion Hutone had David; witnesses, David Peirsone, elder, William Cunningham in Knokes, Robert Cunningham in the Sillitoun.

26, Alexander Davidson and Janet Douglas had Elspet; witnesses, Henry Wardlaw, Robert Kellock, James Stanehous.

28, John Moreis and Isobel Gotterston had Janet; witnesses, John Walker, bailie, Robert Mudie, Henry Moreis.

M. 21, George Trumble to Isobel Gib.

22, George Mudie to Helen Stirk.

22, John Dagleische to Janet Craik.

23, John Anderson, eldest, to Grizel Lindsay (in Carnock kirk).

MARCH.

B. 3, William Walwod, cordiner, and Margaret Lindsay had James; witnesses, James Reid, James Hutone, John Simson.

5, John Inglis and Nanse Adame had Helen; witnesses, George Dewar, David Blak, Maurice Inglis.

5, Adam Stobie of Luscour and Helen Gibbone had William (baptised at Carnock).

12, Andrew Meik and Helen Gibson had Margaret; witnesses, David Mitchell, Laurence Anderson, Alexander Wilson.

12, Robert Westwod and Janet Garnok had Catherine; witnesses, John Scot, James Mitchell, Abraham Greg.

14, John Hodge and Effie Brown had Janet; witnesses, John Orock, John Dick, John Tod.

15, George Ferguson and Janet Peirson had John; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, John Walker, bailie, Peter Law, dean of guild.

19, David Drysdell and Isobel Touchie had David; witnesses, David Peirson, Patrick Anderson, William Sanders.

19, David Reid and Margaret Lawson had Janet; witnesses, Nicol Wardlaw, Patrick Stobie, John Stirk.

19, James Lindsay and Nanse Mente the had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Davidson, Thomas Rodger, John Wilson.

28, Henry Donald and Bessie Anderson had Janet; witnesses, Robert Cunningham, Charles Lawson, Thomas Wilson.

28, William Robertson and Janet Littlejohn had Jean; witnesses, James Littlejohn, John Williamson, John Robertson.
28, David Stevinsone and Isobel Christie had Andrew; witnesses, Patrick Trumble, Andrew Trumble, William Masterton.
28, Thomas Blakwod and Isobel Inglis had Nanse; witnesses, Robert Inglis, Nicol Inglis.
28, Robert Pittilloche and Marjory Miller had James; witnesses, James Reid, William Phileipe, Thomas Blaikie.
28, James Æssone and Catherine Watson had James; witnesses, James Anderson, David Miller, Peter Puist.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 2, James Anderson and Elspet Christie had Janet; witnesses, Patrick Peirson, John Christie, David Christie.
2, John Wels, baker, and Catherine Drummond had Nanse; witnesses, John Bennat, Thomas Elder, John Dagleische.
4, Thomas Davidson, litster, and Isobel Anderson had John; witnesses, John Davidson, his father, Robert Davidson, his brother, John Anderson, younger.
6, Mr. James Sibald, schoolmaster, and Isobel Bowstoun had Margaret; witnesses, David Weynis of Rometay, Mr. Andrew Leimorth, minister of Saline, Mr. Thomas Melvill, brother of the Laird of Raith.
11, David Robertson of Craugduckie and Grisel Hutone had Henry; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw, Mr. James Dewar, George Dewar.
11, James Oiswald and Janet Anderson had George; witnesses, George Trumble, James Hall, William Anderson.
11, David Cunnin in Mastertoun and Elspet Dewar had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Ædisone, Thomas Stanehous, Thomas Cunnin.
11, Watie Phune and Margaret Westwod had Christian; witnesses, Charles Richardson, Robert Wels, John Sanders.
16, John Bavage in Keltie and Helen Kellok had Janet; witnesses, William Mackie, John Betsone, John Adamson. (Baptised at Cleish.)
23, Andrew Drys dell and Janet Bonaley had James; witnesses, James Ritchie, James Peirsone, David Scotland.
23, James Dewar and Grizel Hoy had David; witnesses, David Dewar of Lassodie, Andrew Rowane in the Gask.
23, John Merschell and Margaret Furid had John; witnesses, John Sanders, James Murray, Robert Hugoun, Charles Richardson.
25, John Coventrie and Janet Walvod had Catherine; witnesses, John Simsone, James Stanehous, James Mitchell.
25, Thomas Johnstone and Agnes Aitton had Harry; witnesses, William Mastertoun, Harry Mudie, John Johnstone.
26, Richard Scotland and Margaret Clerk had Grizel; witnesses, William Brown, Robert Wels, Robert Scotland.

M. 25, David Smetou to Elspet Russell.
25, James Miller to Nanse Moreis.
25, Laurence Hutone to Janet Stevinson.
25, John Robertson to Janet Lindsay.

MAY.

B. 2, William Pillonis and Isobel Douglas had Margaret; witnesses, David Mitchell, Thomas Douglas, Edward Douglas.
2, Andrew Drummond and Bessie Young had John; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, James Ritchie, Thomas Ritchie, William Wilson.
4, John Dagleische and Janet Craik had Marjory; witnesses, William Brown, James Hutone, William Walker.
4, Francis Coburne and Alison Coburne had twins, Patrick and Alexander; witnesses, John Anderson, Peter Law, Robert Stirk, Andrew Anderson of the Grange.
4, Andrew Gaw and Margaret Colzeir had John; witnesses, John Simsone, Andrew Colzeir, George Davidson.
7. William Robertson and Marjory Martene had Margaret; witnesses, John Robertson, John Anderson, John Thomson.
16. Mr. James Phinne of Lymkils and Agnes Aitton had John; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randifurd, John Henresone of Fordall, James Stewart of Rossythe.
21. Adam Hendene and Margaret Greive had Margaret; witnesses, William Walvod, Robert Peirson, John Walvod.
28. James Hall and Margaret Anderson had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Murray, William Mudies, William Wilson.
31. William Mackie and Margaret Betsone had . . . (daughter); witnesses, John Betson, John Gotterstone, David Blak. (Baptized at Ballingry.)

M. 2. John Orock to Janet Mastertoun.
2. Robert Drysdel to Marjory Burgan (in Inverkeithing).

JUNE.

B. 4. Mark Swenton and Marjory Stevenson had Janet; witnesses, John Thomson, George Trumble, younger, in Bromehall, and Florie Burgane. (Baptized at Inverkeithing.)
4. William Patone and Janet Ædisone had Bessie; witnesses, John Simson, Laurie Anderson, Peter Buist.
6. Donald Fraser and Margaret Berill had Catharine; witnesses, John Hutone, Wattie Cowbraithe, Thomas Murray.
11. George Moreis and Bessie Hutone had John; witnesses, John Simson, John Bennat, William Smart.
17. John Robertson and Isobel Hutone had John; witnesses, Laurie Anderson, Thomas Peirson, Robert Cant.
19. Allan Walvod and Margaret Forrester had Janet (in fornication); witness, Charles Richardson.
27. James Mitchell in Masterton and Isobel Cunningham had Nanse; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell in Gellat, Henry Mekill, Henry Hakirstone of Beath.

M. 13. Andrew Elder to Janet Phune.
13. Henry Dick to Bessie Stevinson.
13. William Moreis to Elspet Guild.
27. Robert Stevinson to Elspet Davidson.
27. James Anderson to Janet Gray.

JULY.

B. 2. George Trumble and Margaret Thomson had James; witnesses, James Trumble, James Stanehous, James Brown.
2, John Anderson and Helen Lawson had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Curie, Andrew Cunningham, David Key.

2, James Stanehous and Margaret Trumble had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Stanehous, David Cunnon, James Kellok.

2, Andrew Barhame of Skelpie and Margaret Stewart had Catherine; witnesses, Laurence Mercer, George Bothwell, Peter Law.

9, Robert Maknaiche and Isobel Donaldson had Janet; witnesses, Alexander Chalmers, Andrew Walcar, Thomas Christie, Thomas Stevinson.

11, Robert Anderson and Helen Miller had John; witnesses, John Watsone, Robert Kellok, David Cummon in Mastertoun.

11, James Murgane and Elspet Bowman had Margaret; witnesses, George Durie, Nicol Wardlaw, William Walcar. (Baptized in Carnok.)

11, John James and Margaret Whyt had Harry; witnesses, David Moreis, Mr. Harry Makgill, William Cunningham, Robert Cunningham.

16, Archibald Honymane and Margaret Wels had Maudie; witnesses, Adam Walwod, James Moyas, James Beamy, Andrew Wilson.

16, Andrew Hall and Margaret Hardie had Margaret; witnesses, Alexander Davidsone, Thomas Cumming, Andrew Wilson, James Fischer.

16, Thomas Tod and Elspet Lyall had Catherine; witnesses, David Tod, John Lyall, Nicol Wardlaw.

16, Alexander Drysdell and Bessie Walwod had William; witnesses, William Walwod in Touche, William Broun, notary, Harry Walwod.

23, George Moreis, collier, and Bessie Beany had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Hummon, John Dow, Thomas Dryla.

M. 4, James Mill to Grizel Robertsons.

4, James Mitchell to Christian Thonesone.

4, Thomas Stanehous to Barbara Dewar.

19, John Bull to Janet Phillane.

25, John Finlasone to Janet Bromesyd.

AUGUST.

B. 1, James Man and Isobel Wilsone had John (in fornication); witnesses, John Stevinson, David Moreis, Henry Moreis, Henry Dick.

1, Harry Thomson and Nanse Edisone had Margaret (baptized in Inverkeithing); witnesses, John Thomson, skipper, and Robert Kellok in Mastertoun.

3, Richard Blaklaw and Emelie Parthe (sic) had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Wilson, Andrew Trumble, William Bruse.

3, David Wyld and Bessie Banks had James; witnesses, Thomas Tod, David Tod.

8, Robert Broun in the Ferrie and Christian Kid had Janet; witnesses, Laurence Lugtoun, John Burgane, Edward Broun.

8, Andrew Wilson and Janet Douglas had Robert; witnesses, Robert Kellok, George Donald, James Kellok.

15, Andrew Cant and Janet Man had Walter (in fornication); witnesses, Watti Cant, Robert Cant, Thomas Peirson.

22, John Anderson, lidger, and Janet Stefinson had Margaret; witnesses, Harry Walwod, William Smart, John Broun.

27, James Anderson and Janet Clerk had David; witnesses, Andrew Anderson, William Cunningham, John Anderson. (Baptized in Carnok kirk.)

M. 29, John Bruse to Marjory Law.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 3, William Forrester and Janet Grysie had a daughter . . .; witnesses, James Ritchie, John Broun, Patrick Harrowar.

3, John Bull and Janet Phillane had Margaret; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Harry Bull, James Hutone, merchant.

— Adam Car and Janet Crawfur had Janet; witnesses, George Trumble in Tunigask, John Greif and Robert Greif.
17, John Smart and Margaret Bavreage had Helen; witnesses, John Smart, William Smart, James Drysdell.
24, David Tod and Janet Edisone had John; witnesses, James Hutone, George Davidsone, Thomas Tod.
25, George Mudie, mason, and Helen Stirk had Robert; witnesses, Robert Stirk, elder, Robert Stirk, younger, Robert Wilsone, Harry Mudie.

M. 5, William Smart to Bessie Steinsone.

OCTOBER.

B. 1, Thomas Douglas and Elspet Chalmers had Thomas; witnesses, Alexander Chalmers, Thomas Stevenson in the Newraw, Robert Kellok, younger, in Mastertoun.
1, James Buisst and Janet Danzell had Elspet; witnesses, Patrick Trumble, Charles Ritchardsone, John Bennat.
1, William Inche and Margaret James had Janet; witnesses, John James, Thomas Walker, John Stirk.
1, William Cambell and Margaret Broun had Bessie; witnesses, William Smart, Robert Davidsone, Thomas Bavreage.
13, Peter Law and Margaret Walker had James; witnesses, James Gib, Mr. James Durie, Mr. James Sibauld.
17, Maurice Inglis and Janet Gibson had twins, Andrew and William (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Walker in Logie, William Anderson in Pitconochie, John Inglis, Patrick Anderson, James Henresone, David Inglis.
17, "Young" John Andersone and Helen Kingorne had Geils; witnesses, Sir John Gib of the Knok, knight, James Gib, Peter Law.
20, Laurie Andersone and Margaret Lugtoun had Isobel; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knokes, Richard Blaklaw, Thomas Wilsone.
20, Robert Russell and Barbara Elder had James; witness, James Smetone.
22, John Levinstone and Christian Young had John; witnesses, William Anderson, John Wright, Harry Young.
22, Robert Douglas and Margaret Peirsone had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Douglas, Edward Douglas, James Cunninghamhe.
22, William Kellok and Margaret Kellok had Elspet; witnesses, Alexander Mastertoun, William Horne, Laurence Anderson.
22, John Walker and Margaret Trumble had James; witnesses, Mr. James Sibald, Mr. James Durie.
22, James Hamilitoun and Jean Sanders had Catherine; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randifurd, John Henresone of Fordall.
29, David Hodge and Marjory Bull had Geils; witnesses, Robert Stirk, John Anderson, notary, Harry Bull.

M. 10, Andrew Wilsone to Catherine Wels.
31, James Henresone to Christian Inglis.

NOVEMBER.

B. 5, James Anderson and Janet Donaldsone had Janet; witnesses, Robert Wels, Archibald Hodge, John Anderson, notary.
7, John Broun, tailor, and Effie Simsonse had Elspet; witnesses, William Broun, Harry Walvood, Peter Law, John Bennat, John Simsonse, cordiner.
7, Andrew Wilsone and Margaret Lessells had Jerome (in fornication); witnesses, Jerome Broun, James Murgane, David Murie.
12, David Peirsone, merchant, "absent in his laufull travel for the tyme," and Jean Stanehous had Janet, presented by Patrick Cowper, bailiff; witnesses, Peter Law, John Law, bailiff, Thomas Schortus, John Broun, tailor, Thomas Stanehous.
13, David Weyms of Romegay and Christian Wardlaw had John; witnesses, Sir John Gib of Knok, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, provost, George Bothwell of the Haughis.
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15. James Kellok and Jean Gibson had John; witnesses, John Kellok, Laurence Anderson, Laurence Walker. "This infant wes giffin up and registrat ut supra by the father of the samyn, and nochtieles on the mornie the bane coming to the kirk to be baptized deparrit this lyft and receivit nocht the outward seall of baptism."  
15. Robert Lindsay of Kavill and Lillias Drummond had James; witnesses, James Gib, James Reid, James Halkat, young Laird of Pitfuirane.  
19. Abrahame Peacock and Margaret Young had James; witnesses, James Stewart, James Pirbie, James Peacock.  
21. James Kellok and Helen Spens had John; witnesses, John Bennat, John Sanders, John Broun in the Nethertoun.  
26. Harry Robertson (deceased) and Nanse Murray had George, baptised in Balingre kirk; witnesses, James Robertson, John Orock, David Moreis.  
26. William Aikine and Janet Clerk had James (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Mekiljone, David Tod, Robert Miller. "The fault wes committed in the paroch of Culros, and upon their request wes baptized in our kirk."  

M. 7. John Smetoum to Barbara Clerk.  
7. Alexander Watsone to Bessie Stevin.  
21. Matthew Donaldsone to Janet Young.  
29. Laurie Merser to Margaret Dagleische.  

DECEMBER.

B. 1. Archibald Hodge and Margaret Walker had Catherine; witnesses, Robert Wels, Harry Walwod, Gilbert Sanders, James Hamilton.  
6. Robert Stanehous in Fod and Mawse Tailyeour had John (in fornication); witnesses, Patrick Peirsone, William Peirsone, John Hugane.  
10. Robert Pringle and Marjory Brand had Isobel; witnesses, George Ivan, Alexander Pennman, John Allane.  
17. William Anderson in Pitcionochie and Margaret Caddell had Thomas (in fornication); witnesses, William Anderson, William Lawson, James Anderson.  


JANUARY [1627.]

B. 2. Charles Wilson, smith in Primrois, and Margaret Johnestoun had Francis; witnesses, Andrew Cunningham, William Bennat, Francis Wilson.  
2. Thomas Westwod and Bessie Robertson had Elspet; witnesses, James Fischer, Thomas Bannatie, Robert Westwod.  
7. Thomas Peirsone and Christian Kant had Thomas; witnesses, Robert Cant, Ninian Mathur, Laurence Anderson.  
7. Walter Christie and Janet Russell had Margaret; witnesses, David Sands, Harry Sands and Andrew Christie, all in Wester Gellat.  
9. Alexander Baine and Helen Hutone had David; witnesses, David Laurie, George Davidson, John Smetoum.  
16. John Keir and Marjory Douglas had Margaret; witnesses, Charles Richardsone, Henry Hakerstoun, David Moreis.
21, Alexander Nicole and Helen Alexander had Helen; witnesses, William Brown, James Hutone, William Walvod, Harry Walvod, Patrick Bothwell.

23, George Trumble in Tunigask and Isobel Gib had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, John Cusine, James Dagleische.

23, William Wilsone and Christian Wright had John; witnesses, John Wricht and his son John, Gilbert Primerois, John Broun.

23, David Lambe and Marjory Wilsone had John; witnesses, James Mudie, William Mudie, Alexander Beane, Robert Stevisone.

23, William Dagleische and Elspet Makraiche had Robert (in fornication); witnesses, John Makraiche, Robert Makraich, Thomas Christie.

25, Tobiah Muirebeck, servant to the Laird of Fordall, had John (in fornication) by Margaret Workman; witnesses, Mr. James Sibald, John Bennat, Gilbert Saunders.


30, Thomas Cuming and Marion Douglas had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Andrew Burne, David Douglas, all in Easter Gellat.

30, Andrew Hutone, slater, and Elspet Kilgour had Laurence; witnesses, James Hutone, James Kennedie, David Watson, John Alison, mason.

30, Mr. Harry Malgill, minister, and Isobel Lindsay had Isobel; witnesses, Sir John Gib, Mr. John Drummond, Mr. Robert Roche, Mr. James Sibald.

30, John Scott and Catherine Mackie had Margaret; witnesses, John Gottlestone, William Mudie, weaver, Andrew Drummond.

M. 30, James Corslaw to Bessie Cowstoun.

FEBRUARY

B. 6, Adam Wilson and Margaret Cunningham had Helen; witnesses, William Cunningham, George Donald, John Peirsone.

6, William Anderson and Janet Cunningham had William; witnesses, William Cunningham, William Lawson, William Anderson.

6, Robert Balcate and Elspet Rowane had John; witnesses, John Balcate, John Rowane, Andrew Henresone.

6, David Douglas and Alison Mitchell had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Andrew Burne, Edward Douglas.

6, Laurence Merser and Margaret Dagleische had Geils; witnesses, Sir John Gib, Mr. John Drummond, James Gib.

9, Laurence Stevisone and Catherine Chatto had Robert; witnesses, Robert Stevenson, Robert Gray, Thomas Humone.

9, Patrick Cowper and Janet Murray had Normand; witnesses, Normand Blakater, David Weyms of Romegay, Harry Walvod.

13, William Anderson and Catherine Cunningham had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, Robert Cunningham in Sillitoune, Adam Wilsone and Robert Trumble in Tunigask, and Patrick Lawson.

13, John Spens and Janet Cunningham had a son . . . ; witnesses, Thomas Douglas, Edward Douglas, Andrew Cunningham, Andrew Currie.

13, John Thomsone, flesher, and Janet Hutone had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Stevisone, William Philpe, David Hodge.

18, James Wyld and Mawse Hutone had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Hutone, Thomas Melvill, brother of the deceased Laird of Raith, and John Coventrie.

18, William Hareme, "after his departure this lyff about half ane yeir thereafter" had Christian by his wife Isobel Sim; witnesses, William Mackie, John Gottlestone, David Blak.

18, James Kennedie, wright, and Janet Hutone had Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Car, Harry Walvod, James Hutone, David Watson, Gavin Stanehou.

20, John Owisdal and Christian Hamiltoun had Margaret; witnesses, James Cowstoun, John Douglas, David Inglis, William Cowstoun, Oliver Culan.
25, James Lethome and Isobel Makbethe had Robert; witnesses, Robert Cunninghame, John Lawstone in Croefuir, William Pillonis.
25, James Anderson and Elspet Christie had John; witnesses, John Christie, John Blak, John Moyas, John Davidson.
25, James Pottar and Marion Walker had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Schortus, Richard Potter, Thomas Cowper.
27, "Cat Car, ane vagabond and inordinat persone, had Janet baptised, quhilk scho baire to James Thomson, ane colyeir in Blairnehathie, as scho allegit," presented by Robert Henreson, skinner in Dunfermline; witnesses, John Simson and William Walwod, cordiners.

M. 8, William Paterson to Janet Peirs.
  8, James Cowstoun to Grizel Moreis.
27, James Hutone to Mary Dempsterown.

MARCH.

B. 4, Henry Orolk and Margaret Scotland had Geils; witnesses, James Gib, George Durie of Craigluscour, Thomas Blakwod.
4, Andrew Cunningham in Primrois and Margaret Trumble had Robert; witnesses, Andrew Murray in Lymkils, Adam Currie, James Mayne, John Hog.
4, William Thoméseone, tailor, and Janet Sanders had Nanse; witnesses, Mr. James Phinne, portioner of Lymkils, John Levingstone, James Bryce.
11, David Scotland and Janet Aitkine had William; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmule, Patrick Cowper, John Scotland.
11, Thomas Mitchell in Easter Gellat and Margaret Dick had James; witnesses, Mr. James Sibauld, schoolmaster of Dunfermline, James Mitchell in Mastertoun, David Douglas in Easter Gellat.
11, John Smetoun and Barbara Clerk had Bessie; witnesses, James Anghous, Mr. James Phinne, William Broun in Inverkeithing.
11, John Culros and Helen Stevinson had John; witnesses, Robert Stevinson, William Smart, John Sanders.
11, James Bean and Margaret Honyman had Margaret; witnesses, John Bennat, John Watson, Henry Peirsone.
11, Andrew Ferlie and Alison Anderson had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Burne, William Burne, Robert Burne.
18, John Broun in the Ferrie and Beatrice Thomson had Edward, baptised in Inverkeithing kirk; witnesses, . . .
18, David Mitchell and Margaret Currie had Margaret; witnesses, William Bruce, John Currie, Thomas Stevenson.
20, John Allisone, wright, and Grizel Walwood had Christian; witnesses, David Wymns of Romegay, Charles Ritchardson, Robert Allisone, John Clerk.
20, Edward Broun, mariner in the Queinisferie, and Agnes Saverall had Beatrice (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Mariteine, Helen Scharpe, Harry Cant.
25, Andrew Elder and Janet Phinne had Isobel; witnesses, Mr. James Phinne, portioner of Lymkils, Andrew Trumble in Bromeball, George Adisone.
25, Thomas Murray, husband to Janet Law in Crail, had Andrew (in adultery) by Janet Pryd; witnesses, David Dewar of Lassodie, Mr. James Dewar, his eldest son, and Donald Fraser.
25, John Inglis and Nanse Hutone had James; witnesses, James Mill, William Hutone, James Henresone.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 1, John Bennat in Lassodie and Marion Cunningham had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Anghous, John Kellok, Thomas Schortus.
1, John Walker, cadger in the Clun, and Margaret Dewar had Helen; witnesses, Robert Scotland, Richard Scotland, John Clerk, cadger, James Wilson in Carnk.
1, Thomas Hunnon and Janet Edward had Isobel; witnesses, John Anderson, youngest, William Wilson, John Ronald.
1, Laurence Lughtoun and Janet Bennat had Dessie; witnesses, John Bennat, David Bull, Robert Drysdell.
15, Andrew Mentethe and Catherine Gardner had Margaret; witnesses, John Taillecoeur, John Buchannane, John Lawsone.
15, James Cunnone, younger, and Christian Messwan had Catherine (in fornication); witnesses, Thomas Cunnun, William Kent, John Drysdell.
15, Thomas Stanehos and Barbara Dewar had Jean; witnesses, David Dewar of Lassodie, Robert Kellok, portioner of Mastertoun, James Kellok, his eldest son.
18, John Trumble in Turnourschill (deceased) and Marjory Maistertoun had Margaret; witnesses, Mr. James Phune, Adam Mastertoun, her father.
22, David Blak, younger in Cocklaw, and Marjory Blakwood had John; witnesses, George Dewar, David Robertson, John Paterson in Inchgaw.
22, Robert Anghous and Christian Smetone had Isobel; witnesses, Mr. James Dewar of Nether Lassodie, James Anghous, brother of the said Robert, Peter Law in Dunfermline, David Greene in Pitandro.
22, Gilbert Primrois in the Nethertoun of Dunfermline, and Isobel Gib had James; witnesses, James Gib, apparent of Knock, James Gib of Pow, James Gib of Lambehill, his son, James Stewart, apparent of Greensay.
22, William Wannane, collier, and Margaret Davidson had Jean; witnesses, John Henresone, Robert Pringle, John Allane.
22, John Dowglas, tailor, and Janet Orock had William; witnesses, William Paterson, Robert Anderson, David Bull, John Laurie.
29, Isobel Ladathis bairn "quhom scho allegit and said Johne Horne wes father to it, gottin in fornication," was baptised and called Janet.

M. 1, Alexander Anderson to Elspet Kellok.
10, John Mylls to Margaret Mackie.
17, Henry Meldrum to Agnes Hardeis in Cleish kirk (on testimonial from our kirk).
17, Mr. Robert Bruce of Wester Kennat to Annas Murray.
24, Henry Beany to Helen Wricht.

B. 6, John Thomson, collier, and Effie Finlay had Janet; witnesses, James Thomson, Thomas Paterson, William Richardson. (Baptised in Cleish kirk.)
6, Robert Broun and Catherine Forsythe had William; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Bromhall, George Trumble, his son, Thomas Stevinson, David Mitchell.
6, William Orok and Catherine Maxwell had Helen; witnesses, John Orok, David Moyas, Henry Baverarge.
6, James Pirkie and Barbara Patone had Janet (in fornication); witnesses, James Stewart, William Kennedy, Abraham Peacock.
6, David Bull, cutler, and Margaret Potter had Marjory; witnesses, John Simsons, John Orok, John Potter.
20, John Makmoniche and Janet Porteous had Margaret; witnesses, John Anderson, litster, James Henresone, Robert Alisone.
22, Robert Levinstone of Baldrige and Jean Bruse had Margaret; witnesses, John Henresone of Fordell, William Mentethe of Randiurid, George Durie of Craighluscour.
22, Watti Anderson, servant in Baldrige, and Helen Makinlay had Jean; witnesses, William Patoun, "coielawer," and John Hog, "the greive of the heughe of Baldrige."
27, James Hamilton, piper, and Helen Maknabe had William; witnesses, William Hey, servant to Sir John Gib, Mr. John Walker, reader in Dunfermline, Andrew Walker in Logie.
27, Charles Braid and Helen Young had Helen; witnesses, John Bennat, Laurie Anderson, Charles Taillyeour.
27, James Anderson and Janet Gray had James; witnesses, Patrick Anderson, David Anderson, William Cunningham.
27, Robert Stevenson and Elspet Davidson had Adam; witnesses, Adam Stevenson, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, Laurie Stevenson.
27, John Kirk and Marion Greg had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Horne, James Henresone.
29, William Culane, deceased, and Bessie Hutone had Bernard; witnesses Bernard Gib, Sir John Gib of Knok, James Hutone, merchant.

M. 15, Wattie Richardsone to Grizel Hodge.
15, James Man to Isobel Wilson.
17, James Dick to Isobel Toward.
27, John Workman to Elspet Duncane.
29, John Gibone to Janet Horne.

JUNE.

B. 9, John Scharpe had John, born to him of Janet Workman, whose husband 

wes off the contrie and unknown quither deid or allyve 

; witnesses, John Workman, Robert Yowane, William Walwod, cordiner.
12, John Vicar and Isobel Dawson had Helen; witnesses, James Kenedy, Harry Walwod, Archibald Hodge.
13, George Lindsay of Kavill and Jean Mowtrey had Adam (in fornication); presented by Peter Law in Dunfermline because of the father's obstinacy and disobedience to kirk discipline.
17, James Dewar and Christian Philpe had David; witnesses, John Philpe, James Cunnon, younger, James Moyas, David Dewar.
22, Henry Dick and Bessie Stevenson had Bessie; witnesses, John Dick, John Anghous, John Dick in the Hilsyid.
24, John Finlasone and Janet Bromesyd had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Blakwood, Robert Wels, Patrick Legat.
27, Mr. James Dewar of Nether Lassodie and Elspet Moncreiff had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Stanehous, David Cunnon, Robert Anghous.

M. 5, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck to Elspet Forrester.
12, William Galrigie to Helen Broun.
12, John Boyd to Catherine Andersone.
26, . . . Donkiesone to Nanse Douglas.

JULY.

B. 1, John Spens, collier, and Jean Brand had Marion; witnesses, Duncan Taillyeour, George Penman, Henry Simsone.
1, David Anderson and Marjory Burgane had John; witnesses, Helias Sharpe, John Burgane, William Anderson.
8, John Simsone, cordiner, and Bessie Hutone had George; witnesses, John Anderson, younger, Robert Aitkine, Andrew Walcar in Logie.
15, Andrew Rowane in the Gaskie and Bessie Cunningham had Bessie; witnesses, David Dewar of Lassodie, William Legat, David Robertson of Craigduckie.
15, James Stewart and Margaret Greiff had Margaret; witnesses, John Henresone, John Mill, Patrick Murray.
17, William Bruce and "Roise Spellok" had David; witnesses, David Bruse, David Mitchell, Francis Cokburne.
24, Henry Moreis and Isobel Duncane had Margaret (in fornication); witnesses, John Stevenson, David Moreis, Henry Dick in Quythous.
31. James Hutone, weaver, and Mary Dempstertoun had James; witnesses, James Kingorne, James Hutone, David Watson.

M. 3. John Sands to Janet Wardlaw.
  3. William Suentone to Margaret Lauthiane.
  3. Allan Mudie to Bessie Keir.
10. James Clerk to Janet Beany.

AUGUST.

B. 5. James Fischer and Janet Kent had Thomas; witnesses, James Kellok, Thomas Stanehous, Thomas Fischer, David Cunnone.
21. Mungo Cunningham and Marjory Anderson had Helen; witnesses, Adam Stobie, James Anderson, George Hendeine.
28. John Law and Nicolas Anderson had Janet; witnesses, David Stewart, Patrick Cowper, Peter Law.

M. 2. George Straquhen to Helen Nicole.
  7. John Smithe to Nanse Hog.
14. Fergus Kennedie to Janet Durie.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 4. Henry Hakerstone and Helen Cunningham had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Mastertoun, John Orolk, James Mitchell.
  4. John Shortus and Janet Banks had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Schortus, John Banks, John Stirk.
  4. William Philpe and Elspet Lindsay had Bessie; witnesses, Harry Mudie, Thomas Stevinson in the Newraw, Robert Davidson.
  4. James Reid and Marion Broun had William; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, Peter Law, William Broun, clerk, and Patrick Cowper, “balleff for the tyme.”
  4. Alexander Young and Bessie Williamson had Alison; witnesses, Robert Alison, Robert Henresone, Robert Yown.
  6. Charles Tailleour and Marion Tod had Margaret; witnesses, John Anderson, litster in the Kirkgate, John Sanders, John Wilson.
  9. John Lawson in Crocefurid and Margaret Wilson had Elspet; witnesses, Patrick Legat, James Anghous, Robert Lindsay.
  9. Henry Broun and Elspet Banks had Margaret; witnesses, James Cusine, Laurence Merson, John Murray.
  12. James Ritchie and Nicolas Sandilands had Bessie (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Burn, James Dewar, James Mayne.
  16. Harry Thomsonse and Nanse Edison had Janet; witnesses, Robert Kellok, James Kellok, John Broun. (Born 9th, baptised in Inverkeithing kirk.)
  23. John Anderson and Janet Meldron had Helen; witnesses, John Coventrie, David Broun, Robert Davidson.
  23. John Robertson and Isobel Hutone had Elspet; witnesses, Andrew Burne, William Burne, Thomas Peirsone.
23. Alexander Glas and Janet Toward had . . . ; witnesses, James Patone, Adam Brand, David Anderson.
23. Thomas Baverage and Christian Smart had Andrew; witnesses, William Smart, Andrew Roxburgh, John Wels.
23. Henry Beany and Helen Wricht had John; witnesses, John Wricht, Andrew Wricht, John Beany.
20. Thomas Paterson, collier, and Rosina Baverage had Helen, (baptised in Cleish kirk); witnesses, John Henresone, John Baverage, John Hill.

**M.**
2. John Lindsay to Bessie Peirson.
2. John Hog to Margaret Thomesone.
11. Peter Buist to Isobel Walwod.
13. William Huton to Isobel Wardlaw.
13. John Wels to Margaret Stevinsone.
23. John Sanders to Helen Watsone.
25. John Phune to Margaret Dinn.

**OCTOBER.**

B. 2. William Smart and Bessie Stevenson had Bessie; witnesses, John Simsone, Adam Stevenson, John Anderson, lister in the Kirkgate.
7. Thomas Christie of the Hoill and Elspet Durie had Margaret; witnesses, Mr. James Durie, John Anderson, younger, David Stevenson.
7. James Mudie and Grizel Lambe had Janet; witnesses, William Lambe, Patrick Allane, Andrew Broun.
14. John Davidson and Marjory Broun had James; witness, William Smithe.
14. William Anderson in Pitconnachie and Janet Curror had a son . . . (in fornication); witnesses, Laurence Anderson, John Wilson, David Hodge.
14. John Watson, cordiner, and Marjory Smetouen had Margaret; witnesses, John Smetouen, John Sanders, John Simsone.
14. Andrew Barhamé of Skelpie and Margaret Stewart had Margaret; witnesses, James Kingorne, Peter Law, David Stewart.
16. Thomas Rodger, weaver, and Isobel Broun had Christian (in adultery); witnesses, George Davidson, James Lindsay, Thomas Davidson.

**M.**
7. John Colzer to Marjory Corsane.
30. Nicol Inglis to Marjory Law.

**NOVEMBER.**

B. 6. James Mill and Grizel Robertson had Isobel; witnesses, William Robertson of Craigduckie, William Hutone, David Robertson, brother of said Grizel.
11. Thomas Douglas, parishioner of Edinburgh, and Marjory Schortus had Thomas (in fornication), baptised on testimonial declaring the woman's satisfaction to the kirk; witnesses, Charles Ritchardson, Mr. Patrick Fleck, Laurence Merser.
11. John Dow and Magie Merser had a child baptised called . . .
13. William Mudie and Janet Christie had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Reid, Thomas Christie, Thomas Stevenson.
15. George Mudie, mason, and Helen Stirk had Margaret; witnesses, James Reid, James Hutone, William Mudie.
20. George Ædison and Bessie Sands had David; witnesses, David Sands in Gellat, William Anderson, skipper, William Anderson in Gellat.
20. Robert Murgane and Helen Smithe had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Walker, Robert Scotland, John Dow, James Lughtoun.
20. John Colzieir and Marjory Corsane had John; witnesses, John Alison, William Trumble, Henry Peirsone.
25. Thomas Dewar and Margaret Mastertoun had William; witnesses, William Mastertoun, Robert Russell, Robert Anghous, David Scotland.
27. Henry Stewart of Bathe and Catherine Kirkcalldie had Patrick; witnesses, David Stewart, George Bothwell, David Moreis in Bayth.

M. 6. James Hutone to Janet Huntar.

DECEMBER.

B. 2. William Forrester and Janet Makgrysie had Nicolas; witnesses, John Anderson, John Robertson, William Young.
2. James Patone and Isobel Watson had a son . . .; witnesses, John Watson, tailor, William Watson, cordiner, Adam Brand.
11. John Blair and Grizel Peirson had Andrew; witnesses, Robert Wels, Andrew Wilson, Andrew Hutone, slater.
11. James Æssone and Catherine Watson had Bessie; witnesses, John Simson, John Laurie, Andrew Hutone, cordiner.
11. David Peirson and Isobel Henresone had Catherine; witnesses, Robert Kellok, Robert Cant, Thomas Stanehouse.
16. Laure Neilson and Isobel Litjohne had John; witnesses, John Wels, John Bennat, John Hutone.
16. John Currie and Margaret Watson had Annas; witnesses, Andrew Currie, Andrew Trumble, Nicol Inglis.
23. William Cadzone and Margaret Burne had Helen; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, John Smetoun, John Makracia.che.
23. John Anderson and Isobel Allane had Helen; witnesses, Archibald Boyd, Laurence Stevenson, Thomas Williamson.
24. John Hog and Margaret Thomson had Robert; witnesses, Robert Levingston of Baldrig, Mr. John Walker, Mr. James Thomson, James Kennedie.
27. James Patone and Elspet Dick had John (in fornication); witnesses, Henry Hakirstone, John Keir, William Patone.
30. John Bull, cutler, and Janet Phillane had Helen; witnesses, William Broun, John Anderson, younger, James Phillane.
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9. George Dewar to Margaret Maistertoun.
23. Robert Scot to Janet Davidson.

JANUARY [1628].

B. 2. William Dougall and Jean Scot had Bessie; witnesses, Richard Blaklay, Andrew Mudie, Robert Taillyeour.
8. David Keir and Isobel Smithe had William; witnesses, Mr. William Smithe, William Maistertoun, David Walker, John Wright.
8. Peter Buist and Margaret Cuisine had Andrew (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Burne, Charles Ritchardson, Hary Walwod, Archibald Hodge.
15. Pate Davidson and Janet Thomson had Christian; witnesses, David Strong, Thomas Baverage, William Annan.
15. Peter Law, bailie, and Margaret Walker had William; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randifuirld, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, Patrick Cowper, William Broun, clerk.
22. James Hamilton and Jean Sanders had Margaret; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Robert Aikine, Gilbert Sanders.
27. Henry Meldrum and Agnes Hardeis “in the kirk of Cleische” had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Cokburne of Traittoun, Andrew Henreson and Andrew Meldrum.
27. Thomas Briggs and Nanse Wricht had William (in fornication); witnesses, William Cunningham, William Anderson in Pitconnochie, William Lawson in Hiltoun of Pitfrrane.

M. 1. John Barklay to Nanse Chalmers.
15. James Hutone to Janet Peirsone.

FEBRUARY.

B. 3. James Cunnon, younger, and Jean Philpe had Catherine; witnesses, James Cunnon, elder, Gavin Stanehous, Thomas Cunnon, William Philpe.
5. Alexander Beane and Helen Hutone had Christian; witnesses, William Lambe, John Gotterstoun, George Davidson.
12. John Kellok and Janet Mathesone had Marjory; witnesses, Patrick Kellok, James Mathesone, Thomas Kellok.
12. George Pennman and Marion Dreddoun had Janet; witnesses, William Walwod, Duncan Taillyeour, John Pennman.
12. Andrew Barrehill and Elspet Broun had Margaret; witnesses, William Walwod, William Peirsone, John Walwod.
12. Archibald Boyd and Janet Watson had John; witnesses, John Sanders, John Simson, John Walker.
17. Robert Pittulloche and Marjory Miller had Alexander; witnesses, Francis Cokburne, Thomas Blakwod, Robert Davidson.
23. James Wallace and Janet Henresone had Marion; witnesses, Gavin Stanehous, James Hutone, Alexander Drysdell.
24. George Donald and Margaret Stevenson had Isobel; witnesses, Andrew Wilson, Andrew Walker, David Mitchell, Thomas Wilson.
24. Thomas Tod and Elspet Lyall had William; witnesses, William Lyall, David Tod, William Maistertoun.
24. James Carslaw and Bessie Cowstoun had Nanse; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, George Bothuell of the Haughis, James Cowstoun.
27. Robert Quhyt and Catherine Hunnon had James; witnesses, Laurie Neilson, James Patone, Thomas Hunnon.
27. James Anderson and Janet Donald had Grizel; witnesses, John Walker, James Kennedie, Thomas Elder.
28. Patrick Stevenson and Christian Mudie had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Stevenson, Thomas Reid, Patrick Cowper.

M. 5. Robert Hutone to Janet Trumble.
12. James Allett to Isobel Reid.
19. John Broun to Janet Hall.
26. George Lindsay of Kavill to Jean Mowtrey.

MARCH.

4. John Broun in the Northferrie and Barbara Thomison had John; witnesses, John Broun, father of the said John, John Chatto, John Broun, spouse to Beatrix Thomson, baptised in Inverkeithing kirk “beacaus of the evill wether.”
9. Robert Greive and Margaret Douglas had William; witnesses, William Hutone, George Dewar, James Mill.
13. Mr. James Sibaull, schoolmaster, and Isobel Bowstoun had Geils; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randiufurd, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, Peter Law, bailie of the burgh.
16. Alexander Penman, collier, and Catherine Horne had Robert; witnesses, Duncan Talyeour, George Pennan, James Stewart, William Wannan.
16. Peter Sempill and Janet Cunningham had Marjory; witnesses, Andrew Potter, John Potter, James Cusine, Patrick Legat.
18. Henry Simsone (deceased) and Bessie Thomson had Helen; witnesses, John Anderson, John Simsone, John Broun.
30. Robert Anghous and Christian Drysdel had Catherine; witnesses, Nicol Inglis, Robert Anghous, Robert Russell.
30. William Westwod and Janet Quhyt had Margaret (in fornication); witnesses, William Mudie, James Westwod, James Mitchell.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

5. William Galrige and Helen Broun had William; witnesses, Andrew Trumble of Grange, William Broun in Mylinehils, William Inglis in Grange.
6, James Mathesone and Christian Anderson had Elspet; witnesses, William Philpe, Robert Davidson, Thomas Bleckie.
10, John Brouc and Effie Semsone had Christian; witnesses, Peter Law, James Hutone, Patrick Cowper, William Broun, James Ronald.
12, John Gotterstone and Isabel Mackie had Margaret; witnesses, George Davidson, William Mackie, William Lambe.
13, Thomas Kingorne and Janet Burne had Effie [in fornication]; witnesses, Mr. Bernard Gib, Laurence Merser, Francis Cockburne. Presented by William Anderson, son of John Anderson, litster, because of the father's absence.
15, Mr. James Phune, portioner of Lymkils, and Agnes Aittoun had Jean; witnesses, Harry Phune, Adam Mastertoun of Grange, Robert Kellok in Mastertoun, William Mentetthe of Randifuir.
20, John Peirsone in Pitdinnie and Marion Hutone had James; witnesses, James Peirsone, brother of said John, James Hutone, grieve in Pitfirrane, William Cunningham in Knokes.
20, John Hugone and Cicle Glen had John; witnesses, John Westwod, John Small, John Rowane.
20, Thomas Blakwod and Isobel Inglis had a son . . . ; witnesses, George Meldrum, David Inglis, David Scotland.
20, Robert Dick and Jean Sands had Jean; witnesses, William Mentetthe of Randifuir, Harry Stewart of Baithe, Thomas Mitchell, John Anderson, younger.
20, Henry Malcome and Catherine Inglis had Isobel; witnesses, Francis Cockburne, Thomas Walwod, James Feg.
27, John Bruse and Nanse Balfour had Mary; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, Robert Trumble in Turnygask, William Bruse.
27, John Jamesone and Marion Dick had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Lindsay, David Peirson, John Lindsay.

M. 15, James Wallace to Janet Henresone.
22, William Anderson to Nanse Chalmers.

MAY.

B. 4, Alexander Spittell and Isobel Hiltoun had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Kellok, Robert Wyld, John Broun.
4, John Lawson and Catherine Drysdell had Helen; witnesses, Patrick Lawson, Gilbert Primrois, John Bruse.
4, Peter Ferlie and Elspet Breadfoote had William; witnesses, William Inche, George Meldrum, Michael Meldrum.
4, James Dick and Effie Towart had Robert; witnesses, Robert Levingstone of Baldrige, Robert Lindsay of Kavill, Laurence Anderson.
4, William Lambe and Janet Cunningham had James; witnesses, Gilbert Primrois, David Stevenson, James Mudie.
11, Andrew Hall and Margaret Hardie had Alison; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, David Douglas, Andrew Burne, Thomas Young.
11, John Huntar and Janet Wilson had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Christie, Andrew Walker, David Greins.
18, John Mill and Marion Mill had a daughter . . . (in fornication); baptised in Saline kirk.
20, James Nevinn and Agnes Wilson had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Burne in Gellat, Walter Cant, Thomas Bull.
20, Andrew Mentetthe and Catherine Gardner had Nanse; witnesses, Thomas Nasmithe, James Miller, James Maknabie.
20, Fergus Kennedie and Janet Durie had Jean; witnesses, Sir Robert Halkeheid of Pittirran, James Gib of the Knok, George Durie of Craighuscour.
20, John Scot and Catherine Mackie had John; witnesses, John Kellok, John Gotterstoun, John Makmirrie.
21, David Hodge and Marjory Bull had James; witnesses, James Gib, Peter Law, John Walker, dean of guild, Robert Scotland.
27, David Cunnone and Elspet Dewar had Robert; witnesses, Robert Kellock, James Stanehouse, Robert Mudie.
27, James Buist and Janet Danzell had Janet; witnesses, Charles Ritchieison, Thomas Bennat, Peter Buist.
30, James Cuisine and Barbara Dewar had Margarett; witnesses, Adam Walvod, Robert Wels, Gavin Stanehouse.

M. [None.]

JUNE

15, William Mudie and Nanse Mackie had Allan; witnesses, John Kellock, Allan Mudie, Robert Stevenson.
15, Thomas Johnstone and Nanse Aittoun had Isobel; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, John Walker, dean of guild, John Anderson, lister.
15, James Phillane and Helen Hutone had Janet (in fornication); witnesses, John Bull, Thomas Schortus, Thomas Davidson.
18, Francis Cockburne and Alison Cockburne had Bessie; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Thomas Johnstone, James Hamiltoun.
22, John Ritchie and Grizel Stevenson had a daughter . . .; witnesses, William Stanehouse, John Davidson, William Walvod.
24, Peter Buist and Isobel Walvod had William; witnesses, Patrick Trumble, Charles Richardson, Alexander Honyman.
29, William Sanders and Christian Hutone had Helen; witnesses, Robert Scotland, Patrick Anderson, James Sanders.
29, David Scharpe and Janet Moreisone had John; witnesses, Mr. John Walker, John Law, John Scharpe.
30, William Kellock and Janet Dewar had Thomas (in fornication); witnesses, Thomas Stanehouse, Thomas Cunnone, Robert Kellock younger.
30, Robert Henresone and Janet Car had Helen; witnesses, Harry Walvod, Archibald Hodge, Henry Peirson.

M. 17, Henry Broun to Beatie Sandis.
17, Thomas Hall to Bessie Portour.
24, Gilbert Johnestoune to Christian Wels.
29, David Murray to Isobel Phune.

JULY

B. 2, Mark Suentoun in the Northferrie and Marjory Stevenson had a daughter . . .; witnesses, . . .
6, John Baverage at Keltieheuche and Helen Kellock had Elspet (baptised at Cleish Kirk); witnesses, Robert Mastertoun, John Betsone, William Makie in Cocklaw.
6, David Strang and Bessie Ritchie had Helen; witnesses, Patrick Trumble, Thomas Elder, John Simson.
13, Alexander Drysdell, merchant, and Bessie Walvod had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Murray, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, John Simson, cordiner.
20, Henry Trumble and Catherine Cuisine had Henry; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, John Trumble, Robert Hutone.
22, David Christie in Babougie and Janet Peacock had John; witnesses, Robert Wilson, James Anderson. (Baptised here because of Inverkeithing minister's absence.)
27, John Sanders and Helen Watson had Janet; witnesses, William Watson, John Simson, Laurence Merse.
27, Henry Peirson and Helen Williamson had William; witnesses, William Wilson, Robert Stirk, William Keir, William Trumble.

M. 8, David Scot to Christian Thomson.
AUGUST.

B. 3, John Gibone and Janet Horne had Margaret (baptised in Carnok kirk); witnesses, John Lawson, James Gib, Alexander Gib, David Horne.
4, Robert Alisone and Catherine Row had Jean; witnesses, William Menteethe of Randifurd, Mr. James Sibald, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw.
10, Edward Douglas and Beatie Douglas had Henry; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Andrew Currie, Henry Douglas.
10, Andrew Murray in Lynkils and Margaret Cunningham had James; witnesses, Mr. James Phinn, Harry Stewart of Gransie, Gilbert Primrois.
10, Andrew Colzer and Isobel Anderson had William; witnesses, Robert Anderson, John Daglesiche, William Paterson.
10, John Clerk, merchant, and Annas Portour had William; witnesses, Robert Wels, David Stevenson, Charles Ritchardson.
10, Andrew Mekiljohne and Janet Anderson (?) had Grizel; witnesses, William Anderson, Thomas Davidson, Stephen Tyllidaff.
26, Wattie Richardson and Grizel Hodge had John; witnesses, Robert Walwood, William Walwood, William Betoun.
26, John Bruse and Marjory Law had Barbara; witnesses, David Stewart, Peter Law, William Trumble.
28, John Levingston and Janet Smetoun had Janet; witnesses, Laurence Merser, John Tod, John Smetoun.

M. 26, Laurence Hutone to Janet Robertson.
26, James Peirsone to Nanne Stevinsone.
26, William Ritchie to Bessie Miller.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 2, David Anderson and Margaret Bairdner had James; witnesses, William Cunningham, John Anderson, James Anderson.
2, Robert Stevin and Helen Hyslope had a daughter ...; witnesses, William Bruce, Mr. James Phinne, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall.
4, David Smetoun and Elspeth Russell had Christian; witnesses, Robert Trumble, Robert Huggone, John Cuisine.
9, James Mitchell and Christian Thomson had Margaret; witnesses, William Trumble, Andrew Potter, Alexander Lambe.
11, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck and Elspeth Forrester had Helen; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, Mr. Archibald Moncreiff, minister at Dollar, Mr. James Sibauld, schoolmaster of Dunfermline.
21, James Feg and Elspeth Smetoun had Margaret; witnesses, Francis Cokburne, John Broun, Andrew Broun.
25, Harry Currou and Christian Cuik had David; witnesses, David Moreis, John Stevinson, Henry Hakirstoun, all in Baithe.
28, John Hutoun in Pidinnie and Margaret Patoun had John; witnesses, John Peirson, John Lindsay, William Lawsoun.

M. 16, Robert Douglas to Margaret Harrower.
16, David Ready to Helen Galrig.

OCTOBER.

B. 5, John Ritchie and Christian Lindsay had John; witnesses, James Ritchie, William Hutson, John Hutson.
5, John Johnestoun and Margaret Eiling (?) had Elspet; witnesses, William Bruse, Thomas Stevenson, David Mitchell.
5, George Dewar in Lathamond and Margaret Maistertoun had Jean; witnesses, Robert Maistertoun of Baithe, William Maistertoun, Robert Anghous.
5. William Falkland and Isabel Logane had Geils; witnesses, William Anderson, John Anderson, Robert Anderson.


12. James Garvie and Janet Lochtie had James; witnesses, James Kellok, James Mitchell, James Dewar, Mr. James Phinn of Lynkills.

14. William Philp in the Netherton and Elspet Lindsay had a daughter, . . . .; witnesses, Mr. Laurence Thonesome, John Murray, William Mudie, malmman.


23. John Hodge and Effie Broun had Catherine; witnesses, David Moreis, John Stevinson, John Inglis.

26. James Clerk and Janet Beany had Margaret; witnesses, William Lawson, William Anderson, Andrew Lessells, James Trottar.

26. John Raff and Janet Greive had Isobel; witnesses, Robert Trumble, John Greive, Robert Greive, all in Tunigask.

26. James Hutone and Janet Peirsone had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Hutone, David Cunnin, Thomas Stanehous.


30. Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, and Isobel Lindsay had Margaret; witnesses, John Henresone of Fordall, Mr. Frederick Gib, Mr. James Sibauld.


NOVEMBER.

B. 1. Walter Henresone of Granton and Jean Robertson had Walter (in fornication); witnesses, Peter Law, John Henresone, writer in Edinburgh, David Stewart.

1. George Lindsay in Kavill and Jean Mowtrey had George; witnesses, William Philp, William Broun, clerk.

2. John Atkine and Christian Dagleische had Helen; witnesses, Laurie Stevenson, James Maxwell, James Dagleische.


2. David Broun and Isobel Mayne had John; witnesses, John Mayne, James Mayn, William Walker, James Ritchie.


4. William Mackie and Margaret Betson had Margaret; witnesses, John Oroek, David Blak, John Kellok.

9. Andrew Kellok and Margaret Stocks had Grizel; witnesses, Henry Mill, John Kellok, Henry Baverage.

18. John Broun in the Ferrie and Beatrice Thomson had Margaret (baptised in Inverkeithing kirk); witnesses, . . . .

18. Robert Levingstone of Baldrige and Jean Bruse had Patrick; witnesses, Frederick Gib, William Mentethe of Randiefuird, James Gib.

23. Thomas Henresone, cook, and Helen Cuming had William; witnesses, David Peirsone, elder, George Gib in Torrieburne, William Mitchell, saltier.

23. William Mudie, mason, and Margaret Edisone had Janet; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, William Mudie, David Laurie. (Born 22nd about 4 a.m.)
23, Robert Scot and Janet Davidson had William; witnesses, James Kennedie, James Hutone, merchant, John Dow, grieve of Baldrig.
30, James Lindsay and Nanse Mentethad had Isobel; witnesses, William Litjohns, Thomas Davidson, William Assoun.

M. 4, David Din to Bessie Fergie.
5, Robert Fultoun to Margaret Austiane.
6, James Rutherfurd to Rosina Walwod.
11, George Ivat to Annas Barklay.
11, Andrew Ritchie to Marjory Adisone.
25, John Penman to Helen Samuell.

DECEMBER.

B. 7, John Berill and Margaret Colzeire had James; witnesses, James Gib of Lethome, Mr. James Phinne, porterion of Lynkills, James Walker.
14, James Stewart and Margaret Greive had Effie; witnesses, John Kellok, Patrick Murray, John Rowane.
16, James Stanehouse and Margaret Trumble had Robert; witnesses, Robert Mudie, Robert Kellok, younger, Robert Stanehouse in Dowloche, Robert Trumble in Tunygask.
16, William Spens and Christian Vallange had Nanse; witnesses, Thomas Baverage, William Smart, William Watsone.
16, James Miller and Nanse Miller had David; witnesses, David Burne, Robert Hugone, John Sanders.
21, Archibald Glenny and NanseEssone had Margaret; witnesses, William Essone, John Lindsay, William Cunningham, James Peirson.
21, Robert Hutone and Janet Trumble had Catherine; witnesses, William Keir, Henry Trumble, Thomas Schortus.
26, John Burne and Margaret Hutone had Elspet; witnesses, Robert Alison, Robert Davidson, William Mudie.
28, John Greive and Margaret Thomson had Margaret; witnesses, John Raff, William Hutone, Robert Greive.

M. 2, James Andersone to Isobel Inglis.
9, Matthew Neivene to Margaret Edie.
23, Andrew Thomson to Janet Flokard.
23, John Quyht to Nanse Stirk.
30, John Potter to Elspet Walker.

JANUARY [1629].

B. 4, William Cambell and Margaret Broun had William; witnesses, William Mudie, William Smart, Robert Davidson.
4, Malcolm Makqueine and Janet Jonkeine had Janet; witnesses, Robert Davidson, Robert Miller, Robert Logane.
4, John Moreis and Isobel Gotterstone had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Moreis, James Henresone, Robert Yowane.
11, Archibald Nicole and Christian Wilsone had William; witnesses, Patrick Andersone, William Anderson, John Lindsay, William Anderson in the Hiltoun.
11, William Inche and Margaret James had Margaret; witnesses, Michael Meldrum, John James, George Meldrum.
11, John Anderson, younger, and Helen Kingorne had Grizel; witnesses, William Menteth of Randifuir, James Gib, Mr. Patrick Fleck.
18, David Reid and Margaret Lawson had John; witnesses, John Stobie, John Walker, John Scotland. (Baptised in Carnok kirk.)
18, John Broun and Janet Hall had Christian; witnesses, William Broun, David Broun, Henry Broun, William Smart.
18, John Fin and Margaret Din had John; witnesses, James Hutone, John Milier, David Din.
20, David Robertson of Craigduckie and Grizel Hutone had David; witnesses, David Scotland, George Dewar, James Mill.
25. John Richard and Christian Blakwood had a son . . . ; witnesses, . .
25. John Coventrie, miller, and Janet Walvood had Henry; witnesses, John Simson, Andrew Currie, Robert Kellok, younger.
25. Robert Lindsay of Kavell and Lilias Drummond had Helen; witnesses, Robert Mowtrey of Rescobie, Andrew Walker, James Reid, bailie of Dunfermline.

20. Robert Tailyeour to Margaret Young.
27. James Kellock to Bessie Gibsone.

FEBRUARY.

1. Jerome Broun and Catherine May had Margaret; witnesses, Adam Brand, Adam Car, James Broun.
1. Peter Law and Margaret Walker had David; witnesses, David Stewart, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, Patrick Cowper.
3. William Hutone and Catherine Mill had Helen; witnesses, George Dewar, Robert Russell, James Mill, Robert James Mill.
8. Adam Car and Janet Crawfuird had Sophia; witnesses, James Durie, James Broun, James Car.
8. David Spens and Helen Mitchell had Margaret; witnesses, William Trumble, George Cunningham, John Small.
8. Andrew Burne and Elspet Ritchie had William; witnesses, James, Currie, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, Andrew Trumble in Grange, William Burne.
8. William Anderson and Catherine Cunningham had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Cunningham, Edward Douglas, Adam Wilstone.
15. John Hill, collier in Keltieheughe, and Margaret Steidman had Andrew; witnesses, Henry Bavage, John Bavage, John Adameson. (Baptised in Cleish kirk.)
15. John Smetone and Barbara Clerk had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, George Trumble, his son, John Broun in Inverkeithing.
15. Andrew Johnstone and Catherine Stewart had Margaret; witnesses, David Weymis, John Mill, James Mill, Robert Russell.
15. John Oiswald and Christian Hamilton had James; witnesses, James Gib, James Cowstoun, James Osswald, David Inglis.
15. Thome Reid and Magie Phillane had Bernard (in fornication); witnesses, . . .
22. James Moutrey and Margaret Broun had a daughter (in fornication).
22. James Mitchell in Mastertoun and Isobel Cunningham had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Thomas Stanehoues, William Cunningham in Little Fordell, David Mitchell in Pitlivar.
22. Andrew Elder and Janet Phin had Jean; witnesses, William Anderson in Lynkils, David Murra, Andrew Young, Robert Bruse.
22. James Anderson in Knokes and Janet Clerk had William; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knokes, William Anderson and William Cunningham.
24, William Murra and Christian Mudie had Janet; witnesses, Robert Cunningham, George Trumble, Andrew Young.

M. 5, William Kellok to Bessie Trumble.
12, David Sands in Gelat to Bessie Christie (married in Carnok).
15, Mr. Bernard Gib to Eupham Abircrumbie.
17, John Blakwod to Christian Sim.
17, James Broun to Nanse Gray.

MARCH.

B. 1, Alexander Grege and Catherine Philpe had David; witnesses, David Weymis, John Thomesone, William Hugane.
1, John Bennat, weaver, and Marion Cunnone had Christian; witnesses, Mr. James Dewar, John Miller, George Hendeine.
1, John Merschell and Margaret Fwird had Margaret; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knokes, Andrew Walker in Logie, David Mitchell in Pitlvar.
1, John Smart and Margaret Beveridge had Margaret; witnesses, William Smart, John Smart, Thomas Beveridge.
1, Adam Stobie of Wester Luscour and Helene Gibone had Sophia; witnesses, James Durie, James Wardlaw, Thomas Hutone, John Wilson.
1, Andrew Drummond and Bessie Young had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Andrew Murra, Patrick Allane.
3, Alexander Lambe and Janet Dagleishie had William; witnesses, William Lambe, James Mitchell, William Cunningham, John Dagleisie.
3, Robert Hutone and Janet Speir had John (in fornication); witnesses, John Huntar, John Schortus, Thomas Branchie.
8, John Livingstone and Christian Young had Bessie; witnesses, John Wright, Andrew Murray, Andrew Young.
8, Robert Peirson and Marjory Peirson had Nanse; witnesses, William Smithe, William Peirson, John Walwod.
8, John Anderson, litister, and Janet Stevenson had James; witnesses, Mr. James Durie, John Walker, dean of guild, James Hamilton.
8, James Kellok and Bessie Gibbon had Thomas (in fornication); witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, George Bothwell, William Cunningham.
15, John Lindsay and Bessie Peirson had Robert; witnesses, John Lindsay, Patrick Lindsay, Richard Templemen, David Peirson, Robert Cunningham.
15, William Rattay and Janet Westwod had Emelie; witnesses, George Donald, Henry Donald, Richard Blaklay.
22, David Peirson and Helen Henresone had Henry; witnesses, Alexander Henreson, Robert Stanehous, Thomas Peirson.
22, James Murgane and Elspet Bowman had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Walker, Andrew Walker his son, and William Walker.
22, Thomas Hall and Bessie Portour had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, William Potter, Andrew Cunningham.
22, Andrew Drysdell and Janet Bonalay had William; witnesses, William Cunningham, Thomas Ritchie, William Anderson.
29, James Hutone and Marion Dempstertous had Marjory; witnesses, William Broun, David Maxwell, John Bruse.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 6, John Dagleische and Elspet Hutone in Lethomis had Bessie (in fornication), baptised in Saline kirk; witnesses, John Dick in Hilsyd, James Broun in Halburnis, Robert Dagleische, brother of said John.
6, James Hamilton and Jean Sanders had Gilbert; witnesses, Gilbert Sanders, Robert Merser of Kirkland of Saline, Mr. Patrick Fleck.
7. Patrick Cowper, bailie, and Janet Murray had Helen; witnesses, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, Harry Walwod, John Anderson, younger.

12. John Wels and Catherine Drummond had Effie; witnesses, Mr. Bernard Gib, David Stevenson, Thomas Baverge.

15. Mr. James Sibauld, minister of Torrie, and Isobel Bowstoun had George; witnesses, Steven Tyllidaff, Robert Alisone, Mr. John Duncane, minister of Saline.

16. William Aikine and Janet Clerk had John (in fornication); witnesses, John Broun, George Moreis, Andrew Smith.

17. Archibald Honyman and Margaret Wels had a daughter . . . . ; witnesses, John Walker, Gilbert Johnstone, James Cuisine.


20. James Kennedy and Janet Hutone had Colin; witnesses, Charles Ritchesdson, Gavin Stanehous, David Walker, cooper.

26. Thomas Stanehous and Barbara Dewar had Robert; witnesses, Robert Kellok, younger, Gavin Stanehous, Mr. James Dewar.

M. 7. Andrew Fergusson to Barbara Moreisone.

7. John Whyt to Janet Reid.

12. David Galrigie to Margaret Yowane.


30. Henry Baverge to Catherine Stewart.

MAY.

3. David Scotland and Janet Aikine had David; witnesses, David Robert- son of Craigduckie, Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmule, James Mill in Lochend.

3. Henry Broun and Beatie Sands had Elizabeth; witnesses, David Broun, David Sands, William Galrigie.

3. John Colzeir and Marjory Corsane had James; witnesses, James Peirseone, James Westwod, John Baird.

6. Wallie Walwod, cordiner, and Magie Lindsay had John; witnesses, John Simsone, cordiner, Robert Lindsay of Kavill, David Lawrie, Robert Dick, John Thonesone, George Davidson.

10. John Makmoniche and Janet Porteous had Catherine; witnesses, Robert Alisone, John Johnestoun, William Cunninghame.

10. James Beany and Margaret Honyman had James; witnesses, James Gib, John Bennat, William Walker.

11. Robert Makeraiche and Isobel Donaldson had Jean; witnesses, Thomas Christie, John Smart, Robert Lochtie.

12. William Smart and Bessie Stevenson had William; witnesses, William Broun, Robert Wels, Robert Stevenson.

17. Thomas Tod and Elspet Lyall had Helen; witnesses, John Lyall, David Tod, Clement Bankis.

17. Patrick Stevenson and Christian Mudie had Marjory; witnesses, James Hutoun, merchant, David Burne, Robert Wilsone.


17. Laurie Anderson and Margaret Lughtone had William; witnesses, William Anderson, litster, William Walwod of Touche, Thomas Hunnon.


24. Thome Sands and Margaret Fentoun had William; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmule, James Stanehous, John Gentleman.

24. James Mill and Grizel Robertson had William; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw, William Robertson, William Hutone.
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24, John Dougall and Bessie Craik had John; witnesses, John Whyt, John Anderson, James Hutone.
24, John Schortus and Janet Bankis had Bessie; witnesses, Alexander Broun, Clement Bankis, John Schortus.
24, David Murray and Isobel Phinne had John; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, George Trumble in Bromehall, John Watt.
24, Robert Anghous and Christian Snietoun had William; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw of Bamule, William Robertson, George Dewar, David Scotland.

M. 5. Andrew West to Janet Trumble.
19, Pate Harrower to Janet Man.
26, James Legat to Margaret Stirk.
26, Robert Lendoirs to Isobel Broun.
26, Andrew Broun to Bessie Wilson.
26, John Maklarane to Janet Murie.
26, John Anderson to Margaret Horne.
28, James Donaldsone to Margaret Cunningham.

JUNE.

B. 2, George Trumble in Tynnygask and Isobel Gib had a son . . . . ; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, portioner of Grange, Adam Stobie, portioner of Wester Luscour, George Trumble in Bromehall.
5, John Potter and Janet Inglis had twins, John and Margaret; witnesses, George Donald, John Anderson, litster, William Cunningham, weaver. William Trumble, hirmer.
7, Laurence Hutone and Janet Robertson had Nanse; witnesses, James Hutone, merchant, William Robertson of Easter Craigduckie, Alexander Drysdell, merchant.
11, John Makdougall and Bessie Thomson had Margaret; witnesses, William Mudie, James Hall, Henry Phinne.
14, John Keir and Marjory Douglas had Margaret; witnesses, Henry Hakerstoun, John Stevinson, David Moreis, all dwelling in "the Baithes."
14, Robert Greive and Margaret Douglas had Catherine; witnesses, George Dewar, John Aikine, John Greive.
14, Robert Peacock and Bessie Wricht had Margaret; witnesses, David Mitchell, George Donald, John Merschell.
14, John Spens, collier in Touch, and Jean Brand had Marion; witnesses, George Penman, Alexander Hird, William Walwod, younger.
14, John Small and Margaret Hugone had George; witnesses, George Penman, John Hugone, Robert Henresone, skinner, John Clerk.
16, George Burgane in the North Queinisferrie and Janet Swentoun had a daughter . . . . (Baptised in Inverkeithing kirk.)
18, John Bull and Janet Phillane had Marjory; witnesses, Harry Bull, David Hoge, James Car.
21, William Mudie, weaver, and Nanse Mackie had James; witnesses, Gavin Stanebous, James Anderson, Robert Stevenson.
28, Alexander Davidson and Janet Douglas had John; witnesses, Mr. John Wardlaw, John Gentleman, William Kellok.
28, David Blak and Marjory Blakwod had Helen; witnesses, William Blak, Robert Dowie, Andrew Henresone.
28, James Scharpe and Nanse Richardson, both servants to the Laird of Rungay, had Nanse (in fornication); witnesses, Thomas Reid, Laurie Merser, Gilbert Johnstone.
30, Thomas Blakwod and Margaret Bossuell had James; witnesses, James Gib of Knok and Mr. Bernard, his brother, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, George Bothwell of the Haughes.

M. 4, Sandie Wilsone to Catherine Ritchie.
4, David Welwod to Isobel Blair.
11, Robert Thomesone to Margaret Cusine.
14, Robert Anderson to Bessie Johnestoun.

JULY.

B. 5, Gilbert Johnstone and Christian Wels had Catherine; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, William Broun, Robert Wels.
5, Andrew Barhame and Margaret Stewart had Janet; witnesses, Robert Livingstone, James Gib, Mr. Bernard Gib.
7, Andrew Galrige and Isobel Johnstone had Robert; witnesses, James Trumble, William Inglis, Robert Johnstone.
9, Robert Mowtrey and Lady Annas Erskine had a daughter . . .
12, Thomas Dougls and Elspet Chalmers had Robert; witnesses, Robert Kellok, David Douglas, David Sands.
12, Peter Sempill and Janet Cunningham had William; witnesses, Steven Tylriduif, John Anderson, notary, James Moyas.
23, Andrew Lindsay and Marjory Walker had Isobel; witnesses, John Brown, James Huntar, George Meldrum.
26, Richard Blaklay and Emelie Par had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Wilson, Thomas Wilson, his son, and William Bruce.
26, James Henresone and Mays Aikine had David; witnesses, David Mastertoun, glazier, Gilbert Blair, Andrew Potter.
26, John Walker, dean of guild, and Margaret Trumble had Catherine; witnesses, William Broun, clerk, William Walker and David Walker, merchants.
28, James Peirsone and Nanse Stevenson had David (baptised in Torrie kirk); witnesses, David Peirsone, John Peirsone, his son, William Cunningham in Knokes.

M. 7, William Williamsone to Marjory Broun.
26, James Palmer to Catherine Anderson.

AUGUST.

B. 2, James Essone, cordiner, and Catherine Watson had John; witnesses, John Simsone, James Simsone, John Smart.
13, Archibald Hodge and Margaret Walker had Geils; witnesses, James Gib, Mr. Bernard Gib, Mr. Patrick Fleck.
16, Mr. Bernard Gib and Effie Abercrombie had Isobel; witnesses, James Gib, Sir Robert Halket of Pitfirran, George Bothwell of the Haughes.
17, Thomas Walvod and Christian Simruell had Peter; witnesses, Peter Buist, James Mitchell, William Walvod, baker.
18, John Watson, cordiner, and Marjory Smetoun had Robert; witnesses, Robert Cunningham in Sillitoun, Lawrie Watson, John Simsone.
18, Francis Cokburne and Alisone Cockburne had William; witnesses, William Bruce, George Davidson, John Broun, officer.
23, George Ivatt and Nanse Barklay had William; witnesses, John Davidson, John Rowane, William Smith in Fod.
23, William Young and Nanse Plane (under promise of marriage) had Margaret; witnesses, William Anderson, Andrew Murray, John Anderson.
23, Andrew Miller and Nanse Gourley had John; witnesses, John Lindsay, Robert Lindsay of Kavill.
23, Stevin Tyllduif and Margaret Row had Grizel; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randifurd, James Gib of Lethomis, Mr. Bernard Gib, his brother.
30, Andrew Trumble in Grange and Helen Currie had John; witnesses, John Henresone of Fordell, William Mentethe of Randifurd, William Kellok.
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30, Lawrence Lughtoun and Janet Bennat had Margaret; witnesses, Harry Cant, Alexander Edisone, George Davidson.

M. 18, Andrew Drysdell to Margaret Wilson.
25, John Mudie to Janet Rowane.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 6, Lawrie Anderson in Kistock and Jean Hutone had Janet; witnesses, William Nicole, Patrick Dumbar, Andrew Leslie.
6, William Anderson and Janet Cunningham had Margaret; witnesses, William Lawson, Patrick Anderson, David Peirson.
6, Andrew Wilson and Janet Douglas had Robert; witnesses, Robert Kellok, younger, David Bull in Mastertoun, Thomas Cunnyn. "This barine wes ane of twynnis, and the other died without baptismne."
6, John Gray and Alison Martene had John; witnesses, John Alison, William Robertson, Henry Peirson.
6, William Forrester and Janet Grysie had Robert; witnesses, George Moreis, collier, William Cowstoun, Robert Murgaine.
13, Thomas Baverage and Christian Smart had Bessie; witnesses, William Smart, Thomas Eldier, John Wels.
20, William Sanders and Christian Hutone had Catherine; witnesses, William Hutone in Dunduff, John Cuisme, Robert Scotland.
20, Robert Quhyt and Catherine Hunnon had Robert; witnesses, Robert Davidson, John Anderson, litster in the Kirkgate, Peter Law, James Hamilton.
20, Alexander Drysdell, merchant, and Bessie Walwod had Thomas; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, John Walker, dean of guild, John Clerk, merchant, William Walker, merchant.

M. 1, William Cois to Margaret Bowman.
20, Adam Stevinson to Margaret Bull.
29, Thomas Keir to Helen Yowane.

OCTOBER.

B. 4, Andrew Hutone, slater, and Elspet Kilgour had Elspet; witnesses, Gavin Stanehous, John Workman, Robert Yowane.
4, James Mitchell and Christian Thomson had James; witnesses, James Reid, Patrick Cowper, Andrew Murray.
18, George Trumble and Margaret Thomson had Helen; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, Adam Trumble, William Galrige, John Currie.
18, John Inglis and Nanse Hutone had John; witnesses, John Aikine, Robert Russell, Andrew Rowane in Gask.
18, James Anderson and Janet Miller had Robert; witnesses, John Stobie, Thomas Stevenson, James Broun. (Baptised in Carnok kirk.)
18, David Douglas and Alison Mitchell had Jean; witnesses, Andrew Burne, William Burne, David Mitchell.
18, John Clerk and Catherine Baid had Catherine; witnesses, John Wilson, James Lughtoun, James Miller.
20, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie and Catherine Alisone had John; witnesses, Mr. John Wardlaw, son of Sir Henry Wardlaw of Pitravie, William Hutone of Bellilisk, George Bothwell of the Haughis.
25, Andrew Meldrum and Bessie Alexander had Margaret; witnesses, William Hutone in Dunduff, John Greive, Robert Russell, Thomas Meldrum.
25, Robert Tailleour and Margaret Young had Elspet; witnesses, Harry Young, John Levingstoun, John Anderson, Robert Peirson.

M. 20, John Huntar to Bessie Wels.
20, William Nicole to Margaret Bardner.
22, John Wilson to Barbara Kellok.
NOVEMBER.

B. 1, John Penman and Helen Savenell had John; witnesses, John Allane, collier, Abraham Peacok, George Penman.
1, John Alisone, mason, and Marjory Elder had Elspet; witnesses, David Smetround, Robert Russell, William Cunningham, weaver.
1, George Straquhen, a stranger, and his wife, Helen Nicol (married in Dunfermline kirk) had George; witnesses, James Hutone, bailie, William Walker, William Masketoun.
6, Wattie Horne and Christian Young had Catherine (in fornication); witnesses, George Davidson, Robert Anderson, William Paterson.
(Purpose of marriage intimated.)
15, William Potter and Catherine Mowse had William; witnesses, Alexander Young, David Keir, Edward Stirk.
15, James Patoun and Isobel Watson had Marjory; witnesses, William Walker, Alexander Drysdell, Adam Brand, Robert Murgane.
17, James Maxwell and Marion Allane had Christian (in fornication); witnesses, John Aikine, younger, William Dagleishe, Oliver Culane, John Inglis.
20, John Potter and Elspet Walker had Richard; witnesses, Richard Potter, John Trumble, Andrew Potter.
22, Alexander Wilson and Margaret Donaldson had Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Donald, John Lawson, John Wilson in Gallrichhill.
22, John Hadstone and Bessie Beany had William; witnesses, Thomas Johnstone, William Anderson, William Nicole.
22, George Moreis, collier, and Bessie Beany had William; witnesses, John Hog, Robert Murgane, Thomas Dreddone.
26, William Kellock and Bessie Trumble had Robert; witnesses, Robert Kellock, Andrew Trumble in Grange, James Kellock.
29, William Anderson in Lymkiles and Gills Peirsone had Nanse; witnesses, Mr. James Phune, Andrew Currie, William Anderson, and William Anderson in Pitconnochie.
29, William Philipe and Elspet Lindsay had a daughter . . . ; witnesses, William Mudie, Robert Davidson, William Wilson, Patrick Stevenson.

M. 19, Andrew Patoun to Isobel Richardson.
20, Thomas Williamson to Margaret Portour.
24, John Scotland to Marjory Inglis.
24, Thomas Cunnun to Janet Douglas.

DECEMBER.

B. 6, Lawrence Watson, cordiner, and Grizel Wilson had Janet; witnesses, Mr. Patrick Fleck, Charles Richardson, John Bennet.
6, John Hugane and Cicile Glen had Margaret; witnesses, William Keir, Robert Hutone, James Westwod, John Small.
18, James Cowstoun and Grizel Moreis had Effie; witnesses, Thomas Stevenson, James Huntar, Robert Davidson.
22, William Kellock and Margaret Kellock had Thomas; witnesses, John Kellock, Henry Mill, Henry Stocks, Thomas Kellock.
22, John Dagleishe and Janet Orolk had John; witnesses, Thomas Blakwod, David Laurie, George Davidson, James Kellock, John Wels.
22, Laurence Anderson and Grizel THousson had Catherine; witnesses, Robert Kellock, William Walker in the Rhos, Andrew Patoun.
22, James Peacok and Janet Burgane had David (in fornication); witnesses, David Greins, William Peacock, David Scott.
22, David Hoge and Marjory Bull had John; witnesses, John Anderson, James Hutone, bailies, and John Walker.
24, Thomas Hunnon and Janet Edward had John; witnesses, John Sanders, John Bruse, Robert Hugoun.
26, James Kellok and Helen Spens had Isobel; witnesses, John Bennat, Charles Richardson, Thomas Reid.
27, William Falkland and Isobel Logane had Margaret; witnesses, Mr. James Phinne of Lymkills, Robert Peirsone, Andrew Young.
27, John Dow and Margaret Merser had Elspet; witnesses, Laurie Merser, Charles Richardson, James Cusine, Robert Wyld.
31, William Gray and Margaret Anderson had Helen; witnesses, William Anderson in Lymkills, and Robert and John, his sons.

M. 1, Thomas Hutone to Isobel Keir.
8, William Dagleishe to Isobel Sim.
15, Andrew Christie to Helen Currie.
15, Henry Moreis to Isobel Duncane.
22, William Young to Nanse Plaine.
22, James Alexander to Nanse Robertson (in Aberdour kirk).

JANUARY [1630].
3, James Clerk and Janet Beany had Margaret; witnesses, William Anderson in Pitconnochie, James Peirsone, William Lawson.
3, William Galrige and Helen Broun had James; witnesses, James Trumble, Henry Broun, George Trumble, John Currie.
3, Thomas Mitchell in Gellat and Margaret Dick had Jean; witnesses, William Menteth of Randifurid, John Henresone of Fordall, Robert Dick.
5, George Cunningham and Margaret Masterton had Nanse; witnesses, William Keir, Robert Hutone, John Gotterstoun.
12, Henry Dick and Bessie Stevenson had John; witnesses, John Stevenson of Bayth, William Mackie in Coklaw, John Dick.
12, John Currie and Margaret Watson had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Walker, Andrew Currie, Andrew Trumble, James Anghous.
17, James Cusine, flesher, and Barbara Dewar had Bessie; witnesses, John Dewar and James Dewar in Pitbauchlie, and John Cusine.
24, John Mackcraiche and Nanse Donaldson had Thomas (in fornication); witnesses, Robert Scotland, Robert Mackcraiche, Thomas Tod, Robert Currie.
31, Hercules Howat and Marjory Setoun had Margaret; witnesses, David Bull, Gilbert Car, Andrew Potter, Robert Patrik.

M. 5, John Wricht to Bessie Law.
12, Robert Currie to Elspet Macksraiche.
26, Patrick Laweson to Margaret Lathangie.

FEBRUARY.
2, James Reid and Marion Broun had Margaret; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, Mr. Bernard Gib, John Anderson, younger.
2, David Lambe and Marjory Wilson had Janet; witnesses, James Mudie, William Keir, Allan Mudie.
9, Thomas Christie of the Hoill and Elspet Durie had Janet; witnesses, Mr. James Durie, David Sands, Andrew Christie.
9, Andrew Ritchie and Marjory Ædisone (who died in childbed) had John; witnesses, John Ædisone, Henry Ædisone, John Watt.
11, David Mitchell in Pitlivar and Margaret Currie had Catherine; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, James Eweine, Andrew Walker in Logie.
12, John Law and Nicolas Anderson had Janet; the child died within two days after baptism.
14, William Currou and Marion Gardner had Andrew (in fornication); witnesses, Henry Hakirstone, William Currou, father of said William, and John Stevenson of Baithe.
14, Alexander Beane and Helen Hutone had Thomas; witnesses, Robert Dick, Thomas Johnestoun, John Simson.
14. John Baid and Bessie Spens had Barbara; witnesses, David Miller Edward Stirk, John Sanders.
14. Henry Smetoun and Margaret Wardlaw had Harry (in fornication); witnesses, Mr. Bernard Gib, Laurie Merser, Mr. Patrick Fleck.
21. Patrick Harrower and Janet Mann had David; witnesses, David Douglas, Robert Douglas, James Mann.
21. Thomas Philip and Catherine Harrower had Jean; witnesses, Harry Stewart of Baithe, John Davidson, William Stanehous in Fod.
21. James Thomson, collier, and Marion Gib had John (baptised in Cleish kirk); witnesses, John Hill, John Betsone, John Baverage.
21. Mr. James Dewar of Nether Lassodie and Elspet Moncreiff had David; witnesses, David Weyms, David Common, David Robertson, Thomas Stanehous.
25. Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, and Isobel Lindsay had Robert; witnesses, Sir Robert Halkat of Pitfirran, William Mentethe of Randifurd, and George [Durie] of Craigluscour.
28. James Murgane in Drumptuthill and Christian Wilson had a son . . . . (in adultery); witnesses . . . .
28. James Lawson and Janet Smith had Catherine (in fornication); witnesses, Alexander Wilson, James Ritchie, Andrew Broun.

11. James Broun to Helen Stobie.

MARCH.
B. 7. Andrew Broun, smith, and Bessie Wilson had Bessie; witnesses, Gilbert Primrois, Mr. James Durie, William Wilson.
7. Henry Orolk and Margaret Scotland had David; witnesses, David Dewar of Lassodie, Mr. James Dewar, his son, and David Moreis of Colden Bayth.
7. John Boyd (deceased) and Catherine Anderson had George; witnesses, John Edie, George Johnestoun, William Beatone. Presented by George Davidson, weaver.
7. David Anderson in the Ferrie and Marjory Burgane had a son . . . . (baptized in Inverkeithing kirk).
12. Abraham Peacock and Margaret Young had Catherine; witnesses, John Wilsone, Allan and William Mudies.
14. Andrew Sorlie and Alison Andersone had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, David Key, Thomas Peirsone.
14. George Mudie, mason, and Helen Stirk had Nanse; witnesses, Robert Stirk, messenger, Thomas Stevenson, maltman, Archibald Hodge, James Legat.
15. William Currou with and Janet Mitchell had twins, John and Janet; witnesses, Henry Hakirstoun, Henry Moreis, James Arnott, John Kerr, Charles Richardson, Harry Currou.
16. Andrew West and Janet Trumble had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Grange, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, Mr. James Phine of Lynamills.
22, James Dagleische and Catherine Wardlaw had Nicol; witnesses, Nicol Wardlaw, Andrew Trumble, George Trumble.
25, Adam Wilson and Margaret Cunningham had twins, Thomas and Robert; witnesses, Andrew Wilson, Thomas Wilson, William Bruse, James Cunningham, Robert Cunningham, William Anderson.
28, Henry Moreis and Isobel Duncane had John; witnesses, David Moreis, John Stevenson of Baithe, John Walker, merchant in Dunfermline.
28, John Hog and Margaret Thomson had James; witnesses, William Cowstoun, Robert Murgane, Geordie Morcas (?), all colliers in Baldrigheugh.
28, Robert Yowne and Christian Inglis had Nanse; witnesses, William Legat, William Maisterstoun, William Mudie, weaver.

M. [None].

APRIL.

B. 1, Laurence Stevenson and Catherine Chatto had Margaret; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Andrew Murray, David Stevenson.
8, John Robertson, weaver, and Janet Lindsay had Archibald; witnesses, Archibald Robertson, Alexander Lambe, David Lambe.
13, Andrew Rowane in Gask and Bessie Cunningham had a daughter . . . .; witnesses, . . . .
13, James Hamilton, piper, and Helen Maknabe had David; witnesses, David Laurie, Andrew Thomson, James Fairnie.
13, William Robertson and Marjory Martene had Marjory; witnesses, James Hutone, merchant, . . . Gaw in Stanehous, John Workman.
13, Alexander Young and Bessie Williamson had Catherine; witnesses, John Anderson, litster, William Smart, Henry Peirson.
13, James Hamilton and Jean Sanders had Catherine; witnesses, Robert Merser of Kirkland in Sauling, Peter Law, Thomas Reid.
13, James Palmer and Catherine Anderson had James; witnesses, Robert Merser of Kirkland in Sauling, Robert Anderson in the Maygait, David Laurie.
18, James Rutherfuird and Rosina Walwod had Janet; witnesses, William Walwod, cordiner, James Moyas, Gilbert Johnestoun.
18, David Gaigrige and Margaret Yowne had Nanse; witnesses, John Gaigrige, William Gaigrige, William Mudie.
18, Mr. Patrick Fleck and Elspet Forrester had Nanse; witnesses, Mr. Bernard Gib, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, Charles Richardson.
19, Andrew Thomson, belman, and Janet Flockard had James; witnesses, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, Mr. Bernard Gib, John Simsons, George Davidson, weaver.
24, David Cunnone, portioner of Mastertoun, and Elspet Dewar had John; witnesses, John Dewar, brother of David Dewar of Lassodie, John Dewar, son of said David, and Thomas Stanebous, “his niebour.”
24, Robert Murgane and Helen Smith had Margaret; witnesses, James Lugtoun, James Patone, John Hog.

M. 4, William Hodge to Janet Cant.

MAY.

B. 2, James Donaldson in Easter Pitcorthie and Margaret Cunningham had Robert; witnesses, Robert Cunningham in the Sillitoun, Mark Donald, baker, Andrew Cunningham, her brother.
2, John Culros and Helen Stevenson had William; witnesses, William Broun, clerk, Adam Stevenson, younger, Andrew Murray.
9, Mr. James Ready, schoolmaster, and Barbara Koyle had Andrew; witnesses, William Menteth of Randlifuird, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, Andrew Wood, Andrew Walker, Andrew Edisone.
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17. Robert Dick and Jean Sands had William; witnesses, William Menteth of Randifurd, Thomas Mitchell, Mr. Bernard Gib.
19. Patrick Cowper and Janet Murray had Isobel; witnesses, .....
25. John Horne and Mary Weyms had James; witnesses, Mr. James Dewar, James Lindsay of Dowhill, James Hamilton, David Weyms, "his brother in law."
27. James Kellok in Mastertoun and Margaret Mudie had twins, Janet and Bessie (baptised in Inverkeithing kirk); witnesses, Alexander Anderson, Robert Kellok, James Mitchell.

M. 2. Wattie Horne to Christian Young.
25. Edward Broun to Janet Broun (in Inverkeithing kirk).

JUNE.

B. 6. James Mitchell and Isobel Cunningham had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell in Gellat, David Mitchell in Pitliver, James Kellok, portioner of Mastertoun.
6. David Keir and Isobel Smithe had Isobel; witnesses, Mr. James Durie, John Walker, merchant, John Bennat, baker.
13. William Kairnis and Marjory Burgane had Annas; witnesses, John Broun, Andrew Diksone, and Harry Cant.
13. Robert Anderson and Bessie Johnstone had Isobel; witnesses, Robert Anderson, George Davidson, Thomas Johnstone.
15. Peter Ferlie and Elspet Breidfoote had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Miller, William Walker, Robert Logane.
20. Allan Muddie and Bessie Keir had Nanse; witnesses, William Muddie, Henry Peirsone, David Lambe.
22. John Cusine and Agnes Fitt had Catherine (baptised in Saline kirk).
27. Thomas Keir and Helen Yowne had John; witnesses, Robert Yowne, John Coventrie, David Galrige.
27. John Walker and Margaret Dewar had Adam (in Carnok kirk); witnesses, Adam Stobie and Thomas Huton, portioners of Luscour, and Thomas Tod in the Chon.

M. 8. Robert Hutone to Annas Cunningham.
8. John Anghous to Margaret Kellok.

JULY.

9. Peter Law and Margaret Walker had Bessie; witnesses, John Bruse, David Stewart, John Wright, younger, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck.
11. John Huntar and Janet Wilson had David; witnesses, David Greims, Robert Anghous, George Meldrum.
18. Andrew Berriehill and Elspet Broun had Janet; witnesses, James Hutone in Baithe, John Gotterstoun and John Sanders, burgesses of Dunfermline.
18, John Broun, officer, and Effie Simsone had Janet; witnesses, Mr. Patrick Fleck, Patrick Trumble, John Simsone, Thomas Elder.
19, William Bell in Linlithquou and Bessie Christie had Marion (in fornication); witnesses, John Walker, Thomas Schortus, George Mastortoun in Linlithquou.
25, John Scot and Cate Mackie had Nanse; witnesses, John Kellok, John Gottesrston, William Audie.
28, Thomas Whyt and Isobel Kellok had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Kellok, Robert Straquhen. John Buchannane.

M. 13, James Barerage to Janet Steidman (in Dalgety kirk).

AUGUST.

1, John Wilson and Nicolas Sandilands had James (in fornication); witnesses, James Cois, William Cois, Andrew Drysdell.
1, Robert Anghous and Christian Drysdell had Alexander; witnesses, Henry Crawfurtd, Robert Russell, Nicol Inglis.
1, Robert Livingstone of Baldridge and his lady, Jean Bruse, had Alexander; witnesses, John Howstoun, William Broun, clerk, Mr. Patrick Makgill.
3, Robert Fultoun and Margaret Awestiane had Robert; witnesses, Robert Aikine, John Burne, Alexander Young.
5, John Robertson and Isobel Hutone had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Burne, Andrew Roxburgh, James Garvie.
8, John Quhyt and Nanse Stirk had Edward; witnesses, Edward Stirk, George Meldrum, John Stirk.
15, Andrew Christie and Helen Currie had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Walker in Wils, Andrew Currie in Primrois, Andrew Trumble in Grange, Andrew Merschell, millwright.
17, James Cunnon and Jean Philpe had John; witnesses, John Philpe, James Dewar in Mylnetoun greine, and James Cunnon.
29, Andrew Wilson and Margaret Workman had Elspet (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Grange, John Warkman, Nicol Inglis.
29, Patrick Allane and Janet Moreis had Janet; witnesses, William Mudie, William Wilson, William Walker.

M. 17, Robert Harper to Christian Speir.
17, John Litjohne to Janet Wilsoine.
24, Andrew Ritchie to Jean Toscheauche.
24, William Dow to Janet Lugtoun.
29, John Stobie to Helen Trumble.
31, Robert Blakwod to Janet Alexander.

SEPTEMBER.

1, James Ritchie and Helen Makcraiche had Isobel (in fornication); witnesses, William Smart, Thomas Elder, Alexander Wilson.
5, John Anderson and Janet Meldrum had Henry; witnesses, Robert Davidson, Henry Davidson, John Coventrie.
5, Edward Broun, sailor in the Ferrie, and Janet Broun had a daughter . . . (baptised in Inverkeithing kirk).
12, Thomas Cunnon and Janet Douglas had Janet; witnesses, James Cunnon, David Cunnon in Mastortoun, Robert Kellok there.
12, Robert Anderson and Margaret Witt had Catharine (in fornication); witnesses, John Anderson, Abraham Pacok, James Dick.
13, "Ane vagabund woman, Chrystane Tannoche (as scho callis hirselff), had ane womancylld borne of hirselff and scho alreadgit that Johnh Anderson, colzeir in Kistock, had gotta the barne in adulterie with hir that nght that William Nicole, his nhitchbour colzeir, wes maryit, he being drunk and scho getting lodging that nght in his hous, quhilk he obstinatlie denyit and said he never saw that woman befor to his knawlege. The barne in the meane tymes was baptized and callit
Margaret, and try all to be prosequeutit till God bring it to light."
Witnesses, Gilbert Car, George Davidson, Thomas Elder, Andrew
Potter, Andrew Thomson, belman, all burgesses of Dunfermline.
19, James Fiscar and Janet Kent had Elspet; witnesses, David Cunnon,
19, Robert Clerk and Bessie Hodge had Robert; witnesses, Andrew
Cunningham, Andrew Currie, Robert Cunningham.
19, Robert Anderson, tailor, and Janet Smithe had Janet; witnesses, Robert
Merser of the Kirkland of Sauling, Andrew Murray, Patrick Cowper.
28, Laurence Walker and Elspet Smart had Margaret; witnesses, William
Mackie, Henry Mill, John Walker.

M. 21, Patrick Kingorne to Margaret Forrester.

**OCTOBER.**

B. 3, John Wilson and Barbara Kellock had John; witnesses, John Kellock,
James Hutone, bailie, Thomas Reid.
3, Thomas Hall and Bessie Portour had William; witnesses, William
Wilson, William Cunningham, William Potter.
5, John Wels, cordiner, and Christian Awtiane had William; witnesses,
William Walwood, William Henresone, John Simsone.
6, James Mudie and Grizel Lambe had William; witnesses, William
Lambe, Patrick Stevenson, John Gotterstone.
6, Thomas Williamson and Margaret Portour had Thomas: witnesses,
Andrew Murray, Patrick Cowper, Thomas Schortus.
10, Matthew Donaldson and Janet Young had John; witnesses, Edward
10, John Anderson in the Newra and Isabel Allane had Elspet; witnesses,
Laurie Stevenson, Robert Anderson in the Maygate, James Allane.
24, John Horne and Marjory Murie had Elspet; witnesses, James Anghous,
William Anderson in Gellat, David Mitchell.
24, John Peirsone and Marion Hutone had William; witness, Patrick
Anderson.
24, John Glen, miller, and Janet Webster had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew
Trumble, baker, Andrew Thomson, belman, John Sanders, mealmaker.
31, John Lawson and Margaret Wilson had Bessie; witnesses, John
Lindsay, James Peirsone, William Walker, merchant.
31, James Car, mason, and Catherine Simsone had John; witnesses, George
Davidson, Adam Stevenson, John Gotterstoun.

M. 26, John Wilson to Margaret Anderson.

**NOVEMBER.**

B. 7, John Kirk and Marion Greg had David; witnesses, Thomas Horne,
James Henresone, David Kirk.
7, Thomas Stanehous and Barbara Dewar had David; witnesses, David
Dewar of Lassodie, David Cunnon, John Stanehous.
9, Alexander Donaldson and Janet Reid had Bessie; witnesses, David
Mitchell, James Eweine, George Donaldson.
9, Archibald Honyman and Margaret Wels had John; witnesses, Robert
Wels, Henry Peirsone, John Huntar in Culrois.
14, Robert Boswell and Margaret Craig had Janet; witnesses, John
Anderson, notary, John Workman, William Anderson, litster.
14, Henry Hakirstone of Baithe and Helen Cunningham had David;
witnesses, David Moreis, Alexander Maistertoun, Robert Cunningham
in Otterstoun.
16, George Trumble in Bromehall and Dorothy Edisone had John (in
forensation); witnesses, John Edisone, George Trumble in Tinnigask,
John Currie in Crumbe.
21, William Robertson and Janet Litjohnhe had Margaret: witnesses, Andrew
Walker, Andrew Christie, John Currie, tailor.
21. James Walwod in Netherbaithie and Marion Greiff had Andrew (in fornication); witnesses, John Walwod, John Rowane, James Hutone.
23. Gilbert Johnstone and Christian Wels had Elspet; witnesses, Laurie Merser, John Smetone, John Wricht, carpenter, Thomas Hereis.
23. Robert Primros and Margaret Kinsman had Sarah (in fornication); witnesses, William Lambe, James Mudie, John Gotterstoun.
25. James Simson and Isobel Weitchie had James; witnesses, John Simson, John Wright, Harry Walwod, James Halimtoun.
23. George Adisone and Bessie Sands had Grizel; witnesses, William Anderson, David Sands, Andrew Young.
30. William Cambell and Margaret Broun had George; witnesses, William Mudie and James Car, mason.

M. 21, John Sandelands to Margaret Moreis.
23, John Scharpe to Elspet Sands (in Torrie kirk).
23, Thomas Bryse to Christian Gray.
23, David Elder to Marjory Currou.

DECEMBER.

B. 5, Thomas Hutone and Isobel Keir had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Christie, Andrew Walker, John Burne, mason.
5, John Sanders, mealmaker, and Helen Watsone had John; witnesses, Robert Wels, John Bennat, Thomas Hunon.
12, Robert Currie and Elspet Makcairche had Robert; witnesses, Mr. James Durie, Robert Makcairche, David Blair.
12, "Ane vagabund woman quha said that hir guidman wes ael creilme and gone in Ingland collit Garveis scho had ael man chylld borne of hir and baptizit and callit George"; witnesses, David Stevenson, merchant, Mr. James Ready, schoolmaster.
13, David Strange, cordinner, and Bessie Ritchie had Janet; witnesses, James Hamilton, Andrew Thomson, George Davidson, James Fairnie.
17, John Mudie and Janet Rowane had Catherine; witnesses, Robert Kellok, elder and younger, and David Cunnon.
19, John Straquhen in Kistock and Isobel Fothringhame had Janet; witnesses, William Cunningham, Robert Straquhen, James Fothringhame.
19, Harry Richardson and Christian Peacock had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, John Gotterstone, Alexander Lambe.
19, Andrew Hall and Margaret Hardie had Elspet; witnesses. Thomas Mitchell, David Douglas, Thomas Douglas in Gellat.
26, James Dick and Christian Stirk had John; witnesses, John Anderson, Abraham Peacock, John Allan.
26, Robert Stevenson, lorimer, and Elspet Davidson had Catherine; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, Thomas Stevenson, Thomas Hereis.
26, James Anderson in Pitncreiff and Isobel Inglis had William; witnesses, William Inglis, George Meldrum, John Huntar.
28, William Mudie, malmman, and Janet Christie had Andrew: witnesses, Andrew Walker, Andrew Christie, George Bothwell, Patrick Stevenson.
28, Archibald Boyd and Janet Watson had Grizel; witnesses, William Broun, Robert Wels, Laurence Watson.

M. 28, John Neilson to Janet Buist.
28, Thomas Dewar to Isobel Elder.
28, James Hamilton, piper, to Janet Portour.

JANUARY [1631].

B. 2, Andrew Patone and Isobel Ritchardson had Andrew: witnesses, Andrew Burne, Andrew Roxburghie, David Douglas.
11, John Clerk, merchant, and Annas Portour had John; witnesses, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, John Bennat, James Hutone, merchant.
16. Robert Patrik and Elspet Low had Laurence; witnesses, Laurie Merser, William Smart, James Hamilton.
25. William Pilons and Isobel Douglas had George; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Robert Cunningham in Sillitoun, George Trumble in Bromehall.
25. James Trumble and Margaret Callendar had George (in fornication); witnesses, George Trumble, George Mayne, William Walker in the Rods.
25. George Donald and Margaret Stevenson had Nanse; witnesses, David Mitchell, Robert Wilson, James Peirsone.
30. John Smetoun and Barbara Clerk had Robert; witnesses, Robert Livingstone of Baldrige, Robert Anghous, Robert Russell.

M. 2. James Burgan to Nanse Saverall.
17. James Mill to Christian Blacater.

FEBRUARY.

B. 1. David Peirsone in Mastertoun and Helen Henresone had a daughter ...; witnesses, John Coventrie, Robert Kellok, Robert Stonehous.
1. David Sands in Gellat and Bessie Christie had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Walker, William Aikine of Burrwane, John Broun of Barhill.
1. Mr. Bernard Gib and Effie Abercrumbie had Nanse; witnesses, Mr. Harry Mackgill, minister, William Metethe of Randiud, James Gib of Lethonis, brother of said Mr. Bernard.
9. Thomas Johnestoun and Nanse Aittone had Margaret; witnesses, John Simson, cordner, Robert Anderson, tailor, George Trumble in Bromehall.
16. Janet Robertson "ane beggar," had a daughter Janet "quhom scho fatherit on ane Galloway, ane vagabund pyper," presented by Robert Henresone, skinner; witnesses, William Parker, merchant, Andrew Trumble, baker.
20. Robert Balcate and Elspet Rowane had Christian; witnesses, Robert Rowane, John Inglis, John Quhyt.
20. Patrick Kinninmond of that Ilk and his lady Margaret Bossuell had Mary; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Waldlaw of Logie, Mr. Bernard Gib, William Broun, clerk.
24. John Anderson, hitser, and Helen Kingorne had Mary; witnesses, Mr. Andrew Melvill, Harry Melvill, Peter Law.
27. William Cagzone and Margaret Burne had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Andrew Burne, David Douglas in Gellat.
27. Patrick Lawson and Margaret Lathamgie had William; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knokes, William Anderson in Gellat, William Bruse.
27. Adam Car and Janet Crawfuird had Grizel; witnesses, Robert Greive, George Trumble in Tunigask, Thomas Tod in Clun.
27. David Maxwell and Nanse Hamilton had Barbara; witnesses, William Broun, Robert Stirck, Mr. James Ready, Thomas Hereis.
27. William Philip and Elspet Lindsay had Elspet; witnesses, Gavin Stonehous, Henry Trumble, John Workman, tailor.

M. 15. Patrick Donaldson to Christian Anderson.
22. George Anderson to Isobel Smetoun (in Gleish kirk.)

MARCH.

B. 3, Robert Broun and Catherine Forsyth had Robert; witnesses, Adam Wilson, Robert Anderson in Lynkills, Robert Bruse, son to William Bruse.

9. James Stanhope and Margaret Trumble had Henry; witnesses, John Gentleman, Robert Kellok, younger, Thomas Hereis.


12. Robert Douglas and Margaret Peirson had Catherine; witnesses, Adam Wilson, James Lethome, Patrick Lawson.

12. Lawrence Neilson and Isobel Litjohne had Isobel; witnesses, John Bruse, John Sanders, John Alison, wright.


17. Gavin Stanhope and Marjory Nicole had John; witnesses, John Stanhope, brother of said Gavin, John Law, Thomas Stevenson, malmman.


28. John Anderson, lister, and Janet Stevenson had Bessie; witnesses, Mr. James Durie, Mr. James Ready, William Smart.

M. 5, William Curror to Margaret Schort.


27. Robert Merser of the Kirkland of Sauling to Nanse Wardlaw, daughter of Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie.

MAY.

B. 1, John Aikine and Christian Daglesiche had Catherine; witnesses, James Daglesiche, George Trumble, Robert Greive.

1, James Hamilton and Jean Sanders had John; witnesses, John Anderson, younger, lister, Adam Stobie, Robert Stewart.

8. James Kellok and Bessie Gibson had Robert; witnesses, David Peirson, John Lindsay, William Davidson.
8. Pate Anderson in Pitconnochic presented the bairn "borne in adulterie be Margaret Caddel, quhom scho fatherit upon Patrik Archibauld, husband to Marjorie Cunnynghame," baptised and called Patrick; witnesses, George Davidson, weaver, John Wilson, weaver, George Tailleur.

15. James Mann and Isobel Wilson had Janet; witnesses, John Orock in Craithie, John Orock, his son, John Stevenson, John Hodge.


22. Thomas Stevenson and Janet Chalmers had Marjory; witnesses, Gavin Stanehouse, James Mayne, Robert Stevenson.

22. Robert Makcraiche and Isobel Donaldson had William; witnesses, William Walvod of Toughe, John Kellok, Andrew Kellok.

22. John Bruse and Marjory Law had Peter; witnesses, Peter Law, Peter Buist, Laurie Merser.

24. William Wilson, maltman, and Christian Wricht had Thomas; witnesses, Robert Aikine, Thomas Stevenson, Thomas Cowper.


**JUNE.**

B. 5. George Dewar in Lathamond and Margaret Mastertoun had George; witnesses, George Trumble in Tunnigask, David Robertson of Easter Craigduckie, Andrew Rowane in Gask.

16. Thomas Davidson, litster, and Isobel Anderson had Thomas; witnesses, John Anderson, younger, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, Robert Davidson in the Nether town.

19. Robert Murgane and Helen Smith in Cleish kirk had a son . . . .; witnesses, . . . . Smart, William Cowstoun.

19. John Horne and Mary Weymis had Marjory; witnesses, James Weymis of Corskiebyrane, Mr. James Dewar of Lassodie, James Hamilton in Dunfermline (?), and David Robertson of Craigduckie.


28. David Weymis and Margaret Clerk had Margaret (in fornication), presented by John Inglis; witnesses, Nicol Inglis, David Barklay.


7. James Baverage to Janet Rae.


16. Robert Tailleour to Margaret Cunningham.

28. Mr. Michael Weymis, minister of Canongate, to Margaret Durie, daughter of Mr. James Durie in the . . . .

**JULY.**


11. Thomas Blakwod and Isobel Inglis had Robert; witnesses, George Meldrum, John Stirk, John Huntar.

14. David Bull and Margaret Potter had Harry; witnesses, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, Harry Bull, Thomas Hereis.

24. John Broun in the Ferrie and Barbara Thomesone had Janet; witnesses, Laurence Lughtone, John Thomson, John Chatto.

31, John Stirk and Margaret Wardane had James; witnesses, Nicol Wardlaw, Adam Stobie, James Wardlaw, Thomas Hutone, younger, all in Luscour.
31, James Dewar and Christian Philpe had William; witnesses, William Wilson, James Moyas, Robert Elder.

M. 19, John Forsyithe to Margaret Potter.
20, David Gerne (?) to Janet Douglas.

AUGUST.

B. 2, John Richard and Christian Blakwod had George; witnesses, George Durie of Craigluscour, James Broun, John Smetoun, baker.
5, James Hutone, weaver, and Mary Dempstertoun had David; witnesses, David Miller, David Hutone, David Tod.
9, George Trumble in Turnourshill and Helen Grinlay had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, his father, Andrew Trumble in Grange, Andrew Burne in Gellat, Andrew West, Andrew Walker in Logie.
9, Thomas More and Grizel Walwod had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Stevenson, Robert Davidson.
12, Patrick Stevenson and Christian Mubie had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Wilson, Andrew Broun, James Mayne.
16, Andrew Mentethe and Catherine Gardner had John; witnesses, John Tailyeour, John Buchanan, Laurence Gibone.
16, Robert Dik and Jean Sands had Patrick; witnesses, Harry Stewart, Thomas Mitchell, John Walker, bailie of Dunfermline, Mr. Bernard Gib.
28, David Blak and Marjory Blakwod had David; witnesses, David Blak, elder, David Broun, Henry Dick in the Coklaw.
28, William Orock and Catherine Maxwell had Catherine; witnesses, David Moreis, John Stevenson, John Orock in Craigbaithie.
28, Andrew Kellock and Margaret Stockis had John; witnesses, John Kellok, John Davidson in Fod, Patrick Murray in Touche.
28, William Hutone and Catherine Mill had Bessie; witnesses, Thomas Christie, James Sanders, John Mill.
28, John Allane, collier in Baithie, and Janet Bowar had Margaret; witnesses, John Penman, William Kennedy, Andrew Lessells.
28, John Potter and Janet Inglis had Elspet; witnesses, Robert Stevenson, Alexander Lambe, John Forsyth.

M. 16, James Simsone to Bessie Walker.
16, David Broun to Janet Dewar.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 11, John Litljohn and Janet Wilson had James; witnesses, James Litljohn, his father, John Wilson in Galrighill, Andrew Drysdell in Drumtuthill.
16, Alexander Drysdell and Bessie Walwod had Isobel; witnesses, John Walker, bailie William Broun, clerk, Gabriel Chrichtone, son of James Chrichtoun of Wester Aydie.
19, David Elder and Marjory Curror had Elspet; witnesses, David Cunnion, Thomas Stanehous, James Stanehous, all in Mastertown.
18, Robert Henrieson, skinner, and Janet Car had John; witnesses, John Walker, bailie, John Anderson, listter in the Kirkgate, John Bennat.
25, John Lindsay in Pitkune and Bessie Peirsone had Nance; witnesses, Patrick Anderson, William Anderson, his son, in Pitconnochie, Richard Templeman in Carnok.
29. James Peirson and Nanse Stevenson had George; witnesses, David Peirson, John Peirson, his son, in Pitdinne. George Donald.

M. [None.]

OCTOBER.

B. 2, James Fairnie and Margaret Hutone had Helen; witnesses, John Simson, Andrew Thomson, belman, David Stewart, cordiner.

9, John Greif and Margaret Thomson had John (baptised in Saline kirk).

5, Andrew Ritchie and Jean Toscheauche had Grizel (baptised in Inverkeithing kirk); witnesses, Mr. James Phine, John Edisone, Andrew Young.

15, Thomas Bryse and Christian Gray had Grizel; witnesses, Andrew Hill (?), Thomas Andersone (?), William Nicole (?).

15, Andrew Thomson, belman, and Janet Fokard had Harry; witnesses, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, John Simsone, Robert Dik. (Born 12th inst.)

23, John Greif in the Stormonthie and Bessie Steill (coming here to visit friends) had Andrew (born in this parish); witnesses, Andrew Roxburgh, Patrick Anderson (presenter of the child), James Roxburgh, Robert Cant.

23, Robert Pitilloche and Marjory Miller had James; witnesses, James Reid, bailie, Thomas Blakie, Robert Davidson, maltman.

23, James Miller and Nanse Moreison had Marjory; witnesses, John Sanders, David Burne, miller, Charles Baid.

24, James Lindsay, weaver, and Nanse Menteth had Grizel; witnesses, Andrew Mekiljone, William Lamb, and Charles Baid.

M. [None.]

NOVEMBER.

B. 1, John Coventrie, miller in Garvock Mill, and Janet Walvod had Isobel; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, baker in Dunfermline, James Anderson in Fod, James Donaldson in Pitcorthie.

6, John Anderson and Janet Meldrum had Isobel; witnesses, Henry Broun, James Coventrie, William Mitchell.


18, Archibald Hodge and Margaret Walker had William; witnesses, James Reid, bailie, William Walker, merchant, William Anderson, litster, son of John Anderson in Colzeraw.

30, John Walker, tailor, and Jean Maxwell had William; witnesses, Robert Dick, William Broun, clerk, Charles Ritchardson.

30, John Anderson, son of William Anderson in Lymkills, and Isobel Moreis had Gells (in fornication); witnesses, John Lawson, Thomas Anderson, David Murray. (Presented by said John Lawson, the alleged father being out of the country, and the mother having satisfied discipline.)

M. 1, Robert Thomson to Helen Sibald.

8, Patrick Broun to Margaret Muddy.

8, Andrew Muire to Christian Lauthiane.

20, John Bent to Margaret Blair.

22, Andrew Wilson to Elspet Johnstown.

22, James Walwood to Janet Lugtoun.

25, William Cowstoun to Janet Scharpe.

29, Mark Donald to Marjory Bennat.

DECEMBER.

B. 4, James Bean and Margaret Hunyman had Janet; witnesses, John Bennat, Thomas Hereis, John Watson, cordiner.

13. John Jamieson and Marion Dick had John; witnesses, John Peirsone, John Lindsay, John Wilson, David Peirsone, all indwellers in Pitdinne.
15. David Mitchell in Pitivar and Margaret Currie had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell in Gellat, Andrew Currie in Primrois, James Eweine in Fodsmyle.
22. John Cuisine and Agnes Foote had James (baptized in Dunfermline kirk).
22. Patrick Cowper and Janet Murray had Helen.
27. David Douglas and Helen Ready had Robert; witnesses, Robert Douglas in Craigis, Adam Ready, William Smite in Fod.
27. Peter Buist and Isobel Walvod had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Walvod, John Bruse, Edward Douglas.
M. 6. Henry Douglas to Margaret Cunningham.
23. Stephen Wentoun to Janet Knielands.

JANUARY [1632].
B. 1. John Broun and Effie Simsone had William; witnesses, William Broun, William Walker, Mr. William Daw (?).
3. James Anderson and Janet Craik had Janet; witnesses, James Anghous, James Hutone, Andrew Anderson in Pitfrran.
8. John Gibone and Janet Horne had Isobel; witnesses, Andrew Leslie, James Anderson, John Straquhen.
10. John Schortus and Janet Banks had Clement; witnesses, Thomas Tod, Malcolm Cowell, Clement Banks, John Stirk.
11. David Sempill presented a child to baptism "borne of his dochter Catharine Sempill, qhill ilk bairne scho said wes gotin in Ireland be ane unmaryit man callit Hary Wood," baptized Janet; witnesses, John Walker, bailie, John Anderson, litster, John Anderson, doctor in the grammar school. "The said David Sempill wes actit under the pane of 40 lib. to report ane testimoniall betwixt and 14 day of Februar nixt from the kirk there of the father of the bairne, and bothe the parties satisfactiou for their offence according to the ordour and discipline of the kirk."
15. John Broun and Janet Hall had Margaret; witnesses, John Broun, Thomas Broun, Henry Broun.
17. Robert Greive and Margaret Douglas had a daughter . . . . ; witnesses, John Mill, John Greive, James Mill in Lochend.
17. Andrew Napeir and Janet Mill had Margaret (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Rowane, James Mill, Robert Russell.
17. Thomas Hereis and Elspet Thomson had Henry; witnesses, Sir Henry Wardlaw of Pitteavie, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, David Maxwell, litster.
17. James Gray and Isobel Webster had Janet; witnesses, John Bennat, Robert Hugane, Thomas Hunnon.
19. James Kennedie and Janet Hutone had William (baptised 22nd); witnesses, William Broun, Patrick Trumble, William Walker.
22. Robert Anderson, younger, tailor, and Bessie Johnstone had William; witnesses, Andrew Thomson, Thomas Johnstone, Robert Anderson.
24. Peter Law and Margaret Walker had Margaret; witnesses, Sir Robert Halket of Pitfirran, provost, Mr. Bernard Gib, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie.
31. William Smart, flesher, and Bessie Stevenson had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Wilson, Andrew Roxburgh, John Harper in Brunteland.
31, Laurence Merser and Margaret Dalglish had John.
31, David Robertson [of] Craigduckie and Grizel Hutone had Isobel.

M. 17, Archibald Fergie to Janet Murray.
17, William Willson to Margaret Watsone.
24, John Swentoun to Margaret Tailyeour.
31, John L(?)... to Catherine Logane.

FEVERARY.

B. 5, John Oiswald and Christian Hamilton had Rosina; witnesses, John Douglas, John Finlasoun, David Inglis.
12, Alexander Donald and Janet Reid had Robert; witnesses, Robert Cunningham, Thomas Wilson, Andrew Walker.
19, Thomas Douglas and Elspet Chalmers had David; witnesses, David Douglas, David Mitchell, David Sands, all his neighbours.
19, William Inche and Margaret James had John; witnesses, John Kellok, William Walker, maltman, and George Meldrum.
19, Laurence Watson, cordiner, and Grizel Wilson had Robert; witnesses, Robert Wels, Robert Stirk, Robert Creiche.
26, James Henresone, glazier, and Mays Aikine had Harry; witnesses, William Low, William Trumble, John Kellok, "mailmaker."
28, Thomas Hutone and Isobel Keir had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Walker, Andrew Christie, Robert Hutone.
29, James Reid and Marion Broun had Jean; witnesses, Sir Robert Halkat of Pitfriran, Edward Broun in the Ferrietoun, Mr. Bernard Gib.

M. 7, John Laurie to Nanse Grege.
7, John Stirk to Bessie Crawfuird.
9, Mr. William Blakburne to Elspet Johnstone.
26, Henry Russell to Nanse Hutone.

MARCH.

B. 5, Harry Thonesone in the Ferrie and Agnes Edisone had a daughter... (baptised in Inverkeithing kirk).
5, Robert Wilson in Milhilis and Bessie Mudie had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Steinsone, Robert Wels, John Coventrie, Gilbert Sanders, James Hamiltoun.
7, John Neilson and Janet Buist had Helen; witnesses, Patrick Trumble, Peter Buist, Robert Neilson in Culrois.
11, William Cowstoun and Janet Scharp had Martha; witnesses, James Isatt, Thomas Baverage.
11, Thomas Walvod and Christian Simraell had Andrew; witnesses, Peter Buist, Andrew Gaw, Andrew Walwod, Andrew Muire.
18, William Colzeir, cottar in Lassodie, and Margaret Kinninmond had David; witnesses, John Betson, William Mackie, James Kellok.
18, Edward Broun in the Ferrie and Janet Broun had a son... (baptised in Inverkeithing kirk).
18, Edward Douglas in Wester Gellat and Beatrix Douglas had Beatrix; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, George Trumble, his son, and Thomas Mitchell in Gellat.
18, John Makrache and Marjory Anderson had Margaret; witnesses, James Cunningham, Robert Currie, Thomas Mitchell.
18, William Galrige and Helen Broun had Helen; witnesses, Andrew Currie in Primrois, Adam Currie, his son, Andrew Trumble in Grange, Adam Trumble, his son.
25, Thomas Cunnion and Janet Douglas had Robert; witnesses, Robert Kellok, Robert Douglas, Thomas Stanehous.
25, John Bell and Margaret Blair had George; witnesses, George Trumble in Turnourhill, Robert Currie, Andrew Wilson.
25. David Spens and Helen Mitchell had James; witnesses, James Mitchell, James Kellok, James Litiljohne.
25. Janet Bankis had a son Thomas, borne as she alleged to Andrew Mudie in fornication, presented by David Tod; witnesses, John Bankis, John Walker, John Wyld.
27. John Smart and Margaret Baverage had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Stevenson, Thomas Baverage, John Smart, father of said John.


APRIL.

B. 7, James Cusine, flesher, and Barbara (? Clara) Dewar had Catherine; witnesses, John Walker, dean of guild, Robert Miller, John Dewar in Pitbailie.
8. William Curror and Margaret Schort had Christian; witnesses, James Schort, William Curror, elder, John Stevenson of Baith.
8. Henry Broun and Beatrix Sands had Harry; witnesses, John Coventrie, Harry Melvill, John Anderson in Garvok.
15. David Douglas and Alison Mitchell had Alison; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Andrew Burne, Edward Douglas, all possessors in the Gellats.
15. John Phune and Margaret Dinn had James; witnesses, James Dewar in Bayth, James Walvod there, Patrick Broun there.
17. John Wels and Catherine Drummond had Janet; witnesses, Patrick Kingorne, John Bennat, baker, John Hunter in Culross.
22. Thomas Art and and Marion Douglas had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, elder and younger, and David Douglas, all in Gellat.
24. James Donald and Margaret Cunningham had Elspet; witnesses, Andrew Hutone, Robert Davidson, John Creiche.
29. David Galrigie and Margaret Yowane had Margaret; witnesses, George Donald, Andrew Christie, David Mitchell.


MAY.

9. Mr. James Dewar of Lassodie and Elspet Moncreiff had Isobel; witnesses, David Dewar, his father, and David Robertson of Craigduckie.
13. Laurence Hutone and Janet Robertson had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Cowper, Robert Davidson, Henry Davidson.
13. George Moreis, collier, and Bessie Beany had James; witnesses, John Bennat, Andrew Mekiljohne, Thomas Baverage.
15. Andrew Broum and Bessie Wilson had Elspet; witnesses, Patrick Stevenson, Robert Wilson, James Cunningham.
20. James Wallace and Janet Henresone had Elspet; witnesses, John Anderson, notary, James Murgane, James Anderson in Fod.

22. Thomas Weitche to Margaret Gibson.
22. Thomas Livingstone to Barbara Patone.
JUNE.

10, James Mitchell and Isobel Cunningham had Isobel; witnesses, William Cunningham in Fordell, James Anderson in Fod, David Douglas, John Coventrie.
10, Mr. Bernard Gib and Effie Abercrumbie had Geils; witnesses, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, Peter Law, John Murray.
10, Andrew Colzeir, drummer, and Isobel Anderson had Bessie; witnesses, John Simsone, William Patersone, Andrew Gaw, George Davidson.
11, Robert Livingstone and Jean Bruse had Harry; witnesses, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, and William Broun, clerk.
11, George Muddie and Helen Stirk had William; witnesses, William Broun, clerk, William Muddie, maltman, William Maistertoun.
17, Patrick Durie and Margaret Wilson had Robert; witnesses, Robert Kellok, James Kellok, David Cunnion.
17, David Reid and Margaret Lawson had Margaret; witnesses, James Wardlaw in Luscour, Thomas Scotland, baker, Thomas Hutone, younger.
17, Alexander Beane and Helen Hutone had Jean; witnesses, Robert Dick, Andrew Thomson, John Simson.

M. 5, Andrew Key to Janet Stevenson.
12, John Dewar to Rachel Anderson.
12, David Flokard to Bessie Dewar.
12, Laurence Gray to Bessie Peacock.
12, David Alaster to Nanse Maistertoun.
21, James Kellok to Elspet Darlein.
26, Thomas Burke to Margaret Gibson.
26, James Hamilton, piper, to Isobel Brown.

JULY.

B. 1, Robert Tailyeour and Margaret Cunninghame had James; witnesses, George Donald, John Tailyeour, James Cunningham, Robert Cunningham.
1, Thomas Bavereage and Christian Smart had John; witnesses, John Wels. Robert Wels, John Smart.
8, George Wardlaw and Jean Kennedie had Catherine; witnesses, Harry Stewart, Laurie Merser, John Wilson.
8, Malcolm Makguene and Janet Jonkeine had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Davidson, Robert Miller, Thomas Blakie.
8, William Robertson and Marjory Marteine had Bessie; witnesses, Alexander Young, Laurie Hutone, weaver, John Kellok.
12, William Spens and Christian Wallange had Elspet; witnesses, David Stevenson, Patrick Legat, David Spens.
12, James Hutone and Isobel Fergus had twins, Nanse and Helen; witnesses, David Peirson, William Anderson, William Lawson.
15, George Ivat and Nanse Barklay had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick Kinnimond of that Ilk, David Maxwell, John Banks.
15, John Dougall and Bessie Thomson had Bessie; witnesses, James Hunter, James Dewar, Alexander Wilson.
20, David Moreis in Bayth and Janet Lundie had John; witnesses, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, Harry Stewart of Bayth, John Walker, merchant.

M. 3, James Car to Isobel Ritchardsone.
3, Andrew Anderson to Margaret Rae.
10, Patrick Walker to Margaret Young.
10, William Mitchell to Janet Nasmithe.
21, Robert Straquhen to Bessie Nicole.
AUGUST.

7, James Mitchell and Christian Thomon had Andrew; witnesses, William Trumble, Andrew Trumble, his son, and William Cunningham.
9, Thomas Stanehous, portioner of Mastertoun, and Barbara Dewar had a daughter. . . ; witnesses, Alexander Chalmers, John Dewar, William Kellok in Mastertoun.
9, Andrew Hutone, slater, and Elspet Kilgour had Janet; witnesses, John Workman, David Walwo, James Kinsman.
9, James Palmer and Catherine Anderson had Robert; witnesses, Robert Anderson, George Davidson, David Laurie.
23, Andrew Christie and Helen Currie had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Christie, William Mudie, David Sands.
26, David Cunnun, portioner of Mastertoun, and Elspet Dewar had William; witnesses, William Kellok, Robert Kellok in Mastertoun.
26, John Hutone and Margaret Patone had William; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knokes, William Lawson, William Sanders.
26, John Law and Nicolas Anderson had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Stevenson, Robert Davidson, William Trumble.
27, John Dow and Margaret Merser had Margaret; witnesses, Laurie Watson, John Anderson, hitster.

M. 28, James Dewar? to Isobel Hutone.
28, Thomas Lessells to Bessie Lawson.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 2, Harry Grege in the Ferrie and Bessie Broun had Alexander (in fornication); witnesses, Alexander Grege. Laurie Lughtoun, John Bennat, baker.
11, John Gotterstone and Isobel Mackie had William; witnesses, William Mackie, William Cunningham in Knokes, William Æssone, weaver.
11, Adam Currie and Helen Galrige had Margaret (in fornication); witnesses, James Cunningham, Thomas Mitchell, Adam Trumble.
16, John Penman and Helen Samuell had William; witnesses, William Penman, George Penman, Andrew Kellok.
23, James Anderson and Janet Gray had John; witnesses, William Cunningham, Patrick Anderson, John Peirson.
23, David Stewart, cordiner, and Helen Kirkland had Margaret; witnesses, John Walker, Peter Law, John Simsone.
30, Andrew Wilson and Elspet Johnstone had John; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Grange, James Johnstone, Nicol Inglis.
30, David Peirson and Helen Henresone had a daughter . . . ; witnesses, Robert Douglas, Robert Stanehous, Thomas Peirson.

M. 4, David Mowtrey to Janet Sanders.
11, Robert Anghous to Marion Dewar.

OCTOBER.

B. 2, David Lambe and Marjory Wilson had Grizel; witnesses, James Mudie, John Gotterstone, William Mudie.
7, Archibald Fergie and Janet Murray had William; witnesses, William Anderson, William Murray, Henry Russell.
7, John Wilson and Barbara Kellok had Catherine; witnesses, James Reid, John Clerk, merchant, John Kellok in Windieage.
12. Mark Donald and Marjory Bennat had John; witnesses, John Bennat, George Donald, Robert Cunningham in the Silltoun.

14. Laurie Gray and Bessie Peacock had Margaret; witnesses, Harry Richardson, James Halwood in Fod, John Davidson there.


14. Andrew Drummond and Bessie Young had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Stevenson, Andrew Murray, Patrick Cowper.

19. Mr. Matthew Wemy's, minister in Caanongate, and Margaret Durie had David; witnesses, Sir Robert Hallkat of Pitfranne, Robert Colvill of Cleishie, Mr. Thomas Cowper, minister of Saline.

21. William Anderson, lister, and Bessie Wilson had a daughter . . . . (in fornication); witnesses, William Smart, William Walker, Gavin Stanehous.

23. George Trumble in Turnourshill and Helen Grinlay had Bessie; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, his father, James Leslie of Pitilvar, David Mitchell there, William Bruse.

25. Thomas Stevenson and Janet Chalmers had Elspet; witnesses, John Simsone, Robert Wilson, Thomas Cowper.

28. William Mackie and Margaret Blaone had William; witnesses, David Blak, John Betson, Patrick Grege. (Baptised in Cleish kirk.)


30. John Alisone, wright, and Grizel Walwood had Bessie; witnesses, Alexander Drysdeil, Laurie Watson, James Car, mason.

30. John Anderson, lister, and Janet Stevenson had Elspet; witnesses, Mr. James Ready, Andrew Mekiljohne, Thomas Hereis.

30. George Trumble in Tynnings and Marjory Mastertoun had John; witnesses, John Mastertoun, Andrew Trumble, George Dewar.

30. Mr. Patrick Auchenleck and Elspet Forrester had George; witnesses, George Bothwell, James Reid, Mr. James Durie.


30. Andrew Cowstoun to Catherine Wannan.

**NOVEMBER.**

B. 5. Patrick Kingorne and Margaret Forrester had Helen; witnesses, John Anderson, lister, Mr. Patrick Auchenleck.

6. William Mudge, weaver, and Nan'se Mackie had Elspet; witnesses, James Anderson in Fod, John Gorterstone, James Mudge.

6. John Hekfird and Bessie Thomesone had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Davidson, Duncan Taillour, Andrew Thomson, belman.

3. David Hutone and Margaret Dempstercon had William; witnesses, William Walker, merchant, James Hutone, officer, Thomas Davidson.


17. Henry Dik and Bessie Stevenson had John; witnesses, John Stevenson of Baithie, John Kellock, William Mackie.


22. William George and Elspet Miller had Catherine; witnesses, Andrew Miller, Alexander Wilson, Andrew Lindsay.

22. "That day Marioun Greif had ane manchlyd borne be hir and as scho affirmed gottin be ane servand fellow callit William Remainous, sone to Johne Remainous in Gask, quhilk bairne he obstinatlie denyit to be the father therof becaus as he said the bairne wes borne ane long tyme to wit the space of ane quarter of ane yeir befoir ever he knew hir and had carnall copulation with hir, and the woman affirmeit otherwise. It come befoir the Presbytrie, and becaus he culd get no
other father to the bairne he was ordanit to tak on him to be father thereto, as the woman constantele affirmeit, conforme to the law and ordour of the kirk in sic caces. Nevir [theles] the said George (sic) wald nocht present the bairne to baptisme, but it wes presentit be Andro Thomesone, belman, baptized and callit Andro."
25. John Scot and Catherine Makie had Isobel; witnesses, William Mudie, Allan Mudie, David Scot.

27. Andrew Trumble to Barbara Law.
27. Andrew Mentethe to Bessie Forthingham.

DECEMBER.

B. 2. Allan Mudie and Bessie Keir had Bessie; witnesses, James Mudie, Alexander Young, William Lambe.
2. Robert Mudie in Masterioun and Christian Lundie had Peter; witnesses, David Moreis, James Staneous, James Mudie.
4. David Basklau in Blairuthie and Janet Anderson had Effie; witnesses, James Weyms of Carskiburane, John Horne, James Baverage.
4. William Walwod, cordiner, and Magie Lindsay had David; witnesses, David Lindsay, John Simson, Archibald Boyd.
4. James Kellok and Margaret Mudie had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Kellok, Andrew Trumble in Grange, Thomas Ædisone in Pitadro Mill.
11. John Ramsay, collier, and Christian Thrislo had Bessie (in fornication); witnesses, John Watson, George Moreis, William Dow, all colliers.
11. James Mudie and Nanse Workman had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, George Trumble, his son, and William Smart.


JANUARY [1633].

B. 1. Thomas Christie of the Hoill and Elspet Durie had Bessie; witnesses, James Durie, apparent of Craiglussour, Mr. Robert Durie, George Dewar in Lathamond.
8. William Trumble, lorimer, and Helen Rob, his servant, had Christian (in fornication); witnesses, John Law, James Mitchell, William Cunningham, weaver.
8. Archibald Boyd and Janet Watson had James; witnesses, Mr. James Phun, portioner of Lymkills, John Simson and William Walwod, cordiners.
8. Andrew Mudie and Annas Workman had Margaret (in fornication); witnesses, John Workman, James Mudie, William Murray.
13. Mark Weels and Christian Chaife had Margaret; witnesses, Henry Dick, David Blak, William Mackie (bapised in Cleish kirk).
13. David Broun and Janet Dewar had John; witnesses, John Dewar, Andrew Walker, Andrew Christie.
13. James Clerk and Janet Beany had Helen; witnesses, William Anderson in Pitconnochie, John Peirsone and James Peirsone in Pitdinne.
14, David Blak in the Cocklaw and Marjory Blakwod had James; witnesses, James Legat, John Betson, John Kellok.
14, Thomas Hardie and Margaret Mershell had Anna; witnesses, John Dewar, James Kellok, John Scotland.
14, Andrew Hall and Margaret Hardie had John; witnesses, Patrick Peirsone, John Burne, Robert Miller.
14, Robert Hutone and Janet Trumble had Janet; witnesses, William Keir, George Cunningham, Robert Gray.
14, Andrew Templeman and Helen Hutson had Helen (in fornication); witnesses, Thomas Tod, Robert Scotland.
22, William Murray and Christian Mudie had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Trumble and George Trumble in Bromehall, and Andrew Mudie.
22, Harry Richardson and Christian Peck had John; witnesses, John Goiterstoun, Allan Mudie, William Cunningham.
22, Thomas Hennon and Janet Edward had John; witnesses, John Anderson, litster, Peter Buist, James Reid.
24, John Laurie and Nanse Grege had David; witnesses, David Laurie, Andrew Clyd, John Bennat, baker.
25, John Stevenson, son of Harry Stevenson in Pettie Muire, and Jean Murray (thrice fallen in fornication) had Janet; witnesses, William Maine, John Spens, Ninian Mather. The said John Stevenson was often cited before the Session, but never comparred, and is fugitive from discipline.
29, Leonard Henresone and Marjory Mudie had David; witnesses, David Tod, David Miller, Robert Wilson.
29, Peter Trumble, litster, and Martha Masterton had Isobel (in fornication); witnesses. Andrew Trumble, baker, John Gib, Thomas Elder, flesher.

M. 3, Andrew Cunningham to Margaret Edson.
15, James Mayne to Christian Johnstoun.
29, James Peacock to Janet Burgane.

FEBRUARY.

B. 3, Robert Tailyeour and Margaret Young had John; witnesses, John Wright, David Murray, William Anderson, Andrew Young, all in Lymkills.
3, Alexander Young, mason, and Bessie Williamson had William; witnesses, William Menetethe of Randifurd, William Anderson, litster, and William Smart.
12, John Lawson and Catherine Drysdell had Robert; witnesses, George Donald, Robert Turneley, Robert Drysdell.
 David Bull and Margaret Potter had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Potter, Andrew Thomson, Andrew Colzear.
17, William Grinley and Margaret Workman had Andrew (in fornication); witnesses, William Walwood, cordiner, James Buist, Thomas Keir. The child died after registration, but before baptism.
17, James Westwood and Nanse Colzear had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick Kininmone the of that ilk, James Mitchell, wright, John Colzear.
17, Mr. James Ready, schoolmaster, and Barbara Kyle had Anna; witnesses, James Henreson, James Reid.
19, James Mill and Grizel Robertson had Nanse; witnesses, David Robertson of Craigduckie, George Dewar, Thomas Christie in Luscou.
19, Henry Hakirstone of Baithe and Helen Cunningham had Helen; witnesses, Alexander Masterton of Baithe, John Orock, John Hodge in Foulfurd.
24, Alexander Nicole and Helen Alexander had Robert; witnesses, Mr. James Durie, William Walwood, David Watsone.
26, James Reid and Marion Broun had James; witnesses, James Halkat, apparent of Pitirane, James Henresone, son of the deceased Sir John Henresone of Fordall, and Mr. James Ready.
28, Robert Andersone and Janet Smithe had Patrick; witnesses. Patrick Cowper, Andrew Murray, James Hamilton.

M. 19, William Garvie to Bessie Walker.
MARCH.

B. 3, John Cunningham and Christian Wilson had a daughter . . . ; witnesses, Robert Cunningham, Andrew Wilson, Andrew Donaldson.
3, Patrick Lawson and Margaret Lanthangie had Andrew; witnesses, George Donald, Adam Wilson, Robert Cunningham in the Sillitoun.
3, Robert Murgane and Helen Smithe had John; witnesses, Charles Baid, James Lugtone, James Miller.
6, James Kellock and Elspet Darleine had Elspet; witnesses, James Reid, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, James Moyas.
10, Robert Peacock and Bessie Wricht had Robert; witnesses, Robert Cunningham in Sillitoun, Thomas Wilson, Robert Wilson.
10, John Moreis and Isobel Gutterston had William; witnesses, William Trumble, Thomas Schortus, Robert Bull.
17, William Rae and Janet Henreson had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Thomas Bull, Thomas Key.
17, Thomas Hereis and Elspet Thomson had John; witnesses, Mr. John Wardlaw, son of Sir Henry Wardlaw of Pitravie, John Walker, merchant, John Anderson, litioner in the Kirkgate.
17, Robert Stevenson and Elspet Davidson had John; witnesses, John Anderson in the Kirkgate, John Anderson in the Colzeraw, Patrick Cowper.
19, Andrew Muire and Christian Lauthiane had Janet; witnesses, John Broun, James Ronald, John Litijohn.
24, John Spens and Janet Cunningham had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Douglas, James Roxburgh, William Mayne.
26, James Anderson in Fod and Elspet Christie had Isobel; witnesses, Peter Trumble, John Stanchous, James Coventrie.
31, John Hadstone and Bessie Beany had John; witnesses, John Anderson, William Anderson, James Clerk, all in Pitfrarne bounds.
31, John Colzeir and Marjory Cosrene had Henry; witnesses, Henry Peirsone, James Peirson, John Mudie.

M. 3, Mark Swentone to Margaret Saverral.
7, Adam Currie to Catherine Christie.

APRIL.

B. 7, John Straugken and Isabel Forthingame had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Strauken, James Forthingame, Andrew Mentethe.
7, James Oswoald and Janet Anderson had Henry; witnesses, William Anderson, James Hall, John Gentleman.
7, William Wilson and Margaret Watson had William; witnesses, Laurence Watson, John Sanders, John Wilson, father of said William.
12, Alexander Droysdell, merchant, and Bessie Walwoad had Nanse; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, Patrick Cowper, John Walker, merchant.
14, Andrew Anderson in Kistock and Margaret Rae had William; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knokes, William Anderson in Hiltoun, John Anderson.
14, James Mudie and Grizel Lamb had Bessie; witnesses, William Mudie, Allan Mudie, William Eassoun.
14, Patrick Harowar and Janet Man had a son . . . ; witnesses, William Anderson in Gellat, Andrew (Burne?), and Henry Douglas in Gellat.
14, David Flokard and Bessie Dewar had Isobel; witnesses, William Flokard, John Dewar, James Donaldson.
21, James Peirsone and Nanse Stevenson had Margaret; witnesses, David Peirson, George Donald, Robert Cunningham in Sillitoun.
21, John Horne in Coklay (deceased) and Mary Weyms had a daughter . . . ; witnesses, Mr. James Dewar of Nether Lassodie, Nicol Dewar, David Robertson of Craigduckie.
21, Patrick Walker and Margaret Young had David; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, Mr. John Walker, reader, David Walker, cooper.

28, George Adisone and Bessie Sands had Geils; witnesses, David Sands, William Anderson in Gellat, William Anderson in Lymkells.

28, David Sands and Bessie Christie had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Walker in Logie, William Mudie, maltman, Edward Douglas in Gellat.

28, John Makmirrie and Janet Porteous had David; witnesses, David Bull, Henry Petson, Andrew Drummond.

M. 23, John Danskin to Helen Watson.

23, James Henesron to Margaret Hereme.

**MAY.**

B. 4, David Scot and Christian Thomson had Elspet; witnesses, Mr. John Walker, John Wright, William Keir, Robert Gray.

5, David Dewar and Dorothea Maxton had Janet; witnesses, James Dewar John Philpe, John Dewar, Andrew Wilson.

5, Archibald Glennie and Nanse Aessone had Marjory; witnesses, William Essoun, James Lethome, William Lawesone.

5, David Douglas and Helen Ready had James; witnesses, James Mitchell, James Anderson, John Davidson in Fod.

5, John Robertson and Isobel Hutone had Robert; witnesses, Robert Cunningham in Sillitoun, Thomas Nasmith, Robert Cant.

5, Thomas Williamson and Margaret Portour had Marjory; witnesses, William Stanehous, John Stanehous, Thomas Hall.

6, John Hog and Margaret Thomson had Janet; witnesses, Mr. John Walker, reader in Dunfermline, James Lindsay, Andrew Thomson.

12, George Donald and Margaret Stevenson had Robert; witnesses, Robert Cunningham in Sillitoun, Robert Cunningham in the Stane, Robert Turneley.

12, William Kairnis in the Ferrie and Marjory Burgane had Nanse; witnesses, Florie Burgane, Andrew Adisone, Harry Thomson.

12, James Dagleische and Catherine Wardlaw had Nanse; witnesses, Robert Merser of Kirkland in Sauling, Thomas Christie in Luscour, Richard Templeman in Bandirin, James Wardlaw.

12, James Farnie and Margaret Hutone had Bessie; witnesses, James Simson, Thomas Elder, Archibald Boyd.

12, David Smetone and Elspet Russell had Barbara; witnesses, Robert Russell, James Smetone, William Smart.

12, George Wat and Janet Robertson had John; witnesses, William Anderson, David Murray, John Wat.

17, Abraham Peacock and Margaret Young had Elspet; witnesses, William Walvod, younger of Touche, William Kennedie, Andrew Kellok.

21, Robert Anghous in Balmulie and Isobel Dewar had George; witnesses, George Dewar in Lathamond, William Hutone in Dunduff, Robert Anghous in Cleish.

21, John Hoy and Christian Barkley had Nanse; witnesses, Nicol Inglis, David Dewar of Lassodie, Robert Balcate.


26, Thomas Burne and Helen Gibsone had Isobel; witnesses, Robert Walvod of Touche, John Simson, cordiner, John Kellok, "mailmaker."

26, David Maxwell, litster, and Agnes Hamilton had William; witnesses, William Walker, merchant, Thomas Hereis, Thomas Davidson, litster. (Born 22nd inst.).

30, John Kimbell in Netherbaith and Janet Philpe had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Philpe, John Davidson in Fod, Thomas Baverage, Henry Baverange.

M. [Note.]
2. Andrew Burne in Gellat and Elspet Ritchie had John; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Grange, John Currie in Crumblie, Edward Douglas.
6. Andrew Tomesone, belman, and Janet Lockart had Christian; witnesses, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, Mr John Walker, reader, John Simson, cordiner, James Hamilton, George Davidson (?).
7. James Walwod in Netherbayth and Janet Lughtone had William; witnesses, William Walwod of Touche, James Beverage, Laurence Lughtone in the Ferrie.
8. James Dewar in Pitbachlie and Isobel Hutone had John; witnesses, John Dewar, John Coventrie, John Burne, mason.
9. Edward Broun, "sealer" in the Ferrie, and Janet Broun had Bessie; witnesses, Andrew Wod, Robert Broun, Mark Swenton. (Baptised at Inverkeithing.)
10. John Anderson and Helen Lawson had Bessie; witnesses, David Sands, William Anderson, Thomas Mitchell in Gellats.
11. John Merschell and Margaret Wird had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, William Kellock, Robert Douglas in the Craigs.
13. John Clerk, merchant, and Annas Portour had Thomas; witnesses, James Reid, Mr. Patrick AUCHINLECK, Thomas Reid.
14. George Mudie, mason, and Helen Stirk had David; witnesses, Mr. David Stirk, David Hodge, David Burne.
15. David Galrige and Margaret Yowane had James; witnesses, James Mayne, James Mitchell, William Mudie, weaver.

M. 4. Thomas Elder, flesher, to Helen Simson.
6. Robert Lockard to Janet Wels.
11. Thomas Key to Margaret Smart.
13. David Inglis to Helen Lughtone.

JULY.

B. 3. Robert Currie and Elspet Mackcraiche had James; witnesses, Mr. James Durie, James Durie of Craigluscour, James Cowtoun.
7. James Patone and Isobel Watson had James; witnesses, James Muddie, Thomas Humon, Robert Quhyt.
9. Robert Peirsone in Baithe and Marjory Peirson had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick Peirson, David Peirson, Thomas Eldor.
25. David Hoge and Marjory Bull had David; witnesses, John Walcar, merchant, Patrick Kingorne, clerk, Mr. David Stirk.
28. Henry Moreis and Isobel Duncane had Harry; witnesses, Harry Stewart, David Moreis, John Stevenson, all of Baiths.
29. James Peacock and Janet Burgane had Janet; witnesses, Laurie Lughtoun, William Kairnis, Andrew Peacock.

10. James Simraell to Margaret Mudie.
15. Robert Eldor to Margaret Barkley.
16, William Miller to Janet Gibsone.
18, Adam Stevenson to Catherine Feg.

AUGUST.

B. 3, Thomas Cuming and Marion Douglas had Alexander; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, David Mitchell, Edward Douglas.
3, John Gray and Alison Martene had Catherine; witnesses, Henry Trumble, William Robertson, James Peirson.
6, Thomas Beitche and Margaret Gibsone had Catherine; witnesses, John Bennat, baker, Harry Bull.
13, John Peirson and Marion Hutone had a daughter . . . ; witnesses, David Peirson, his father, Patrick Anderson in Pitconnochie, William Cunningham in Knokes.
13, Adam Car and Janet Crawfurd had Isobel; witnesses, Andrew Rowane in the Gask, John Aikine, William Inche.
18, Andrew Cowstoun and Catherine Wannane had Robert; witnesses, Robert Cunningham in Sillitoun, Robert Wannan, Edward Douglas.
20, James Murgane and Elspet Bowman had Andrew; witnesses, Nicol Wardlaw, Thomas Christie, William Huttone.
27, David Alaster and Nanse Mastertoun had Janet; witnesses, David Robertson of Craigduckie, James Mill in Lochend, George Dewar in Lathamond.
27, John Potter and Elspet Walker had Margaret; witnesses, Patrick Cowper, John Walker, Thomas Schortus, William Trumble.
27, Robert Patrik and Elspet Low had Abraham; witnesses, Abraham Greg, Mr. Robert Anderson, Henry Patrik.
27, Laurence Anderson, miller, and Margaret Lugton had John; witnesses, John Anderson, litster, John Sanders, John Raid, Peter Buist.

M. 13, Robert Inglis to Isobel Bruse (in Carnok kirk).
20, Robert Wardlaw to Margaret Johnstone.
20, Thomas Arnott to Elspet Schort.
27, Harry Livingstone to Janet Russell.
27, John Fergus to Nanse Wricht.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 8, John Walker, cadger, and Margaret Dewar had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Scotland, John Scotland, his son, in the Clun of Pittincreiff, Adam Stobie, portioner of Luscour (baptized in Carnok kirk).
8, James Car, armourer, and Catherine Cairns had Janet (in fornication); witnesses, David Bull, Peter Buist, Robert Henresone, Mark Donald.
8, John Muire, porter of the Abbey, and Nanse Scheipbird had Helen; witnesses, Thomas Elder, Andrew Thomson, William Anderson, litster.
8, John Allane and Janet Bowar had Isobel; witnesses, George Wardlaw, John Henresone, William Kennedie.
9, Mark Donald, baker, and Marjory Bennat had George; witnesses, Patrick Trumble, baker, George Donald, Andrew Trumble, baker.
15, Thomas Makinlay and Janet Paterson had a son . . . ; witnesses, William Wannan, William Ritchie, Thomas Paterson.
15, John Gentleman and Janet Galrige had John (in fornication); witnesses, John Coventrie, John Broun, officer in Dunfermline, John Smithe.
15, Thomas Keir and Helen Yowne had Janet; witnesses, David Burne, Patrick Peirson, John Keir.
22, Robert Straquhen and Bessie Nicole had William; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knokes, William Nicole, Robert Straquhen.
29, William Falkland and Isobel Logane had James; witnesses, James Maknabie, Andrew Young, John Lawson.
29, James Lawstone and Bessie Galrige had Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Wilson, William Wilson and Robert Wilson, "the father and the tua children."
M. 24, Harry Grege to Bessie Broun.
24, John Dagleishe to Elspet Hutone.
26, Andrew Anghous to Marjory Mackie.

B. 1, John Cambell, gardener in Pitirrane, and Margaret Robertson had James; witnesses, William Lawson, John Lawson, William Leslie, James Henresone.
2, James Stewart and Elspet Mayne had Robert; witnesses, Robert Mayne, Robert Mayne, his son, and James Henresone.
6, Andrew Cunningham and Margaret Edison had Robert; witnesses, Robert Aikine, Robert Burne and Robert Burne (sic).
10, Robert Dick and Jean Sands had Helen; witnesses, John Walker, dean of guild, Mr. Robert Anderson, musician, John Simsone, cordiner.
13, Andrew Key and Janet Stevenson had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Douglas in Gellat, Edward Douglas there, Thomas Key in Rossythe.
13, Andrew Mentrethe in Kavill and Bessie Fotheringham had William; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knoxes, William Kellolk, William Mentrethe.
13, Andrew Ritchie and Jean Toscheauche had Margaret; witnesses, John Wilson, John Hog, James Miller.
14, Andrew Wels and Christian Awstiane had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Davidson, Thomas Philpe, John Simsone.
20, John Broun in the Ferrie and Barbara Thomson had Robert; witnesses, Robert Drysdell, Robert Chatto, Robert Thomson (baptised in Inverkeithing).
20, Jasper Drysdell and Marion Inglis had John; witnesses, John Chatto, John Thomson, John Lilie. (Baptised in Inverkeithing.)
20, Sir William Nisbitt of the Dean, knight, and Marjory Schortus had Mary (in fornication); witnesses, James Reid, Mr. Patrick Fleck, baillie, Patrick Kingorne, presented by James Legat.
22, Patrick Broun and Bessie Mude had Robert; witnesses, James Stane-hous, Robert Mude, John Hodge in Poufurd.
22, Andrew Trumble, baker, and Barbara Law had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick Trumble, John Walker, Peter Law.
23, David Hutone and Margaret Denspertont had Catherine; witnesses, Thomas Davidson. Peter Buist, John Broun, officer.
23, James Haliday (deceased) and Janet Watson had twins, John and James; witnesses, William Mayne, Andrew Young, William Murray, John Spens. These persons were proclaimed in the kirk of Leith to be married, and before the celebration of their marriage the man died, and the woman brought forth these children, being unmarried.
27, James Cunnion and Bessie Garvie had James; witnesses, James Garvie, James Cunningham in Pitadro, James Cunnion in Maistertoun.
29, George Morens and Bessie Beany had Janet; witnesses, John Bennat, Mark Donald, Thomas Hunsone.

M. 6, George Durie to Margaret Broun.

B. 1, John Broun, tailor in the Nethertoun, and Catherine Imrie (a married woman) had Barbara (in adultery); witnesses, John Brown, David Miller, Henry Davidson.
3, John Sanders and Helen Watson had Patrick; witnesses, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, James Reid. John Wels.
5, Thomas Philpe and Catherine Harrower had Catharine; witnesses, Harry Stewart of Baithe, James Stewart, Henry Moreis.
12, James Mayne and Christian Johnstone had Helen; witnesses, John Coventrie. James Ritchie, John Mayne.
12, James Burgess in the Quenisferrie and Nanse Saverall had a daughter . . . ; witnesses, George Burgess, Harry Cant. (Baptised in Inverkeithing.)
12, John Heckford, collier, and Bessie Thomson had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Davidson, lister, Andrew Thomson, belman, William Cowstoun.
14, James Hamilton, piper, and Isobel Broun had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Thomson, Andrew Gaw, John Brown, officer.
17, John Litjohne and Janet Wilson had John; witnesses, John Wilson, William Mudge, weaver, Thomas Schortus.
17, George Cunningham and Margaret Mastertoun had Grizel; witnesses, James Mudge, William Lambe, William Keir.
19, John Colzeir and Grizel Murray had Margaret (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Bromehill, George Trumble, his son, David Murray, sailor. (The man fugitive from discipline, and the child baptised upon her going satisfaction.)
19, David Bull and Christian Balfour had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Cunningham, James Balfour, Harry Balfour in Mastertown.
19, Robert Hutone and Nanse Muschat had James (in fornication); witnesses, John Alison, wright, James Dewar in Pitbauchlie, James Coventrie.
19, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck and Elspet Forrester had Janet; witnesses, James Reid, bailie, Mr. Bernard Gib, John Bannat-baker.
23, Andrew Colzeir and Isobel Anderson had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Thomson, William Paterson, George Davidson. Robert Anderson, tailor.
24, William Kellok in Pitravie and Bessie Trumble had Elspet; witnesses, James Anghous, David Mitchell, Thomas Edisone.
24, David Peirsone, merchant, and Jean Stanebous had John; witnesses, John Anderson, lister, John Anderson in Lynkells, Thomas Hereis.
24, John Neilson and Janet Buist had Isobel; witnesses, Robert Neilson, Patrick Trumble, Peter Buist.
29, Mr. Bernard Gib and Effie Abircrumbie had Annas; witnesses, James Reid, George Bothwell, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck.

M. 19, Robert Anderson to Margaret Weitit.
20, John Hunter to Christian Donaldson.

DECEMBER.

B. 10, James Hamilton and Jean Sands had William; witnesses, William Anderson, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck.
19, James Cowstone and Grizel Moreis had Patrick; witnesses, David Inglis, James Corslaw, Robert Elder.
24, John Lindsay in Pitdine and Bessie Peirsone had Janet; witnesses, Patrick Lindsay, John Peirson, William Lawson.
31, James Man and Isobel Wilson had Adam; witnesses, William Mackie, John Betsone, David Moreis in Bayth.

M. 8, John Gentleman to Effie Douglas.
17, James Steinsone to Isobel Clerk.
17, David Peacock to Barbara Thomson.
31, Andrew Donaldson to Catherine Hunter.

JANUARY [1634].

B. 7, John Wels and Margaret Stevenson had Harry; witnesses, John Stevenson of Bayth, Henry Moreis, David Moreis.
10. Henry Wyper and Grizel Workman had twins (in fornication), one 
dying unbaptised, the other baptised Margaret; witnesses, John 
Simson, John Bartleman, Andrew Thomson.
12. Laurence Watson, cordiner, and Grizel Wilson had Patrick; witnesses, 
Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, Patrick Kingorne, John Bennat.
14. William Hutone and Catherine Mill had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas 
Christie, James Murgane, Robert Anghous.
19. James Legat and Margaret Stirk had Agnes; witnesses, John Anderson, 
litster, in the Colzeraw, Patrick Legat. William Legat, his son, George 
Mudie.
20. John Watson, seaman in Brunteland, and Dorothy. Edisone had Andrew 
(in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Cunningham, Andrew Trumble, 
James Reid, baillie.
21. Andrew Cant and Christian Bull had a daughter . . .; witnesses, 
Robert Cant, Ninian Mather, William Wod.
21. James Simraell and Margaret Mudie had William; witnesses, William 
Mudie, mason, William Mudie, malmant, Robert Davidson.
28. James Ritchie and Christian Anderson had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas 
Ritchie, Alexander Anderson, Andrew Burne.
28. William Mudie, malmant, and Janet Christie had Patrick; witnesses, 
Patrick Cowper, Patrick Stevenson, Adam Currie in Primrois, James 
Simraell.

M. 2. Thomas Wylie to Isobel Bruse.
14. John Anderson to Margaret Cadell.
30. James Dewar to Helen Trumble.
31. James Kellok to Nanse Aittone.

FEBRUARY.

B. 2. Andrew Berriehill and Elspet Broun had Catherine; witnesses, Patrick 
Broun, James Walvod in Nether Baithie, Robert Peirson there.
4. George Trumble in Bromhall and Helen Grinlay had Marion; 
 witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Bromhall, Patrick Grinlay, Andrew 
Trumble in Grange.
4. John Ramsay, collier, and Isobel Laduthe had William (in fornication); 
 witnesses, William Wannan, Thomas Barklay, Donald Fraser. 
(Baptised in Cleish.)
4. Thomas Betoun, ‘chopeman,’ and Helen Anderson had Thomas; 
 witnesses, Thomas Keir, Andrew Mure, John Workman.
9. Harry Greg and Bessie Broun had Janet; witnesses, William Cairnis, 
 John Broun, Florie Greg.
9. John Bruse and Marjory Law had John; witnesses, John Turkan, 
 John Wright, John Law.
11. Thomas Tod in the Clun and Isobel Templeman had Thomas; witnesses, 
 Mr. Thomas Wardlaw, Thomas Reid, Richard Templeman.
14. William Cowstone, collier, and Janet Scharpe had Janet; witnesses, 
 Thomas Baverage, Thomas Hunnone. Andrew Mekiljohn.
23. William Anderson in Pitconnochie and Nanse Chalmers had Alexander; 
 witnesses, Alexander Chalmers, Thomas Douglas. John Dewar in 
 Kinneder.
23. John Cowie and Isobel Lawson had John (in fornication); witnesses, 
William Wilson, John Broun.
25. Wattie Horne and Christian Young had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick 
Cowper, Andrew Murray, William Anderson, litster.
27. Peter Buist and Isobel Walvod had Janet; witnesses, John Bennat, 
Andrew Trumble, James Walvod, officer.

20. David Scot to Isabel Broun.
MARCH.

16, Andrew Broun and Bessie Wilson had Margaret; witnesses, James Mitchell, James Mayne, David Broun.
18, Robert Taillyeour and Margaret Cunningham had John; witnesses, John Lawson, John Cunningham, John Swentoun. (Baptised in Torrie kirk.)
23, William Anderson and Isobel Russell had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Stevenson, Thomas Mayne (?), Thomas Burne.
23, Andrew Patone and Isobel Richardson had Robert; witnesses, Robert Burne, William Burne, Andrew Burne in Gellat.
23, David Moreis of Baithe and Janet Lundie had Elspet; witnesses, John Oliphant in Bochlavie, John Stevenson of Baithe, Henry Hakirstone there.
23, John Bartleman, fuller, and Nanse Fleming had Janet; witnesses, Peter Trumble, David Maxwell, Thomas Davidson, all litsters.
30, William Bruse and Rose Snellok had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Wilson, George Donald, David Sands in Wester Gellat.

M. 4, James Moyas to Rosina Walvod.
18, John Moreis to Margaret Westwood (in Auchtertule kirk).

APRIL.

B. 6, David Inglis and Helen Lughtoun had Marjory; witnesses, James Cowstone, John Inglis, Nicol Inglis.
7, John Potter, wright, and Marion Clerk had Andrew; witnesses, David Bull, John Bruse, Andrew Potter.
13, John Laurie and Nanse Grege had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Thomson, Thomas Elder, John Muire.
20, John Livingstone and Christian Young had Christian; witnesses, William Anderson, Thomas Beveridge, Andrew Young.
20, John Forsythe and Margaret Potter had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Stanehous, John Gentleman, Robert Kellok in Mastertoun.
20, Andrew Cunningham in Primrois and Margaret Trumble had William; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knockis, William Wilson, maltman, Adam Currie in Primrois.
20, Andrew Kellok and Margaret Stocks had Andrew; witnesses, John Davidson in Fed, John Kellok, John Beveridge in Keltie.
20, John Wilson in Galrikhill and Margaret Anderson had Bessie; witnesses, Andrew Walker in Logie, William Cois and Alexander Cois, brethren.
27, Andrew Ferlie and Alison Anderson had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Thomas Mitchell, his son, and Thomas Peirson.
27, William Smart, flesher, and Bessie Stevenson had Adam; witnesses, Adam Stevenson, elder, Thomas Key, Thomas Elder.

M. 13, David Laurie to Effie Gibsone.
22, John Ramsay to Christian Thrislo.
24, Mr. Harry Magiill, minister in Dunfermline, to Margaret Wardlaw, daughter of Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie.
29, Andrew Trumble to Janet Anderson.

MAY.

B. 4, Thomas Dewar and Janet Peacok had Robert; witnesses, David Robertson, Robert Russell, Robert Anghous.
4, Thomas Stanehous, portioner of Mastertoun, and Barbara Dewar had Elspet; witnesses, William Kellok in Pitavie, Thomas Adisone. younger, in Pitadro mill, John Gentleman in Mastertoun.
6, Robert Levingstone and Isobel Marschell had James; witnesses, Andrew Potter, George Davidson, weaver, John Wilson, weaver.
11, William Inche and Margaret James had William; witnesses, James Reid, bailie, John James, William Cunningham in Knokes.
13, Thomas Hall and Bessie Portour had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Stevenson, Thomas Cowper, William Portour.
18, James Anderson in Pittincreiff and Isobel Inglis had Isobel; witnesses, David Makbethe, John Stirk, Andrew Inglis.
18, James Reid, bailie, and Marion Broun had Margaret: witness, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck.
20, Robert Henresone, skinner, and Janet Car had Agnes; witnesses, Mr. David Stirk, James Legat, William Mudie, weaver.
25, Andrew Christie and Helen Currie had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Christie, Thomas Douglas, David Mitchell, William Cois.

M. [None.]

JUNE.

B. 1. John Stirk, weaver in Wester Luscour, and Margaret Wardane had John; witnesses, Adam Stobie, Nicol Wardlaw, John Sands of Longsyd.
1, Robert Elder and Margaret Barklay had Catherine; witnesses, David Burne, James Cowstoun, David Inglis.
8, David Mitchell in Pitlivar and Margaret Currie had Catherine; witnesses, William Kellok in Pitravie, John Currie in Crumbie, Adam Currie in Primrois.
8, David Robertson of Craigduckie Easter and Grizel Hutone had James; witnesses, Mr. James Dewar, Mr. William Wardlaw, James Finlasone in Aberdour.
15, James Donaldson and Margaret Cunningham had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Cunningham in the Stare, David Flockard, Andrew Hutone.
15, John Fergus and Nanse Wricht had Isobel; witnesses, David Peirson, James Peirson, and John Peirsone in Pitdinne.
15, David Wyld and Bessie Bankis had a son . . . . ; witnesses, David Tod, James Murgan, Robert Scotland, Thomas Tod.
15, Laurence Merser and Margaret Dagleische had Euphan; witnesses, Robert Merser of the Kirkland in Sauling, John Kowane of Craighous.
22, Archibald Honyman and Margaret Wels had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Wilson, Patrick Kingorne, James Car, mason.
23, William Curror and Margaret Schort had Helen; witnesses, David Moreis, James Schort, Thomas Arnott.

M. 3, David Robertson to Elspet Bosauell.
5, Archibald Forrest to Bessie Quhyt.
10, John Anderson to Margaret Gibsone.
17, John Brown to Marion Glas.
24, John Brown to Marion Allane.
24, David Stevenson to Catherine Thomesone.

JULY.

B. 4, Robert Anderson and Bessie Johnstone had John; witnesses, . . . , Peter Buist, George Davidson.
13, David Blak, younger in Coklaw, and Marjory Blakwod had James; witnesses, James Legat, James Baverage, John Kellok, younger.
13, John Oiswld and Christian Hamilton had John; witnesses, John Anderson, litster, William George, William Pilonis.
15, James Hutone and Mary Dempstertoun had George; witnesses, George Davidson, Patrick Murray, James Simson.
20, Thomas Arnott and Elspet Schort had James; witnesses, James Schort, James Mitchell, James Bruse.
27, John Danskie and Helen Watson had David; witnesses, David Cunnone, David Peirson, Robert Logane.

29. Thomas Elder, Desher, and Helen Simson had John; witnesses, John Bennet, William Walker, merchant, James Simson, shoemaker, Mark Donald, Patrick Peirson.

M. 6, John Dick to Bessie Stevenson.
8, Andrew Wilson to Janet Cunningham.
24, Robert Dewar to Margaret Flokart.
29, William Dagleish to Catherine Wardlaw.
29, John Fyiff to Catherine Hereme.

AUGUST.

B. 3, John Inglis and Nance Hutone had Catherine; witnesses, William Hutone, William Dagleishe, Robert Russell.
3, Laurence Neilson and Isobel Litljohne had Margaret; witnesses, Patrick Kingorne, James Kennedie, Alexander Beane.
3, John Stanehoues and Jean Fentone had Janet; witnesses, John Davidson, William Stanehoues, John Blair.
3, John Kirk, "creilman," and Marion Greg had Catherine; witnesses, George Dewar in Lathamond, William Hutone in Dunduff, James Mill in Lochend.
7, James Mitchell and Christian Thomson had James; witnesses, James Mayne, John Hunter, John Potter.
11, James Kennedie, wright, and Janet Hutone had Peter; witnesses, Peter Law, Patrick Trumble, Robert Stirk, Peter Buist.
19, Adam Currie in Primrois and Catherine Christie had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Christie, Thomas Mitchell, William Mudie.
24, John Dougall and Bessie Thomson had Marjory; witnesses, David Burne, Robert Elder, Robert Burne, David Inglis.
27, James Anderson and Janet Clerk had twins, John and Christian; witnesses, Patrick Anderson, William Cunningham, John Lawson, William Lawson.

M. 5, David Broun to Margaret Greg.
7, Robert Meldrum to Christian Smart.
19, Thomas Beinstone to Margaret Horne.
26, George Chopeman to Grizel Glas.
26, David Sim to Margaret Meldrum.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 3, Robert Douglas and Margaret Peirson had James; witnesses, James Leslie, Thomas Mitchell (?), Henry Douglas.
7, James Dick and Margaret Kilgour had Jean; witnesses, John Anderson, Robert Anderson, Harry Young.
7, John Watson, cordiner, and Helen Hutone, "sewer," had John (in fornication); witnesses, John Sanders, Adam Wylie, Robert Anderson in the Maygate.
14, Andrew Smithie and Bessie Weir had James; witnesses, James Kellock in Masterton, James Stanehoues there, James Feg, burgess of Dunfermline.
16, John Stirk and Bessie Crawford had John; witnesses, John Stirk, father of said John, George Meldrum, Henry Crawford.
21, Henry Douglas and Margaret Cunningham had David; witnesses, David Douglas, David Mitchell, Edward Douglas.
28, Thomas Lessells and Bessie Lawson had Bessie; witnesses, William Lawson, James Clerk, Patrick Anderson.
29, James Litljohne and Christian Chrichtone had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Schortus, William Mudie, Allan Mudie.

M. 1, Matthew (?) Banks (?) to . . . [illegible].
23. Mr. Robert Anderson to Marion Dewar.
30. William Walker to Margaret Drummond.

OCTOBER.
12. John Gentleman and Effie Douglas had Elizabeth; witnesses, Robert Kellok, David Cunnon in Masterton, John Coventrie.
12. David Robertson and Elspet Bossuell had Elizabeth; witnesses, Mr. John Wardlaw, Andrew Currie, David Currie.
12. Peter Ferlie and Elspet Breadnute had Janet; witnesses, William Mudie, maltman, John Burne, James Mudie.
14. Thomas Mitchell and Bessie Currow had Margaret (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Currie, Henry Douglas, Thomas Cumming.
23. Robert Mudie, portioner of Masterton, and Helen Mudie had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Walker in Logie, Andrew Trumble in the Grange, Davie Cunnon, portioner of Masterton, Robert Kellok there.
30. John Orolk to Margaret Mackie.

NOVEMBER.
B. 2. Andrew Donaldson and Catherine Hunter had Bessie; witnesses, David Sands, John Hunter, James Donaldson.
9. David Broun and Janet Dewar had Janet; witnesses, George Meldrum, Andrew Broun, Robert Dewar.
9. Alexander Galrige and Christian Ritchie had Robert (in fornication); witnesses, Robert Tod, Robert Ritchie, Robert Galrige. (The child died unbaptised before reaching the church).
9. James Thomson and Janet Law had Helen (in fornication); witnesses, John Wels, Henry Moreis, Andrew Berriehill.
9. George Penman, collier in Fordall heugh, and Marjory Wilson, his coalbearer, had Margaret (in adultery); witnesses, Andrew Gaw, Duncan Tailieour, David Stevenson. Presented by William Penman, brother of said George.
13. George Durie in the Netherton and Margaret Broun had Margaret; witnesses, Sir Robert Halkett of Pitfirran, Robert Colvill of Cleish, Mr. Matthew Weymis, minister in Canongate.
13. Laurence Steinsoane and Catherine Chatto had Elspet; witnesses, John Alison, John Kellok, Thomas Cowper.
20. Andrew Hutone, slater, and Elspet Kilgour had Elspet; witnesses, William Masterton, James Feg, John Potter.
20. James Simsone, merchant, and Bessie Walker had Marjory; witnesses, James Reid, Peter Law, John Walker, Andrew Walker in Logie.
23. David Hoge and Marjory Bull had Margaret; witnesses, John Walker, Dean of Guild, William Walker, merchant, James Legat.
23. John Potter and Janet Inglis had Marjory; witnesses, John Stevenson, William Mudie, James Mitchell.
23. A vagabond calling himself James Wardlaw presented a child, "gottin on Janet Ogilbie, quhom he sa nameit and said scho wes his wyff bot had no testificatoum of ther laufull marriage," baptised Thomas.
26. Patrick Kinninmond and his lady, Margaret Boswell, had John; witnesses, Sir John Boswell of Balmuto, Sir Robert Halket of Pitfirran, George Bothwell.

30. James Anderson and Janet Gray had Margaret; witnesses, James Peirson in Pittinime, William Lawson, James Anghous.


20. Nicol Blakwood to Margaret Murray.

20. John Quhryt to Margaret Kellok.

27. John Bryse to Helen Quhryt.

27. William Inglis to Bessie Cowper.

DECEMBER.

B. 1. Andrew Trumble, lorimer, and Janet Anderson had William; witnesses, William Trumble, father of said Andrew, William Anderson, litster, Peter Law, bailie.

6. Mr. Harry Magill, minister, and Margaret Wardlaw had Thomas; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Wardlaw of Logie, Mr. Bernard Gib, George... Mr. Robert...


16. Robert Anderson and Margaret Weitad had John; witnesses, James Anderson, John Davidson, John Anderson.

18. William Garvie and Bessie Walker had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Currie, James Garvie, Thomas Stanehous in Mastertoun.

28. James Moyas and Rosina Walwd had Janet; witnesses, John Broun, David Walwd, John Moyas.


M. 11. Alexander [Young?] to... [Illegible].

18. George Stirk to Elspet Walker.

JANUARY [1635].

B. 4. John Davidson in Fod and Marjory Broun had Christian; witnesses, Peter Broun, James Mitchell, William Stanehous in Fod.

4. John Alisone, wright, and Grizel Walwd had Grizel; witnesses, James Legat, Laurence Stevenson, Archibald Honyman.

4. John Lawson, smith, and Catherine Drysdell had James; witnesses, Mark Donald, James Cunningham in the Sillitoun, James Mather.

4. William Mackie and Margaret Betsone had a son...; witnesses, John Betsone, David Blak, Patrick Greg.

11. James Kellok, tailor, and Nanse Aittone had Catherine; witnesses, Thomas Bavereage, John Clerk, merchant, James Donald.

11. John Smart and Margaret Bavereage had John; witnesses, John Smart in Over Anziefair, flesher, William Smart, John Smart, younger.

15. Thomas Wylie and Isobel Bruce had Adam; witnesses, Adam Wylie, James Reid, John Watson.

18. David Fokart and Bessie Dewar had William (baptised in Inverkeithing); witnesses, William Fokart, John Dewar, Robert Dewar, James Donaldson.

18. Thomas Curror and Effie Alexander had Janet (baptised in Cleish kirk); witnesses, Henry Hakirstone, George Trumble, John Keir, all in Baith.
25, John Anderson and Margaret Cadell had Margaret; witnesses, John
Lawson, William Cunningham, James Lawson.
25, Mark Donald and Marjory Bennat had Janet; witnesses, John Bennat,
George Donald, John Wr hitch.
25, Robert Pittilochie and Mage Miller had Robert; witnesses, Robert
Logane, Robert Miller.
M. 8, Richard Gray to Geils Anderson.
25, James Dunkiesone to Isobel Fieldie.

FEBRUARY.
B. 1, James Henresone, glazier, and Mays Aikine had Marjory; witnesses,
James Meldrum, James Stewart, James Feg.
1, John Hunter and Christian Donaldson had James; witnesses, James
Donaldson, George Meldrum, James Anderson in Pittencrief.
8, Andrew Muire, tailor, and Christian Lauthiane had Isobel; witnesses,
John Broun, William Swentoun, James Ronald.
10, David Galrig and Margaret Yowne had Helen; witnesses, Thomas
Keir, William Mudie and Allan Mudie, weavers.
14, Harry Anderson, master stabler to the Earl of Dunfermline, and
Margaret Colzer had Charles; witnesses, Charles Setoun, Earl of
Dunfermline, Mr. Bernard Gib, George Bothwell.
22, John Ramsay, collier, and Christian Thrislo had Janet; witnesses,
Robert Scot, John Watson, collier, Robert Brown, collier.
24, George Tailyeour and Nanse Hutone had Margaret; witnesses, Robert
Tailyeour, Robert Cunningham, Mark Donald, George Donald.
26, Edward Douglas and Beatie Douglas had Jean; witnesses, Thomas
Mitchell, John Gentleman, Robert Kellok, younger, Henry Douglas.
M. 5, Andrew Currie to Helen Stirk.

MARCH.
B. 8, Thomas Blakwod and Isobel Inglis had John; witnesses, John Hunter,
John Stirk, John Inglis.
8, James Simson, cordiner, and Isobel Weitche had Thomas; witnesses,
Thomas Elder, Thomas Cowper, William Smart, William Walker,
merchant.
15, James Coventrie and Elspet Robertson had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick
Murray, John Coventrie, Adam Coventrie.
15, William Kent and Isobel Broun had Helen; witnesses, William Gibone
in Carnok, William Kellok, Robert Mudie, younger.
15, John Kellok, younger, in Quithious, and Barbara Abernethie had Nanse
(in fornication); witnesses, David Blak, Henry Dick, William Kellok.
15, William Galrigie and Helen Broun had Bessie; witnesses, John Galrigie,
Andrew Trumble, William Inglis in the Grange.
17, James Eweine and Margaret Primrois had Margaret; witnesses, James
Reid, Robert Aikine, Henry Davidson.
19, John Law and Magie Keir had a bastard baptised Margaret.
22, Alexander Cois and Nanse Imrie had James; witnesses, Mark . . .
William (?) Cois, John Wilson.
22, John Wilson and Barbara Kellok had William; witnesses, James Reid,
Thomas Reid, John Clerk, treasurer of the burgh.
22, William Robertson and Marjory Martene had John; witnesses, John
Burne, mason, John Sandilands, Laurie Stevenson.
M. 12, John Mill to Marjory Dewar (in Cleish kirk).

APRIL.
B. 5, John Buchanan and Janet Peacock had Bessie; witnesses, Thomas
Nasmith, David Currie, David Drysdell.
5. John Mill and Marjory Dewar had a daughter . . . . (begotten before marriage); witnesses, Henry Mill, Nicol Dewar, Harry Mill.

5. William Anderson and Janet Cunningham had Nase; witnesses, James Anghous, William Anderson in Pitconnochie, James Hutone.

5. John Stevenson (deceased, buried 30th March ult.) and Janet Puird had Margaret; witnesses, George Donald, Robert Cunningham, John Mershell.

5. William Anderson in Gellat and Catherine Cunningham had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Wilson, Adam Wilson, David Sands, Robert Cunningham.

7. John Orock and Margaret Mackie had a son . . . . (baptised in Cleish kirk).


12. John Anderson and Margaret Gibson had Janet; witnesses, James Mitchell, John Stanehous, James Anderson.


12. Alexander Drysdell, bailie, and Bessie Walvod had Bessie; witnesses, Peter Law, bailie, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, Patrick Kingorne, clerk, John Clerk, William Walker.

21. Mr. James Dewar of Nether Lassodie and Elspet Moncreiff had Matthew; witnesses, David Robertson of Craigduckie, David Cunnene, portioner Robert Hutone, Thomas Stanehous, portioner there.

21. John Car, weaver, and Bessie Clerk had Janet; witnesses, William Lambe, John Gotterstone, William Mudie, all weavers.

26. Thomas Beinstone and Margaret Horne had Robert; witnesses, John Wels, Thomas Baverage, John Stirk.

M. [None.]

MAY.

B. 3. William Pillons and Isobel Douglas had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Werson, Mark Donald, David Sands.

5. John Craiche, mason, and Janet Gotterstoun (?) had John; witnesses, William Walker, merchant, James Ker (?), John Burne, mason.

10. Edward Kirk, weaver, and Janet Thomson had Robert; witnesses, Robert Kellok, Robert Mudie, John Gentleman, David Cunnene in Mastertoun.

12. David Cunnene, portioner of Mastertoun, and Elspet Dewar had Peter; witnesses, Peter Law, Mr. James Dewar of Lassodie, John Dewar, younger, John Law.


24. Thomas Hutone and Isobel Keir had Robert; witnesses, Robert Hutone, Robert Keir, Robert Davidison.

31. James Reid and Marion Broun had Janet; witnesses, John Bennat William Anderson, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck.


26. William Robertson to Isobel Ladathe (?).

28. James Wod to Isobel Anderson.

JUNE.


7. George Wardlaw and Jean Kennedie had Catherine; witnesses, Harry Stewart of Bayth, George Bothwell, Thomas Philpe.

M. 2. Thomas Bankis to Bessie Barklay.
7. James Robertson to Isobel Wallace.

JULY.

7. Thomas Christie of the Hoile and Elspet Durie had James; witnesses, James Durie of Craigluscour, Mr. James Durie in the Nethertoun of Dunfermline, James Cunningham in Pitadro.
7. John Muire and Nanse Schiphirid had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Cowper, William Anderson, Andrew Thomson, John Laurie.
12. James Meldrum and Marjory Feg had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Schortus, Robert Davidson, John Workman.
12. Laurence Gray and Bessie Peacock had Grisel; witnesses, John Kellok, Andrew Kellok, Archibald Robertson, shepherd.
12. Thomas Curror and Helen Hutson had Effie; witnesses, Andrew Berrihill, John Stevenson, younger of Baith, David Moreis there.
12. John Wilson and Helen Currie had Margaret; witnesses, Sandie Wilson, Andrew Walker, James Cunningham in Pitadro.
12. William Mudie, weaver, and Nanse Mackie had Janet; witnesses, John Bennat, John Gotterstone, Andrew Muire.
17. Thomas Baverage and Christian Smart had Janet; witnesses, David Stewart, cordiner, Thomas Elder, John Smart, flesher.
19. Edward Broun in the Ferrie and Janet Broun had Edward; witnesses, Harry Greg, Harry Cant, Charles Watson. (Baptised in Inverkeithing.)
23. William Wilson and Margaret Watson had Laurence; witnesses, Laurie Watson, John Sanders, Archibald Boyd.
26. Andrew Drummond and Bessie Young had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Cowper, Thomas Ritchie, Robert Dewar.
26. James Walwod in Nether Bayth and Helen Inglis had Isobel; witnesses, William Inglis, Andrew Inglis, his son, Laurence Lugtoun.

M. 7. Andrew Williamson to Janet Barker (in Inverkeithing kirk).
12. William Anderson to Margaret Cowper.
14. David Hutson to Janet Ritchie.
21. Alexander Chalmber to Catherine Walker.

AUGUST.

B. 2. David Reid and Margaret Lawson had Bessie; witnesses, James Wardlaw, Adam Stobie, James Fyiff.
2. John Forsaythe and Margaret Potter had Barbara; witnesses, William Potter, John Potter, Thomas Cunnon.
2. John Broun and Marion Allane had Thomas; witnesses, Henry Sandilands, Robert Murgane, James Wedderstown, Thomas Jackson.
6. Andrew Betsone and Janet Thomson had Andrew (baptised in Balingrie kirk); witnesses, John Betsone, William Mackie, Andrew Betsone.
7. Mr. Patrick Auchinleck and Elspet Forrester had Catherine; witnesses, James Reid, George Bothwell.
8. Robert Elder and Margaret Barklay had David; witnesses, David Burne, James Dewar, Andrew Cunningham, Robert Burne.
9. George Stirk and Elspet Walker had John; witnesses, Mr. John Walker, reader, John Stirk in Pittencreiff, David Walker, cooper, George Meldrum.
11. David Stewart and Helen Kirkland had John; witnesses, John Sanders, John Tod, Laurie Watson.
16. Patrick Kingorne, clerk of the burgh, and Margaret Forrester had David; witnesses, Mr. David Kingorne, clerk of regality, James Reid, Gilbert Sanders.
17. Peter Buist, baker, and Isobel Walwod had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, baker, Peter Law, bailie, Edward Douglas in Wester Gellet.

M. 11, Robert Thomson to Elspet Broun (in Cleish kirk).
11, William Walwod to Margaret Wardlaw.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 2, John Wels, baker, and Catherine Drummond had Margaret; witnesses, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, Laurie Merser, William Walker, merchant.
3. John Broun, tailor, and Marion Glas had Robert; witnesses, Robert Aikine, George Durie, John Broun.
5. Patrick Stevenson and Christian Mudie had James; witnesses, James Mudie, James Simraell, James Mayne.
13. John Straquhen and Isobel Fotheringham had John; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knokes, John Walwod, John Wanderstone (sic).
20. George Wat and Janet Robertson had Janet; witnesses, John Wat, John Livingstone, Patrick Wat.
21. John Watson, cordiner, and Barbara Bruse had Margaret; witnesses, Adam Wylie, Robert Miller, John Smetoun.
21. Alexander Young, mason, and Bessie Williamson had James, witnesses, Gilbert Sanders, William Smart, James Car, mason.
27. James Mill and Grizel Robertson had Henry; witnesses, Henry Wardlaw, David Roberston of Craigduckie, Robert Russell.
27. William Inglis and Bessie Cowper had Patrick; witnesses, Thomas Cowper, William Anderson, Thomas Schortus, Andrew Inglis.
Parish Register of Dunfermline.

29. Nicol Blakwod and Margaret Murra had Margaret; witnesses, Alexander Drysdell, William Walker, merchant, George Davidson.

M. 1, John Buchane to Grizel Stevenson.

OCTOBER.

B. 4. George Edisone and Bessie Sands had Elspet; witnesses, David Sands, John Law, tailor, William Anderson in Gellat.
4. Thomas Keir and Helen Yowne had Thomas; witnesses, Andrew Mure, Thomas Burne, William Mudie, weaver.
4. Mr. Robert Anderson, musician, and Marion Dewar had John; witnesses, John Dewar, John Anderson, John Wright (born 3rd inst.).
4. Patrick Walker, cooper, and Margaret Young had John; witnesses, Mr. John Walker, reader in Dunfermline, John Bennat, baker, Thomas Elder, flesher.
6. Andrew Turnbull, baker, and Barbara Law had Peter; witnesses, Peter Law, Peter Buist, Peter Trumble.
12, Sir James Murray of Tippermuire, knight, and Annas Melvill had Jean; witnesses, William Mentethe of Randifuirid, Mr. Bernard Gib, George Bothwell.
20. James Mayne in Pitcorthie and Christian Johnstone had Isobel; witnesses, Patrick Stevenson, David Broun in Clinkhill, Andrew Broun, smith.
20. Laurence Hutone, weaver, and Janet Robertson had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Cowper, William Anderson, litster, Robert Stevenson, smith.
22. Thomas Cowper in the Neura and Grizel Cumming had Margaret (in fornication); witnesses, William Anderson, litster, Peter Buist, Patrick Stevenson.
25. Gasper Drysdell and Marion Inglis had Robert (baptised in Inverkeithing); witnesses, Laurence Lugton, Robert Drysdell, Robert Inglis in Inverkeithing.
27. George Dewar in Lathamond and Mary Chalmers had Christian; witnesses, Mr. John Chalmers, younger, James Chalmers, his brother, Mr. James Dewar of Lassodie.

M. 6, William Wilson to Elspet Young.
25, John Trumble to Jean Murray.

NOVEMBER.

B. 1. Mark Swentone, sailor in the Ferrie, and Marjory Stevenson had a son ... (baptised in Inverkeithing); witnesses, Alexander Greg, Harry Greg, Charles Watson.
8. Andrew Broun, smith, and Bessie Wilson had Jean; witnesses, Patrick Stevenson, Robert Wilson in Mylnhilis, Robert Taillyeour.
15. Richard Gray, sailor, and Geils Anderson had William; witnesses, William Anderson, grandfather and presenter of the child in the father's absence, Mr. James Phine, Andrew Currie in Primros.
15. James Hamilton, piper, and Isobel Broun had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Colzieir, Andrew Gaw, Andrew Thomson.
21. James Wallace, merchant, and Janet Henresone had twins, James and Peter; witnesses, Peter Law, John Walker, merchant, Peter Buist, James Henresone, glazier, James Murgane, James Anderson in Fod.
22, Laurence Watson, cordiner, and Grizel Wilson had Elspet; witnesses, David Maxwell, John Bennat, David Stewart, cordiner.
29. John Phinne in Dewarsbaith and Margaret Dinn had David; witnesses, David Dinn, Henry Baverage, Robert Peirson in Bath.

M. 10, James Kellok to Margaret Broun.
DECEMBER.

B. 1. Andrew Drysdell in Craigluscour and Margaret Wilson had David; witnesses, David Scotland, Thomas Crystie, James Murgane.
3. Thomas Davidson, litster, and Isobel Anderson had John; witnesses, Robert Davidson, maltman, Robert Scotland in the Clun, Gilbert Sanders.
4. John Rae and Margaret Miller had David; witnesses, David Miller, Robert Miller, John Walker, dean of guild.
6. James Donaldson and Margaret Cunningham had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Cunningham, Andrew Mayne, Andrew Hutone.
6. James Dewar and Isobel Hutone had James; witnesses, James Cunno, James Coventrie, James Mayne.
10. James Dagleishe and Catherine Wardlaw had Barbara; witnesses, Robert Merser, James Durie, James Wardlaw. (Baptised in Saline kirk.)
15. Henry Sanderson and Elspet Ramache had Helen; witnesses, Andrew Mekiljohne, James Wederstone, Geordie Davidson.
19. David Peirson and Helen Henresone had Bessie; witnesses, William Cunningham, servant in Pitravie, Thomas Peirson, Robert Stanehous in Dowloche.
22. James Simraell and Margaret Mudie had Robert; witnesses, Robert Davidson, Robert Wilson, Patrick Stevenson.
25. William Walvod, cordiner, and Margaret Lindsay had Helen; witnesses, Mr. Patrick Auchenleck, Thomas Jakson, James Simsone, cordiner.
28. Andrew Menteth and Bessie Forthinghame had Isobel; witnesses, William Cunningham, James Anghous, Henry Douglas.
28. Thomas Elder, flesher, and Helen Simsone had Nanse; witnesses, John Bennat, Mr. Patrick Auchenleck, James Reid, David Mitchell.

M. 1. James Walvod to Catherine Key.
15. Thomas Cunnon to Isobel Dewar.
18. Thomas Jakson to Helen Walvod.

JANUARY [1636].

B. 3. David Wyld and Bessie Banks had a son, ...; witnesses, ...
3. James Stewart, mealmaker, and Elspet Mayne had twins, Grizel and Janet; witnesses, John Kellok, William Smart, George Durie, William Mitchell.
3. Andrew Currie and Helen Stirk had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Currie in Primrois, Robert Stirk, messenger, David Mitchell, Thomas Wilson.
8. John Smetoun and Isobel Chopeman had Margaret (in fornication); witnesses, James Eweine, Patrick Stevenson, James Simraeil.
8. William Kellok in Pitravie and Bessie Trumble had John; witnesses, John Coventrie, John Wa^tsone in Inverkeithing, David Cunnone, portioner of Mastertoun.
9. Robert Stevenson and Elspet Davidson had Adam; witnesses, Adam Stevenson, Robert Davidson.
12. David Moreis of Baithie and Janet Lundie had David; witnesses, David Lundie, Mr. David Kingorne, David Hodge in the Foulfuird.
12. Alexander Young and Helen Whyt had Robert; witnesses, Robert Quhyt, Robert Young, James Cunningham in Pitadro.
12. John Neilson and Janet Buist had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick Trumble, Peter Buist, James Richardson.
12. David Smetoun and Elspet Russell had David; witnesses, James Smetoun, Robert Russell, David Scotland.
18. John Thomson and Janet Huton had Isobel; witnesses, William Wricht, Patrick Trumble, David Trumble.
23, Robert Scharpe and Nanse Kellok had Robert (before their marriage); witnesses, James Kellok, Robert Kellok, William Kellok.
26, George Donald and Margaret Stevenson had David; witnesses, David Mitchell in Pitlivar, David Sands in Gellat, David Horne in Culrois.
26, John Makunnoche and Janet Porteus had John; witnesses, John Baird, John Robertson, John Alison.
31, John Bryse and Helen Quibyt had Helen; witnesses, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, Robert Anderson in Gellat, Patrick Kingorne.
31, John Clerk, merchant, and Annas Portour had Margaret; witnesses, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, James Reid, Alexander Drysdell.
31, James Cusine and Barbara Dewar (who died after her delivery) had Barbara; witnesses, . . .

M. 12, John Moreis to Janet Moreis.
19, Thomas Mitchell to Helen Trumble.
26, John Huton to Janet Touchie.

FEBRUARY.

B. 1, John Hog and Margaret Thomson had Margaret; witnesses, Mr. William Ged, Robert Livingstone, Andrew Thomson.
14, Thomas Dewar and Janet Peacok had David; witnesses, David Robertson of Craigduckie, David Scotland, David Peacok.
14, Adam Car and Janet Crawfuirid had George; witnesses, William Hutone, David Tod, James Murgane.
14, James Anderson and Janet Miller had Adam; witnesses, Adam Stobie, Nicol Wardlaw, James Murgane.
16, George Trumble in Bromehall and Helen Grinly had George; witnesses, Mr. James Phine, Adam Trumbull in Bromehall, David Mitchell in Pitlivar, Adam Trumble in the Grange, Patrick Grinlay.
21, Andrew Wilson and Janet Douglas had George; witnesses, George Donald, Adam Wilson, David Mitchell.
21, John Robertson and Isobel Hutone had James; witnesses, James Cunnon, Robert Cant, Thomas Peirsone.
28, Robert Tailyeour and Margaret Cunningham had Robert; witnesses, Robert Turneley, Robert Cunningham in Sillitoun, Robert Cunningham in the Stone, Robert Wilson.
28, John (? Robert) Anderson and Margaret Gibson had James; witnesses, James Mitchell, James Anderson, John Davidson, John Stanehous.
28, Henry Broun and Beatie Sands had Bessie; witnesses, David Broun, David Sands, William Galrig.
28, James Clerk and Janet Beany had Jean; witnesses, John Lindsay, William Anderson in Pitconnochie, John Peirsone there.
28, Robert Anghous and Christian Drysdell had John; witnesses, Robert Anghous, David Scotland, David Robertson of Craigduckie.
28, David Ferlie (?) and Nanse Chalmer had Nanse; witnesses, George Trumble, James Broun, John Christie.
28, James Simson, merchant, and Beissie Walker had John; witnesses, Andrew Walker in Logie, Peter Law, William Walker, merchant.
William Walker, maltman.

M. 2, John Dewar to Mage Burne.
4, John Wright to Margaret Lawson.
7, David Waterstone to Margaret Workman.
11, James Primrois to Janet Tailyeour.
14, David Hodge to Catherine Smart.

MARCH.

B. 1, James Mudie, weaver, and Grizel Lambe had Helen; witnesses, Robert Mudie, younger, Robert Kellok, John Gotterstone.
2, Robert Patrik and Elspet Low had Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Drysdell, John Clerk, Henry Patrik.
6, Matthew Donaldson, horner, and Janet Young had William; witnesses, William Anderson in Lymkils, William Anderson in Gellat, Thomas Douglas, David Sands there.

6, Robert Russell and Janet Mill had Bessie (in fornication); witnesses, Henry Crawfurd, Harry Blakwood, John Stirk, younger, in Pittincreff.

6, John Quhyt and Margaret Kellock had John; witnesses, John Kellock, John Kellock, his son, in the Bray, and William Kellock.

8, David Hutone, tailor, and Margaret Dempstertoun had Peter; witnesses, Peter Buist, Peter Law, Thomas Davidson.

13, William Scotland and Margaret Robertson had Isobel; witnesses, Robert Anghous, John Cuine, Adam Bryae.

13, Jean Murray had a son "borne to Johne Trumble quha deceavit the kirk, gifing himself forthe for ane unmarryit man and his wyff living in Falkirk, and upone his culourit and fals dealling and purchasing ane testimoniall from St. Laurence kirk he wes marryt with this Jeane. and the barne baptised and callit George"; witnesses, Wattie Cant, Ninian Mather.

15, David Dewar in Campsieknoves and Dorothea Makstoun had Catherine; witnesses, James Dewar, John Galrig, John Dewar.

20, James Peirson and Nane Stevenson had John; witnesses, David Peirson, John Peirson, his son, and George Donald.

20, Andrew Cowstoun and Catherine Wannan had Janet; witnesses, John Coventrie, Robert Wilson, James Cowstoun.

20, John Stanehous and Jean Fentoun had Elspet; witnesses, William Stanehous, John Davidson, James Mitchell.

20, James Robertson and Isobel Wallace had Henry; witnesses, Henry Moreis, Henry Baverage, Laurence Hutone, weaver.

20, John Potter and Elspet Walker had Jean; witnesses, Mr. David Kingorne, William Anderson, Thomas Cowper.

27, Thomas Stanehous and Barbara Dewar had Nane; witnesses, John Stanehous, James Kellock, John Gentleman.

M. 8, Andrew Wilson to Margaret Lethome.

APRIL.

B. 3, Henry Beany and Helen Wricht had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Wricht, John Beany, William Dougall.

3, James Dewar of Baithe and Helen Trumble had Margaret; witnesses, Peter Law (?), George Trumble, John Dewar.

5, John Litjohne and Janet Wilson had Helen; witnesses, James Litjohne, Thomas Schortus, John Wilson.

7, James Car, mason (deceased), and Isobel Richardson had James; witnesses, Mr. Patrick Auchinleek, Peter Law, Peter Buist.

10, William Anderson in Pitconnochcie and Agnes Chalmers had Thomas.

10, Robert Duncan and Margaret Tod had David (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Wilson, David Tod in Pittincreiff, James Simraell, mason.

12, George Trumble and Marjory Maistertoun had Elspet; witnesses, Adam Mastertoun of the Grange of Culros, Mr. James Dewar of Lassodie, William Mackie in Coklaw.

16, Andrew Kay and Janet Stevenson had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Currie, Thomas Douglas, Thomas Key.

17, William Cairns and Marjory Burgane had Marjory; witnesses, John Watson, Laurie Lugtoun, Harry Greg.

19, Leonard Henresone and Marjory Mudyie had Andrew; witnesses, Patrick Stevenson, Andrew Broun, Andrew Mudyie.

19, Henry Moreis and Isobel Duncan had Janet; witnesses, David Moreis, John Stevenson, John Walker, merchant.

M. 26, John Stevenson to Marjory Hugone.
26, Robert Westwood to Margaret Kinsman.

MAY.
B. 8, James Patone and Isobel Watson had William; witnesses, William Walcar, Archibald Boyd, Robert Quhyt.
15, Harry Grege in the Ferrie and Bessie Broun had John; witnesses, John Broun, Mark Doncane. (Baptised in Inverkeithing.)
15, John Broun, messenger, and Effie Simsone had Margaret; witnesses, John Cokburne, William Walker, merchant, James Simson.
15, John Hugane and Cicie Glenn had John; witnesses, John Workman, John Stevenson, Robert Miller.
31, Andrew Thomesone, belman, and Janet Flokard had Isobel; witnesses, Mr. John Drummond, Mr. John Walker, Mr. Harry Makgill.
M. 3, William Dougall to Janet Phinne.
3, William Sanders to Catherine Cusine.
31, John Wilson to Christian Harlay.

JUNE.
B. 12, Henry Broun and Effie Banks had Patrick.
14, John Smart and Margaret Baverage had William; witnesses, William Smart, Thomas Baverage, Thomas Elder.
27, James Walwo, officer, and Catherine Key had Helen; witnesses, Mr. David Kingorne, Mr. Bernard Gib, Peter Buist.
M. 7, James Thomson to Isobel Sanders.
7, John Stevenson to Bessie Allane.
12, James Trumble to Margaret Callendar.
14, Laurie Greife to Margaret Vannan.
14, James Smetoun to Janet Smetoun.
14, John Leitch to Bessie Lawson.
21, John Peirson to Janet Mentetho.
21, James Hutone to Nanse Ogilbie.
28, William Keir to Margaret Baid.
28, John Keir to Catherine Dewar.

JULY.
B. 8, John Jamesone and Marion Dick had a daughter...
8, David Bull, cutler, and Margaret Potter had Margaret; witnesses, William Walker, William Paterson, Andrew Thomson.
23, David Broun, weaver, and Janet Dewar had Andrew; witnesses. Andrew Trumble, Andrew Dewar, Andrew Broun.
23, John Car, weaver, and Bessie Clerk had William; witnesses, William Lambe, William Mudie, David Lambe.
23, James Reid and Marion Broun had Isobel; witnesses, James Espline, Mr. David Kingorne, John Bennat.
31, Andrew Muire and Christiane Lauthiane had John; witnesses, John Broun, William Swentone, John Gotterstone.
M. 5, Thomas Horne to Bessie Rowane.
5, Adam Coventrie to Bessie Walwood.
10, James Wilkie to Mage Muire.
26, Nicol Henresone to Catherine Wels.
26, James Cusine to Bessie Kinsman.

AUGUST.
B. 2, William Walker, maltman, and Marjory Broun had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Walker in Logie, James Murgane, Andrew Broun, smith.
9, John Wilson in Galrigbihil and Margaret Anderson had a son...; witnesses, Andrew Walker in Logie, John Litljohne, William Cois.
16, John Lindsay in Pitdinne and Bessie Peirson had David; witnesses, John Peirson, James Wilson, William Lawson.
17, James Kellok, tailor, and Nanse Aittone had Elspet; witnesses, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, Patrick Kingorne, David Stewart.
18, Thomas Jakson and Helen Watwood had James; witnesses, Sir James Hallat, James Henresone, George Davidson.
19, George Ckopeman, weaver, and Grizel Glass had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Christie, Andrew Walker, George Meldrum.
20, Robert Murzane and Helen Smith had John; witnesses, John Watson, Henry Sanderson, Alexander Melvill, all colliers.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 18, James Trumble and Margaret Callendar had Helen; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, younger, Adam Trumble, George Trumble.
18, William Kirk and Margaret Woode had Elspet; witnesses, David Currie, David Sands, Edward Douglas in Gellat.
20, William George and Elspet Miller had a daughter . . . ; witnesses, George Durie, William Cois, John Wilson.
20, Robert Talyour in the Lymills and Margaret Young had William; witnesses, William Anderson, William Young, David Murray.
25, David Inglis and Helen Lugton had William; witnesses, James Lugton, William Dow, Robert Burne.
25, Archibald Fergie and Janet Murray had David; witnesses, David Murray, Robert Thomson, John Wricht.

OCTOBER.

B. 2, Robert Young and Margaret Broun had Elspet; witnesses, Robert Kellok, younger, David Cunning, Simeon Broun.
6, James Litljohne and Christian Chrichtoun had James, witnesses, James Litljohne, Thomas Schortus, John Warkman, tailor.
7, John Stevenson, smith, and Marjory Hugoun had Adam; witnesses, Adam Stevenson, Robert Stevenson, Laurence Stevinson.
16, Thomas Hutone and Isobel Keir had Isobel; witnesses, George Walker in Logie, David Sands in Gellat, Adam Currie in Primrois.
18, James Epsleine, servitor to Charles, Earl of Dunfermline, and Margaret Coldene had Alexander; witnesses, . . .
25, James Mill and Grizil Robertson had Henry; witnesses, Henry Mill, Thomas Christie, Mr. William Wardlaw.
30, John Broun in the Ferrie and Helen Broun had Janet; witnesses, Robert Drysdell, Robert Broun, Harry Grege. (Baptised in Inverkeithing.)

NOVEMBER.

B. 8, George Durie and Margaret Broun had William; witnesses, William Meiser, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, William Anderson, Thomas Christie.
20, Alexander Greg and Janet Burgane had Harry; witnesses, John Burgane, Harry Cant, Harry Greg. (Baptised in Inverkeithing.)
20, George Henresone in Fod and Margaret Reid had James; witnesses, James Mitchell, James Anderson, Andrew Broun, smith in the hospital.
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27. Patie Harrower and Janet Mann had Christian; witnesses, William Anderson, David Currie, Thomas Donaldson.
27. Andrew Flokhart and Isobel Peat had Janet; witnesses, David Flokhart, John Flokhart, Robert Dewar.
27. Harry Richardson and Christian Peacock had George; witnesses, John Gotterstone, William Mudie, James Mitchell, wright.

M. 7. Cornelius Johnstone to Catherine Murray.
7. John Flokhart to Isobel Peat.
7. Mr. William Makgill, doctor of physic, to Catherine Wardlaw.
27. William Lyall to Elspet Lyall.
29. John Kellok to Isobel Hassuell.

DECEMBER.

B. 4. William Walwod, younger, in Toughe, and Margaret Wardlaw had William; witnesses, William Walwod, Nicol Wardlaw, Robert Davidson, James Wardlaw.
4. John Kellok and Janet Stirk had William (in fornication); witnesses, William Kellok, his father, John Kellok, John Wilson.
11. Pate Makgaw and Bessie Bardner had John (in fornication); witnesses, John Lawson, Cornelius Johnstone.
18. Mr. David Kingorne and Jean Lundie had William.
20. Charles, Earl of Dunfermline, and Dame Mary Douglas had Margaret; witnesses, Lord of Dalkeith and Lord Home.
27. George Tailyeour and Nane Hutone had Robert; witnesses, Robert Tailyeour, Robert Cunningham, Robert Turnley, Robert Douglas.
27. Thomas Cunnone in Mastertoun and Isobel Dewar had Helen; witnesses, James Cunnun, David Flokard, Robert Dewar.
27. William Smart, flesher, and Bessie Stevenson had Christian; witnesses, Peter Law, David Hodge, Peter Buisst.

19. Lawrence Walker to Nanse Wischert.
29. William Orok to Janet Walwod.

JANUARY [1637].

B. 1. James Primrois and Janet Tailyeour had John; witnesses, John Tallier, George Donald, George Tallier.
8. Andrew Anderson and Margaret Rae had Jean; witnesses, William Cunningham, John Lindsay, William Nicole.
10. John Wright and Margaret Lawson had Andrew; witnesses, John Lawson, Charles Lawson, Henry Wright.
10. David Robertson and Grizel Hutone had Robert; witnesses, George Dewar, Robert Anghous, James Mill.
15. Robert Straquhen and Bessie Nicol had John; witnesses, John Straquhen, John Walwod, John Wanderstone.
15. James Mitchell and Christian Thomson had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Cowper, David Laurie, David Broun.
19. Thomas Mitchell, younger, in Gellat, and Helen Trumble had twins, Helen, and another stillborn; witnesses, David Mitchell, David Currie, Andrew Burne.
22. Andrew Wilson in Baldrig and Margaret Lethome had William (baptised in Carnock); witnesses, Adam Wilson, William_p Lethome, William Lawson.
22. John Anderson and Margaret Gibson had Harry; witnesses, Harry Stewart of Baithe, George Wardlaw, Thomas Philpe. (Baptised in Inverkeithing.)
24. John Stirk and Bessie Crawford had Henry; witnesses, George Meldrum, Henry Crawford, George Stirk.
25. Mr. Robert Anderson, musician, and Marion Dewar had Robert; witnesses, Peter Law, John Wricht, Mr. Robert Smyth.
M. 1, John Simson to Margaret Makcartour.
   1, William Keir to Christian Peirson.

**FEBRUARY.**

B. 2, Andrew Christie, miller, and Helen Currie had David; witnesses, David Mitchell, David Sands, David Currie.
5. James Hutone and Nanse Ogilvie had James; witnesses, James Peirson, John Lindsay, William Anderson.
5. Andrew Cant and Christian Bull had Elspet; witnesses, Robert Cant, James Cumnon, William Kirk.
12. John Edisone, miller, and Isobel Huntar had a son . . .; witnesses, Robert Taillyecour, Robert Edisone, Andrew Cunningham, weaver.
26. Andrew Williamson and Janet Barker had Harry; witnesses, Harry Thomson, Harry Cant, John Thomesone. (Baptised in Inverkeithing.)
12. Andrew Privous to Janet Stevenson.
12. George Young to Bessie Low.
21. Andrew Chopeman to Barbara Hutone.
23. David Scotland to Elspet Dewar.

**MARCH.**

B. 6. Andrew Currie and Helen Stirk had Janet; witnesses, George Donald, Robert Stirk, Adam Currie.
7. David Hodge and Catherine Smart had Margaret; witnesses, William Smart, James Hamilton, James Simson, merchant.
12. James Walwod and Helen Inglis had Helen; witnesses, James Baverage, John Walwod, John Inglis.
12. John Wels in Keirsbuith and Margaret Stevenson had a daughter . . .; witnesses, John Stevenson, David Moreis, Henry Moreis, all in Baithe.
14. James Anghous in Crocefuird and Janet Gilespie had Margaret; witnesses, Sir Robert Halkat and Sir James Halkat of Pitfirran, and Peter Douglas.
17. Archibald Honyman, baker, and Margaret Wels had Janet; witnesses, John Wels, Nicol Henresone, James Dunbar, tailor.
28. Andrew Chopeman and Barbara Hutone had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Walcar, William Walker, merchant, Thomas Chrystie in the Hoile.
28. David Robertson and Elspet Boswell had Bessie; witnesses, Andrew Thomson, James Moyas, John Robertson.
M. [None.]

**APRIL.**

B. 2. Mark Donald, baker, and Marjory Bennat had Margaret; witnesses, James Espline, James Reid, Thomas Scotland.
11. James Mayne and Christian Johnstone had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Cowper, Robert Davidson, John Cunningham.
11. David Stewart, cordiner, and Helen Kirkland had James; witnesses James Simson, cordiner, James Kirkland, John Toil in Aberdour.
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13. James Bennat and Effie Johnstone had Mark (in fornication); witnesses, Mark Donald, Peter Buist, Adam Wylie.

15. William Mudie, maltman in the Nethertoun, and Janet Christie had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Walcar, James Cunningham, Adam Currie, William Walcar, maltman.

16. Andrew Trumble, baker, and Barbara Law had John; witnesses, John Walcar, bailie, John Wicht, John Bennat.

23. John Walker and Margaret Dewar had a daughter . . .; witnesses, Robert Scotland, Thomas Hutone, James Wardlaw.

25. John Mayne and Margaret Bennat had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Mayne, William Mayne, James Mayne.


18. Robert Tait to Janet Car.

30. Adam Stanehous to Christian Broun.

MAY.

B. 1. Laurie Greif and Margaret Wannan had John; witnesses, John Bennat, Peter Buist, Mark Donald.

3. Thomas Christie of the Hoill and hispet Durie had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Walker, David Sands, William Mudie.

7. James Cusine and Bessie Kinsman had Janet; witnesses, William Hutone, John Cusine, James Mudie.

9. David Mitchell in Pitlivar and Margaret Currie had Sarah; witnesses, James Leslie, elder of Pitlivar, James Leslie, his son, and James Reid.

13. Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, and Margaret Wardlaw had a daughter . . .; witnesses, John Bennat, Mr. John Walker, Patrick Kingorne, Tobias Murebeck.

13. Tobias Murebeck and Christian Cant had Anna; witnesses, Mr. Harry Makgill, John Bennat, Patrick Kingorne, James Espline.

21. Laurence Walker and Nanse Wischett had John; witnesses, John Walker, Peter Law, David Stewart, cordiner.


28. James Dunbar and Nanse Richardson had Catherine; witnesses, Patrick Dunbar, James Kellok, Robert Anderson, tailor.


M. 28. James Clerk to Nanse A'essone.

JUNE.

B. 2. “Ane woman calling hir self Janet Archbald, maryit as scho deponenit on a ne tailyeour in Dundie callit Johne Cokburne, and being poire scho come fra hir husband of purpos to gadder wull in the Southland, and fell in into Dunfermyne with vagabond husies quha wer takin for abuseing the Kingis leagis with outing watterit turnouris o tua penny peices and outit them for 20 penny peices, in the tyne that scho wes in prison scho being with chyld takis hir travell and bringis furthe ane womanbairne, quhilk wes baptized in the kirk of Dunfermyne and callit Janet”; witnesses, Andrew Thomson, belman, George Davidson and Harry Bull, burgesses of Dunfermline.

11, George Remainous and Catherine Dewar had Robert; witnesses, George Dewar, Robert Anghous, John Remainous.
14, William Merser, advocate, indweller in Dunfermline, and Isobel Goatts had Jean; witnesses, Mr. William Makgill, George Bothwell, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck.
14, Robert Ged of Baldrige and Eupham Orolk had Alexander (born 13th); witnesses, Mr. William Makgill, doctor of physic, George Bothwell, James Reid, provost of Dunfermline.
18, Archibald Boyd, cordiner, and Janet Watson had Helen; witnesses, David Stewart, James Essone, David Peirson in Douarhill.
25, John Coventrie and Janet Walwod had Margaret; witnesses, James Watson, William Kellok, John Gentleman.
M. 6, John Inglis to Isobel Trumble.
25, William Forrest to Margaret Galrig.

JULY.
B. 2, James Knox and Helen Wels had Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Wels, David Dewar of Lassodie, William Dewar.
2, Robert Mudie and Helen Mudie had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Stanehous, Thomas Cunnun, John Gentleman, James Kellok, all in Masterton.
5, John Wilson and Barbara Kellok had Margaret; witnesses, John Clerk, merchant, Gilbert Car. Adam Wylie.
5, David Scott and Isobel Broun had Robert; witnesses, Robert Hutone, James Broun, John Anderson, notary.
9, James Simson, cordiner, and Isobel Beith had Robert; witnesses, David Stewart, George Davidson, Thomas Elder.
11, William Anderson, baillie, and Margaret Cowper had John; witnesses, John Bennat, John Walker, merchant.
11, Mr. William Ged and Barbara Thomson had John (in fornication); witnesses, ... 
18, John Peirson and Janet Mentethe had John; witnesses, John Bennat, Thomas Elder, David Tod.
23, John Whyt and Margaret Kellok had William; witnesses, William Kellok, John Kellok, Andrew Rowane.
26, George Dewar in Lathamond and Mary Chalmers had John; witnesses, Mr. John Chalmers, minister in Auchterderane, John Dewar in Bandrum, John Dewar in Lassodie.
26, Thomas Keir and Helen Yowane had Margaret; witnesses, John Keir, David Galrig, Robert Yowane.
28, Robert Meldrum and Christian Smart had Elspet; witnesses, George Meldrum, John Smart, elder, John Smart, younger.
28, Nicol Henresone and Catherine Wels had Robert; witnesses, John Wels, Archibald Honyman, John Smetoun.
M. 11, William Young to Margaret Peirson.
27, George Dagleische to Catherine Hutone (in Saline kirk).

AUGUST.
B. 2, Thomas Elder, fleshier, and Helen Simson had Thomas; witnesses, Alexander Moutrey in the Wodend, James Reid, John Bennat, James Espline, David Mitchell.
13, Andrew Cunningham and Margaret Edisone had Henry; witnesses, Sir Henry Wardlaw of Pitrivie, Andrew Cunningham and Andrew Cunningham in Primeiros (sic). (Baptised in Torrie kirk.)
15, David Smithe and Alison Simson had David; witnesses, John Hekfurd, James Lughton, Duncan Tallyeour.
15, James Kellok, tailor, and Marjory Schortus had Margaret; witnesses, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, Patrick Kingorne, James Moyas.
15, Cornelius Johnstone and Catherine Murray had Andrew; witnesses, David Mitchell, Mr. James Phin, John Bennat.
20, David Currie in Gellat and Alison Mitchell had Marjory; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, David Mitchell, John Currie.
27, William Hutone and Catherine Mill had Christian; witnesses, James Durie, Mr. William Wardlaw, Robert Angus.
27, Laurence Watson, cordiner, and Grizel Wilson had David; witnesses, David Watson, David Stewart, David Maxwell. M. 8, Thomas Young to Janet Hakerstone.
15, Robert Baxter to Bessie Anderson.

SEPTEMBER.
B. 3, William Sanders and Catherine Cusine had James; witnesses, Sir James Halket, Bar of Pitfirrane, John Cusine, William Hutone.
3, William Mackie and Margaret Betsone had Isobel; witnesses, Alexander Moutrey, James Betsone, Andrew Mackie.
10, Thomas Gardner and Bessie Stevin had Helen (in fornication); witnesses, John Lindsay, John Hutone.
22, Alexander Chalmers, merchant, and Catherine Walker had George (baptised 24th); witnesses, Andrew Walker, George Walcar, William Walker, merchants.
22, John Wilson in the Croegcats and Jean Angous (who died in her travail) had Marjory; witnesses, Henry Baverage, James Broun, Henry Baverage (sic).
24, Andrew Donaldson and Catherine Huntar had Helen; witnesses, Thomas Christie, David Sands, George Meldrum.
24, James Hutone and Mary Dempstertoun had Barbara; witnesses, Mr. James Ready, Andrew Privous, Adam Wylie.
30, James Reid, provost, and Marion Broun had Mary. M. 6, Thomas Cowper to Isobel Walwod (in Carnok).

OCTOBER.
B. 1, James Brown and Helen Stobie had Adam; witnesses, Adam Stobie, Adam Broun, Adam Stanehous, William Walker, William Smithie.
1, James Peirson and Nanse Stevenson had Helen; witnesses, David Peirson, John Peirson.
1, James Legat and Margaret Stirk had William; witnesses, William Legat, William Stirk, Patrick Legat.
1, John Alison, wrigt, and Grizel Walwod had Isobel; witnesses, James Baverage, Adam Coventrie, James Dunbar.
1, John Simson and Margaret Makartour had Margaret; witnesses, Henry Hakstoun, James Anderson, George Trumble.
6, James Durie of Craigluscour and . . . Durie had Robert; witnesses, Sir Robert Halkat of Pitfirrane, Sir James, his son, and Robert Merser of the Kirkland in Sauling.
9, Patrick Kingorne and Margaret Forrester had George; witnesses, George Bothwell, James Durie, Mr. James Redy.
10, George Trumble in Baith and Marjory Mastertoun had Catherine; witnesses, Alexander Aiktine, William Walker, merchant, George Trumble in Bromehall.
10, David Cunnion in Mastertoun and Elspet Dewar had Adam; witnesses, Adam Logane, Peter Law, Robert Kellok in Mastertoun.
15, David Blak and Marjory Blakwod had Alexander (baptised in Cleish); witnesses, Alexander Moutrey, John Makie, John Aikine.
15, David Flokard and Bessie Dewar had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Thomson, George Davidson, Andrew Cunningham.
15. David Sim and Margaret Meldrum had Elspet; witnesses, George Meldrum, John Stirk, John Gorterstone.
21. James Baverage and Janet Steidman had John (baptised in Cleish); witnesses, William Milne, John Baverage and John Baverage, both in Coklaw.
21. Patrick Broun and Bessie Mudie had Margaret; witnesses, James Stanheous, James Dewar, Henry Baverage.
21. James Flokart and Margaret Stalker had Janet; witnesses, David Flokart, Robert Dewar, Andrew Thomson.
24. John Hodge in Foulfaird and Effie Broun had Effie; witnesses, John Stevenson of Bayth, David Moreis, John Orolk, all in Bayth.
29. William Inglis and Bessie Cowper had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Cowper, William Anderson, Andrew Trumble in Grange.

M. 16, Walter Cokburne to Janet Peirs.
23. John Davidson to Elspet Walwod.

**NOVEMBER.**

B. 5. John Lawson and Catherine Logane had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Douglas, Thomas Nasminte, Thomas Lawson.
5. James Hamilton and Jean Lauder had Mary; witnesses, Adam Stobie, Robert Scotland.
5. John Walker and Jean Gowie had David; witnesses, Mr. John Walker, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, John Walker, dean of guild.
9. George Trumble and Helen Grinlay had Janet; witnesses, Robert Ged of Baldrig, Mr. William Ged, William Grinlay.
19. Robert Dewar and Margaret Flokart had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Thomson, James Mayne, David Flokart.
21. James Espline, servitor to Charles, Earl of Dunfermline, and Margaret Colden had Mary.
24. James Horne and Janet ÀEdisone had Isobel (in fornication); witnesses, George Meldrum, Andrew Thomson.
25. Henry Sanderson and Elspet Rammache had Marjory; witnesses, Tobias Nurebeck, James Waterstoun, Robert Broun.
26. Adam Curtie in Primrois and Catherine Christie had Margaret; witnesses, David Mitchell, Andrew Walker, James Cunningham.
26. James Miller and Nansie Kirk had Margaret; witnesses, George Donald, John Tailyeour, Andrew Donald.

26. Patrick Broun to Nanse Young.

**DECEMBER.**

10. James Ritchie and Christian Anderson had Robert; witnesses, Mark Duncan, Robert Ritchie, Robert Anderson.
14. James Sumraell and Margaret Mudie had John; witnesses, John Chatto, John Duncan, John Laurie, John Smetone.
16. David Maxwell and Nanse Hamilton had Violet; witnesses, Andrew Mekiljohnie, Mr. Patrick Fleck, William Walker, William Anderson.
26. Robert Talyeour and Margaret Cunningham had Isobel; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, Thomas Cowper, Patrick Stevenson, John Kellok.
27. George Durie and Margaret Broun had George; witnesses, George Bothwell, James Reid, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, Peter Buist.
31. James Mill and Catherine Blacatter had Henry; witnesses, James Kellok, Thomas Stanehous, Henry Mill.
31. William Inche and Margaret James had Grizel; witnesses, John Stirk, George Meldrum, Robert Scharpe.

M. 5. James Cumming to Margaret Currie.
21. Henry Patrik to Isobel Mill.

JANUARY [1638].

B. 7. Robert Inglis and Isobel Bruse had Robert; witnesses, Robert Anghous, Robert Russell, David Scotland.
7. John Fergie and Nanse Wricht had Helen; witnesses, John Lindsay, John Peirson, James Peirson.
16. Robert Anghous and Isobel Dewar had Mary; witnesses, John Dewar, Robert Dewar, William Robertson.
18. James Hamilton and Isobel Broun had Isobel; witnesses, Archibald Colyeir, Andrew Colyeir.
24. Thomas Hutone in Luscour and Bessie Stobie had Helen; witnesses, Nicol Wardlaw, Adam Stobie, William Scotland.
24. George Stirk and Elspet Walker had George; witnesses, George Meldrum, John Muir, John Walker.
31. John Davidson and Elspet Walwood had Charles; witnesses, Patrick Kingorne, William Walker, bailie, Jamie Hamilton.

23. James Mudie to Bessie Cunningham.
25. James Deis to Catherine Westwood.
30. John Wanderstone to Isobel Leslie.

FEBRUARY.

5. William Galrige and Helen Broun had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, George Trumble, William Inglis.
6. John Anderson and Margaret Cadell had Isobel; witnesses, William Cunningham, Patrick Anderson, John Lawson.
11, Robert Broun in Leith and Anna Lessells had twins, James and Robert (in fornication); witnesses, James Anghous, James Lawson, John Lawson, John Wanderstone.
13, John Inglis and Janet Kinmond had Isobel (in fornication); witnesses, James Herein, James Cuisine.
18, George Ædison and Bessie Sands had William; witnesses, William Anderson in Gellat, William Anderson in Lynkills, David Sands.
18, Thomas Cowper in the Newra and Isobel Walwood had Patrick; witnesses, Mr. David Kingorne, William Anderson, hister, Patrick Kingorne.
18, David Galrig and Margaret Yowne had Catherine; witnesses, John Gorterstone, William Muide, weaver, William Lambe.
20. James Dewar in Pitbally and Isobel Hutone had Catherine; witnesses, Robert Dewar, Andrew Dewar and Robert Dewar.
20, Andrew Trumble and Margaret Callendar had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Grange, William Inglis, Alexander Inglis.
25, Thomas Cunnon and Isobel Dewar had James; witnesses, James Cunnon, James Kellok, James Dewar.
25, John Mill and Marjory Dewar had a daughter . . .
25, Rob Schortus and Margaret Cunningham had William; witnesses, William Lawson, William Anderson.
25, James Anderson and Isobel Inglis had Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Inglis, George Meldrum, David Makbethe.

M. 8, Henry Phine to Christian Hamilton.
22, William Westwood to Janet Johnston.

MARCH.

B. 5, Henry Moreis and Isobel Duncane had David; witnesses, David Moreis, John Stevenson, Harry Stewart.
5, James Dick and Margaret Kilgour had James; witnesses, John Anderson, John Bruse, James Bruse.
5, John Keir and Catherine Dewar had Isobel; witnesses, David Burn, Robert Burn, Robert Currie.
5, Peter Buist and Isobel Walwood had James; witnesses, James Reid, James Kellok, Edward Douglas.
5, John Skeine and Helen Durie had Anna; witnesses, Sir Robert Halket of Pitfurane, William Merser, George Bothwell.
9, John Potter and Marion Clerk had Marjory; witnesses, John Potter, John Trumble, John Alisone, wright.
11, John Fentone and Margaret Lessells had Margaret (in fornication); witnesses, Thomas Christie, Robert Mercer, David Spens.
19, William Garvie and Bessie Walkar had Adam; witnesses, Adam Currie, Andrew Currie, James Garvie.
25, William Pillonis and Isobel Douglas had Robert; witnesses, Robert Cunningham, Adam Wilson, Andrew Trumble.
25, James Anderson and Janet Gray had Grizel; witnesses, William Anderson, Thomas Beveridge, William Lawson.
25, Robert Anghous in Rescobie and Marion Dewar had Isobel; witnesses, George Dewar, William Huton, Robert Anghous.
26, James Cunnane and Bessie Garvie had Catherine; witnesses, Andrew Currie, Adam Currie, William Garvie.

M. 20, Thomas Peirson to Grizel Thomas.
20, Patrick Merschell to Nanse Gray.
27, Andrew Wilson to Bessie Peirson.
APRIL.

B. 1. Andrew Kellok and Margaret Stocks had Thomas; witnesses, Nicol Dewar, John Kellok, John Gray.
   1. James Deis and Catherine Westwod had William; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw, William Smart, Thomas Baverage.
   8. Robert Greive and Margaret Douglas had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Elder, Andrew Rowan, David Scotland.
   8. John Adame and Margaret Greg had John; witnesses, John Bennat, baker, Robert Stirk, messenger, James Hamilton.
   8. John Wels, baker, and Catherine Drummond had Isobel; witnesses, William Walker, bailie, John Bennat, Thomas Elder.
17. John Murie and Elspet Anderson had Catherine; witnesses, Andrew Cunningham, David Currie, George Trumble.
22. Thomas Dewar and Janet Peacock had Elizabeth; witnesses, William Hutoun, James Mill, Robert Anghous.
24. John Inglis and Isobel Trumble had Janet; witnesses, William Hutone, Robert Anghus, Robert Russell.
24. John Lawson and Catherine Drysdell had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Currie, David Mitchell, George Donald.
24. William Murra and Christian Mudie had Helen; witnesses, George Trumble, Thomas Key, Andrew Trumble.
26. John Broun, waterman, and Marion Allane had John; witnesses, Alexander Beane, James Broun, Thomas Fraser.
29. David Peirson and Helen Henresone had Elizabeth; witnesses, Thomas Stanehous, John Gentleman, Robert Broun.
29. William Mudie and Janet Johnstone had Janet; witnesses, John Trumble, John Liltjohn, Robert Wels.

M. 8. Thomas Gardner to Bessie Peacock.
24. Thomas Davidson to Janet Walker.

MAY.

B. 8. Andrew Trumble, lorimer, and Janet Anderson had John; witnesses, John Wricht, John Bruse, John Trumble, lorimer.
20. James Anderson and Janet Clerk had James; witnesses, James Hutone, John Car, William Cunningham.
22. John Wels and Margaret Stevenson had Alexander; witnesses, David Moreis, John Stevenson, Robert Maistertoun.

M. 22. John Walwod to Mary Anderson.
24. William Mudie to Margaret Phillane.
27. Gilbert Makcraiche to Margaret Mudie.

JUNE.

B. 10. John Straquhen and Isobel Fothringham had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Straquhen, William Straquhen, Andrew Menetthe, miller.
10. William Anderson in Cellat and Catherine Cunningham had David; witnesses, David Mitchell, David Sands, Thomas Douglas.
12. John Cuisine and Nanse Foote had Nanse; witnesses, William Hutone, John Sands, George Dewar.
24. Archibald Cunningham and Isobel Broun had Janet (in fornication); witnesses, George Davidson, James Mayne, Robert Cunningham in Sillitoun.
24. John Watson, cordiner, and Barbara Bruce had Robert; witnesses, Robert Miller, James Simsone, cordiner, David Stewart.
M. 3, John Young to Margaret Adamson.
12, Andrew Speir to Nanse Hardie.
12, Thomas Bennat to Catherine Riddoch.
12, James Imrie to Margaret Wardlaw.
26, Thomas Fraser to Margaret Henreson.

JULY.

1. David Dewar and Dorothea Maxtone had Marjory; witnesses, William Mudie, maltman, James Dewar, Andrew Broun.
3. Patrick Makgrow and Bessie Bairdner had Grizel (in fornication); witnesses, David Anderson, John Anderson, Andrew Thomson.
6. Robert Baxter and Bessie Anderson had Robert; witnesses, James Reid, William Walker, Mr. David Kingorne.
8. Wattie Richardsone and Bessie Mitchell had Marion; witnesses, James Mitchell, Laurie Neilson, William Trumble.
8. John Kellok and Isobel Hasswell had Margaret; witnesses, James Kellok, "John Kellok and John Kellok, the father and the sone."
15, Andrew Burne and Elspet Ritchie had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Ritchie, Thomas Mitchell, Robert Burne.
15, John Lawson in Crocefuirid and Margaret Wilson had John; witnesses, John Peirsone, John Lindsay, John Wilson.
15, James Cuisine and Bessie Kinsman had John; witnesses, John Cuisine, John Hutone, William Hutone.
19, James Kellok, portioner of Mastertoun, and Margaret Mudie had Nanse; witnesses, James Cunnon, John Gentleman and James Mudie.
22, Thomas Beinstone and Margaret Horne had Christian; witnesses, John Stirk, George Stirk, George Meldrum.
22, "Thomas Tod in the Clun ane fourtene days befoir this day declared that he had ane barne baptized in Carnok kirk, baptized and callit Thomas."
27, James Wilkie and Marjory Mure had James; witnesses, James Mudie, weaver, William Legat, Robert Steinsone.
29, William Anderson and Janet Cunningham had James; witnesses, James Anghous, James Hutone, James Hutone, grieve in Pitfiran.
29, James Patone and Isobel Watson had Janet; witnesses, Robert Quihyt, James Mudie, James Waterstone.

M. 3, John Kellok to Mary Weyms.
10, Henry Meldrum to Geils Chatto.
17, Robert Wels to Janet Wylie.
17, Robert Broun to Nanse Saverell.
31, John Meldrum to Christian Blakwod.

AUGUST.

B. 5, Patrick Merschell and Nanse Gray had John; witnesses, John Lawson, William Lawson, John Leitch.
8, David Hutone and Margaret Dempster had Christian; witnesses, Thomas Davidson, James Hutone, Andrew Privous.
13, William Wilsone, cordiner, and Margaret Watson had John; witnesses, John Wilson, James Simson, cordiner, Archibald Boyd.
13, Andrew Flokart and Isobel Peat had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Cowper, David Flokart, Andrew Mayne.
14, William Mackie and Margaret Betsone had a son . . . (baptised in Balingrie kirk).
17, Patrick Stevenson and Christian Mudie had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Cowper, Robert Davidson, John Coventrie.
17, Laurie Steinsone and Catherine Chatto had Elspet; witnesses, Andrew Privous, Robert Steinsone, Thomas Cowper.
17, Laurie Greive and Margaret Wannan had Marion; witnesses, James Reid, John Robertson, Charles Baid.
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21, William Midie, maltman, and Janet Christie had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Walker, Mr. George Walker, Thomas Cowper, Thomas Reid.
21, John Potter and Janet Inglis had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Steinsone, James Mitchell, Harry Richardson.
23, John Stevinson and Bessie Allane had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Lessells, William Anderson, James Anderson.

M. 7. John Dewar to Effie Robertson.
12, John Wilson to Elspet Dinn (in Sauling kirk).
21, William Straquhen to Elspet Grahame (in Cleish kirk).

SEPTEMBER.

B. 2, Alexander Greg and Janet Burgane had Robert; witnesses, Robert Burgane, Robert Broun, Laurie Lugtone.
7, Sir James Halkat of Pitirran and Dame Margaret Montgomrie, his lady, had Mary; witnesses, Charles, Earl of Dunfermline, Robert Colvill of Cleish, William Mentethe of Randifurd.
9, Andrew Patone and Isobel Richardson had William; witnesses, William Burne, Robert Burne, Andrew Burne.
9, John Colzieir and Marjory Corsane had Mawse; witnesses, William Cambell, James Broun, Nicol Henresone.
12, Andrew Currie and Helen Stirk had Helen; witnesses, David Mitchell, Thomas Wilson, George Donald, Andrew Currie.
12, James Miller and Nanse Miller had Geils; witnesses, Robert Broun, Alexander Beane, James Imrie. The child died “that day scho wes baptized and borne.”
21, Nicol Blakwod and Margaret Murray had Christian; witnesses, William Walker, bailie of Dunfermline, Andrew Walker in Logie, John Wricht, younger.
25, George Wardlaw and Jean Kennedie had Patrick; witnesses, Harry Stewart of Baithe, John Anderson, Thomas Philpe.
30, Gasper Drysdell and Marion Inglis had James (in Inverkeithing kirk); witnesses, Robert Drysdell, James Peacok, Harry Greg in the Ferrie.
30, John Walwod and Mary Anderson had Isobel; witnesses, William Cunningham, John Gotterstone, James Walwod.
30, William Young and Nanse Plaine had Janet; witnesses, William Anderson, Andrew Young, William Cant, “all duelland in Lymkills for the tyme.”

M. 4, Robert Schortus to Margaret Baid.
18, John Leckie to Janet Nicole.

OCTOBER.

B. 2, James Donald and Margaret Cunningham had Margaret; witnesses, Mr. Henry Wardlaw of Pitrivie, Andrew Cunningham, David Flockart.
5, James Durie of Craigluscou and Christian Durie had Harry; witnesses, Mr. Harry Makgill, Mr. William Oliphant, Mr. William Merschell.
7, Robert Anderson and Marjory Anderson had Janet; witnesses, David Moreis, John Hodge, John Orock.
14, Henry Patrik and Isobel Mill had Catherine; witnesses, William Hutone, Robert Patrik, James Mill.
14, Laurie Wels and . . . Broun had John; witnesses, John Hasswell, John Kellok, elder, John Kellok, younger.
16, William Watson in the Ferrie and Janet Scotland had James; witnesses, David Greinis, Laurie Lugtoun, Robert Watson.
16, David Smetone and Elspet Russel had Elizabeth; witnesses, Robert Anghous, Robert Russell, David Scotland.
16, Mr. Robert Anderson and Marion Dewar had Margaret; witnesses, James Espline, John Dewar, Mr. Robert Smithe, John Bennat, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister.

19, Patrick Lawson and Margaret Lathangie had David; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knokes, David Mitchell, David Anderson in Lynkills, Archibald Cunningham in Sillitoun, Robert Cunningham there.

21, Gilbert Makcraiche and Margaret Mudie had Bessie; witnesses, Andrew Mayne, Harry Ritchardson, John Makcraiche.

21, Robert Dewar, tailor, and Janet Baverage had Margaret (in fornication); witnesses, James Espline, Thomas Jaksone, William Walwod, officer of the burgh.

26, John Makirrie and Janet Porteous had James; witnesses, James Mayne, John Robertson, weaver, Alexander Lambe.

28, Adam Thomson and Margaret Galloway had Eupham (in fornication); witnesses, Henry Moreis, John Hakstone, James Thomson.

29, John Nicole, collier, and Janet Hutschone had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Jackson, James Waterstone, Alexander Melvill.

30, John Broun, tailor, and Marion Glas had Janet; witnesses, William Smart, Robert Davidson, John Broun, "theaker of houssis."

M. 16, Robert Dewar to Helen Keir.

NOVEMBER.

B. 2. John Wanderstone and Isobel Leslie had Margaret; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knokis, John Lawson in Crocefurid, William Anderson in Pitconnochie.

8, David Trumble, baker, and Margaret Schortus had Isobel (in fornication); witnesses, Peter Buist, Mark Donald, William Anderson, litster.

18, Thomas Mitchell, younger, and Helen Trumble had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, elder, David Mitchell, James Mitchell.

18, James Mitchell, wright, and Christian Thomson had Christian; witnesses, David Laurie, Andrew Trumble, smith, John Cunningham, weaver.

20, John Smart and Margaret Baverage had John; witnesses, William Smart, Thomas Elder, Robert Davidson.

20, Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmule and Christian Foulus had Catherine; witnesses.

25, James Hutone and Nanse Ogilwie had Helen; witnesses, William Anderson, James Anderson, James Lawson.


27, Andrew Williamson and Janet Barker had Christian (baptised in Inverkeithing); witnesses, David Williamson, David Greinis, Laurie Lugtoun.

27, Andrew Chopeman and Barbara Hutone had Bessie; witnesses, George Trumble, David Sands, Robert Cunningham.

29, John Hog and Margaret Thomson had Jane; witnesses, Robert Livingstone, Mr. David Kingorne, Patrick Kingorne.

29, James Mudie, maltman, and Bessie Cunningham had Marjory; witnesses, George Bothwell, David Burne, Robert Burne.

30, John Wilson and Christian Harla had twins, Margaret and Isobel; witnesses, George Dewar, William Hutone, David Scotland, William Sanders.

M. 2, William Thomson, collier, to Helen Wricht.

13, Robert Schortus to Elspet Inche.

18, Patrick Dunbar to Geils Miller.

20, John Broun to Rachel Bleckie.
20, Andrew Currie to Margaret Douglas.
30, Robert Stanebo to Helen Rankin.

DECEMBER.

B. 2, Andrew Johnstone and Catherine Stewart had George; witnesses, George Dewar in Lathamond, William Hutone, James Mill.
2, Patrick Broun and Nanse Young had Margaret; witnesses, Andrew Broun, David Broun, James Brown, James Anderson in Fed.
2, Robert Elder and Margaret Barklay had John; witnesses, David Elder, Andrew Christie, John Huntar.
9, William Young and Margaret Peirson had William; witnesses, William Anderson, elder and younger, Andrew Young, all in Lynkills.
10, James Dunbar and Nanse Richardson had Janet; witnesses, John Bennat, James Richardson, Thomas Burne, mason.
12, Wattie Horne and Christian Young had James; witnesses, James Espine, James Hamilton, Walter Cokburn.
12, Robert Patrik and Elspet Low had Margaret; witnesses, James Esplin, William Ferrie, James Patrik.
16, James Baverage and Janet Coventrie had Helen; witnesses, James Mitchell, James Broun, James Anderson.
18, William Scotland and Margaret Robertson had David; witnesses, David Scotland, James Mill, Robert Anghous.
22, Andrew Christie and Helen Currie had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Christie of the Hoile, Thomas Mitchell, elder, in Gellat, Thomas Burne there.
23, Patrick Walker and Margaret Young had Catherine; witnesses, James Mudie, John Bennat, Thomas Elder.
29, Marjory Callendar had a daughter "bome of hir to one man in Ireland callit Jhone Delape (as scho affirmit)" begotten in fornication, and baptised called Jean; witnesses, James Trumble (who presented the child), John Smart, fleshier, James Rae, Andrew Thomson, belman.
30, William Blak and Marjory Blakwod had Henry; witnesses, Alexander Moutrey, John Henresone, Henry Mill.
30, John Forbus, "beggar and criphe," and his wife Isobel Bennat had Mary

M. 18, William Davidson to Isobel Drysdell.
18, James Cunnon to Bessie Trumble.

JANUARY [1639].

B. 1, John Baverage and Helen Kelk had James; witnesses, James Baverage, John Gray.
13, John Cois and Janet Trumble had Janet; witnesses, Robert Davidson, Thomas Cowper, William Cois.
13, Patrick Broun in Bayth and Bessie Mudie had James; witnesses, James Stanehou, John Hodge, Robert Broun.
18, James Dik and Elspet Toward had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Christie, Andrew Walker, David Lindsay in Kavill.
23, James Richardson and Bessie Adame had James (in fornication); witnesses, James Dunbar, Thomas Burne, William Anderson.
27, Edward Broun in the Ferrie and Janet Broun had a daughter . . . . (baptised in Inverkeithing).
27, George Henesone and Margaret Reid had Catherine; witnesses, Harry Stewart of Bayth, James Mitchell, James Balfour.
29, George Chopeman and Grizel Glas had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Walker, Thomas Christie, George Meldrum.
29, Harry Richardson and Sarah Stewart had twins, Archibald and William; witnesses, John Wricht, William Anderson, David Sandis, Gilbert Alexander, Archibald Richardson, James Lindsay.
29, George Trumble of Nether Sillitone and Janet May had Nanse (in adultery); witnesses, William Lambe, John Smithe, James Peirsone.
29, William Merser, advocate, and Isobel Gaits had James; witnesses, Sir
FEVERARY.

B. 1. Andrew Wilson and Bessie Peirson had Alison; witnesses, David Currie, John Wilson, David Peirson, Robert Cant.

1. James Hutone, weaver, and Mary Dempster had Janet; witnesses, Peter Low, Andrew Trumble, baker, Andrew Priou. 

3. Thomas Baverage and Christian Smart had Andrew; witnesses, John Wels, William Smart, Thomas Elder. 

5. John Foote and Lucrece Kirk had William; witnesses, William Walker, merchant, David Bull, cutler, Mark Donald.

12. Robert Murgane and Helen Smith had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Walker, Mr. George Walker, his son, John Kinloche, Henry Sanders, James Waterston.


14. James Stewart, mealmaker, and Elspet Mayne had Grizel; witnesses, John Kellok, Robert Mayne, James Mayne.

17. Andrew Broun and Bessie Wilson had a daughter...; witnesses, James Simraell, John Broun, Robert Tailyeour.

22. William Anderson, litster, and Margaret Cowper had Catherine, witnesses, Gilbert Sanders, Robert Kellok in Mastertoun, Mr. Patrick Auchenleck.

24. "Effie Papla brocht furthe ane manchylid, gottin as scho said be ane fellow callit Malcome Mun, quha wes aff the contrie, baptisit and callit James; and the woman hir self departit this lyff?"

26. James Kellok, tailor, and Marjory Schortus had Helen; witnesses, James Reid, James Schaw, Mr. Patrick Auchenleck.

26. Robert Tailyeour and Margaret Cunningham had Margaret; witnesses, James Espline, James Donaldson, John Mayne.


M. 19. Thomas Burne to Isabel Richardson.

28. Mr. Samuel Row, minister, to Margaret Cokburne (in Torry kirk).

MARCH.

B. 3. James Dewar and Helen Trumble had Janet; witnesses, George Trumble, John Dewar, James Broun.

3. James Primrois and Janet Tailyeour had Margaret; witnesses, John Tailzeour, George Tailzeour, Robert Tailyeour.

3. John Wentone and Margaret Raithie had Elspet; witnesses, Henry Sanders, Peter Buist, David Tod, Andrew Wilson.

3. Thomas Christie, servitor to the Earl of Dunfermline, and Grizel Schortus had James (in forication); witnesses, James Kellok, Mark Home, James Hamilton.

10. Thomas Elder, flesher, and Helen Simson had Anna; witnesses, John Bennat, Peter Walker, William Ferrie.

15. Thomas Bennat and Catherine Riddoche had Janet; witnesses, Thomas Davidson, Wattle Cokburn, Andrew Priou.

19. John Westod and Janet Keir had Marion; witnesses, Robert Anghous, David Scotland, William Mudie, maltman.
24. David Reid and Margaret Lawson had Catherine; witnesses, William Hutone, Adam Stobie, James Wardlaw.
26. Allan Mudie and Bessie Keir had Allan; witnesses, John Workman, John Gutterstone, John Sandilands.
26. Thomas Jackson and Helen Nicole had Margaret.
31. Leonard Henresone and Marjory Mudie had Barbara; witnesses, Robert Davidson, Henry Davidson, James Simraell.
31. Andrew Trumble, baker, and Barbara Law had George; witnesses, George Trumble, Andrew Thomson, Patrick Law.
31. Andrew Currie and Margaret Douglas had Alison; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, David Currie, Andrew Burne.

M. 21, William Lawson to Margaret Tiottar.

APRIL.

B. 5. Andrew Colzeir, drummer, and Isobel Anderson had David; witnesses, David Laurie, Andrew Thomson, belman, George Davidson.
9. James Imrie and Margaret Wardlaw had Margaret; witnesses, James Mucie, William Lame, John Gutterstoun.
21. Thomas Gardner and Bessie Peacok had Janet; witnesses, John Kellock, Harry Richardson, David Peacok.
26. John Imrie and Isobel Fernour had Margaret; witnesses, John Henre, Alexander Mastertoun, and John Dewar, younger.
30. John Watson, a wandering beggar, married in Fossquhy kirk, and Isobel Williamson had Janet; witnesses, David Tod, Andrew Wilson.

M. 12. Andrew Moreis to Margaret Low.
23. David Russell to Janet Stanehous.
30. Thomas Wedell to Isobel Liddell (in Aberdour kirk).

MAY.

B. 3. John Ædisone and Isobel Huntar had Mary; witnesses, Peter Law, William Patone, Andrew Lindsay.
3. Andrew Speir and Nanse Hardie had David; witnesses, David Cunnon, David Peirsone, James Fischar.
3. Charles, Earl of Dunfermline, and Dame Mary Douglas had Grizel; witnesses, Sir James Hallkat of Pittirran, “James Henresone (sic) and Robert Hallkat, bretheren to the said Sir James.”
5. Robert Dewar and Margaret Flokart had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Cunnon, William Flokart, George Davidson.
5. William Sanders and Catherine Cusine had William; witnesses, William Hutone, John Cusine, James Sanders.
5. Andrew Drummond and Bessie Young had Robert; witnesses, Robert Steinsone, Laurence Steinsone, Robert Elder.
5. George Trumble in Bromehall and Helen Grinlay had Helen; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in Grange, William Walker, merchant, David Mitchell.
5. Robert Wels and Janet Wylie had Janet; witnesses, William Smart, James Legat, William Mudie, mulciman.
5. David Wyld and Bessie Banks had Marion; witnesses, Robert Anghous, Adam Stobie, Andrew Meldrum.
10. James Cunnon and Jean Philpe had Janet; witnesses, James Cunnon, Thomas Cunnon, John Gentleman.
10. Mark Duncane in Inverkeithing and Margaret Douglas had Peter; witnesses, Peter Douglas, Thomas Ritchie, James Ritchie in Blaklaw.
10. John Fraser, a poor wandering beggar, and Margaret Barclay had Jean.
Their marriage in Auchterderran kirk is certified by Mr. John Chalmers, minister there.
10. Andrew Robertson and Janet Morum had Jean: testimonial of their marriage in Dundee kirk.
12. James Walwod and Helen Inglis had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Smith, Andrew Inglis, William Walwod.
19. George Trumble and Marjory Maistertoun had Jean; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, George Trumble in Bromehall, Alexander Aikine, James Dewar of Bayth.
19. Thomas Wilson and Mary Fergusson had Andrew; witnesses, John Miller, Andrew Cunningham, David Wilson.
21. George Wat and Janet Robertson had Isobel; witnesses, William Anderson, David Murray, William Young.
30. Thomas Davidson and Janet Walcar had Margaret; witnesses, Sir Henry Wardlaw of Pittravie, William Anderson, histier, Peter Law.


JUNE.

B. 2. Nicol Inglis and Mage Law had Henry; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw of Bamule, William Hutone, Robert Russell.
7. John Angous and Marion Reidie had Andrew; witnesses, Robert Angous in Rescobie, Andrew Rowane in Gask, David Smetone.
7. John Car and Bessie Clerk had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Henresone, George Clerk, John Baird.
11. John Stirk and Bessie Crawford had Janet; witnesses, John Stirk, elder, Andrew Meldrum, George Stirk.
11. Robert Stevenson and Elspet Davidson had Henry; witnesses, Robert Davidson, Henry Davidson, Andrew Privous.
23. Thomas Fraser and Margaret Henresone had John; witnesses, John Wricht, Patrick Trumble, Peter Law.
23. Robert Ged of Badrig and Eupham Orock, his lady, had James; witnesses, James Espline, James Reid, provost, James Robertson of Weltoun of Kingorne Wester.
25. John Dewar in Lassodie and Christian Boswell had David; witnesses, Mr. John Chalmers, Mr. William Wardlaw, David Cunnion.

M. 4. John Trottar to Janet Sanders.
4. Harry Blakwod to Bessie Broun.
11. James Chalmer to Elspet Broun.
23. James Danskine to Annas Hamilton.

JULY.

9. Adam Coventrie and Bessie Walwod had John; witnesses, John Coventrie, James Bavarge, Patrick Murray.
14. Thomas Cunnion and Isobel Dewar had David; witnesses, David Cunnion, David Flokard, David Broun.
14. David Broun and Janet Dewar had Helen; witnesses, James Dewar in Pittbachlie, George Anderson, Adam Trumble.
16. Andrew Flokard and Isobel Peat had William; witnesses, David Flokard, William Flokard, Robert Dewar.
16. Robert Scharpe and Nanse Kellok had Janet; witnesses, James Kellok, Robert Kellok, Robert Kellok, younger.
21. Robert Westwod and Margaret Kinsman had Nanse; witnesses, William Horne, Harry Richardson, John Potter.
23. Thomas Christie of the Hoile and Elspet Durie had Anna; witnesses, Sir Alexander Clerk of Pittincreiff, Mr. Alexander Clerk, his son, and Thomas Douglas.
23. David Hodge and Catherine Smart had Janet; witnesses, James Simsone, John Wockman, James Peg.
26. Tobias Murbeck and Christian Cant had Elspet; witnesses. Mr. Harry Makgill, minister, Sir Alexander Clerk of Pittincreiff, James Reid, provost.

M. 2. George Anderson to Helen Dewar.
16. Mr. William Livingston to Nanse Lindsay.
23. James Moutrey to Margaret Broun.
25. John Rowane to Margaret Stewart.

AUGUST.

B. 3. David Ferlie and Nanse Chalmers had James; witnesses, James Broun in Fod, James Bavarge, younger, James Walwod.
6. Florie Greg and Effie Patie had James (baptised in Inverkeithing); witnesses, John Thomson, Harry Greg, James Patie.
9. Patrick Kinnimomthe and Margaret Grahame had Janet; witnesses, Patrick Peirsone, Andrew Watson.
10, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister of Dunfermline, and Margaret Wardlaw had Christian; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw, William Hutone, Mr. William Makgill, doctor of physic.
13, James Hutson and Catherine Pullons had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, elder and younger, and Thomas Wilson in Crumblie.
13, Andrew Cunningham (deceased) and Margaret Edisone had Janet; witnesses, Robert Kellok, George Trumble in Bromehall, Robert Burne. Presented by John Edisone, the mother's brother.
16, George Tileyour and Nance Hutone had Andrew; witnesses, David Mitchell, Andrew Trumble in Bromehall, Andrew Donald.
18, John Cambell, gardener of Pitfirrane, and Margaret Robertson had Mary; witnesses, David Lindsay, David Bull, Andrew Menteth.
18, John Lawson and Catherine Logane had Bessie; witnesses, David Sands, George Trumble, Robert Anderson in Lymkills.
20, David Scotland in Craigduckie and Elspet Dewar had George; witnesses, George Dewar, Robert Anghous, Robert Russell.
25, Alexander Chalmer and Catherine Walker had John; witnesses, John Walker, Peter Law, William Walker.

M. 13, Andrew Meldrum to Nance Young.
13, Robert Russell to Margaret Dewar.
20, William Beans to Nance Blakwood.
20, James Fyiff to Janet Law.
25, John Mudie to Bessie Wardlaw.
29, William Menteth of Randiefurd to Anna Prestoun, daughter of Sir John Preston of Valeyfield.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 1, John Skeine, burgess of Dunfermline, and Helen Durie had James; witnesses, Sir Robert Halkat of Pitfirran, Sir James Halkat, his son, Mr. Alexander Clerk, fiair of Pittincriff.
8, James Litjohne and Christian Chrichtone had Helen; witnesses, James Litjohne, William Lambe, William Mudie, all weavers.
10, Robert Schortus, collier, and Margaret Baid had Charles; witnesses, Charles Baid, James Lindsay, John Hog.
13, Robert Russell and Janet Christie had Elspet (in fornication); witnesses, Edward Russell, John Workman, John Potter.
16, Robert Logan and Christian Hutone had Robert; witnesses, Robert Davidson, Wattle Cokburne.
18, James Walwod, land officer, and Catherine Key had Harry; witnesses, Mr. Harry Makgill, William Walcar, merchant, Patrick Kingorne, Peter Buist.
22, John Blakwood and Margaret Inglis had Marjory; witnesses, William Anderson, William Nicole, Andrew Leslie.
22, William George and Elspet Miller had John; witnesses, William Mudie, William Walker, John Miller.
22, John Anderson and Margaret Gibson had Isobel; witnesses, Harry Stewart of Baithe, James Mitchell, George Wardlaw.
22, Thomas Blakwod and Isobel Inglis had Isobel; witnesses, George Meldrum, Robert Scharpe, John Inglis.
26, Sir James Halkat of Pitfirrane and Dame Margaret Montgumrie had Charles; witnesses, Charles, Earl of Dunfermline, William Menteth of Randiefurd, Robert Colvill of Cleishe.
29, William Keir and Margaret Baid had John; witnesses, John Baid, John Trumble, William Mudie.
30, Jasper Drysdell and Marion Inglis had Janet; witnesses, Robert Broun, younger, Harry Cant, James Peacock.

M. 10, George Scot to Helen Mekiljohne.
10, John Kingorne to Bessie Talyeour.
OCTOBER.

B. 6, John Dewar and Marjory Robertson had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Walker, Andrew Trumble, Thomas Christie.
6, John Laurie and Nansey Greg had Margaret; witnesses, David Laurie, John Mure, James Simmael.
8, Thomas Hutone and Isobel Keir had James; witnesses, James Ritchie, Robert Dewar, James Dewar in Pitbache.
20, Robert Willie and Margaret Key had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Wilson, George Donald, Robert Turney.
20, John Gilmore and Catherine Blak had David (in fornication); witnesses, David Scotland, David Bull, Robert Anghies.
20, James Legat, bailie, and Margaret Stirk had Bessie; witnesses, Alexander Drysdell, bailie, Wattie Cokboure, Andrew Currie.
22, John Potter, wright, and Elspet Walker had Walter; witnesses, Walter Cochboure, Andrew Privous, John Hamilton.
22, Laurence Walker, cordiner, and Nansey Wischt whad Margaret; witnesses, Peter Walcar, Peter Buist, Andrew Trumble, baker.
23, John Bastardfeild, servitor to the Earl of Dunfermline, and Isobel Chopeman had Thomas (in fornication); witnesses, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, William Anderson, litster, James Simson, merchant. George Chopeman, brother of Isobel, presented the child.
25, William Madie and Janet Johnstone had Bessie; witnesses, John Trumble, James Henresone, John Hamilton.
27, Robert Henresone and Janet Car had Margaret; witnesses, Peter Law, provost, James Legat, bailie, Andrew Privous, litster.
29, James Lawborne and Bessie Galige had Henry; witnesses, Robert Davidson, William Cunningham, Henry Douglas.

M. 8, James Hodge to Christian Leslie (in Cleish kirk).
8, John Dothane to Mage Wilson.
20, John Dagleische to Bessie Mekiljohne.
22, Thomas Trumble to Catherine Baird.
22, James Smart to Helen Hoge.

NOVEMBER.

B. 3, John Hunter and Christian Donaldson had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Christie, Andrew Christie, James Mitchell, wright.
3, George Stirk and Elspet Walker had Anna; witnesses, Sir Alexander Clerk of Pittincreiff, Mr. Alexander Clerk, his eldest son, and Robert Stirk.
5, John Lindsay and Bessie Peirson had John; witnesses, Patrick Lindsay, Richard Templeman, William Sands.
6, Mr. Alexander Clerk, laird of Pittincreiff, and Anna Winrahame, his lady, had Alexander; witnesses, Sir Alexander Clerk, laird of Pittincreiff, his father, Sir Robert Halkat of Pitfarran, and Sir James Halkat, his eldest son and heir.
10, John Forsythe and Margaret Potter had Robert; witnesses, Robert Kellok, Robert Wardlaw, Robert Kellok, son of James Kellok.
10, John Broun, smith, and Rachel Bleckie had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Bleckie, David Broun, William Bleckie.
10, David Robertson and Catherine Scot had Andrew; witnesses, Robert Cunningham, Andrew Donald, Alexander Donald.
12, George Young and Bessie Low had Nanse; witnesses, William Smart, William Lambe, William Madie.
16, Mr. Samuel Row, minister, and Margaret Cokburne had Mary; witnesses, William Menteth of Randifurd, James Reid, Peter Law, provost.
18, John Mayne in Pitcorthie and Margaret Bennett had Margaret; witnesses, David Broun, Patrick Steinson, David Flokard.
15, John Clerk (deceased) and Annas Portour had Bessie (posthumous); witnesses, Mr. Patrick Auchinleck, William Walcar, merchant, Thomas Elder, fleshier.
24, John Bryse and Helen Quhyt had James; witnesses, James Bryse, William Anderson, David Sands.
24, William Mudie and Margaret Phillane had William; witnesses, William Mudie, Henry Douglas, John Cois.
24, James Hamilton, piper, and Isobel Broun had James; witnesses, James Hamilton, James Farne, James Buist.
24, Nicol Henesone and Catherine Wels had Janet; witnesses, John Wels, Archibald Honyman, David Stewart.
24, Andrew Drysdell and Margaret Wilson had Christian; witnesses, James Durie, James Wardlaw, James Horne.
29, Andrew Wilson and Margaret Lethone had Barbara; witnesses, Adam Wilson, Thomas Wilson, William Lethome.
29, Thomas Mitchell, younger, in Gellat, and Helen Trumble had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, elder, David Mitchell, Andrew Trumble, porterion of Grange.

M. 5, Andrew Cuningham to Janet Wilson.
10, James Schort to Bessie Lindsay.
12, James Broun to Janet Cant.
19, John Cunningham to Nanse Lathangie.
24, James Dog to Effie Touche.

DECEMBER.

B. 1, John Simson and Margaret Mackartnie had John; witnesses, John Hakstone, John Hasswell, John Stevenson.
3, James Durie of Craiugluscour and Christian Durie had Margaret; witnesses, Sir Robert Halkat of Pitfarrane, Robert Colvill of Cleische. Mr. William Ged.
6, James Simraell and Margaret Mudie had Margaret; witnesses, William Anderson in Pitcomnochie, Mark Donald, Robert Burne.
8, James Simson, cordiner, and Isobel Veitch had Helen; witnesses, Thomas Elder, fleshier, David Stewart, cordiner, Mark Donald, baker.
10, Henry Beav and Helen Wricht had Christian; witnesses, Andrew Wricht, Thomas Donaldson, William Rae.
12, Robert Schortus and Elspet Inche had James; witnesses, James Kellok, tailor, James Smeton, James Reid. Born 9th instant.
17, Andrew Cant and Christian Bull had Grizel; witnesses, William Kirk, Andrew Wilson, Thomas Peirson.
17, John Cusine and Nanse Foote had Robert; witnesses, John Hutone, George Dewar, Robert Merser.
22, David Gilmore and Helen Bruce had Bessie; witnesses, Adam Stobie, Thomas Hutoun, James Wardlaw.
22, James Gray and Isobel Broun had Grizel; witnesses, David Broun, John Broun, John Kellok.
22, James Baverage and Janet Steidman had Helen; witnesses, John Gray, John Baverage, James Hodge.
29, John Cadell and Bessie Stevenson had Helen; witnesses, David Peirson, James Stanehoues, Robert Kellok.
29, John Baverage and Helen Kellok had Grizel; witnesses, John Gray, James Baverage, William Makie. (Baptised in Cleish kirk.)
29, James Cumming and Margaret Currie had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, Andrew Burne, David Currie.
29, Thomas Cowper and Isobel Walvod had Isobel; witnesses, Peter Law, Robert Stevenson, Peter Buist.
30, David Broun and Isobel Mayne had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Tailyeour, Andrew Mayne, George Currie.
31, Robert Hutone and Janet Trumble had Bessie; witnesses, James Mudie, maltman, James Mudie, weaver, William Lambe.

M. 3, Thomas Bavereage to Janet Tod.
3, James Stocks to Grizel Broun.

JANUARY [1640].

B. 10, John Adame and Margaret Greg had Mary; witnesses, John Bennat, James Hamilton, William Smart.
12, Thomas Trumble and Catherine Baid had Margaret; witnesses, James Stanehous, Robert Burne, James Miller.
14, John Greive and Isobel Trumble had William; witnesses, William Hutone, Robert Russell, James Dagleische.
16, William Ged and Janet Hutone had James (in fornication); witnesses, James Waterstone, Gilbert Johnstone, James Wallace, merchant.
19, Henry Douglas and Christian Wilson had Janet; witnesses, Tobiah Murbeck, James Cunnone in Pitavie, Robert Kellok, son of James Kellok in Masterton.
24, James Espline and Margaret Colden had Grizel; witnesses, Peter Law, James Reid, John Bennat.
28, Robert Anghous in Craigduckie and Isobel Dewar had Christian; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw, John Dewar in Lassodie, David Greins, Robert Dewar in Lathamond.
28, John Cunningham and Nanse Lanthaghe had Janet; witnesses, George Mayne, James Mayne, Andrew Cunningham.
31, William Anderson and Helen Makbeth had Marjory; witnesses, William Nicole, John Anderson, William Lethome. The woman died in bringing forth twins, whereof the one was dead born.

M. 14, Robert Anderson to Nanse Barklay.
14, William Rae to Bessie Strang.
14, William Straquhen to Janet Allane.
21, John Kinloch to Nanse Tailyeour.

FEBRUARY.

B. 2, Andrew Anderson and Margaret Rae had John; witnesses, William Anderson in Pitconnochie, James Anderson, William Nicole.
4, Robert Angous and Marion Dewar had James; witnesses, George Dewar, Alexander Moutrey, James Moutrey of Rescobic.
4, James Walwed and Elspet Christie had Helen; witnesses, Henry Davidson, James Broun, James Bavereage.
4, William Mudie, weaver, and Nanse Mackie had William; witnesses, William Lambe, William Keir, George Young.
4, Andrew Moreis, litster, and Margaret Low had Thomas; witnesses, Andrew Privous, Walter Cokburne, Adam Wylie.
9, John Whyt and Margaret Kellok had Robert; witnesses, John Kellok in the Thornetoun, John Kellok in the Brae, John Kellok in Lassodie-mill.
11, Gavin Edisone and Janet Hyslope had James (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Broun, smith, John Fyiff, James Fyiff.
11, William Lawson and Margaret Trotar had John; witnesses, John Dagleische, John Clerk, John Trotar.
14, Robert Patrik and Elspet Low had Annas; witnesses, William Ferrie, John Davidson, Henry Patrik.
16, Patrick Broun and Nanse Young had Elspet; witnesses, Robert Bull, David Broun, Andrew Broun.
16, John Ramsay, collier, and Christian Thrislo had Nanse (in Auchterderran kirk); witnesses, James Wilson, William Hodge, Patrick Peirs.

22. David Maxwell and Nanse Hamilton had George; witnesses, George Durie, George Dewar, George Davidson.

23. James Broun of Fod and Helen Stobie had Margaret; witnesses, William Smith, Andrew Smith, Adam Stanehous.

23. David Cunnion, portioner of Masterton, and Elspet Dewar had George; witnesses, James Kellok, Robert Kellok and Thomas Stanehous, all in Masterton. Baptised in kirk of Inverkeithing.


25. Thomas Lawson to Catherine Merschell.

MARCH.

B. 1. James Peirsone and Nanse Stevenson had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Donald, Andrew Peirsone, William Lawson.

3. David Sim and Margaret Meldrum had Janet; witnesses, John Sim, Thomas Meldrum, John Gorterstone.

5. David Young and Janet Gardner, “tua vagabundis unmaryit,” had a child baptised (by Mr. Harry Makgill our minister) called Margaret.

6. John Stevenson, smith, and Marjory Hugane had Janet; witnesses, Robert Stevenson, Andrew Pruvoss, David Hodge.

8. Troylus Hutone and Bessie Stevin had John; witnesses, James Wardlaw, John Lindsay, James Hutone.

8. John Kellok and Isobel Hassuell had John; witnesses, John Kellok younger and elder, and David Blak, all in Lassodie bray.

8. David Russell and Janet Stanehous had William; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmule, Robert Russell, David Smetoun.

8. Henry Douglas and Margaret Cunningham had Margaret; witnesses Sir Robert Halkat of Pitfrran, David Lindsay of Kavill, Andrew Cunningham in the Stane.

8. Patrick Stevenson and Christian Mudié had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Tailyeour, James Simrell, John Mayne in Pitcorthie.

8. Robert Broun, mariner in the Ferrie, and Janet Broun had a daughter . . . (baptised in Inverkeithing kirk).


13. James Ritchie and Christian Anderson had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Anderson in Donibirsle, David Ready, John Anderson in Inverkeithing.

15. John Lawson and Catherine Drysdell had Adam; witnesses, John Merschell, Robert Cunningham, Adam Wilson.


18. David Hutone and Margaret Dempstertoun had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Davidson, James Kellok, Thomas Elder.

19. Mr. Robert Anderson, musician, and Marion Dewar had James; witnesses, James Espleine, Mr. Robert Smith, John Bennat, baker.

22. John Wilson in Galrighill and Margaret Anderson had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Christie, Mr. George Walker, John Litijohne.

22. “That day ane vagabund woman callit Margaret Andesone (hir guidman as scho reportit callit Johne Henresone wes slane at the Brig of Die with the cannon being ane noncoventare (sic) wes in this paroche delyverit of ane chyld,” baptised William; witnesses, David Sands, Edward Douglas, William Anderson in Gellat.

29. John Mill and Isobel Harlay had Elspet (in fornication); witnesses, Robert Anghous, Robert Russell, Andrew Dewar.
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29, James Reid and Marion Broun had Annas; witnesses, William Mentethie of Randifurd, Mr. Alexander Clerk of Pittincreiff, Robert Ged of Baldrig.
29, George Anderson and Helen Dewar had John; witnesses, Andrew Trumble in the Grange. John Anderson in the Chapel, Robert Dewar in Pitbachlie.
31, William Kent and Isobel Broun had Elizabeth; witnesses. David Hodge, David Trumble, baker, Henry Davidson.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

14. Harry Blakwod and Bessie Broun had Marjory; witnesses, David Blak, David Smetoun, John Broun.
14. David Currie in Gellat and Alison Mitchell had Alexander; witnesses, Robert Ged of Baldrig, Mr. William Ged, his son, Alexander Napier.
14. Thomas Durie, "ane cripie wandering beggar," had a child baptised (presented by Robert Anderson, tailor), called James.
19. Thomas Stanehous and Barbara Dewar had Janet; witnesses, John Dewar, James Cunnion, John Stanehous.
— James Taillyeour and Marion Burgane had a son... (in fornication); witnesses, ...
25. James Hamilton and Jean Sanders had Charles; witnesses, Mr. William Oliphant, James Espline, William Merser.
26. Laurence Watson, cordiner, and Grizel Wilson had Margaret; witnesses, Patrick Kingorne, John Bennat, Mark Donald.
26. Henry Steinson and Marion Dewar had Janet (in fornication); witnesses, James Mill, Andrew Key, David Steinson.
28. James Dewar and Isobel Hutone had Elspet; witnesses, Robert Wardlaw, David Flokart, George Anderson.

M. 5. John Buist to Bessie Horne.
14. James Richardson to Nanse Coventrie.
14. Andrew Robertson to Margaret Potter.

MAY.

B. 1. John Henre and Catherine Aikine had James; witnesses, Wattie Cockburne, James Coburne, John Laurie.
1. Alexander Young and Helen Quhbyt had Alexander; witnesses, Robert Quhbyt, David Stewart, James Patoun.
1. Mr. William Ged, far of Baldrig, and Nanse Cant had James (in fornication); witnesses, Peter Buist, James Ged, John Wricht.
3. John Faulds and Janet Clow had Mary; witnesses, William Lawson, James Clerk, William Sanders.
3. John Mill and Marjory Dewar had Marjory; witnesses, David Blak, John Kellok, Thomas Barklay.
3. James Flokart and Margaret Stalker had Isobel; witnesses, David Flokart, William Flokart, Robert Dewar.
8. John Potter and Marion Clerk had David; witnesses, David Bull, John Walker, David Keir.
10. Robert Russell and Margaret Dewar had Christian; witnesses, Henry Wardlaw, George Wardlaw, George Dewar.
11. James Meldrum and Marjory Henresone had Elspet; witnesses, John Walker, James Feg, David Hodge.
12. George Remaynous and Catherine Dewar had Mary; witnesses, George Dewar, Robert Anghous, David Scotland.
14. James Deis and Catherine Westwood had Mark; witnesses, Mark Donald, David Hodge, James Westwood.
15. Henry Patrik and Isobel Mill had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Patrik, David Broun, James Kellok, tailor, James Mill.

M. 5. Henry Dick to Helen Mackie [their consignation money distributed, because of the long interval between proclamation and marriage, and they gave each on their marriage day but 2d. to the poor].

JUNE.

B. 2. John Murie and Elspet Anderson had Janet; witnesses, George Curie, James Currie, Henry Mitchell.
7. Andrew Walker, traveller, and Margaret Young had Nanse; witnesses, James Peirson, Patrick Merschell, John Fergus.
8. John Mudie and Bessie Wardlaw had Elspet; witnesses, James Kellok, Thomas Stanehouse, Robert Kellok in Mastertoun.
9. David Galrige and Margaret Yowane had David; witnesses, William Lambe, William Mudie, James Mudie.
11. Mr. James Gray and Elspet Halkat had Robert; witnesses, Sir Robert Halkat of Pitfrinan, Sir James Halkat, his eldest son, and James Coburne.
13. Charles, Earl of Dunfermline, and his lady, Mary Douglas, had Charles; witness, Archibald, Lord Argyll.
15. John Watson, cordinator, and Barbara Bruce had William; witnesses, William Walker, merchant, George Durie, John Bruce.
20. John Anderson and Margaret Cadell had Helen; witnesses, David Peirson in Mastertoun, John Cadell, William Cunningham.

M. 22. Robert Broun to Catherine Peacock, in Inverkeithing.
22. Peter Walker to Elifie Ged.

JULY.

B. 5. James Kellok and Bessie Gibson had Margaret; witnesses, John Peirson, elder and younger, in Pitdummies, and Thomas Kellok.
5. John Fyff and Catherine Hearing had Catherine; witnesses, Harry Stewart of Buth, David Fyff, his father, and William Dalgleish.
5. George Dewar in Lathamond and Mary Chalmers had James born (baptised 14th); witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmule, Henry Wardlaw, his son, John Hutton of North Lethims.

12. Peter Buist and Isobel Walwode had Robert; witnesses, Robert Ged of Baldrig, Robert Kellok in Masterton, John Wellis, baker.

14. Patrick Lawson in the Craigs and Margaret Lathangie had Adam; witnesses, Adam Wilson, William Lathangie, John Cunningham.

14. John Straquhan and Isobel Forbringham had Annas; witnesses, George Meldrum, John Stirk, Mr. Alexander Clerk,iciar of Pittencrieff.

21. John Dalgleish and Bessie Meikiljohne had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Meikiljohne, Walter Cokeburne, George Scot.

21. Robert Anderson and Nans Barclay had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Davidson, lyster, Patrick Peirsone, Henry Baverage.

21. John Smart and Margaret Baverage had Nance; witnesses, James Esphin, William Ferry, Thomas Baverage.


28. John Neilson and Janet Buist had Isobel; witnesses, Patrick Turnbull, baker, David Turnbull, his son, and Peter Buist.

29. Mr. Harry McGill, minister, and Margaret Wardlaw had William born (baptized 30th); witnesses, Doctor William McGill, doctor of physic, his brother, Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmool, William Walker, merchant. Mr. William Marshall, minister at Saline, officiated.

12. Robert Backais to Barbara Sandilands.


AUGUST.

B. 2. James Cousing and Bessie Kinsman had Anna; witnesses, William Walwoode, portioner of Touch, Thomas Elder, William Legat.

9. David Elder and Jean Duff had John; witnesses, John Skein, John Adiesone, Robert Elder.

12. James Dunbar and Nanse Richardson had Margarett; witnesses, Peter Law, provost, George Bothwell, David Huttoun, tailor.


(Here the writing changes, and there is the following note on the margin:—“At this time Mr. Robert Anderson enterit to be lector at the kirk of Dunfermline and keeper and wrietter of the Baptisme, mairing and dead, and clerk to the Session.”)

25. David Steward, cordiner, and Helen Kirkland had William; witnesses, William Smert, Thomas Elder, Thomas Baverage.

31. James Mudie and Bessie Cunynghame had George; witnesses, George Bothwell, James Mitchell, James Broun.

31. Robert Wardlaw and Margaret Huttoun had Henry; witnesses, Sir Henry Wardlaw of Pitreavie, James Kellok, James Dewar.


SEPTEMBER.

B. 1. John Skene and Helen Durie had Grizel; witnesses, Sir Robert Halkett of Pitfrran, Peter Law, provost, James Reid, Patrick Kingorn.

2. James Imbrie and Margaret Wardlaw had James; witnesses, James Wardlaw,iciar of Luscour, James Wardlaw in Mylineburne, John Bad.
2. Robert Schortus and Margaret Cunningham had Anna; witnesses, Mr. Alexander Clerk of Pittencriff, Tobias Murebeck, George Davidson.

2. Adam Currie and Katherine Chrystie had Andrew born (baptised 8th); witnesses, Andrew Currie, Andrew Walker, Thomas Mitchell.

4. Robert Wallis, baker, and Janet Wely had Robert born (baptised 8th); witnesses, John Wallis, Robert Stirk, James Moyes.

5. William Young in Lymekilles and Margaret Peirsoun had James (baptised 8th); witnesses, William and Robert Anderson, James Young.

5. David Flockard in Easter Pitcorthie and Bessie Dewar had Henry (baptised 8th); witnesses, Henry Wardlaw, James Kellok in Maister- ton, Andrew Thomson.

5. John Fraser in Halkerstouns Baith and Margaret Barclay had John (baptised 8th); witnesses, John Halkerstoun, John Haswell, John Simson.

12. John Broun in North Queensferry and Barbara Thomson had Edward (baptised in Inverkeithing); witnesses, Edward Broun, George Burgan, Florence Burgan.


13. Henry Moreis and Isobel Duncan had Isobel; witnesses, John Stevinsoun, Thomas Stevinsoun, John Warkman.

20. Walter Richie and Bessie Mitchell had James; witnesses, James Mitchell at the Well, James Westwood, James Mitchell.


20. Andrew Cunynghame in the St. Margaret stane and Janet Wilsoun had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Willsoun, Mark Donald, William Cunynghame.

20. Patrick Thomesoun, one of the colliers at Crocegaittes, and Agnes Balke had Helen; witnesses, Henry Baverage, James Baverage, David Campbell.

20. Laurence Huttoun and Janet Robertson had Elspet; witnesses, Robert Stevenson, Laurence Stevenson, John Warkman.

29. John Anderson and Margaret Gibson had John; witnesses, James Mitchell, John Stanehous, Harry Steward.

M. 8. William Anderson to Margaret Kirk.

OCTOBER.

3. Thomas Davidson, litster, and Janet Walker had Katherine; witnesses, Robert Stevenson, Henry Davidson, Gilbert Sanderis, Peter Law, provost.

3. William Cose and Janet Burne had Beatrix; witnesses, Edward Douglas, George Donald, Mr. George Walker.

3. James Trumble in Grange and Margaret Callendar had Janet; witnesses, Adam and George Trumble, James Mudie.


14. Robert Taitt and Janet Ker had Helen; witnesses, James Legat, Gilbert Ker, Thomas Elder.

21. Margaret Annas had a daughter "borne be her in fornication to aye John Mortoun, tailour in Edinburgh, for whome Jeane Mowtrie. Ladie Cavill, mother to the said Margarett Annas, is cautioner under the paine of 40 l. that she shall produce the said John Mortoun, and that he shall fullie satisfie the kirk," baptised called Margaret, presented by David Hutoun, tailor; witnesses, Thomas Davidson, bailie, William Walwood, officer.
27, Robert Dewar in Maistertouns Baith and Helen Keir had Katherine; witnesses, Alexander Aitkine, Robert Dewar, John Keir.
29, John Arnot, servitor to Mr. William Olyphant, and Isobel Veatche had William; witnesses, Mr. William Olyphant, William Walker, James Simson, merchant.
31, William Letheme in Craigs and Janet Wilsoue had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Cunynghame, Robert Wilson, Archibald Cunynghame.

M. 13, James Spense to Janet Allane.
15, William Wardlaw of Logie to Margaret Wymeys (in Dairsie kirk).
22, John Sibbald to Janet Buli.
28, David Murie to Katherine Wardlaw.

NOVEMBER.

B. 3, William Wilson, cordiner, and Margaret Watson had Helen; witnesses, James Simson, David Stewart, James Fairny.
7, Sir James Halkett of Pitfirran, knight, and Dame Margaret Montgumrie, his lady, had Robert; witnesses, Sir Robert Colvill of Cleeshe, Sir John Prestoun of Valyefeld, Sir Robert Halkett of Pitfirran, William Menteithe of Randlefield, Mr. James Gray, James Gib.
17, John Kellok in Over Lassodie and Mary Wemyss had John; witnesses, John Dewar, John Kellok, his father, and John Kellok in Lassodie mill.
21, Thomas Lawsone in Mirriehill and Katherine Marshell had Margaret; witnesses, David Mitchell, George Donald, Thomas Wilson.
21, James Cunnand, tenant in Pitreavie, and Bessie Trumble had John; witnesses, Mr. John Wardlaw of Ebtoun, John Dewar in Lassodie, William Walker, merchant.
29, James Mitchell at the Well and Christian Thomesoun had David; witnesses, David Laurie, John Bad, John Alison, mason.
29, William Mackye in Cocklaw and Margaret Betsoun had Helen; witnesses, David Betsoun of Cardoun, John Betsoun in Clunecraige. Baptised in Cleish kirk "because of deep winter weather."

M. 3, Andrew Mudie to Anna Ritchie.
24, Robert Anderson to Helen Hutson.
24, Robert Casyne to Helen Hutshon.

DECEMBER.

B. 5, Robert Dewar in Pitbachlie and Margaret Flokart had Isobel; witnesses, Andrew Thomson, Andrew Cunynghame, John Mayne.
5, James Thomesone and Agnes Kellok had Elspet (in fornication); witnesses, John Kellok, elder and younger in Lassodie brass, and John Fyff in Keirs Baith.
11, James Strang and Janet Watt had Margaret (in fornication); witnesses, Gilbert Ker, William Young, Walter Anderson.
13, Alexander Nicoll and Helen Alexander had Robert; witnesses, Peter Law, William Walker, James Donaldson.
15, James Currie and Elspet Walker had James; witnesses, James Hall,
Robert Currie. Presented by the said Robert Currie, “becaus the father of the bairne was with the camp.”

15, Thomas Dewar and Janet Peacock had Henry; witnesses, Robert Angus, David Scotland, Robert Russell, Henry Wardlaw, fiar of Balmain.

20, Andrew Chrystie and Helen Currie had George; witnesses, Mr. George Walker, George Currie, George Trumble.

27, James Donaldson in Easter Pitcorthie and Margaret Cunynghame had Isobel; witnesses, James Dewar, William Cunningham, James Mayne.

27, William Pullouns in Bromehall and Isobel Douglas had Edward; witnesses, Edward Douglas, Adam Wilson, Andrew Donald.

27, Adam Coventrie and Bessie Walwood had Janet; witnesses, John Coventrie, James Richardsoun, James Coventrie.

29, Harry Greg in the Ferrie and Bessie Broun had . . . ; witnesses, Alexander Greg, his brother, and Laurence Lughtoun.

M. 1, Thomas Walwood to Katharine Wilson (in Aberdour kirk).

6, John Davison to Katherine Kirk.

8, John Edisoun to Margaret Mitchell.

13, Robert Kellok to Agnes Greenes.

15, Andrew Snythe to Katherine Douglas (in Inverkeithing kirk).

22, Robert Willson to Marjory Lethem.

27, John M’Baithie to Janet Stirk.

JANUARY [1641].

B. 1, Andrew Wilsoun in Pittiemure and Bessie Peirsoun had Grizel; witnesses, David Currie, Thomas Peirson, Ringane Mather.

1, Andrew Donaldson in Wester Gellett and Katherine Hunter had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Chrystie, David Sandis, Edward Douglass.

2, James Spense and Janet Allane had Elspet; witnesses, John Heckfoord, John Allane, John Watson.

2, William Edie and Janet Mule had Katherine; witnesses, David Myllar, Richard Hamilton, Alexander Tailour, James Waterstoun.

7, Janet Burne had Jean baptised, presented by Thomas Burne; witnesses, William Mudie, John Broun, John Burne. The child was half a year old before it was baptised, “becaus she wantit a testimoniall fra the minister of Inshe of his satisfactioun for his fault, and not surelie knowne with quhom she got the bairne”; so the said John Burne, her brother, is cautioned that a testimoniall will be got from Mr. John Dick, minister of Inshe, before Whitsunday, under 40 li. of penalty.

17, John Speare in Caudanbaithe and Katherine Ballantyne had Janet; witnesses, John Hodge, John Wallis, Henry Moreis.

17, James Huttoun in Hiltoun of Pitfurray and Agnes Ogibie had William; witnesses, William Anderson, William Sanderis, John Wrycht.

17, John Bust and Bessie Horne had Alexander; witnesses, Mr. Alexander Clerk of Pittincreef, Peter Buist, John Bennett.

17, William Nicoll, creelman in the Newraw, and Isobel Chalmers had Helen; witnesses, Andrew Flokard, Robert Cant, Andrew Drummond.

19, Thomas Beinstoun and Margaret Horne had Janet; witnesses, John Stirk, elder and younger, George Meldrum.

19, James Durie of Craigluscour and Christian Durie had John; witnesses, Sir Robert Halkett of Pitfiran, James Gib, George Bothwell, Walter Cockburne, Patrick Kingorne.

24, Thomas Wilson in Grange and Elspet Wilson had Elspet; witnesses, Andrew Trumble, John Wilson, Andrew Mayne.

26, Thomas Huttoun and Isobel Keir had Janet; witnesses, James Richie, James Dewar, John Burne.

39, John Fargus in Easter Pitdinny and Agnes Wright had Agnes; witnesses, John Lindesay, John Peirsoun, William Anderson.
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31. Andrew Broune and Bessie Wilson had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Currie, Andrew Walker, Andrew Thomson.


FEBRUARY.

B. 1. Robert Tailyour and Margaret Cunynghame had Robert; witnesses, Robert Cunynghame, Andrew Cunynghame, Andrew Trumble.
7. George Wardlaw and Jean Kennedy had Harry; witnesses, Harry Stewart, Thomas Philip, John Anderson.
9. Henry Dick in Over Lassodie and Helen Mackie had Margaret; witnesses, Alexander Mowtrey, David Blak, John Kellok.
10. James Hoburne (absent with the army at Newcastle) and Grizel Shortus had Janet (in fornication), presented by James Kellok, tailor, who is cautioner that the father shall satisfy the kirk; witnesses, Thomas Shortus, James Coburne, William Smert.
12. Gilbert M’Craiche (absent with the army at Newcastle) and Margaret Mudie had twins, Robert and William, presented by William Mudie and Robert Currie in the Nethertoun; witnesses, James Simrell, Henry Peirson, Andrew Mudie, Andrew Thomson, Leonard Henrisoun, Andrew Colzerae.
13. Thomas Chrystie in Legattisbrig and Elizabeth Durie had Marion; witnesses, Mr. Alexander Clerk of Pittincreeff, John Skene, James Anderson. “The bairne deceist unbaptized.”
15. William Walwood in Southfod and Isobel Chrystie had James; witnesses, James Mitchell in Fod, James Broun in Northfod, William Cunynghame in Knokus.
15. Robert Walwood in Touche and Bessie Walwood had Abraham (in fornication); witnesses, William Walwood in Southfod, James Walwood in Netherbaith, John Walwood in Keirabathy.
23. William Keir and Margaret Bad had John; witnesses, John Bad, William Keir, John Ker.
24. William Bowie (absent with the camp at Newcastle) and Maise Bonar had James, presented by William Lambe; witnesses, James Mudie, James Duncansone, James Moyes.
27. Thomas Douglas in Gellet and Bessie Murie had Edward (in fornication); witnesses, Andrew Currie in Prymros, William M’Break, Edward Douglas.

M. [None.]

MARCH.

B. 2. David Dewar in Meidowhead and Dorothy Maxwell had William; witnesses, Andrew Wilson, James Dewar, William George.
6. Thomas Horne in Over Lassody and Bessie Rowane had Mary; witnesses, William and Thomas Horne, Nicol Dewar.
6. William Baverage and Margaret Jhonstoune had William (in fornication); witnesses, William Smert, William Baverage, Andrew and Thomas Baverage.
7. Thomas Burne and Isobel Richardson had Janet; witnesses, Mr. James Reddie, Peter Law, William Smert.
7. John Broun (absent at the camp with the army) and Marion Allane had Marion; witnesses, Robert Burne, “etc.”
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18. James Dewar in Baithe and Helen Trumble had John; witnesses, John Dewar, Peter Law, James Beverage.
20. Mr. Henry Smythe, minister at Culross, and Marjory Sandis had Margaret; witnesses, John Bennett, Thomas Elder, John Wrycht, younger, Mr. Robert Anderson.
21. David Blak in Coklaw and Marjory Blaikwod had David; witnesses, Alexander and James Beverage, James Gray.
23. John McMarie and Janet Porteous had Janet; witnesses, John Cunyngham, Andrew Drummond, Peter Fairley.
25. William Strawquhen in Kistok and Janet Allane had Andrew; witnesses, Robert Strawchen, John Strawquhen, Andrew Leslie.
26. Archibald Boyd and Janet Watson had David; witnesses, David Stewart, Laurence Watson, Gilbert Ker.
27. William Menteith of Randifur and Anna Prestoun had Charles; witnesses, Sir Robert Halkett and Sir James Halkett of Pittirran, knights, Sir John Preston of Valiefeeld, Sir Henry Wardlaw of Pitreavie, James Gib, Mr. Alexander Clerk of Pittincreeff, Mr. Robert Preston, Mr. William Wardlaw.
29. John Halkstoune in Halkistounes baith and Geills Peacock had Agnes (in fornication); witnesses, John Haswell, John Simsoun, Andrew Berriehill.
30. John Westwood in the Nethertoun and Janet Keir had Janet; witnesses, John Skeine, Robert Burne, Thomas Keir.
31. William Young in Lymekilles and Agnes Plaine had John; witnesses, William Anderson, John Donaldson, David Anderson.


APRIL.

B. 1. Alexander Jamiesoun “a vagabound tinklar,” and his wife ... had Thomas; witnesses, David Bull, John Bruce, Henry Malcolm.
2. James Jamiesoun, merchant, and Bessie Walker had James; witnesses, James Reid, Archibald Hamilton, Mr. George Walker.
3. David Sandis in Wester Gellett and Bessie Chrystie had John; witnesses, John Broun in Barrhill, William Aitkin in Borrowyn, George Trumble.
11. Andrew Meldrum, weaver in Pittincreeff, and Agnes Young had Alexander; witnesses, David Walker, James Simsoun, John Stirk.
18. Andrew Pattoun in Pittiemure and Isobel Richardsoun had Margaret; witnesses, Ninian Mather, Walter Cant, Andrew Roxburgh.
20. Thomas Fraser and Margaret Henrison had Robert; witnesses, John Watson, Robert Henrison, William Henrison.
25. Andrew Speare in Mastertoun and Agnes Hardie had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Hardie, James Mudie, Thomas Bennett.
25. Andrew Adamson in Croogaites and Janet Beverage had James; witnesses, James Beverage in Baithe, James Beverage in Keltieheuche, James Broun in Fod, James Richardsoun in Dunfermline.
25, George Stirk and Elspet Walker had Alexander; witnesses, Mr. Alexander Clerk of Pittincrew, Mr. John Walker, Thomas Chrystie in Hole.
25, James Reid and Marion Broun had Janet; witnesses, James Gib, Mr. William Olyphant, Alexander Mowtrey, Tutor of Rescobie.
27, William Wilsone in the Nethertoun and Christian Wright had Anna; witnesses, Alexander Naper, William Mercer, John Wrycht, younger, David Stewart.
27, Robert Currie in Easter Gellet and Helen Hutsoun had William; witnesses, David Currie, Andrew Burne, David Hodge, William Burne.
27, John Hamilton, collie at Touch heuche, and Isobel Nisbet had Elspet; witnesses, Henry Sanders, Alexander Hird, Richard Hamilton.
27, Charles Wilson in Maistertoun and Helen Broun had John; witnesses, James Mudie, James Mylne, John Wilson.

M. 1. John Fyff to Isobel Broun (in Saline kirk).

MAY.

B. 4. William Anderson in Wester Gellett and Katherine Cunynghame had Helen; witnesses, George Trumble, Andrew Currie, John Scotland.
7. Harry Richardson (absent with the army at Newcastle) and Sarah Steward had Isobel, presented by Archibald Richardson; witnesses, Gilbert Johnstoun, James Wallace, Thomas Davidson, bailie.
9. John Stirk in Wester Luscour and Margaret Wardane had Elizabeth (baptised in Carnock); witnesses, Nicol Wardlaw, James Wardlaw, James Wilson.
17. John Mudie in Maistertoun and Bessie Wardlaw had twins, Robert and Jean; witnesses, Robert Kellok, Robert Wardlaw, James Mylne, James Stanebous, John Wardlaw, Henry Douglas.
17. John Wright in Kistok and Margaret Lawson had Margaret; witnesses, William Cunynghame, Patrick Anderson, William Anderson.
19. Mr. William Olyphant, chamberlain to the Earl of Dunfermline, and Grizel Echline had William; witnesses, John Henrison of Fordell, William Menteith of Randifurid, Mr. William Wardlaw of Balnul.
24. John Thomson in Keltieheuche and Effie Finlaw had twins, William and John; witnesses, Henry Barclay, John and James Beverage, James Thomson and James Davidson.
25. James Richardson and Agnes Coventrie had Janet; witnesses, John Coventrie, James Beverage, James Coventrie.
25. Alexander Mowtrey, tutor of Rescobie, and Isobel Drummond had George; witnesses, George Barclay, John Dewar, William M’Kye, David Blak.
29. James Beverage in Nether Baith and Janet Coventrie had Janet; witnesses, John Coventrie, James Mitchell in Fod, James Richardson.
29. William Anderson in Hiltoun of Pitfaran and Janet Cunyngham had John; witnesses, John Lindesay, John Wrycht, William Sanders.
29. John Ker, weaver, and Bessie Clerk had James; witnesses, Gilbert Ker, Robert Stevenson, James Mudie.
M. 16. James Kedglie to Margaret Broun.

JUNE.


13. Andrew Trumble, baker, and Barbara Law had Peter: witnesses, Peter Law, Peter Buist, David Scotland.


20. Helen Henden had Bessie (born about six weeks ago in fornication to Robert Scotland in Clune): witnesses, James Wardlaw, Mungo Cunynghame, David Reid. Presented by George Henden, her father, because the father denies the child, though otherwise proved to be his.

22. Mark Donald, baker, and Marjory Bennett had Margaret: witnesses, John Bennett, Walter Coburne, Andrew Purves.


26. William Dick in Pittincreeff and Elizabeth Mathieson had Alexander: witnesses, Mr. Alexander Clerk of Pittincreeff, Thomas Chrystie, Tobias Murbek.

29. James Ewine (absent with the army at Newcastle) and Margaret Prymrose had James: presented by Peter Law: witnesses, William Mercer, Henry Davidson, Andrew Trumble in Grange, Andrew Mudie.


17. Andrew Kirk to Marjory Callender.

22. Robert Burne to Janet Cunynghame.


JULY.

B. 1. George Watt, sailor in Lymekilles, and Janet Robertson had William: witnesses, William Anderson and his son William, both sailors in Lymekills, and William Young there.


3. John Cose and Janet Trumble had Isobel: witnesses, John Wilson in Galrighill, Henry Davidson, John Inglis.

3. Andrew Trumble, smith, and Janet Anderson had James: witnesses, John Wrycht, Robert Stevenson, David Anderson.


17. Andrew Robertson, weaver, and Margaret Potter had Janet: witnesses, William Smert, Andrew Purves, John Robertson.

31, Thomas Fyff and Helen Fyff (who died two days after delivery) had Eupham; witnesses, David Fyff, Thomas Fyff, William Dalgleishe.

31, George Wallis and Christian White had George (in fornication); witnesses, Thomas Bavarege, John Smetoun, George Young.

M. 6, James Mather to Eupham Anderson.
13, Thomas Horne to Janet Watson.
19, William Wattis to Elspet Chattow.
20, Andrew Wardlaw to Helen Burley.
20, George Spens to Marjory Anderson.
20, John Donaldson to Grizel Mather (testimonial from Inverkeithing).
22, John Keir to Bessie Walker.

AUGUST.

B. 1, John Cunningham in St. Margaret stane and Agnes Lathangie had William; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knoukous, William Lathangie and William Cunningham in Blair of Carnok, and William Anderson in Gellett.

8, George Edisoun in Lymekilles and Bessie Sandis had George; witnesses, George Watt, John Trotter, David Anderson.

10, Henry Beany in Lymekills and Helen Wright had James; witnesses, William Anderson, Robert Anderson his son, and James Young, all in Lymekills.

10, James Peacok in the North Ferrie and Janet Burgan had Laurence; witnesses, Laury Lugtoun, Robert Broun, Andrew Williamson, Robert Drysdail.

10, George Young, weaver, and Bessie Lowe had William; witnesses, William Lowe, James Legatt, Robert Stevenson.

10, John Moore, porter, and Agnes Shipheard had Charles; witnesses, Walter Coburne, Andrew Thomson, John Baxter, George Davidson, "and the bairne young Lord Charles."

10, James Fairny, cordiner, and Margaret Huttoun had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Thomson, David Laurie, David Stewart, William Walwood.

19, David Scotland in Wester Craigdukie and Elspet Devar had John; witnesses, John Dewar in Lassodie, John Scotland, John Huttoun in Dunaff.

22, John Alison, barrowman, and Katherine Duncan had Bessie; witnesses, John Burne, Thomas Burne, John Ker.

29, James Kedglie, collier in Crocegaittes, and Margaret Broun had Janet; witnesses, Patrick Kedglie, Andrew Edisoun, Henry Bavarege.

29, Gilbert Cumming, collier in Touche, and Janet Tasker had Gilbert; witnesses, James Wedderstoun, Alexander Hird, William Walwood.

30, Robert Logan in the Nethertoun and Christian Huttoun had William; witnesses, William Blaiky, Henry Davidson, David Broun.

30, Andrew Menteith, miller in Cavill, and Bessie Fothringleave had David; witnesses, David Lindsay, David Mitchell, Henry Douglas.

30, Robert Stevenson, smith, and Elspet Davidson had Andrew; witnesses, Andrew Purves, Edward Elder, James Ritchie, Adam Anderson.

30, David Inglis, collier, and Helen Lugtoun had Isobel; witnesses, Tobias Murbeck, James Wedderstoun, John Hector, John Walker.

M. 4, James Ritchie to Margaret Dewar (in Aberdour kirk).
10, Mark Donald to Eupham Beany.
17, Robert Strachan to Annas Warkman.
24, James Pugill to Margaret Dick (in Bingrie kirk at our request).

SEPTEMBER.

B. 2, Thomas Wilson in Pitliver and Margaret Dick had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, David Mitchell, John Wilson.

9. Alexander Hunter, flesher, and Janet Burne had Jean (in fornication), presented by Thomas Couper; witnesses, William Mercer, William Mudie, Andrew Turnbull, John Bruce.

12. Robert Balcaice in Ilrae of Lassodie and Barbara Peacok had David; witnesses, David Smetoun in Blarathie, David Rowan, David Scotland.

15. Thomas Tod in Clune and Isobel Templeman had James; witnesses, James Wardlaw, Thomas Davidson, James Murgan, Nicol Wardlaw.

18. John Lawson in Lymekilles and Katherine Logan had Charles; witnesses, Patrick Lawson in the Craigs, George Donald and Robert Anderson in Lymekills.


21. James Prymrois in Ridcraig of Mylneburne and Janet Tailyeour had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Cunningham in Sillietoun, John Tailyeour, George Tailyeour.


24. John Robertson in Pittiemure and Isobel Huttoun had Harry; witnesses, Thomas Cay, Robert Cant, Andrew Wilson.

28. John Adame, footman to my Lord Dunfermline, and Margaret Greg had John (baptised in Edinburgh at our request).

29. George Scott, litster, and Helen Miklejohn had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Miklejohn, Andrew Purves, Walter Coburne.

M. 16. John Broun to Agnes Mylne.


23. James Littlejohn to Effie Keir.

OCTOBER.

B. 3. William Penman and Cicell Atchesoune had William; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knokus, William Nicoll in Kistok, Andrew Leslie there.

8. William Mudie and Margaret Phillan had John; witnesses, John Bennett, John Cose, Robert Burne.

10. James Dewar in Pitbachie and Isobel Huttoun had Isobel; witnesses, James Huttoun, Thomas Huttoun, Alexander Wardlaw.

10. Robert Willy in the Yron mylne, smith there, and Margaret Kay had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Wilson, Andrew Donald, Robert Cunningham.

10. William Currie in the Rodds and Bessie Drysdaill had Bessie; witnesses, Andrew Walker in Logie, John Currie in Crombie, Mr. George Walker.

17. John Walwood in Garvokwood and Mary Anderson had William; witnesses, William Cunningham in Knokus, Robert Walwood “in the said wood,” and his brother James Walwood.

17. Robert Schorts, collier, and Margaret Bad had Helen; witnesses, Tobias Murebek, Charles Bad, John Heckfoord.

24. David Donaldson and Mause Bryce had James (in fornication) baptised in Carnock at our request; witnesses, James Donaldson, his brother, James Bryce, James Dewar.

24. John Dewar in the Hole and Marjory Robertson had George; witnesses, Robert Dewar, Mr. George Walker, John Wilson.

26. David Hodge and Katherine Smert had John; witnesses, John Wrycht, John Warkman, James Meldrum.
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26, Andrew Meldrum, weaver, and Agnes Davidson had William (in adultery); witnesses, William Inche and Henry Meldrum, weavers. Presented by George Stirk, weaver.

M. 3, Thomas Whyte to Agnes Imbrie.
17, John Morton to Margaret Hannan.

NOVEMBER.

B. 5, John Peirson in the Nethirton and Janet Menteith had Patrick; witnesses, Patrick Peirson in Urquhart, George Meldrum and James Anderson in Pittencrieff.
7, James Baverage and Janet Steidman had Elspet; witnesses, William Mc'Kye, John Gray, David Blak.
9, William Walker in the Nethirton and Marjory Broun had John; witnesses, John Walker, Adam Stanehoues, John Broun.
14, Robert Wilson in Pitliver and Marjory Letheme had Margaret; witnesses, David Mitchell, Thomas Wilson, Thomas Letheme.
14, Harry Blakwood in Blarathie and Bessie Broun had David; witnesses, David Blak, David Scotland, David Broun.
18, Thomas Mitchell, younger, tenant in Rossyth, and Helen Trumble had Margaret (baptised here because of the absence of Mr. Walter Bruce, minister of Inverkeithing); witnesses, Alexander Steward, Andrew Currie, David Mitchell.
21, John Wilson in the Holl and Helen Currie had Helen; witnesses, Thomas Chrystie, Andrew Walker, Mr. George Walker, his son.
21, Henry Dowglas and Christian Wilson had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Dowglas, Edward Dowglas, James Mitchell.
21, Thomas Elder and Helen Simson had Thomas; witnesses, John Bennett, Andrew Purves, Walter Coburne, William Walker.
21, William George in the Nethirton and Elspet Myllar had Marjory; witnesses, Andrew Wilson, David Peacok, Thomas Dowglas.
21, Laurence Greive, miller at the Wood mylne, and Margaret Wannan had John; witnesses, John Robertson, John Bennet, David Hunter.
23, David Russell, tenant in Balmull, and Janet Stanehoues had Henry; witnesses, Robert Russell, his brother, Henry Wardlaw, sier of Balmull, David Smetoun.
24, James Kellok, tailor, and Marjory Schortus had William; witnesses, Robert Stevenson, smith, William Smert, fleshers, John Dalgleeshee, tailor.
28, James Angus, tenant in Meidowend, and Janet Gillaspie had Beatrix; witnesses, David Dowglas, Andrew Walker, Adam Bryce.

M. 2, Gavin Edison to Janet Hislop.
4, Thomas Spens to Bessie Arthur.
23, Patrick Wright to Janet Hutton.
23, John Donald to Margaret Burne.
23, William Currie to Helen Donaldson.
23, James Lawson to Jean Hog.
30, David Dowglas to Elspet Dewar.

DECEMBER.

B. 3, Tobias Murebek and Christian Cant had Tobias; witnesses, Mr. Alexander Clerk of Pittencrieff, James Reid, provost, Mr. Harry Makgill, minister.
5, William Inglis in Grange and Bessie Cuper had Bessie; witnesses, Thomas Cuper, Alexander Inglis, Adam Trumble.
5, Thomas Trumble in the Colzeraw and Katherine Bad had Charles; witnesses, James Myllar, Charles Bad, John Edison.
7, Andrew Smythe in North Fod and Katherine Dowglas had Katherine; witnesses, Peter Dowglas, Mark Sprewell, Andrew Turnbull.
7. James Spense, collier, and Janet Allane had twins, James and Janet; witnesses, John Heckfoord, John Watson, James Watson, David Myllar, John Allane, elder, John Allane, younger.
7. William Beane, weaver, and Agnes Blakwood had Margaret; witnesses, Alexander Beane, his father, Thomas Davidson, litster, Nicol Blakwood.
12. John Phin in Masterton's Baithe and Margaret Din had Katherine; witnesses, Alexander Aikine of Masterton's Baith, Robert Dewar, John Stevenson, elder, in Stevenson's Baith.
14. John Colzeare, tailor, and Agnes Burt had James; witnesses, James Espline, Andrew Colzeare, Andrew Thomson, James Kellok, Robert Anderson, younger, tailor.
14. David Trumble and Margaret Schortus had Janet (in fornication); witnesses, John Neilson, John Donald, James Anderson.
19. William Pullport in Nester Gellet and Isobel Dowglas had Helen; witnesses, David Sandis, Robert Cunningham in Sillietoun, John Tailyeour in Mynlburn.
19. David Cambell, collier in Netherbaith, and Margaret Tailyeour had -David; witnesses, Henry Baverage in Netherbaith, James Baverage, his son, Andrew Berriehill.
19. John Colzeare and Marjory Cassin had John; witnesses, John Birrell, John Dow, John Peirson.
23. John Fitt and Lucretie Kirk had Janet; witnesses, Andrew Purves, Mark Donald, David Bull.
28. Mr. Robert Anderson and Marion Dewar had Christian; witnesses, Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmull, Walter Dalgleische, John Bennett.
28. Andrew Mudie in the Nethirtoun and Anna Ritchie had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas and James Ritchie in Blaklaw, William Mudie in Nethertoun.
30. John Fyff in Lassodie and Isobel Broun had Elspet; witnesses, John Dewar in Lassodie, Robert Broun in Meidowheid of Sawlin, John Syme in Quythous.

7. Alexander Galtig to Katherine Potter.
14. Thomas Cant to Isobel Wely.
21. Andrew Donald to Bessie Currie.

JANUARY [1642].

B. 5. William Mudie, maltman in the Nethertoun, and Janet Cristie had William; witnesses, William Mercer, William Walker, Mr. George Walker.
6. James Hamilton and Jean Sanderis had Margaret; witnesses, James Reid, provost, Patrick Kingorne, Walter Coburne, Andrew Purves. Presented by James Espline.
9. John Strachan in Pittencriff and Isobel Fotheringham had twins, Andrew and Marion; witnesses, Mr. Alexander Clerk of Pittencriff, Andrew Menteith in Cavill, Robert Strachan, George Meldrum, Robert Sharpe, John Stirk.
21. Alexander Frenche, gardener in Pinkie, and Grizel More had James (in fornication), presented by Thomas More, her father; witnesses, James Moyes, Robert Wels, David More. The child was baptised on a testimonial of the mother's satisfaction at Aberdour.
31, Robert Russell, miller at Balmull mill, and Margaret Dewar had Barbara; witnesses, Henry and George Wardlaw, sons of Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmull, William Wardlaw of Logie.

M. 4, Thomas Fygg to Helen Bavarege (in Ballingrie kirk).
5, Andrew Maine to Janet Cunningham.
5, Captain James Frenche to Janet Stanehous.
25, William Bowman to Margaret Hearne.
25, Thomas Broun to Agnes Kellok.
27, William Walker to Margaret Trumble.
30, James Sanderis to Janet Peacock.
30, Robert Forrest to Janet Malcolm.

FEBRUARY.

B. 6, John Stevenson in Kistok of Pitfirran and Bessie Allane had John; witnesses, James Anderson, James Clerk, Thomas Leslie.
6, James Kingorne in Lymekilles and Margaret Kirk had twins, Helen and Bessie; witnesses, Andrew and George Trumble in Broomhall, Robert Anderson in Lymekilles.
6, Robert Burne, miller at Pittencrieff mill, and Janet Cunningham had David; witnesses, William Mercer, Andrew Walker, Thomas Dowglas.
6, David Murie in Grange and Katherine Wardlaw had William; witnesses, John Murie, John Mudie, William Murie, his father.
8, Thomas Cuper and Isobel Walwood had Robert; witnesses, Peter Law, Robert Stevenson, Robert Walwood.
13, John Keir, miller, and Bessie Walker had Helen; witnesses, Thomas Keil, Thomas and Robert Burne.
15, James Mylne in Lochend and Grizel Robertson had Robert; witnesses, Robert Russell, Robert Angus in Rescoblie, Robert Broun, servitor to Mr. William Wardlaw of Balmull.
20, Patrick Broun in the Hill of Baithe and Bessie Mudie had Janet; witnesses, James Stanehous, John Hodge, Robert Mudie.
20, Andrew Kellok, miller at Lassodie mill, and Margaret Stocks had Helen; witnesses, John Gray, John Bavarege, John Kellok.
22, John Inglis in Mossyde and Isobel Trumble had Helen; witnesses, David Moreis, John Haswell, John Simson.
27, William Inche, weaver in Pittencrieff, and Margaret James had Marion; witnesses, Mr. Alexander Clerk of Pittencrieff, James Reid, Andrew Walker.
28, Thomas, Earl of Kellie, and Eupham Anderson had Hew (in fornication), presented by Mr. Hew Wallace, servitor to the said Earl; witnesses, Harry Steward of Baithe, James Gib of Carribber, James Reid, provost.

M. 15, John Rowane to Isobel Rowane.
15, William Tallyeour to Annas Dowglas.
24, Edward Russell to Isobel Dewar.
24, John Fygg to Isobel Phin.

MARCH.

B. 2, Robert Anderson in Baithe and Helen Hutsone had twins, Janet and Marjory; witnesses, James Bavarege, John and George Anderson, Patrick Steward, John Meldrum, Thomas Curroure.
5, Henry Peirson in Pitdinny and Katherine Currie had Helen (in fornication); witnesses, John Lindsay, John Peirson, John Wilson.
6, William Sanderis in Hiltoun of Pitfirran and Katherine Cusine had John; witnesses, John Cusine in Lethems, John Hutton in Dunduff, John Sanderis in Inzevair.

6. John Buist in Pittinereiff and Bessie Horne had James; witnesses, Robert Sharpe, James Richardson, Robert Stirk.

8. Adam Currie in Prynrois and Katherine Chrystie had Bessie; witnesses, James Cunnand, David Currie, Thomas Chrystie.


13. Andrew Flockard in Baldrig and Isobel Pet had Christian; witnesses, Robert Ged of Baldrig, Andrew Wilson, David Flockard, his brother.

13. John Neilson, cordiner, and Janet Buist had Robert; witnesses, Patrick Trumble, Andrew Trumble, Robert Neilson, his father.

20. William Walwood in Southfode and Isobel Chrystie had Isobel; witnesses, Andrew Smythe in Northfode, David Hunter in Woodmylne, John Stenhou in Southfode.

23. James Simrell, mason, and Margaret Mudy had Christian; witnesses, Andrew Thomson, Walter Coburne, James Ritchie.

24. James Patton and Jean Tosheeke had John (in fornication); witnesses, Mark and John Donald, John Edisone, James Patton.

27. Nicol Inglis in Drumtuthell and Marjory Law had Margaret; witnesses, James Murgane, William Murgane, James Mylnne in Lochend.

27. James Imbrie, weaver, and Margaret Wardlaw had John; witnesses, Robert Stevenson, John Gorterstoun, John Wardlaw.

27. John Watson, cordiner, and Barbara Bruce had William; witnesses, William Walwood, cordiner, James Simson, cordiner, James Fairny, cordiner.

29. David Peirson in Doverhill and Helen Henderson had Janet; witnesses, Robert Cant, James Cunnand, William Henderson.

29. David Mitchell in Pitliver and Margaret Currie had Andrew; witnesses, David Lindsay, Thomas Wilson, Andrew Currie.

M. 11, William Orrok to Jean Murrey.

11. William Imbrie to Janet Fegg.

15. William Logan to Agnes Watson.


APRIL.

2. John Broun, gardener, and Agnes Gillies had Elspet; witnesses, William Smert, David Stewart, Thomas Baverage.

2. John Angus in Rescobie and Marion Reidie had Marion; witnesses, Robert Angus, Robert Greive, William Rowane.

2. Thomas Baverage and Janet Tod had Bessie; witnesses, William Smert, Thomas Elder, Thomas Baverage.

2. Robert Short in Pitcomnoquhy and Agnes Donaldson had Bessie (in fornication); witnesses, Patrick, William and James Anderson in Pitcomnoquhy.

2. David Robertson in Mylneburne and Katherine Scott had Janet; witnesses, George Trumble, George Donald, Robert Robertson.

2. John Stanehous in Southfode and Janet Cunningham had Isobel; witnesses, Thomas Mitchell, James Cunningham, Thomas Stanehous.

2. William Wilson, cordiner, and Margaret Watson had David; witnesses, David Steward, Laurence Watson, Archibald Boyd.


5. Robert Tailycour, miller at the East mill, and Margaret Cunningham had William; witnesses, Mr. William Olyphant, Andrew Cunningham in St. Margaret's stane, and James Donaldson in Pitcroftie.
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10, Thomas Cunnand, tailor in Mastertoun, and Isobel Dewar had Agnes; witnesses, Robert Dewar, James Stanehous, George Anderson.
10, Thomas Huton in Wester Luscour and Bessie Stobie had Thomas (baptised in Carnock); witnesses, Nicol Wardlaw, Adam Stobie, Patrick Lindsey.
10, George Chapman, weaver in Wester Sillietoun, and Janet Gryssie had William; witnesses, William Walker, bailie, George Trumble in Broomhall, George Meldrum in Pittincreeff.
17, William Hodge in Keltieheuch and Grizel Davidson had a son . . . (baptised in Ballingrie).
17, John Davidson, servitor to the Earl of Dunfermline, and Katherine Kirk had John; witnesses, Thomas Davidson, George Davidson, William Walwood.
17, Thomas Horne, wright, and Janet Watson had William; witnesses, William Horne, his father, William Walker, bailie, David Watson.
24, Troyullus Hutton in Wester Pitdinny and Bessie Stevin had James; witnesses, John Lindsay, John Peirson, James Hutton.
24, John Nicoll, collier, and Janet Huttoun had Marjory; witnesses, Tobias Murebek, James Waterston, James Broun.
24, Patrick Durie in Wester Luscour and Margaret Wilson had William; witnesses, William Murgane, James Wardlaw, Thomas Hutton.
26, Patrick Stevenson and Christian Muddy had Grizel; witnesses, James Muddy, Henry Davidson, Patrick Allane, younger.
28, Patrick Broun in Northfode and Agnes Young had Janet; witnesses, James Mitchell, John Stanehous, James Anderson.
30, John Whyte in Lassodie and Margaret Kellok had Margaret; witnesses, John Kellock in the Thornetoun, Thomas Horne there, John Kellock in Lassodie mill.

M. 12, Robert Cant to Christian Peirson.
24, Patrick Rowland (? Rowane) to Katherine Dowglas.
26, John Hutton to Bessie Hutton (in Saline kirk).
26, Mr. William Ged to Annas Steward (in Inverkeithing kirk).
28, James Anderson to Agnes Dewar.

MAY.

B. 8, Adam Car in Dunduff and Janet Crawford had Bessie; witnesses, George Dewar in Lathalmond, Robert Angus in Rescobie, William Dalgieshe in Tunnygask.
8, Robert Thomson in Wester Geltel and Helen Sibbald had Beatrix; witnesses, James Mayne in Pitcorthie, William Anderson in Wester Geltel, Gilbert Car, armourer in Dunfermline.
8, Andrew Chrystie in Mirryhill and Helen Currie had Margaret; witnesses, David Mitchell, George Donald, Andrew Donald.
8, David Broun, weaver in Grange, and Janet Dewar had Margaret; witnesses, David Flockard, Thomas Cunnan, John Brown.
10, John Watson in Wester Baldrig and Isobel Williamson had Isobel; witnesses, Andrew Wilson, Andrew Flockard, Thomas Baverage.
10, David Hutton, tailor, and Margaret Dempstertoun had Margaret; witnesses, William Walker, bailie, Thomas Davidson, James Hutton.
15, James Hodge in Keltieheuch and Christian Leslie had Archibald (baptised in Ballingrie); witnesses, James Baverage, John Baverage, William Hodge.
18, Andrew Cant in Pittiemure and Christian Bull had Andrew; witnesses, Robert Cant, Andrew Cant, David Bull in Hiltoun of Rossyth.
18, Thomas Davidson and Janet Walker had Elspet; witnesses, Peter Law, William Walker, Edward Elder.
22, James Anderson in North Fode and Elspet Chrystie had David; witnesses, David Chrystie in Rossyth, David Reddyce in Babugie, and David Russell in Balmull.
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<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>(Parts LXXVI, LXXVIII, LXXXIII and LXXXVII), Protocol Books of Dominus Thomas Johnsoun.</td>
<td>15s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>(Parts LXXIX to LXXXI, LXXXIV to LXXXVI and LXXXVIII to XCII inclusive), Edinburgh Marriage Register, 1751-1800.</td>
<td>42s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Inventory of Lamont Papers, 1231-1897.</td>
<td>42s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>(Parts LXXIV, LXXV and LXXVII, CVII and CXIII), Calendar of Writs in Yester House.</td>
<td>42s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>(Parts XCIII to XCVIII inclusive), Burgesses and Guild Brethren Roll of Glasgow, 1573-1750.</td>
<td>63s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>(Parts C and CVI), Protocol Books of James Foulis, 1546-1553, and Nicol Thounis, 1559-1664.</td>
<td>10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Family Papers of the Hunters of Hunterston. (Presented by Lieut.-General Sir Aylmer Hunter-Weston.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>(Parts CI to CV inclusive and CIX), Roll of Edinburgh Burgesses, 1406-1700.</td>
<td>52s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Register of Edinburgh Apprentices, 1666-1700.</td>
<td>6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Register of Edinburgh Apprentices, 1701-1755.</td>
<td>10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>(Parts CXII, CXIV and CXV), Roll of Edinburgh Burgesses, 1701-1760.</td>
<td>21s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>(Parts CVIII and CXI), Protocol Book of Sir John Cristisone, 146 pp.</td>
<td>10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Protocol Book of John Foular, 1500-1503. Out of print. (Presented by the City of Edinburgh.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Protocol Book of Sir Robert Rollok, 1534-1552.</td>
<td>10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Burgesses and Guild Brethren Roll of Glasgow, 1751-1846. In the Press.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Inventory of Pitfarrane Writs, 1230-1794. 77 pp. Price 10s. 6d.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>(Parts CXXIV and CXXV), Roll of Edinburgh Burgesses, 1761-1841.</td>
<td>15s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
27, William Blaiky and Christane Hutton had Jonet; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Andro Maine, Johne Law.
27, Michael Meldrum and Margaret Walker had Marorie; witnesses, Andro and William Meldrums, James Brown.
27, Thomas Howie and Jonet Cunynghame had Marion; witnesses, Robert Hutton, David German, Johne Cunynghame.
29, James Durie of Craigluscoor and Christane Durie had Marie; witnesses, William Mercer, Mr. James Gray, James Gib, and Laurence Mercer, presenter of the childe.
29, Johne Wilson and Margaret Peacok had Bessie; witnesses, Eduard Dowglas, elder, David Bell, and Andro Wilson, presenter of the childe.
29, James Arkie and Bathia Dempertoun had Jean; witnesses, James Gray, Robert Mudie, William Kirk.

M. 3, Johne Blaikwood to Grisel Alshunder in the kirk of Torrie.
31, Andro Trumble to Jeane Crawfoord in the kirk of Kinneill.

APRIL.

B. 1, Archibald Gray and Jonet Sellers had Isobell; witnesses, James Mudie, William Cose, Thomas Davidson.
2, James Lawson and Jeane Hog had Margaret; witnesses, James Greinhorne, Johne Manderstoun, Johne Lawson.
2, William Keir and Margaret Bad had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Bad, Johne Duncanson, Andro Hall.
2, William Peirson and Isobell Walwood had Helene; witnesses, Henrie and Robert Peirsons and Johne Thomson.
2, David Maistertoun and Margaret Primros had Alexander; witnesses, Andro Wilsons, elder and younger, Andro Drysdale.
7, Andro Maine and Jonet Cunynghame had Johne; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Johne and William Cunynghames, and Johne Mayne, presenter of the childe.
7, Johne Thomeson and Margaret Goodaill had Isobell; witnesses, Michael Meldrum, James Broune, and George Stirk, presenter of the childe.
10, David Trumble and Christane Legat had Patrick; witnesses, Peter Law, William Legat, Johne Wright.
12, James Stanehous and Elspet Kellok had Jonet; witnesses, Robert Sharp, Thomas Stanehous, Robert Kellok.
12, James Hutsoun and Bathia Hendersoun had Margaret; witnesses, James Stanehous, Henrie Peirson, James Paterson.
12, Johne Westwood and Jonet Keir had Christane; witnesses, James Myline, Johne Greeve and William Purves.
21, David Cunynghame and Margaret Paton had Isobell; witnesses, Patrik Peirson, William Purves, William Weittit. The childe was presented to baptism by Johne Cunynghame, brother to the said David, because of his ignorance.
22, William Anderson and Margaret Anderson had Agnes; witnesses, James and Andro Andersons, Alexander Wilson.
22, Robert Dewar and Helene Keir had James; witnesses, James Dewars, elder and younger, George Mudie.
29, William Cannon and Bessie Kinnell had Anna; witnesses, George Bothwell, Robert Stevinson, William Reid.
29, John Snaden and Jonet Mihie had Patrik; witnesses, Patrik Steward of Baith, James Spens, William Drylay.

M. 4, Johne Hunter to Agnes Tailyeour.
12, Alexander Duff to Jonet Philp.
14, Thomas Pullouns to Margaret Bairdner in the kirk of Torry.
19, Andro Speare to Elspet Mathesoun.
26, James -Scott, appeirand of Spenserfeild, to Anna Napeir in the kirk of Crawmount.
28, William Mudie to Elspet Mudie.
MAY.

   3. Robert Dewar and Margaret Andro had James; witnesses, James Espline, James Kellok, David Murray.
   6. Johne Couper and Jonet Birrell had James; witnesses, Johne and James Birrells, David Duncanson.
   10. David Bad and Jonet Anderson had James; witnesses, James Reid, provest, James Murray, George Mudie.
   17. Johne Fairlie and Mariorie Burn had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Mitchells, elder and younger, and Andro Mitchell.
   17. David Thomeson and Jonet Peirson had Barbara; witnesses, David German, Johne Eadie and Patrik Stevinson.
   17. Robert Allett and Magdalene Chinneside had Agnes; witnesses, Johne Stirk, George Stirk, James Anderson.
   22. James Kellok and Isobell Watson had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Colyeour, Robert Adam, Johne Kellok.
31. William Baverage and Isobell Templeman had Robert; witnesses, Robert Sharp, Johne and George Stirk.

M. 3. Andro Menteith to Isobell Portour.
   17. Johne Tod to Jonet Menteith.
   20. Andro Adam to Jeanie Philip in the kirk of Baith upon a testimoniall of request to the minister there.
31. William Hadstoun to Annabelle Blaikett.

JUNE.

B. 2. Johne Hunter and Margaret Burn had Isobell; witnesses, Robert Tailyeour, Johne Burn, Patrik Hall.
   3. Johne Kirkland and Agnes Fitt had Jean; witnesses, Alexander Chalmers, David Steward, Andro Kirk.
   5. James Weyld and Isobell Creiche had Helene; witnesses, Johne Weyld, James Dewar, Andro Anderson.
   5. Andro Scotland and Margaret Moreis had Elispet; witnesses, William Walker, William Smert, Thomas Baverage.
   12. Johne Walwood and Katherine Coventrie had William; witnesses, Mr. William Oliphant, minister, William Walwood, James Richardson.
   16. Umqle William Wardlaw of Logie and Jean Ker had Grissell; witnesses, James Gib, George Bothwell, George Wardlaw, and Henrie Wardlaw of Balmull, presenter of the childe to baptisme.
   17. Andro Mitchell and Margaret Mitchell had Margaret; witnesses, Mr. George Walker, James Mitchell, Thomas Dougalas.
   19. Johne Watson and Barbara Bruce had twinnes baptised and called the ane Margaret and the uther Katherine; witnesses, James Simson, Johne Duncanson, Thomas Cant.
30. James Kinloche and Bessie Stevinson had Margaret; witnesses, George Trumble, Henrie Peirson, Robert Heart.

M. 2. William Nicoll to Helene Mylne.
   5. Johne McKenlaw to Margaret Mudie.
   9. Sir Henrie Wardlaw to Margaret Henderson, sister to the Laird of Fordell, in the kirk of Baith.
10. James Hutton to Christane Livings[ton] in the kirk of Cleishe,
23. Archibald Marr to Barbara Bruce in the kirk of Carnok.

**JULY.**

5. Thomas Cunnan and Isobell Dewar had Margaret; witnesses, Pattrick Rowan, James Donaldson, Robert Dewar.
5. Alexander Dunsyre and Agnes Thomson had James; witnesses, Tobias Murebek, James Watson, James Beverage.
17. Robert Hogane and Bessie Potter had Johne; witnesses, Johne Hogan, Johne Potter, Pattrick Wright.
17. William Spens and Margaret Inglis had William; witnesses, Thomas Elder, William Smert, Thomas Spens.
24. George Chapman and Margaret Clerk had Johne; witnesses, Johne Watson, Adam Brand, David Peacock.
24. Johne Murie and Katherine Kingorne had James; witnesses, George Trumble, James Kingorne, Thomas Dowglass.
28. Johne Walwood and Marie Anderson had Katherine; witnesses, Johne Colyeare, presenter of the childe (because of the parent his scandalous life in drunknes, &c, for the which he was publickely declared un-worthie of the benefits of the kirk), Robert Anderson and Andro Anderson also witnesses.
31. James Buchanann and Jonet Fotheringham had James; witnesses, Johne and James Donalds and Johne Lawson.

**M. 12.** Robert Cunynghame to Margaret Burn.
16. Mark Cunnane to Jonet Thomeson in the kirk of Abirdour.
22. James Birrell to Marion Johnestoun.

**AUGUST.**

12. Patrick Anderson and Jonet Doughglas had Alison; witnesses, William Anderson in Pitconnoquhy, Thomas Mitchell, and Henrie Doughlas in Easter Gellie.
12. Duncan Young and Helene Smert had Margaret; witnesses, James Simson, Peter Walker, Andro and Adam Andersons.
14. James Moreis and Issobell Hutton had James; witnesses, Johne Park, Johne Anderson, William Hall.
21, Johne Millar and Helene Adamson had James; witnesses, David Bad, Thomas Trumble, Andro Donaldson.

23, Robert Anderson and Katherine Smythe had Henrie; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Johne Colyer, Robert Mudie.

28, David Robertson and Katherine Scott had Grissell; witnesses, Adam Wilson, George Pullons, Manse Malcolm.

28, Patrik Hall and Jean Purves had William; witnesses, William Purves, Andro Hall, George Mudie.

30, William Anderson and Jonet Finla had Johne; witnesses, William Anderson in Pitconnoquhy, Johne Anderson in Innerkething and David German.

M. 4, James Littiljohne to Margaret Anderson in the kirk of Sawlin.

11, David Henderson to Bessie Henderson.

25, James Dewar to Margaret Burn.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 6, James Mitchell and Margaret Mercer had Katherine; witnesses, Robert Dempster of Pitliver, David Lindsay of Cavill and Thomas Mitchell, elder.

6, Johne Thomson and Jonet Walwood had Christane; witnesses, William and Mr. Thomas Walkers, Alexander Chalmers.

6, Peter Russell and Jonet Reid had Patrik; witnesses, Patrik Steward of Baith, Robert and Edward Russells, James Anderson.

11, Robert Greive and Margaret Dowglas had Christane; witnesses, Robert Angus in Kescobie, William Rowan in Gask, and Robert Russell in Balmull mylne.

12, Henrie Dowglas and Katherine Brand had Alison; witnesses, Thomas Dowglas, David Dowglas, Adam Brand, younger.

12, Archibald Hamilton and Agnes Broun had William; witnesses, William Walker, late provest, presenter of the childe, Mr. Thomas Walker, schoolmaster, and Alexander Chalmers, merchand.

13, Andro Wardlaw and Helene Burley had Jonet; witnesses, James Anderson, Johne Burley, Johne Wardlaw.

18, Uniqueile James Dewar and Alison Hall had twinnes baptised and called the ane James and the other Margaret; witnesses, James Dewar in Holl and James Dewar in Pitbachile, presenter of the children, Andro Hall, Robert Dewar and Henrie Davidson.

18, David Thomson and Isobell Moreis had Johne; witnesses, Johne Haliburton of Garvok, Andro Mayne, Andro Mudie.

M. 8, George Buist to Issobell Mylls in the kirk of Tulliebol[c].

OCTOBER.

B. 4, Adam Trumble and Jonet Mitchell had Helene; witnesses, Andro Trumble in Grange, George Trumble in Broomhall, and William Walker, late provest.

11, Johne Reid and Jonet Boyd had Marioun; witnesses, Johne Duncanson, William Boyd, Robert Huttoon.

11, James Legat and Margaret Stirk had Christane; witnesses, William Legat, David Trumble, William Smert.

16, William Dowglas and Mariorie Stevinsone had Jonet; witnesses, David German, George Walls and Thomas Stevinsone.

18, William Dewar and Issobell Fyff had James; witnesses, James Dewar, Adame Brand, David Dewar, James Moyes.

25, Andro Wilson and Bessie Peirson had Bessie; witnesses, Johne Dewar, Alexander Garlik, Patrik Roxbrugh.

27, David Scotland and Elspet Dewar had Christane; witnesses, Henrie Wardlaw of Balmull, William Rowane of Gask, and Robert Stevinson, smith.

M. 20, William Mackay to Agnes Sharp.

21, Laurence Alison to Bessie Portus.
NOVEMBER.

B. 1, William Alexander and Katherine Smert had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Watson, Johne Smert and George Walls.  
2, William Strachane and Jonet Allane had Grissell; witnesses, Henrie Mitchell, Robert and Johne Strachane.  
4, David Chrystie and Jonet Marshall had James; witnesses, Robert Russell, James Mylne, David Scotland.  
5, Johne Elsone and Margaret Edisone had Katherine; witnesses, James Mudie, Isitser, Andro Cunynghame, Johne Edison.  
6, Johne Smith and Margaret Davidson had Bessie; witnesses, Johne Goold, Patrik Allane, Henrie Peirson.  
7, Adame Wilson and Agnes Nasmythe had Adam; witnesses, Thomas Wilson [a blank left here].  
8, James Wilson and Jonet Dick had Charles; witnesses, Sir Robert Halket of Pitifarrane, Knyt, Charles Halkett his eye (=grandson), William Wilson, Edward Rutherfoord, James Legatt.  
9, Robert Philip and Isobell Cunynghame had Isobell; witnesses, Johne Cunyghame, Johne Stirk, younger, and James Anderson.  
10, James Anderson and Helene Mikeljohne had Adam; witnesses, Adam Anderson, Andro Purves, Andro Mikeljohne.  
11, William Robertson and Elizbeth Hutton had Grissell; witnesses, David Robertson, David Scotland, Robert Russell.  
12, James Buist and Margaret Hardie had George; witnesses, Peter Buist, James Richardson, James Eason.  
13, Robert Dowglas and Elspet Peirson had James; witnesses, Andro Wilson, James Dowglas, Johne Lawson.  
14, David Marshall and Annas Malcome had Henrie; witnesses, Henrie Malcome, Robert and James Marshells.  
15, James Donaldson and Helene Henden had Jean; witnesses, William Hutton, James Fyff, Johne Greeve, younger.  
16, Johne M'Gee and Christane Moreis had Agnes; witnesses, William Walker, Thomas Elder, William Smert.  
17, Thomas Falconer and Isobell Kinloch had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Burley, Johne Walwood, Johne Kinloche.  
18, James Peacock and Christane Alison had Patrik; witnesses, Patrik Steward of Baith, Edward Russell, Abram Peacock.  
19, Andro Chrystie and Mariorie Stevinson had Patrik; witnesses, Patrik Stevinson, George Mudie, Adam Currie.  
20, Unque Donald Peirie and Grissell Anderson had Donald; witnesses, Robert Mercer in Sawline, William Smert, Adam Anderson, and James Malcome, presenter of the childe.  
21, David Hodge and Christane Coventrie had Margaret; witnesses, William Smert, James Richardson, Johne Heart.  

M. 3, Johne Williamson to Margaret Roxbrughe, they having produced testimonials of their proclamation, viz. he from Kettell and she from Innerkething.

DECEMBER.

B. 1, David Duncansons and Margaret Patton had James; witnesses, Johne and James Duncansons and James Patton.  
2, George Young and Bessie Lowe had Elspet; witnesses, Robert Stevinson, William Mudie, James Legat, William Smert.  
3, David Steward and Helene Kirkland had Charles; witnesses, William Smert, Laurence Watson and James Richardson.  
4, William Scotland and Isobell Robertson had William; witnesses, William Smert, William Rowan, David Scotland.  
5, James Fyff and Margaret Marshall had Jonet; witnesses, James Mylne, William Hutton, Robert Angus.
20, James Trotter and Elspet Young had Helene; witnesses, Johne Mackie, William Nicoll and James Anderson.
20, William Wilson and Bessie Wilson had Johne; witnesses, Johne Wright, Johne Stirk, elder, and James Anderson.
25, Thomas Dowglas and Bessie Murie had Katherine; witnesses, Edward Dowglas, David Currie, Henrie Dowglas.
25, James Stevinson and Margaret Anderson had Agnes; witnesses, William Anderson, William Stevinson, James Hutton.

M. 6, Johne Grame to Margaret Edison in the kirk of Innerkething upon a testimoniall from this kirk.
6, Robert Currie to Margaret Inche.
13, Andro Murdoch to Katherine Davidson.
22, William Nicolson to Elizbeth Moncreiff in the kirk of Kinross upon a testimoniall to the minister.
23, David M'Braik to Jonet Rutherfoord.
27, Johne Henryson to Marion Forbes.
30, William Gotters[on] to Christane Strang.

JANUARY [1654].

B 3, William Cose and Jonet Burn had Edward; witnesses, Edward Dowglas, Henrie Dowglas, David Currie.
5, James Malcome and Christane Phin had William; witnesses, William Mudies, elder and younger, William Smert.
5, William Tailyeour and Annas Dowglas had William; witnesses, William Mudies, elder and younger, and David Trumble.
9, Umqle John Bernet, baxter, and Katherine Walker had Euphame; witnesses, Peter Law, Thomas Davidson, and Peter Walker, presenter of the childe.
10, Peter Chalmers and Margaret Wannan had Marie; witnesses, Tobias Murebek, James Watson, Alexander Dunsysre.
17, Andro Adam and Jeane Philip had Katherine; witnesses, Patrik Steward of Baith, William Marshell, Laurence Mercer.
17, Laurence Anderson and Jonet M'Binny had Elspet; witnesses, George Trumble, Robert Donald, David Astie.
17, Johne Clove and Beatrix Bennet had James; witnesses, James Reid, provest, James Simson, James Legat, James Richardson.
19, George Trumble and Margaret Mudie had Johne; witnesses, Robert Mudie, Johne Trumble, James Balfour.
22, Umqle Andro Anderson and Margaret Keltie had Margaret; witnesses, William Anderson in Pitconnoquhy, Robert Scotland, William Nicoll, and William Anderson, presenter of the childe.
29, James Makgill and Katherine Broun had James; witnesses, James Gib, William Walker, James Broun.
30, Andro Robertson and Margaret Potter had Jonet; witnesses, Robert Stevinson, William Smert, Andro Purves.

M. 10, Mr. Williame Hutson to Joan Din.
24, Andro Fairlie to Isobell Richardson.
24, Harie Peirson to Jonet Stevinson in the kirk off Abirdour.

FEBRUARY.

B. 5, The ryt honorable William Haliday of Tullybole and his Ladie Isobell Rollok had Margaret; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Henrie Wardlaw of Balmull, and William Walker, late provest.
7, Johne Penman and Bessie Craig had Helene; witnesses, Patrik Redglie, William Cook, William Penman.
7, Robert Chislev and Bessie Greg (in fornication) had ane womanchilde, baptised (upon caution for satisfying the discipline of the kirk) and callit Katherine; witnesses, David Russell, his cautioner, Thomas Philips, and Johne Marshell, presenter of the childe.
12, Henrie Elder, tounclerk, and Elizbeth Elder had Harie; witnesses, Sir Henry Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Henrie Wardlaw of Balnall, and Thomas Elder, baillie.

13, Alexander Duff and Jonet Philp had Alexander; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Johne Cunynghame, Johne Stirk, younger.

13, Johne Stevinson and Bessie Allan had Margaret; witnesses, William Penman, William Strachane, James Anderson.

16, William Young and Margaret Peirson had Margaret; witnesses, William, Robert, and Adame Andersons.

19, William Walker had ane womanchilde (borne of his wyf Margaret Trumble (the 14 day) baptised and called Margaret; witnesses, Mr. William Oliphant, minister, Mr. Thomas Walker, Adame Trumble.

19, William Mudie and Elspet Mudie had William; witnesses, James Mudie, William Mudie, Robert Stirk.

19, Adam Brand and Jeanie Ballantyn had Katherine; witnesses, Henrie Dowglas, Johne Cunynghame, Thomas Howie.

19, James Hutton and Agnes Ogilvie had David; witnesses, James Drysdale, William Anderson, James Stevinson.

21, David Anderson and Margaret Blak had Elspet; witnesses, James Anderson in Fode, William Anderson in Lymekills, and William M'Braik.

26, Robert Stirk and Jonet Mudie had William; witnesses, James and William Mudies and Johne Stirk.

26, Johne Scott and Jonet Potter had Jonet; witnesses, James Legat, Robert Stevinson, William Smer.

28, Eduard Dowglas and Jonet Anderson had Jean; witnesses, William Anderson, David German, Peter Buist.

28, William Broun and Agnes Smyllum had Harie; witnesses, Sir Harie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, James Simson, Andro Purves, Johne Thomeson.


7, Johne Cumyn to Christane Hutton.

23, Adame Clerk to Margaret Sands, he having producit his testimoniall from Culross.

MARCH.

B. 5. Johne Donald and Helene Reddie had Andro; witnesses, Andro and James Donalds and Thomas Elder.

7, William Lethem and Jonet Wilson had Johne; witnesses, Johne Lawson, Johne Lethem, Johne Anderson.

9, James Anderson and Isobell Gibbon had William; witnesses, James Anderson, William Nicoll, Johne Manderstoun.

[Blank] day, Alexander Scotland and Mariorie Whyt had Helene; witnesses, William Mudie, William Lamb, Andro Robertson.

12, Johne Watson and Helene Nicoll had Johne; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Walker, James Huton, Laurence Watson.

12, Henrie Anderson and Jonet Sanders had Andro; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Andro Mudie, Patrik Stevinson.

12, Johne M'Kenlaw and Margaret Mudie had William; witnesses, William Trumble, William Mudie, Patrik Stevinson.

14, Thomas Pullouns and Margaret Bairdner had Alexander; witnesses, Johne Bairdner, Andro Donald, Alexander Gib.

21, David Lindsay of Cavill and Katherine Malloche had Alexander; witnesses, James Reid, Mr. Alexander Malloche and David Mitchell.

21, James Purves and Agnes Spens had Johne; witnesses, Johne Mackie, William Spens, Patrik Hall, and William Purves, presenter of the childe, the parent being absent.

21, Johne Peirson and Jonet Stevinson had William; witnesses, William Walker, William Smer, William Dowglas.

26, Thomas Couper and Isobell Walwood had Jean; witnesses, Robert Walwood, Henrie Davidsoun, James Allan.
26, Robert Bull, culteller, and Isobell Meldrum had Harie; witnesses, David Bull, Harie Elder, John Eadie, Robert Hutton.
26, William Hunter and Margaret Snaden had Helene; witnesses, James Barrowman, William Cook and Johnie Pennman.
28, Johnie Robertson and Margaret Broun had Johnie; witnesses, Johnie Cose, William Purves, Johnie Wilson, and Andro Donaldson, presenter of the childe, the parent being absent.
30, William Walker and Marione Broun had Peter; witnesses, Peter Law, Peter Walker and Mr. George Walker.

M. [None.]

APRIL.

B. 2, Laurence Stevinson and Bessie Moore had David; witnesses, David, Robert and Andro Donalds and James Peirson.
2, Adame Clerk and Margaret Hutson had Margaret; witnesses, Robert and William Walwoods and Archibald Robertson.
9, Johnie Donaldson and Grissell Mather had Katherine; witnesses, David Mitchell, Henrie Dowglas, Johnie Chystie.
9, Archibald Robertson and Marion Hutson had Jeanie; witnesses, William Smerit, Johnie Duncanson, Robert Shortus.
9, Alexander Innes and Margaret Thomeson had Helene; witnesses, Adam Anderson, Robert McGreggor, and Robert Thomeson, presenter of the childe.
13, Johnie Kingorne and Bessie Tailyeour had Robert; witnesses, James Legat, Johnie Colyare, James Kingorne, and Robert Mudie, presenter of the childe because of the parent his ignorance and scandalous life in drunknes, for the which he was publicltie declared unworthie of the benefits of the kirk.
13, Andro Speare and Elspet Matheson had Robert; witnesses, Robert Kellok, Robert Mudie, Robert Stanehous.
16, James Mudie and Bessie Paton had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Mudie, Johnie Hamiltoun, Thomas Davidson.
16, Johnie Walwood and Elspet Coventrie had David; witnesses, David Hodge, James Legat, James Richardson and David Waterstoun.
23, Henrie Mitchell and Grissell Lindsay had Jonet; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, Thomas Mitchell and Mr. George Walker.
39, Thomas Elder and Isobell Simson had Margaret; witnesses, Andro Purves, bailie, Harie Elder, clerk, and James Simson.
39, John Mackie and Margaret Elder had William; witnesses, Robert Halket, Henrie Wardlaw of Balmull and William Walker, late provest.
39, Thomas Baverage and Christane Robertson (in fornication) had William; witnesses, Laurence Watson, David Stewart, William Baverage, and William Smirt, presenter of the childe.

M. 6, James Anderson to Agnes Drysdale.
6, Thomas Williamson to Bessie Mayne.

MAY.

B. 7, Adam Anderson and Katherine Gibbon had Elizabeth; witnesses, Andro Purves, Robert Stevinson, James Anderson.
7, James Birrell and Marion Johnesitoun had Margaret; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Johnie Birrell, Johnie Couper.
11, Thomas Mitchell and Margaret Mudie had James; witnesses, James Legat, James Mudie and James Mitchell.
11, Thomas Trumble and Katherine Bad had Bessie; witnesses, James Simson, James Mudie, hister, and Johnie Burley.
18, Andro Trumble hade ane womanchilde (borne to him of his wyf Jeane Crawfoord the 8 day) baptised and called Helene; witnesses, George Trumble, William Walker, Mr. William Crawfoord and Thomas Dowglas.
21, Edward Rutherfoord and Margaret Græme had Robert; witnesses, Mr. Robert Anderson, Robert Sharp, William Mercer and Robert Græme.

21, Mr. Thomas Walker and Agnes Gibbon had Katherine; witnesses, William Walker, Mr. George Walker, Adam Anderson, Harie Mitchell.

25, Andro Annan and Isobell Hunnan had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Hamilton, James Anderson and Johne Lilburn.

25, Robert Kirk and Jonet Curror had Thomas; witnesses, Johne Stane-hous, Robert Mudie, Thomas Philp.

25, Alexander Arnot and Jonet Gray had Bessie; witnesses, James Gray, Thomas Gairner, David Peacock, and James Legat, presenter of the childe because of the parent his ignorance.

30, Andro Cunynghame and Marjorie Burne had Katherine; witnesses, Henrie Dowglas, Adam and David Curries.

30, Johne Harrower and Bessie Hall had Katherine; witnesses, Robert Cunynghame, Alexander Gib, William Lethem.

M. 11, Harie Robertson to Grissell Robertson.

18, Thomas Conquergood to Beatrix Thomson.

23, James Dewar to Marion Fisher.

23, James Smeall to Grissell Bryce.

30, James Bryce to Katherine Bruce in the kirk of Carnok.

JUNE.

B. 2, The 2 day James Mercer of Clavedge had one manchilde borne to him of Jeane Mercer in fornication under promise of mariage baptised and called William; witnesses, Alexander Mercer of Kinnaird, Captain William Leslie, Walter Dalgleish, clerk, and William Mercer, advocat, father to the said Jeane, presenter of the childe.

4, Thomas Hoburne and Bessie Duk had James; witnesses, James Cusine, James Wilson, James Haltcett.

4, Alexander Reid and Jonet Johnestoun had Margaret; witnesses, William Hutton, William Anderson, William Primros.

6, James Mudie and Bessie Cunynghame had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Wilson, David Bad, Andro Chrystie.

6, Patrik Allane and Margaret Alison had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Stevinson, David Trumble, David Bull.

18, Johne Kirkland and Agnes Fitt had Helene; witnesses, William Mudie, Johne Walwood, Gawin Edison.

M. 8, Johne Anderson to Margaret Anderson.

13, Johne Lawson to Agnes Sanders.

22, William Potter to Jeane Elder.

22, Thomas Forfar to Jonet Smetoun in the kirk of Innerkething.

29, Donald M’Neill to Margaret M’Nab.

[Just above the second marriage, which occurs at the head of a page, there are inserted the words “Mariage 1654 Aprile 1654.” “Aprile” is perhaps a mistake for “June.”]

JULY.

B. 4, Johne Park and Katherine Alison had Katherine; witnesses, Harie Elder, Edward Russell, Adam Curry.

9, William Prynom and Jeane Rowane had David; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, George Lindsay and Andro Menteith.

9, Archibald McKraith had one manchilde borne to him of his wyf Jonet Cellers (wha depairtit this lyf eftir her Delyverie), the childe was baptised and called James; witnesses, Robert Anderson, Johne Dalgleish, and James Mudie, maitman, presenter of the childe.

11, Robert Eadie and Christane Mitchell had Issobell; witnesses, Johne and Andro Maynes, David Flockhart, William Cunynghame.
11, Johne Burne and Christane Heriott had George; witnesses, Mr. George Walker, George Mudie, Andro Burn.
11, Andro Hall and Agnes Kinsman had Agnes; witnesses, Robert Stevin-son, Johne Bad, Peter Buist.
16, Robert Walwood and Jeane Livingstoun had Elspet; witnesses, Mr. George Walker, William Walker, Thomas Couper.
18, Johne Marshall and Helene Greg had Bessie; witnesses, Patrik Steward of Baith, George Wardlaw, Thomas Philip.
20, Robert Barclay and Agnes Cunnan had Robert; witnesses, Robert Mudie, Robert Stanehous and Robert Heart.
20, Thomas Spens and Jonet Harrower had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Colyear, Johne Drumond and William Spens.
27, Patrik Steward of Baith had ane manchilde (borne to him of his wyf Marion Bruce the 17 day about 10 hours at evin) baptised and called Harie; witnesses, Harie Wardlaw of Balmull, James Gib, and James Mowtrey off Rescobie and George Bothwell.
28, Donald Steward and Jeane Mercer had Mariorie; witnesses, Thomas Elder, William Smert, William M'Kay, and Andro Kirk, presenter of the childe.

M. 6, Alexander Lowson to Margaret Keltie.
13, David Haigie to Margaret Rainy.

AUGUST.

B. 6, Johne Chrystie and Barbara Rae had Michael; witnesses, David and William Bells and George Chapman.
6, Alexander Smetoun and Grissell Walls had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Elder, George Walls, David Steward.
8, Johne Fygg and Margaret Simson had Katherine; witnesses, James Fyg, Thomas Elder, William Smert.
11, William Broun and Elspet Hendrison had Robert; witnesses, Robert Mudie, Robert Kellock, Robert Stanehous.
11, Thomas Broun and Agnes Kellok had Elspet; witnesses, William Mudies, elder and younger, Robert Stirk, and James Mudies, elder and younger.
13, Neill Neish and Grissell M'Comes had Jeane; witnesses, Thomas Couper, Johne Potter, James Anderson, Johne Clowe.
20, William Cunynghame and Jonet Greins had Robert; witnesses, William Wilson, George Mudy, William Purves.
20, Robert Jak and Jonet Hall had Alison; witnesses, Andro Hall, Robert Mayne, David Thomsen.
27, Johne Moreis and Elspet Dewar had Agnes; witnesses, Alexander Beane, elder, Thomas Elder, James Hutton, elder, webster.
29, William Mackay and Agnes Sharp had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Elder, Thomas Burn, William Smert, Thomas Baverage, Andro Kirk.

M. 8, James Murgane to Isobell Alexander.
10, Richard Harrower to Annas Ramsay.
15, William Tramble to Jeane Dowglas.
17, Johne Stanehous to Margaret Gibson.
21, William Murgan to Agnes Dalgleish in the kirk of Sawline.
24, Andro Cowe to Margaret Orrok in the kirk of Baith upon testimoniall from this kirk.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 3, Johne Grene and Katherine Peirson had Johne; witnesses, William Youngs, elder and younger, William Makbrek.
5, James Watson in fornication of Margaret Tailyeour had Johne; wit-nesses, Johne Hector, Johne Marshall, Johne Snadun.
10, James Boyd and Bessie Baverage had Christane; witnesses, Thomas Baverage, William Smert, Archibald Boyd.
17. George Walls and Margaret Smert had Helene; witnesses, Duncan Young, William Dowglas, William Smert.
17. David M'Brek and Jonet Ruthertoord had Margaret; witnesses, William M'Brek, Eduard Ruthertoord, Thomas More.
17. Johne Graeme and Margaret Edison had Johne; witnesses, George Trumble, Johne Edison, Andro Cunynghame.
21. David Fairie and Jonet Simson had Henrie; witnesses, Henrie Coventrie, James and Henrie Baverages.
24. William Baverage and Isobell Broun had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Baverage, William Smert, and Laurence Watson.

M. 29. Henrie Peirson to Christane Watt in the kirk of Kingorne upon a testimonial from this kirk.

OCTOBER.

B. 2. William Hutton and Jeane Chrystie had Helene; witnesses, Robert Angus, James Myln and Robert Russell.
3. James Cumyn and Margaret Currie had Katherine; witnesses, Thomas and Andro Mitchell, David Currie, Henrie Dowglas.
3. Johne Weire and Katherine Walwood had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Thomson, David Hodge, Johne Wright.
10. Robert Adam and Margaret Drysdail had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Drysdail, Johne Hird, James Anderson. The childe was born the 4 day of this moneth about 11 hours before noon.
12. George Anderson and Jonet Fotheringhame had Issobell; witnesses, Johne Dewar, Robert Anderson, Thomas Fotheringham.
15. David Makbaith and Bessie Robertson had David; witnesses, David Currie, Andro Wilson and Thomas Dowglas.
22. James Browne and Helene Thomeson had George; witnesses, George Bothwell, George Walls, Johne Thomeson.
22. Robert Currie and Margaret Inche had Robert; witnesses, Robert Currie, William Inche and Thomas Stevinson.
22. William Anderson and Elspet Anderson had David; witnesses, David Burley, David Anderson and James Drysdail.
24. Johne Hamilton and Bessie Anderson had James; witnesses, James Anderson, elder, and James Anderson, younger, listers, and James Mudie, also lister.
30. William Dowe and Margaret Cunynghame had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Shortus, James Watson, William Cook.

19. Johne Carmichell to Katherine Wright upon a testimonial from the kirk of Torrie.

NOVEMBER.

B. 5. Johne Anderson and Margaret Makmimrie had James; witnesses, Johne Hamilton, James Anderson, elder, James Mudie.
5, Robert Pitilloch and Jonet Spindie had Johne; witnesses, Johne Roy, Johne Stirk, elder, Michael Meldrum.
5, Johne Small had one manchild borne to him of Isobell Reid in fornication, baptised (upon a testimoniall from Edinburgh where the sin was committed) and called James; witnesses, James Reid, provest, James Murray, and James Kellok, presenter of the child.
19, Henrie Stevinson and Isobell Dowglas had Jonet; witnesses, Edward, Robert, and James Dowglas's.
19, Andro Scotland and Margaret Moreis had Elspet; witnesses, William Marshall, William Walker, Thomas Elder.
21, Patrik Rowane and Jeane Stanehouss had Nicoll; witnesses, Robert Mudie, Nicoll Rowane, James Donaldson.
21, Alexander Fairlie and Margaret Miller had Margaret; witnesses, James Kingorne, Johne Murie, William Rae.
21, Johne Buist and Bessie Horne had Elspet; witnesses, James Buist, George Broun, Eduard Russell.
21, Johne Hobsone ane inglish soldier of Captaine Rodgers company had one manchild borne to him of his wyl Anna Hobsone, baptised and called William; witnesses, William Seill, Arthure Layne, Eduard Ruthenfoord.
26, Robert Mudie and Agnes Moyes had Jeane; witnesses, Robert Walwood, Williame Walshod, James Gray.
28, James Reid, provest, and Margaret Wardlaw had Jonet; witnesses, Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, George Bothwell, George Wardlaw, James Mudie.
28, Robert Tailyeour and Isobell Hunter had Johne; witnesses, James Allan, Johne Mayne, Johne Hunter.
28, James Myllne and Jonet Myllar had George; witnesses, George Dewar, Robert Angus and Johne Broun.

M. 9, James Peacok to Christane Glenn upon a testimoniall from the kirk of Dalgatie.
9, Johne Scott to Jonet Allan.
10, William Hali to Margaret Brand.
21, Johne Livingstoun to Marion Hay in the kirk of Carridin upon a testimoniall from this kirk.
21, Thomas Thomeson to Margaret Anderson.
21, Patrik Johnestoun to Jeane Dick.
30, Robert Raff to Jonet Robertson.
39, William Glass to Isobell Williamsson.

DECEMBER.

B. 5, William Rowan and Margaret Allan had Margaret; witnesses, James Allan, Henrie Davidson and Thomas Elder.
5, James Buchanan and Jonet Fotheringham had Margaret; witnesses, James Donald, William Stevinson, David Austie.
7, David Cunynghame and Elspet Fitt had Elspet; witnesses, Patrik Hall, Andro Burn, Johne Burne.
8, Robert Bonar and Jonet Horne had Jonet; witnesses, Thomas Horne, Patrik Wright, James Legatt.
10, Johne Hutton and Jonet Howie had Jonet; witnesses, Thomas Howie, William Mudie and David Eldor.
12, James Durie and Christane Duric had Arthure; witnesses [blank here].
17, Peter Walker and Euphaline Ged had Andro; witnesses, Robert Ged of Baldrig, Mr. Andro Walker, minister at Auchtortoill, and William Walker, late provest.
17, Henrie Meldrum and Jonet Inche had George; witnesses, George Walls, George Stirk and William Inche.
21. David Bell and Katherine Maltman had Johne; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Johne and James Maynes.
22. David Currour and Margaret Burt had James; witnesses, James Dewar, James Baveraige, Harie Peirson.
26. Manse Malcome and Jonet McLenochan had Katherine; witnesses, David Bad, James Daes, Thomas Bennett.
28. Andro Cunynghame and Margaret Trumble had Elizabeth; witnesses, Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, George Trumble, Andro Mayne.
28. Lawrence Trotter and Jean Buist had Johne; witnesses, Johne Mackie, Johne Stevinson, James Clerk.

2. William Lawson to Agnes Norie in the kirk of Torrie upon a testinomiaall from this kirk.
21. William Murgan to Bessie Bryce in the said kirk of Torrie, also upon a testinomiaall.
28. Edward Overhite ane inglish soldier to Grissell Dick.

JANUARY [1655].

B. 2. Henrie Trumble and Bessie Pet had Jeane; witnesses, George and Andro Trumbles and Mr. George Walker.
2. Duncan Ogilvie and Bessie Wardlaw had Johne; witnesses, William and Thomas Marshells and James Mowtrey.
2. Thomas Penny had ane manchilde borne to him of Elspet Alison in fornication baptised and called Patrik; witnesses, Robert and David Russells, and Patrik Allane, presenter of the childe.
7. James Anderson and Agnes Drysdale had James; witnesses, Thomas Drysdale, Robert Adam and Johne Hird, Johne Hamilton and Mr. Robert Anderson.
9. James Dewar and Margaret Burn had James; witnesses, Peter Law, Harie Law, Johne Dewar.
9. Robert Wardlaw and Margaret Hutton had Patrik; witnesses, Patrik Wright, James Dewar, James Donaldson.
9. James Moyes and Elspet Blairky had Jonet; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Andro Muddie, Henrie Davidson.
14. Robert Dewar and Margaret Andro had Annas; witnesses, Mr. James Phinn, David Murray, James Kellok.
23. James Lawson and Jeane Hog had James; witnesses, Johne Lawson, William Primros, Johne Manderston.
25. James White had ane womanchilde borne to him of Rebecca Clowe in fornication baptised and callit Jonet; witnesses, Robert Adam, David Hodge, and Robert Eadie, presenter of the childe.
25. James Wilkie had ane womanchilde borne to him of Margaret Dow in adulterie baptised and called Margaret; witnesses, Johne Penman, Johne Thomeson, and William Dow, presenter of the childe.
28. Andro Hutton and Isobell Walwood had Jonet; witnesses, David Hutton, James Hutton, baillie, and James Hutton, younger, weaver,
M. 2, James Scotland to Jonet Angus.
   2, Johne Lindesny to Jonet Duncan in the kirk of Kinross by a testimoniall
      from this kirk.
   4, Andro Wardlaw to Isobell Murray.
   5, Archibald M'Craich, pyper, to Mariorie Small.
   10, Robert Walwood to Jonet Ged in the kirk of Bruntland.
   16, Robert Willy to Bessie Wilson.
   23, Andro Garlik to Mariorie Williamsone.

FEBRUARY.

B. 6, Johne Eadie and Margaret Phillane had Jonet; witnesses, David
   German, James Huton, James Simson.
   6, Robert Russell and Margaret Dewar had Elizabeth; witnesses, David
      Scotland, Henrie Elder and Eduard Russell.
   6, Johne Ritchie and Jonet Garlik had Andro; witnesses, Andro Flokart,
      James Allane, James Balfour.
   8, James Mack and Marion Blaiky had Elspet; witnesses, Andro Mudie,
      Thomas Stevinson, Robert Eadie, and Robert Currie, younger, pre-
      senter of the childe because of the parent his ignorance.
   11, James White and Isobell Harla had Isobell; witnesses, Robert Stevinson,
       George Young, Johne Wilson.
   12, William Lamb and Jonet Lamb had Jonet; witnesses, William Mudies,
       elder and younger, Robert Stirk.
   13, James Broune and Jonet Whitefoord had Margaret; witnesses, David
   13, Alexander Garlik and Katherine Potter had Margaret; witnesses, James
       Legat, William M'Brek, Harie Dowe.
   15, Harie Robertson and Grissell Robertson had David; witnesses, Robert
       Cunyngham, Johne Harrower, David Robertson.
   20, David Trumble had one manchilde (born to him of his wyf Jeane Zule
       the 4 day) baptised and called Johne; witnesses, Andro Trumble,
       Johne Donald and Johne Neilson.
   20, David Fyff and Jonet Hakistoun had David; witnesses, David Andro
       and James Fyfs.
   23, Johne Stanehous and Jonet Cunynghame had James; witnesses, James
       Mitchell, James Wardlaw and James Browne.
   25, William Boyd and Marion Wallace had Marion; witnesses, Johne
       Duncanson, David Steward and Laurence Watson.
   25, Michell Gilliun and Isobell Stevinson had James; witnesses, James
       Donaldson, James Killoch and Robert Wardlaw.
   25, James Wilkie and Katherine Kirk had David; witnesses, David Peirson,
       Robert Currou, and David Fairlie, presenter of the childe because of
       the said James his adulterie comitted with Margaret Dowe for the
       which he hes not satisfied as yet.
   27, James Mitchell and Margaret Mercer had David; witnesses, David
       Lindsay of Cavill, David Mitchell, David Currie.
   27, John Arkie and Elspet Watson had Mariorie; witnesses, Andro
       Cunynghame, David Bull, Andro Mayne.

M. 8, James Jameson to Mariorie Dowe.

MARCH.

B. 8, Henrie Davidson and Jonet Allane had Elizabeth; witnesses, Sir Henrie
   Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Thomas Davidson and Robert Stevinson.
   13, Andro Menteith and Isobell Portour had Alexander; witnesses, David
      Lindsay of Cavill, James Lawson, and Alexander Reid, presenter of
      the childe because of the parent his scandalous life in drunkenes
      and swearing, &c.
   15, Thomas Conquergood and Beatrix Thomeson had Margaret; witnesses,
      Thomas Thomeson, Henrie and Andro Wilsons.
20, Johne Wilson and Margaret Peacok had William; witnesses, William Cose, James Peirson, Johne Lithijohn.
20, Thomas Cant and Isobel Wely had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Wely, William Boyd, Robert Cant, James Mudie.
20, Alexander Beane and Christane Simson had Agnes; witnesses, Alexander Beane, elder, James Anderson, elder, Johne Hamilton.
20, Robert Honyman and Jonet Peirson had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Thomson, Johne Elson, James Simson.
22, William Cunnan and Elspet Hutson had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Stanebous, David and Thomas Cunnans.
22, Duncan Clerk and Margaret Horne had Margaret; witnesses, Eduard Russell, Johne Bad, Johne Clerk.
25, Andro Murgane and Katherine Brughe had Robert; witnesses, Robert Murgane, James Daes and James Hutton.
25, David Dowglas and Marion Duff had Elspet; witnesses, Adam Currie, Andro Cuny_nghame, David Elder.
27, William Garvie and Jonet Anderson had David; witnesses, David Browne, David Williamson, Alexander Inglis.

M. 8, Eduard Crowder ane english soldier to Marion Mitchell.
29, Johne Dowgall to Margaret Elson.

APRIL.

B. 3, William Robertson and Elizabeth Huton had Jeane; witnesses, David Decar of Lassodie, Robert Huton in Bellielisk, James Legat.
5, James Hutson and Bathia Henderson had James; witnesses, James Cunnan, James Paterson and James Balfour.
8, James Browne and Jonet Meldrum had Mariorie; witnesses, Patrik Anderson, William Meldrum and James Anderson.
9, Robert Currou and Grissell Wallace had Helene; witnesses, James Baverage, James Dewar, Thomas Currous.
10, George Pullons and Margaret Cumyn had David; witnesses, David Currie, Andro Mitchell, and David German, presenter of the childe.
10, James Anderson and Christane Young had Andro; witnesses, Andro Snythe, Andro Adam, James Anderson.
10, Robert Bryce and Helene Anderson had James; witnesses, Andro Forrester, William Anderson, Johne Lawson.
12, James Wilson and Jonet Dick had James; witnesses, James Halket, James Legat, James Mudie.
15, William Purdie and Margaret Dowe had Isobell; witnesses, William Smert, Andro Kirk, James Malcome.
15, William Kirk and Agnes Adam had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Adam, James Gray and Robert Mudie.
17, William Cook and Isobell Anderson had William; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Thomas Hoburne and Patrik Kedglie.
20, Alexander Dunysyre and Agnes Thomeson had Agnes; witnesses, Thomas Hoburne, William Cook and William Hunter.
24, William Peirson and Isobell Walwood had Jonet; witnesses, Henrie Peirson, Johne Thomeson, Robert Peirson.
24, Robert Shortus and Margaret Bad had Katherine; witnesses, Thomas Trumble, James Mudie, David Bad.
24, Archibald Buchannan and Christane Pattone had Andro; witnesses, James Steward, Andro and Archibald Robertsons.
24, Donald Robertsone and Bessie Peacok (in fornication) had Harie; witnesses, George Wardlaw, Thomas Gairdner, and James Peacok, presenter of the childe.
27, Henrie Coventrie and Isobell Donald had Agnes; witnesses, James Baverage, Andro Donald and James Richardson.
29, David Mure and Katherine Wardlaw had Helene; witnesses, Johne Wardlaw, David Elder and James Bruce.
30, William Nicoll and Helene Myne had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Mackie, James Myne, Robert Scotland.

M. 3, Robert Smetoun to Margaret Dick.
10, James Dansken to Margaret Stab.
12, Jerome Cowie to Margaret Smert.
24, James Simson to Helene Mitchell.

MAY.

B. 1, William Anderson and Jonet Finla had Geilles; witnesses, Edward Dowglas, Johne Anderson, and William Gray, presenter of the childe.
3, James Anderson and Isobell Gibbone had William; witnesses, James Anderson, elder, Johne Macky, William Anderson.
6, Thomas Williamson and Bessie Mayne had George; witnesses, Johne Stirk, elder, George Stirk and Andro Garlik.
8, Patrik Broune and Agnes Young had Johne; witnesses, Johne Stanehou, Johne Broun in Fode and Johne Broune in Grange.
10, Johne Gibson and Margaret Miller (in fornication) had Johne; witnesses, Patrik Stevinson, William Wilson, elder and younger.
12, Robert M'Greggour and Katherine Vass had Agnes; witnesses, Johne Colyeare, Thomas Elder, Robert Stevinson.
15, Thomas Howie and Jonet Cunynghame had Thomas; witnesses, David German, Patrik and Thomas Stevinsones.
15, Johne Hunter and Margaret Burne had Jonet; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Andro Mudie, Andro Burne.
20, David Haigie and Margaret Rainy had James; witnesses, James Lowson, Alexander Lowson, William Strachan and Patrik Anderson.
22, William Keir and Margaret Bad had Jonet; witnesses, William Walwood, Robert Hutton, Johne Wardlaw.
24, William Strachan and Jonet Allan had James; witnesses, Johne and Robert Strachans and James Anderson, younger, in Kistok.
27, Johne Clerk and Margaret Aikin had Andro; witnesses, Johne Hamiltoun, Andro Hamiltoun his sone, Andro Wardlaw, Andro Hannan.
27, Johne Roy and Jonet Pitilloche had Johne; witnesses, Patrik Stevinson, Robert Willy, David Thomeson.
29, Johne Lawson and Agnes Sanders had William; witnesses, Johne Lawson, William Lawson, William Sanders.
29, James Mudie and Bessie Patoun had Robert; witnesses, Robert Mudie, Robert Stanehou, Johne Hamiltoun.
29, David Maiestertoun and Margaret Primros had Andro; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Richard Maiestertoun, David Allaster.

M. 17, Patrik Anderson to Bessie Mudie.
29, William Mercer to Jonet Donald.

JUNE.

B. 7, Johne Penman and Bessie Craig had Marioun; witnesses, Robert Walwood, Robert Shortus and James Watson.
7, Johne Stevinson and Katherine Kirk (in fornication) had Katherine; witnesses, William Smert, William Mudie, and George Young, presenter of the childe.
12, James Arkie and Bathia Dempstertoun had Robert; witnesses, Robert Mudie, George Wardlaw, Duncan Ogilvie.
17, Robert Heart and Jonet Hendene had Robert; witnesses, Robert Stanehou, Robert Hendene and Robert Barclay.
17, James Bryce and Katherine Bruce had Margaret; witnesses, James Allane, Henrie Davidson, Eduard Russell.
17, Henrie Wilson and Margaret Lindsay had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Anderson, Thomas Thomson, Johne Dewar.
17, James Smeal and Grissell Bryce had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Mackie, James Anderson, William Nicoll.
17, Johne Broun and Margaret Naper in fornication had ane womanchild baptised (in the kirk of Sawline upon a testimonial to the minister there) and called Margaret; witnesses, William Walwood, Johne Goold, Johne and William Cusines.
24, Johne Anderson and Margaret Anderson had Jonet; witnesses, William Andersoun, George Trumble, Eduard Dowglas, younger.
24, Mark Cunnan and Jonet Thomeson had Alexander; witnesses, James and Thomas Cunnians, Robert Barclay.
26, David Bad and Jonet Anderson had Johne; witnesses, Johne Anderson, Johne Cunynghame, Thomas Trumble.
28, David Thomeson and Jonet Peirson had David; witnesses, Robert Russell, David Scotland, David German.

M. 5, Alexander Anderson to Jonet Christie.
5, James Watson to Bessie Cook.
7, James Fisher to Christane Russell.
12, William Anderson to Elspet Anderson.
12, Johne Dewar to Jonet Peirson.
14, Robert Drysdail to Alison Dowglas.
21, William Pennan to Lilias Kedgle.
26, Laurence Walker to Jeane Rae.
28, William Lawson to Elspet Christie.

JULY.

B. 1, David Trumble and Christane Legat had James; witnesses, Peter Law, William and James Legatts.
1, James Malcome and Christane Phin had James; witnesses, James Richardson, James Wilson, David Steward.
1, James Hew and Jonet Anderson had Katherine; witnesses, Andro Cunynghame, David Dowglas, James Cunnan.
5, Umqule William Cunynghame and Rachel Christie had Margaret; witnesses, Andro Mayne, James Donaldson, and Andro Cunynghame, presenter of the child.
8, James Marshell and Bessie Strang had James; witnesses, James Mudie, Andro Huton, William Gotterstoun.
10, Robert Huton and Jonet Sanders had Patrik; witnesses, James Mudie, Andro Anderson, Johne Duncanson and Patrik Sanders.
15, William Mudie and Elspet Mudie had James; witnesses, James Mudie, Robert Stirk, Patrik Anderson.
17, William Murgan and Agnes Dalgleeshe had Elspet; witnesses, James Durie, James Wardlaw and James Murgan.
17, Johne Livingstoun and Jonet Wood had Robert; witnesses, Robert Walwood, Patrik Livingstoun, James Watson.
17, William Greens an inglish soldier of Capitaine Rodgers' companie had ane manchilde borne to him of his wife Elizabeth Lie baptised and called Robert; witnesses, Robert Haddene, Andro Bowthe, and Thomas Elder, baillie.
24, Job. Wardlaw and Isobell Moreis had William; witnesses, George C'pm'an, William Garlik, Patrik Hunter.
24, Jane Lawson and Bessie Walwood had Bessie; witnesses, James Mudie, James Marshall and William Gotterstoun.
29, William Bowman and Margaret Hearne had William; witnesses, James Wardlaw, William Murgane, Johne Dewar.
29, David Robertson and Jonet Wilson had Katherine; witnesses, Johne Bad, William Lamb, Robert Hutton.
31, Johne Litiljohne and Marie Greens had Elspet; witnesses, William Legat, Williane Alexander, Henrie Trumble.
M.  3, William M'Craich to Bessie Anderson.
   5, James Futhie to Helene Auchenle.
10, Donald Buchauman to Margaret Turnour in the kirk of Torrie upon a testimoniall from this kirk.
17, Johne Hadstoun to Issobell Pringle.
19, Alexander White to Grissell Weyl.
26, Johne Haria to Jonet Rainy.

AUGUST.

B.  5, James Dewar and Marion Fisher had Agnes; witnesses, Robert Mudie, William Walwood, James Fisher.
  5, James Hutton and Christane Livingstoune had Margaret; witnesses
     James Hutton, David Huttone, Peter Walker.
  5, Unqle Eduard Chester and Jeane Touchie had Eduard; witnesses,
     George and Andro Trumbles, Andro Cunynghame and Eduard
     Dowglas, elder, presenter of the childe.
  9, David Anderson and Isobell Anderson had William; witnesses, Johne
     Mackie, James Anderson, William Nicoll.
 12, James Bountorn and Agnes Lawrie had Agnes; witnesses, Johne
     Lawrie, Johne Thomason, Adam Anderson, Peter Buist.
 12, Johne Drumond and Bessie Wardlaw had Jeane; witnesses, Robert
     Stevinson, Robert Colyeare, Johne Anderson.
 12, James Murgane and Issobell Alexander had Robert; witnesses, Robert
     and Andro Murgans and Johne Alexander.
16, Johne Scarlet and Issobell Bairdner had Grissell; witnesses, Laurence
     Watson, James Mitchell, Johne Anderson, and John Alexander,
     presenter of the childe becaus of the parent his scandalous life in
     drunknes, &c.
19, William Baverage and Isobell Templeman had Bessie; witnesses
     Johne Stirk, younger, Robert Marshell, Henrie Meldrum.
21, William Penman and Lilias Kedglie had ane manchild eight weeks or
     thereby after their mariage, baptised (upon cation that they shall
     satsifie the discipline of the kirk) and called Patrik; witnesses, Patrik
     Kedglie, presenter of the child, Andro Wilson and Thomas Hoburne.
26, Johne Mitchell and Elspet Baxter had Bessie; witnesses, George Walls,
     James Mitchell, Johne Thomason, James Buist.

M.  7, David Inglis to Jonet Cowie.
   9, Thomas Coline to Jonet Scotland.
16, George Trumble to Margaret Kellok.
21, Johne Browne to Margaret Naper.
24, Johne Aikin to Elspet Spens.
30, David Hutton to Issobell Lindsay.

SEPTEMBER.

B.  2, William Hall and Margaret Brand had Harie; witnesses, Sir Harie
     Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Thomas Hall, elder, and Robert Colyeare.
  2, William Robertson, colyeare, and Jonet Watson had James; witnesses,
     James Legat, presenter of the childe becaus of the parents' ignorance,
     David Scotland and William Robertson in Craigdoukies.
  6, Robert Shortus and Katherine Hutsoun had Anna; witnesses, Robert
     Adam, Johne Stevinson, William Murdie, younger.
  9, James Rae and Bessie Strang had Elspet; witnesses, Johne Park,
     James Moreis, David Cairnes.
  9, William Gray and Helene Haddene had James; witnesses, James
     Gray, James and Robert Brounes.
11, Robert Raff and Jonet Robertson had Elspet; witnesses, Robert
     Russell, William Robertson, David Scotland.
11, James Jameson and Marierie Dowe had Margaret; witnesses, William
     Smert, James Richardson, Thomas Baverage.
11, Johne Watson and Isobell Williamson had Johne; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Johne Wilson, Johne Lethem.
16, Robert Walwood and Jeane Livingstone had Marion; witnesses, Johne Haliburton, Patrik Livingstone, William Walker, Mr. George Walker.
16, Thomas Puillons and Margaret Bairdner had Jonet; witnesses, Johne and William Anderson, Johne Bairdner.
30, Johne Moore and Isobell Flewcar had James; witnesses, James Fleemyne, James Bontorne, Johne Thomson.
30, Alshunder Wilson and Elspet Russell had Agnes; witnesses, Patrik Wright, Robert Willy, William Wilson.

M. 6, Johne Trumble to Katherine Mitchell.
11, George Gat to Helene Gray.
11, George Brand to Agnes Elder.
18, Thomas Hall to Jonet Chalmers.
27, William Watson, ane english soldier, to Jonet Watson.

OCTOBER.

B. 2, David Russell and Jonet Stanehous had Barbara; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Balmull, Pitreavie [so it is written], Robert Russell and Eduard Russell.
4, James Baverage and Jonet Coventrie had William; witnesses, William Smert, Johne Duncanson and James Richardson.
4, David Chrystie and Jonet Marshell had Robert; witnesses, David Scotland, Robert Russell, Johne Chrystie.
7, Andro Anderson had ane womanchilde (borne to him of his wife Margaret Kennedie the 1 day) baptised and called Elizbeth; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Robert Walwood, James Anderson, James Mudie.
9, Andro Kirk and Isobell Coventrie had James; witnesses, Thomas Elder, William Smert, James Richardson.
9, Andro Garlik and Marorie Williamson had Margaret; witnesses, David Broun, Thomas Williamson, William Inglis.
11, James Mylne and Grissell Robertson had Jeane; witnesses, William Huton, George Dewar, William Smert.
14, James Richardson and Agnes Coventrie had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Burn, Peter Buist, Johne Thomson.
16, Eduard Rutherfoord and Margaret Green had Geilles; witnesses, Robert Green, James Anderson, Johne Duncans.
21, Johne Scot and Jonet Allane had Patrik; witnesses, Patrik Allane, elder and younger, Patrik Livingstone.
21, That day Thomas Hall had ane manchilde borne to him of his wyf Jonet Chalmers a moneth or thereby after their marriage, baptised (upon cation that they shall satisfie the discipline of the kirk for their fornication) and called William; witnesses, David Trumble, Thomas Hall, elder, and William Hall, the cautioner and presenter of the childe.
23, Johne Murie and Katherine Kingorne had Johne; witnesses, Johne Kingorne, Adam Murie, Thomas Douglas.
28, Robert Anderson and Katherine Smythe had Andro; witnesses, Andro Smythe, Eduard Russell, Henrie Davidson.
30, David Hendirson and Bessie Hendirson had Margaret; witnesses, Leonard Hendirson, William Hendirson, Andro Mudie, Andro Mitchell, Andro Mitchell.

M. 18, James Balfour to Marion Bruce in the kirk of Auchtertooll, upon ane testimoniall from this kirk.
NOVEMBER.


4, Adam Anderson and Katherine Gibbone had Margaret; witnesses, Andro Purves, Robert Stevinson, James Anderson.

11, William Potter and Jeane Elder had Katherine; witnesses, David Murray, Johne Potter, elder, Johne Potter, younger.

11, Johne Broun and Elspet Stirk (in fornication) had (baptised upon cation for their satisfying the discipline of the kirk) and called Margaret; witnesses, Patrik Kedgie, William Hunter, and Andro Wilson, elder, presenter of the childe and cautioner.

15, Alexander Lowson and Margaret Keltie had James; witnesses, James Lowson, James Hadston and James Anderson.

18, Robert Bull and Issobell Meldrum had IssoBell; witnesses, William Walker, Thomas Elder, James Anderson, Robert Hutton.

20, Andro Mitchell and Margaret Mitchell had Jonet; witnesses, Mr. George Walker, Henrie Mitchell, Adam Trumble.

25, James Kellok and Issobell Watson had Johne; witnesses, Johne Dunkan, Robert Adam, Johne Watson.


27, James Sands and Bessie Touchie had Thomas; witnesses, David Bell, George Chapman, William Cose.

27, Alexander Duff and Bessie Touchie had Thomas; witnesses, James James, Johne Stirk, Andro Mayne.

M. 1, Robert Adam to Katherine Stevinson.

13, William Purves to Issobell Broun.

15, William Gilkrist to Jonet Drysdale.

20, Thomas Heart to Katherine Marshell in the kirk of Sawline upon a testimoniall from this kirk.

23, Thomas Mitchell to Marion Trumble.

27, William Smyth to Elspet Mayne.

29, William Anderson to Katherine Wardlaw.

29, William Meldrum to Eupham Stewart.

DECEMBER.

B. 1, William Wilson and Bessie Wilson had Thomas; witnesses, William and Thomas Wilsons, Johne and Patrik Wrights.

6, James Scotland and Jonet Angus had Elizabeth; witnesses, David Scotland, Robert Angus, Robert Russell.

9, Alexander Scotland and Mariorie White had Elspet; witnesses, William Lamb, William Mudies, elder and younger.

11, Andro Cowe and Margaret Orrok had Katherine; witnesses, William Walwood, James Dewar, Johne Moyes.

13, James Clerk and Margaret Anderson (in fornication) had ane man-childe baptised (upon cation for their satisfaction of the discipline of the kirk) and called James; witnesses, Patrik Anderson, James Lawson, and David Haigie, cationer and presenter of the childe.

16, Harie Elder and Elizabeth Elder had Margaret; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Peter Walker, provest, and Thomas Elder.

16, Michael Meldrum and Margaret Walker had George; witnesses, George Stirk, George Currie, Andro Meldrum.

18, Henrie Stevinson and Issobell Dowglas had Eduard; witnesses, Eduard Dowglas, younger, Robert Dowglas, William Lethem.

18, Johne Stanehous and Margaret Gibson had Helene; witnesses, Robert Stanehous, George Wardlaw, Thomas Philp.

20, Harie Richardson and Sara Steward had Harie; witnesses, Leonard Henrieson, Johne Ewin, Johne Miller.
20. James Murgane and Jonet Inglis (in fornication) had ane woman-childe baptised (upon cation for satisfying the discipline of the kirk) and called William [sic]: witnesses, Johne Berriehill, Johne Duncanson, cationer, and William Bowman, presenter of the childe.

21. Andro Trumble had ane woman-childe (borne to him of his wyf Jeane Crawford the 13 day) baptised and called Margaret; witnesses, William Walker, George Trumble, Mr. William Crawford, Mr. George Walker.


25. Johne Reid and Jonet Boyd had Johne; witnesses, Johne Duncanson, William and James Boyds.


30. Uinquhile James Reid, provest, and Margaret Wardlaw had Elisabeth; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, George Bothwell, and David Lindsay of Cavill, presenter of the childe.


30. George Gatt and Helene Gray about a quarter of a yeir after their marriage had ane man-childe borne and baptised (upon cation for their satisfaction of the discipline of the kirk for their fornication) and called William; witnesses, Johne Anderson, David Anderson and Adam Anderson, cationers, and William Gray, presenter of the childe.

M. 4. Johne Beverage to Jonet Blaikwood in the kirk of Tullieboll upon a testimoniall from this kirk.

13. James Lindsay to Helene Currie.

JANUARY [1656].

B. 1. Andro Hannan and Issobell Hunnen had Johne; witnesses, James Anderson, Johne Hamilton, Johne Lymburne.

1. William Anderson and Margaret Kirk had Margaret; witnesses, William Strachan, James Anderson, Patrik Anderson.

1. Robert Smetone and Margaret Dick had Sara; witnesses, Henrie Mitchell, Robert Scotland, Andro Meldrum.

1. Robert Pet had ane woman-childe borne to him of Bessie Philip (in fornication) baptised (upon a cation for their satisfaction of the discipline of the kirk) and called Katherine; witnesses, Andro Flokart and Robert Dewar, cationers, Andro Adam, Henrie Gray, and Thomas Philip, presenter of the childe.

6. David M'Baith and Bessie Robertson had Johne; witnesses, Johne M'Baith, Andro Wilson, Andro Fairlie.

8. John Clove and Beatrix Bennet had Johne; witnesses, Peter Walker, provest, Andro Anderson, baillie, Johne Thomesone.

10. David Donaldson and Mase Bryce had Robert; witnesses, Robert Mudie, elder, Robert Mudie, younger, and James Donaldson.

13. Andro Speare and Elspet Matheson had Henrie; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie and Henrie Wardlaw, his sone, and Henrie Peirson.

15. William Lawson and Agnes Norie had Johne; witnesses, Johne Lawson, elder and younger, Johne Norie.


20, William Cunynghame and Jonet Greens had Agnes; witnesses, Patrik and Thomas Stevinsons, William Lason.
27, Richard Harrower and Annas Ramsay had Robert; witnesses, Robert Mudie, Robert Haliburton, Johne Buist.

M. 3, William Anderson to Christane Mitchell.
3, Robert Lawson to Jonet Drysdaill in the kirk of Torrie.
15, James Hunter to Jonet Clove in the kirk of Torrie.
24, Robert Pet to Bessie Philip.

FEBRUARY.

B 3, George Mayne and Christane Millar had Christane; witnesses, Robert Mayne, Andro Chapman, Johne Dewar.
5, James Brand and Margaret Forfar had Jonet; witnesses, William and Allan Mudies and Johne Strachane.
7, Eduard Dowglas and Jonet Anderson had Beatrix; witnesses, Eduard Dowglas, elder, Thomas Dowglas and William Anderson.
7, James Short and Bessie Walwood had Harie; witnesses, James Baveriage, Harie Walwood and George Wardlaw.
10, William Dewar and Issobell Fyff had David; witnesses, Adam Brand, James Dewar, Andro Fyff.
11, Mr. George Walker and Jonet Mitchell had Katherine (being a twin, the other died); witnesses, Mr. John Weems, Johne Mackie, Andro Mitchell.
12, Johne Watson and Helene Nicoll had Thomas; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Walker, Thomas Horne, William Broun.
12, Robert Bonar and Jonet Horne had Robert; witnesses, Thomas Horne, Robert Stevinson, James Legat.
12, William Camrone and Bessie Kinnell had William; witnesses, William Legat, Johne Duncanson, Lawrence Watson and Peter Buist.
12, Andro Mayne and Jonet Cunynghame had Helene; witnesses, Robert Tailyeour, James Donaldson, James Allane.
12, Cudburt Thomson and Katherine Wilson had Barbara; witnesses, Johne Wilson, George Curry, Johne Thomson.
14, William Walker had ane manchild (bore to him of his wyf Margaret Trumble the 5 day) baptised and called Thomas; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Walker, James Cunnan and Johne Trumble.
14, Henrie Dowglas and Katherine Brand had Jonet; witnesses, David Currie, Adam Brand, William Trumble.
17, Robert Hogan and Bessie Potter had Robert; witnesses, Johne Hogan, Johne Potter, Patrik Wright.
17, James Harrower and Eupham Lambert had Jonet; witnesses, Robert Cunynghame, William M'Brek, Adam Wilson.
19, James Mercer of Clavedge and Jeane Mercer had Marie; witnesses, George Bothwell, Walter Dalgleish, Duncan Young.
19, David Lindsay of Cavill and Katherine Wallace had David; witnesses, James Dempster, fier of Pitliver, David Mitchell, Mr. George Walker.
19, Johne Huttone and Jonet Howie had Johne; witnesses, Johne Cunyng- hame, Thomas Howie, William Mudie.
19, James Buchannane and Jonet Fotheringham had Johne; witnesses, Johne Lason, Henrie Coventrie, James Donald.
19, Lawrence Goodall and Jeane Coburne had Annas; witnesses, David Jerman, David Trumble, William Mudie.
23, William Anderson and Margarit Anderson had Jonet; witnesses, Andro Anderson, Mr. Robert Anderson and Patrik Wright.
24, William Tailyeour and Annas Dowglas had Margaret; witnesses, William Mudie, David Trumble, Andro Robertson.
24, Robert Broun and Jonet Russell had William; witnesses, James Gray, Johne Gray, David Browne.
28, James Broune and Jonet Whitefoord had Bessie; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, David Mitchell, William Lethem.
28. James Brughe and Jonet Fyg had Issobell; witnesses, James Fyg, Johne Fyg, William Mudie.
28. Johne Graves aue inglis soldier had aue manchilde borne to him of Bessie Garlik (in fornication) baptised and called Johne; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Robert Eadie, and William Garlik her father, presenter of the childe and her cationer.

M. 5. James Clerk to Elspet Scotland upon aue testimoniall fra Carnok.
25. Robert Lord Colvill to Euphame Mortoun, dochter to the Laird of Camno, in the kirk of Carnok by Mr. William Oliphant, minister of Dunfermline.

MARCH.

B. 2. Johne Anderson and Margaret M'Mirrie had Johne; witnesses, Johne Hamilton, James Anderson and Alexander Anderson.
2. Johne Ker and Katherine Dewar had Jonet; witnesses, Gilbert Car, James Murray, David Bull.
2. Laurence Walker and Jeane Rae had Jonet; witnesses, David Steward, David Jerman, William Smert.
10. Peter Walker, provest, and Euphame Ged had Helene; witnesses, Mr. Andro Walker, minister at Auchtertooll, his brother, William Walker, late provest, James Mudie.
11. Umquhile David Cunynghame and Margaret Paton had Agnes; witnesses, Thomas Howie, Robert Philp, William Mudie, and Johne Cunynghame, presenter of the childe.
13. Andro Chrystie and Mariorie Stevinson had Andro; witnesses, Patrik Stevinson, Adam and Andro Curries.
13. Thomas Hoburne and Bessie Dick had Charles; witnesses, Andro Wilson, James Wilson, James Cuisine.
23. Robert Currie and Margaret Inche had William; witnesses, William Inche, Robert Currie, elder, and William M Craiche.
23. Johne Wallace and Margaret Broune had Agnes; witnesses, Adam Wilson, Robert Cunynghame, David Robertson.
24. Henrie Mitchell and Grissell Lindsay had Marie; witnesses, Charles Halket, David Lindsay, Thomas Mitchell, elder, and John Mackie.
25. Robert Dowglas and Elspet Peirson had Helene; witnesses, Robert Cunynghame, Andro Wilson, Johne Lawson.
27. Thomas Thomeson and Margaret Anderson had Katherine; witnesses, William and Johne Andersons, Robert Cunynghame.
30. Patrik Wright and Jonet Huton had William; witnesses, James Dewar, James Richardson, Johne Thomson.

13. Johne Lindsay to Elspet Reid.

APRIL.

8, Patrik Johnestoun and Jeanie Dick had James; witnesses, James Baverage, Johne Stanehous, Harie Anderson.
8, David Anderson and Margaret Blak had Andro; witnesses, Robert and Andre Andersons, Johne Chrystie.
8, Andro Wilson and Bessie Petson had Mariouie; witnesses, David Currie, Henrie Dowglas, Johne Dewar.
10, Patrick Mayne and Helene Dick (in fornication) had baptised (upon cation for their satisfying of the discipline of the kirk) one manchilde called Robert; witnesses, Robert Russell, David Thomson and James Buist, cationer and presenter of the childe.
13, Patrik Anderson and Bessie Mudie had James; witnesses, James Mudie, elder, William Anderson, Alexander Anderson.
13, Johne Dowgall and Margaret Elson had Margaret; witnesses, Andre Anderson, Andro Cunynghame, Johne Elson.
14, Robert Stirk and Jonet Mudie had Elspet; witnesses, James Mudie,William Mudie, George Stirk.
15, Lawrence Anderson and Jonet M'Binny had Marie; witnesses, Robert Donald, Robert Lugtoun, Robert Chattow.
15, Andro Adam and Jeanie Philp had Jonet; witnesses, Thomas Philp, Duncan Ogilvie, William Anderson.
15, Robert Kirk and Jonet Currour had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Stanehous, Eduard Russell, Thomas Currour.
17, Jerome Cowie and Margaret Smert had William; witnesses, William Smert, Peter Buist, Adam Anderson.
17, That day Katherine Bowie hade ane womanchild borne of her baptised (after advyce sought of the presbiterie here upon the humble desire of William Bowie father of the said Katherine he promising all requisite dewtie to the childe and presenting the same this day) and called Margaret, The childe being now a year old and more, The occasion of this delay is, Becaus after much tryall it is not certainlie known who is the father of the child She affirming one inglishman called Perpoynt whom she married in England and is now dead to be the father of it, but could not prove this, Therefore it is suspect that the childe is unlawfullie begotten she having lived scandalouslie before and fallin divers tymes in fornication and not givin evidence of her repentance for the same And for the present fugitive out of the countrye with one inglish man called Moyes Baiker, with whom also she fell in fornication before.
20, James Broun and Helene Thomson had Johne; witnesses, Johne Thomson, Robert Hutton, Robert Russell.
20, Andro Scotland and Margaret Moreis had Johne; witnesses, William Walker, Johne Halliburton, Johne Mackie.
22, Alexander Reid and Jonet Johnstoun had Andro; witnesses, Andro Johnstoun, George Stirk, Johne Reid.
24, Johne Mackie and Margaret Elder had Henrie; witnesses, Sir Henrie Waddlaw of Pitreavie, Henrie Elder, Thomas Dowglas.
27, Alexander Anderson and Jonet Chrystie had William; witnesses, William and Patrik Andersons, Johne Chrystie.
27, Johne Hadstoun and Issobell Pringle had James; witnesses, William Nicoll, James Hadstoun, James Anderson.
29, James Birrell and Marion Johnestoun had Johne; witnesses, Johne Birrell, Johne Litlejolne, William Mudie.

M. 17, Mr. Johne Ramsay, minister at Kettle, to Annas Steward, ladie of Baldrig, in the kirk of Baith by Mr. Robert Kay, minister of Dunfermline.
25, Mr. David Beton to Christian Wardlaw in the kirk of Baith by Mr. William Oliphant, minister of Dunfermline.
29, Patrik Mayne to Helene Dick.
29, William Primros to Jonet Johnestoun in Carnok upon a testimonial from this kirk.
MAY.
B. 4, James Anderson and Agnes Drysdaill had Bessie; witnesses, Mr. Robert Anderson, Thomas Drysdaill, Johne Hamiltoun.
6, David Hodge and Christane Coventric had David; witnesses, Johne Thomeson, James Richardson, Johne Heart.
8, Johne Donald and Helene Reddie had David; witnesses, Mr. David Reddie, William Mercer, Robert Donald.
11, Johne Park and Katherine Alison had Harie; witnesses, Harie Elder, David Trumble, Patrik Allane.
13, James Mitchell and Margaret Mercer had Margaret; witnesses, David Lindsay, Thomas Mitchell, David Mitchell, Thomas Elder.
13, James Steill and Jonet Stevinson had Jonet; witnesses, William Rowan, Robert Russell, Robert Greeve.
15, Adam Trumble and Jonet Mitchell had William; witnesses, Mr. William Oliphant, minister, William Walker and William Trumble.
19, William Mercer and Jonet Donald had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Elder, Johne Donald, Adam Anderson.
20, William Lethem and Jonet Wilson had twinne baptised and called the ane James and the uther Thomas; witnesses, James Donald, Robert Donald, Thomas Wilson, Thomas Thomeson.
22, James Anderson and Issobell Gibbon had Jonet; witnesses, James Anderson, elder, William Nicoll, Johne Manderstoun.
22, James Peacock and Christane Alison had Abram; witnesses, Abram Peacock, George Wardlaw, James Short.
25, Mr. Thomas Walker and Agnes Gibbon had Margaret; witnesses, William Walker, Peter Walker, Adam Anderson.
25, James Buist and Margaret Hardie had Robert; witnesses, Robert Halket, Peter Buist, James Richardson.
M. 9, Alexander Mercer of Kinnaird to Elizabeth Hendirson, sister to the Laird of Fordell, in the kirk of Dalgatie.
27, Patrick M'Inness to Jonet Ker in the kirk of Sawline.

JUNE.
B. 1, Thomas Colen and Jonet Scotland had David; witnesses, David Scotland, William Robertson, Robert Russell.
3, Johne Fyg and Margaret Simson had Bessie; witnesses, James Fyg, James Brugh, Patrik Legat.
5, Robert Halket and Jeanne Hadden had Johne; witnesses, Mr. George Walker, Johne Mackie, James Miller.
22, George Trumble and Margaret Kellok had Margaret; witnesses, William Walker, James Cunnan, Robert Kellok.
22, Johne Kirkland and Agnes hit had Elspet; witnesses, David Steward, William Smert, Robert Yowane.
26, Johne Harrower and Bessie Hall had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Cunynghame, Alexander Gib, William Lethem.
26, Johne Aikin and Elspet Spens had James; witnesses, Johne Potter, James Dumbar, Robert Patrik.
29, James Mudie and Bessie Paton had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Trumble, James Mudie, Alexander Beane.
29, Robert Anderson and Margaret Cullen had twinne baptised and called the ane Johne and the uther Jonet; witnesses, George Anderson, Johne Cullen, Alexander Young, William Cusine.
M. 5, Johne Makfarlan to Christane Chrystie.
5, Andro Mudie to Issobell Mudie in the kirk of Fossowhy, he having gotten a testimoniall to the minister there, she being one of that paroche.
10, Robert Chisley to Bessie Greg.
12, Johne Creiche to Issobell Douglas.
17, Johne Stevinson to Margaret Dick in the kirk of Ballingrie.
24, Johne Greive to Jonet Walls in the kirk of Baith.
26, Johne Wilson to Margaret Watson.

JULY.

B. 1, Duncan Young and Helene Smert had Thomas; witnesses, William Smert, James Sinson, George Walls.
6, David Duncanson and Margaret Paton had Johne; witnesses, Johne Duncanson, James Duncanson, William Mudie, elder.
13, Robert Dewar and Margaret Andro had Margaret; witnesses, David Murray, Johne Dalgleish, Mr. Johne Phinn.
17, Johne Currie and Bessie Livingstoun had one womanchild borne to them in fornication baptised and called Christian; witnesses, George Trumble, Andro Donald, and William Lawson, presenter of the child.
20, Johne Trumble had one manchild (borne to him of his wyf Katherine Mitchell the 17 day) baptised and called David; witnesses, David Mitchell, William Walker, Adam Trumble.
22, James Fisher and Christane Russell had Issobell; witnesses, Johne Stanchise, James Anderson and Eduard Russell.
22, David Burley and Jonet Anderson had Issobell; witnesses, Johne Faulds, James Hutton, William Anderson.
22, Johne Stevinson and Bessie Allane had Johne; witnesses, William Strachan, James Anderson, Laurence Trotter.
24, Thomas Drysdale had one womanchild borne to him of Marion Russell in fornication (they being relapsed therein) baptised and called Agnes; witnesses, Robert Hutton, Peter Buist, and James Richardson, presenter of the child.
27, William Dowglas and Mariorie Stevinson had Helene; witnesses, David Jerman, Thomas Stevinson, Patrik Stevinson.
27, Johne Burley and Christane Culross had David; witnesses, David Bad, David Burley, James Mudie.
29, William Hunter and Margaret Snaddon had Robert; witnesses, Robert Russell, David Thomson, William Drylay.

M. 8, Patrik Legat to Issobell Stevinson in the kirk of Brunstiland.
8, Andro Hutson to Helene Galrik.
19, William Thomson to Margaret Lauthiane.
11, Duncan Campbel to Christian Dalgleish.
17, David Thomson to Agnes Pierson.
22, James Allane to Jonet Moreis.

AUGUST.

B. 5, Johne Hamiltoun and Bessie Anderson had William; witnesses, James Andersons, elder and younger, and Alexander Anderson.
7, Johne Rogers and Margaret Rogers had Johne; witnesses, Sir James Halket of Pitfarrane, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, presenter of the child, and Peter Walker, provest.
7, Patrik Walker and Eupham Phillane had Helene; witnesses, William Walker, provest, Mr. Thomas Walker, and Alexander Beane, elder, presenter of the child becas of the parent his scandalous life in drunknes.
14, Andro Flokart and Issobell Pet had Mariorie; witnesses, Andro Cunynghame, David Flokart, Adam Murie.
19, William Lawson and Elspet Chrystie had Margaret; witnesses, Andro Chrystie, Johne Lawson, Johne Cunynghame.
19, Johne Eilson and Jonet Buist had Jonet; witnesses, Peter Buist, William Legat, Andro Trumble.
19, David Dowglas and Marion Duff had Jeane; witnesses, Andro Naper, Andro Cunynghame, David Elder.
21, Peter Russell and Jonet Reid had Jeane; witnesses, Robert Russell, Eduard Russell, George Wardlaw.

21, William M'Craiche and Bessie Anderson had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Anderson, Henrie Anderson and Johne Greive.

24, Patrik Allane and Margaret Alison had Johne; witnesses, Johne Stevinson, Johne Scott, Johne Parke.

M. 5, Robert Currie to Margaret Garlik.
7, William Broun to Jonet Anderson in the kirk of Tulliallan upon a testimoniall from this kirk.
14, Andro Wilson to Issobell Lethem.
21, Johne Watson to Katherine M'Miry.
21, Johne Wardlaw to Margaret Moreis.
22, David Beton to Anna Wardlaw in the kirk of Baith by Mr. William Oliphant, minister off Dunfermline.
22, Johne Gray to Margaret Law.
26, James Thomeson to Katherine Walker in the kirk of Auchertooll.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 7, William Gilkrist and Jonet Drysdaill had Jeane; witnesses, Adam Wilson, Johne Dewar, Johne Sandie lanals.
7, Thomas Heart and Katherine Marshall had Jonet; witnesses, Robert Philp, Johne Currie, Andro Johnston.
11, Johne Potter and Elspet Mullion had Johne; witnesses, Johne Mullione, Johne Clow, Patrik Wright.
14, William Gray and Elspet Anderson had Jonet; witnesses, George Trumble, William Anderson, Adame Anderson.
21, James Kinloch and Bessie Stevinson had Elspet; witnesses, George Trumble, Robert Heart, Michael Gillium.
23, Peter Hay, tier of Naughtoun, and his ladie Dame Margaret Henderson had George; witnesses, Johne Henderson off Fordell, Robert Dempster of Pitliver and Alexander Mercer off Kinnaird.
28, Thomas Mitchell and Marion Trumble had Helene; witnesses, Mr. George Walker, Thomas Douglas, David Mitchell.
28, James Stevinsone and Margaret Anderson had Jonet; witnesses, James Anderson, James Drysdaill, William Anderson.
28, Andro Wardlaw and Issobell Murray had James; witnesses, James Anderson, James Imbrie, Johne Burley.
29, Mr. Thomas Mackgill had ane womanchilde borne to him of Jonet Nicoll (in fornication) baptised and called Helene; witnesses, James Broun, presenter of the child, James Mackgill and Jerome Cowie.

M. 5, Patrik Sanders to Anna Elder.
29, Johne Broun to Elspet Stirk.

OCTOBER.

B. 5, Andro Hall and Agnes Kinsman had Elspet; witnesses, Johne Stevinson, William Mudie, William Gotterstoun.
5, George Chapman and Margaret Clerk had Margaret; witnesses, William Trumble, Andro Chapman and David Bull.
9, David Bell and Katherine Maltman had Henrie; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Andro Mayne, James Allane.
12, David Trumble and Christane Legat had Jonet; witnesses, William and James Legats, Patrik Anderson.
14, Thomas Cunnan and Issobell Legat had Bessie; witnesses, William Flokart, James Dewar and Johne Broune.
28, William Anderson in Lymekilles and Jonet Finla had Jonet; witnesses, David Jerman, Edward Douglas, younger, and Johne Anderson in Westir Gellet.
28, Andro Cunynghame and Margaret Trumble had Harie; witnesses, Sir
Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, knyt, George Trumble, Andro Mayne.
28, Robert Colyeare and Christane Burt had John; witnesses, Andro and
Johne Colyeare and Johne Law.
28, Johne Walwood and Elspet Centervie had Andro; witnesses, Andro
Smith, James Legat, James Richardson.
28, William Anderson and Elspet Anderson had James; witnesses, Henrie
Davidsone, James Allane, Laurie Stevinsone.
30, Robert Drysdaill and Alison Douglas had John; witnesses, David
Currie, Henrie Douglas, Johne Drysdaill.

M. 2, Robert Richie to Margaret Davidsone in the kirk of Torr[ie] upon a
testimoniall from this kirk.
21, Laurence Walls to Margaret Greive.
23, James Mudie to Grissell Espline.
28, James Peirson to Margaret Peacok.

NOVEMBER.

B. 2, Eduard Rutherford and Margaret Græm had Magdalene; witnesses,
2, Robert Adam and Katherine Stevinson had Elspet; witnesses, Robert
Stevinson, Andro and Adam Andersons.
2, Adam Anderson and Katherine Gibbone had Grissell; witnesses, Andro
Purves, Robert Stevinson, Robert Adam.
2, William Mudie and Elspet Mudie had James; witnesses, James Mudie,
bailie, his brother, Robert Stirk, William Mudie.
2, William Meldrum and Euphame Steward had George; witnesses,
George Stirk, Andro Meldrum, Michael Meldrum.
2, William Baverage and Issobell Broun had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas
Baverage, William Smert, George Walls.
2, George Young and Bessie Lowe had Margaret; witnesses, Robert
Stevinson, William Smert, Johne Stevinsoun.
9, George Walls and Margaret Smert had James; witnesses, James Mudie,
bailie, James Richardson, William Smert.
9, Patrik Hall and Jeane Purves had Margaret; witnesses, James and
Andro Halls, William Purves.
9, Robert Honynane and Jonet Peirson had Robert; witnesses, David
Jerman, bailie, James Broum, Jerome Cowy.
11, William Anderson and Christane Mitchell had Issobell; witnesses,
William, James and Patrik Legatts.
13, William Gotterstoun and Christane Strang had John; witnesses, Johne
Mackie, Robert Stirk, Henrie Anderson.
13, James Fyff and Margaret Marschell had Jeane; witnesses, William
Hutton, Robert Angus, Johne Greive.
13, Johne Scarlet and Issobell Bairdner had Christane; witnesses, Patrik
Hunter, James Mitchell, William Hall.
20, Robert Mudie and Agnes Moyes had Johne; witnesses, Johne
Haliburtoun, Robert Walwood, Johne Moyes.
20, George Andersone and Jonet Fotheringhame had Margaret; witnesses,
Johne Dewar, James Stanehou, Robert Anderson.
20, James Trotter and Elspet Young had William; witnesses, Johne
Mackie, William Nicoll, Laurence Trotter.
25, William Mackay and Agnes Sharp had James; witnesses, James
Dumbar, James Richardson, Andro Kirk.
25, Archibald Mc Craith and Mariorie Small had Margaret; witnesses,
Johne Thomasone, James Fairny, Robert Anderson.

M. 6, Robert Angus to Marion Buchannan.
25, Thomas Beane to Katherine Walker.
25, William Watt to Jonet Roy.
DECEMBER.

B. 2, William Boyd and Marion Wallace had Katherine; witnesses, Laurence Watson, David Steward, Johne Duncanson.
2, James Boyd and Bessie Baverage had William; witnesses, Laurence Watson, William Smert, Thomas Baverage.
4, Sir James Halket of Pitfirrane and dame Anna Murray had Elizabeth; witnesses, Robert Lord Covill, Robert Dempster off Pitliver, Robert Halket and [blank space here].
7, Johne Scot and Jonet Allane had Johne; witnesses, Johne Hamilton, James Anderson, younger, and Patrik Allan.
7, Johne Roy and Jonet Pitilloc had Annas; witnesses, David Flokatt, Eduard Russell and Robert Andersons.
9, James Clerk and Elspet Scotland had Helene; witnesses, Johne Currie, Johne Broun, James Lindsay.
11, William Smythe and Elspet Mayne had Elspet; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, George Lindsay and Eduard Dowgias, younger.
16, Johne Lindsay and Elspet Reid had Jonet; witnesses, James Lindsay, Harie James, James Imrie.
21, Johne Scot and Bessie Cochrane had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Sharp, Johne Stirk, David Marshall.
23, Eduard Crowder and Marion Mitchell had Bessie; witnesses, James and Thomas Mitchells and Johne Thomeson.
28, James Anderson and Helen Mklejohne had Jonet; witnesses, Andro Purves, Adam and Andro Andersons.
28, David Robertson and Katherine Scot had Adam; witnesses, Adam Wilson, Harie Robertson, Mark Donald.
30, James Balfour and Marion Bruce had Agnes; witnesses, William Walker, provest, David Jerman, baillie, and Robert Walwood of Touche.
30, Johne Manderstoun and Issobell Leslie had James; witnesses, William Anderson in Pitconnoquhie, Robert Scotland, William Lason.
30, Robert Lawson and Jonet Drysdaill had Jonet; witnesses, David Lindsay, Henrie Mitchel, James Lason.
30, Johne Brand and Jeane Dewar had Marie; witnesses, David Scotland, Johne Dewar, and Robert Russell, presenter of the childe.

4, Andro Cunynghame to Kather[blank] [blank]kie in the kirk of Glendovane upon a testimoniall from this kirk.
9, Johne Sim to Margaret Hutton.
9, Thomas Forsythe to Bessie Simson in the kirk of Innerkething.
16, James Angus to Helene Cunynghame in the kirk of Carnok.
18, Johne Wilson to Katherine Philp.
23, James Trumble to Jonet Drysdaill.
23, James Lamb to Agnes Davidson.
30, Johne Weyld to Agnes Cunynghame.

JANUARY [1657].

B. 1, Robert Gregour and Katherine Vasse had Jonet; witnesses, David Jerman, James Miller, Johne Baverage.
4, William Hall and Margaret Brand had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Hall, Johne Anderson, Johne Drumond.
13, William Nicoll and Helene Myline had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Mackie, James Myline, Johne Myhe.
13, Johne Donaldson and Grissell Mather had Helene; witnesses, Thomas Douglas, Henrie Douglas, Ninian Mather.
13. James Bryce and Katherine Bruce had Adam; witnesses, Adam Bryce, John Dewar and John Johnstoun.
13. John Clerk and Margaret Aitkin had Bessie; witnesses, John Hamilton, John Bad, Duncan Clerk, John Lawison.
15. Thomas Weddell and Issobell Liddell had twiins, Grissell and William; witnesses, William Liddell and William Blaiky, presenter of the childrene, and James Mudie, John Mure and James Fleemyne.
15. Umquhile Josias Tod ane inglish soldier had ane manchilde borne to him of Helene Buist baptised upon her humble desire and called James; witnesses, James, cationer and undertaker for the honest education of the child and performance of all requisite dewtie thereto, and presenter of the child this day, also Peter Buist, James Richardson, and John Donald being witnesses. The child being now about two yeires old and a half. The occasion of the delay of the baptisme of the child is becaus of its said parents' disordorlie marriage.
15. John Drumond and Katherine Raiburne had Kathrine; witnesses, John Car, presenter of the child, John Clow and John Burley.
18. David Cunynghame and Elspet Fitt had twiins, David and George; witnesses, David Bad, John Kirkland, George Mudie, John Simrell.
20. David Austie and Margaret Andersone had Katherine; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, Mr. Alexander Malloch, William Primros.
20. John Hunter and Margaret Burn had Christane; witnesses, Andro Mayne, John and Andro Burns.
27. William Cose and Jonet Burn had Jonet; witnesses, David Currie, Henrie Dowglas, James Peirson.
27. Thomas Mitchel and Margaret Mudie had Margaret; witnesses, James Legat, William Keir, John Bad.
29. John Chrystle and Barbara Rae had Euphame; witnesses, William Trumble, William and David Henriesones.
29. James Weemes and Jonet Easone had Katherine; witnesses, David Steward, William Boyd, John Reid.
29. John Couper and Jonet Birrell had Margaret; witnesses, James Kellok, William Boyd, John Birrell.

M. 6, John Cose to Agnes Cunyngham.
6, Robert Durie to Katherine Chatto.
20, James Harrower to Marion Gay in the kirk of Innerkething.
22, Patrik Drumond to Annas Hardie.
29, John Browne to Margaret Wilson.
30, Andro Potter to Jonet Paton.
30, Thomas Law to Margaret Russell.

FEBRUARY.

B. 3, William Strachane and Jonet Allane had Robert; witnesses, John and Robert Strachans and James Andersone.
5, John Wilson and Margaret Watson ane half yeir or thereby eftir their marriage had ane womanchild baptised (upon cation for their obedience to the discipline of the kirk for their fornication) and called Issobell; witnesses, John Watson her father, cationer and presenter of the child, John Currie and Andro Johnstoun.
5, William Penman and Lilias Kedglie had William; witnesses, David Trumble, Patrik Kedglie, Andro Wilson.
10, David Huttoun and Issobell Lindsay had Agnes; witnesses, John Peirson, James Huttoun, James Mudie.
16, James Miller and Jonet Dick had Margaret; witnesses, Mr. George Walker, John Stevinson, John Colyeur.
23, Thomas Elder and Issobell Simson had twiins, James and Issobell; witnesses to the manchilde, Mr. William Olyphant, minister, James
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John Lawson and Agnes Sanders had Katherine; witnesses, John and William Lawrence and William Sanders.
5. Laurence Trotter and Jean Burt had Jonet; witnesses, Patrik and James Andersons, James Trotter.
7. James Wilson and Janet Dick had Anna; witnesses, Charles Halket, James Mudie, James Legat.
8. Robert Durie and Katherine Chatto eight weiks or thairby eftir their marriage had ane womanchild baptised (upon cation for their obedience to the discipline of the kirk for their fornication) and called Margaret; witnesses, Robert Chatto, cationer and presenter of the child, Patrik Durie, John Chatto, Laurence Anderson.
8. William Thomeson and Margaret Lauthian had Agnes; witnesses, James Baverage, Joine Statheous, John Bell.
10. ANDRO MUDIE AND MARIORIE BURNE HAD PETER; WITNESSES, PETER HAY OF NAUGHTOUN, THOMAS CUNYNGHAM AND ADAM CURRIE.
10. Alexander Dunysyre and Agnes Thomesen had Margaret; witnesses, John Mackie, William Nicoll, James Anderson.
15. Duncan Ogilvie and Bessie Wardlaw had Katherine; witnesses, James Balfour of Baith, Robert Walwood of Touche and James Richardson.
19. William Turnbull and Jean Dowglas had William; witnesses, William Walker, provost, presenter of the child (the parent being sick), Adam Turnbull, Henrie Dowglas.
22. ANDRO MUDIE AND ISSOBELL MUDIE HAD ROBERT; WITNESSES, ROBERT MUDIE IN MASTERTOUN, ROBERT MUDIE IN TOUCHE, AND ROBERT BURNE IN GELLETT.
22. Harie James and Agnes Blaiket had Harie; witnesses, James Andersone, younger, George Stirk and Alexander Beane, elder.
22. Duncan Clerk and Margaret Horne had John; witnesses, John Clerk, John Iad, Thomas Horne.
22. Robert Ritchie and Margaret Davidson had ane womanchild ane quarter of a yeir and some more eftir their marriage baptised (upon cation for their obedience to the discipline of the kirk for their fornication) and called Margaret; witnesses, John Wilsone, cationer and presenter of the child, Thomas Baverage and Laurence Stevinsone, elder.
24. William Rowne and Margaret Allane had Andro; witnesses, David Scotland, Robert Russell, Henrie Davidsone.
29. William Peirson and Issobell Walwood had Bessie; witnesses, Henrie Peirsone, John Thornton, Robert Peirsone.
29. Robert Chisley and Bessie Greg had Anna; witnesses, Robert Mudie in Touche, Robert Stevingson, Andro Hall.
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29, William Purdie and Margaret Dow had Jonet; witnesses, James Curine, Andro Kirk, Robert McGreggour.
31, Robert Tailleyour and Issobell Hunter had twinne, Robert and George; witnesses, Peter Walker, James Legat, Robert Mudie, William Legat.

M. 5, Andro Curie to Agnes Greinlay.
17, Johne Lason to Kathri[e] Hendrie in the kirk of Torrie.
24, Thomas Wilson to Elspet Stevinson.

APRIL.

B. 2, Andro Chrystie and Mariorie Stevinson had Thomas; witnesses, Patrik Stevinson, Thomas Stevinson, Adam Currie.
5, Johne Stevinson and Margaret Dick had Robert; witnesses, Robert Stevinson, Robert Adam, William Mudie.
7, Andro Huttoun and Issobell Walwood had Grissell; witnesses, James Huttoun, elder, James Huttoun, younger, and Robert Anderson.
9, Henrie Wilson and Margaret Lindsay had David; witnesses, Eduard and David Douglass and Johne Dewar.
12, Robert Shortus and Margaret Bad had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Walwood, David Bad, Thomas Trouble.
14, Patrik Legat and Issobell Stevinson had James; witnesses, William and James Legats, William Mudie.
14, James Jameson and Mariorie Dow had Margaret; witnesses, William Smert, Thomas Baverige, James Richardson.
19, James Dewar and Marion Fisher had James; witnesses, Robert Mudie, Eudau Russell, James Fisher.
20, James Malcome and Christan Phinn had Issobell; witnesses, Henrie Malcome, John Fyg and David Marshall, presenter of the childe.
28, Henrie Coventrie and Issobell Donald had James; witnesses, James Baverige, James Richardson, James Donald.
28, Johne Kingorne and Bessie Tailleyour had Agnes; witnesses, Johne Stanhous, Johne Donald, Thomas Elder.
28, James Allane and Jonet Moreis had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Walwood, Johne Livingston, James Watson.

M. 7, Johne Mylne to Agnes Anderson in the kirk of Tullyallane.
10, Robert Blaw to Jonet Dowglas.
14, William Andersone to Issobell Anderson.

MAY.

B. 3, Robert Walwood and Jonet Ged had Katherine; witnesses, George Bothwell, Peter Walker, William Walker, David Jerman, James Mudie, Andro Anderson, Johne Thomson. [Here is legibly added, though scored out]—Upon wch day the bells of the kirk were begun to be coupled, being new stocked and hung.
3, David Bad and Jonet Andersone had Katherine; witnesses, William Andersone, Johne Burley, Thomas Trouble.
5, David Andersone and Issobell Andersone had James; witnesses, Johne Mackie, James Anderson, Robert Scotland.
10, Henrie Trouble and Bessie Pet had Jonet; witnesses, James Simson, Robert Huton, George Curry.
21, Andro Hutson and Helene Galrik had James; witnesses, James Hutson, presenter of the childe, William Galrik, David Broun.
24, David Thomson and Agnes Peirsone had Robert; witnesses, Johne and Robert Haliburton, Henrie Davidsone.
26, Thomas Douglas and Bessie Murie had Jonet; witnesses, Eduard Dowglas, Henrie Douglas [sic], David Curie.
28, Manse Malcome and Jonet M’Lenochene had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Bennet, David Bad and Thomas Trumble.
31, William Scotland and Issobell Robertson had Elspet; witnesses, David Scotland, William Robertson, Robert Russell.

M. 12, Robert Stanheous to Bessie Huttoun.
19, Johne Hunter to Jonet Murgane.
21, George Hall to Margaret Douglas.
21, William Ivatt to Jeane Anderson.
21, Robert Duncan to Bessie Cunynghame.
28, James Burnet and Katherine Angus.

JUNE.

B. 4, Alshunder Wilsone and Elspett Russell had Anna; witnesses, William Wilsons, elder and younger, and Johne Wilsone.
7, James Dewar and Margaret Burne had Harie; witnesses, Harie Law, John Dewar, Thomas Howie.
7, Johne Wardlaw and Margaret Moreis had Jeane; witnesses, William Potter, William Inglis, Patrik Hunter.
7, Johne Andersone and Margaret M’Morrie had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Hamilton, James Anderson, elder, and Johne Watsone.
9, Andro Kirk and Issobel Coventrie had Johne; witnesses, William Smert, William Legat, Thomas Burne.
9, Johne Gray and Margaret Law had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Law, Johne Gray, Robert Colyear.
9, David Mooriesone and Elspet Williamsone in fornication (they being relapsed therein) had Margaret baptised upon cation for their satisfaction of the discipline of the kirk; witnesses, George Bothwell, William Smert, Andro Currie, with James Broun and William Glasse, tuo cationers. The said William presented the childe.
11, Johne Dewar and Margaret Brand had Agnes; witnesses, James Wardlaw, William Hutton, Johne Greeve.
14, Patrik Sanders and Anna Elder had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Mackie, Harie Elder, Johne Duncansone.
14, Johne Bavarege and Jonet Blaiket had Christane; witnesses, Thomas Bavarege, William Smert, William Baverege.
16, Andro Wilsone and Issobell Lethem had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Cunynghame, Andro Wilsone, Johne Andersone.
16, Robert Currour and Grissell Wallace had Johne; witnesses, James Bavarege, Thomas Currou, James Dewar.
21, Johne Smythe and Margaret Davidsone had Helene; witnesses, Patrik Allane, David Trumble, Henrie Peirson.
21, William Robertson and Christane Bowie had William; witnesses, William Bowie, David Elder, Johne Gremc.
30, Robert Logane and Bessie Potter had George; witnesses, George Walls, Johne Potter, Laurence Watson.
30, James Mylne and Jonet Millar had Marie; witnesses, George Dewar Robert Angus, William Huttone.

M. 11, Thomas Stevinson to Alison Dowglas.
18, Andro Rowe to Marie Lambe.
23, William Cusine to Margaret White in the kirk of Kinross.
25, William Hutton to Jeane Ker in Kirklistoun.
25, Johne Thomesone to Katherine Harrow[er t].
25, Johne Reid to Margaret Garlik.
30, Thomas Drysdale[?] to Katherine Seton in the kirk of Bruntiland.

JULY.

B. 5, James Marschell and Bessie Strang had Bessie; witnesses, William Gouterstoun, Andro Anderson, Laurence Alisone.
5, James White and Issobell Harla had George; witnesses, Robert Stevinsone, Johne Wilsone, George Young.
9, John Burn and Christane Heriot had Margaret; witnesses, William Legat, George Mudie, Thomas Burne.
16, James Huton and Christane Livingstoun had Issobell; witnesses, Peter Walker, James Livingstoun, and James Huton, elder.
16, Robert Jak and Jonet Hall had Jonet; witnesses. Andro Wilson, Andro Hall, Robert Mayne.
16, Johne Broun and Elspet Stirk had Helene; witnesses, William Hunter, Andro Murgane, Johne Currie, and Andro Wilson, presenter of the child.
23, Archbald Robertsone and Marion Hutsone had David; witnesses, David Steward, William Smert, Laurence Watsone.
23, Johne Watsone and Katherine M'Mirry had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Hamilton, George Champmane, Johne Andersone.
25, James Bountorne hade ane manchilde (borne to him of his wyf Agnes Laurie the 20 day about 2 hours in the morning) baptised and called Johne; witnesses, Johne Laurie, Robert Hutone, Johne Thomson.
25, Thomas Williamsone and Bessie Mayne had Jonet; witnesses, George Stirk, Johne Smyth, Andro Garlik.

M. 7, Robert Lethem to Helen Scotland in the kirk of Sawline.
9, Johne Simrell to Bessie Stevinson.
14, Andro Trumble to Sara Dick.
14, Laurence Trott[er] to Jeane Hector.

AUGUST.

B. 2, David Haigie and Margaret Rainy had Marie; witnesses, Johne Mackie, James Lowson, James Trotter.
6, Duncan Young and Helene Smert had Helene; witnesses, George Walls, presenter of the child, William Smert, Peter Buist, Alexander Smetoun.
9, James Mudie and Grissell Espline the 2 day being a Sunday about 9 hours at even, had Margaret; witnesses, James Mudie, elder, William Walker, provost, Andro Anderson, deane of gild.
9, Robert Huton and Jonet Sanders had Helene; witnesses, James Mudie, baillie, Andro Anderson, William Huttone.
9, James Peirsone and Margaret Peacok had James; witnesses, William Cose, James Sands and James Wilson.
9, James Smeall and Grissell Bryce had Daniel; witnesses, James Andersons, elder and younger, and William Nicoll.
16, Patrik Anderson and Bessie Mudie had William; witnesses, William Anderson, James Mudies, elder and younger.
16, Johne Dowgall and Margaret Edision had Issobell; witnesses, William Mudie, David Trumble, Johne Eilson.
16, Andro Murgane and Katherine Brughe had Grissell; witnesses, Robert Murgane, James Hutton, James Daes.
20, David Steward and Helene Kirkland had Katherine; witnesses, Laurence Watson, William Smert, William Boyd.
20, Johne Litiljohne and Marie Greens had Johne; witnesses, Patrik Legat, Johne Dewar, Johne Hendrison.
23, Thomas Hoburne and Bessie Dick had James; witnesses, William Lasone, William Hutton and Robert Adam.
23, Johne Greem and Margaret Edision had Issobell; witnesses, Andro Cunygnhame, Andro Donaldison, Alexander Duff.
27, William Robertson and Elizabeth Huttone had David; witnesses, David Dewar of Lassodie, David Robertson, David Scotland.
30, James Makgill and Katherine Broun had Margaret; witnesses, William Walker, David Jerman, James Broun.

M. 6, Thomas Sands to Issobell Weyld.
11, Johne Broun to Margaret Kay in the kirk of Innerkething.
11, Walter Sim to Jonet Anderson in the kirk of Bait[h].
13. Johne Gray to Jonet Lindsay.
20. James Blak to Bessie Rowane.
27. William Garvie to Alison Hall.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 3. William Andersone and Katherine Wardlaw had Harie; witnesses, George Wardlaw, Duncan Ogilvie, James Anderson.
17. James Murgane and Isobell Alexander had William; witnesses, Robert Murgane, William Smert, Andro Murgane.
20. Johne Anderson and Margareet Andersone had Geilles; witnesses, William Andersons, elder and younger, and George Trumbule.
26. David Duncansone and Margaret Patone had David; witnesses, Johne and James Duncansons and William Mudie.
27. William Huton and Jean Chrystie had James; witnesses, James Mylne, Robert Huton, James Cuisine.
27. William Primros and Jonet Johnestoun had Johne; witnesses, David Lindsay, Johne Johnestoun and Andro Johnestoun.
27. Johne Glasse and Isobell Tosheok had Margaret; witnesses, David and James Mitchell, Johne Broun.

M. 22. William Harla to Jonet M'Gregour.

OCTOBER.

4. Andro Burn and Issobell Ker had Jonet; witnesses, George Mudie, Patrik Hall, Andro Mayne.
4. Thomas Beane and Katherine Walker had Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Beane, Harie James, Patrik Walker.
4. Robert Currie and Margaret Inche had Harie; witnesses, Harie James, Robert Currie, Johne Law.
4. Patrik M'Innes and Jonet Ker had Johne; witnesses, George Dewar, Johne Dewar, William Hutton.
8. Thomas Howie and Jonet Cunynghame had Johne; witnesses, Johne Cunynghame, Andro Chrystie, David Bad.
8. James Lindsay and Helene Currie had Christane; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Johne Currie, Robert Lethem.
8. Robert Pet and Bessie Philp had Issobell; witnesses, Andro Flokart, Thomas Hendirson, Thomas Philp.
12. William Purves and Issobell Broun had twinnes, David and Andro; witnesses, David Broun, Andro Mayne, George Broun, Patrik Hall.
15. James Futhie and Helen Auchenliek had James; witnesses, James Hendirson, George Trumbule, James Richdonsone.
29. David Hendirson and Bessie Hendirson had Leonard; witnesses, Leonard Hendirson, Robert Burne, Andro Mitchell.
29. James Rae and Bessie Strang had William; witnesses, James Moreis, William Andersone, David Cairnes.

M. 8. Alexander Williamsone to Elspet Innes.
22. David Dewar to Margaret Thomeson.
29. Johne Burnet to Margaret Trotter.
NOVEMBER.

B. 3, Andro Andersone and Margaret Kennedie had Johne; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, James Anderson, James Mudie.

3, James Mitchell and Margaret Mercer had Agnes; witnesses, Thomas and Andro Mitchells, Johne Turnbull.

3, Andro Potter and Jonet Patone had Marion; witnesses, Peter Walker, Patrik Sanders and Johne Potter.

3, James Watsone and Bessie Cook had James; witnesses, George Wardlaw, Duncan Ogilvie, Robert Shortus.

3, Patrik Johnstoun and Jeane Dick had Margaret; witnesses, James Baverage, Harie Andersone, James Weyld.

9, Andro Mitchell and Margaret Mitchell had Katherine; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, Mr. George Walker, Johne Turnbull.

15, Robert Walwood and Jeanie Livingstoun had Jeanie; witnesses, James Bafour, Robert Hallburton and William Walwood.

19, Alexander Reddie and Rachel Chrystie (in fornicatione) had ane man-childe baptised (upon cation for their obedience to and satisfaction of the discipline of the kirk) and called Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Andersone, cationer and presenter of the childe, Johne Chrystie, David Flokard.


22, Johne Clow and Beatrict Bened had Elizabeth; witnesses, Harie Elder, William Smert, Johne Thomsons.

22, James Greinhome and Margaret Sanders had Anna; witnesses, Thomas Hoburn, James Lason, Johne Manderstoun.

22, Johne Broun and Margaret Wilsone had Johne; witnesses, Johne Broun, Robert Wilsone, William Smert.

M. 19, Daniel Bryce to Helene Clerk.

19, Andro Salmond to Helen Fairny.

19, George Crafoord to Helene Kragane.

26, Johne Henden to Margaret Turnour in the kirk off Saline.

DECEMBER.

B. 1, William Baverage and Issobell Templeman had William; witnesses, Johne Stirk, Henrie and Andro Meldrums.

1, Alexander Fairlie and Margaret Myllar had William; witnesses, William Walwood, Robert Mudie, Eduard Russell.

3, Adam Turnbull and Jonet Mitchell had Johne; witnesses, Johne Turnbull, James Cunnan, James Mitchell.

6, Johne Sim and Margaret Hutton had James; witnesses, James Corlaw, James Buist, Archibald Sim.

10, Johne Miller and Helene Adamson had Jonet; witnesses, David Bad, Thomas Turnbull, Harie Richardson.

17, Johne Dewar and Alison Andersone had Elspet; witnesses, Eduard Dowglas, Andro Wilson, Harie Cant.

20, Patrik Hunter and Jonet Gray had Grissell; witnesses, Thomas Gairner, Robert Anderson, Walter Sim.

27, James Anderson and Agnes Drysdail had Alexander; witnesses, Andro Andersone, bailie, Thomas Drysdail, Robert Adam.

27, Laurence Walls and Margaret Greive had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Greive, elder and younger, William Mc Craithie.

31, William Bowman and Margaret Hearine had Agnes; witnesses, Johne Dewar, James Stanehous, William Dalgleish.

M. 3, Robert Lason to Margaret Coventrie.

3, Adam Murie to Agnes Richie.

8, Patrik Graem to Rachel Blaik in the kirk of Baith upon a testimoniall of request to Mr. Harie Smythe, minister there.

10, Robert White to Margaret Brown.
15, Johne Grant to Margaret Bannatyne.
15, Robert B to Grissell Anderson.
17, Robert Donald to Helene Bavarger.

JANUARY [1658].

B. 3, Johne Weyld and Agnes Cunyghame had Jonet; witnesses, Harie James, George Stirk, Andro Anderson.
3, James Trumble and Jonet Drysdail had Margaret; witnesses, Adam Trumble, David Browne, James Trumble.
3, Laurence Walker and Jeane Rae had Johne; witnesses, David Steward, Nicoll Henderson, Johne Duncanson.
5, Johne Cose and Agnes Cunyghame had William; witnesses, William Wilson, Johne Cunyghame, and William Cose, presenter of the childe.
10, David Thomasone and Jonet Peirson had Bessie; witnesses, David Jerlane, Johne Peirsone and William Douglas.
10, William Potter and Jean Elder had David; witnesses, David Murray, Laurence Stevinson, elder, and Johne Reid.
14, Thomas Thomasone and Margaret Andersone had William; witnesses, William and Johne Andersons and Robert Cunyghame.
14, David Chrystie and Jonet Marshall had Eupham; witnesses, David Scottland, Robert Russell, James Fyff.
17, William Walker, provost, had ane womanchilde borne to him of his wyf Margaret Turnbull upon the 9 Januar 1658, and baptised and called Catherin upon the 17 day; witnesses, Andro Anderson and Mr. George Walker, baillies, and Johne Turnbull.
24, Alexander Smeton and Grissel Walls had George; witnesses, George Walls, William Douglas, Duncan Young.
28, David Russell and Jonet Stanehous had David; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Robert and Eduard Russells.
28, James Broun and Jonet Whitefoord had Johne; witnesses, David Mitchell, Thomas and Andro Wilsons.
28, James Wilkie and Katherine Kirk had William; witnesses, William Alexander, William Chalmers, and Archibald Robertson, presenter of the childe.
31, Thomas Cant and Issobell Wely had Thomas; witnesses, John Peirson, Thomas Wely, James Madie, William Douglas.
31, Andro Speare and Elspet Mathesone had George; witnesses, Peter Hay of Naughtoun, George Trumble, James Bafour.

M. 7, David Mayne to Margaret Peirson.
12, Alexander Reddie to Rachel Chrystie.
14, Thomas Rae to Helen Lason.
14, Mr. Robert Kay, minister, to Jonet Browne in the Kirk of Dysert.
21, Simon Robertson to Anna Skein in the kirk of Auchtertool.

FEBRUARY.

B. 2, James Mudie and Bessie Patone had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Hamilton, Thomas Trumble, Alexander Anderson.
2, William Anderson had ane womanchilde, being twinn (the uther died), borne to him of his wyf Issobell Anderson baptised and called Issobell; witnesses, James Anderson, Alexander and William Ingliess.
7, William Hadstoun and Annabel Blaiket had James; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, Henrie Mitchell, James Hadstoun.
8, Mr. George Walker and Jonet Mitchell had George; witnesses, William and Peter Walker and Andro Anderson.
9, David Anderson and Margaret Blak had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Anderson, William M'Brek and William Anderson.
9, Andro Hannane and Isobell Hunnan had Bessie; witnesses, Johne Hamilton, Harie Law, Johne Hunnan.
11, James Mercer of Claveledge and Jeane Mercer had James; witnesses, Peter Hay of Naughton, Duncan Campbell, Laurence Mercer.

14, James Bafour and Marion Bruce had Harie; witnesses, Sir Henri Wardlaw of Pitreavie, James Moutrey of Rescobie, and Peter Walker, late provest.

14, John Donald and Helene Reddie had Issobell; witnesses, Robert and James Donalds and Henrié Coventrie.

14, William Anderson and Elspet Andersone had William; witnesses, Henrié Davison, Thomas Stevinson and William Anderson.

18, Thomas Colen and Jonet Scotland had James; witnesses, James Legat, James Blak, William Robertson.

23, George Hall and Margaret Dowglas had Beatrix; witnesses, Eduard Douglass, elder and younger, and David Douglas.

28, Thomas Stevinson and Alison Douglas had Thomas; witnesses, Patrik and Thomas Stevinsones, Henrié and Mr. David Douglass and David Currie.

28, James Burnet and Katherine Angus had Elspet; witnesses, George Dewar, David Scotland, William Robertson.

M. 4, Robert Burn to Jonet Sharp.

11, James Wilson to Christane Phinn.

16, Andro Cowe to Margaret Harrower.

MARCH.

B. 1, Jerome Cowie and Margaret Smert had Adam; witnesses, William Smert, Adam Anderson, Peter Buist.


4, James Buchannan and Jonet Fotheringhame had Henrié; witnesses, Henrié Coventrie, Johne Lason, James Donald.

4, Johne Hadstone and Issobell Pringle had Christane; witnesses, James Hadstone, William Nicoll, William Anderson.

7, James Boyd and Bessie Beveridge had Jonet; witnesses, Laurence Watson, Thomas Beveridge and William Boyd.

7, Johne Wilson and Katherine Philp had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Wilson, Andro Wilson, Johne Currie.

7, Archibald Gray and Mariorie Small had Patrik; witnesses, Robert Sharp, Robert Hogane, Patrik Small.

9, Laurence Anderson and Jonet M'Binny had Robert; witnesses, Adam Wilson, David Robertson, Andro Donald.

9, William Lason and Elspet Chrystie had Johne; witnesses, Johne Cunynghame, Johne Lason, Andro Chrystie.

11, Johne Sandielands and Jean Drysdale had Marie; witnesses, James Drysdale, Harie Richardson, William Mudie.

14, Mark Cunnan and Jonet Thomeson had James; witnesses, James Cunnan, James Myne and Thomas Cunnan.

14, James Broun and Jonet Meldrum had William; witnesses, William Meldrum, Johne Broun, George Stirk.

14, James Brughe and Jonet Fyg had Margaret; witnesses, James Fyg, Johne Fyg, William Mudie.

18, Patrik Drummond and Anna Hardie had Harie; witnesses, Sir Henri Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Johne Drummond, William Broun, and James Buist, presenter of the childle.

21, Johne Stanehous and Jonet Cunynghame had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Stanehous, Robert Stanehous, elder and younger.

21, James Hew and Jonet Anderson had Helene; witnesses, Adam Currie, Andro Cunynghame, James Thomson.

21, Alexander Scotland and Mariorie White had Eupham; witnesses, James Broun, Robert Stanehous, William Mudie.

21, Abram Giro and Grissell Anderson had William; witnesses, William Walker, provest, Johne Mackie, Johne Duncanson.
21. Johne Drummond and Bessie Wardlaw had George; witnesses, Robert Stevinsone, David Jerman, George Wardlaw.
28. Robert Dewar and Margaret Andro had Robert; witnesses, James Simson, Johne Dalgleish, Johne Reid.
28. Alexander Reid and Jonet Johnstoun had George; witnesses, George Stirk, Johne Lawrie, William Prymrose.

M. 11, William Legat to Helen Kent.

APRIL.

   1. Robert Cowstoune and Euphame Scot had Katherine; witnesses, Andro Cunynghame, Johne Anderson, James Hutson.
   5. Henrie Dowglas and Katherine Brand had David; witnesses, David Mitchell, David Currie, Mr. David Dowglas.
   11. James Sands and Bessie Toulouse had James; witnesses, James Peirson, George Chapman, Thomas Stevinson.
   13. Johne Hendirsone and Jonet Hendirsone had Nanse; witnesses, Robert Mudie, Johne Moyes, William Walwood
   15. Patrik Rowane and Jeane Stanehous had Margaret; witnesses, Peter Hay of Naughton, Robert Smetone, Johne Watson.
   15. James Buist and Margaret Hardie had Margaret; witnesses, Peter Buist, James Richardson, George Bothwell.
   18. Johne Willocks and Margaret Broun had Alexander; witnesses, Alexander Gib, Adam Wilson, David Robertson.
   25. Alexander Anderson and Jonet Chrystie had Jonet; witnesses, William and Patrik Andersons, Johne Chrystie.
   25. William Huttone and Jeane Ker had James; witnesses, William Lason, James Greinhorne, Thomas Hoburn.
   25. William Keir and Margaret Bad had William; witnesses, William Walwood, Johne Wardlaw, James Imrie.
   25. Robert Stirk and Jonet Mudie had Grisell; witnesses, James Mudie, George Stirk, Johne Stirk.
   27. Robert Lethem and Helen Scotland had Johne; witnesses, William Lethem, Johne Lethem, Andro Wilson, Thomas Scotland.

M. 15, Johne Marshall to Margaret Anderson.

MAY.

B. 2. Alexander Innes and Margaret Thoneson had Agnes; witnesses, Johne Lawrie, James Boumtorne, Johne Thomson.
6, Robert Bryce and Helen Anderson had Andro; witnesses, Andro Currie, Andro Foster, Andro Johnstone.
9, Andro Scotland and Margaret Moreis had James; witnesses, William Walker, Johne Mackie, James Broun.
10, Johne Turnbull and Katherine Mitchell had William; witnesses, William Walker, provest, Mr. William Oliphant, minister, and William Turnbull.
16, Umpie William Anderson and Jonet Finla had Margaret; witnesses, David Jerman, George Turnbull, Eduard Douglas.
16, James Kellok and Issobell Watson had Helen; witnesses, Johne Duncanson, James Legat, David Steward.
20, George Turnbull and Margaret Kellok had Elspet; witnesses, James Cunnan, Patrik Rowan and William Cunnan.
20, Duncan M’Ellop and Jonet Mayne had Johne; witnesses, Johne Anderson, Eduard Douglas and Johne Donaldson.
23, Thomas Sands and Issobell Weyld had Elspet; witnesses, Robert Anderson, Eduard Russell, Andro Anderson.
23, Johne Reid and Jonet Boyd had Helene; witnesses, David Jerman, William Boyd and James Boyd.
23, Johne Peirson and Jonet Stevinsone had David; witnesses, David Jerman, David Thomson, David Hutton.
25, Johne Harrower and Bussie Hall had Johne; witnesses, Robert Cunynghame, William Lethem, Andro Wilson.
25, Henrie Mitchell and Grissell Lindsay had Anna; witnesses, Sir James Halket of Pitfirran, David Lindsay of Cavill, Thomas and Andro Mitchells.
25, Alexander Duff and Jonet Philip had James; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Johne Cunynghame, Johne Stirk.
31, Umpie David Hodge and Christian Coventrie had Nanse; witnesses, James Bavereage, presenter of the childe, James Richardson, and Henrie Coventrie.

M. 4, Andro Johnstoun to Margaret Bruce.
7, James Fyng to Nanse Dalgleish.
18, James Mitchell to Agnes Nicolson in Bruntiland.

JUNE.

B. 3, Johne Stevinson and Margaret Dick had Adam; witnesses, Adam Anderson, Robert Stevinson, Robert Adam.
6, Walter Sim and Jonet Anderson had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Anderson, Thomas Gairner, Patrik Hunter.
6, Johne Walker and Jeane Gowean had Elspet; witnesses, James Legat, John Potter, George Stirk.
6, Johne Simrell and Bessie Stevinson had Christiane; witnesses, Andro Mudie, William Swintoun, Thomas Stevinson.
6, Johne Hutson and Jeane Edison (in fornication) had Harie; witnesses, Harie Rowane, William Turnbull, Johne Wytte.
8, Johne Murie and Katherine Kingorne had Adam; witnesses, Adam Murie, Johne Kingorne, John Peirie.
13, Robert Anderson and Katherine Smyth had William; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Andro Smyth and William Walwood.
13, Robert Ritchie and Margaret Davidson had Johne; witnesses, Robert Stevinson, Thomas Couper, Johne Meldrum.
13, William Alexander and Katherine Sment had Elspet; witnesses, John Potter, Johne Litlejohnne, Johne Watson.
15, Robert Bonar and Jonet Horne had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Horne, James Legat, Robert Stevinson.
20, Robert Fisher and Margaret Adam (in fornication) had Margaret; witnesses, George Stirk, James Legat, David Bell.
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20, Thomas Falconer and Issobell Kinloch had Adam; witnesses, Adam and James Andersons, Johne Thomson.
20, James Moyes and Elspet Blaiky had James; witnesses, James Dewar, William Blaiky, Johne Cunynghame.
22, Sir James Halke of Pitfarrane and his Ladie, Dame Anna Murray, had Harie; witnesses, Robert Lord Colvill, Sir Harie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Sir George Preston off Valleyfield and [space left here]
24, William Purdie and Margaret Dowe had Bessie; witnesses, William Smert, James Cusine, Andro Kirk.
24, Johne Broun and Margaret Kay had David; witnesses, David Flokart, David Broun, Andro Kay.
25, Sir Harie Wardlaw of Pitreavie and his Ladie, Dame Elizabeth Wardlaw, had Elizabeth; witnesses, George Wardlaw, James Mudie, Andro Wardlaw of Killearnie, and Andro Anderson.
27, Andro Walwood and Helene Buist had Mariorie; witnesses, William Dowglas, presenter of the childe, Peter Buist, James Mudie.
29, Gilbert Hamilton and Helen Cork had Margaret; witnesses, Andro Cunynghame, James Mayne, Alexander Inglis.

M. 1, Robert Nimmo to Agnes Thomson in the kirk of Torry.
3, Robert Shortus to Bessie Strachane.
10, James M'Yowane to Margaret Wilson.
15, Johne Strachan to Katherine Mather.
17, Harie Moreis to Elspet Tailyeour.
24, Duncan M'Allum to Helen Turnbull.
25, Richard Watt[e] the inglishe drume[r] to Margaret Law.
29, Johne Hutson to Jeane Edison.

JULY.

B. 1, Johne Scarlet and Issobell Bairdner had Elizabeth; witnesses, Henrie Elder, James Simson, William Anderson.
4, James Donaldson and Helene Henden had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Greive, Johne Dewar, James Stanehous.
6, William Gray and Helen Haddane had Marione; witnesses, James Beverage, Johne Stanehous, Andro Smyth.
10, Robert Sharp and Elizabeth Porteous had Robert; witnesses, Johne Thomson, Johne Laurie, James Bountorie.
10, Johne Lason and Bessie Walwood had James; witnesses, James Mudie, Robert Colyeur, William Gotterstoun.
12, Patrik Sanders and Anna Elder had Johne; witnesses, Johne Duncanson, Johne Mackie, Harie Elder.
12, Andro Rowe and Marie Lamb had Marion; witnesses, James Mudie, Mr. George Walker, Robert Stirk.
13, Eduard Dowglas and Jonet Andersone had Eduard; witnesses, Eduard Dowglas, elder, Johne Andersone, William Gray.
13, Johne Livingstone and Jonet Wood had Jonet; witnesses, Robert Walwood, Patrick Livingstone, George Wardlaw.
18, Johne Chrystie and Barbara Rae had Jonet; witnesses, Thomas Stevinson, Thomas Rae, David Henderson.
18, William Tailyeour and Annas Dowglas had Johne; witnesses, William David Turnbull, Johne Tailyeour.
18, David Robertson and Jonet Wilson had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Heat, Johne Wardlaw, James Imrie.

M. 2, David Peacock to Margaret M'Craich.
2, Johne Moreis to Margaret Burnet.
6, Johne Barker to Issobell Clerk.
8, James Anderson to Barbara Russell.
8, David Haddane to Marion Bryce.
8, Robert Pullons to Jonet Eduard in Torrieburne.
20, Johne Dalgleish to Margaret Sandlains.
29, Laurence Thomson to Eupham Mather.
AUGUST.

   1. Andro Salmond and Helen Fairny had James; witnesses, James Mudie, Thomas Elder, James Fairny.
   10. William Gil krist and Jonet Drysdale had Christane; witnesses, William Anderson, James Wilson, James Marie.
   26. Johne Potter and Elspet Mullion had Harie; witnesses, Sir Harie Wardlaw of Pitreavie and Harie, his son, James Legat, Johne Hamilton.
   29. Andro Wilson and Bessie Peirson had David; witnesses, David Currie, David Kay, Patrik Roxbrugh.
   29. Robert Duncan and Bessie Cunynghame had Peter; witnesses, Johne Anderson, David Cunynghame, William Lethem.
   31. William Garvie and Alison Hall had Andro; witnesses, Andro Hall, Andro Garlik, Alexander Inglis.

M. 5. Johne Ker to Jonet Myllar.
   10. George Chalmers to Margaret Walker.
   12. George Car to Jonet Duncan.
   12. Harie Richardson to Elspet Gray.
   17. George Wilson to Helen M'Baith in Innerkething.
   26. David Bafour to Elizabeth Bafour in Culros.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 5. James Baverage and Jonet Coventrie had Issobell; witnesses, James Dewar, David Peirson, Robert Stanehous.
   5. Laurence Trotter and Jeane Hector had Laurence; witnesses, James Anderson, James Trotter, James Hadstoun.
   7. Cudbert Thomson and Katherine Wilsone had Margaret; witnesses, Alexander Innes, Johne Clerk, Robert Baxter.
   9. William Camron and Bessie Kinnell had George; witnesses, Robert Stevinson, Johne Duncanson, George Currie.
   12. Andro Garlik and Mariorie Williamson had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Williamson, George Stirk, David Broun.
   14. Peter Hay off Naughtoun and his Ladie, Dame Margaret Hendirson, had Marie; witnesses, Johne Hendirson of Fordeil, Thomas Bruce of Blairhall and James Mercer of Clavedge.
   21. Johne Fyg and Margaret Simson had James; witnesses, James Fyg, James Brughe, Johne Potter.
   26. Adam Murie and Nanse Richie had Johne; witnesses, Johne Thomson, Johne Murie, Johne Richie.

M. 2. George Watson to Margaret Dowe.
   14. James Browne to Margaret George.

OCTOBER.

3. David Dewar and Margaret Thomeson had Johne; witnesses, James Dewar, Johne Dewar, Adam Brand.
3. Johne Hunter and Margaret Burn had Marie; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Andro Mudie, Robert Tailyoeur.
10. Samuel Denholme and Bessie Alison had Jonet; witnesses, William Walker, Peter Walker, Mr. George Walker.
10. James Lamb and Agnes Davidson had Marie; witnesses, Robert Stirk, William Gotterstoun, James Mudie, elder.
31. David Dowglas and Marion Duff had Elspet; witnesses, Adam Currie, Andro Cunynghame, David Elder.

M. 7. David Kairnes to Jonet Finlason.
14. David Walker to Katherine Fergison in the kirk of Kinross.

NOVEMBER.

B. 7. Harie Elder and Elizabeth Elder had Anna; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Thomas Elder, Johne Mackie, Patrik Sanders.
7. Robert Donald and Helen Belfrage had Jonet; witnesses, James Belfrage, Andro, Johne and James Donalds.
9. David Murie and Katherine Wardlaw had George; witnesses, George Turbull, Johne Wardlaw, William Mudy.
11. Patrik Gruen and Rachel Blaik had Duncan; witnesses, James Baver-
age, Johne Blaik, William Blaik.
11. George Buist and Issobell Mylls had Robert; witnesses, Johne Buist, James Buist, Peter Buist, Johne Thomson.
14. James Mudie and Bessie Cunynghame had Annas; witnesses, Thomas Cunynghame, Thomas Howie, George Currie.
18. James Futhie and Helen Auchinlek had twins, Hew and George; witnesses, George Currie, Johne Duncanson, James Richardson, Patrik Law.
23. Andro Cunynghame and Katherine Kid had Margaret; witnesses, William Rowan, William Robertson, David Russell.
25. Donald M’Neill and Margaret M’Nab had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Mudie, James Moyes and Johne Moyes.
28. James Brand and Margaret Forfar had James; witnesses, William Mudie, Adam Brand, James Mudie, elder.
28. Johne Kirkland and Nanse Fitt had George; witnesses, George Chalmers, William Smert, David Steward.
28, Laurence Goodaill and Jean Coburne had Agnes; witnesses, David Jerman, John Thomson, Andro Turnbull.
28, William Broun and Elspet Henderson had Margaret; witnesses, David Broun, Johne Broun, James Mayne.

23. James Arthure to Jonet Fairlie.
23. James Lamb to Margaret Smert.

DECEMBER.

B. 2. Robert Burn and Jonet Sharp had Mariorie; witnesses, David Currie, Henrie Dowglas, Robert Burn, elder.
2. William Gray and Elspet Anderson had Margaret; witnesses, Adam Anderson, presenter of the childe, James Anderson, Robert Stevinson.
23. William Penman and Lillias Redglie had Henrie; witnesses, Pattrik Redglie, David Turnbull, Robert Russell.
28. Robert Hoy and Bessie Allane had Bessie; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Johne Wilson, Johne Browne.

M. 2. Abram Patrik to Marion Boyd.
2. William Maitland to Mariorie Myllar.
16. James Donaldson to Margaret Blake[s].
21. Alexander Dunysre to Katherine Brughe.
23. James Eason to Jean Peacock in Carnok.
30. George Ewine to Elspet Potter.

JANUARY [1659].

4. Andro Adam and Jeane Philp had Andro; witnesses, Thomas Philp, Harie Rowane, James Short.
6. Robert Lason and Margaret Coventrie had Katherine; witnesses, Johne Lason, Henry Coventrie, Johne Thomeson.
9. William Legat and Helen Kent had William; witnesses, William Kent, James Legat, Peter Walker.
11, Johne Burley and Christian Culros had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Turnbull, Thomas Burley, Johne Clowe.
16, Johne Robeson and Grissell Marsbell had George; witnesses, Mr. George Walker, George Wallis, George Stirk.
23, Adam Turnbull and Jonet Mitchell had Adam; witnesses, Adam Currie, Andro Mitchell, Henrie Dowglas.
23, Robert Bull and Issobell Meldrum had David; witnesses, David Jerman, David Bull, David Thomson, William Bell.
25, Thomas Heart and Katherine Marsbell had Kathrine; witnesses, Robert Philp, Johne Lethem, Andro Johnstone, Johne Dalgleish.
30, Robert Coleyar and Christane Burt had Agnes; witnesses, Johne Coleyar, Johne Law, Robert Sharp.
30, William Hunter and Margaret Snaddon had David; witnesses, Johne Currie, Alexander Dunysyre, William Menteith.

M. 11, Johne Cusine to Issobell Hutton.
18, Thomas Anderson to Agnes Yowane.
25, Johne Dowgall to Margaret Young.
27, Frances Stevinson to Margaret Dowglas.

FEBRUARY.

B. 6, William Dowglas and Mariorie Stevinson had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Stevinson, David Jerman, George Walls.
10, Duncan Campbell and Christane Dalgleish had Robert; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Peter Hay of Naughtoun, James Clerk of Pittincreif, James Mercer of Clavedge.
10, Johne Gray and Margaret Law had Johne; witnesses, Johne Law, Thomas Law, Johne Gray, Johne Stevinson.
10, William Broun and Jonet Anderson had Bessie; witnesses, William and Johne Andersones, Johne Dewar, Johne Cumyn.
13, James Mitchell and Margaret Mercer had Sara; witnesses, David Mitchell, David Lindsay, Thomas Wilson.
13, Andro Hall and Agnes Kinsman had Issobell; witnesses, Peter Buist, Johne Cusine, James Duncanson.
15, William Mackay and Agnes Sharp had Issobell; witnesses, Johne Potter, James Dunbar, James Richardson.
15, David Lindsay of Cavill and Katherine Malloche had Hew; witnesses, Sir James Halkett of Pitfrinan, Hew McGill and James Mudie.
20, William Smyth and Elspet Mayne had Johne; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, Eduard Dowglas, Johne Mayne.
27, Johne Lason and Agnes Sanders had Elizabeth; witnesses, William Sanders, Johne Lason, William M`Brek.

M. 22, Johne Hunnan to Katherine Yowane.

MARCH.

B. 3, George Chapman and Margaret Clerk had Andro; witnesses, William Turnbull, David Peacok, Andro Chapman.
3, Johne Marshall and Margaret Anderson had Patrik; witnesses, Robert Scotland, James Lowson, David Haigie.
Andro Anderson had ane manchild borne to him of his wyf Margaret Kennedie upon the 26 of Febr. last, and baptized and called Henrie upon the 6 day of Marche instant; witnesses, Sir Henry Wardlaw of Pitreavie, William Walker, late provest, and James Anderson, elder.
6, David Turnbull and Christian Legat had David; witnesses, William Legat, Patrik Law, William Walwood.
6, Johne Dewar and Jonet Peirson had David; witnesses, David Thomson, Johne Anderson, Johne Dewar.
8, James Danskien and Margaret Stob had Christane; witnesses, James Simson, Johne Dalgleish, and Alexander Beane, younger, presenter of the childe.
13. Johne Mackie, chamerlane, and Margaret Elder had one manchilde borne to him of his wyster Margaret Elder upon the 9 day of Marche 1599 about four hours in the morning; and baptised and called Johne upon the 13 day; witnesses, Sir James Haiket of Pitirran, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitiravie, and William Walker, late provest.

15. William Dewar and Isseboll Eyff had William; witnesses, William Wilson, Andro Wilson, William Mudie.


17. Andro Weddell, an inglish soldier, and Grissell Flemyne had Johne; witnesses, James Fleemyne, Alexander Anderson, Johne Peirson.

20. James Richardson and Agnes Coventrie had Christane; witnesses, Peter Buist, Thomas Drysdale, Johne Thomson.


22. William Currie and Helen Donaldson had Patrik; witnesses, Andro Currie, Patrik Hunter, George Mudie.

24. James Anderson and Isseboll Gibbone had James; witnesses, James and William Andersons and Johne Manderstoun.

24. Robert Shortus and Bessie Strachane had James; witnesses, James Clerk of Pittingreiff, James Mudie, Johne Stirk and Johne Strachane.

27. Thomas Elder and Isseboll Simson had Elizabeth; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Peter Hay of Naughtoun, George Wardlaw, Peter Walker.

27. William Peirson and Isseboll Walwood had Johne; witnesses, Henrie Peirson, Robert Peirson, Johne Thomson.

27. Eduard Overwhite and Grissell Dick had Elizabeth; witnesses, Thomas Hoburne, James Wilson and James Anderson.

27. Johne Reid and Margaret Garlik had Johne; witnesses, David Turnbull, Henrie Peirson, Thomas Hall.

29. James Clerk and Elspet Scotland had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Scotland, Johne Currie, Johne Broun.


10. David Bell to Jonet Walker.

15. Johne Edisone to Margaret Falkland.

APRIL.

B. 3. William Purves and Isseboll Broun had George; witnesses, David Broun, George Broun, Patrick Hall.

3. William Boyd and Marion Wallace had Margaret; witnesses, Laurence Watson, Johne Reid, William Wilson.

3. Alexander Fairlie and Margaret Myllar had Thomas; witnesses, Johne Burn, Andro Burn, Johne Simrell, Thomas Stevinson.

3. William Meldrum and Eupham Steward had Katherine; witnesses, Adam Anderson, James Broun, Michal Meldrum.


10. Johne Walwood and Katherine Coventrie had James; witnesses, James Baverage, James Richardson and Henrie Coventrie.


14. James Gib and Elspet Maxwell had Margaret; witnesses, William Dewar, William Rowane, Robert Angus.

17. Johne Barker and Isseboll Clerk had Bessie; witnesses, William Mudie, James Inrie, James Cuisine.

17. George Mayne and Christane Myllar had David; witnesses, George Turnbull, James Bafour, David Mayne.
17, William Hall and Margaret Brand had Elizabeth; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Thomas Hall, Thomas Williamson.
19, Johne Wardlaw and Margaret Moreis had Elspet; witnesses, Harie Moreis, William Inglis, William Wilson.
21, Robert Stirk and Jonet Mudie had George; witnesses, George Stirk, elder and younger, and James Mudie.
22, William Nicoll and Helen Mylne had Johne; witnesses, John Mackie, Johne Mylne, Robert Scotland.
23, Alexander Lawson and Margaret Keltie had Bessie; witnesses James Lowson, James Anderson, James Hadstoun.
24, Johne Lindsay and Elspet Reid had Agnes; witnesses, James Lindsay, Johne Lindsay, James Anderson.
25, James Short and Bessie Walwood had Christane; witnesses, James Bafour, Robert Walwood, James Baverage.
24, James Jamesone and Mariorie Dowe had William; witnesses, William Broun, William Smert and James Legat.
24, Rodger Craem, an English soldier, and Margaret Campbell (in fornication) had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Frissell, presenter of the childe, Johne Thomson, Johne Watson, Johne Dalgleish.
26, Heanre Stevinson and Issobell Dowglas had David; witnesses, Eduard Dowglas, David Dowglas, Robert Dowglas.
25, Johne Ker and Jonet Myllar had James; witnesses, James Legat, James Ker, Thomas Horne.

M. 4, William Hunter to Margaret Cunynghame.
7, James Murgane to Jonet Inglis.
21, Patrick Walker to Elspet Blaiket in the kirk of Baith.

MAY.

B. 1, David Mayne and Margaret Peirson had twins, Helen and Issobell; witnesses, James Cunman, James Bafour, Henrie Peirson, Andro Spear.
 1, William Mcraiche and Bessie Anderson had Jeane; witnesses, William Hutton, Robert Hutton, Laurence Walls.
 1, Andro Hutton and Issobell Walwood had Helen; witnesses, James Hutton, David Hutton, Henrie Mitchell.
 3, johne Gray and Jonet Lindsay had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Barker, Patrik Broun, James Lindsay.
 5, William Rowan and Margaret Allane had Jonet; witnesses, Henrie Davidsone, Peter Buist, Thomas Baverage.
 8, David Haddane and Marion Bryce had Agnes; witnesses, James Cunnan, George Turnbull, Patrik Rowan.
 10, Robert Pitillo and Jonet Spinide had George; witnesses, George Stirk, Andro Donaldisone, Johne Roy.
 10, Rodger Craem, an English soldier, and Bessie Short (in fornication) had James; witnesses, Johne Potter, presenter of the childe, and James Huttone.
 12, Thomas Dryesdaill and Katherine Seton had Bessie; witnesses, William Walker, late provest, James Anderson, elder.
 15, James Arkie and Bathia Dempsteroune had George; witnesses, James Anderson, Johne Goold, George Wardlaw.
 15, Patrik Allane and Margaret Alisone had Katherine; witnesses, Robert Stevinson, Johne Stevinson, David Turnbull.
 22, James Fisher and Christane Russell had Margaret; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Johne Lethem, Robert Lethem.
 22, Thomas Stevinson and Alison Dowglas had David; witnesses, David Jerman, Henrie Dowglas, David Currie.
 22, Johne Goold and Elspet Cunynghame had Johne; witnesses, William Mudie, Robert Stevinson, Johne Haliburton.
 24, William Inche and Jonet Maxwell had Jonet; witnesses, William Inche, elder, James Marshall and Eduard Sharp.
26, James Murgane and Jonet Inglis had Johne; witnesses, Johne Currie, Andro Wilson, William Bowman.

29, William Thomeson and Margaret Lauthian had Johne; witnesses, Johne Gram, Johne Lauthian, William Kirk.

29, Johne Dalgleish and Margaret Sandielands had Elizabeth; witnesses, Johne Thomson, William Smert, Johne Haniltoun.

31, Johne Harla and Jonet Rainy had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Mackie, Harie Elder, Johne Stevinson.

M. 10, Cornelius Robie to Margaret Walker.

26, William Clerk to Margaret Primros.

17, Andro Lindsay to Christian Cowston. [This should have been insert before the 26] (this note is in edge).

JUNE.

B. 2, Johne Andersonse and Margaret Andersonse had Margaret; witnesses, William Andersonse, George Turnbull, Eduard Dowglas, David Jerman.

2, Daniel Bryce and Helen Clerk had Christan; witnesses, James Anderson, William Lason, James Hadstoun.

5, David Bad and Jonet Anderson had David; witnesses, George Walls, Johne Anderson, Robert Shortus.

7, James Peirson and Margaret Peacok had Johne; witnesses, William Cos, Henrie Wilson, David Elder.

9, Johne Turnbull and Katherine Mitchell had Andro; witnesses, Mr. George Walker, Adam Turnbull, Robert Hutton.

12, Alexander Gibson and Christian Robertson had Alexander; witnesses, James Legat, James Buist, Patrick Walker.

12, Andro Chrystie and Mariorie Stevinson had Christan; witnesses, Adam Currie, Andro Currie, Thomas Stevinson.

14, James Lamb and Margaret Smert had Johne: witnesses, David Jermane, Andro Rowe, Robert Stirk.

19, Patrik Rowan and Jeanne Stanehous had Robert; witnesses, Robert Mudie, George Turnbull, Robert Stanehous.

19, Patrick Andersonse and Bessie Mudie had Robert witnesses, James Mudie, William Anderson, Robert Stirk.

19, William Mercer and Jonet Donald had Grissell; witnesses, James Mudie, Thomas Elder, Adam Anderson.

19, Thomas Law and Margaret Russell had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Law, David Turnbull, Thomas Stevinson.

23, James Browne and Margaret George had Andro; witnesses, Andro Smyth, Robert Stanehous, younger, Andro Russell.

23, Duncan M'Allum and Helen Turnbull had Jonet; witnesses, Adam Brand, David Peacok, Adam Turnbull.

26, James Mackgill and Katherin Brown had William witnesses, Mr. William Oliphant, minister, James Mudie and George Stirk.

26, James Weyld and Issobell Creiche had Issobell; witnesses, Johne Weyld, Thomas Sands, Johne Dewar.

M. 2, Robert M'Craigh to Issobell Anderson.

2, Johne Don to Margaret Anderson.

7, William Blaikie to Margaret Hendene in the kirck of Innerkething.

9, James Dewar to Jonet Hunter in the kirck of Kikaldie.

9, James Mayne to Margaret Dewar.

9, Henrie Lowson to Grissell Anderson.

JULY.

B. 3, Andro Turnbull and Sara Dick had Grissell; witnesses, Henrie Mitchell, David Lindsay of Cavill and Robert Smeton.

3, William Primros and Jonet Johnstone had William; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, William and James Lason.
3. Duncan Clerk and Margaret Horne had Jonet; witnesses, Thomas Horne, Robert Bonar, Johne Wardlaw.

11. James Anderson and Christane Young had Harie; witnesses, William Marshall, James Anderson.

14. Johne Chrystie and Barbara Rae had William; witnesses, William Rae, Thomas Stevinson, George Chapman.


24. Robert Huton and Jonet Sanders had Margaret; witnesses, Peter Walker, provest, James Mudie and Johne Duncanson.

24. Johne Honyman and Bessie Mudie (in fornication) had Margaret; witnesses, William and Allan Mudies and George Walls.

31. Henrie Coventrie and Issobell Donald had Johne; witnesses, Johne Lason, Johne Donald, Johne Thomson.

31. James Marshall and Helen Faulds had Jonet; witnesses, David Lindsay, William Lason, William Hutton.

M. 5. Robert Stanehou to Issobell Broun.

5. Johne M'Kie to Helen Pope in the kirk of Torrie.

21. James Hunter to Katherine Sanders in the kirk of Torrie.


**AUGUST.**

B. 7. Unqle George Car and Jonet Duncane had Jonet; witnesses, Robert Russell, David Russell, William Huton and Adam Car, presenter of the childe.


11. Gilbert Young, an English soldier, and Margaret Simrell (in fornication) had Johne; witnesses, George Mudie, William Henderson, Johne Simrell, and Andre Mudie, presenter of the childe.

14. Arthure Robertson and Margaret Harvie had Elizabeth; witnesses, Peter Walker, Johne Turnbull and Robert Hutton and Robert Walwood.


21. David Peacok and Margaret M'Craich had Margaret; witnesses, Peter Hay of Naughtoun, William Turnbull, Adam Brand.


25. Peter Hay of Naughtoun and his Ladie, Dame Margaret Henderson, had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Henderson of ffordell, Thomas Bruce of Blairhall, Charles Menteith of Randfoord, and Robert Dempster of Pitliver.

25. David Huton and Issobell Lindsay had James; witnesses, James Lindsay, James Huton, Andro Huton.

28. George Chalmers and Margaret Walker had Alexander; witnesses, William and Mr. Thomas Walkers and Peter Walker.

28. Abram Giro and Grissell Anderson had Anna; witnesses, William Walker, Mr. Hew Montgomerie, and James Anderson, younger.

30. James Buchannan and Jonet Fotheringham had Issobell; witnesses, Robert Cunynghame, Henrie Coventrie, Johne Lason.
M. 5, William Thomson to Margaret Hendirson in the kirk of Dalgal[y].

5, Alexander Hammell to Annas Legat.

11, James Falkland to Jonet Anderson in Carnok.

11, Robert Stevinson to Margaret Phyllan.

16, William Anderson to Bessie Hendirson in Muckart.

18, Thomas Stevinson to Bessie Sands in Carnok.

18, Mr. Hew Montgomerie to Anna Colden in Kinross.

25, Johne Allane to Jonet Finla.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 4, Laurence Stevinson and Euphah Dick had Katherine; witnesses, Johne Stevinson, Laurence Stevinson, Johne Peirson.

6, William Wilson and Katherine Lowson had William; witnesses, William Wilson, elder, William Boyd, Laurence Watson.

11, Thomas Howie and Jonet Cunynghame had Margaret; witnesses, James Mudie, Andro Cunyngham, Thomas Elder.

18, Andro Potter and Jonet Paton had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Potters, elder and younger, Patrik Sanders.

18, Patrik Sanders and Anna Elder had Robert; witnesses, Johne Duncanson, Robert Huton, Harie Elder.

25, David Anderson had ane womanchilde and Issobell Anderson had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Scotland, Henrie Mitchell and David Burley, presenter of the childe.

25, Robert Currie and Margaret Inche had Agnes; witnesses, William Inche, Henrie Meldrum, James Fyg.

27, Johne Donaldson and Grissell Mather had Johne; witnesses, Johne Sanders, Johne Chrystie and Ninian Mather.

29, William Anderson and Katherine Wardlaw had George; witnesses, George Wardlaw, James Anderson, elder and young.

M. 1, Joseph Harwood to Nanse Hunnan.

6, Thomas Cochran to Jonet Stevinson.

8, Alexander Tailyeour to Katherin Malco[m].

22, Harie Blak to Nanse Peirson.

OCTOBER.

B. 2, Thomas Colen and Jonet Scotland had Margaret; witnesses, William Robertson, David Scotland, Robert Russell.

2, Andro Wilson and Bessie Peirson had Johne; witnesses, Johne Dewar, Johne Donaldson, Johne Fairlie.

2, James Boyd and Bessie Baverage had James; witnesses, Thomas Baverage, William Smert, Laurence Watson.

9, Johne Broun and Margaret Kay had Andro; witnesses, Andro Kay, David Broun, Andro Broun.

9, James Lindsay and Helene Currie had Andro; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Henrie Broun, Johne Lethem.


9, Henrie Davidson and Jonet Allan had Margaret; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Robert Stevinson and Andro Mayne.

9, William Currie and Margaret Mayne had James; witnesses, James Mayne, David Currie, Henrie Dowglas.

13, Andro Mitchell and Margaret Mitchell had Christian; witnesses, Alexander Bruce of Broomehall, David Mitchell and Mr. George Walker.

16, Patrick Drumond and Annas Hardie had Helene; witnesses, James Cunman, George Turnbull, James Buist.

16, Andro Rowe and Marie Lamb had Grissell; witnesses, James Mudie, Mr. George Walker, Robert Stirk.

23, Johne Hendirson and Margaret Watson had Grissell; witnesses, Laurence Watson, Thomas Horne, James Hendirson.
23, George Wilson and Helen M'Baith had Marie; witnesses, George Chapman, John Chystie, William Turnbull.
27, Andro Mawer and Jeane Wannan had Andro; witnesses, Andro Murdo, Robert Russell, Andro Cowe.
30, James Moyes and Katherine Broun had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Mudie, John Moyes, David Chystie.
30, Alexander Dunsyre and Katherine Brugh had Katherine; witnesses, William Smert, David Thomson, George Swintone.
30, Thomas Anderson and Nanse Yowan had William; witnesses, William Anderson, Robert Yowane and Johne Hunan.

M. 11, William Gray to Jonet Wright in the kirk of Innerkething.
11, Johne Honyman to Bessie Mudie.
21, William Donaldson to Issobell Malcom.
27, Johne Chystie to Christian Hendurson in the kirk off Abercorne.
27, Johne M'Crew to Katherin M'Queen.

NOVEMBER.
B. 3, Johne Moreis and Margaret Burnet had Elspet; witnesses, David Lindsay, William Moreis, Andro Turnbull.
3, Thomas Sands and Katherine Cunyne (in fornication) had Beatrix; witnesses, Johne Dewar, presenter of the childe and cationer for the said Thomas his satisfaction of the discipline of the kirk, Johne Anderson and Eduard Dowglas, younger.
6, James Wilson and Jonet Dick had Elizabath; witnesses, Johne Haliburton, James Legat, William Mercer.
6, Johne Cuisine and Issobell Huton had Bessie; witnesses, William Hutton, Robert Huton, James Cuisine.
6, Johne Hunnand and Katherine Yowan had Jonet; witnesses, Robert Yowan, Andro Hannan, William Mudie.
8, Johne Stanehous and Jonet Cunynghame had Nans; witnesses, James Wardlaw, Thomas Stanehous, Robert Stevinson.
8, Johne Weir and Eupham Kingorne had George; witnesses, Peter Hay of Naughton and George Hay, his sone, Robert Walwood and Johne Thomson.
13, William Baveradge and Issobell Brown had Issobell; witnesses, William Smert, Thomas Baveradge, George Wall.
13, Robert Chisley and Bessie Greg had Robert; witnesses, Robert Mudie, Allan Mudie, Andro Hall.
13, Patrik Legat and Issobell Stevinson had Bessie; witnesses, James Legat, Adam Stevinson, William Mudie.
13, Manse Malcom and Jonet M Lenochen had James; witnesses, Thomas Howie, James Daes, David Bad.
20, Andro Cunynghame and Margaret Turnbull had Bessie; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, George Turnbull, Andro Mayne.
20, Robert Shortus and Margaret Bad had Robert; witnesses, Robert Walwood, David Bad, Thomas Elder.
20, Robert Tailyeour and Issobell Hunter had Margaret; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Andro Mayne, Johne Bad.
22, Thomas Mitchell and Margaret Mudie had Robert; witnesses, James Legat, Mr. Robert Anderson, Andro Currie.
22, James Broun and Jonet Whitefoord had Jonet; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, Henrie Mitchell, Robert Scotland.
22, Johne Wilson and Margaret Watson had Jonet; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Johne Currie, Henrie Broun.
27, David Greive and Katherine Cunnan had James; witnesses, James Cunnan, James Bafour, Robert Barclay.
27, David Cunynghame and Elspet Fitt had Bessie; witnesses, Johne Kirkland, Thomas Howie, Patrik Hall.
29, David Anstie and Margaret Anderson had Sara; witnesses, David Mitchell, James Mitchell, Johne Cumyn.
DECEMBER.

B. 4, Adam Anderson and Katherine Gibbon had Elizabeth; witnesses, Robert Stevinson, James Anderson, James Gibbon.
8, William Garvie and Alison Hall had Robert; witnesses, Robert Jak, Andro Garlik, Adam Turnbull.
11, William Anderson and Issobell Anderson had Anna; witnesses, James Anderson, Johne Stirk, William Trotter.
11, David Walker and Katherine Ferguson had Issobell; witnesses, Johne Walker, William Legat, George Stirk.
11, Andro Kirk and Issobell Coventrie had Andro; witnesses, William Smert, William Baverage, Johne Clowe.
11, Alexander Innes and Margaret Thomson had Christian; witnesses, Thomas Baverage, William Broun, Gavin Edison.
13, Johne Hill and Marion Spens had Johne; witnesses, Johne Livingstone, James Watson, Robert Shortus.
15, James Futhie and Helen Auchinleck had James; witnesses, James Broun, Alexander Anderson, and James Richardson, presenter of the childe.
18, James Mudie and Grissell Espline had James; witnesses, Sir James Halket of Pitfirrane, James Clerk off Pittincrief and James Mudie, eldest.
18, William Walker, late provest, and Margaret Turnbull had Johne; witnesses, Johne Turnbull, Mr. Thomas Walker, Mr. George Walker.
18, Patick Johnstone and Jeane Dick had Harie; witnesses, Harie Rowan, Robert Anderson, Walter Sim.
25, George Watson and Margaret Dowe had George; witnesses, George Wardlaw, James Watson, Robert Shortus.
25, Patick M'Innes and Jonet Ker had George; witnesses, Robert Angus, George Angus, James Angus.
25, Johne Sandielands and Jeane Drysdaill had Elspet; witnesses, Harie Richardson, Duncan Clerk, William Gilkrist.
25, James Eason and Jeane Peacock had Margaret; witnesses, Peter Walker, Robert Walwood, George Chalmers.
27, Eduard Crowder, ane inglis soldier, and Marion Mitchell had William; witnesses, Alexander Innes, presenter of the childe, and William Anderson and James Rae.
29, George Ewin and Elspet Potter had Johne; witnesses, David Duncanson, James Imrie, Andro Robertson.

M. 1, William Hendirson to Mariorie Broun in the kirk of Torrie.
3, Johne Anderon to Margaret Mayne.
15, James Paterson to Margaret Bowe.
24, Andro Moreis to Elspet Horne.

JANUARY [1660].

B. 1, Archibald Robertson and Marion Hutson had Margaret; witnesses, William Smert, David Steward, Laurence Watson.
3, Robert Donald and Helene Baverage had Margaret; witnesses, James Baverage, Andro and James Donalds.
5, Johne Creiche and Issobell Dowglas had Andro; witnesses, Henrie Dowglas, James Broun, Eduard Dowglas.
8, James Bafour and Marion Bruce had Issobell; witnesses, William Walker, David Jerman, Robert Walwood.
8, James Murray and Jean George had James; witnesses, James Clerk of Pittincreiff, David Lindsay of Cavill, James Legat.
8, William Anderson and Margaret Anderson had Marion; witnesses, Mr. Robert Anderson, Arthure Robertson, Johne Weire.
8, Patrik Hall and Jean Purves had David; witnesses, David Purves, William Broun, Andro Hall.
8, Johne Anderson and Margaret McMorrie had Nanse; witnesses, Johne Hamilton, James Anderson, Patrik Law.
10, Richard Hendene and Issobell Horne had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Greives, elder and younger, and Laurence Walls.
15, George Walls and Margaret Smert had Nanse; witnesses, William Smert, William Dowglas, Archibald Honyman.
15, Thomas Williamson and Bessie Mayne had Margaret; witnesses, George Stirk, John Laurie, Johne Smyth.
15, James Peacock and Christian Alison had Johne; witnesses, Johne Park, Eduard Russell, George Wardlaw.
15, Harie Fairfax, ane inglis soldier, and Jonet Hoburn (in fornication) had Charles; witnesses, George Chalmers, Patrik Law, and James Richardson, presenter of the childe.
26, Thomas Donald and Nicolas Bairdner had Andro; witnesses, Andro and James Donalds and Robert Cunyghame.
26, Johne Hunter and Janet Murgane had James; witnesses, William Smert, Robert Russell, David Scotland.
29, Johne Dowgall and Margaret Elson had Johne; witnesses, Johne Elson, Johne Dalgleish, Johne Kirkland.
29, Richard Harrower and Annas Ramsay had Alexander; witnesses, Robert Haliburton, Johne Kinnor, Johne Gray.
29, Andrew Wardlaw and Issobell Murray had William; witnesses, James Anderson, William Dowglas, William Harla.
31, Andro Wilson and Issobell Lethem had Jonet; witnesses, Robert Cunyghame, William Lethem, Andro Wilson.
31, Alexander Arnot and Janet Gray had William; witnesses, William Robertson, Thomas Coien, William Scotland.

M. 5, Andro Broun to Margaret Stevinson.
12, Ninian Mather to Katherine Thomson.
31, Johne Fyg to Margaret Paterson.

FEBRUARY.

B. 2, William Robertson and Elizabeth Huttone had Issobell; witnesses, David Dewar of Lassodie, David Robertson, David Scotland.
2, George Hall and Margaret Dowglas had Robert; witnesses, Eduard Dowglas, David Dowglas, Henrie Wilson.
5, Johne Hutson and Jeanne Edison had Bessie; witnesses, Harie Rowan, Johne Wright, Johne Marshall.
10, Sir James Hallket of Pitfirran and his Ladie, Dame Anna Murray, had Robert; witnesses, Robert, Lord Colvill, Sir Harie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Sir George Preston of Valleyfield.
12, James Birnet and Katherine Angus had George; witnesses, David Scotland, William Robertson, Robert Russell.
12, Johne Weyld and Nanse Cunyghame had Nanse; witnesses, Henrie Meldrum, Johne Heart, Jerome Cowie.
12, Patrik Greem and Rachel Blaik had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Blaik, William Blaik, James Baverage.
21, Johne Allan and Jonet Ramsay had Barbara; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Johne Wilson, Robert Hog.
26, William Anderson and Elspet Anderson had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Stevinson, Laurence Stevinson, Henrie Davidson.
27, Thomas Rea and Helen Lason had Margaret; witnesses, David Currie, Henrie Dowglas, Johne Moreis.
28, William Clerk and Margaret Primros had William; witnesses, William Lason, Robert Scotland, David Lindsay.
29, David Maistertoun and Margaret Primros had Margaret; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Richard Maistertoun, David Allaster.

M. 2, David Gram to Issobell Keir.
9, James Cunnan to Elspet Kirk.
10, James Skinner to Margaret Bull.
16, Thomas Cullen to Margaret Mayne.
16, Johne Moreis to Nanse Lason.

MARCH.
B. 4, Peter Walker and Eupham Ged had Harie; witnesses, Sir Harie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Johne Hendirson of Fordell, James Clerk of Pittincreiff.
4, Patrik Walker and Elspet Blaiket had Johne; witnesses, Johne Hendirson of Fordell, Peter Walker, James Mudie.
4, Andro Cunynghame and Mariorie Burn had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Cunynghame, Thomas Howie, Adam Currie.
4, James Steill and Jonet Stevinson had James; witnesses, William Rowan, Robert Greive, Andro Cunynghame.
6, William Hadston and Annabel Blaiket had Margaret; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, James Broun, William Primros.
11, Johne Stevinson and Margaret Dick had James; witnesses, Robert Stevinson, James Anderson, William Mudie.
11, Robert Angus and Marion Buchanan had Johne; witnesses, Johne Dewar, William Angus, James Angus.
18, James Anderson and Barbara Russell had Robert; witnesses, Robert Walwood, James Anderson, Eduard Russell.
18, James Kinloch and Bessie Stevinson had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Mudie, Patrik Drumond, George Turnbull.
18, Thomas Heart and Katherine Marshell had Helen; witnesses, Robert Philip, Johne Currie, Johne Lethem.
18, Johne Clerk and Margaret Bains had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Tailyeour, William Mudie, Johne Couper.
18, David Young and Margaret Drysdale had James; witnesses, Johne Chrystie, Johne Roy and Robert Broun.
25, Alexander Duff and Jonet Philp had James; witnesses, James Mudie, Patrik Anderson, David Elder.
25, James Buist and Margaret Hardie had Bathia; witnesses, Johne Hendirson of Fordell, James Mudie, Peter Buist.

M. 6, Johne Reid to Margaret Forbes.

APRIL.
B. 1, James Fyff and Margaret Marshell had George; witnesses, George Chalmers, Robert Angus, William Huton.
1, Robert Pet and Bessie Philp had Jonet; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Eduard Russell, Robert Anderson.
8, David Anderson and Margaret Blak had Helene; witnesses, Walter Anderson, George Gatt, William M'Brek.
8, Walter Sim and Jonet Anderson had Marion; witnesses, Thomas Gairner, James Bafour, Robert Anderson.
8, David Duncanson and Margaret Paton had Johne; witnesses, Johne Hunnan, Johne and James Duncansons.
8, Abram Patrik and Marion Boyd had Robert; witnesses, Robert Patrik, Robert Huton, Laurence Watson.
8, James Stevinson and Margaret Anderson had Margaret; witnesses, William Anderson, James Anderson, James Huton.
12, Johne Henrieson, Laird of fiordell, and his ladie, Margaret Hamilton had Johne; witnesses, Thomas Bruce of Blairhall, Johne Scot of Spensirfield, Robert Dempster of Pitliver, Peter Hay of Naughton.
15, Johne Drummond and Bessie Wardlaw had Katherine; witnesses, Robert Stevinson, Johne Stevinson, Robert Colyear, George Walls.
15, Andro Scotland and Margaret Moreis had Margaret; witnesses, William Walker, Johne Turnbull, William Smert.
24, Thomas Douglass and Bessie Marie had David; witnesses, Eduard Douglass, David Douglass, Adam Murie.
26, Alexander Reddie and Rachel Chrystie had David; witnesses, David Flokart, Johne Chrystie, elder and younger, and Alexander Anderson, presenter of the child.

M. 5, James Douglass to Jonet Mudie.
25, Johne Cunynghame to Elspet Cant.
26, Johne Bellooks to Elspet Robertson.
26, William Cunynghame to Margaret Gotterstoun.

MAY.

B. 1, Robert Burn and Jonet Sharp had Anna; witnesses, Henrie Douglass, Andro Mitchell, David Currie.
6, Andro Flokart and Issobell Pet had Bessie; witnesses, Adam Turnbull, David Flokart, William Flokart.
6, Robert Lason and Jonet Drysdale had Margaret; witnesses, William Lason, James Lason and William Anderson.
6, Johne Dyks and Christian Reddie had Marion; witnesses, Robert Moreis, Harie Moreis, Johne Meyes.
10, Thomas Hoburne and Bessie Dick had Christan; witnesses, Eduard Overwhite, Robert Lethem, William Wilson.
James Bountorne hade ane manchild borne to him of his wyf Nansie Lawrie upon the 6 day betwixt 6 and 7 hours at nyt. Baptized and called James upon the 13 day; witnesses, Johne Lawrie, Robert Huton, Harie Elder.
13, Adam Turnbull and Jonet Mitchell had Margaret; witnesses, Peter Hay of Naughton, William Walker, Andro Mitchell.
13, Thomas Thomaseson and Margaret Anderson had Jonet; witnesses, William and Johne Anderson, David Bad.
20, David Chrystie and Jonet Marshall had Nansie; witnesses, Robert Mudie, David Scotland, James Moyes.
20, Johne Wardlaw and Margaret Moreis had Patrik; witnesses, Patrik Hunter, Patrik Inglis, Harie Moreis.
20, George Turnbull and Margaret Kellok had Nansie; witnesses, James Cunnan, Robert Kellok, Robert Stanebous.
20, Eduard Rutherfoord and Margaret Graem had Charles; witnesses Charles Grehm, James Anderson, George Currie.
20, David M'Baith and Bessie Robertson had James; witnesses, Andro Cunyhame in Stane, Andro Cunynghame in Prymros, and George Wilson in Gatesyd.
24, David Haigie and Margaret Rainy had David; witnesses, Johne Mackie, Henrie Mitchell, William Hutton.
27, William Lason and Elspet Chrystie had William; witnesses, Andro Mayne, William Lethem, Thomas Howie.
27, Laurence Walls and Margaret Grieve had twins, Johne and Christan; witnesses, Johne Greive, elder and younger, Johne Haswell, William Hutton.

M. 8, George Turnbull to Jonet Cowie.
31, Adam Currie to Geills Anderson.
31, James Douglass to Marie Faulds.
31, John Myllar to Eupham McNer.
JUNE.

B. 3, Mr. Thomas Walker and Nans Gibson had Nans; witnesses, William Walker, Mr. George Walker, Adam Anderson.
3, Eduard Dowglas and Jonet Anderson had Margaret; witnesses, Eduard Dowglas, Henrie Dowglas, David Jerman.
3, James Moyes and Elspet Blaiky had Rachel; witnesses, William Henderson, David Dewar, Johne Cunynghame.
5, James Lyell and Margaret Cowie had George; witnesses, David Anderson, William M’Brek, George Gatt.
10, Andro Mudie and Issobell Mudie had Helen; witnesses, Robert Henderson, George Mudie, Andro Mayne.
10, William Blaiky and Margaret Henden had Henrie; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Henrie Davidson, Johne Chrystie.
17, William Huton and Jean Chrystie had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Huton, Robert Russell, David Scotland.
24, John Robert Heart and Helene Pope had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Mackie, elder, Johne Wilson, Johne Baverage.

M. 14, Andro Wilson to Grissell Dewar in the kirk of Baith.
14, Harie Anderson to Elspet Stanehous.
28, James Littlejohn to Margaret White.
28, William Ferguson to Margaret Mitchell.
28, James Huton to Elizabeth Eadie in the kirk of Carno[k].

JULY.

B. 1, David Lindsay and Katherine Malloche had Anna; witnesses, Robert Downes of Pitliver, Hew Mackgill, James Mudie, David Mitchell.
1, Henrie Mitchell and Grissell Lindsay had Alison; witnesses, Mr. George Walker, David Currie, Henrie Dowglas.
1, William Legat and Helen Kent had James; witnesses, James Legat, James M’Gill, James Simson.
1, James Huton and Christian Livingston had James; witnesses, Peter Walker, William Smert, James Huton, elder.
1, Johne Broun and Margaret Wilson had Robert; witnesses, James Mudie, James Wilson, James Anderson.
3, Robert Dewar and Margaret Andro had Issobell; witnesses, David Murray, Andro Johnston, Johne Moore.
8, William Gray and Jonet Wright had Elspet; witnesses, Andro Donaldson, Andro Cunynghame, David Elder.
12, James Trotter and Elspet Young had Elspet; witnesses, William Nicoll, James Anderson, Laurence Trotter.
15, Thomas Stevinson and Bessie Sands had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Stevinson, James Mudie, Andro Chrystie.
15, William Turnbull and Jeane Dowglas had Alison; witnesses, Mr. David Douglas, David Currie, Johne Turnbull.
15, David Marshell and Annas Malcom had Johne; witnesses, Johne Thomson, Johne Dalgleish, Johne Cunynghame.
24, Johne Eadison and Margaret Falkland had James; witnesses, James Falkland, William Lason, Johne Lason.
26, Robert Heart and Jonet Henden had Jonet; witnesses, William Blaiky, Robert Barclay, William Cunnan.
26, Johne Hunter and Margaret Burn had David; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Robert Tailyeour, Patrik Hall.
25, Johne Clerk and Margaret Aikin had Marie; witnesses, Archibald Aiton, Johne Hamilton, Alexander Anderson.
27, Johne Anderson and Margaret Mayne had Jonet; witnesses, James Anderson, Johne Mayne, William Anderson.

M. 6, Jerome Cowie to Helen Smert.
10, Johne Steward to Bessie Lugton.
17, David Cunynghame to Jonet Kirk.
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17, William Smert to Christian Coventrie.
19, Charles Graem to Issobell Harla.
26, Johne Broun to Jonet Gray in Carnok.

AUGUST.

B. 5, Robert Sharp and Elizabeth Porteous had Harie; witnesses, Sir Harie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, James Mudie, Harie Elder.
7, Johne Glasse and Issobell Tosheoche had Andro; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Eduard Russell, Robert Anderson.
7, Andro Workman and Elspet Ewin had Alexander; witnesses, Johne Haliburton of Garvok, Robert and Mr. Alexander Haliburtons, his sones, and Mr. George Walker.
12, Thomas Dryesdaill and Katherine Seton had Katherine; witnesses, William Walker, late provest, Johne Turnbull, Deane of Gild, James Anderson, elder, litter.
12, Joseph Harwood and Nans Hunnan had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Huanae, presenter of the childe, Johne Hamilton, Alexander Bone.
14, Robert Stanesous and Bessie Huton had Jonet; witnesses, Robert Stanesous in Maistertoun, Johne Cusine, James Brown, Robert Huton.
19, Andro Spear and Elspet Matheson had Andro; witnesses, James Cunnan, Robert Wardlaw, Johne Mudie.
19, Johne Dowgall and Margaret Young had William; witnesses, William Mudie, William Meldrum, Johne Stirck.
19, Johne Simrell and Bessie Stevenson had James; witnesses, James Mudie, Andro Mudie, Thomas Stevinson, James Simrell.
19, Johne Honynman and Bessie Mudie had Nanss; witnesses, George Walls, William Mudie, Allan Mudie.
23, William Reid and Grissell Kirk had Issobell; witnesses, James Mudie, maltman, presenter of the childe, James Wilson, Thomas Tod, Peter Buist.
26, William Donaldson and Issobell Malcom had William; witnesses, William Walker, William Mercer, William Gotterston.
26, Alexander Hammell and Annas Legat had Margaret; witnesses, William Legat, James Legat, James Makgill.

M. 7, Thomas Hutson to Elspet Austie.
23, Johne Peirson to Elspet Duff.
28, Robert Fisher to Margaret Adam.
30, David Fairgie to Jonet Coventry.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 2, Samuel Denholme and Bessie Alison had Robert; witnesses, Peter Walker, William Walker, David Jerman.
2, James Alexander and Bessie Spens had Issobell; witnesses, Patrik Legat, James Hendirson, Johne Watson.
2, James Mayne and Margaret Dewar had Andro; witnesses, Andro Mayne, David Flockart, Johne Mayne.
2, Johne Wanderston and Issobell Leslie had Johne; witnesses, Johne Mackie, William Huton, Henrie Mitchell.
9, Henrie Dowglas and Katherine Brand had Margaret; witnesses, David Mitchell, Andro Mitchell, David Currie.
9, James Turnbull and Jonet Dryesdaill had David; witnesses, David Dryesdaill, David Peacock, Duncan M'Allum.
16, James Robertson and Marion Grieve had Henrie; witnesses, David Lindsay, Henrie Mitchell, James Broun.
16, William Maitlane and Mariorie Myllar had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Elder, Eduard Overwhite, Johne Burley.
16, Johne Ritchie and Margaret Conquergood had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Conquergood, Andro Mayne, Adam Murie.

23, Archibald Aiton and Marie Hamilton had Katherin; witnesses, James Anderson, elder and younger, Harie Elder.

23, William Purdie and Margaret Dowe had William; witnesses, William Smert, Johne Colyear, Johne Belfrage.

23, Robert Ritchie and Margaret Davidson had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Horne, Laurence Stevinson, Johne Elson.

24, William Potter and Jeane Elder had William; witnesses, David Murray, Robert Colyear, William Boyd.

30, James Falkland and Jonet Anderson had Issobell; witnesses, George Turnbull, Johne Lason, William Lason.

30, James Fyg and Nans Dalgleish had William; witnesses, George Turnbull, William Smert, William Dalgleish.

30, Johne Aikin and Elspet Spens had William; witnesses, William Mudie, David Turnbull, Johne Potter.

M. 11, Johne Currie to Helen Livingston in Carnok.

27, Andro Hannan to Grisell Boyd.

OCTOBER.

B. 7, James Broun and Jonet Meldrum had Jonet; witnesses, James Makgill, Henrie Meldrum, Andro Broun.

7, Johne Burn and Christian Heriot had Jonet; witnesses, Andro Burn, Patrik Hall, George Mudie.

11, Henrie Wilson and Margaret Lindsay had Nanss; witnesses, Eduard Dowglas, James Peirson, Johne Dewar.

14, Andro Broun and Margaret Stevinson had David; witnesses, David Broun, David Flokhart and Johne Broun.

14, James Hew and Jonet Anderson had James; witnesses, Adam Currie, Robert Anderson, William Fargie.

14, Robert Phlp and Issobell Cunynghame had Christian; witnesses, Johne Cunynghame, Andro Wilson, Johne Lethem.

21, George Gatt and Helen Gray had Margaret; witnesses, William Young, David Murray, David Anderson.


21, Johne M'Grew and Katherine M'Queen had George; witnesses, Peter Walker, George Chalmers, William Keir.

28, Johne Potter and Elspet Mufflon had Elspet; witnesses, Johne Haliburton of Garvok, Robert and Mr. Alexander Haliburtons, James Legat.

28, James Smyllum and Grisell Bryce had Robert; witnesses, William Nicoll, Robert Donald, James Anderson.

M. 4, Robert Dowglas to Jonet Eizet.

12, Thomas Spens to Jonet Culros.

16, Johne Weir to Jonet Hamilton.

25, Johne Turnbull to Anna Linton in the kirk of Logie.

NOVEMBER.

B. 4, Johne Dewar and Alison Anderson had Jonet; witnesses, Eduard Dowglas, Andro Wilson, Henrie Wilson.

4, Thomas Stevinson and Alison Dowglas had Henrie; witnesses, Henrie Dowglas, David Currie, William Dowglas.

6, David Bell and Jonet Walker had Geilles; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Andro Mudie, Henrie Davidson.

6, Robert Dowglas and Elspet Peirson had Christian; witnesses, Robert Cant, James Dowglas, Andro Wilson.
8, Mr. George Walker and Jonet Mitchell had Katherine; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, Johne Turnbull, Johne Mackie.

11, Laurence Anderson and Jonet M'Binny had Nans; witnesses, Robert Cunynghame, James Anderson, William Inglis, Andro Donald.

11, Thomas Beane and Katherine Walker had Helen; witnesses, Alexander Beane, elder, Patrik Walker, Thomas Davidson.

18, William Gray and Elspet Anderson had Elspet; witnesses, James Anderson, presenter of the childe, Adam Anderson and David Anderson.

18, William Keir and Margaret Bad had Helen; witnesses, Johne Duncanson, Andro Hall, Alexander Beane, elder.


22, Johne Drummond and Katherine Reaburn had Helen; witnesses, William Walker, provest, David Jerman, Johne Turnbull.

25, Johne Hadston and Issobell Pringle had Issobell; witnesses, James Hadston, James Anderson, William Anderson.

M. 1, Robert Barclay to Jonet Richieson.

1, William Reid to Jeane Fotheringhame.

16, James Wilson to Jonet Hirdman.

20, Johne Pullous to Margaret Inglis.

20, Gilbert Young to Margaret Simrell.

22, James Hakston to Katherine Yewin.

29, Johne Smyth to Jonet Stirk.

29, David Robertson to Margaret Robertson.

DECEMBER.

B. 2, Andro Moreis and Elspet Horne had Harie; witnesses, William Wallwood, Eduard Russell, James Anderson.

4, Laurence Thomson and Eupham Mather had Laurence; witnesses,

9, Alexander Anderson and Jonet Chrystie had Agnes; witnesses, William Anderson, Patrik Anderson, Johne Chrystie.


13, Adam Anderson and Katherine Gibbon had Agnes; witnesses, Mr. James Walker, James Gibbon, James Anderson.

13, Johne Dewar and Margaret Brand had Margaret; witnesses, James Wardlaw, William Huton, James Donaldson.

13, Johne Arkie and Elspet Watson had Bessie; witnesses, Johne Harrower, James Arkie, George Lindsay.

16, Andro Garlik and Mariorie Williamson had Bessie; witnesses, Johne Broun, Thomas Williamson, Alexander Inglis.

16, Alexander Wilson and Elspet Russell had Issobell; witnesses, James Juncason, Johne Wilson, James Wilson.

23, Patrik Hunter and Jonet Gray had Johne; witnesses, Johne Dewar, James Baverage, Thomas Gainer.

23, David Drydsaill and Elspet Wilson had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Wilson, Eduard Rutherfoord, Andro Wilson.

27, Johne Willoks and Margaret Broun had Margaret; witnesses, Andro Donald, Robert Cunynghame, Adam Wilson.

30, David Burley and Jonet Anderson had Helen; witnesses, William Anderson, James Huton, James Drydsaill.

M. 1, Johne Richard[son] to Jonet Strang.

20, Robert Peirson to Elspet Mudie.

20, James Anderson to Margaret Strachan.
JANUARY [1661.]

B. 10, William Gottleston and Christian Strang had twins, the one David and the other Robert; witnesses, David Colvill, Robert Stirk, James Marshell, William Mudie, James Mudie and Robert Peirson.

10, William Ross and Elspet Dempstirton (in fornication) had James; witnesses, Johne Weir, David Peacok, and James Bontorne, presenter of the childe.

13, Thomas Anderson and Agnes Yowan had Christian; witnesses, Robert Yowan, William Anderson, Patrik Hall.

13, William Hendirson and Mariorie Broun had Jonet; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Andro Mudie, Johne Broun.

15, Andro Kirk and Issobell Coventrie had Robert; witnesses, Robert Walwood, Robert Lason, Henrie Coventrie.

10, Johne Walker and Jean Gowans had James; witnesses, James Legat, George Stirk, Johne Wright.

20, Johne Alexander and Margaret Spens had Johne; witnesses, William Mudie, Johne Duncanson, Robert Peirson.

20, James Marshell and Elspet Moreis had Elspet; witnesses, Johne Moreis, Eduard Douglass, Donald Buchannan.

22, Johne Watson and Helen Nicoll had Laurence; witnesses, William Walker, Mr. Thomas Walker, Laurence Watson.

24, Robert Shortus and Bessie Strachan had Johne; witnesses, Johne Cunynghame, Johne Strachan, Johne Smyth.

27, James Durhame and Geilla Livingston had Johne; witnesses, Johne, James and David Duncansons, William Keir.

27, Andro Peacok and Katherine Walker had Robert; witnesses, Robert Donald, Robert Cunynghame, Robert Lason, Henry Coventrie.

31, William Anderson and Elspet Anderson had Issobell; witnesses, David Burley, David Anderson, William Walker.

M. 1, William Smert to Eupham Walls.

17, Robert Steward to Jonet Broun.

FEBRUARY.

B. 3, Thomas Rosse and Christian Robertson had Elspet; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Johne Simrell, Andro Burn.

5, James Marshell and Helen Faulds had William; witnesses, David Lindsay, William Lason, William Huton.

7, Robert Anderson and Katherine Smyth had Katherine; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Eduard Russell, Andro Smyth.

10, William Ivat and Jeane Anderson had Robert; witnesses, Robert Anderson, Adam Anderson, Harie Elder, Johne Wright.

14, William Lason and Nanss Norie had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Lason, Johne Norie, James Smyth.

17, Patrik Anderson and Bessie Mudie had Patrik; witnesses, William Anderson, James Mudie, Robert Kirk.

17, James Faterson and Margaret Bowe had Margaret; witnesses, Henrie Mitchell, Robert Scotland, James Mitchell.

17, William Cunynghame and Elspet Walker had Marion; witnesses, George Chalmers, Jerome Cowie, Thomas Horne.

19, Robert Stevinson and Margaret Phillane had Elizabeth; witnesses, William Walker, Adam Anderson, Harie Elder.

24, William Robertson and Christian Bowie had Mariorie; witnesses, Thomas Howie, Andro Turnbull, Johne Huton.

26, Robert Lason and Margaret Coventrie had Johne; witnesses, Johne Lason, Johne Harrower, Johne Thomson.

26, Thomas Sands and Issobell Weyd had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Weyd, Andro Anderson, Eduard Russell.

28, Thomas Elder and Issobell Simson had Harie; witnesses, Sir Harie Wardlaw of Pitceavie, Peter Hay of Naughton, Harie Wardlaw, Harie Wardlaw, Harie Wardlaw.
of Pitreavie, Patrik Sanders, William Broun, Harie Elder and Johne Mackie.

28, Patrik Sanders and Anna Elder had Harie; witnesses, Sir Harie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Thomas Elder, Johne Duncanson, Harie Elder, Robert Huton, Johne Mackie.

28, Johne Barker and Issobell Clerk had James; witnesses, James Imrie, David Duncanson, Robert Bonar.

M. 5, James Paterson to Issobell Fergus.

26, Alexander Walls to Bessie Huton.

27, Robert Baird to Margaret Walwood.

MARCH.

B. 3, William Cunnan and Elspet Hutson had James; witnesses, James Cunnan, James Stevinson, James Hutson.

3, James Murgan and Issobell Alshunder had Issobell; witnesses, Robert, Walwood, William Smert, Johne Alshunder.

3, Johne Belloks and Elspet Robertson had Jonet; witnesses, Robert Burn, Andro Wilson, Thomas Dowglas.

3, William Hall and Margaret Brand had Harie; witnesses, Sir Harie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Robert Colyear, David Cunynghame.

7, William Penman and Lillas Kedglie had Margaret; witnesses, David Turnbull, Andro Wilson, Patrik Kedglie.

10, Johne Hamilton and Bessie Anderson had Charles; witnesses, Mr. Hew Montgomerie, James Anderson, Robert Huton.

10, Johne Donald and Helen Reddie had Jonet; witnesses, Andro Donald, James Donald, Robert Donald.

10, Johne Wilson and Katherine Philip had Margaret; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Thomas Philip, Thomas Wilson.

12, Johne Cunynghame and Elspet Cant had Johne; witnesses, George Walls, Johne Creich, Johne Lason.

12, Johne Myllar and Euphamie M'Nere had David; witnesses, David Erskene, Lord Cardross, George Turnbull, David Robertson and Johne Pedge.

17, Robert Stirk and Jonet Mudie had Margaret; witnesses, James Mudie, George Stirk, William Gortterstone.

17, Robert M'Gregor and Katherine Vasse had Johne; witnesses, Johne Colyear, Johne Bavarge, Johne Reid.

19, Robert Mather and Jonet Beany (in fornication) had James; witnesses, Robert Honyman, presenter of the child, Archibald and Alexander Honymans.

21, William Primros and Jonet Johnston had Peter; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, Henrie Mitchell, Robert Scotland.

21, James Dowglas and Marie Faulds had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Faulds, Henrie Dowglas, Eduard Dowglas.

21, James Murgan and Jonet Inglis had James; witnesses, James Donaldson, Johne Dewar, Johne Greive.

24, Johne Gray and Margaret Law had Elspet; witnesses, Robert Colyear, Johne Stevinson, Thomas Law.

24, Robert Fisher and Margaret Adam had Helene; witnesses, George Turnbull, George Walls, George Stirk.

28, Johne Mackie and Margaret Elder had Anna; witnesses, Robert Huton, Patrik Sanders, Harie Elder.

28, William Huton and Jeane Ker had Marie; witnesses, Mr. James Huton, James Marshell, Henrie Mitchell.

28, George Wilson and Helene M'Baith had David; witnesses, George Chapman, David Jerman, William Turnbull.

28, James Cunnan and Elspet Kirk had Katherine; witnesses, Henri Dowglas, David Currie, Robert Drysdale.

31, William Dowglas and Mariirie Stevinson had Elspet; witnesses, Thomas Stevinson, David German, George Walls.
31, Robert Cowston and Eupham Scott had Jonet; witnesses, James Broun, James Robertson, William Hadston.
31, James Myyne and Jonet Myllar had John; witnesses, Robert Angus, Johne Dewar, William Rowan.

M. 5, Archibald M'Craith[h] to Geills Walker.
14, Johne Watson to Jonet Couper.

APRIL.
7, Jerome Cowie and Helen Smert had Helen; witnesses, Adam Anderson, William Smert, Johne Thomson.
7, William M'Craith and Bessie Anderson had William; witnesses, William Huton, James Imrie, Henrie Anderson.
14, William Inch and Jonet Marshell had Margaret; witnesses, William Inch, elder, George Walls, Henrie Meldrum.
14, Robert Duncan and Bessie Cunynghame had Issobell; witnesses, Johne Anderson, William Lethem, Robert Cunynghame.
14, Alexander Scotland and Marriecie White had Johne; witnesses, William Mudie, Johne Stanehous, James Broun.
21, William Purves and Issobell Broun had David; witnesses, David Broun, Patrik Hall, George Brown.
21, James Allane and Jonet Moreis had Patrik; witnesses, Patrik Moreis, Robert Shortus, Johne Livingstone, James Murgane.
23, James Eason and Jeane Peacok had James; witnesses, Peter Walker, Mr. Thomas Walker, Robert Walwood.
25, Johne Lason and Nanss Sanders had Johne; witnesses, Johne Lason, Robert Lason, William Lason.
28, Johne Ker and Jonet Myllar had Johne; witnesses, Thomas Horne, Johne Don, James Legat.
28, Johne Clow and Beatrix Bennet had William; witnesses, William Smert, William Belfrage, William Harla.

M. 9, Thomas Burley to Jonet Hodge.
11, Johne Clerk to Anna Primros.
16, George Scotland[d] to Christian Russell.
18, William Daike[rs] to Christian Traill.
23, Robert Thomson to Elspet Dewar.

MAY.
B. 5, James Kellok and Issobell Watson had James; witnesses, James Kinyvnmont of that ilk, Robert Huton, James Legat.
5, Laurence Walker and Jean Rea had Helene; witnesses, Laurence Watson, Johne Duncanson, George Walls.
5, Duncan M'Allum and Helen Turnbull had Adam; witnesses, Adam Turnbull, Adam Brand, William Turnbull.
14, Thomas Hutson and Elspet Austie had Margaret; witnesses, David Mitchell, David Austie, Henrie Coventrie.
16, Robert Drysdale and Alison Dowglas had Katherine; witnesses, Henrie Dowglas, James Dowglas, Johne Drysdale.
19, Charles Grem and Issobell Harla had Harie; witnesses, Sir Harie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Adam Anderson, William Harla.
19, Johne Huton and Jonet Howie had David; witnesses, David Bad, David Marshell, David Cunynghame.
21, William Rowan and Margaret Allan had Margaret; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Thomas Baveridge, Johne Rowan.
21, Robert Bowie and Grissell Anderson had Elspet; witnesses, John Donald, George Walls, James Mudie.
26, Johne Anderson and Margaret Anderson had William; witnesses, William Anderson, Walter Anderson, George Turnbull.
26, James Sands and Bessie Touchie had Issobell; witnesses, Johne Creich, William Cosc, Robert Hunter.
30, Harie Anderson and Elspet Stanehouse had Jeane; witnesses, Johne Stanehouse, Johne Anderson, Andro Smyth.

M. 16, James Bryce to Jonet Allaster.

JUNE.

B. 2, Andro Hannan and Grissell Boyd had Anna; witnesses, Patrik Sanders, John Hamilton, John Hunnan.
6, James Peirson and Margaret Peacock had Jonet; witnesses [torn away till at foot of page] (Turn), [null?], James Wilson.
16, Robert Peirson and Elspet Mudie had Nans; witnesses, William Mudie, Henrie Peirson, William Gutterstoun.
16, Johne Sim and Margaret Huton had Jonet; witnesses, James Mudie, maltman, John Buist, Johne Dowgall.
20, Henrie Peirson and Helen Wilson had Margaret; witnesses, William Lethem, Andro Wilson, William Hendirson.
20, Johne Strachan and Katherine Mather had Johne; witnesses, John Duncanson, Johnn Strachane, Robert Shortus.
23, James Mudie had ane womanchild beorne to him of his wyf Grissell Espline upon the 15 day about 2 efternoone, baptised on the 25 day and called Margaret; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, James Clerk of Pittincreiff, James Mudie, elder.
23, George Anderson and Jonet Rutherfoord had Margarett; witnesses, Eduart Rutherfoord, Andro Wilson, William Wilson.
27, Andro Currie and Nanss Gresnlay had Johne; witnesses, George Turnbull, William M'Brek, Andro Johnstown.
27, George Dunysyre and Jonet Scot had George; witnesses, George Swinton, George Wardlaw, William Drylay.
27, William Strachan and Jonet Allane had Robert; witnesses, George Stirk, Robert Stirk.
30, James Anderson and Nauss Drysdaill had James; witnesses, Thomas Drysdaill, Johne Hamilton, Johne Wright.

M. 4, James Fyff to Katherin Eduan[d] in the kirk of Dalgatie.
4, James Wilson to Margaret M'Brek.
6, Peter Currour to Barbara Hendirson.
11, Robert Anderson and Katherine Cuman.
28, William Mercer to Elspet Kellok.

JULY.

B. 4, Johne Marshell and Helen Greg had Nauss; witnesses, Robert Mudie, James Dewar, Thomas Philip.
4, Johne Weir and Jonet Hamilton had Johne; witnesses, Johne Turnbull, David Jerman, Johne Thomison.
7, Laurence Goodall and Jeane Coburn had Laurence; witnesses, Robert Dowglas, David Jerman, Alexander Anderson.
11, David Peacock and Margaret M'Craith had Marie; witnesses, Peter Hay of Naughton, James Huton, William Turnbull.
11, Christopher Brian, ane inglish soldier, and Elspet Matheson in adulterie had Elspet; witnesses, Andro Turnbull, Robert Bull, and William Wilson, presenter of the childe.
14, Robert Hogan and Bessie Potter had David; witnesses, David Steward, Laurence Watson, Johne Potter.
16, Johne Burley and Christian Culros had Charles; witnesses, Charles Turnbull, James Anderson, Harie James.
21. Henrie Mitchell and Grissell Lindsay had David; witnesses, David Lindsay of Cavill, David Mitchel, Andro Mitchell, David Currie.
23. James Boyd and Bessie Belfrage had Johne; witnesses, Johne Duncan-son, Laurence Watson, Thomas Belfrage.

18. William Dowglas to Margaret Huton.
18. Adam Breadie to Jonet Meldrum.
25. James Lason to Issobell Robertson.

AUGUST.

4. Laurence Trotter and Jeane Hector had Andro; witnesses, James Hadston, James Anderson, James Trotter.
15. George Chalmers and Margaret Walker had Eupham; witnesses, Peter Walker, William Walker, Mr. Thomas Walker.
22. David Watson and Eupham Walls (in fornication) had George; witness-ess, James Kellok, presenter of the childe, George Walls, Patrik Sajanders. This childe was 9 weiks old or thereby before he was baptised.

M. 15. William Flokart to Issobell Mayne.
20. Robert Callendar to Helen Beatie.
27. Johne Dalgleish to Katherine Smyth.
29. Walter Potter to Jeane Buchannan.
29. Robert Currie to Jonet Cunynghame.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 1. James Bontorne and Nanss Lawrie had James; witnesses, James Clerk of Pittincreiff, Johne Lawrie, Robert Huton.
1. David Thomson and Jonet Peirson had William; witnesses, David Jerman, William Broun, Johne Peirson.
1. David Duncanson and Margaret Paton had William; witnesses, Johne Duncanson, James Duncanson, William Mudie.
1. James Brand and Margaret Forfar had Adam; witnesses, Adam Brand, William Mudie, Robert Peirson.
1. John Moreis and Margaret Birnet had James; witnesses, David Lindsay, James Browne, James Marshall.
8. William Ferguson and Margaret Mitchell had Andro; witnesses, Thomas and Andro Mitchells, David Currie.
15. William Reid and Jean Fotheringham had Margaret; witnesses, James Donald, Robert Cunynghame, Johne Harrower.
15. Johne Turnbull and Anna Linton had George; witnesses, George Turnbull, William Walker.
15, Johne Chrystie and Christian Hendirson had Henrie; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Johne Chrystie, Johne Hendirson.
15, Robert Bonzar and Jonet Horne had Helene; witnesses, Thomas Horne, William Legat, Duncan Clerk.
15, Walter Smyth and Annas Deas had Marion; witnesses, James Baveraige, David Peirson, Jonne Dewar.
22, William Currie and Margaret Mayne had Harie; witnesses, Sir Harie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, James Mayn, David Currie.
22, David Kairnes and Jonet Finlason had Helen; witnesses, James Legat, Robert Thomson, Patrik Legat.
24, Johne Turnbull and Katherine Mitchell had Margaret; witnesses, David Mitchell, William Walker, provest, and Mr. George Walker.
29, David Robertson and Margaret Robertson had David; witnesses, Robert Burn, Eduart Dowglas, Henrie Wilson.

M. 3, Harie Broun to Margaret Kingorne.
3, Adam Stevinson to Bessie Peirie.
12, Henrie Douglass to Issobel Angus.
12, George Watt to Jonet Cubrughe in Falkirk.

OCTOBER.

B. 6, Robert Lethem and Helen Scotland had William; witnesses, William Lethem, Johne Lethem, Andro Wilson.
6, George Gatt and Helen Gray had George; witnesses, David Anderson, presenter of the childe, Walter Anderson, William M'Brek.
6, George Walls and Margaret Smert had Margaret; witnesses, William Smert, David Steward, Alexander Smeton.
13, Johne Steward and Bessie Lugton had Margaret; witnesses, David Mitchell, James Mitchell, Robert Lugton.
13, William Meldrum and Eupham Steward had Margaret; witnesses, Adam Anderson, George Stirk, Michael Meldrum.
15, Mr. Hew Montgomrie had ane manchilde borne to him of his wyf Anna Colden upon the 5 day at xi hours at nyt. Baptized and called Robert on the 15 day; witnesses, Peter Hay of Naughton, James Clerk of Pittincreiff, William Walker, provest, Harie Elder, clerke.
20, Robert Walwood and Jeane Livingstone had Robert; witnesses, Robert Haliburton, Robert Walwood, Johne M'Ky.
20, James Wilson and Jonet Hirdman had James; witnesses, Johne and James Duncansons, Alexander Wilson.
20, Gilbert Young and Margaret Simrell had Jonet; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Andro Mudie, William Hendirson.
22, Andro Walwood and Helen Buist had Jonet; witnesses, David Turnbull, Peter Buist, David Robertson.
27, Thomas Pullons and Margaret Bairdner had George; witnesses, George Turnbull, Johne Anderson, Robert Bonar.
27, Johne Reid and Jonet Boyd had Robert; witnesses, Patrik Sanders, Johne Duncanson, James Boyd, Robert Stevinson.
29, Robert Bryce and Helen Anderson had James; witnesses, William Anderson, Walter Anderson, Andro Foster.

M. 24, Johne King to Margaret Trotter.
29, William Strachan to Helen Walker.

NOVEMBER.

B. 3, Mr. Thomas Walker, schoolmaister, and Nanss Gibbon had William; witnesses, William Walker, Mr. George Walker, Adam Anderson.
3, Robert Steward and Jonet Broun had Issobell; witnesses, George Broun, Andro Mayne, William Purves.
10, Johne Dick and Jonet Aikin had Katherine; witnesses, Robert Anderson, Walter Sim, Johne Henrie.
10, Andro Chrystie and Margaret Graem (in fornication) had David; witnesses, David Marshell, presenter of the childe, David Chrystie, and David Bad.
10, William Boyd and Marion Wallace had Grissell; witnesses, James Boyd, presenter of the childe, Andro Hannan, William Wilson.
12, Johne Reid and Margaret Forbes had Robert; witnesses, Johne Park, James Mitchell, Harie Richardson, James Bruce.
17, James Watson and Bessie Cook had Robert; witnesses, Robert Walwood, Harie Moreis, James Blak.
17, Alexander Innes and Margaret Thomson had Beatrix; witnesses, Robert Thomson, Johne Thomson, Johne Wright.
24, Thomas Stevinson and Bessie Sands had Patrik; witnesses, Thomas Stevinson, James Mudie, Andro Chrystie.
24, David Cunnynghame and Jonet Kirk had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Howie, Thomas Drysdale, Thomas Mitchell.
24, Archibald M'Craith and Geills Walker had Robert; witnesses, James Legat, Robert Will, Robert Anderson.
28, Peter Hay of Naughton and his Ladie, Dame Margaret Henderson, on the 22 day being a fryday about 3 hours in the morning, had Johne, Baptised on the said 28 day being the thursday therefor; witnesses, Johne Henderson of ffordell, William and James Hendirsons, his breether, and Johne Scot of Spensrsfield.

M. 7, Henrie Watson to Nans Duncan in Clakmannan.
14, Johne Lennox to Nans Beany.
28, Andro Moreis to Nans Mibie in AUCHTERDERAN.
28, Laurence Wilson to Helen Anderson.
28, David Blelloch to Margaret Westwater.
28, James Sim to Nans Lason.
28, Johne Spens to Issobell Walls.

DECEMBER.

B. 1, Johne Broun and Margaret Kay had Jonet; witnesses, David Broun, Andro Kay, Andro Broun.
1, William Wilson and KATHERIN LOWSON had Laurence; witnesses, Laurence Watson, Laurence Wilson, Andro Turnbull.
3, Harie Blak and Nans Peirson had Margaret; witnesses, William Robertson, William Scotland, Thomas Colin.
5, Andro Stevinson and Christiane Haigie had Johne; witnesses, Johne Stevinson, David Haigie, William Strachane.
5, James Lyell and Margaret Cowie had William; witnesses, William M'Brek, William Young, David Anderson.
8, Johne Livingston and Jonet Wood had Jeane; witnesses, Robert Walwood, Harie Moreis, James Black.
8, Johne M'Kenla and Jonet Reoch had David; witnesses, Harie Moreis, James Watson, George Watson.
8, Johne Dalgleish and Margaret Sandielands had Robert; witnesses, Robert Stanehous, Johne Thomson, Patrik Hall.
8, James Makgill and Katherin Broun had Thomas; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Mygill, William Legat, James Duncanson.
12, Henrie Lowson and Grissell Anderson had Margaret; witnesses, James Andersons, elder and younger, James Lowson.
15, James Brugh and Jonet Fyg had Elizabeth; witnesses, Harie Elder, James Fyg, Johne Clow.
22, Johne Anderson and Margaret Mayne had Johne; witnesses, Johne Mayne, Johne Chrystie, William Anderson, Johne Stanehous.
22, James Skinner and Margaret Bull had Barbara; witnesses, Peter Walker, Arthur Robertson, Johne Potter, James Legat.
22, Thomas Howie and Jonet Cunynghame had William; witnesses, William Walker, William Lason, William Cunynghame.
24, James Broun and Jonet Whitefoord had Elspet; witnesses, Henrie Mitchell, Robert Scotland, William Lethem.
29, David Donaldson and Helen Donaldson had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Chrystie, James and Andrew Donaldsons.
29, Johne Chrystie and Barbara Rae had Eupham; witnesses, George Chapman, George Swinton, Johne Watson.
29, William Anderson and Bessie Hendirson had Katherine; witnesses, William Anderson, Alexander Anderson, Robert Scotland.

M. 5, Alexander Cumyn to Jonet Steward.
10, William Myline to Grissell Alexander.
26, Henrie Myline to Elizabeth Peirson.

JANUARY [1662.]

B. 5, Thomas Stevinson and Alison Dowglas had Alison; witnesses, Henrie Dowglas, Thomas Stevinson, Johne Stevinson.
5, James Lindsay and Helen Currie had William; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Henrie Broun, Johne Lethem.
5, Johne Wilson and Margaret Watson had Jonet; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Johne Wilson, William Wilson.
14, William Gilkrist and Jonet Drysdale had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Anderson, Johne Dewar, James Wilson.
19, Andro Mitchel and Margaret Mitchell had David; witnesses, David Mitchell, Mr. David Dowglas, David Currie.
19, Johne Stevinson and Margaret Dick had Helen; witnesses, Robert Stevinson, William Mudie, Adam Anderson.
19, Thomas Colen and Jonet Scotland had Elspet; witnesses, William Robertson, George Scotland, William Scotland.
21, David Austie and Margaret Anderson had David; witnesses, David Mitchell, Robert Lughton, James Mitchell.
21, Johne Dewar and Katherine Dow had Marion, baptized in the kirk of Baitth; witnesses, James Dewar, David Dewar, Robert Mudie.
26, Johne Lindsay and Elspet Reid had Margaret; witnesses, James Lindsay, Harie Philp, James Imrie.
26, Andro Moreis and Elspet Horne had Nans; witnesses, Eduard Russell, Johne Goold, Andro Moreis.
26, William Broun and Elspet Hendirson had Bessie; witnesses, James Hendirson, David Broun, James Broun.
28, William Lethem and Jonet Wilson had William; witnesses, William Wilson, Thomas Wilson, James Lason.
30, Henrie Coventrie and Issobell Donald had Robert; witnesses, Rober Walwood, Robert Cunynghame, Robert Donald.

M. 7, Johne Sim to Issobell Car.
7, Johne M'Leish to Margaret Hutson.
14, William Alexander to Bessie Eadie in Carnok.
16, William Wilson to Sara Mitchell.
23, Johne Gibbon to Elspet Hirdman.

FEBRUARY.

B. 2, Johne Gray and Jonet Lindsay had Elizabeth; witnesses, Johne Hali-burton, James Lindsay, Patrik Broun.
9, Patrik Drummond and Annas Hardie had Elspet; witnesses, George Turnbull, Johne Drummond, James Buist.
16, James Angus and Helen Cunynghame had Marie; witnesses, William Huton, Robert Angus, William Cunynghame.
16, Johne Humph and Katherine Yowan had Johne; witnesses, Johne Hamilton, Johne Greive, Andro Hannan.
20, Andro Mawer and Jean Wannan had James; witnesses, Robert Russell, Andro Murdo, Thomas Horne.

M. 6, Andro Chrystie to Margaret Creich in Carnok.
11, Robert Smeton to Nans Moyes.
11, Robert Fyff to Bessie Hendirson.
20, Johne Smyth to Isobell Eadie in Carnok.
27, Thomas Falconer to Elspet Walker.
MARCH.

B. 2. Johne Graem and Margaret Bannatyne had Jeane; witnesses, George Wardlaw, William Kirk, James Tod.
9. Patrik McInnes and Jonet Car had Patrik; witnesses, William Huton, James Fyff, William Mc Craith.
9. James Buist and Margaret Hardie had Johne; witnesses, Johne Hendirson of Fordell, James Richardson, Peter Buist.
13. Robert Huton and Jonet Sanders had Harie; witnesses, Sir Harie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Harie Elder, Patrik Sanders.
16. Patrik Hall and Jeane Purves had Issobell; witnesses, William Purves, Andro Hall, George Mudie.
16. James Couper and Helen Chalmers had Katherine; witnesses, James Belfrage, Johne Dewar, David Peirson.
20. William Cusine and Christane Dewar (in fornication) had Johne; witnesses, Johne Cusine, Johne Dewar, Robert Huton.
23. Thomas Thomeson and Margaret Anderson had Johne; witnesses, Johne Anderson, Robert Cunynghame, David Bad.
30. David Bad and Jonet Anderson had Johne; witnesses, Johne Anderson, Johne Cunynghame, Andro Chrystie.

27. Harie Philp to Jonet Toward.

APRIL.

6. Richard Harrower and Annas Ramsay had Elizabeth; witnesses, Robert Haliburton, Johne Buist, George Broum.
6. George Hall and Margaret Dowglas had Robert; witnesses, Eduard Dowglas, David Dowglas, Johne Anderson.
6. Peter Curroure and Barbara Hendirson had Andro; witnesses, Andro Mayn, Andro Mudie, James Stevinson.
6. Duncan M'Eliopp and Jonet Mayne had Margaret, baptized in the kirk of Saline upon a testimonial from this kirk; witnesses, James Donaldson, Andro Donaldson, James Little John.
13. William Mercer and Elspet Kellock had James; witnesses, James Cunnan, Robert Kellock, Adam Anderson.
13. George Scotland and Christian Russell had Margaret; witnesses, David Scotland, Robert Russell, Robert Angus.
15. William Huton and Jeane Chrystie had William; witnesses, Robert Huton, Robert Russell, Robert Angus.
17. Adam Breadie and Jonet Meldrum had Johne; witnesses, Johne Chrystie, James Cunnan Johne Clow.
22. Johne Stanehouse and Jonet Cunynghame had Johne; witnesses, Thomas Stanehouse, Johne Hendirson, Johne Anderson.
22. Robert Lason and Margaret Coventrie had Jonet; witnesses, David Jerman, James Belfrage, James Richardson.
M.
3, John Fotheringham to Marion Whitefoord.
3, Robert Dewar to Issobell Alshunder.
15, Robert Baxter to Bessie Chapman.
15, William Drylay to Jonet Allan.

MAY.
1. Umquhile David Lindsay of Cavill and Katherine Malloch had Robert; witnesses, Robert, Lord Colvill, Sir James Halket, presenter of the childe, and John Mackie.
1. Robert Donald and Helen Belfrage had Issobell; witnesses, Andro Donald, James Donald and Henrie Coventrie.
4. Patrik Rowan and Janet Stanehous had Barbara; witnesses, John Stanehous, Robert Barclay, James Ballfour.
4. Johne Pullons and Margaret Inglis had Johne; witnesses, James Mudie, David Thomon, Johne Reid.
4. Robert Hog and Bessie Allan had Robert; witnesses, Johne Allan, Johne Broun, John Currie.
11. George Chapman and Margaret Clerk had Jonet; witnesses, Peter Hay of Naughton, William Drummond, Andro Chapman.
11. Mans Malcolm and Jonet M'lenochen had Issobell; witnesses, William Howie, Johne Huton, Johne Hunnan.
18. Walter Potter and Jeane Buchanan had James; witnesses, Sir James Halket of Pitfarran, John M'Ky, Johne Potter, Mr. George Walker.
18. James Lamb and Margaret Snert had Robert; witnesses, Robert Stirk, David Jerman, Andro Mayne.
18. Alexander Reid and Jonet Johnston had twins, Grissel and Jonet; witnesses, David Jerman, James Mudie, David Reid, Johne Thomson, George Stirk.
20. Euphame Hamilton, sometyme a servant in Dunfermline, having brought forth a child in the paroche of Largo the 8 of Marche last, which she confess was begotten heir in fornication with William Anderson, tailyour; and having givin one James Craig, indweller in Dunfermline, suretie that she should mak publict satisfaction quhen she shall be
requyred, The said James presented the child, which was baptized the 20 day of May instant and called James.


M. 1, William Cusine to Christian Dewar.


27, Alexander Young to Margaret Callender.

29, Robert Myllar to Jonet Wood.

31, Robert Dowy to Janet Tod in Kingorne.

JUNE.

B. 1, John Anderson and Margaret Anderson had Johne; witnesses, Adam Currie, Eduart Dowglas, elder, and Eduart Dowglas, younger.

1, William Douglas and Margaret Huton had Jonet; witnesses, James Anderson, Peter Buist, Johne Thomson.

1, William Garvie and Alison Hall had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Broun, Andro Garlik, Alexander Inglis.

1, Johne Walwood and Elspet Coventrie had Henrie; witnesses, James Legat, Robert Walwood, Henrie Coventrie.

5, Robert Pet and Bessie Philp had twinnes, Johne and Robert; witnesses, Eduart Russell, Patrik Broun, George Broun.

5, William Lason and Elspet Chrystie had Andro; witnesses, Andro Lason, Andro Chrystie, Andro Mayne.

8, Andro Rowe and Marie Lambe had Jonet; witnesses, James Mudie, Mr. George Walker, Robert Stirk.

8, Johne Goold and Elspet Cunynghame had James; witnesses, James Mudie, William Walwood, James Anderson.

8, David Fairgie and Jonet Coventrie had Christane; witnesses, Robert and William Walwoods and William Coventrie.

10, William Robertson and Elizabeth Huton had Margaret; witnesses, David Dewar of Lassodie, George Scotland, Robert Robertson.

12, William Walker had ane wamnochilde borne to him of his wyf Margaret Turnbull on the 3 day, and baptized the 12 day and called Anna; witnesses, Sir James Halkett of Pitfirran, Johne Hendirson of ffordell, and Mr. Thomas Walker.

12, David Dewar and Margaret Thomsone had Robert; witnesses, Robert Burn, David Peacok, James Dewar.

22, William Turnbull and Jeane Dowglas had David; witnesses, David Currie, Mr. David Dowglas, Henrie Douglass.

22, Thomas Thomsone and Bessie Mayne had Thomas; witnesses, Andro Garlik, James Broun and Johne Lawrie.

22, James Huton and Christan Livingstone had Jonet; witnesses, Peter Walker, Robert Walwood and James Huton.

22, David Bell and Jonet Walker had Johne; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Andro Mudie, Robert Stewart.

29, Robert Currie and Jonet Cunynghame had Jonet; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Harie James, Thomas Stevinson.

29, Walter Sim and Jonet Anderson had Robert; witnesses, James Balfour of Baith, Robert Anderson, Thomas Stevinson.

M. 17, Robert Anderson to Jeane Brand.

20, Mr. James Tailyeour to Bessie Turnbull.

JULY.

B. 6, William Anderson and Katherine Wardlaw had James; witnesses, Robert Russell, David Scotland and James Anderson.

6, James Fisher and Christan Russell had Barbara; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Johne Lethem, Robert Lethem.

6, Alexander Hammell and Annas Legat had William; witnesses, William and James Legats and Patrik Legat.
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6. David Chrystie and Issobell Mayne had Margaret; witnesses, Andro Chrystie, Johe and Andro Maynes.
6. George Watt and Jonet Cubrugh had Bessie; witnesses, George Turnbull, David Anderson and Walter Anderson.
8. Laurence Walls and Margaret Greive had Robert; witnesses, Johne Greive, elder, Johne Greive, younger, Robert Mudie.
20. Adam Anderson and Katherine Gibbon had Johne; witnesses, Robert Stevinson, James Anderson, Mr. Thomas Walker.
20. William Smert and Enpham Walls had Katherin; witnesses, Thomas Wilson, Thomas Elder, Robert Stevinson.
22. Adam Stevinson and Bessie Peirie had Magdalen; witnesses, Adam Stanehous, James Beveridge, Johne Dewar, Robert Mudie.
27. William Nicoll and Helen Mylne had Helen; witnesses, James Andersons, elder and younger, and James Hadston.
27. Johne King and Margaret Trotter had Robert; witnesses, James Trotter, Daniel Bryce and Johne Nicoll.
27. William Reid and Grissell Kirk had Marion; witnesses, Frances Broun, James Huton, James Mudie, Thomas Tod.

M. 1. James Anderson to Issobell Dewar in the kirk of Baith.
8. James Bower to Margaret Nicoll.
10. Andro Belfrage to Nans Smert.
10. Johne Arky to Elspet Bax[ ]
18. Mr. Thomas Dowglas to Margaret Kinynmont in Carnok.
24. William Walwood to Nans Huton in Carnok.

AUGUST.

B. 3. James Bryce and Katherine Bruce had James; witnesses, Johne Currie, Andro Johnston, Johne Broun.
3. Patrik Sanders and Anna Elder had Helen; witnesses, Johne Duncanson, Robert Huton, Johne Mackie.
10. David Anderson and Margaret Blak had David; witnesses, William Gray, Walter Anderson, William M'Breik.
17. Henrie Meldrum and Jonet Inch had Jonet; witnesses, George Walls, James Broun, William Inch.
17. Johne Hendirson and Margaret Watson had James; witnesses, James Hendirson, Laurence Watson, Thomas Horne.
24. Eduart Burt and Jonet Hadston had Jonet; witnesses, James Hadston, Johne Hadston, Laurence Trotter.
31. Harie Anderson and Elspet Stanehous had Johne; witnesses, Johne Stanehous, Robert Stanehous, Andro Smyth.
31. Johne M'Leish and Margaret Hutson had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Drysdaiill, Thomas Elder, Thomas Horne.

M. 5. William Mudie to Nans Bryce.
18. Adam Broun to Isobell Sim.
28. Eduart Dowglas to Margaret Shape in Sawline.
SEPTEMBER.

B. 7, Thomas Meldrum and Margaret Robertson had Margaret; witnesses, James Balfour, Peter Walker, James Buist.
14, James Balfour and Marion Bruce had Eunaph; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitregnvie, Peter [Hay? see infra, Oct. 26, i] of Naughton and James Mudie, land clerk.
14, Johne Dalgleish and Katherine Smyth had Margarett; witnesses, Johne Lawrie, Johne Dalgleish, James Bountorne.
14, Johne Blellok and Elspet Robertson had Margarett; witnesses, Robert Burn, David Robertson, Thomas Dowglas.
21, Robert Callendar and Helen Beatie had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Stanehous, Johne Anderson, James Anderson.
21, Johne Ker and Jonet Myllar had Anna; witnesses, James Legat, Johne Balfour, Johne Don, David Thomson.
21, Andro Broun and Margaret Stevinson had Patrik; witnesses, David Broun, Johne Broun, Thomas Stevinson.
21, Thomas Spens and Jonet Culros had Helen; witnesses, Johne Law, Johne Stevinson, Johne Aikin.
28, Johne Marshell and Margaret Anderson had Johne baptised in Carnok because of our minister's absence; witnesses, James Lowson, David Haigen, David Austie.
30, Johne Lennoks and Nans Beany had Margaret baptised in Torryburn because of our minister's absence; witnesses, Johne Harrower, Robert Cunynghame, Andro Donald.

M. 2, James Duncanson to Margarett Wilson.

OCTOBER.

B. 12, David Blellok and Margaret Westwater had Johne; witnesses, Adam Turnbulk, Thomas Mitchell, William Inglis.
12, Duncan Clerk and Margaret Horne had Duncan; witnesses, Thomas Horne, Johne Clerk, Robert Bonar.
12, Johne Dowgall and Margaret Elison had Katherine; witnesses, Johne Elison, Thomas Horne, Johne Neilson.
12, David Mayne and Margaret Peirson had James baptized in the kirk of Innerkething; witnesses, James Cunnan, James Balfour, James Paterson.
19, Thomas Drysdaill and Katherine Seton had twinne, Johne and Elizabeth; witnesses, Johne and James Anderson, Johne Haliburton, William Walker, Michael Seton of Dumbarrow.
26, Thomas Elder and Issobell Simson had Helen; witnesses, Johne Hendirson of Fordell, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitregnvie, James Clerk of Pittincreeff, Peter Hay of Naughton, Mr. Robert Kay, minister, Harie James.
26, Johne Clow and Beatrix Bennet had Jonet; witnesses, Peter Walker, Thomas Elder, Robert Walwood.
26, Patrik Livingston and Jonet Rutherfoord (in fornication) had Robert; witnesses, Robert Walwood of Touch, James Legat and Robert Walwood, presenter of the child.
26, James Gib and Elspet Marshell had William; witnesses, William Rowan, William Dewar, James Bryce.

M. 7, Alexander Harrower to Jonet Pullons in the kirk of Torrie.
23, Thomas Boyd to Barbara Russell.
33, Gawin Edison to Margaret Potter.
35, Robert Walwood to Jonet Nicoll.

NOVEMBER.

B. 2, Robert Burn and Jonet Sharp had Elspet; witnesses, David Currie, Henrie Dowglas, Andro Mitchell.
2, James Broun and Margaret George had Johne; witnesses, James Cunnan, Johne Broun, Andro Smyth.
2. Johne Simrell and Bessie Stevinson had Patrik; witnesses, Patrik Hall, Patrik Mudie, Thomas Stevinson.

3. William Clerk and Margaret Primros had Helen; witnesses, Robert Scotland, Eduard Dowglas, William Primros.

4. William Flockart and Issobell Mayne had Jonet; witnesses, Andro Mayne, David Flockart, Johne Broun.

5. James Robertson and Marion Greive had James; witnesses, Henrie Mitchell, Robert Scotland, James Broun.


7. Johne Hunter and Jonet Murgane had William; witnesses, Johne Broun, Robert Hog, James Murgane.

8. Patrik Norie and Jonet Young had William; witnesses, Johne Norie, William Lason, William Young.


11. Donald Buchannan and Margaret Turnour had Margaret; witnesses, Eduart Dowglas, Johne Strachan, Johne Halkett.

M. 4. Robert Kellok to Issobell Kellok in Innerkething.

4. James Anderson to Eupham King.

6. David Angus to Margaret Harrower.


27. Alexander M’Yowan to Jonet Neish.

DECEMBER.

7. James Dowglas and Marie Faulds had Eduart; witnesses, Johne Faulds, Eduart Dowglas, Robert Dowglas.

7. James Marskell and Helen Faulds had Margaret; witnesses, William Lason, James Lason, William Huton.


7. Johne Dowgall and Margaret Young had Margaret; witnesses, James Anderson, Johne Heart, Johne Dalgieleish.

7. James Hakston and Katherin Ewin had George; witnesses, James Lindsay, George Lindsay, James Broun.


14. Jonet Phillian in fornication to Abram Giro (as she affirmed) had Thomas; witnesses, David Hutton, Alexander Beane, and Thomas Beane, presenter of the childe. This childe was about a quarter old before he was baptized.


14. William Purdie and Margaret Dove had Johne; witnesses, Johne Colyeare, Johne Belfrage, Johne Littlejohne.


21. Johne Gibson and Elspet Hirdman had Jonet; witnesses, Robert Huton, Johne Wright, George Walls.

26. Peter Hay of Naughton and his ladie, Dame Margaret Hendirson had Elizabeth; witnesses, Thomas Bruce of Blairhall, Johne Scot of Spensirfield, James Hoburn of Menstry.
28, Robert Cowston and Eupham Scot had Christian; witnesses, James Broun, Henry Coventrie, Robert Cunynghame.

28, Robert Anderson and Katherine Broun had William; witnesses, John Anderson, Robert Cunyngham, William Lethen.

28, Alexander Dunsyre and Katherine Brugh had Eupham; witnesses William Smert, George Swinton, Robert Shortus.

28, Andro Cunyngham and Margaret Turnbull had James; witnesses, James Cunnan, Mr James Tailyeour, James Mayne.

31, James Lawson and Issobell Robertson had Margaret; witnesses, Laurence Watson, Johne Donald, Peter Buist.

M. 2, Johne Johnston to Margaret Lowson.

2, James White to Jonet Watson.

4, Andro Donald to Jonet Belfrage.

11, Thomas Thomson to Margaret Cullen.

16, William Wilson to Margaret Broun.

Robert Donald to Jonet Donald.

Thomas Sands to Helen Donald.

18, George Stirk to Margaret Lawrie.

**JANUARY [1663].**

B. 4, Robert Steward and Jonet Broun had David; witnesses, David Broun, Andro Mayn, Johne Steward.

11, James Craig and Margaret Fergison had Elizabeth; witnesses, James Clerk of Pittincreiff, George Stirk, Robert Stirk.

11, Thomas Mitchell and Margaret Mudie had Christian; witnesses, James Legatt, Johne Potter, Gawin Edison.

11, William Alexander and Bessie Eudie had Jonet; witnesses, Johne Potter, Andro Robertson, William Tailyeour.

11, Thomas Mitchell and Bessie Greive (in fornication) had Jonet, baptized in Saline; witnesses, Robert Dalgleish, presenter of the childe, Thomas Hendirson, and Robert Greive.

18, Harie Philp and Jonet Toward had Marion; witnesses, George Wardlaw, James Peacock, Johne Lindsay.

18, William Dewar and Issobell Fyff had David; witnesses, James Dewar, David Dewar, David Peacock.


25, James Weyld and Issobell Creich had William; witnesses, James Baverage, Henrie Baverage, Johne Weyld.

25, Thomas Beane and Katherine Walker had Christian; witnesses, Alexander Beane, Patrik Walker, Harie James.

25, Robert Stanehouse and Bessie Huton had Robert; witnesses, Robert Huton, Johne Cusine, James Broun.

25, Robert Sharp and Elspet Porteous had James; witnesses, James Mudie, James Bountorine, James Richardson.

25, Robert Wilson and Grissell Toward (in fornication) had Johne baptized in Carnok; witnesses, James Wilson, James Mudy, David Bad.

M. 27, Johne Wilson to Bessie Mudie. [Only one marriage recorded in January 1663.]

**FEBRUARY.**

B. 1, Johne Anderson and Margaret Macmirrie had Anna; witnesses, James Anderson, Adam Anderson, Robert Colyear.

8, Robert Anderson and Margaret Cullen had Robert; witnesses, Johne Cullen, Adam Anderson, Alexander Young.

8, Laurence Thomson and Eupham Mather had James; witnesses, George Chalmers, Johne Turnbull, William Broun.

8, Alexander Anderson and Jonet Chrystie had Helen; witnesses, James Anderson, William Anderson.
15. Andro Mudie and Issobell Mudie had James; witnesses, James Wilson, James Mudie, James Stevenson.
15. Eduart Overwhite and Grissell Dick had Johne; witnesses, Johne Anderson, Johne Cuise, Johne Broun.
15. Patrik Allan and Margaret Alison had Margaret; witnesses, David Turnbull, Johne Stevenson, Johne Park.
22. James Mudie, landclerk, had ane manchild borne to him of his wyf Grissell Espline, the xi day of Februar about four in the morning, and baptized the 22 day and called James; witnesses, James Clerk of Pittincreif, Peter Hay of Naughton, George Wardlaw, and James Mudie, elder.
22. Alexander Fairlie and Margaret Myllar had Alexander; witnesses, Robert Shortus, James Murgan, William Mudie.
22. Johne Peirson and Elspet Duff had Patrik; witnesses, Patrik Duff, Patrik Hall and Johne Thomson.
26. Robert Dewar and Issobell Alexander had Jean; witnesses, Johne Thomson, Patrik Hall and James Bruce.
28. Johne Donn and Margaret Anderson had Margaret; witnesses, Robert Anderson, Johne Thomson, William Mercer.


MARCH.

8. Andro Spear and Elspet Matheson had James; witnesses, James Cunnan, James Spear, James Buist.
17. Andro Wilson and Issobell Letham had Helen; witnesses, Henrie Peirson, Robert Donald, Robert Lethem.
22. Johne Spens and Issobell Walls had Jonet; witnesses, Eduart Dowglas, Johne Anderson, Johne Donalson.
22. Umquhile Johne Hamilton and Bessie Anderson had Agnes; witnesses, James Anderson, younger, Alexander Anderson, Robert Hulton and James Anderson, elder, presenter of the childe.
24. Harie Broun and Margaret Kingorne had William; witnesses, David Murray, Walter Anderson, Johne Lason.
29. Andro Chrystie and Margaret Creich had Andro; witnesses, Andro Creich, Johne Creich, Andro Currie.
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29, Robert Cheisly and Bessie Greg had Nans; witnesses, Andro Hall, William Gotterston, Robert Walwood.
29, James Hew and Jonet Anderson had Geills; witnesses, Adam Currie, Andro Cunynghame, Johne Mudie.
29, David Thomson and Helen Johnston had Andro; witnesses, Johne Haliburton, Robert Haliburton, Thomas Horne.
29, George Wilson and Helen M'baith had George; witnesses, George Chapman, William Turnbull, Johne Chrystie.
31, Johne Cunynghame and Elspet Cant had Helen; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Johne Anderson, David Reid.

M. 6, James Kinymont of that ilk to Margaret Wardlaw, dochter of Sir . Henry Wardlaw of Pitreavie, knight, in the kirk of Baith.
10, Robert Meldrum to Jonet Weyld.
12, William Ingles to Jonet Burley.
12, Johne Walker to Jonet Hoburn.

APRIL.

B. 5, Robert Lason and Jonet Drysdaill had Jeane; witnesses, William Lason, James Lason, William Anderson.
5, Eduard Crowder and Marion Mitchell had George; witnesses, Peter Hay of Naughton, Alexander Innes, James Mitchell.
5, James Bower and Margaret Nicoll had Helen; witnesses, Robert Colyer, Andro Mayne, David Philp.
5, Johne Strachan and Katherin Mathier had James; witnesses, James Clerk of Pittincreiff, Johne Strachan and Robert Shortus.
5, James Durham and Geills Livingston had James; witnesses, Johne Duncanson, James Duncanson, David Duncanson, Andro Hall.
5, Mr. James Tailycour had ane womanchilde borne to him of his wyf Bessie Turnbull the 24 of March last, and baptized the said 5 day of April and called Helen; witnesses, Peter Hay of Naughton, William Walker and Peter Walker.
7, Robert Myllar and Jonet Wood had David; witnesses, David Currie, Mr. David Dowglas, James Wood.
12, Adam Turnbull and Jonet Mitchell had James; witnesses, James Cunnan, James Mitchell, Johne Turnbull.
12, Johne M'Grew and Katherin M'Queene had Johne; witnesses, Peter Walker, George Chalmers, William Keir.
12, Mungo Johnston and Margaret Watson had Johne; witnesses, William Walwood, William Keir, Johne Keir.
12, James May and Nauss Gray (in fornication) had James; witnesses, William Turnbull, James Lindsay, George Chapman.
14, William Hadston and Annabel Blaiket had David; witnesses, James Lindsay, Henrie Mitchell, William Primros.
19, Henrie Dowglas and Katherin Brand had Anna; witnesses, James Scot of Spenserfeld, Mr. David Dowglas, Adam Brand.
19, Alexander Lawson and Margaret Keltie had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Johnston, Henrie Lowson, David Haigen.
26, George Turnbull and Margaret Kellok had William; witnesses, William Walker, Adam and William Turnbulls.
26, Johne Chrystie and Christian Henryson had Johne; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, Johne Chrystie, Johne Henryson.
26, Robert Barclay and Jonet Richardson had Issobell; witnesses, William Gottetston, Andro Hall, James Lamb.

M. 16, Thomas Philp to Jonet Wright.
21, David Sharp to Jonet Watson.
30, Henrie Stevinson to Helen Chrystie.
MAY.

B. 3. James Anderson and Issobell Dewar had Margaret; witnesses, David Dewar of Lassodie, Adam Anderson and Mr. Robert Anderson.
3. Henrie Wilson and Margaret Lindsay had Johne; witnesses, Johne Dewar, Johne Cumyn, David Dowglas.
10. Duncan Campbell and Christian Dalgleish had Christian; witnesses, Mr. Robert Kay, minister, James Ruthven, Mr. Thomas Walker.
10. William Mercer and Elspet Kellok had Bessie; witnesses, James Cunnan, Robert Kellok, Adam Anderson.
10. Robert Kirk and Issobell Scot had Joseph; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Johne Stanehous, Eduart Russell.
10. Robert Willy and Marion Russel had Marion; witnesses, Mr. George Walker, Peter Russell, David Steward.
10. Andro Galrik and Mariorie Williamson had Mariorie; witnesses, Thomas Williamson, Johne Broun, Andro Broun.
14. Andro Stevinson and Christian Haigen had Margaret; witnesses, David Haigen, Johne Stevinson, James Lowson.
24. William Belfrage and Issobell Templeman had Johne; witnesses, Johne Stirk, Henrie Meldrum, Andro Meldrum.
26. Johne Cuisine and Barbara Smeton (in fornication) had Nans; witnesses, James Legat, Patrik Sanders, and Andro Hall, presenter of the childe.
29. Johne Harla and Jonet Rainy had Anna; witnesses, James Hadstown, David Haigen, James Anderson.
31. Thomas Stevinson and Alison Dowglas had Jonet; witnesses, Mr. George Walker, Mr. David Dowglas and James Stevinson.
31. James Broun and Jonet Meldrum had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Broun, Andro Broun, Johne Creich.
31. Johne Clerk and Anna Primros had Helen; witnesses, Henrie Stevinson, Alexander Anderson, Johne Bad.

M. 18. Mr. Johne Udney to Margaret Kennedie.

JUNE.

7. Andro Wilson and Grissell Dewar had Johne; witnesses, Johne Wright, Johne Myne, James Wilson.
7. Walter Anderson and Agnes Smyth had Agnes; witnesses, Johne Anderson, presenter of the childe, David Anderson, George Turnbull.
7. Charles Griem and Issobell Harla had Margaret; witnesses, Sir Henrie Wardlaw of Pitreavie, James Kinynmont of that Ilk, and William Harla.
21. Johne Walloks and Margaret Broun had Bessie; witnesses, Robert Cunynghame, Johne Harrower, James Donald.
21. Johne Barker and Issobell Clerk had Katherin; witnesses, Adam Anderson, Robert Bonar, James Imrie.
23. Andro Greg and Elspet Malcom (in fornication) had Margaret; witnesses, Thomas Couper, presenter of the childe, Johne Stevinson and Thomas Stevinson.
23. William Potter and Jeane Elder had Margaret; witnesses, David Murray, Andro Johnston, Robert Colyeac.
28. James Simson and Margaret Anderson had Issobell; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Walker, William Broun, George Chalmers.
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28, Johne Drumond and Katherin Reaburn had James; witnesses, Peter Walker, Robert Walwood, David Jerman.
28, Thomas Hutson and Elspet Anstie had Issobell; witnesses, Henrie Coventrie, Robert Lason, David Anstie.

M. 2, Johne Wood to Margaret Davidson.
4, Walter Potter to Katherine Meldrum.
4, Johne May to Margaret Peacock.
16, Robert Cunyghame to Margaret Donaldson.
18, Andro Wilson to Jonet Robertson.
23, Patrik Anderson to Jonet Primros.
25, Henrie Hendirson to Issobell Wightman.
30, Johne Stanehous to Nans Hendirson in the kirk of Innerkething.

JULY.

B. 5, Eduart Douglas and Margaret Shape had Agnes; witnesses, Eduart Douglas, William Shape, Johne Shape.
5, Eduart Rutherfoord and Margaret Græm had Geills; witnesses, James Durie, James Anderson, Robert Russell.
5, James Eason and Helen Walwood had William; witnesses, William Eason, Johne Walwood, Johne Lason.
5, William Legat and Helen Kent had Christian; witnesses, James Legat, William Kent, Johne Kent.
5, Johne Hunter and Margaret Burn had Robert; witnesses, Robert Tailyeour, Andro Mayne, Patrik Hall.
5, Johne Arkie and Elspet Baxter had Margaret; witnesses, Henrie Mitchell. James Broun, James Arkie.
5, Johne Halket and Bessie Mikeljohne had James; witnesses, William Huton, James Marshall, William Anderson.
12, James Sim and Nans Lason had Jeane; witnesses, Robert Walwood, William Sim, Johne Stevinson.
12, James Sands and Bessie Touchie had Johne; witnesses, Mr. Thomas Dowglas, Johne Creich, Andro Johnestoun.
19, Laurence Walker and Jeane Rae had Thomas; witnesses, Thomas Belfrage, George Walls and David Steward.
26, Johne Turnbull and Anna Linton had Robert; witnesses, Thomas Walker, George Turnbull in Broomhall, and George Turnbull in Silhietoun.
26, Alexander Harrower and Jonet Pullons had Helen; witnesses, George Turnbull, Andro Mitchell and Johne Anderson.
26, James Peirson and Margaret Peacock had Andro; witnesses, Andro Peirson, William Cose, Johne Duncanson.
26, William Currie and Margaret Mayne had Margarett; witnesses, David Currie, James Mayne, Johne Mayne.
26, James Fyg and Nans Dalgleish had George; witnesses, George Turnbull, Robert Colyear, George Stirk.

M. 7, Thomas Wilson to Margaret Donald.
9, Johne Mowbrei to Elspet Murebeck.
9, James Anderson to Issobell Anderson.
9, David Jerman to Elizabeth Elder.
23, James Lindsay to Bessie Thomson.
30, Andro Simson to Bessie Elder.

AUGUST.

8, Patrik Sanders and Anna Elder had Elizabeth; witnesses, David Jerman, Robert Huton, Johne Duncanson.
8, Abram Patrik and Marion Boyd had Jonet; witnesses, Robert Patrik, Patrik Sanders, Robert Huton.
8, Robert Bowie and Grissell Anderson had James; witnesses, Jerom Cowie, George Walls, James Anderson.
8, Johne Richardson and Jonet Strang had Margaret; witnesses, William Gutterston, Robert Sharp, Charles Grem.
15, James Anderson and Barbara Russell had Issobell; witnesses, Johne Anderson, William Anderson, Eduart Russell.
15, Johne Donald and Helen Reddie had James; witnesses, Johne Colyear, William Harla, Robert Donald.
15, Peter Currour and Barbara Hendisron had Johne; witnesses, Andro Mayne, Andro Mudie, James Stevinson.
15, William Ivat and Jeane Anderson had William; witnesses, Adam Anderson, David Jerman, Johne Wright.
23, Robert Baxter and Bessie Chapman had Bessie; witnesses, Andro Chapman, George Chapman, Johne Baxter.
23, Laurence Trotter and Jeane Hector had Cicell; witnesses, Eduart Burt, James Hadston, James Anderson.
30, James Mitchell and Margaret Mercer had Kathiein; witnesses, Robert Dempster of Pitliver, Johne Turnbull, Henrie Dowglas.
30, Robert Smeton and Nans Moyes had Elizabeth; witnesses, James Moyes, Robert Mudie, Robert Russell.
30, William Niklejohn and Jonet Greg had Jonet; witnesses, Peter Russell, William Drylay, Johne Allan.

M. 6, Robert Dowglas to Issobell M' Craich.
11, Thomas Hamilton to Helen Lindsay in the kirk of Carnok.
18, James Alexander to Jonet Crambie in the kirk of Baith.
25, Robert Donald to Margaret Myllar.
27, Patrik Anderson to Bessie Beflage.

SEPTEMBER.

B. 3, William Wilson and Katherin Lowson had Margarett; witnesses, Laurence Wilson, Andro Turnbull, Robert Bull.
6, William Dowglas and Margaret Huton had Robert; witnesses, James Anderson, Johne Thomson, Eduard Dowglas.
13, Johne Marshall and Helen Greg had Robert; witnesses, Robert Mudie, James Baverage, Johne Dewar.
13, Thomas Dowglas and Bessie Murie had Nans; witnesses, Eduard Dowglas, Adam Murie, James M'Yowan.
20, Alexander Young and Margaret Callendar had Johne; witnesses, Johne Anderson, Patrik Broun, Johne Bell.
20, William Peirson and Issobell Walwood had William; witnesses, William Broun, Johne Peirson, William Harla.
27, David Donaldson and Helen Donaldson had Thomas; witnesses, Johne Chrystie, Thomas Currour, David Young.
27, David Young and Margaret Drysdail had Christian; witnesses, Johne Chrystie, Johne Walker, Robert Chrystie.
27, James Bountorne and Nans Laurie had ane manchilde the 14 day and baptized the 27 day and called George; witnesses, George Hay, lawfull sone to Peter Hay of Naughton, George Stirk, elder, and Johne Laurie.
29, Johne Hunnan and Katherin Yowan had Margarett; witnesses, James Anderson, elder, Robert Yowan, James Imrie.

M. [None.] [No marriages recorded for September 1663.]

OCTOBER.

B. 1, Henrie Mitchell and Grissell Lindsay had Andro; witnesses, Andro Mitchell, Mr. George Walker, Henrie Dowglas.
4, George Ewin and Elspet Potter had George; witnesses, David Turnbull, James Imrie, Thomas Wely.
8. William Rowan and Margaret Allane had Issobell; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Johne Rowan, Robert Russell.
15. Andro Donald and Jonet Belfrage had Issobell; witnesses, Robert Donald, Henrie Coventrie, James Donald.
15. David Reid and Katherin Scot had Grissell; witnesses, Johne Stevinson, William Smert, George Walls.
18. Gawin Edison and Margaret Potter had Johne; witnesses, Johne Potter, Walter Potter, Johne Lauthiane.
18, Robert Jak and Jonet Hall had Kathein; witnesses, Andro Mudie, Johne Wardlaw, Robert Mayne.

M. 1, William Donaldson to Rebecca Clow.
6, William Inch to Jonet Walls in the kirk of Baith.
22, Harie Anderson to Elizabeth Wightman in Edinburgh.

NOVEMBER.

B. 1, Robert Peirson and Elspet Mudie had William; witnesses, Mr. Robert Anderson, William Mudie, William Gortierreoun.
1, William Donaldson and Issobell Malcom had Johne; witnesses, Johne Mackie, William Mercer, Johne Colyear.
5, James Murgan and Jonet Inglis had Margaret; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Johne Lethem, Robert Philip.
5, Andro Kirk and Issobell Coventrie had Issobell; witnesses, Duncan Campbell, Thomas Elder, William Belfrage.
5, Robert Hogane and Bessie Potter had Elspet; witnesses, Johne Potter David Steward, Laurence Watson.
5, Johne Weir and Jonet Hamilton had Jonet; witnesses, William Walker, Johne Thomson, Johne Peirson.
8, Thomas Thomson and Margaret Cullen had Johne; witnesses, Johne Chrystie, Robert Thomson.
12, Robert Shortus and Bessie Strachan had Margaret; witnesses, Johne Strachan, Johne Cunyngham and Johne Stirk.
15, Robert Thomson and Issobell Douglas had Henrie; witnesses, Henrie Davidson, Robert Thomson, James Thomson.
19, Johne Wilson and Katherin Philip had Andro; witnesses, Andro Wilson, Andro Johnestoun, Johne Lethem.
22, Andro Wardlaw and Issobell Murray had Issobell; witnesses, James Anderson, William Douglas, Johne Burley.
22, Johne Aikin and Elspet Spens had David; witnesses, Johne Law, David Turnbull, Johne Alexander.
26, Henrie Coventrie and Issobell Donald had Andro; witnesses, Andro Donald, Andro Kirk, James Donald.
26, Johne Hadston and Issobell Pringle had Elspet; witnesses, William Anderson, James Anderson, James Hadston.
29, George Stirk and Margaret Laurie had Elspet; witnesses, George Stirk, Johne and Robert Stirks.
29, Andro Hannan and Grissell Boyd had Grissell; witnesses, Johne Hunan, Patrik Sanders, Robert Huton.

M. 12, Henrie Lowson to Bessie Hall.
12, Mark Donald to Margaret Currie.
19, William Young to Elspet Broun.